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That is the way to go!
I.М. Bortnik,
prof., D. Sc. in Engineering, the Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises (FASIE)
Looking back on the way passed by the Foundation, two
major stages of its development may be singled out.
Before describing their content, it should be noted that
the idea of the Fund as a business support instrument
was not unique. By the early-1990s many countries had
already had programmes for innovative business support and development. Planning our activities, we based
on the available experience but avoided its copying both
in terms of ideology and financial resources. The first
decade stage was related to the support of already existing companies. That was the reality and those were
the priorities in the Foundation activities at the time. We
could not support hundreds and thousands of projects,
since our resources were sufficient to fund dozens, up
to a hundred projects per year. During that period the
Foundation role was in increasing the stability of companies. The emphasis was made on the stability in innovative business activities. Most companies had combined
earnings from different sources. There were few enterprises that received most funds from their research and
development as well as innovative products.
At that time the Foundation made an important step,
which was in arranging infrastructure for companies.
They often came from universities, academic and industrial institutes, and thus, they had no suitable premises and conditions for development. It was the time of
launching the Interagency programme for activating innovations in science and technology, which we also
called the «Programme of Four». The programme was
developed by the Russian Ministry of Science, Russian
Ministry of Education, the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises and the Russian Foundation
of Technological Development. The programme resulted
in setting up a network of innovative technology centres,

where small innovative businesses had more acceptable
and advanced conditions for their activities. A number of
these centres have actually turned into high technology
parks, their areas being dozens of thousands of square
metres, and the sales volumes of resident companies
have risen to hundreds of millions of dollars. Today they
are quite competitive on the global market.
The commencement of the second stage was associated
with the initiative expressed by Andrey Aleksandrovich
Fursenko and Gennadiy Viktorovich Kozlov as to introducing the START programme, which in fact aimed at incorporating companies “from scratch”. There were some
doubts whether the programme would be successful since
it was evident that only a part of such start-ups would
reach the growth and steady development stage. This is
the nature of the process. Therefore, it was necessary to
launch hundreds of them and the question was whether
the Foundation had enough funds for the purpose? Life
showed that we managed to organize hundreds of startup projects per year and about 10-15% of them stayed
on the market. That was how we transited to the seeding
stage projects.
Then we implemented the Foundation initiative on the
programme of the Participant of Youth Science and
Innovation Contest, UMNIK, which was supported at the
Ministry of Education and Science by А.А. Fursenko and
D.V. Livanov. The objective of the programme is to provide an opportunity for young scientists, designers and
engineers to implement their projects, teach them innovation activities, and bring up a new generation of research entrepreneurs. This Foundation programme has
gained mass popularity and is currently national. Thus,
over the past two decades there have been two nearly equal Foundation activities by funding volume: support of already well-established companies through the
RAZVITIE programme as well as pre-seed and seed
funding under UMNIK, UMNIK na START! and START
programmes.

It is often discussed if the Foundation should support medium companies. The answer is related to two facts. The
first one is that the budget of the Foundation is limited, it
does not allow to invest tens or hundreds of millions of
roubles per project, which will the needs of medium-sized
businesses. Then we can fail in establishing and supporting micro and small entities. The second fact is that there
are other institutes for the development, other financial
instruments, in particular, venture capital sources.
Another thing is when spin off companies emerge around
medium entities. In this case we interact with them but
not with the parent companies, which is also beneficial
for them, as our support reduces their risks.
Another suggestion. Unlike venture investors that are
frequently specialised in specific industry, though being
guided by its field priorities, the Foundation is still marked
for wide coverage, seeks to be as universal as possible.
The Foundation needs to solve the dilemma of selecting
innovations-to-be, have an opportunity to support absolutely new directions.
Twenty years have passed since the establishment of the
Foundation. Generally, the situation with the domestic innovation system development has changed dramatically.
The Foundation is currently operating alongside with other
development institutions, where the Foundation has its
mission and its niche – start-ups. Technology commercialization centres, business incubators, innovation and
technology centres and high technology parks have been
developing. Financial institutes and instruments have become much more diverse. Positive attitude of the heads
of regions to the innovative entrepreneurship development
should also be mentioned.
The domestic innovation house has nearly been completed, there are only separate stones missing in the building and some problems have not been settled yet. The
first one is related to the continuous fundamental science
underfunding. The issue of prototyping under accelerated launch of considerable number of innovative products has not been solved either. Furthermore, here is still
low demand for new developments. Even the companies
that have achieved billion sales volumes face the problem.
Besides, there are hindrances for the entities being between small and medium business. They need preconditions for a breakthrough; they also need a large market. It
is for these companies that the “Cooperation” programme
is designed. It is required to lead these entities to big proj-

ects, the products of medium and large time-tested companies.
We need to pay special attention to the children aged
5 - 15, since they should now be engaged in the innovative activities, encourage their strive for creativity,
improve their knowledge, teach them respective skills.
For this purpose the Ministry of Economic Development
has launched the programme of establishing the centres
of youth creativity, and it is well accepted in regions. We
expect that, having grown up, young people will replenish
both lacking innovations workforce, and lacking breakthrough scientific and innovation ideas.
Anniversaries are usually considered the time for summarizing. It is possible and necessary to be proud of how
many projects have been supported. How many jobs have
been created, taxes paid, new technologies and developments introduced. All these and other indicators are
collected and summarized by the Foundation management. They make reports to the Supervisory Board and
governmental bodies. However, there are indices, which
cannot be measured either in pieces, or in banknotes.
For example, the Foundation popularity. Today we can
state that owing to our programmes, especially such
mass ones, as UMNIK and START, the Foundation has
become widely known within the innovation community.
We may be proud of the companies – our clients. Many
of those, incorporated under the new programmes, are
successfully developing and receive support from other
development institutes, and are among the most rapidly
growing innovation entities of the country. Among other
companies, supported by the Foundation at the initial
stage of the activities, there are actual industry leaders,
e.g. Argus-Spektr or Diakont, having achieved multi-billion sales of their products. And, finally, the image of the
Foundation or its reputation. I believe that since its establishment the Foundation management has been able
to keep its good standing and reputation.
In conclusion, I would like to congratulate the staff of the
Foundation, my colleagues on the twenty-year anniversary and wish further success in the development of innovation entrepreneurship in our country.
I should also say to our former, present and future clients:
“That is the way to go!” If we are not satisfied with the innovation process in Russia, do not think that somebody
will arrange it for you. Influence it within your company, at
your workplace, run it! Who can do it but you?!

Introduction
The authors of this collected volume aimed at telling
about the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises, the Foundation programmes and, certainly,
about the results of over twenty years of the Foundation
activities. While processing materials for the book we realized that the result should be not only in the report on the
completed work. Its result ought to be in the description of
the innovative landscape of the Russian Federation, a kind
of an “innovative atlas”. In fact this broad sense of the book
has its logic. Firstly: the Foundation has become the first
state institution in new Russia, designed to save, support
and encourage the growth of high technology sector of the
Russian economy. Secondly: the Foundation activities have
not been isolated, even during the hardest economic times
the Foundation executives managed to find the feedback,
understanding and assistance of organizations and people,
thinking by social and state welfare categories. Partner relations with these people and organizations are highly appreciated and we are putting efforts to maintain them. It is
these relations that formed the framework of the innovative
infrastructure of the Russian Federation, owing to which
major results have been achieved. Last but not least: the
“innovative atlas” is a product of high demand. It is necessary for home and foreign experts and enterprises, engaged
in innovations and interested in searching potential partners;
for investors, looking for the opportunities of promising high
technology investments; for statesmen, whose interests include the economy of knowledge. We wrote this atlas basing
on our professional experience, knowledge and competencies. Apparently, this is the key to objectiveness and reliability of the material proposed in this book.
However, it would be wrong to ignore the Foundation itself. We believe that a short description of the Foundation,
its programmes and achievements is important to inform
and encourage cooperation with new innovation process
participants. The paper below is devoted to this issue.
Global experience shows that the small innovative business development is a necessary precondition for building a contemporary innovative economy. Innovations do
not come by themselves. They are regularly introduced
and reproduced only under the correspondent condi-

tions. Setting, supporting and improving these conditions
are the primary objectives for which the state economic
policy established the Foundation over twenty years ago.
However, the Russian Federation was and to a great extent has been a country with rather uneven scientific and
industrial development across its regions: from the highest standard international research and production centres to underdeveloped remote areas. Nevertheless, talented creative people can be found everywhere. Helping
these people, especially the youth, to try their hands, find
self-realization, regardless of the region they live in –
this is the approach, alongside with supporting successfully operating and developing innovative enterprises that
serves the basis to the Foundation regional strategy.
At the opening meeting the Foundation Supervisory Board
made a strategic decision to allocate at least 50% of the
Foundation financial resources to support innovative projects in the regions of the Russian Federation. This decision
was adopted by the results of thorough analysis of the current state of the home science and industry. At the time of
profound crisis, the point was to save what could be saved,
preventing the collapse of scientific and innovation schools
and centres, terminating the brain drain from the country and
from the profession. The establishment of new growth points
looked a task for an unlimited period of time.
Nonetheless, it was possible to solve this issue in the early 2000s, when the system crisis of the 1990s was mainly
overcome and the basic public and economic mechanisms
had already been formed: there was credit, budgetary, and
tax systems, higher education system began its restoration,
small and medium sized business was formally established
as a key element of the Russian economy.
At that time the Foundation activated its expansion efforts, organizing its regional representative offices, operating on the contractual basis under the agreements
between the regional administration and the Foundation.
These representatives were one of the main tools for the
Foundation regional strategy implementation.
The latest Foundation representative office was opened
in December 2013 in Orenburg oblast. As a result the

Foundation representative offices are operating in 64
constituent units of the Russian Federation.
The essential objectives of the
representative offices include:
• informing the regional scientific and research community of the Foundation activities,
• interaction with interested regional ministries and
agencies, regional budgetary and extrabudgetary
foundations, other stakeholders for the development
of the regional innovative infrastructure,
• information and expert assistance to small regional innovative enterprises in entering international markets,
• provision of “innovation lift” services,
• organization of contests under the Foundation programmes,
• control of contract performance between local enterprises and the Foundation,
• other activities related to the Foundation mission and
purpose.

Heads of regional representative offices are a most
valuable resource of the Foundation. Their professional
skills, loyalty, ability to find solutions to the most complex
tasks are the basis of the Foundation success and future
achievements in the regions.
The materials provided in this book prove the aforesaid.
Any and all the regions show the quality growth of the
projects submitted to the Foundation, increase of their
scientific and commercial efficiency. The Foundation programme portfolio is unique. It enables to find support of
an innovative project at any stage of its implementation:
from the concept or the idea – to the full-scale operating
enterprise. The Foundation representatives actively participate in the development of innovative infrastructure of
the regions. An important indicator of the Foundation and
its representatives performance is the growth of raised
extrabudgetary resources per 1 RUB of the budgetary
funds invested by the Foundation. Investors believe that
the Foundation participates only in promising, quality
projects, and they are ready to invest their funds.

ABOUT FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO SMALL INNOVATIVE ENTERPRISES
The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises (hereinafter the Foundation) was established
in accordance with the resolution of the Government of the
Russian Federation dated February 3, 1994 N 65 «On the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises».
The Foundation is a state organization set up to support scientific, research and innovative activities in accordance with
the Federal Law «On the State Science and State ScientificTechnical Policy». It is formally considered one of the most
important scientific institutions.
The purpose of the Foundation activities is assistance in
the implementation of the state scientific and technical
policy and promising scientific, research and innovative
projects in civil technologies, efficient research potential
management, introduction of research and development
achievements in the production for developing small innovative enterprises, whose operations are based on the
application (introduction) of the intellectual activity findings, the development of innovative infrastructure, creation of new work places for the efficient management of
the available potential of the Russian Federation.
The Foundation provides financial resources to the projects on the contractual basis, and also by awarding grants
to individuals and legal entities for funding the projects,
whose results have good commercialization prospects
and are implemented by small innovative enterprises.
The Foundation carries out the following
key activities under the governmental task:
а)	
selects projects for further contract execution with
small innovative enterprises winning the contests.
The contracts are to:
• perform research, development and design;

• implement projects of the innovative infrastructure
development, including the establishment of technology promotion and commercialization centres, certification and patent centres for the results of intellectual
activities of small innovative enterprises, high technology information networks;
• implementation of projects on building prototypes and
industrial designs of innovative products;
• implementation of projects supporting dedicated services necessary for small innovative enterprises;
b)	selects the projects, submitted by individuals and legal entities, for further awarding grants to the contests
winners for funding their projects;
c)	organizes scientific events in the fields of Foundation
activities (conferences, seminars, exhibitions etc.),
including international ones.
The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises is one of the main elements of the modern
National Innovation System (NIS) being formed in the
Russian Federation.
“The cooperation agreement of the institutes for the development of continuous innovative project funding at all
stages of the innovation cycle” was signed by the major
Russian Institutes for Development and stakeholder organizations on April 6, 2010.
According to this document, the objective of the Foundation
in the system of state institutes for Development – NIS
members is to create the most favourable conditions for
optimizing the flow of quality projects and their further
support by other entities. Thus, the Foundation became
the first level of the “innovation lift”. It partners in fulfilling
this task are Russian Venture Company (RBC), Russian

Corporation of Nanotechnologies (ROSNANO), Skolkovo
Foundation,
Vnesheconombank
(VEB),
Moscow
Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX), which have their
own resources and participate in financing enterprises at
specific stages. For example, the Foundation supports
projects on the “preseed” and “seed” stages, then venture foundations and ROSNANO join financing. Skolkovo
has a possibility to provide tax exemptions and allocate
grants, MSP Bank (VEB subsidiary) assumes extension
of loans with soft interest rates.
Another important task of the Foundation under the
above Agreement is to bear responsibility for quality due
diligence of the requests submitted to contests and selection of the most promising projects, which will be supported at further stages. Scientists and inventors must

be confident that after the comprehensive consideration
their work will be impartially assessed, whereas the
best projects will be provided with financing resources.
The findings of the project research level examination
and the prospects of its commercialization are provided
to the dedicated group of the Expert Board for the final decision. The Foundation engages over two thousand scientists as experts and members of the contest
committees, including 31 academicians and 35 associated members of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the
Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, and the Russian
Academy of Agricultural Sciences.
The Agreement performance led to the establishment of
an efficient “innovation lift” system.

Innovation and
Investment
Market MICEX
VEB
ROSNANO
Skolkovo
Venture
foundations
Seed investment
foundation RBC

Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises

Innovation lift mechanism
As of the end of 2013 approximately 200 small Russian enterprises, having successfully undergone the Foundation
programmes, were given an opportunity to develop with
the financial support of other institutes for development.
According to the data analysed by the work team of the
institutes for development under the cooperation agree-

ment of the institutes for the development of continuous
innovative project funding, as a result of successful project implementation these enterprises, being financed by
the Foundation for the amount of 900 mln. RUB, further
managed to raise over 12 bn. RUB from other institutes
for development.

NETWORK OF INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRES
As early as in 2000 the Foundation was an initiator
and a founder of the Russian Union of Innovation and
Technology Centres (ITC), designed to activate and create efficient organizational and commercial mechanisms
to support Russian small and medium sized companies
in research and innovation fields. For this purpose the
Russian Union of Innovation and Technology Centres
consolidates different scale, multi industry and dedicated organizations (ITCs, technoparks, business incubators, business centres, consultancies), in the regions
with high scientific and innovation potential (Moscow,

Saint-Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Zelenograd),
which provide production and technological support and
legal assistance to small and medium sized enterprises.
Uniting 27 ITCs and infrastructural organizations, being a vital element of the Russia Innovation System, the
Russian Union of Innovation and Technology Centres
supports over 5 thousand innovative companies, research organizations and universities in 19 regions of
the country and functions as a flexible body, coordinating
cooperation and comprehensive support of emerging and
well-established small and medium sized companies.

KEY FOUNDATION PROGRAMMES
The chronology of the Foundation key programmes
emergence corresponds to the stages of the Russian innovation economy evolution and the development of its
infrastructure. The decision on starting each of these
programmes was passed as a result of the Foundation
expert analysis of the state of scientific and technical institutes and schools, situation in the domestic and international innovation economies and the priorities of the
state policy and strategy in this field. Collectively, the
main Foundation programmes form logically and organizationally related first basic elements of the national innovation system. Starting with these programmes, it is
possible to achieve any possible heights. The efficiency
of the approach to forming the programmes is confirmed
with the following fact: 27 companies, supported by the
Foundation, became the laureates of the RF Government
prize for the development and manufacture of high technology products in 1996 -2013.
Razvitie programme, launched in 1994, met the acute
need of adapting researchers and schools during the
period of transition to market economy by commercialization of the accumulated research and development
basis. In 1994 - 2000 this programme did not have any
analogues in the Russian Federation and was highly demanded. Today the number of requests for participating
in this programme has somewhat reduced and become
stable, which is apparently due to the quality and quantity of competitive projects, currently generated by small
Russian innovative enterprises.
Start programme, introduced in 2004, is the programme
of seed financing. It provides start-up funds to small enterprises, seeking to produce and market an innovative

product. The need in this programme is determined by
the emergence of a considerable number of innovative
projects and ideas, whose authors are young Russian
scientists and specialists, developing in the new conditions, related to the accelerated technological progress
and tough competition on the home and global markets.
UMNIK programme, introduced in 2007, was intended
to be an instrument of state support to talented young
people, striving to implement their ideas. Steadily growing demand for participating in this programme from ungraduated and postgraduate students, as well as young
specialists shows the timeliness of this programme and
the appropriateness of its idea.
UMNIK na START programme was launched in 2010. As
the title implies, this programme is designed for those
who successfully completed their work on UMNIK and
decided to start their own innovative business, based
on the results achieved in the UMNIK programme. The
function of this programme is to ensure smooth, facilitated transition to seed funding. The decision on introducing this programme was made by the results of interaction and communication with the participants of the
UMNIK programme.
INTERNATIONALIZATSIA, launched in 2013, reflects
changes in the landscape of the Russian innovative
economy, where there are more and more small enterprises, able to successfully operate on international intellectual property, commodity and service markets. One
of the main objectives of this programme is to systematically assist Russian innovators in overcoming the barriers of entering these markets.

UMNIK
The essential task of the programme is to find and educate
human resources reserves in the field of Russian innovative entrepreneurship. Participating in the programme,
undergraduate and postgraduate students, young scientists of academic and industrial research institutes, employees of innovative enterprises undergo several qualifying rounds, where they present their developments to
expert boards, which include representatives of scientific
schools and businessmen. The programme winners are
provided with an opportunity not only to work on their idea
but also be trained on the basics of R&D commercialization. Currently it is the only full-scale programme in the
country for identifying and supporting young scientists,
seeking self-realization through innovative activities.
The decisive role in the programme organization is
played by the Foundation regional representative offices. They arrange primary (in higher educational institutions, research organizations, or enterprises) and final (at scientific conferences) selection of winners, form

regional expert boards, supervise the work done by the
programme winners while performing their contracts with
the Foundation.
The programme winner selection includes 3 stages. At
the first stage of the programme implementation all the
eligible applicants participate in scientific and practical
conferences, seminars and competitions, held by higher
educational and research institutes etc., i.e. based on the
well-established schools. The boards of these events
comprise the members of the steering committee and
specialized academic boards of these higher educational
institutions. While selecting projects, the expert board
takes into account the selection fields, being the most
promising for the development of the regional economy.
Normally, these are the areas of the biggest number of
requests.
The data on the above events winners and their report
abstracts are accumulated by the Foundation regional
representatives and used for organizing final events.

At the second stage selection is carried out at the final
regional events (scientific conferences), agreed with the
Foundation representatives in the region. The format of
the final events provides for in-person reports by participants and is held as a presentation of the project and
answers to the questions of the expert board. The expert
board includes the experts, assessing the project scientific component (with scientific or academic degrees),
and those, assessing the innovative component and the
prospects of the project commercialization (industry executives, top managers of the largest production facilities
of the region, heads of technoparks, innovation centres
etc.).
At the third stage, after the final events, the data on the
winners are accumulated by the Foundation management, which drafts the final minutes. The final minutes
are approved by the meeting of the Supervisory Board of
the Foundation.
After the approval of the active roll each winner is entitled to access the Foundation system to fill in the data
for signing a contract with the Foundation. The basis for
executing the contract is the decision of the Foundation
Supervisory board meeting. According to the contract
conditions each winner receives 200 thousand RUB annually over two years.
Participants are selected in five
scientific research fields:
• Information Technology
• Future Medicine
• Advanced materials and technology of their generation
• New Devices and Hardware Systems
• Biochemical Technology
University youth has been actively participating in the
programme. For example, in 2013 the programme events
were held in over 200 out of 400 technical educational
establishments of the country. Over the programme operation period since 2007 the total number of final events
was over 1000 and the number of primary events exceeded 2700. Over 70 000 people have taken part in the
programme. The total number of winners over the years
of the programme operation is 10381 people.
The regions are forming the UMNIK programme winner
clubs (UMNIK clubs). Today they are working in 29 regions of the country (including 6 established in 2012).
The practice shows that the UMNIK clubs are mainly set
up in the regions, where the number of the UMNIK winners exceeds 150 people. This form of self-organization
of the people, having confirmed their innovative potential,
deserves thorough consideration and support.

The UMNIK club objectives are:
• to organize experience sharing and increasing the
synergic effect for the winners;
• to engage as many young people in organizing and
holding UMNIK and UMNIK na START programme
events as possible;
• to create high technology business structures involving young economists, lawyers, and sociologists.
In 2012 over 60 regional club meetings were held. They
included the discussion of internal UMNIK club operation
issues, and the issues of popularizing innovative activities with the youth.
One of the most important club activities is advice to the
UMNIK programme finalists on presenting their projects,
owing to which the authors will be able to structure their
presentations more clearly and attend to the criteria the
board will look at while assessing their work. For example, in Volgograd oblast in 2012 the final qualifying rounds
of the UMNIK programme included 164 applicants. More
than a half of them were provided with advisory assistance in drafting and finishing their presentations in the
regional UMNIK club.
An important function of the UMNIK club is club member project preparation and packaging for further participation in UMNIK na START and START programmes.
Therefore, in 2012 UMNIK club activities in Tyumen
oblast were related to establishing 10 small innovative
enterprises by the club members. Moreover, the heads
of the 5 enterprises were the finalists of the UMNIK na
START programme, 2 of them became the programme
winners that year. In addition, the UMNIK clubs are the
basis for forming project teams and searching young
research and development specialists. For example, 2
members of the UMNIK club in Saratov oblast, working
on the projects of automated process control systems
and fishery, joined the team of Kalvus company, which is
engaged in creating high technology and energy-saving
aquarium complexes for breeding and cultivating aquarium water life. Another Saratov UMNIK, dealing with the
development of artificial intelligence systems, was given
an order to design and introduce an automated control
system for clothing factory DUMAS through the assistance of the UMNIK club.
Regional clubs actively work on the arrangement of various events. For example, in 2012 the UMNIK oblast club
was qualified to III final of the UMNIK na START programme in Ryazan oblast. The members of the club developed the event identity, organized logistics to the participants in Ryazan oblast, and assisted in arranging the
qualifying part of the event.

UMNIK na START
For those innovators, who successfully presented their
projects over two years and are ready to start their own
enterprise, the Foundation provides an opportunity to
participate in the UMNIK na START programme, whose
objective is to assist in the transition to the next project
development level. Under this programme new enterprises receive up to 6 mln. RUB for business development. The UMNIK na START programme has been held
by the Foundation since 2010, its essential objective is to
package and promote projects from the pre-seed financing stage to the seed one.
The winners of the three final events of UMNIK na START,
held in 2010-2012, founded 164 enterprises, where, in
most cases, the UMNIKs themselves are executives.
September 9 – 15, 2012 Ryazan oblast hosted III final of the UMNIK na START programme. The opening
event was visited by the deputy minister of education and
science of the Russian Federation Aleksandr Povalko
and the deputy chairman of Ryazan oblast government
Tatyana Panfilova.

The programme final included 220 participants from 40
regions of Russia, who have participated in the UMNIK
programme for 2 years, ready to start enterprises and
develop their projects under the START programme.
The finalists were primarily qualified in the regions, then
trained and personally advised under the guidance of the
Foundation representatives; and after that they were given an opportunity to accomplish their projects and presentations.
The final event consisted of two parts: training and
winner selection. The training part included a series of lectures and seminars devoted to the “Basics
of innovative ideas commercialization”, prepared by
the teaching staff of Ryazan State Radio-Technical
University. By the results of these trainings and seminars each final participant was awarded with a state
standard certificate of further professional development. The winners were selected during in-person finalist reporting to the board in all five priority fields.

START
On May, 22 2003 the Supervisory Board of the Foundation
decided to increase the efficiency of the Foundation tested mechanisms of assisting the development of small innovative enterprises and working out new organizational
and economic mechanisms of direct and indirect encouragement of their innovative activities. Therefore, it was
decided to initiate the Start programme – the Russian
equivalent of the mechanisms operating in many countries to support scientific start-ups. For this purpose the
global relevant experience was studied and adapted to
the Russian reality. The main principles of the contest
were singled out. The key objective of the contest has
been the search of new productive scientific ideas that
may be actually commercialized. The START programme
belongs to the seed funding of the early stages of the innovation process. The goal of the programme is to support small innovative enterprises, seeking to develop and
launch the production of a new product, model, technology or service with the use of their R&D results, being at
the primary stage of development and having high commercial potential. The programme participants may include small enterprises, operating for less than two years
and having the revenue of up to 300 thousand RUB.
The programme is held in the following fields:
Н1. Information Technology;
Н2. Future Medicine;
Н3. Advanced materials and technology of their generation;
Н4. New Devices and Hardware Systems;
Н5. Biochemical Technology.

A submitted request undergoes examination by a number
of parameters: technological level of the development,
prospects of its introduction, commercial prospects of the
product, availability of human resources potential. The
assessment is performed by the leading representatives
of science and successful business.
Programme projects are implemented within three stages.
The volume of the first stage funding is up to 1 mln. RUB.
The first stage of the project implementation is indeed
“seeding”. It includes research and development of the
product prototype, its testing etc., which enable to ensure
the evidence of research results. R&D content over the
first stage of the project must be appropriate and sufficient to settle the investor’s doubts in the project feasibility for funding the second stage.
The volume of the second stage funding is up to 2 mln.
RUB. One of the main conditions for the work at this
stage is raising funds for the project implementation from
extrabudgetary sources in the volume, at least equal to
the financial resources provided by the Foundation. As a
result of fulfilling the project at this stage it is required to
begin selling the products, a part of the R&D team must
be hired by the enterprise as full-time employees.
The volume of the third stage funding is up to 3 mln. RUB.
As a result of fulfilling the project at this stage the
small innovative enterprise must show the following
indicators:
• the annual developed product sales revenue must be
at least equal to the amount of funds received from

the Foundation and raised extrabudgetary investments;
• the number of employees carrying out R&D and working permanently at the enterprise must be at least
50% total workforce.
In 2004-2013 the Start programme received 17950 requests, selected 4407 winners. Currently the 2nd stage
programme has 1007 valid contracts with enterprises that
successfully completed the 1st stage of the project implementation, the 3rd stage – 307 contracts, respectively.
The Federal law passed on August 02, 2009 ¹ 217FZ On changes in specific regulations of the Russian

Federation on budgetary scientific and educational organizations of companies for the application (implementation) of intellectual activity results provided state scientific and educational establishments with an opportunity
to create their own companies, and the Foundation – to
support them financially, including the Start programme.
Since 2010 the Foundation has supported over 680 enterprises under the programme, including 107 enterprises transiting to the 2nd stage and 7 enterprises to the 3rd
stage of the project implementation.
In 2013, 1939 requests were submitted to Start-2013
from small innovative enterprises in all federal districts
of the Russian Federation, 500 winners were selected.

RAZVITIE
Start programme is intended to support the entities willing to
start their scientific business, whereas those already manufacturing and selling their products have their dedicated
Razvitie programme. It provides for financing the enterprises, manufacturing products, but experiencing the need of
additional R&D, enabling to raise the efficiency by diversifying their production or cutting costs due to the introduction
of new technological solutions. Similarly to other Foundation
programmes, this one does not provide for the implementation of a single test, resulting in a report, but it implies that as
a result of the project implementation a profitable business
will be set up. It will enable the enterprise further develop
with no additional state support.
Basing on the provision that the share of R&D in the structure of costs for creating and launching new products (which
is, in fact, the key to the innovative activity) does not exceed 30-50%, contests under the Razvitie programme provide for the enterprise investment of its own funds in the
project implementation. These funds are necessary to carry
out the activities, exceeding the R&D limits – preproduction,
purchase of required materials and process equipment, as
well as marketing activities. Normally, the contests of the
Razvitie type are devoted to the field that requires project
funding in the volume of several million RUB per annum,
and are targeted on the enterprises that already have the
revenue of at least 15 million RUB per annum and more.

The Razvitie programme was given a positive feedback in
the rating of 100 successful innovative companies in the
Russian Federation, which was made in the late 2012 by
the Expert magazine jointly with the Association of innovative regions and Russian Venture Company. According to
the rating, over a third selected best innovative Russian
companies used to be financed by the Foundation under
the Razvitie programme. Even higher percentage of companies, starting their business with the Foundation participation was in the rating of Russian high technology rapidly
developing companies Techuspekh 2013, drawn up with
Vnesheconombank under the supervision of international
consultancy PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

In 2010 by the results of the activities of the Russian
Presidential committee for modernization and technological development, the Foundation, as one of the institutes
for development, was given the task to increase financial
support to small innovative enterprises, implementing the
projects in priority fields of modernization and technological
development. To fulfil this task and comply with the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation dated
31.05.2010 ¹ 853-r in 2010 - 2013 the Foundation held
a number of dedicated contests for the implementation of
technological and design work within the priority fields under
the following sub-programmes:

Information Technology and Software
Under this sub-programme in early 2012 the
Foundation held an open contest “Research, development and design for developing software based on
cloud computing technologies”. “Cloud computing” as
a technological development field was supported in
the Russian Federation state programme “Information
Society (2011-2020)” (approved by the resolution of
the RF Government dated October 20, 2010 ¹1815-r)
and in the decisions of the Council of general and chief
designers, leading scientists and experts in high technology economy sectors presided by the deputy chair-

man of the RF Government S.B. Ivanov (Minutes ¹4
dated July, 1 2011)
In the future the use of the “cloud” model for software
development and distribution will enable to:
• increase the efficiency of enterprise operations due
to the technological simplification of workplace and
business process automation.
• make software more affordable to small enterprises.
• improve competitiveness of the software development market and, thus, enhance the technological

level of domestic developments and services, provided by the developing companies.
• simplify mechanisms and procedures of software
updating.

• improve overall efficiency of introducing information technologies at enterprises and organizations
of different industries.
• facilitate entering international markets to domestic
companies.

Future Medicine
The goal of the programme is to create domestic substances for pharmaceutical and veterinary industries,
based on the latest achievements of the home science, using advanced biological and nanotechnologies. The programme intends to create new medical
products for diagnostics, prevention and treatment of

the most socially significant diseases, e.g. AIDS, TB
and oncology.
This sub-programme also implies the development
of medical equipment and accessories, used in diagnostics and treatment of socially significant diseases.

Smart Home and energy efficiency
• The sub-programme provides for financing small
companies pilot projects on the development and introduction of intellectual energy saving systems for
the needs of housing-and-utility, budgetary and social sectors.

This programme allows the Foundation to fulfil
several tasks:

• In addition, this sub-programme implies funding for
promising R&D on new energy saving devices and
systems, development of components (microchips,
sensors and gauges) for new energy saving devices
and equipment.

2) p
 rovide commercialization of R&D results due to
their attachment to specific objects being launched
and their further copying;

1) e
 nsure involvement of small innovative enterprises
in the process of implementing regional energy
saving programmes;

3) s
 ecure regional innovative business development
in advanced energy saving technologies.

Modernization of Education
with High Technologies (MOST)
This sub-programme is intended to support the developments of new educational software and hardware
systems, as well as innovative technologies and equipment and software samples necessary for contemporary school. The research results must create the conditions for the education development in the schools of the
Russian Federation. The development of technological
products must meet the requirements of the Federal state
educational standards (FGOS), curricula, Safety Rules,
sanitary regulations and standards SanPiN, international
and domestic experience of creating similar equipment,
software and guidelines, the latest trends of the technology and methodology development. It should have new
features, which would make it distinct on the market.

Currently developed technological products must have
low operating costs, encourage cutting operating costs
by educational establishments.
Taking into account insufficient stability of the high technology market of the Russian Federation and the existing imbalance towards domestic commodities export, the
Foundation organizes contests for the development of
expert-oriented products.
During R&D it is required to develop high performance
products, with proven demand on the global market.
However, the price must be competitive (lower than that
of the commercially available analogues).

INTERNATIONALIZATSIA
Internationalizatsia programme is a set of measures to increase the competitiveness of Russian small innovative
business on international markets, and it includes training programmes, participation of Russian companies in
European business and innovation networks, and also funding bilateral and multilateral (under the ERANET) innovative
projects between Russian and foreign (mostly European)
scientific organizations and business entities. Owing to the
Foundation, Russian small innovative companies were also

provided with the access to the EU framework programmes
(7 FP, Horizon 2020). The main advantage of the programme is mutually beneficial cooperation between Russian
and foreign small innovative enterprises, and access to international project due diligence.
Furthermore, the programme includes support from the
companies with export-oriented products to increase
the share of non-commodity export from the Russian
Federation.

Bilateral funding programmes.
Today the Foundation has bilateral cooperation
agreements with International Office of Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (Germany, 2007),
BPIFrance (France, 2005, 2009), Tekes (Finland,
2011), under which bilateral contests for funding joint
innovative projects have regularly been held since
May 2008 between small innovative enterprises of
Russia and: Germany (5 contests, about 80 projects
have been funded), France (2 contests, 17 projects
have been funded), Finland (3 contests, 17 projects
have been selected for funding). According to the
conditions of the bilateral funding programmes, the
Foundation finances Russian small innovative enterprise, whereas its partner from Europe – its participant. The mandatory condition of the programme is
the parity co-funding by companies. The duration of
these projects is usually 18-24 months, the funding
volume, allocated by the Foundation, from 4 to 7 mln.
RUB per project.

In 2007-2010 the joint Russian-French programme
“Innovative enterprises - Russia” was implemented.
It was intended to establish initial contacts for the development of partner relations in scientific and industrial cooperation between Russia and France. During
the programme the Government of France selected
high technology Russian small innovative enterprises
to be invited at their expense to France for searching necessary for the Russian entities partners among
similar French high technology companies. Visits of
French small innovative enterprises to Russia were
organized in the same way. Over the programme
implementation period about 20 Russian and French
companies took the advantage of its support.
An important milestone in the bilateral cooperation was represented by regular annual conferences
between the Foundation and the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (held since 2011), and compulsory opening conferences for the contest wining
companies.

Russian-American cooperation.
Since 2007 the Foundation, jointly with the American
Civilian Research Development Foundation (СRDF),
provide support to Russian small innovative companies with trainings, advice, meetings with potential
partners in the USA. Since 2012 a new programme
format was introduced under brand “Technology
Commercialization Guidelines”. The programme was
established to support Russian scientists, engineers
and students, interested in commercialization of
technological developments and creation of start-ups
on their basis.

This course is a comprehensive educational system
of transmitting practical knowledge and skills of technology commercialization, building viable start-ups,
finding potential partners and/or investors, entering
local and global markets.
Over the programme activity period some 400 students and start-up entrepreneurs have been trained,
about 20 winners were trained in the USA.

7th EU Framework Programme.
To ensure coordinated action on involving small enterprises in FP7, and provide information and methodological support for potential programme participants,
in 2007 - 2013 the Foundation was the National contact point for small business and actively cooperated
with other Russian National contact points, and also
innovation centres, participating in Gate2RuBIN project.
Since 2014 the EU Framework Programme Horizon
2020 is starting for research and innovations. It will be
mainly focused on the wide application of innovative

ideas and their implementation to solve global problems the mankind faces: climate change, energy and
food security, health and ageing. The programme will
be implemented in three cycles, and the main emphasis will be made on more active involvement of small
innovative enterprises and industry representatives in
the scientific process, as well as on fast promotion of
the results on the market. Since Horizon 2020 implies
new conditions for Russia participation, discussions
have already started as to these terms with the EU
Delegation in Russia.

Gate2RuBIN project
Gate2RuBIN project has been implemented under the
Foundation support since 2008. Gate to RuBIN is a
large-scale long-term project for Russian business
innovation infrastructure organizations to participate
in the new and major Enterprise Europe Network
(EEN), operated by the Consortium coordinator –

the Russian Union of Innovation and Technology
Centres, the Russian technology transfer network
and the Russian agency for small and medium business support. This project has been the pioneer of the
large-scale Russian participation in European business innovation networks.

The goal of the Gate to RuBIN project is to assist in
the development of technological business cooperation between small and medium sized companies and

research organizations of Russia and the European
Union, enhancing their competitiveness.

Multilateral cooperation programmes (ERANET)
In 2011 a number of national European and Russian
scientific and innovative agencies and foundations
signed an agreement on establishing a new multilateral programme of scientific and innovative cooperation, based on equality and mutual benefit of all the
participants – national financing organizations, using
the “virtual budget” and support of the office activities from the 7 FP budget (ERA.Net RUS project).
That is when the Foundation began participating in
multilateral ERANET programmes. In 2011 a pilot
contest was held - 75 requests were submitted to it
and 11 were funded. November 27, 2013 the new initiative called ERA.NET PLUS started. It is intended
for strengthening research programmes coordination among EU countries, associated members and
Russia, which is the extension of the ERA.Net RUS
programme. However, the new programme has much
higher budget and involves more funding organizations.
Since 2011, the Foundation has been participating
in ERA-IB-2 project (project of the 7th Framework
Programme ERA-NET for industrial biological technologies), with 19 partners from 14 countries. Since
May 2013 the Foundation commenced financing two
projects.
In September 2012 the Foundation joined the new
7FP Eurotransbio project, which is aimed at funding the projects in biological technologies (according
to all EU adopted fields — red, blue, white, green)
only to support small enterprises and encourage
their trans-European cooperation. The project participants include organizations from 8 countries. So
far the Foundation has participated in two contests,
4 projects are being financed.

research organizations and small innovative enterprises performing developments in the field. M-ERA
is one of the largest existing ERANETs. It includes
33 entities from 25 countries. In November 2013 primary results of Russian organizations participation
in the project were summarized – in general, 8 requests from Russia small innovative companies were
received.
Multilateral Eranet programmes enable Russian participants to implement their projects within specific
fields with the countries, with which there are no bilateral treaties, thus expanding global market opportunities and access, as well as the access to international examination and due diligence.
The Foundation also participates in the infrastructural
European BILAT-RUS Advanced project, whose target is to assist in technological and innovative cooperation between Russia and the EU. The project
is designed to maintain bilateral dialogue in terms of
the science, technology and innovation policy between Russia and EU members, EU candidates and
associated countries. The project also provides for
the assistance in the harmonization of Russian and
European strategic programmes in science, technology and innovations. BILAT-RUS-Advanced intends
to support further strengthening bilateral cooperation
between leading scientists and research organizations, improve the awareness of 7FP possibilities and
monitor the cooperation efficiency.
Protection of Intellectual property, created by small
innovative enterprises during research and development, financed by the Foundation. The results of the
Foundation-funded research and development activities achieved by small innovative enterprises.

Since 2012 the Foundation has also participated
in ERA-SME project – a long-term initiative, commenced under the 6 EU Framework Programme (FP),
designed to support trans-European cooperation between small enterprises in different technological areas, where 6 financial organizations have participated. Three contests have already been held, 5 projects
have been selected.

Pursuant to the Resolution of the RF Government
dated May 4, 2005 ¹ 284 on state records on civil research, development, design and technology results,
funded through the federal budget, the Foundation
continuously keeps the records of the R&D results of
small enterprises and enters them in the State Unified
Register.

Since 2012 the Foundation joined the M-ERAnet
long-term initiative, commenced under the 6 EU
Framework Programme (FP). M-ERA project is intended to fund the projects in the field of new materials and assist strengthening cooperation between

In the structure of research and development results
(by documents of title), the biggest part belongs to
computer software certificates (around 30%). This is
due to the recent global trend in the technological development, in particular — the Information Technology
market growth rate in the developing economies.

Invention patent

Utility model patent

Computer software certificate

Know-how orders

Other documents of title

R&D results structure by intellectual property documents of title

An important indicator of the Foundation efficiency is
the fact that for 2013 the total number of entries in
the database of the State Unified Register of civil research, development, design and technology results,

funded through the federal budget, was 17438 records, including some 10% of the Foundation, which
corresponds to 1676 entries in absolute figures.

Foundation Performance Indicators.
In 1994-2013 the Foundation invested nearly 25 bn.
RUB in the development of the Russian innovative
economy. The investments dynamics by years is given on the diagram below:

Plan

Investments by years (thousand RUB)

The most vivid illustrations of the economic efficiency of the Foundation state budgetary fund management are the indicators of small innovative enterprises

shown on the diagrams by revenue, tax liabilities and
raised resources per 1 budgetary RUB, invested by
the Foundation.

Revenue of small innovative enterprises per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested by the Foundation for Development.

Tax liabilities of small innovative enterprises per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested by the Foundation for Development

The amount of raised extrabudgetary resources per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the support Foundation in small innovative enterprises.

These diagrams show steady efficiency growth
though subject to external impacts that are out of the
Foundation control. These impacts include: changes
of market situation, reduction of budgetary funds allocated to the Foundation, changes in the institutional
environment for small business, related to adopting
new rules of small enterprise operations.
In their analysis of supporting Russian institutes for
the development of innovative enterprises, carried out
in 2012, Harvard Business School & Bella Research
Group experts came to the conclusion that the volume
of actual funds, annually allocated by the Foundation
on the competitive basis among Russian innova-

tors, yields only to the volume of funds, allocated by
ROSNANO, and exceeds RBC and Skolkovo.
Totally, over 20 years of operations the Foundation
has financed the start-up, establishment and development of over 7700 small innovative enterprises,
and also has provided funds to the projects of over 10
000 young innovators under 28.
In conclusion it should be said that we did not aim at
comparing regions, identifying “leaders” and outsiders. Our goal was to provide concise information on the
strengths of the regional innovative infrastructure, and to
show case studies involving the Foundation support.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small
Enterprises in Science and Technology - Belgorod innovation technology center
“Transfer”.

Belgorod representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of
Small Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as
Foundation) is Belgorod ITC (Innovation Technology Center)"Transfer" operating
since January, 1996. Its targets include search of the small innovative enterprises
which are engaged in science and technology activities within the region, their support
and projects financing facilitation. Assistance is directed on investment attraction
and search of partners for the small innovative enterprises in order to decrease high
technology products cost value and increase their competitiveness.
The Foundation partnership with the regional authorities
started in May, 2001, after carrying out the All-Russian
conference "Belgorod Region Administration Interaction with
Small Enterprises of the Science and Technology Sphere" in
Belgorod, organized by the Belgorod representation with
financial support of the Foundation. Its purpose was to show
positive opportunities of the Foundation interaction with the
small scientific and production enterprises of regions using
the example of Belgorod region. In 2001 the agreement on
interaction for development of the region small high
technology business was signed, providing support of the
small innovative enterprises research and development

2

activities by direct financing or by means of bank credit
liabilities interest rate settlement.
For accomplishment of these tasks the Foundation joined the
regional credit program for small and average businesses in
2003. With direct participation of the Belgorod representation
was created the Foundation regional expert group headed by
the Deputy Chairman of the regional Administration. This
group activity extended to selection of the ventures requiring
for a bank loan interest rate subsidy at the level of a half of
the Russian Federation Central Bank refunding rate.

Within the activities expansion, the Foundation supported
the regional credit program for small and average
enterprises. Within the Foundation representation was
formed regional expert group including the representatives of
science technology elite and the regional administration. The
group targets are the opportunities analysis and needs
identification for the region high technology or investment
organizations
subsidizing.
ITC
"Transfer"
actively
participates in implementation of the regional programs
"The Belgorod Region Small Entrepreneurship
Development and State Support for 2007-2010." and
"The
Belgorod
Region
Small
and
Average
Entrepreneurship Development and State Support for
2011-2014".
At the initiative of the Foundation and under the regional
representation direct supervision, in 2011 were created the
“UMNIKs” Clubs on the bases of four large regional higher
education institutions, and in January, 2012 was created the
Belgorod regional Club of “UMNIKs”. They consult future
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Foundation signed the agreement on development of the
small high technology business with the governor of the
region. Coordination of the agreement implementation
activities performance was entrusted to the Department of
economic development and ITC "Transfer".

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
70
70
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

A half of an interest rate was supposed to be compensated
from the regional budget, and another half from the federal
budget through the Foundation. The credit taken by small
enterprises turned out almost interest-free. Such form of
support was rendered to the entities which couldn't apply for
direct financing from the federal budget as science and
technology activities were here at the stage of formation.
Working through the representation, the Foundation actively
participates in development of science and technology
potential and economy of the region innovations. In 2004 the

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Since 1996 till 2013 the total amount of the contracts signed by the Foundation
with the small innovative entities of the region exceeded 213 million rubles.
participants of the competitive selections, provide trainings
before regional selection rounds. In 2013 the Foundation
representation took part in "Russian StartUp Tour" in the
Youth Initiative Center, training "How to win a grant" was
arranged and performed for the first regional festival of
science participants.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

7
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
For the years of the Foundation representation
activities performance the region small innovative
enterprises accepted and take part in such Foundation
programs as "RAZVITIYE", "STAVKA", "START",
"TEMP", "RAZVITIYE", "UMNIK", "UMNIK on
START", "EXPORT".
In 2004 was arranged participation of groups of scientists
and entrepreneurs in the new “START” program. That time
22 applications were submitted from the region. Four of them
won. As a result were created four small innovative
enterprises:
"Matritsa",
"Universum",
"VMV-Meditsina" and "TK Retsykl".
Further, according to the START program, 37 small
innovative enterprises were created in the region.

8 — in the direction of new devices and hardware
systems production,
2 — in the field of biochemical technology.
From 2007 till 2013, with organizational support of the
innovation technology center "Transfer", were held ten final
regional conferences on the program “UMNIK”, where
156 winners were selected, 126 among them
successfully finished the first year of “Research and
Development”.
Four contractors of research and development according to
the “UMNIK” program became further winners of the “UMNIK
ON START” program (in total 16 representatives of the
region participated here), four ones became the “START”
program winners, other 83 persons continue the “Research
and Development” second year accomplishment within the
“UMNIK” program.

From 1996 till 2013 the total amount of the contracts signed
by the Foundation with the small innovative enterprises of the
region exceeded 213 million rubles. For the entire period of
cooperation were created 230 workplaces.
In total 41 small innovative enterprises were created:
10 of them perform their activities in the field of
information technologies,
4 — in the field of medicine,
17 — in the field of advanced materials and
technology of their generation,

Ten final regional conferences on the “UMNIK” program were held , where were
selected 156 winners, 126 from which successfully finished the first year of
research and development.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

New devices and hardware
systems H4

Information
technology H1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3

4

Future medicine
H2
Биотехнологии
Н5

Work efficiency by R&D results
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CHERKASHINA
Natalya Igorevna,
A student of the Belgorod state
technological university of V. G. Shukhov,
Belgorod city.
Cherkashina Natalya Igorevna got the first
grant at the first International general
education forum "Nezhegol-2011" in
2011. Then the victory in the Foundation
competitive program “UMNIK” in 2012
became her huge breakthrough. Thanks to
the received financing, Cherkashina N. I.
could continue and successfully complete the
scientific researches and developments.

The result of research activities by Cherkashina N. I., under the supervision of
PAVLENKO V. I., a Doctor of Engineering Science, professor, honored inventor of
the Russian Federation, within the “UMNIK” program, was development of
technology and compositions of highly effective polymeric materials which
can provide an uninterrupted mode of the spacecrafts thermal control due to
the high content of photoresist fillers.
As a result of research work were provided the data on investigation of vacuum
ultra-violet radiation influence on polymeric composites in the conditions
approached to the near-earth space. Herein were examined the composites on
the basis of shock-resistant polystyrene with high concentration of a new filler
high-disperse organo-siloxy. Were provided the composites surface
IK-spectroscopy results, before and after radiation, which show that radiation
Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology of creation and structure of highly effective polymeric composites
resistant in terms of the space.
doesn't lead to the composites structure modification. The research presents
evolution of the samples surface relief due to the impact of radiation. The analysis
of three-dimensional and two-dimensional models of the AFM-images showed
smoothing of the surface roughness due to the vacuum ultraviolet impact.
Further composites research will be directed on studying of a near-earth space
factors influence on the materials temperature-controlled properties change.
According to the results of "the Zvorykinska award" technological examination, her
project was among 50 the best of 400 provided. As a result Cherkashina N. I.
received an invitation to the meeting with participation of the Russian
President where her work was noted personally by Putin V.V.
Thanks to the high importance of the results received in the field of space
materials science and to the extensive saved-up scientific experience, at the end
of 2012, being the graduate student, Cherkashina N. I. became the head of the
grant on the Federal target program "Scientific and Scientific Pedagogical
Personnel of Innovative Russia for 2009-2013".
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YUDIN
Dmitry Aleksandrovich,
a graduate student of the Belgorod state technological university
of V. G. Shukhov,
Belgorod city.
Yudin Dmitry Aleksandrovich is the “UMNIK” Foundation
competition winner of 2010, in the thematic direction of the
"Information technologies", and R&D regarding the "Development
of information system of monitoring and ensuring
operational management with the rotating roasting
furnaces using devices of technical sight".

The Foundation financial support allowed to perform additional research
and to perform the project completely. Since 2011 Yudin D. A. is the director
of OOO (limited liability company) “PROMYSHLENNY INTELLEKT”
specializing on the high technology developments in the sphere of
technical sight systems for industrial tasks.
Yudin D. A. is the author and coauthor of 5 certificates of the Russian
Federation on the computer programs state registration, 23 publications,
including 2 educational guidelines. He participated in 8 grants
accomplishment according to various regional, All-Russian and international
programs.
The winner of Russian President grant of 2011-2012 for graduate students
and the Russian President grant of 2012-2014 for young scientists and
Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Information system of monitoring and ensuring operational management by the rotating
roasting furnaces using devices of technical sight.
graduate students.
Innovative developments of Yudin D. A. are applied in the automation
systems of cement works, allowing to improve the end products quality,
and also promote work performance improvement.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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“DNK Ekspertiza” limited liability company (OOO "DNK Ekspertiza") was founded in 2012 as a small
innovative enterprise performing research activities in the health sector.
.
The project of L.A. Tsapkova, currently a
director of the “DNK Ekspertiza”
company, "Method of the biological
relationship, ethnic origin and
genetic identification determination
based on the human DNA sample"
in 2012 won a victory according to the
Foundation program “UMNIK
on
START”.

The project main direction became DNA-genealogical and identification
research allowing to determine genealogical history of a genus, biological
relationship and to perform genetic identification.
Absolutely new algorithm of dot mutations typing, allowing a haplogroup
(genealogical line) precise determination by DNA sample, is firstly
developed.
The methods and approaches available now are expensive, labor-consuming
and require big time expenditure.
The offered method will allow to type dot mutations in the shortest terms
with an absolute accuracy. Besides, determination of phylogenetic lines
will be performed on the basis of research of two various genetic
Y-chromosomes systems: SNP markers (single nucleotide polymorphisms)
and STR markers (short tandem repeats) that will allow to receive complete
genealogical history of a genus.
Population and genetic data on distribution of haplogroups frequencies of
more than 50 SNP markers, alleles and haplotypes frequencies on 26 STR
loci of Y-chromosome and 28 autosomal STR loci which will form a basis to
genetic identification of the personality and determination of biological
relationship will be obtained. Herein will be created genetic databases which
will significantly add population and genetic data about distribution of allelic
frequencies, genotypes and haplotypes in the Russian Federation.
Between OOO “DNK Ekspertiza” and the Foundation was concluded the
contract for Research and Development accomplishment, project financing
by the Foundation was performed at the amount of 1 million rubles.

“DNK Ekspertiza”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Method of biological relationship, ethnic
affiliation
and
genetic
identification
determination by the human DNA sample.

It will enable the company to develop the “Ethnic origin” test system by
2014.
The invention can be worked for establishment of the human Y-chromosomes
haplogroups and be of interest to ethnographers, anthropologists,
population geneticists.
Services on the basis of the offered development will be incomparably
cheaper than those offered by foreign technologies.

The near-term plans of the company include obtaining a patent for the invention, creation of own molecular and
genetic base, obtaining of the license.
It is observed a steady and increasing demand for this type of research in the Russian market. There are no
invention analogs in the DNA genealogy research.
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“QUASAR” Limited Liability company (OOO “Quasar”) was founded in 2011 as a small innovative
entity - developer of automation industrial systems in various spheres of the national
economy.
The company’s main objective is creation of pilot and industrial
designs of industrial controllers and other automation
equipment. The list of developments includes specialized control
systems for poultry farms, onboard control systems for
agricultural machinery, ventilation and conditioning control
systems.
Since 2011 OOO “QUASAR” takes an active part in the competitive
programs carried out by the Foundation in Belgorod region, oriented to the
small innovative enterprises.
Victory in the Foundation program of “UMNIK on START” with the project by
IGNATENKO V.A. on "Development and implementation of logical
control technology of industrial facilities automation systems
development process" allowed to attract financing and to receive the
organizational and advisory help of the Foundation that provided OOO
“QUASAR” with an opportunity to perform the developed automatic
equipment at the Russian market since 2012.
In addition to the basic contract with the Foundation were signed several
contracts with the entities interested in the company innovative
developments.
In 2012 Ignatenko V. A. defended the master's thesis regarding this
innovative project.
There was issued the patent and registration certificate for the innovative
programs.
The plans of OOO “QUASAR” development include manufacture of trial
samples of the automation equipment devices allowing standard automated
control systems on site implementation.
Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“QUASAR”

"Development and implementation of logical control
technology of industrial facilities automation systems
development process"

-

In perspective the company plans to arrange its own production of the electronic devices, as well
as support and promotion services for the new products in the Russian and foreign markets.
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“NOVYE TEKHNOLOGII” limited liability company (OOO “Novye tekhnologii”) was registered in 2010
and operates in the field of chemical industry.
Basic activity of the entity is scientific research and
development in the field of natural and technical
science. Also the company is engaged in production
of chemical goods: paints, varnishes, enamels and
related products.

Basic activity of the entity is scientific research and
development in the field of natural and technical
science. Also the company is engaged in production
of chemical goods: paints, varnishes, enamels and
related products.

Since 2010 till 2012 OOO “NOVYE TEKHNOLOGII” won a
victory the Foundation competition “START”. The total
amount of three stages of the project implementation
financing constituted 4 825 thousand rubles. The funds
allocated by the Foundation were directed at the project
implementation on research and completion of structures
and production technology of the effective siccatives
which are homogeneous catalysts of the paints and
varnishes (paint materials) cure providing the paint
materials speeded and time-controlled drying on alkyd
and uralkyd basis during the time required by the
consumer and their industrial production organization with
intent to decrease the domestic paint materials
manufacturers dependence on the import raw materials.

Since 2010 till 2012 OOO “NOVYE TEKHNOLOGII” won a
victory the Foundation competition “START”. The total
amount of three stages of the project implementation
financing constituted 4 825 thousand rubles. The funds
allocated by the Foundation were directed at the project
implementation on research and completion of structures
and production technology of the effective siccatives
which are homogeneous catalysts of the paints and
varnishes (paint materials) cure providing the paint
materials speeded and time-controlled drying on alkyd
and uralkyd basis during the time required by the
consumer and their industrial production organization with
intent to decrease the domestic paint materials
manufacturers dependence on the import raw materials.

On the basis of cobalt, lead and barium, using the
experiments mathematical planning method in order to
ensure the alkyd pint materials speeded drying ("BS"
additive), was investigated the auxiliary metals impact on the
superficial and volume action siccatives efficiency, and
the manganese siccative discoloring method intended for
the light paint materials was developed and researched.

On the basis of cobalt, lead and barium, using the
experiments mathematical planning method in order to
ensure the alkyd pint materials speeded drying ("BS"
additive), was investigated the auxiliary metals impact on the
superficial and volume action siccatives efficiency, and
the manganese siccative discoloring method intended for
the light paint materials was developed and researched.

“NOVYE
TEKHNOLOGII”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Method of the siccative processing for paint
and varnish industry".

There was performed the monometallic high-concentrated
siccatives and the mixed siccatives on their basis as paints
and varnishes components testing on the basis of the
entities — producers of painting materials: OOO“Novokolor”,
Kamensk-Shakhinskiy; OOO “Nevsky Paint and Varnish
Plant”, St. Petersburg; OOO “Bina Chemical”, Moscow.

There was performed the monometallic high-concentrated
siccatives and the mixed siccatives on their basis as paints
and varnishes components testing on the basis of the
entities — producers of painting materials: OOO“Novokolor”,
Kamensk-Shakhinskiy; OOO “Nevsky Paint and Varnish
Plant”, St. Petersburg; OOO “Bina Chemical”, Moscow.

There was obtained the Russian Federation
patent for the invention of the "Method of the
siccative processing for paint and varnish
industry".

There was obtained the Russian Federation
patent for the invention of the "Method of the
siccative processing for paint and varnish
industry".

The main tendency in advanced siccatives development and
application is the concentrated monometallic products
processing and obtaining either monometallic siccatives
diluted at the consumer’s or various 2-, 3-, 4-metallic
siccatives.

The main tendency in advanced siccatives development and
application is the concentrated monometallic products

Increase of the siccatives production volume and the products range expansion positively affected the
client base broadening. The siccatives supply to the European and Asian countries is planned.
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“Taxifolia” Limited Liability Company (OOO “Taxifolia”) registered in 2007 in the territory of Belgorod city
performs research and production activities in the pharmacy and food industrial branches.

The Head: STAROVEROV Vladimir Mikhaylovich

The enterprise produces “Dihydroquercetin”
(DHQ) substance of high purity on the own
patented technology basis. The product is
intended for the pharmacy and food industrial
branches, and also is used as raw materials
for the dietary supplements (DS) production.
The enterprise capitalization is 60 million rubles, the trial
site capacity is about 6 t of a target product per year.
The enterprise set the target: to develop a technology of
DHQ purification and to bring its quality on the target product
content to 98%, thus the price shall remain reasonable for
the industries in which this product can be used.
The enterprise took part in the Foundation competitive tender
with the project "Development of Highly Effective
Production Technologies of the Medicines and/or
Medical Products Possessing Antineoplastic and
Antioxidant Properties, Based on Derivatives of
Vegetable Raw Materials". Financing of the project started
in October, 2011 and reached 13, 2 million rubles. Joint
financing of the project was performed under the article
"Development of Design Documentation and Production of
the Non-standard Equipment", in the amount of 28 million
rubles, due to the founder financial resources attraction.

institutions.
Currently the product diversification results in the foreign
markets are the following:
• The
enterprise
"LebLang"
“Foxtank
GmbH”
(Germany) produces “FLARIX + C” dietary supplement
on the basis of the substance developed by OOO
“Taxifolia”.
• By request of the Vietnamese colleagues, 5 DS,
4DS, 3DS (dietary supplements) were developed in
Ukraine. Development of an anticancer drug is in
progress. By request of the Vietnamese party the set
of scientific and technical documentation for the
functional
drinks
had
been
developed.
The Vietnamese party intends to perform direct
investments in OOO “Taxifolia”.
• In Ukraine were registered 3 dietary supplements
in 4 forms. Leaders of the Ukrainian market, the
companies “Farmak” and “Zdorovye” are engaged in
joint activities on development and production of
dietary supplement and functional drinks with OOO
"TAXIFOLIA".

Project realized with the assistance of the Foundation:

“TAXIFOLIA”

"Development of Highly Effective Production Technologies of
the Medicines and/or Medical Products Possessing
Antineoplastic and Antioxidant Properties, Based on
Derivatives of Vegetable Raw Materials".

As a result of the project implementation, there was
constructed the site with the capacity of 23 t per year, for
DHQ of high purity production, where the patented DHQ
processing technology in compliance with pharmaceutical
standard had been implemented.
Prior to the new technology implementation the company
was capable to produce the product of "Bioflavonoid
complex" with no more than 93,5% of the target product
content. After implementation of the specially produced
chromatographic
columns
and
“know-how” sorbent, the product containing at least
98% became a trademark of the enterprise. In total the
company produces 5 goods with various content of the
target product. The production profitability is at least 65%.
In case of the planned sales arrangement, 15 people with an
average salary of 25 thousand rubles will be involved at the
enterprise. The company’s personnel consists of young
specialists form the Belgorod and Moscow higher education

Investments by the Foundation enabled the company’s scientific research results implementation
in production, and also, due the high-technology development works financing, the task of the small
innovative enterprise “TAXIFOLIA” transition into medium business had been solved.
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A small innovative enterprise OOO “TermoENERGIYA-BelGU”, founded for the innovative project
implementation within “START-2010” Foundation program, set targets to produce thermoelectric
generating devices intended for the principle implementation of heat energy direct transformation
into electric energy.

The thermogenerating batteries providing transformation of
heat energy into electric energy are irreplaceable in the
combustion systems, especially in the remote areas, severe
climatic conditions where are no available standard sources of
power supply.
Aiming to meet the full range of commercial orders, the enterprise designs
and produces the thermogenerating batteries of a round and flat design
generating electric power from 0,5 to 50 W depending on the sizes, form
and operation conditions. As a battery working medium here is used Bi-Te
system allowing operation within the temperature range from 20 ° to 350 °C.
Moreover, the enterprise has an experience of thermogenerators with the
capacity about 1 kW production.
On the semiconductor material switching developed technology basis
were produced the industrial designs differing from essential analogs with
more efficiency reached (by 10%). For the product it is supposed to
reduce contact resistance significantly due to switching and therefore to
provide a considerable thermal losses reduction in the bound of
semiconductor — contact isolation bar. The lead batteries are excluded
from different production operations which is important with reference to
conformity with the European RoHS environmental directives. The technology
enables to exclude the conducting bars soldering with lead solders while
switching batteries.
The technology provides increased reliability — the quantity of "on/off"
cycles when the battery resistance changes within no more than 5% is
increased by 50% - and low cost value of 1,5–2 times less.

“TermoENERGIYA
-BelGU”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Thermogenerating
batteries
providing
transformation of heat energy into electric
energy”.

The small innovative enterprise OOO “TermoENERGIYA-BelGU” has the registration certificates for two
“know-how” and the utility model patent.
There are no stable analogs of such products available in the Russian and foreign markets.
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“MATRITSA” Limited Liability Company (OOO “Matritsa”) was founded in 2003 within creation of the
technopark of the Belgorod State University. The society founders are students, graduate
students, scientists and teachers of the university.

Activities of the company include development of
the software and consultation in the field of IT
technologies, activities on creation and use of
databases and information resources, data
processing.
Since the date of its foundation the company is an official
partner of “1C” company. Non-typical solutions developed
by the company based on “1C” products passed certification
by “1C” company according to the certification standards
"1C: Compatible" and are issued as mass-production
solutions.
The main task being solved by the company is development
of own non-standard software products. Among them are:
"Matritsa. Higher education institution: Accounting of
settlement for education 8", "Matritsa. Pig farm 8", "Matritsa.
Cattle breeding records 8", "1C: Selection in livestock
breeding. Pig breeding" — joint software product of “1C”
company and OOO “Matritsa”.

project "Development of Internet Service on New
Production of Animals Indicators Designing with Use of
Molecular Genetic Testing and Marker Selection"
provided the company with investment through the
Foundation amounted to 5 million 500 thousand rubles.
The company also developed the software for separate
enterprises of various industrial branches: housing and
ommunal services, acceptance of payments from physical
persons and legal entities, cable television, business
accounting in the credit cooperative, medico-pharmaceutical
products turnover control etc.
The enterprise won 12 grants on R&D research
performance for the Belgorod State University in the amount
of 5 million rubles.

The small innovative enterprise "MATRITSA" cooperates
with the Foundation for many years and is a twice winner
of the Foundation competitive tenders with the declared
projects budget financing.
Participation in the program “START-04” with the project

“MATRITSA”

Project realized with the assistance of the Foundation:
"Research of the Sound Files Compression-Recovery Algorithms and
Program Support Prototype Creation for Information Technology of Sound
Files Compression for the Traffic Volume Reduction while Transfer via
Internet Channels, and Their Recovery while Sound Reproduction".

"Research of the Sound Files Compression-Recovery
Algorithms and Program Support Prototype Creation for
Information Technology of Sound Files Compression for
the Traffic Volume Reduction while Transfer via Internet
Channels,
and
Their
Recovery
while
Sound
Reproduction" provided the company with a deserved
victory. The project was highly appreciated by the
Foundation experts and it was decided to provide the project
financing in the amount of 750 thousand rubles.
The following stage of the company’s projects successful
promotion was participation in “ANTICRISIS” program with
the project "Development of the production software for
pig farms complex automation, based on the program
platform "1C: Entity 8". The amount of financing through
the Foundation was 1 million 750 thousand rubles.
Participation in the Foundation program “SOFT-12” with the

The Society owns 10 certificates on intellectual property. The software products by OOO
“MATRITSA” are implemented and successfully applied in many regions of Russia and the
neighboring countries.
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“SKIF-M” Limited Liability Company (OOO “Skif-M”) founded in 1993 specializes in production of mills
with replaceable cutting plates of solid alloy.

Equipped with the advanced cutting materials, mills of the
enterprise "SKIF-M" are successfully used in many
industries while handling of various materials: steel and
cast iron, stainless steel, high-strength titanic and heat
resisting nickel alloys, composite materials and
aluminum.
The manufactured goods are used in the production
technology of the most advanced aircraft of Aerobus A380
and Boeing 787.
For the purpose of production volume expansion and
increase in output it was developed and approved for
implementation the project of "production modernization"
providing modernization of the available equipment for
production of mills with replaceable cutting plates
intended for handling of high-strength titanic and heat
resisting nickel alloys and new equipment acquisition.
In 2010 the Foundation and OOO “SKIF-M” concluded a
public contract on R&D activities performance according to
the project: "Development of technology on surface
preparation and nanostructural superhard coating
covering of hard-alloy plates for handling of
high-strength titanic and heat resisting nickel alloys".

The main target of OOO “SKIF-M” is production and
intensive promotion of new generation mills
intended
for
aerospace
materials
high-productive processing, produced in Russia,
in the markets of the aerospace equipment leading The contract financing was performed through the
global manufacturers.
Foundation, in the amount of 13201600 rubles, and while
the project implementation were used the enterprise’s own
assets, in the amount of 24,6 million rubles.

“Skif-M”
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On the basis of the new technology of surface preparation and
hard-alloy plates covering with nanostructural superhard
coating developed within the project, here was arranged the
production of mills with replaceable cutting plates for handling
The project implementation enabled to of high-strength titanic and heat resisting nickel alloys. For
arrange 15 additional workplaces.
these mills were used hard-alloy plates with nanocovering, their
Following the performance of the projects technology had been developed within the Foundation project, followed
supported and financed by the Foundation, by the products export volume increase.
The production volume of innovative goods
by the enterprise of 2012 reached 90,1
million rubles which equaled to more than
30% of the total output.

three items of intellectual property were
patented: "Method of superhard amorphous
carbon surface forming in vacuum", "Cutting
tool with multilayered covering", "Duplex
cutting plate".
In 2012 the products export supply amount
significantly increased and reached 51,26
million rubles, and for the next 2–3 years the
export volume increase up to 65 million
rubles is planned for supplies to Austria,
Germany and the USA.

Project realized with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of technology on surface preparation and nanostructural superhard coating
covering of hard-alloy plates for handling of high-strength titanic and heat resisting nickel
alloys".
For achievements in the field of the international innovative cooperation, being assigned as the best exporter
enterprise, in 2005 OOO “SKIF-M” won the "gold mercury" National award in the field of business activity
by the Russian Federation Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
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OAO (joint-stock company) “VladMiVa” Experimental Plant was founded in 1992 and performs
developments and production of medical materials, wholesale and retail trade of medical products in the
.
field of stomatology.
Increase in demand of the company’s products resulted in necessity of the
production capacity expansion and, respectively, the areas enhancement. The first
stage of the new building of experimental plant in Belgorod city was introduced in
January, 2012, the second stage introduction is expected at the end of 2014.
Vigorous innovative activities performance and investments implementation into
the production expansion requested the company management to search the
sources of external financing. The company tries to use the state support
opportunities for innovative activities with maximum efficiency.
Within 2006-2012 the Foundation provided the funds of 15,8 million rubles in
total for additional research performance. Therefrom 5 million rubles were
allocated in 2006-2008 for development of import-substituting glass polyalkyd
cements intended for stomatology; 10,8 million rubles were provided to the
company within 2008-2012 according to the “SPEED” program.
Additional sources of the company’s external financing: the Russian
Foundation of Technology Development; The Belgorod Regional Fund on Support
of Small Entrepreneurship which provided the company with a subsidy in the
amount of 600 thousand rubles and 299 thousand rubles respectively in 2007 and
2009; The Belgorod Regional Resource Innovative Center (BRRIC Regional Public
Institution) which provided a subsidy in the amount of 200 thousand rubles in 2008,
and the amount of 4,6 million rubles in 2010 within the agreement on financial
support provision to the small innovative enterprises.

The head: CHUEV Vladimir Petrovich

Owing to cooperation with the
Foundation started in 1997, the
company could perform transition from
the developments implementation at
other entities to own production of
dental materials.

OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company) “VladMiVa” Experimental Plant received a
subsidy in the amount of 75 million rubles in 2010, under the contract with the
Ministry of Education and Science signed within the Russian Federation
Governmental Decree No. 218 "About state support measures on development of
the Russian higher educational institutions and the organizations cooperation
realizing complex projects on high technology production arrangement". Within this
decree the company has been cooperating with the Belgorod state university since
2010. The scientists of the university developed 3 technologies based on which 6
new innovative materials were created. At the end of 2012 the developed
technologies were implemented at OAO “VladMiVa” experimental plant.

“VladMiVa”
Production
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Currently OAO “VladMiVa” experimental plant produces
over 300 items of materials intended for stomatology,
including sealing, endodontal, surgical, osteoplastic,
orthopedic, prophylactic, medical and auxiliary materials,
materials for dental works, stomatology tools and equipment.

The grant allocation criteria included the applicant’s
intellectual property availability— “VladMiVa” company
owns 5 patents and 67 trademarks, and also the projects
joint financing was performed by means of the company’s
own assets.

The company is actively involved into the composite
materials development and production. The dentists are
offered with composite sealing materials of both chemical
and light cure.
Ongoing process of new stomatology materials, tools and
equipment development, implementation in production and
promotion on the market requires corresponding
investments of money. According to the management
assessment, the company spends 25 million rubles of its
own funds for innovative activities per year at the average.
Currently “VladMiVa” company obtains the international
certificate on the products compliance with the 93/42 CEE
directive for entry into the market of the European Union.

Laminar flow cabinet

After the quality management system implementation at
OAO “VladMiVa” experimental plant, in accordance with
ISO 13485 international standard requirements, the
production is subject to annual external auditing. In addition,
the enterprise is internally audited on a regular basis.
Development of “VladMiVa” company’s export potential
would be impracticable without support of the
bFoundation and its declared “TEMP” program in 2008
which was directed on provision the innovative companies
with costs compensation for certification and products
promotion in the foreign markets. Due to this program the
company received a grant in the amount of 10,8 million
rubles and could increase the export potential significantly.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Development and Production of Glass Polyalkyd Cements Intended for Stomatology”.

Medical treatment at the Stomatology Center

“VladMiVa”
company
actively
operates in the foreign markets
supplying its products to more than
40 countries of the world: the USA,
Libya, Jordan, Syria, Egypt, Romania,
Mongolia, CIS countries. Over 30% of
the output is exported abroad.
Currently the products are beingcertified in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan.
-
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BRYANSK
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BRYANSK
OBLAST

BRYANSK
OBLAST
Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small
Enterprises in Science and Technology — "Information and industrial
technologies" Research and Development Center.

Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation)
- "Information and industrial technologies" Research and Development Center
was founded in 2011 on the Bryansk state technical university basis for the purpose of
providing the conditions favorable for enhancement of efficiency of the
research and development works, inventions and discoveries performed by the
university staff implementation in production, development of competitive,
export-oriented and import-substituting technologies, goods and services and their
supply to the consumer on a commercial basis.
Main activities:
• conduct of R&D technological audit;
• performance of marketing and patent researches;
• drafting of charts and organization of technologies
transfer;
• educational process organization for training and
retraining of various profiles specialists in the field of
innovative business processes.
Program activities of the Foundation make an essential
contribution to the region’s innovative potential development.
Quality of the Foundation and its representation activities
performance can be characterized by the following fact:
winners of the competitive tenders within the Foundation
2

programs received over 7,5 million rubles of 10 million
rubles annually allocated from the regional budget for the
innovative business support (within 2010-2012). These
funds are allocated based on the regional program "State
Support of Small and Average Entrepreneurship in the
Bryansk Oblast" implemented since 2007.
The region has a significant innovative potential. It is
determined by the innovatively oriented organizations
available in the region: higher education institutions, industry
institutes, industrial enterprises with R&D centers operating
in the innovative sphere of small enterprises and
organizations.
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

The long-term target program "Increase of Investment Appeal of
the Bryansk Region" provides grants in the form of donations
from the regional budget. Full assistance was offered also for
small innovative business. In 2011 the state support was
provided to 34 small and medium innovative companies, in the
amount of 50 million rubles. The startup innovative companies
were supported with grants. Within the state program
"Economic development, investment policy and innovative

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
of the initiated requests.
60
60

per 1000 students

Four Bryansk higher education institutions, the Bryansk State
Technology University, Bryansk State University named after
the Academician Petrovsky, Bryansk State Research and
Development Academy and Bryansk State Agricultural
Academy, have deeply rooted scientific traditions. More than a
half of teachers here have scientific degrees and ranks. On the
basis of these higher educational institutions work 23 small
innovative enterprises. The Bryansk research developments in
the field of transport mechanical engineering, tool engineering,
metallurgical science, soil fertility, forestry gained recognition in
Russia. Scientific research activities and experimental design
developments of Bryansk scientists increasingly result in
obtaining of patents for inventions and useful models. So in
2011 111 items of intellectual property were protected by
patents. The regional administration supplemented the existing
factors of investment appeal (favorable geographical position,
developed transport infrastructure, potential and labor
production, availability of natural resources essential
inventories) with the developed investment legislation, having
supported it with practical application: this is provision of
privileges on the property tax for organizations and the income
tax rate reduction; partial subsidizing of interest rates for the
bank loans obtained by investors for the projects
implementation. Also here relates provision of the Bryansk
region pledge fund items for the borrower liabilities ensuring in
case of investment and innovative projects implementation.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The performance quality of Foundation and its representative establishment is proved by
the following: out of RUB 10 mln that are annually allocated from the Oblast budget for
innovative business support (in 2010-2012), over RUB 7.5 mln are provided to
competition winners under the Foundation's programs.
economy of the Bryansk region" is provided annual assignment
for presentation of the latest developments at the prominent
innovative and nanotechnological forums and exhibitions where
the innovations producer and developer can meet a potential
consumer. In order to get the regional enterprises and
organizations interested in the innovations development, review
competitive tenders intended for the most effective inventions,
new goods and technologies detection, exhibitions of innovative
goods are annually held. In June, 2011 "Novator" Foundation for
Development and Support to Innovative Activities was founded.
The Foundation was established by the Bryansk Regional
Economic Development Department, Bryansk Regional Public
Organization of the All-Russian Society of Inventors and
Rationalizers, "Bezhitsky" food factory, “Stroycredit” engineering
department, "Bryansknefteprodukt" became founders of fund.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

2
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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"Novator" is purposed at support of innovative activities,
stimulation of invention and rationalization, and also
assistance to development and production of essentially new
types of products.
The Foundation interaction with the region started in the
2000th. Then “a free pass” was received by the first
high-technology enterprises supported according to the
“START” program. So, OOO “Conveyor-Start” provided the
market with an essentially new type of the transporting
equipment — conveyors with a suspended tape in 2003, and
this product is of stable demand to the present day. Within
“START” program, “Diprom” company finished a design of
new absorbing device for automatic couplers of goods
wagons and introduced this product at the market of railway
equipment and accessories. Currently this product is
produced in lots by the Bryansk plant of absorbing devices.
In the middle of the 2000th a number of small enterprises
within the innovative zone of technopark "Desna Tekhnika"
at Bryansk state technical university also actively cooperated
with the Foundation within “START” program.
The Foundation representation in the region was initiated by
the Bryansk Administration Scientific Committee as there
was an urgent need of all scientific community consolidation
for “TEMP” stage innovation processes implementation
within the regional youth environment under the authority of
“UMNIK” program. Since the date of its creation, the
Foundation Representation activities attracted a keen
interest of the regional authorities’ representatives. Issues on
the Foundation activities and its opportunities regarding
innovative processes support were included to the working
agenda of the Council for science and scientific activities
under the Bryansk region governor. The Foundation
Representation members belong to the main regional public

governing bodies for
entrepreneurial activities.

scientific,

educational

The representation actively cooperates with the Association
of Young Entrepreneurs (AYE) of the Bryansk region. The
representation developed "Innovative entrepreneurship"
direction within the federal program "Ty-predprinimatel". In
cooperation with the Association the youth is actively
involved into the own business arrangement process within
the scope of which the specialists of technical, medical and
biological branches are oriented for their own projects
development and implementation within “UMNIK” and
“START” programs.
For organization of events carried out by the Foundation
representation were involved administrative and material
resources of the Bryansk state technical university. Activities
on the experts notification and involvement are performed in
cooperation with the Bryansk Regional Government
specialized departments (Bryansk Regional Department of
Education and Science, Bryansk Regional Department of
Social and Economic Development, Bryansk Regional
Department of Industry, Transport and Communication),
higher educational institutions, enterprises of real economy
sector.
Representatives of real economy sector (apprx. 40%),
administration (apprx. 20%), scientific community (apprx.
40%) are invited to serve on the expert commissions (mainly
according to “UMNIK” program).
For the format explanation on the competitive tenders held
by the Foundation were arranged individual consultations
("START", "UMNIK") and thematic seminars ("UMNIK"), also
the methodology set on presentation and report drafting for
participation in the Foundation programs was prepared.

The total amount of investments within the Foundation
programs is 53,8 million rubles.
(65,6 million rubles — including current contracts);
83,1 million rubles including all sources and current contracts.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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The system of the regional youth community involvement into the innovative process includes some
components:
• system of higher education institutions and young entrepreneurs
notification of the events held by the Foundation and the regional
Association of Young Entrepreneurs (notification channels:
specialized departments of the Bryansk regional Government,
Association of Young Entrepreneurs contacts, mass media);
• involvement actions (in cooperation with Association of Young
Entrepreneurs): business games, round tables, annual forum of
young entrepreneurs within which the section "Innovative
Business" takes place;

Individual work is carrying out with “UMNIK” competitive tender
winners on the innovative project’s detailed plan drafting with
subsequent specification and job schedule. Possibilities of
participation are offered for “UMNIKs” club separate training
seminars and educational modules according to “Ty-predprinimatel”
program.
In perspective of regional development were set priority tasks on
innovative activity increase, both for scientific community and
business
sector.
Integration
processes
on
interaction
rapprochement of the academic and high school science
representatives with industrial enterprises are carried out. For these
purposes the cluster structures have been already created where the
key role in development of innovative processes and upgrade is
assigned to small and medium business. For successful
development of these interrelations, especially regarding the new
equipment and technologies development where risks are rather
high and it’s impossible to do without the state support mechanism,
the key part is assigned to the Foundation. As Yu. N. Lunev, a
Chairman of the Bryansk Regional Administration Scientific
Committee, told: "The Foundation Programs are one of the few, if not
the unique driver of innovative entrepreneurship development in the
Bryansk region

• training of young people within “Ty-predprinimatel” program.
"Innovative business" training group participants are exclusively
focused on “UMNIK” program with subsequent transition to
"UMNIK on START";
• motivation system on engineering creativity, business design of
scientific and technical sphere at higher education institutions (up
to now implemented only at Bryansk state technical university).

Work efficiency by R&D results
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R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation
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entrepreneurship development in the Bryansk region".
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(Yu. N. Lunev, a Chairman of the Bryansk Regional Administration Scientific Committee)
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EFFICIENCY ACCORDING
TO R&D RESULTS
With the Foundation introduction in the Bryansk region appeared
all-powerful tool for business arrangement and development based
on technical innovations. In the region were implemented more than
100 innovative projects according to “UMNIK” and “START”
programs, were arranged more than 150 workplaces, direct or
indirect support was provided to the whole range of scientific
directions, therefore more than 25 candidate and 1 doctoral
dissertation were prepared and defended, 17 applications were
submitted and 13 patents were obtained. The youth community
considerably enhanced the research activities at higher education
institutions and for All-Russian competitive events.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

The following Foundation programs are implemented within the
region:
"UMNIK",
"START",
"MOST",
"Oblachnye
vychiskeniya”.
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Total amount of the Foundation assets attracted into the region
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economy within last 10 years reaches 53,8 million rubles. Total
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amount of the investments attracted by the Foundation programs’
winners within this period is 78,3 million rubles.
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Since 2009 34 employees of the universities (21 therefrom were
supported), 302 postgraduates, students and young specialist of the
Bryansk region enterprises took part in “UMNIK” program (81
therefrom became winners). Participation productivity of this tender
made 61,8% for the higher education institutions staff and 26,8% for
postgraduates, students and young specialists respectively.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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The students coverage ratio for “UMNIK” program is 0,52% of the
total students number within Bryansk region. Share of the winners is
0,14%. (Calculation is made according to annual average figures of
2010-2012)
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During the time of the Foundation activities performance and its
programs implementation 154 workplaces were created. Total
amount of investments within the Foundation programs reached
53,8 million rubles (65,6 million rubles including current contracts);
83,1 million rubles including all sources and current contracts.
Quantity of the registered intellectual property items within the
Foundation programs implementation: 12 patents, 3 patent
applications being considered at the Federal Institute of Industrial
Property.
On the basis of the Federal State-Funded Educational Institution of
Higher Professional Education “Bryansk Technical University “ were
founded the following small innovative enterprises: OOO
“Innovative Center of High Technologies in Mechanical
Engineering”; OOO “Science and Technology Center “Information
and Production Technologies”; OOO “Dependable Machines”; OOO
“R&D Institute of Automatic Equipment, Telemetry and Metrology";
OOO "Industrial Safety – Bryansk State Technical University"; OOO
“Safety Management”; OOO “Informational Safety”; OOO
“Consult-Expert”; OOO “Vita-Reserve”.
Currently two projects within "UMNIK" — "START" chain are
implemented:
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154 workplaces were created.
12 patents were registered.
• "Development of an intellectual program complex on choice
optimization for the cutting tools and optimum handling
strategy for the multipurpose equipment with numerical
program control, development of post-processors,
processing equipment virtual models with numerical
program control, tool and accessories integrated into punch
card accounting machine system". The project’s author is the
winner of “UMNIK 2009” competitive tender M. V. TEREKHOV.
The state contract was signed for "Development of a program
complex on metal-cutting tool choice for the equipment with
numerical program control” project implementation.
• "Research of nanomodified concrete and nanostructural
modifying additive properties". The project’s author is the
winner of “UMNIK-2010” competitive tender E. G. MATVEEVA.
The state contract was signed for "Development of ecologically
safe nanodisperse additive and sustainable concrete products
on its basis" project implementation.
Since 2010 “UMNIKs” club operates in the region. The club is a
platform for young innovators, participants and winners of “UMNIK”
program. Scheduled club meetings enable students, postgraduates
and young scientists to expand their knowledge in the field of
developments and products commercialization opportunities. Since
the Club foundation more than 150 people joined to participate. The
Club’s effective performance resulted in successful introductions
preparation of “UMNIK” program participants.

GOLOSHCHAPOVA Svetlana Sergeyevna,
A postgraduate of Bryansk State University named after the
Academician I. G. Petrovsky, Bryansk.
Goloshchapova Svetlana Sergeyevna is a winner of
Foundation competitive tender “UMNIK” of 2012.

the
-

Purpose of the introduced project: "Development of products
expanding the body adaptive potential and correcting metabolicprocesses of the children and teenagers living in ecologicallyunfavorable areas" is solution
of
the
problem
of
immunodefence activation favorable for adaption to the
dynamic environmental conditions.

Within the project implementation were performed
operations on studying of preventive and correctional
programs with use of the adaptogens of natural origin
containing in processed plant products applied for children
and teenagers’ body functional improvement.
The researched plant products have positive impact on
neuromuscular system of a human body by improving
nerve impulse conduction, increasing excitability of
neuromuscular system. In case of plant products
application the following changes in the body
microcirculation system are observed: normalization of
blood
circulation
intensity
specific
for
different
microcirculation types is noted; level of metabolic processes
increases.

Application of the researched products will
enable to improve functionality of a body of children
and teenagers, to
reduce
incidence,
to
strengthen health through expansion of adaptive
potential, to reduce stress of regulatory
systems and to increase the growing organism
of children and teenagers’ immune resistanceto adverse environmental factors.
-

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of products expanding the body adaptive potential and
correcting metabolic processes of the children and teenagers living in
ecologically unfavorable areas”.
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ZENTSOVA Ekaterina Aleksandrovna,
A postgraduate of Bryansk state technical university, Bryansk.
The project on “Development of processing technology of the
high-strength cast iron with spherical graphite possessing a
"programmable" complex of mechanical, technological and
operational properties” by Zentsova Ekaterina Aleksandrovna won
a victory in the Foundation competitive tender “UMNIK”.
The purpose of this project is development of flexible technical
process flow for obtaining of the high-strength cast iron
with spherical graphite possessing a "programmable" complex
of mechanical, technological and operational properties.
"Programmable" material is a the material with predetermined
properties in compliance with advanced production conditions
where constructional material should be adaptive to specific
operational conditions and possess a wide range of properties.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Development of processing technology of the high-strength cast iron with
spherical graphite possessing a "programmable" complex of mechanical,
technological and operational properties”.
Obtaining of any constructional material with predetermined
properties is a process of controlling its chemical
composition (main components of an alloy) and
technological parameters for the purpose of the material
structure managing control.

properties ensuring (operational, technological,
mechanical ones) in the products of car and tractor
industries, railway transport, diesel mechanical
engineering.

Control of a graphite phase dimensional and topological
parameters is performed by optimization of an alloy
chemical composition and rational use of flux modification
operations.
The metal matrix of an alloy is created as a result of finished
products isothermal hardening. The variation of
temperature and time parameters of heat treatment
process, and also modification of alloying process
degree of the cast iron enables to obtain the required
composite structure for providing the determined"
programmable" level of properties in the products.
Within this project the high-strength cast iron with
spherical graphite possessing the complex of properties
providing its competitiveness was obtained.

The developed technology enables to obtain
composite structures in the high-strength cast iron
with spherical graphite for
predetermined
8
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KOCHEVINOV Dmitry Viktorovich,
A design engineer of III category at OOO Research and
Production Enterprise “STELL”, Bryansk.
The project by Kochevinov D. V. on "Development of electric drive
control system of the bridge crane shifting with adjustment of
distortion and cross shift" took part in the Foundation competitive
program “UMNIK” where won a victory and obtained a financial
support of the Foundation.
Project objective is development of electric drive control system of
the bridge crane shifting which provides adjustment of distortion
and cross shift and thus providing the crane running gear and
crane structures service life enhancement.

One of the main problems arising in case of bridge cranes
operation is the bridge truss distortion apparent the crane
ways which is inevitably arising in the course of the crane
operation. The distortion is followed by cross shift of the
bridge apparent the movement direction that, in turn, causes
the crane wheels flanges contact with rails. Flanges
perceiving the load limit further shift. Thus in the contact
points of flanges with rails occurs a steady process of sliding
friction leading to the crane wheels service life reduction due
to the flanges intensive depreciation. In case of the wheels
declared service life of 5-12 years an average real term
doesn't exceed one year. In certain cases the wheels need to
be replaced in 1–4 months after the operation start. Herewith
also observed an essential decrease in crane rails service
life— up to 50 … 40% of the prescriptive service life time.

The offered control system effectively solves a
problem of continuous limitation of the bridge crane
distortion, being implemented on the advanced
element base with microprocessor devices
application, it has no moving mechanical parts and
differs from its analogs in higher reliability and quality
of control.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of electric drive control system of the bridge crane shifting
with adjustment of distortion and cross shift".
The work idea consists in determination of a bridge crane
position apparent the rails and deceleration of the running
forward support thus providing the bridge alignment. For the
position determination are used four contactless sensors
measuring distances from the installation points to the rails
near each of crane wheels. The sensors data are transmitted
to the crane shift electric drive control system where after the
received data appropriate processing takes place a
corrective action arrangement.

Computer model of the bridge crane

There is quite large number of various methods of distortion
limitation by means of the running support deceleration.
However, often a weak place of such systems is their
implementation. Use of mechanical sensors, and also relay
contactor control systems reduces reliability and quality of
regulation. In many cases the sophisticated sensors
developed by the authors and not produced in lots are
offered.
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TRETYAKOV Sergey Alekseevich,
A design engineer at OOO Scientific Production Association
“Elektrontekhnika”, Bryansk.
"Development of the Boilers Operation Automation System
at Housing and Communal Services Objects with Use of
Energy-Saving Technologies" project of the Bryansk innovator
Tretyakov Sergey Alekseevich won a victory in the Foundation
competitive program “UMNIK”.
Project objective is upgrade of the operating boiler rooms
with use of innovative technologies. Currently there is a large
number of the boiler rooms requiring upgrade works in the territory
of the Russian Federation only. The control systems of the majority
of them are worn-out and obsolete.

In this connection, there is a number of problems, such as:
• high energy consumption of hot water supply pump
stations constantly operated at full capacity regardless of
the current water consumption;
• in case of the burning process manual control it is
impossible to provide its optimum mode depending on
pressure, depression and temperatures;

• to increase a reserve maintenance period of the
equipment service;
• to improve the environmental conditions;
• to reduce the utility tariffs increase.

• essential impact of a human factor on technological
process. It is impossible to balance all parameters of
burning process optimum manually;
• scaling in the heat exchanger pipeline, decrease of a
heat transfer.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of the Boilers Operation Automation System at Housing and
Communal Services Objects with Use of Energy-Saving Technologies".

Construction and commissioning of new boiler rooms
requires significant finance costs.

In the course of work the SHU-Uv energy saving
cases of ventilating units control were
developed and implemented in operation, the
case of boiler control in ShUK 02 automatic mode
was developed, the control station of SU EN
electric pumps of hot water supply and TS-01
impulsator were developed.
The useful invention patent was obtained for the boiler
control and automatic control device, technical and design
documentation intended for the developed automation
system pilot item production and maintenance testing
performance in the operating boiler room is prepared.

In general, the system enables:
• to save the electric power on pumping stations
and ventilators by 30–35%;
• to save the fuel by 15%;

10
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SHIRYAEV Alexander Nikolaevich,
A design engineer at OOO Scientific Production Association
“Elektrontekhnika”, Bryansk.
The project by Shiryaev Alexander Nikolaevich "Development of the
control system of radio communication wave guides
conditions in the metro" won a victory in the competitive
program of “UMNIK” in 2013, in the direction of "New Devices
and Hardware Complex" and obtained a financial support by
the Foundation.
The purpose of this project is development of the control
system of radio communication wave guides conditions in
the metro.

The metro is not only a popular type of public transport but
also an extensive network of the land and underground
communications requiring fixed repair and servicing.
Works on maintenance are carried out only within the limited
period and only at night, when there is no train service. The
trains’ traffic control is exercised by the dispatcher. For
communication between an engine driver and a dispatcher
the radio communication is used, and the wave guide is
applied as a radio aerial. There is a problem of loss of radio
communication between a dispatcher and an engine driver
because of wave guide damage while carrying out repair
work at night, or for the natural reasons (a wave guide
depreciation and aging).

Currently the train service interval in the metro is 2–3
minutes, and in the Moscow Metro less than one minute.
Lack of a radio communication threatens in the train all run
blind conduct by engine driver thus leading to an emergency
situation. Considering all these problems and blemishes,
there came an idea of development of the system
providing a continuous control of wave guide conditions
and transferring the data to the duty dispatcher in case
of an emergency situation.
The system will consist of devices providing a wave guide
control continuity, short circuit, and also control of the
wave guide current conditions and information transfer
in case of accident on the server, from where it will arrive

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of the control system of radio communication wave guides
conditions in the metro".
to the dispatcher, technical support team
and the division manager. Such system will
enable rapid elimination of the occurred
defect prior to the train service.

Therefore will be created the wave guide
conditions control system which will
track a wave guide conditions in real
time on all lines of the metro. This
development is an advanced reliable
remedy of a wave guide conditions
control in the metro that will considerably
increase safety of passengers in the
metro.
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“SISTEMY ZASHITY INFORMATSII” limited liability Company (OOO “Sistemy Zashity Informatsii”) was
founded in 2012 as an innovative enterprise performing activities within the segment of automated
decisions developments in the field of information security.
ÎÎÎ
OOO “SISTEMY ZASHITY INFORMATSII” is
one of the first companies in the Bryansk region
which developed the automated systems (AS) on
audit and creation of complex information
security systems at the facilities.
In 2010 the author-developer of the automated decisions
Golembiovskaya O. M. took part in the Foundation
competitive program of “UMNIK”. Due to the Foundation
support within this program was developed the
automated system on determination of personal data
security classes and selection of means and measures
for
their
protection.
Its
functions
included
accomplishment of all procedures related to
assessment of personal data security at the facility and
development of measures for their protection.
Before taking the decision about application for the second
stage of the competitive program "UMNIK on START" and
search of possible investors, the market of the profile
organizations-developers of the analogue automated
systems in Bryansk was evaluated. This evaluation resulted
in conclusion of these decisions development exploitability
owing to unavailability of analogue projects. In 2013 the
application was submitted for participation in the competitive
tender "UMNIK on START" that enabled to continue
researches in the field of the audit automated systems
development.

reduce significantly the operator's costs for
personal data information systems adapting in
compliance with legislative requirements, to
reduce the quantity of penalties and notices from
the regulating authorities to PD operators, to reduce
quantity of confidential information leakages at
the facilities, and also to enhance the company’s
employees competence regarding personal data
protection.
Plans of the company’s development include introduction

“SISTEMY ZASHITY
INFORMATSII”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Joint financing of the company developments was performed
at the expense of own means, and also at the expense of the
raised funds by private investors. Within support of the small
innovative enterprises development, the Bryansk regional
administration allocated a subsidy for OOO “Sistemy
Zashity Informatsii” development.

at the international market and development of specialized
systems according to the customer’s requirements.

“Automated system on determination of personal
data security classes and selection of means and
measures for their protection”.

Within the test version there passed an approbation of
"The automated system of measures determination and
sufficiency for protection of ISPD (Information System
of Personal Data) security levels". Private companies of
Bryansk became the main test platforms. Before
development and testing of AS data all works on audit of
information security at the facility had been performed
manually. The group of specialists worked within several
months replacing the company’s employees. The company’s
staff distraction by other tasks solution quite often put the
company’s development dynamics out of action.
Implementation of the automated system enabled to
reduce both temporary and financial resources of the
companies provided for meeting the legislative requirements
in the field of personal data protection.

Introduction at the international market is possible in case of
the specialized systems development oriented particularly to
regulatory framework specifics of foreign countries in the
field of personal data protection. All automated systems
developed by “Sistemy Zashity Informatsii” company
are based on the legislation of the Russian Federation.
So their application is possible only within the territory
of the Russian Federation.

Implementation of the automated systems in
the field of information security allowed to
12
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Basic activities of “CONVEYER-START” company are research works in the field of conveyors
construction and implementation of new types of high angle conveyors with a suspended belt.
“Conveyer-Start” limited liability company (OOO
“Conveyer-Start”) was founded in 2003 as a
small innovative enterprise - developer of new type of
conveyor equipment.
Development of simple-designed and reliable high angle
conveyor with a smooth domestic belt based on the
already tested conveyor with a suspended belt is an actual
task and currently it is demanded by industrial
enterprises, including mining, river ports and seaports.
In 2004 “Conveyer-Start” company took part in the “START”
competitive program by the Foundation.

Following the competitive selection results it
was taken a decision by the Foundation on
financing allocation of 750 thousand rubles on
solution of the tasks determined by the company’s
project: "Development and production arrangement
of new types of high angle conveyors with a
suspended smooth belt for bulk cargoes
transportation".
The technical solution implemented in the project
performance course completely excludes the freight
losses while transportation, enhances the performance
with an identical belt width by 20%, reduces energy
consumption by 15–40%, enables the cargo
transportation with a smooth belt at the angles of 25 ° —
30 °; increases service life of a conveyer belt. It provides

“CONVEYERSTART”

requirements. The important parameter is operation of the
developed deep conveyors with use of serially
manufactured belts and accessories, the conveyors are
subject to repair under production conditions by the
consumer, and their price characteristics are lower than
of foreign manufacturers’ analogs.

The work results provided an opportunity of new
domestic
technology development on bulk
cargoes transfer in various industries of national
economy, excluding
discharge
of
solid
transported cargoes, including chemical fertilizers,
into the environment and providing the transported
freights reliable protection against precipitation
impact by means of the deep belt conveyer with
suspended belt unique design application.
The project developers obtained a patent of the Russian
Federation for the high angle conveyor with a
suspended belt tape.
Currently the company is engaged in the development
promotion into the international market. Interest in
conveyor equipment was already shown by the
enterprises of Chile, Brazil, the Republic of South
Africa, India.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development and production arrangement of new
types of high angle conveyors with a suspended
smooth belt for bulk cargoes transportation".

an opportunity of significant reduction of the operating
expenses on the freights transportation and the end products
cost value reduction. The developed conveyors are by
15–20% less metal intensive than the standard ones.
The loaded strand belt boards of the suggested high angle
conveyor with a suspended smooth belt are in a vertical
position and the degree of bulk cargo reduction by the belt
raises, thus enabling to increase the conveyor’s admissible
tilt angles by 24 ° — 35 °. In these conditions the roller load
carriers hold a vertical position providing an opportunity of
their forecasting run arrangement without considerable
deviations from a vertical axis. And this in turn enables to
provide more uniform distribution of loads on both bearings
of the upper roller, to reduce depreciation of a running rollers
driving surface and to increase their service life.
The work resulted in development of the first domestic
high angle conveyors operating with use of the standard
smooth
belt.
There
was
developed
technical
documentation and two successfully operating conveyors
of new type were manufactured and mounted.
The performed environmental assessment confirms the new
equipment compliance with actual environmental safety
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OOO (limited liability company) “Science and Production Association “Elektrontekhnika (OOO NPO
“Elektrontekhnika”) registered in 2009 performs its activities in the field of development and
production of electronic equipment of industrial use, means of dispatch for metro, railways, oil and
gas pipelines, systems of monitoring and access restriction for especially important units, power
supply panels for medical institutions.
Joint financing of the project was performed by OOO NPO
“Elektrontekhnika” on parity basis (50%/ 50%).

Within three years the company obtained
financing from the Foundation in the amount of
5,9 million rubles.
Innovative
development of the company
possesses high operational characteristics and
it is cheaper than foreign analogs by 4–5
times. The research and development activities
resulted in 13 patents for useful models and
industrial designs.

Central entrance of OOO NPO “Elektrontekhnika”

“ELEKTRONTEKHNIKA” company participated in
“Start” competitive tender by the Foundation and
was provided with financing on research and
development performance for: "Development of
monitoring and control system for access to
high security objects". Development has no
analogs within the Russian Federation.

OOO NPO “Elektrontekhnika” performs the equipment sets
approbation for OAO (open joint-stock company) “RosAtom”,
OAO “Gazprom”, for the organizations supporting the
activities of FKA "Roskosmos". According to the transport
safety program there was formed the order for the products
completion under the railway specifics requirements at OAO
“RZhD”, and complex testing was carried out. Within the
contract with OAO RZhD, as a result of research and
development activities performance, more than 300 sets of
electronic coded locks in the amount of more than 3 million
rubles were supplied.

“ELEKTRONTEKHNIKA”
Engineering Department
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Assistance of the Foundation enabled OOO NPO
“Elektrontekhnika” to expand product range, to create
additional workplaces of designers, collectors, assemblers,
traffic controllers. From 2009 till 2013 the quantity of newly
created workplaces increased from 17 to 64. The
following technological sites were arranged: installation,
assembly, equipment adjustment, engineering service,
marketing service, supply and sale service, financial and
economic division.
Production of various application equipment of was
arranged and implemented, including: the dispatch
equipment for metro and railways, electric drives safety and
control systems for an oil and gas complex, stations of
electric pumps and fans control for the entities of housing
and communal services, the equipment for medical
institutions. Products market expansion is in progress.

The company actively participates in forums,
conferences, regional, Russian and foreign
exhibitions. For innovative activities performance,
OOO NPO “Elektrontekhnika” and its employees
were awarded with diplomas, certificates and
medals. The company owns over two dozens of
awards and letters of acknowledgement.
In particular, the company was awarded with the Diploma of
the All-Russian Exhibition Center (VVTs) for the innovative
product development. The medals of "All-Russia Exhibition
Centre Winner" were obtained by three employees of OOO
NPO “Elektrontekhnika” in 2013.

innovative activities in Brussels in 2013.
The enterprise actively interacts with all metro systems of
Russia and the CIS countries, with the project organizations
of OAO “Metrostroy”. The communication equipment for
metro is in demand in the CIS countries and the neighboring
countries: Belarus, Ukraine, Estonia, Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan. Annually the enterprise increases
products sales amounts by 18–20% on average.
In 2013 the level of export supplies reached 8,8 million
rubles or 24% of total amount. For 2014 the increase in
products sales amount by 20–25% including the export
is planned. Tax assignments in 2013 were about 9,5 million
rubles, for 2014 about 11 million rubles are planned to be
transferred.
Support of the Foundation played a significant role in
formation of OOO NPO “Elektrontekhnika”. The
enterprise is being developed due assistance of the
Foundation that provides an opportunity of new
innovative products development. Financial support
according to “START” program and other programs of
the Foundation helps to carry out Research and
Development activities to assimilate new products, to
expand the market that in turn enables to create new
workplaces, to increase tax assignments and promotes
introduction at the international market.

OOO NPO “Elektrontekhnika” is awarded by the Diploma of
the European Chamber of Science and Industry for the
The projects implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

The company performs activities in the field of development and production of electronic equipment of
industrial function, means of dispatch for metro, railways, oil and gas pipelines, control and access
restriction systems for especially important objects, power supply panels for medical institutions.
Assembly site
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Basic activity of the company is development of gear pumps for transit of bitumen and oil binding
materials. They are used at the entities producing soft roofing materials, at asphalt concrete, oil refineries
and bitumen production plants.
“NDM” limited liability company (OOO NDM) was
founded in 2010 for the purpose of practical
implementation of scientific developments by
the scientists of Bryansk State Technical
University (BGTU) in the field of industrial
mechanical engineering.
For the gear pumps operated at oil refinery, constructional,
asphalt concrete plants, the main reason of the working
parts wear is hydrogen depreciation of working surfaces
sometimes followed by abrasive wear. While bituminous
pumping stations operation the problem of abrasive and
hydrogen wear of friction couple details is particularly acute.
While pumping hydrocarbonic liquids there is an intensive
hydrogen wear of working surfaces of the machines
components. When pumping bituminous masses with
abrasive filler the hydrogen wear is followed by abrasive
wear leading to sharp decrease in service life of products.
These tasks determined the directions of research and
development of “NDM” company.
As a result of work on the project with assistance of the
Foundation, the problems arising while hydrocarbons
pumping by gear pumps were examined. In the course of
project implementation were researched abrasive and
hydrogen wear resistance of the pumps components. The
new model of the bituminous gear pump, meeting the
modern requirements of production ecological compatibility,
The project realized with assistance of the Foundation:

“NDM”

The bituminous gear pump meeting the modern requirements of
production ecological compatibility with resistance to influence of abrasive
particles and hydrogen wear.

with resistance to impact of abrasive particles and hydrogen
wear was developed and implemented in small-lot
production.

Within competitive programs of the small innovative
enterprises support by the Foundation, the company
took
part
in
the
competitive
tenders
“START-2011” and “START 2-12-3”. Total
amount of the company financing at the first stage by
the Foundation was 1690 thousand rubles.
At the second stage of cooperation with the Foundation the
company performed joint financing of the project. Means
of joint financing were used for the first lot of goods
production, and also for detailed marketing research.

production for the
new
products
output, perform the
research on product
q u a l i t y
improvement, raise
a salary of the
employees. At the
enterprise 4 new
workplaces
were
created.

Upon the project completion the company plans to
arrange serial production of 4 models of gear
pumps and 8 models of pumping stations.
The plans of the company include the products
implementation at the markets of CIS and Baltic countries,
EU countries, with the product modifications adapted for
pumping lines of the European enterprises.
Due to the project implementation with assistance of the
Foundation the company could accelerate the
16
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Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology Vladimir Innovation and Technology Center.

Close partner relations and business cooperation of the regional administration
with the Foundation for assistance to development of small forms of the
enterprises in Science and Technology (further referred to as Foundation) were
established since creation of OOO “Vladimir innovative technology center” in
1996 (VITTs). The Foundation, administration of the Vladimir oblast and the city of
Vladimir, and also a group of the German consultants — heads of the innovative centers
from Berlin and Dortmund working in Russia according to "Transform" program of the
Federal government of Germany managed to combine efforts on creation of the
infrastructure organization for small innovative business support. Since 1998 the
Vladimir ITTs becomes a representation of the Foundation, distributes information on
competitive programs of the Foundation, advises concerning preparation of applications
for participation in the competitive tenders, organizes the firms participation in scientific
and technical exhibitions, and also participates in the international programs of the
Foundation.
23 scientific and production enterprises work at VITTs. They specialize in the field of mechanical engineering,
microelectronics, chemistry, new materials, ecology. For years of VITTs work some unique products were developed and
manufactured. The majority of the scientific and technical products produced by the enterprises is protected by the patents.

2

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

One of the main types of VITTs activities is
organization and performance of the competitive
tenders by the Foundation.
“UMNIK” program directed on activation of the youth
participation in science and technology and innovation sphere
allows to reveal the most successful, perspective and
competitive projects in the field of information technology,
medicine, biotechnology and other spheres. The competitive
tenders of the Foundation promote development of innovative
potential, and at the same time increase the investment policy
efficiency in the oblast.
The enterprises engaged in the field of science and production
participate in various programs by the Foundation, such as
"UMNIK", "START", "Razvitiye" and "Export". Within last three
years the Foundation actively promotes “UMNIK” program
implementation, having signed the agreement with the
administration of the Vladimir oblast in 2010.
As a result of participation in competitive programs by the
Foundation dozens of small innovative enterprises were
founded in the oblast: some enterprises were supported by the

per 1000 students

Also VITTs takes part and renders assistance in
development of scientific and technical products, search of the
markets and technological audit carrying out.
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

VITTs provides the developed research and production
infrastructure to the enterprises, organizes participation of the
enterprises in the exhibitions, fairs, conferences, renders
assistance in submission of requests for financing of the
knowledge-intensive
projects,
organizes
international
cooperation in the field of technologies transfer, conducts
consultations concerning the products certification and
protection of intellectual property.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2013 over 4,1 million rubles were transferred from the budget for support
of the projects – winners of the programs by the Foundation
Foundation in development of new products and arrangement
of their production, another — in staying afloat at the market, the
third — in growing to the level of big enterprises, the fourth — in
introduction at the foreign markets.
Currently the enhancement of the Foundation interaction with
the heads of the oblast in the sphere of joint activities
coordination for development of innovative potential in the oblast
is in progress. As the first step in 2013 over 4,1 million rubles
were transferred from the budget of the oblast for support of the
projects - winner of the programs by the Foundation.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

Number
of the international
contracts

5

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

1

1

Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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RESULTS OF THE ACTIVITIES
BY THE FOUNDATION
Due to VITTs to support, since 1998 50 new enterprises and
300 workplaces were created. Annually 4 new workers on
average are being involved for work in the firms of the
Vladimir ITTs. VITTs provides information and consulting
support to 40 entities. The number of these enterprises’ staff
is 140 persons. Annual integrated revenue of the companies
leasing rooms of VITTs is 0,31 billion rubles.
VITTs participated in arrangement and activities of the
regional venture foundation OOO “LBB Sid Capital/Kartte
Foundation” in cooperation with “LandesBankBerlin”. Thanks
to VITTs the venture investments into basic capital were
obtained by 7 small innovative enterprises of the oblast.
Considerable progress in the Russian market and consumer
acceptances were achieved by the companies founded by
VITTs — "Arsenal Tekhnologiy" (gas equipment), "Kontel"
(automation equipment).
Foreign partners of VITTs are “Innovations und
GründerZentrum Berlin-Adlershof” and “Technologie
Zentrum Dortmund, Gmbh”.
Within the period of the representation activities performance
the following programs by the Foundation were performed:
"MGU", "MPN-2","NATSPROEKT", "POLZ", "SOFT-10-80",
"START",
"UMNIK",
"Export-2008",
"ENERGO-komponenty-2010", "Razvitiye", "Prioritet-2012".
Total amount of investments within the Foundation programs
implementation is 193,3 million rubles. Total amount of the
investments attracted by the winners of the Foundation
programs by means of multichannel financing of their

projects in the regional economy for the last 10 years is over
0,4 billion rubles. The correlation between the total amount of
off-budget investments into the projects – winners of the
Foundation programs and financing from the Foundation is
1,26. Percentage of “UMNIK” program participants among
the students is 0,375%. The ratio of “UMNIK” program
winners within total number of students is 0,055%. The
percentage of "UMNIKs" among the winners of the programs
"Polzunovkiye Granty-START",
"UMNIK on START", "START" is 10%, among the winners of
the programs "UMNIK on START", "START" — 8,33%.
Within the period of the Foundation programs
implementation 390 workplaces were created, and 47 items
of intellectual property were registered.
The operating Club of "UMNIKs" is not yet available in the
oblast, however, since September, 2013 its creation is in
progress.
Within 2011-2013 the representation of the Foundation
performed the events for arrangement of system-based work
directed on promotion of the Foundation programs in the
oblast, especially concerning the competitive tender
"UMNIK".

For expansion of the competitive tender
geography the mass media were attracted:
• On February 22, 2012 A. A. Fomin was invited by
"Vesti-Vladimir" (VGTRK Vladimir; 20-minute program
about the Foundation programs and the representation
activities.)

Since 1998 50 new enterprises were founded and 300 workplaces were created.
VITTs provides the informational and consulting support to 40 enterprises.
The number of these enterprises’ staff is 140 persons.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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• On March 28, 2012 the reporting on MIRTV TV
channel took place: "200 000 rubles for mind";

Work efficiency by R&D results

• On April 9, 2012 the reporting on TV channel took
place: "Tv6-Vladimir": "It is profitable to invent";
• On September 1-20, 2012 the
informational
messages about the competitive tender "UMNIK" took
place on the radio "Dinamit FM" and "Yumor FM";
• On March 22-25, 2013 the reportings on “UMNIK”
program took place on TV channels of VGTRK
Vladimir, "Tv6-Vladimir", "MIRTV";
• On September 10-20, 2013 the informational
messages on the competitive tender "UMNIK" were
performed on the radio "FM Dinamit" and "Europa
Plus";
• On October 11-14, 2013 the reportings on “UMNIK”
program were performed on TV channels of “VGTRK
Vladimir”, "MIRTV".

Casting events of the competitive tender,
including that with participation of the Foundation
representative were carried out in the
following scientific institutions:
• "Vladimir state university named after A. G. and N. G.
Stoletovy", FGBOU VPO;
• "Kovrov state technological academy named after V. A.
Degtyarev" FGBOU VPO;
• "Murom institute" (VLGU branch);
• FGU “Scientific Research Institute of Veterinary
Virology and Microbiology named after D. I. Ivanovsky;
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R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

Since its proposal by the Foundation in 2013, an opportunity of joint financing on
the projects – winners is being considered by the governor of the oblast S. Yu.
Orlova for the programs “UMNIK on START” and “START”
• Sudogda city (GNU "All-Russian research institution of
organic fertilizers and peat");
• MGOU branch named after V. S. Chernomyrdin
(Alexandrov city).
Since its proposal by the Foundation in 2013, an
opportunity of joint financing on the projects – winners
is being considered by the governor of the oblast S. Yu.
Orlova for the programs “UMNIK on START” and
“START”.
The regional advisory council for “UMNIK” program
includes scientists of the leading research organizations,
institutions of higher professional education and general
directors of the successful research and production
innovative enterprises with the staff of 25-55 people. Also
the advisory council member is the Chairman of
Committee on industrial policy and science of the Vladimir
AVERAGE
oblast administration (the profile minister) and the regional Ñðåäíÿÿ
ÇàðÏëàòà
WAGE
representative of the Foundation.
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Since 2012 prior to final selection should be held at least two
meetings with the “UMNIK” competitive tender participants
passed the final selection directed at the detailed
consideration of the presentation and reports development
issues; the main requirements on the presentation materials
sections contents are formulated; the developed answers to
the questions arising at the tender’s participants are
provided.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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The winner of the program
"UMNIK on START-2012"
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Is the project by E.V. SUKHORUKOVA
"Synthesis of tin alloys of art appointment and development
of production technology parameters of for the products of
small plasticity by the method of molding with the fusion
centrifugation based on
research of the melt flow
characteristics in the channels of rotating casting mold".

The winner of the program
"PRIORITET-2012"
Project by OOO NPO “InLitTekh, Vladimir city, the general
director D. N. Sukhorukov
"Development of manufacturing techniques and production
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per 1 RUB
of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
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Foundation expenditures per one workplace
in small innovative enterprises
of the region supported by it,
thousand rubles.

2 500
2 000

During implementation of the Foundation's
programs, over 390 work places have
been formed, 47 intellectual property
items have been registered.
organization on model equipment made of advanced
polymeric composite materials with set properties for
molding of metal alloys and nonmetallic materials".
Products sales amount for 2012 reached 720 thousand
rubles, and for nine months of 2013was 900 thousand rubles
"InLitTekh" has transition prospects for the financing second
year according to the program “START”.

The winner of the program
"START-2012"
Project by OOO “TekhnoUm”, Kovrov city, the general
director A.S. Karpenkov
"Development of a program complex for the automated
designing of the high-productive telecommunication
program specific systems possessing the augmented noise
resistance".
Products sales amount for 2012-2013 is 580 thousand
rubles.
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Average regional figures
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For training of the winners of “UMNIK” program in bases of
business, commercialization of Research and Development
the individual meetings with persons interested in
arrangement of their own knowledge-intensive business,
and also with the main applicants for participation in “UMNIK
on START” and “START” programs are held.
Bright representatives of successful implementation of the
projects are the winners of “UMNIK” program who founded
own innovative companies including those related to
217-FZ.

2013

KHRUSTALYOV Pavel Evgenyevich,
A Candidate of Technical Sciences, the associate professor of
the "Instrument engineering" specialized department of Kovrov
state technological academy named after V. A. Degtyarev,
Kovrov city.

In 2012 Khrustalyov Pavel Evgenyevich with the
project "Development of Measuring and
Analytical System of Automatic Inspection"
won a victory in the final of the competitive tender
“UMNIK” by the Foundation, and also won the first
place in the competitive tender of innovative projects
"Proekt. Produkt. Rynok" carried-out by OAO “VNII
(All-Russia Scientific Research Institute) “Signal”
(Kovrov city), with the project "Perspective
Optical-electronic Station of the Mobile Robotic
Complex".
Hrustalyov P. E. is the leading research engineer of OAO
“VNII “Signal”.

Currently the innovator performs the activities of two
directions: civil and military. Civil projects are oriented to
development of the automatic optical control systems for
various parameters of the products allowing to determine
the errors in arrangement and marking of the elements on
printed-circuit boards, defects of fabrics sewing, accuracy of
the trough-holes finding on the components, any insignificant
nonconformities of the inspected product structure to the
standard and many other things. The Projects on military
subject are directed, first of all, at development of the
unified self-configured optical-electronic stations of
automatic target designation operating on adaptive
algorithms of digital image processing.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Measuring and analytical system of automatic inspection.

Arrangement of own business
on production of multipurpose
technical sight systems is
planned in the short term.

PROGRAM
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GALKINA Olga Lvovna,
A postgraduate of the Institute of Solution Chemistry named
after G. A. Krestov of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ivanovo
city.

Galkina Olga Lvovna won a victory in the competitive
tender "UMNIK" on the subject of "Development
of Impregnating Solutions Compositions on the
Basis of Nanocrystallic TIO2 for Providing the
Textile Materials with Specific Properties". For
the first year of the project implementation the most
important results of practical and fundamental
nature were received on the mechanism of
nanoparticles on natural fibers surfaces fixing
and stabilization. There were developed the
optimum structure and a method of drawing and
fixing of this modifying solution on textile materials
allowing to keep the set specific properties even

In 2012 the project "Functional Materials and High-Purity
Substances" awarded the first degree diploma for the best
scientific work at the IV international conference for a victory
in the open competitive tender of young scientists.
Galkina O. L. obtained the grant by the Russian
foundation of basic researches within the program on
"Mobility of Young Scientists — Participation of the Russian
Young Scientists in the International Scientific Events
Abroad" for participation in work of the V international
conference on scientific achievements in nanoscience,
Szeged, Hungary.

In the perspective Galkina O. L. plans to defend the
master's thesis at the IHR Russian Academy of

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Innovative composition of impregnating solutions on the basis of
nanocrystallic TIO2 providing the textile materials with specific properties.
after repeated washings and mechanical impacts.
Due to the grant provided by the Foundation, Galkina O. L. I
continued research on development of the impregnating
solutions composition.
In course of the work on the project the international
cooperation was established with the laboratory of the prof.,
Dr.Sci.Tech. J. Kaptay of the Miskolc university, Miskolc
(Hungary), and also with the laboratory of the prof.,
Dr.Sci.Biol. V. L. Katanayev, the head of developmental
genetics group at the Protein Research Institute of the of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino city, and with the
group head of the University of Constanta, Lausanne
(Switzerland), that allowed to propel the materials generation
to a higher level due to application of the advanced research
methods.

Sciences and to complete the second stage of the
higher education — the licentiate's degree at the
Swedish University of Agricultural sciences, and also
to take further part in the programs by the
Foundation.

In 2013 Galkina O. L. benefited a personal grant of the
Swedish institute (The Swedish Institute) within the program
for the Baltic region countries / program of Visby (Visby) for
training in joint postgraduate study and carrying out research
work at the Swedish University of Agricultural sciences
(Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences) of Uppsala city.
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ANTONOV Lev Vasilyevich,
An undergraduate, engineer of the “Information
Systems” Department, Murom institute (branch)
of FGBOU VPO "Vladimir state university named
after A. G. and N. G. Stoletovy",Vladimir city.
During consultations with heads of the
enterprises of the Vladimir oblast, Antonov Lev
Vasilyevich set the tasks
and
priority
directions of the research work that allowed to
formulate the specification on development of the
automated information system (AIS) with
the elements of production data intellectual
analysis enabling fast tracing of critical situations
at the enterprise.
In 2013 the draft was supported by the Foundation, and the financing which
allowed to develop the project and to continue the research work was allocated.
The innovative structure of the developed system assumes integration of all
separate modules in the single AIS where all data file of the enterprise is
accumulated, and intellectual, analytical processing is conducted regarding
the detection as follows: potential diseases of the animals and methods of
their treatment; critical deviations from normal values of production indicators;
selection of the animals for preserving the best qualities of animals in future
generations with possibility of the selection strategy flexible setup according to
a vector of the specific enterprise development.
Due to the high relevance the project was introduced at the educational forum
"Seliger 2013" within the section of "Innovations and technical creativity"
where it was highly appreciated by the expert commission and provided with the
certificate of the forum participant.
Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Intellectual system of a dairy farming control on the basis of monitoring
and genealogical data combination.
A number of modules on the real livestock entity data is
currently developed and researched: subsystem of animals
accounting; subsystem of selection; subsystem of production
process conditions monitoring.

PROGRAM
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STEPNOV Alexey Aleksandrovich,
An engineer of OAO NPO “Magneton”, Vladimir city

"Development of innovative technology on fire-resistant
products generation from the metal oxides by the
plasma dusting method" project by Stepnov A. A., the
engineer- innovator of OAO NPO “Magneton”, won a victory
in the Foundation competitive program “UMNIK”in 2012.
As a result of project implementation the following
scientific and technical results are reached:

NPO “Magneton”.

In 2012 three improvement offers were
introduced and implemented in production of NPO
“Magneton”. According the performance results the
reports were introduced at the international
and Russian scientific conferences.

• a new sample of a plasmatron for the unit of plasma
dusting is developed and tested;
• dependence of pottery material phase composition on
the modes of dusting and agglomeration is researched;
• Sets of the engineering documentation and technical
documentation for new technology of pottery production
are developed;
• prototypes of ceramic containers for single-crystal
permanent magnets cultivation, with an output of effective
items over 95% are made and tested at the site of OAO
NPO “Magneton”;
• the engineering procedure of pottery generation from the
corundum powder waste which allowed twice lower costs
for initial materials is developed and implemented at OAO
Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Stepnov A. A. — "Development of innovative technology on fire-resistant products generation
from the metal oxides by the plasma dusting method
Petrunin S. Yu. — "Development of the theory of physical and technological bases of cement
composite hydrations process management with use of nanotechnologies"

PETRUNIN Sergey Yuryevich,
Engineering Production Department of FGBOU VPO "Vladimir
state university named after A. G. and N. G. Stoletovy", Vladimir
city
Petrunin Sergey Yuryevich's project "Development
of the theory of physical and technological
bases of cement composite hydration process
management with use of nanotechnologies"
won a victory in the competitive program “UMNIK”
in 2012. Financial support by the Foundation
allowed to continue research work on the project
within implementation of which the composition of
raw mix was developed for a gas concrete with
an additive of carbon nanotubes, and the patent
application was submitted.

company OOO “NANOKONT”, Republic of Belarus,
specializing in the monolithic designs of nanomodified
non-autoclave gas concrete installation and also in
accomplishment of different types of construction works.
Interest in the obtained data was shown not only in Russia
and neighboring countries, but also in the USA. While
passing the training course at the University of Wisconsin
(Milwaukee, the USA) the agreement was reached and
signed on carrying out joint surveys in this field.

The obtained results were presented at the international
and Russian conferences, and practically all the reports
were awarded.
Significant interest in the project’s outputs was shown by the
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“ARSENAL TEKHNOLOGIY” limited liability Company (OOO “Arsenal Tekhnologiy”) was founded in 2009.
The company performs development and production of gas thermolocking valves which provide
overlapping of gas flow in the pipeline in case of the fire.
Head: FOMIN Anatoly Anatolyevich

The project was supported within “START” program
in 2009. Upon termination of Research and
Development of the first year, OOO “Arsenal
Tekhnologiy” passed for the second and third year of
project works. The amount of the project
financing by the Foundation for the first year was
1000 thousand rubles, for the second year —
1600 thousand rubles, for the third — 3000
thousand rubles.
Joint financing of the project was performed at the expense
of own company funds intended for purchase of the devices
and industrial equipment, certification and registration of
intellectual property, purchase of the welding equipment and
arrangement of a welding site according to the advanced
requirements, including two-level ventilating system.

documentation on essentially new valves is developed for
gas economy of the country. In the manufacture workshop of
OOO “Arsenal Tekhnologiy” 12 metalworking equipment
units of general capacity over 200 kW were mounted —
these are large turning, milling and boring machines.
Economic effect of the R&D results implementation is based
on use of an optimized design of valves that allowed to
reduce a material capacity of products and consequently the
expenditure on manufacture of a product unit. High
profitability provides an opportunity not only for the project
joint financing but also for arrangement of the finished goods
warehousing at the amount over 4500 thousand rubles that
is necessary owing to significant seasonality of the market
where the products of OOO “Arsenal Tekhnologiy” are
provided. Therefore the economic effect can be amounted to
over 11 million rubles.

Financial resources were transferred for development of
over 10 designs of the thermolocking valves possessing
the lowered aerodynamic resistance and high speed of the
valve lock operation.
Within research work, the optimization researches of the
valve internal flow were performed on the basis of the final
component analysis in the advanced CAD–CAM–CAE
program
complexes;
design
and
technological

“ARSENAL
TEKHNOLOGIY”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Production of gas thermolocking valves with the
advanced characteristics”.

Additional competitive advantages possessed by
the project owing to financing by the Foundation
allowed to create 18 workplaces where the
engineering employees and specialists of production
division
work:
highly
professional
turners,
milling-machine operators and collectors.

Developments of the company have good
prospects on entry into the market of pipeline
armature in Belarus and Ukraine. In these
countries the certified testing of the products
by OOO “Arsenal Tekhnologiy” was carried out
for the purpose of the consuming country
certificate of conformity obtaining.
The Foundation provided an opportunity
of absolutely new production enterprise
formation in Vladimir which successfully
operates at the all-Russian market of pipeline
armature. New workplaces were arranged,
the amount of taxable basis is increased, and,
above all, the advanced high technology
production was arranged.

PROGRAM
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OOO “ASONIKA” (OOO “Scientific Research Institute “ASONIKA”) Research Institution was founded in
2005 for the purpose of research developments implementation in the field of information
technologies and electronics. OOO “NII “ASONIKA” is engaged in development of the unique
automated system in cooperation with OOO “CALS tekhnologii”. The companies headed by the
professor SHALUMOV A. S., were founded on the basis of the unique establishment — the Vladimir
regional public organization "Union of Young Scientists" founded in 2001 and operating to the
present day.
The basic directions of scientific innovative
activities of the companies are:
• Complex
mathematical
modeling
of
radio-electronic means (RES) for lifecycle of
"designing — production — operation" with use of
computer
means
and
new
information
technologies.
• Integration of systems of the automated
designing, complex computer modeling and
technological preparation for radio-electronic
means
production
on
the
basis
of
CALS-technologies.
• Development
of training and retraining
techniques, preparation and retraining of the
employees in the automated designing and
complex computer modeling of radio-electronic
means.

reliability and quality of the equipment (“ASONIKA”) is
performed
according
to
the
requirements
of
CALS-technologies at the following stages: designing,
production, operation.
The system of “ASONIKA” is the first Russian automated
system of complex modeling of physical processes in
the electronic equipment which is certified by the Russian
Federation Ministry of Defense and is recommended by the
special regulating documents of the Russian Federation
Ministry of Defense for replacement of the electronic
equipment testing with modeling at early design stages that
allows to produce the competitive equipment in the
minimum terms and with the minimum costs.
Within the company’s staff over 40 specialists work, a third
part of them possess the academic degrees. Over the past
few years the staff of the organizations defended 16
master's theses, preparation of doctoral dissertations in the
field of SAPR and information technologies is in progress.

These subjects correspond to the priority direction of science
and technology development of the federal level:
"Information and telecommunication systems". Development
and implementation of the automated system of ensuring

“ASONIKA”
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In 2001 the company awarded the RF
Government Award in the field of
science and technology for development
of the scientific bases, creation and
implementation of the automated
systems for complex mathematical
modeling of physical processes in
radio-electronic
means;
obtained
various diplomas of the All-Russian
competitive
tender
"Computer
Engineering" and other All-Russian and
international contests and exhibitions,
positive decision by the participants of
the
Defense
Representatives
seminar of the Russian Federation
leading defensive enterprises "The
automated system of ensuring reliability
and quality of the equipment —
ASONIKA" was taken.
OOO “NII “ASONIKA” took part in the Foundation programs
“START” and “ENERGOSBEREZHENIYE” and following
the competitive tenders’ results the draft of the “ASONIKA”
system was provided with financial support by the
Foundation.
In 2009 “ASONIKA” system awarded the certificate of honor
of the “UMNIK” program winner.
In 2009 the project on “ASONIKA” system became one of 12
finalists of the competitive tender on the Zvorykinsky award
— the highest award in the field of innovations for talented
young Russian scientists.

rubles, and the term of the submarines operational systems
designing was reduced approximately by 1 year.
Use of “ASONIKA” system for designing and technical
expertize of RES prototypes allowed to reduce the labor
input of carrying out the project researches (in some cases
by 35–40%), to increase quality of the developed samples
(first of all, their reliability due to timely detection and
elimination of the prerequisites to refusals connected with
irrational circuit and constructive decisions), to save means
due to reducing amounts of works on prototypes creation
and research, to reduce the amounts of all testing types (by
10–15%).

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Automated System of Ensuring Reliability and Quality of the Equipment
(“ASONIKA”).
“ASONIKA” system is implemented at more than
60 Russian industrial enterprises developing the
electronic equipment of military and economic
appointment and also at the enterprises of the CIS
countries, in particular: at “Energiya” rocket and
space corporation; experimental design bureau of
the Izhevsk radio plant; the state scientific research
institute of instrument engineering (Moscow);
experimental design bureau "Aviaavtomatika" (Kursk
city); OAO “RPKB” (Ramenskoye city); special design
bureau of instrument engineering and automatic
equipment (Kovrov city), etc.
“ASONIKA” system was applied while designing and
technical expertize of the control system of RK
"Topol-M",
spacecrafts "Meteor", "Yamal",
"Sesat", the SU-27, MIG-29 planes, etc.

In 2009 according to the results of joint research works with
OAO “RKK “Energiya” the Federal Space Agency provided
OOO “CALS-tekhnologii” with the license for space
activities performance within five years.
Positive expert evaluation of “ASONIKA” system was
received at the International institute of information
technologies (India) and there is a preliminary arrangement
on the training program sale in India. The Memorandum of
cooperation with the Indian party on arrangement of OOO
“ASONIKA” representation is signed.
According to the Indian International institute of information
technologies data, such software product isn’t available at
the western and eastern markets.

At the KB IGAS “Volna” (Moscow) the annual economy due
to “ASONIKA” system implementation is over 30 million
The Memorandum with “NGS” firm (USA) and the Arizona State University on development of the automated
ASONIKA-USA system is signed.
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VORONEZH
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VORONEZH
OBLAST
Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology Voronezh Innovation and Technological Center.

ZAO (close joint-stock company) “Voronezhskiy innovatsionno-tekhnologicheskiy
tsentr” (Voronezh Innovation and Technology Center) (VITTs) was founded in 2004
with support of the Federal Foundation for assistance of small innovative
enterprises in science and technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation),
the Union of the innovation and technology centers of Russia and
administration of the oblast.
VITTs is a managing company of the technopark
"Sodruzhestvo" including the following structural
divisions:
• Center of technology transfer;
• Center for development of analogue and
digital-to-analogue components for the unified
platform “systems - on - chip" (“Dizayntsentr");
• Center of machine designing;
• Information and analytical, consulting and legal
Centers;
• Center of the personnel training and retraining
On the basis of VITTs the Center of technology transfer of
technologies was arranged which started its operation in
2005. Since 2006 VITTs is the founder and the publisher of
2

the information and analytical magazine "Innovatsionnyi
Vestnik Regiona". “Investregion” publishes the articles
reflecting conditions and prospects of the innovative
activities and infrastructure development in the Russian
Federation, experience of foreign countries. Topical
collections of the magazine reflect the processes proceeding
in the regions of Russia: development of industry clusters;
upgrade of the regional education system; development of
the centers of technology transfer; information on innovative
firms and projects, reviews of the events on the current
issues of innovative activities in field of production, education
and business. The magazine is introduced in the list of the
reviewed scientific magazines and editions for publication of
the main scientific results of theses by the Higher Certifying
Commission (VAK).
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• technopark development;
• promotion of science and technology products;
• arrangement of the developed infrastructure
(provision of the areas, rendering technical, technological
and information services);

0

per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

For consolidation, support and stimulation of
perspective entities of small innovative business and
commercialization of their science and technology
activities results, VITTs supports the following
directions:

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
of the initiated requests.
60
60

per 1000 students

VITTs activities performed by the group of highly qualified
specialists are directed on the solution of operational tasks
on acceleration of innovations and unimplemented
intellectual property transfer, diversification of high
technology productions, stimulation of scientific and
innovative activity and output increase of competitive and
knowledge-intensive products of various branches of
science and equipment in the oblast. Relying on experience
of the Union of innovation and technology centers of Russia,
with personnel, methodological and informational support of
the leading higher educational institutions of the oblast,
VITTs promotes enhancement of the Voronezh enterprises
cooperation with science institutions and industrial
enterprises of other regions of the Central federal district.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

33 organizations of innovative infrastructure are provided in the region,
55 innovatively active enterprises perform their activities.
Over 400 projects are included in the regional register of innovative projects
and developments in science and technology.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

1

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

1
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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• assistance in obtaining of financing
(consultation on investment requests application,
involvement of the companies into federal and regional
programs);
• developing of partnership
(assistance in establishment of communication with the
executive authorities of all levels, assistance in
establishment of interregional and international
backgrounds);
• rendering of consulting services

Actions of the ADMINISTRATION are directed on
increase of the region investment appeal, development
of innovation activities, provision of conditions for
mobilization of internal investment and attraction of
external investment resources and new technologies
implementation. Legal framework regulating the state
support of the business entities investment and
innovation activities is created.

Special innovation infrastructures were created
in the oblast:
• "The regional innovation center",

(business planning, project management, technical and
technological audit, marketing research and strategy
development for the enterprises, legal services, protection
of intellectual property, training and retraining of
personnel).
VITTs supports and maintains scientific developments of
the following enterprises: "NII “Mekhanotroniki Alfa-NTs",
OOO “Tran-Elektrik”, OOO “Agat”, OOO NPP
“Mikroelektronika”, OOO “Stomel”, OOO “OLMI” firm,
OOO
OKB
“VELT-TEKHNOLOGIYA”,
OAO
“Agro-elektromash”, OOO NPO “Ruspromremont
Voronezh”, OOO “Mikromed”, OOO IVF “Mikrotekh”,
OOO “Processor NT”, OOO NTTs “Processor”, ZAO
“Laguna”, OOO “Info-V”, etc.

• "The innovation patent and legal center" affiliated
with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
the Voronezh oblast,
• "The innovation
center",

information

and

consulting

• "Association of the innovation and technology
organizations "Voronezhintekh".

Its clients are about 40 SIE involved into development and
production of devices of electronics, automotive industry,
development and production of measuring equipment for
power economy, development and application of highly
specialized technologies of medical and special equipment,
staff training. The majority of them relates to the technopark.

The
amount
of investments
within the Foundation
Total amount
of total
the funds
invested
by the Foundation
in the oblast economy
programs
is
53,8
million
rubles.
For the period from 2005 till 2012: 620
063 509 rub.
(65,6
million
rubles
— were
including
current
For this period
977
285 409
rub
raised
in thecontracts);
region economy by the
83,1 million rubles
including
all
sources
and
current contracts.
winners of the Foundation programs.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

Information
technology H1

Future medicine H2
Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3
New devices and hardware
systems H4

4
4

On the basis of the centers of entrepreneurship support three
regional centers were created: Borisoglebsk RITs,
Rossoshansky RITs and Liskinsky RITs. Totally 33
organizations of innovation infrastructure are available in the
region, and 55 innovatively active enterprises perform their
activities here. The regional register of innovation projects
and science and technology developments includes over
400 projects. The Voronezh oblast takes up one of the
leading positions in the Central Federal District
according to the number of the small innovative
enterprises in the field of "Science and scientific
servicing" (over 300) and scientific organizations; new
areas of the advancing development are created and
operate here. In the region much attention is paid to
consolidation of production, scientific educational and
innovative spheres and improvement of the interaction
between them.
For optimization of economy in the oblast, the agreement on
mutual support of small entrepreneurship entities was signed
by the Foundation and regional administration in 2009.
Within the agreement the administration implements the
programs directed on support of winners according to some
programs by the Foundation.

Voronezh oblast are allocated to students and graduate
students
of
higher
education
institutions.
Within the long-term municipal target program
"Development of Innovation Activities in the City
District of Voronezh within 2011-2013" the
regulating documents were issued, according to them the
support of young scientists and small entrepreneurship
entities is provided:
• Resolution: "About provision of subsidies (grants) --in the
Voronezh city district to the students and young scientists
of the city higher education institutions involved into the
Researches and Development activities directed on the
municipal economy problems solution " (2011).
• Resolution: "About approval of the order of subsidies
provision from the Voronezh city district budge to the
small innovative enterprises founded by the higher
education institutions of Voronezh within 2012-2013"
(2012).

Winners of the competitive tender "UMNIK” take part in the
annual interuniversity competition of the innovative projects
"Kubok Innovatsiy" held since 2011 according to the order
of the Voronezh oblast Government. Also annual
agreements between the Russian foundation for basic
research and the Voronezh oblast on carrying out joint
regional tender of the projects on basic research are signed.
Grants of the RF Government and the government of the

Í à ñåãîäíÿøíèé äåíü îáùåå êîëè÷åñòâî òîìñêèõ
«ÓÌÍÈÊîâ»
, ïîáåäèòåëåé
ïðîãðàììû,
— ïðåâûøàåò
. Áîëåå
ñòà èç
íèõ ñòàëèinñîòðóäíèêàìè
Ïîâ,
Total quantity
of the470
students
in Voronezh
oblast
2012 —127 978ÌÈpeople.
îòêðûëè ñîáñòâåííûå ìàëûå131
èííîâàöèîííûå
ïðåäïðèÿòèÿ,
ïîëó÷èëè ïîääåðæêó
of them
are winners
of “UMNIK” program.
ïî ïðîãðàììàì Ôîíäà.

RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

Within the period of the Foundation representation
performance the local SIE took part in the following programs
by the Foundation: "Microsoft - business start",
"Razvitiye", "Start", "Pusk", "Export", "Energo",
"Antikrizis", "Natsproekt", "NOTs", "Gate2RuBIN",
"UMNIK", "Soft", "Umnyi dom", "Meditsina", and also
participated in development of the Voronezh high-technology
industry cluster.
Every half-year 100–130 applications are submitted for
preliminary selection according to “UMNIK”program in the
scientific directions as follows "Biochemical technology",
AVERAGE
ÇàðÏëàòà
WAGE
"Information technology", "Future medicine", "Advanced Ñðåäíÿÿ
materials and technology of their geneeration", "New devices
and hardware systems".

thousand rub per year
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Active part in arrangement of the conferences on “UMNIK” programis taken by ROO "Klub UMNIKov of Voronezh Oblast", the Voronezh
department of OOO “Rossiysaya Inzhenernaya Akademiya”, the
Voronezh regional union of entrepreneurs "OPORA", Administration
of the regional state organization "Agentstvo po innovatsiyam i
razvitiyu", Foundation for entrepreneurship development in
Voronezh oblast, heads of SIE, higher education institutions (VGU,
VGTU, VGASU, VGAU, VGUIT, VGMA, VGLTA, VVAIU), OAO
“NIIPM”, OAO VSKB "RIKON, GNU VNIISS named after A. L.
Mazlumov of Russian Academy of Agrarian Sciences, FGUP
“NIIET”.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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Total number of the students in Voronezh oblast
reached 127 978 people in 2012. 131 of them
are the winners of “UMNIK”program.
Total amount of financing according to “UMNIK”
program is 61 707 250 rub.
Total amount of the raised funds invested by the
Foundation in the oblast economy for the period
from 2005 till 2012 is 620 063 509 rub.
977 285 409 rubles were raised by the
Foundation program winners in the oblast economy
Total amount of the raised extrabudgetary
resources is 357 221 900 rub that amounts to
58% of the financing provided by the Foundation.
Within the period of the Foundation programs
implementations 510 new workplaces were created.
For the period of Research and Development
activities accomplishment and implementation
according to the Foundation programs 218 items
of intellectual property were registered for the
period from 2005 till 2012.
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by the Foundation in the region
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Foundation expenditures per one workplace
in small innovative enterprises
of the region supported by it,
thousand rubles.
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Within the period of the Foundation
programs implementation 510 new
workplaces were created.
17 applications were submitted to the Federal
Institute of Industrial Property for registration of
the science and technology activities results.

BELOGUROV Alexey Nikolaevich,
A candidate of veterinary sciences, associate professor of the
anatomy department at FGBOU VPO "Voronezh state
agricultural university named after the emperor Peter I",
Voronezh city.
In 2007 Belogurov Alexey Nikolaevich, being a
graduate student of the surgery department at
Voronezh state agricultural university named after K.
D. Glinka, became the winner of the third stage
of the All-Russian review competition for the
best scientific work among the graduate students
and young scientists. The winner of the Russian
President award in support of talented youth,
Ï the diploma by the
Belogurov A. N. awarded
chairman of UMO higher education institutions
of the Russian Federation for training in the field
of zootechnics and veterinary science, the diploma
of the science and technology policy and
training department of the RF MSH, the
diploma of the RF Minister of Education and
Science.
Belogurov A. N. performed the contract according to the
Foundation program “UMNIK” in 2011 in the field of:
"Development of a preventive method for Japanese quail
females’ reproductive system inflammation under the
conditions of industrial quail farming". The direction of his
scientific activities is connected with studying of a problem
on the animals and birds technological injury under the

conditions of animal industry and poultry farming of the
Russian Federation. In 2012 pre-defense of his doctoral
dissertation on the researched subject took place. The
author published 72 scientific and methodical works, 26 of
which were published in the central press. Belogurov A. N. is
the coauthor of two patents, two education guidances with
UMO signature stamp, two methodical benefits approved by
the section of the Russian Academy of Agrarian Sciences.
Belogurov A. N. awarded the diploma "Agrosezon —
2010" for development of the advanced modern
technologies on the subject "Prevention of the Japanese
Quail Females Technological Injury in the Industrial quail
farming of the Russian Federation", the Certificate of honor
by the Veterinary Department of the Voronezh oblast,
the Certificate of honor by the department of agrarian
policy of the Voronezh oblast.
Belogurov A. N. is the chairman of the young scientists’
board of the Voronezh state agricultural university.

The projects implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Belogurov A. N. — " Methodology on prevention of the Japanese quail females’ reproductive system
inflammation under the conditions of industrial quail farming".
Vorobyov A. Yu. — "Technology of supercondensers nanocarbon electrodes generation".

VOROBYOV Alexander Yuryevich,
,
A junior researcher of Problem
research laboratory of threadlike
micro an nano-chips of the Voronezh state technical university,
Voronezh city.
VOROBYOV Alexander Yuryevich's project,
"Development of supercondensers nanocarbon
electrodes" is being implemented since 2010. The
project victory in the competitive tender "UMNIK"
allowed
to
develop
the
technology
of
supercondensers
nanocarbon
electrodes
generation which was implemented at OAO VSKB
“RIKON” performing the activities in the field of
development and production of small-sized
condensers on the basis of the nanoporous carbon
carrier.

general director was founded on the basis of the Voronezh
state technical university. Within work on the project the
author published 5 scientific articles in the leading
magazines, obtained one patent for the invention and in
2012 the request for obtaining of security documents for
the intellectual activities results was submitted.
Within 2010-2012 OOO “NTTs mikro- i nanotekhnologiy” in
cooperation with VGTU implemented a joint project with a
total amount of financing of 24 million rubles.

According to the Federal Law No. 217, the small innovative
enterprise OOO “Nauchno-tekhnologicheskiy tsentr
mikro- i nanotroniki” (science and technology center of
micro- and nanotronics) headed by Vorobyyov A. Yu. as a
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NPP (science and production enterprise) “ORT”
limited liability company (OOO NPP “ORT”) was
founded in 1991. Main activities: performance
of developmental works in the field of mechanical
engineering; carrying out the research works;
pilot and serial production of the products
developed by own forces.

OOO NPP “ORT” owns personal computers and office
equipment (printers, scanners, photocopiers, faxes);
hydraulic and mechanical presses; molding machines for
plastic; furnaces for hardening and annealing;
metalworking machines; other equipment.

Currently the main products are fire-fighting hoses of ORT series

NPP “ORT”
The main products manufactured by OOO NPP
“ORT” are fire-fighting hoses of ORT series.
While using fire-fighting hoses of “ORT” the time of
fire localization and suppression decreases,
thermal and gas protection of the firefighter is
provided, the quantity of fire extinguishing
means for fire suppression considerably decreases,
together with damage by fire consequences.
Spillage of excess water and blotting of ceilings at
the apartments located below is almost excluded.
Manual universal fire-fighting hoses ORT-50 and
ORT-50A considerably excel the available analogs in the
quality of forming, multiplicity of operating levels of water and
air mechanical foam supply to fire seats (with use of
foamers). ORT fire-fighting hoses are intended for forming,
depending on conditions of the fire, of various water
streams and their supply to the seat of fire; for water
protection of the pipeman against the impact of an open
flame and radiation; for generation and supply of air and
mechanical foam of low and average degree (complete
with the foamer); for overlapping of water supply and
foam.

8

Advantages of ORT fire-fighting hoses are:
high quality of water spraying, covering of the
bigger area of the combustion source by
sprayed water (compared to KRb-50), effective
protection of a pipeman by the water screen in
case of simultaneous supply to the seat of fire of a
straight or sprayed central stream of water,
combination of various streams and regulation of
spraying parameters depending on fire conditions,
creation of a water suspension in small enclosed
volumes, obtaining and supply of air mechanical
foam (with 10 and 30 units degree) within the
foamers operation, smoke removal or ventilation
of rooms by thin sprayed water stream.

START

PROGRAM

Designs of fire-fighting hoses of various modifications are
protected by three patents of the Russian Federation.

stairway), weight-dimension parameters, maneuverability
in the room and "passability" on the street, cost value.

The company also develops and creates fire-fighting
criminalistics laboratories of express-analysis (a tool set
of the investigator for work at the fire place "Prometey-1"),
completing for hydrogen branch: air compressor of low
pressure with the electric drive ORT 203A; nutritious pump
ORT 204; circular pump ORT 205; the nutritious pump ORT
206, universal metalworking machine based on TVS 1K62, a
set of semi-automatic equipment for recovery of external and
internal rings racetracks of axle boxes diesel locomotives
roller bearings.

Due to the Foundation assistance within the project
implementation the prototype of a universal wheelchair
was developed and designed.

Creation of the individual special vehicle for
disabled persons capable to adapt in actual
practice habitats without its reconstruction is
more cost-effective for society as costs for
wheelchairs production arrangement is less
than the habitat reconstruction. Change of
arrangement of apartments, entrances, streets of
the cities and settlements requires big amounts
investment.

According to the All-Russian business rating,
OOO NPP “ORT” took the 24th position in the
rating according to the industry classification system
"36.63.7" — "production of other products
which aren't included into other groups" among
646 053 entities registered and working at the
territory of Russia.

The problem can be solved by means of a universal
carriage — convenient and maneuverable in the
apartment, capable to overcome the stairs and other
obstacles, to move on streets with a sufficient speed.
For a long time the attempts of such vehicle creation, either
in our country or abroad, failed due to lack of the technical
solution combining movement on the stairway and wheel
movement at the flat surface. There were also difficulties in
providing a complex of safety requirements (on the

The projects implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Development of the individual special vehicle for disabled persons with the improved
adaptive characteristics.
Prototype of a universal wheelchair
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“SPETSMASH” limited liability Company (OOO “Spetsmash”) was founded in 2007 after the victory in
the Foundation competitive tender “START”. The team of applicants consisting of 4 people switched over
to full-time job at OOO “SPETSMASH”.
In 2007, after participation in the international
exhibitions "Mir stekla 2007" and "Steklo I
sovremennye tekhnologii-2007", the draft of OOO
“SPETSMASH” was noted by the National joint
council of the glass enterprises.
In 2008, by the decision of administration of the
Voronezh oblast, OOO “SPETSMASH” was
provided with the status of innovative enterprise.
At this time development of machines
modifications for the purpose of its functionality
expansion and meeting various technological
requirements of the enterprises started. In parallel
there took place development and production of
ultrasonic bathtubs. The ultrasonic laboratory was
created. A patent of the Russian Federation for
the useful model "Ultrasonic Machine" was
obtained.

Within the state contracts with the Foundation for the
period from 2007 till 2009 the model range of
machines intended for edge handling of the
products of sheet glass is developed and put on serial
production. The manufacture workshop is arranged. In
addition to 2 patents of the Russian Federation for
the useful model available at the time of the production
arrangement, 3 more patents for the useful model
were obtained, 4 applications for the invention are
submitted and passed formal examination.

In 2009 the advanced design of the machine and
antisplash unit manipulator was developed. The
element base is replaced. The special engine by
“Siemens” firm is used as a tool drive. 6
modifications of the curvilinear and combined form
glass edge handling machine are developed and put
on production. OOO “SPETSMASH” as the RF
exposition member took part in the 65th
International Technical fair in Plovdiv city
(Bulgaria). Development of the "economy" class
machine for handling of rectilinear edge of sheet
glass and the machine for handling of SKSF
curvilinear facet started.

“SPETSMASH”
The machines produced by OOO “SPETSMASH” for handling
the glass edge were noted by the National joint council of the
glass industry enterprises as high-technology equipment
of new generation. Developments are awarded with the
international diplomas and VVTs (All-Russia Exhibition
Center) medal.

10
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Following the results of work in 2009 the enterprise was
recognized as the best small enterprise of the oblast in
the nomination of "Production of Industrial Function".
For development of new types of the equipment the director
of the enterprise VARNAKOVA A. E. obtained the
television award "Lider goda-2010" in the nomination of
the best regional project. OOO “SPETSMASH” is a
permanent participant of the Voronezh region and the
Russian Federation collective expositions at the exhibitions
held in Russia and abroad.

Currently 20 experienced specialists, authors of a
large number of inventions, and young initiative
employees perform their labor activities at the
enterprise.
The nomenclature of the enterprise includes 14
types of the innovative equipment demanded in
the
market,
import-substituting
and
perspective for export. New developments are
constantly conducted.

At the same time the enterprise developed a wide range of
the ultrasonic equipment. New types of the equipment
were provided at the exhibitions "Yuvelir-Tekh-2010" and
"Rossiyskaya promyshlennaya nedelya".
In 2011 development and production of the machine for any
SKSF-3 form facet handling prototype having no analogs
in this price group was complete. This equipment is
extremely demanded in the market. Development is
protected by application for the invention. For the first time
the machine was shown at the International exhibition in
Moscow in June, 2011.

The projects implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Production of the high-technology equipment for handling of the products of sheet glass’
edge.
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OOO “AELITA” is founded as joint business by the project initiator OOO “KB Medsistem”, two
foundations of the Russian Venture Capital company and the private investor. In 2012 the company
obtained financing through the foundations at the amount of 30 million rubles.
The project possesses over 40-year
history on
development of the anesthetic equipment. In a team asset
development and serial production of series of narcosis
respiratory devices PHAZA.
The purpose of the company is a new product - “Aelita”
anesthetic complex - and medical ventilators on its basis
introduction at the market, scientific development of new anesthetic
complexes and introduction the products manufactured by the
company at the foreign markets.
The overestimated concentration of anesthetic received by the patient
during a surgery, unfortunately, is not a rare phenomenon. It is
explained by imperfection of the advanced narcosis respiratory
equipment and leads to negative impact on the patient's body, to
unpleasant feelings when awakening, and also to big finance costs for
the surgery.

Инновационная
инжекционная технология
дозирования

ат (НДА)

ательной
х и у детей
ых и жидких
м числе —
ow» по

ом корпусе
исплеем по12
ми функциями
имая в процессле данные

The Voronezh developers of narcosis respiratory equipment
found the new problem solution of the anesthetic high-precision
dispensing and created the unique narcosis respiratory device
"Aelita".

Идеология наркозно-дыхательного аппарата «Аэлита»
основана на применении нового инновационного принципа
формирования заданных объемов и состава газовой дыхательной смеси.

Thanks to the innovative injection technology of the anesthetic
dispensing developed by the specialists of OOO “AELITA”,
concentration of anesthetic precisely corresponds to the dose
set by the anesthesiologist and doesn't depend on a set of
uncontrollable factors, as in case of using traditional vaporizing
technology.

Требуемая концентрация анестетиков (севофлюрана,
изофлюрана, галотана и других) обеспечивается непосредственным впрыском необходимого количества жидкого
анестетика в газовый поток. Данная технология основывается на физико-химических алгоритмах газовой динамики,
аналогичных тем, которые используются при проектировании космических ракетных двигателей.

“AELITA”

The injector construction is based on the principles of gas
dynamics used in the rocket production. “Aelita” project was
developed by the staff of OOO “Konstruktorskoye byuro
khimavtomatiki” — a leading enterprise of “Roskosmos” involved
into development of the rocket engines. An innovative component is
one injector operating with all known types of anesthetics.
For the competitors — analogs of "Aelita" — the vaporizing
principle is applied for the anesthetic dispensing. It has a number of
blemishes: an inexact dosage, a high lag effect of process, and also
the necessity of the separate evaporator for each separate anesthetic.
The injection technology developed by OOO “AELITA” appeared
not only more exact, but also much cheaper that the advanced
evaporators which are precision mechanical devices (by 30–50%).

В результате в наркозно-дыхательном
аппарате «Аэлита» достигается:
•
•

траций анестетиков

- н е ц

- о
вания используется для любых типов анестетиков (в конкурирующих решениях требуется отдельный дорогостоящий испаритель под каждый
тип анестетика)
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Use of the injection technology allowed effective competition
with the leading foreign companies of the industry which use
old vaporizing technology for production of narcosis
respiratory equipment and are more expensive.
Operational feature of "Aelita" is lack of managing handles,
control is exercised via the touch display. It doesn't cause
difficulties for the doctors. The device is a little unusual, but is
intuitively clear, the specialists note. Testing of the
narcosis respiratory device "Aelita" lasted about a year
(2011-2012) and as a result of it the necessary documents
were provided by the Federal Service on Surveillance in
Healthcare and Social Development of Russian Federation,
allowing to use the equipment in medical practice.
Due to participation in the Foundation program “START” in
2010-2012 within which financing at the amount of 6
million rubles was obtained, the company became
interesting to investors.

a honored inventor of Russia SMOLYAROV B. V. is the
author of more than 50 patents of the Russian Federation in
medical-technical direction. Chief project engineer
GONCHAROV E. A. developed the software and electronics
for the anesthetic complex. The general director,
KARPITSKIY Yu. E., is an entrepreneur in the innovative
sphere, the author of 15 patents, a Candidate of Technical
Sciences.
In December, 2012 the company participated in the
international exhibition “Health care-2012”. It allowed to
contact with the international dealers of medical equipment,
a number of medical institutions, the Russian and foreign
suppliers of accessories, to reach a number of arrangements
on the equipment supply for 2013.

Within three stages of the program: the injection technology
is developed, the prototype of the narcosis respiratory device
is created, the cycle of clinical testing is passed, operability
of the technology is proved and the necessary licenses are
obtained.
“Aelita” narcosis respiratory device developers team
member, a Candidate of Technical Sciences, the winner of
the USSR State award in the field of science and equipment,

The projects implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Narcosis respiratory injection technology of the anesthetics dispensing.

Currently OOO “AELITA” works on the
request at "Skolkovo". The company
stated development of the universalanesthetic
complex
“ROSA”.
Features of new development are the
improved complex ergonomics, and alsoapplication of a number of new technical
solutions, among which use
of
expanded
monitoring
of
thepatient’s physiological condition and,
in particular, brain biorhythms. As aresult of the project implementation .
the best world technologies and
standards of anesthesia will also
available to the consumers in Russia and
abroad with lower purchase costs
and the subsequent servicing incomparison with similar westerndecisions.
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Representation of the Foundation for assistance to development of small
innovative enterprises in science and technology is OAO
“Agentstvo natsionalnogo razvitiya — tsentr klasternogo razvitiya
Kaluzhskoy oblasti”.

OAO “Agentstvo natsionalnogo razvitiya — tsentr

klasternogo razvitiya

Kaluzhskoy oblasti” was founded in December, 2010 for providing favorable
conditions and promotion of innovations, increase of competitiveness of the
regional companies, expansion of business development opportunities in theregion. Activities of the Representation of the Foundation for assistance to
development of small innovative enterprises in science and technology
(hereinafter referred to as Foundation) are directed on creating favorable conditions for
new startups and successful development of the operating innovative enterprises.
Main objective of the Agency of Innovative Development (AID) is creation of new sources of economic
growth due to development of small and medium enterprises.
The main activities of AID are forming of innovative clusters in the region, development of
technoparks and territories in the field of high technologies, development of investment attraction
instruments for enhancement of innovative activities in the region, assistance in development and
implementation of the cluster projects, development of international cooperation in the field of
innovative activities, promotion of the region image in the field of innovation.

2

The main strategic objectives of the oblast
administration are creation of conditions for the
innovative-based economy development in the region,
improvement of quality and availability of the state
and municipal services, development of small and
average entrepreneurship. The priority issues are
development of new sources of the regional
economy growth, coordination and support of the
entities involved into the innovation-based activities and
infrastructure, promotion of the innovation-based
activities. Therefore the state support of the
knowledge-intensive and high-technology companies
and projects plays a key role in the region.
In 2002 the law "About the State Support of the Entities
Involved into the Innnovation-based Activities" was
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

The competent investment policy of the Kaluga oblast, and also
the balanced budget financial system allow ambitious plans on
the region development. For a reason the main objective of the
"Strategy of social and economic development of the
Kaluga oblast till 2030" is determination of ways and methods
of innovation-based economy development, creation of
conditions for the human potential fulfillment, increase of the
region competitiveness in the long term.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

AID holds the events increasing the SIE knowledge level
concerning the programs of the Foundation for assistance and
opportunities of participation in them. Seminars trainings on
preparation for participation in the Foundation programs are
conducted, complex consulting and methodical support
concerning forming of requests for participation in the programs
and competitive tenders of the Foundation and the subsequent
organizational and financial support of the winners is provided.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The total amount of the government financial support is over 52 million rubles, therefrom about
15 million rubles were provided to 11 small and medium innovative enterprises for partial
settlement of the expenditures on the interest rate payment for the attracted loans.
“UMNIKs” passed on “START”.

adopted in the oblast, since 2005 the regional target program
"Development of Innovative Activities in the Kaluga
Oblast" is implemented, also a number of the regulations
covering the order of such support is adopted.
For the period of the Program performance were created basic
elements of the regional innovative system: five business
incubators consisting of 28 small innovative companies were
created, two innovation technology centers (for development of
laser - and nanotechnologies), three centers of the devices
and equipment collective use, a regional network of the
technology transfer, venture fund, etc.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

1

Number
of the international
contracts

4

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

1

Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Within the departmental target program "Complex
Development of the Innovative System of the Kaluga
Oblast" over 52 million rubles were allocated for
development of the innovative component of regional
economy through the funds of the regional budget in
2012. Annually for joint financing of actions on support of the
entities of small and average entrepreneurship and
innovative development additional financing from the federal
budget within the competition held by the Ministry of
Economic Development of the Russian Federation is
attracted.

The main directions of the regional state support
for the knowledge-intensive small and medium
business in 2012 were: subsidizing of a loan
interest rate payments, cost recovery on
purchase of the equipment and software necessary
for implementation of the innovative projects, lease of
rooms, licensing, patenting and certification of the
products, training and participation in the
international exhibitions and forums.
In 2012 the state support in a form of subsidies was provided
to more than 100 small and medium innovative companies.
The total amount of the government financial support
reached over 52 million rubles, about 15 million rubles
therefrom were provided to 11 small and medium
innovative enterprises for partial settlement of the
interest rate costs payment for the attracted loans.
For enhancement of the new high-technology companies
affiliated with higher education institutions and NIIs (institutes
of scientific research), and also additional workplaces
creation, grant support of SIE founded no more than a year
ago is provided in the region. Within the program

implementation the financial support is provided to the
companies – winners of the competitive tenders by the
Foundation, and also to the organizations integrated
into the regional innovative infrastructure (business
incubators, regional network of technology transfer, agency
of the Kaluga region innovative development, the innovation
and technology centers, etc.). The financing share on the
event "Provision of subsidies to the entities of small and
average entrepreneurship performing innovation-based
activities on implementation of the innovative projects
supported by the Foundation for assistance to development
of small innovative enterprises in science and technology"
constitutes 15% of the annual planned amount of
innovative development program financing.
Winners of programs by the Foundation are entitled to
obtain a subsidy through the funds of the regional budget
within the target program "Complex Development of the
Innovative System in the Kaluga Oblast for 2011-2013".
The Foundation actively interacts with the leading technical
higher educational institutions of the region, such as
Obninsk institute of nuclear power, MGTU Kaluga
branch named after N. E. Bauman, Kaluga state
university named after K. E. Tsiolkovsky. Work on the
applicants and projects selection for participation in the
regional competitive tender "UMNIK" is organized directly at
higher education institutions with active involvement of the
departments and research supervisors. Selection of the
projects is performed at student's scientific and practical
conferences. Applicants are provided with individual
methodical and consulting support on preparation of
requests for tendering, practical trainings concerning the
projects defense within the final events of the
“UMNIK”program.

Share of participation in the programs of the Foundation "stAvkA", "rAzvitiye",
"OsnOVnOY kOnkurs" is 19% of the enterprises. Consolidated revenues of these
enterprises for 2010 is over 224 million rubles.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5
New devices and hardware
systems H4

Information
technology H1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Future medicine H2

4

RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
The oblast takes an active part in the Foundation programs
since 2005. The analysis of the regional SIE participation in
the Foundation programs for the period of 2005-2010
showed that more than 50% of them were provided with
support within the “START” program, 25% received
financing within an open competitive tender on
accomplishment of research and development activities by
the entities of small entrepreneurship (“SOFT-10”
program). One enterprise (OOO NPP “Medbiofarm”) was
supported within the joint Russian-German tender of research
projects. Share of participation in other programs by the
Foundation
(such
as
"STAVKA",
"RAZVITIYE",
"OSNOVNOY KONKURS") is 19% of the enterprises. The
consolidated revenues of these enterprises in 2010 was
over 224 million rubles, more than 200 workplaces were
created at the enterprises and 30 items of intellectual
property were registered.
In 2011 12 more entities obtained a financial support by the
Foundation, including 11 winners of the program "START 2011"
(nine — in the 1st year of the “START” program implementation,
and two — in the 2nd year of the “START” program
implementation).

Total number of SIE provided with financial
support on carrying out research and development
activities
through the Foundation till 2012
inclusively — 55. 12 more SIE obtained a support
in 2013.
In 2011 with support the AID over 15 new SIE were
registered, 9 of them became winners of the
competitive tender "START 2011". Now all

Work efficiency by R&D results
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R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation
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Over 200
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and 30 objects
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were registered.
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companies successfully complete accomplishment
of research and development activities and are
planning transition for 2nd and 3rd year of the
“START”
program.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

Innovative activity of the small enterprises of the oblast and
increase in number of the applications submitted for participation
in various programs of the Foundation reflect the growth of the
Foundation competitive tenders popularity, in particular, of the
regional tender "UMNIK" where participated over 100 young
innovators from Obninsk and Kaluga within the period from
2007 till 2011, and 29 of them were recognized as the
winners and supported by the Foundation.
In 2011 59 applications were submitted, 15 projects therefrom
became the winners. In 2012 113 projects were submitted for the
competitive tender “UMNIK”, 21 projects were among the
winners. Programs of the Foundation popularity in the region
resulted in creation of the "Club of "UMNIKs" of the Kaluga
AVERAGE
ÇàðÏëàòà
oblast" which united the young scientists - winners of the Ñðåäíÿÿ
WAGE
competitive tender "UMNIK" and the people just planning to
participate in the competitive tenders by the Foundation, and
also all people interested in science and innovation. Within club
an active experience exchange, trainings and consultations
concerning participation in the “UMNIK” program and defense of
the projects at the final events take place. A number of the
“UMNIK” program winners become members of regional
Advisory council and after completion of two years according to
the program and carry out the projects’ expert evaluation.
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The enterprises of the oblast actively participate in
the Foundation programs "START", "PRIORITET",
"UMNIK", "UMNIK on START", and also in the
competitive tenders within the “RAZVITIYE” program:
"SOFT", "EXPORT", "UMNYI DOM", "FUTURE
MEDICINE", and also in the joint tenders of the
research
projects, including Russian-French,
German-Russian and Russian-Finnish ones.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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Total amount of the federal budget funds raised for the
enterprises of the region within the Foundation
programs for the period from 2005 till 2012
reached 115,3 million rubles, within 9 months of
2013 were concluded the contracts amounted to
64,9 million rubles. Therefore the total amount of
the raised funds invested by the Foundation in the
economy of the region is over 180,2 million rubles.
The total amount of the investments attracted into
the oblast economy by the Foundation programs’
winners is for the last 10 years is over 1,2 billion
rubles.
As participation in the Foundation programs requires parity joint
financing at the expense of the enterprise own assets or the
attracted sources, the Foundation programs’ winners (except
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1 project from Kaluga and 2 projects from Obninsk became the
winners of the competitive tender BMBF-FASIE. In 2013 the
small innovative enterprise from Kaluga, OOO NPO
“Geoenergetika” became the winner of the Russian-Finnish
tender.

2013

Within the period of the Foundation
programs implementation 510 new
workplaces were created.
the winners of the 1st year of “START”, “PRIORITET” and
“UMNIK” programs) additionally invested 95,2 million rubles for
the supported projects implementation within the whole
considered period. About 50 more million rubles will be invested
by the enterprises for accomplishment of the research and
development activities in the course of the contract concluded in
2013 performance.

At the oblast SIE supported by the Foundation were
created 250 workplaces with the average wage level
of 36 thousand rubles per month. As a result of the
research and development activities accomplishment
over 50 items of intellectual property were
registered.
The Foundation for seed financing was created on the AID basis
in 2012, which priority activity is joint financing provision on the
projects of the small innovative enterprises which successfully
completed the 1st year within the “START” program, are
planning transition for the 2nd and 3rd years of the “START”
program and chose development option "Involvement of the
external investor". Active interaction with federal and regional
institutes of development is planned in the perspective, including
the Foundation for seed investments of RVK, the state and
private venture funds, also readiness for cooperation was
expressed by the Kaluga regional association of business
angels (private investors).

MATCHUK Olga Nikolaevna,
A research associate of Medical radiological science center of
the Russian Ministry of Health, Obninsk city.
-

Matchuk Olga Nikolaevna is the winner of the competitive tender
"UMNIK” of 2012 in the “Future Medicine” direction. After the
study at Moscow State University named after M.V. Lomonosov, at
the department of psychophysiology, she finished postgraduate
study and currently prepares for the master's thesis defense.
The project "Development and approbation of the tumor stem cells
model for testing the efficiency of new antineoplastic impacts" resulted
in the developed method used for testing practically all impacts, existing or
possible in the future, both on the whole tumor and on its most resistant
part — tumor stem cells.
This method possesses high degree of reliability and, that is important,
requires small finance costs. Analogs of similar technology are not
available in the Russian Federation.

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

“Model of tumor stem cells for testing of new antineoplastic impacts
efficiency”.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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BELOV Yury Sergeyevich,
A deputy chairman of the department of "Software of the
computer, Information Technology and Applied Mathematics" of
KF MGTU named after N. E. Bauman, Kaluga city.

Á

Belov Yury Sergeyevich performs the research activities within the
following scope: information technology, program engineering,
application of information technology in modeling of physicalprocesses and objects.
The project of Belov Yu. S. "Development of heterostructures mechanical
properties diagnostics and planning methods on the basis of carbon
nanotubes implantation into polymeric materials" took part in the
Foundation competitive tender “UMNIK” in 2010. Research on the project
was performed by the author since 2009. The victory in the tender allowed to
continue the research works in the course of which significant results
concerning the carbon nanotubes behavior modeling in case of their
interaction with polymeric materials were reached.
The database on all key classes of polymers was designed and filled.
Large volume of the information was obtained, and its analysis resulted in
detection of key challengers among various classes of radicals forming
energy stable configurations with carbon nanotubes. A lot of work was
carried out on modeling of carbon nanotubes mechanical behavior under
the influence of external loading. These results possess good approbation
with experimental data. In addition the analysis of the topological defects
with essential influence on the intense and deformation characteristics of
nanotubes is carried out.
In course of the work on the project appeared new minor directions of
research for the performance of which the postgraduate students were
involved. In particular here was carried out a lot of work on intense and
deformation condition studying of nanowires made of various GTsK metals

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of heterostructures mechanical properties diagnostics and
planning methods on the basis of carbon nanotubes implantation into
polymeric materials"
with various cut; the research of mechanical properties of nanoclay
possessing a very wide range of practical application is executed. In 2011 and
2012 the undergraduate students defended over 10 works related to the
subject close to the project, on the basis of the developed method of analysis.

Belov Yu. S. is an expert of the Regional Advisory council of the
competitive tender "UMNIK", he was repeatedly involved into the
projects evaluation as an expert in the "information technology"
direction.

-
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In 2004 within the Foundation “START” program implementation the innovative enterprise OOO
“Volnovaya kompaniya “Volnokom” was registered in Obninsk.
In 2008 the company was renamed into OOO “AEROFILTR” and completely reoriented.
The Head: LARICHEV Maxim Anatolyevich

The main activities of the company are development,
testing, certification and supply of a wide range of the
filtering equipment to the NPP (nuclear power plant)
and enterprises of the chemical industry, including
highly effective aerosol filters and filters of technical
oils purification.
Currently the most actual global problem is search of
alternative, effective and safe production electric power
technology. Due to the rapid development of nuclear power
around the world, and also in connection with consequences
of a severe accident at Fukushima NPP (Japan), the issues
on the NPP safety come out on top.
Since 2008 OOO “AEROFILTR” carries out the research
and development activities in the field of filtering
technology. Within 2009-2010 the enterprise successfully
implemented the innovative project on development and
arrangement of the innovative products serial production—
of highly effective aerosol filters. In course of the project
implementation a set of works on development of
engineering documentation, technical specification for
production was executed, pilot batches of filters were
manufactured, standard tests were carried out, and the
necessary approval documentation (licenses, certificates
etc.) was obtained. The company performs serial production
and deliveries of highly effective aerosol and aerosol
iodine filters.

À
“AEROFILTER”

high export potential will be developed and implemented in
production.
In perspective the market of Ukraine is of special interest
as Ukraine operates 13 power units based on VVER-1000
reactors and actively pursues policy of their upgrade.
According to preliminary estimates the amount of export
deliveries of installations for purification of steam-gas mix of
aerosols and iodine for VVER-1000 reactors will make about
90 million rubles (3,0 million US dollars). The first pilot
delivery of two installations is planned for equipment of the
1st power unit of the Southern Ukrainian NPP. Sales
volumes after development of serial production of
installations and implementation of a set of actions for
promotion of products at the international market will make
30–40 million rubles a year. In Russia the large-scale
construction of the new NPPs is conducted: New Voronezh
NPP-2, Leningrad NPP-2, Baltic NPP, first-ever floating NPP
"Academician Lomonosov". In a stage of completion there is
one more power unit — the fourth block of the Beloyarsk
NPP. Construction of the nuclear power plants on the
Russian projects is performed abroad: "Kudankulam" (India),
"Bushehr" (Iran), "Akkaya" (Turkey), the Ostrovetsk NPP
(Belarus), the second queue of the NPP "Tianwan" (China).
Thus, support of the Foundation will enable the enterprise
to expand geography of deliveries and to come to
qualitatively new level of development.

Project
implemented
with the assistance of the Foundation:
Ïðîåêò,
ðåàëèçîâàííûé
ïðè
“Installation
for
purification
of the ofsteam-gas
Project
implemented
with the assistance
the Foundation: mix

dumped from a containment in case of beyond design
“Production
of gasaerosols
thermolocking
valves
with for
the
basis
accident
from
and
iodine
advanced
characteristics”.
VVER-1000
reactors
for power units equipment of
the NPP in Ukraine”.

The company carries on dynamic foreign economic
activities. In April, 2009 the supply of aerosol filters to the
Ignalina NPP was performed (Lithuania). The amount of the
contract was 4 495 720 rub. In July, 2009 the filtration
equipment — the highly effective filtering movable combined
installation (UVFPK) — was shipped for the NPP "Kozloduy"
(Bulgaria). The contract amounted to 311 405 rub. In
December, 2009 aerosol filters on the amount of 3 076 939
rub were delivered to the Ignalina NPP (Lithuania). In May,
2011 the supply of complete filters and the filtering oil system
elements to the NPP "Bushehr" (Iran) was performed, the
amount of the contract was 2 920 000 rub.
In 2013 the company obtained a financial support by the
Foundation. The innovative project "Development of
Installation for Purification of the Steam-gas Mix
Dumped from Containment in case of Beyond Design
Basis Accident from Aerosols and Iodine for VVER-1000
Reactors for Power Units Equipment of the NPP in
Ukraine" became the winner of the competitive tender
"EXPORT-2013". The amount of the project financing
through the Foundation was 8 million rubles. The company
also provides parity joint financing of the project to 8
million rubles at the expense of own assets. As a result of
project implementation the innovative products possessing a

PROGRAM

START
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OOO “OFK-KARDIO” was founded in 2009 for the purpose of project implementation on
"Development, production and implementation of the immune chromatography strips for
detection of myocardial infarction".
Head: SHKURATOVA Anna Mikhaylovna

Test system by OOO “OFK-Kardio” is a method of myocardial infarction
early diagnosis by means of a test strip for detection of the protein
connecting fatty acids (BSZhK). Important distinctive feature of the product
is high sensitivity and specificity. Diagnostic tests on BSZhK for detection
of the acute myocardial infarction where the researched material is fingertip
blood (i.e. the person can self-detect the AMI without outside help), it isn't
provided at the market today. The carrying out technique is simple and
requires several minutes only. The cardiomarker of BSZhK appears during
the first hours after the disease emergence, remains within several hours
and is high-specific.
Market benefits of the developed product are:
• simplicity and convenience in use (besides use of the test system
doesn't require preliminary medical consultation and the recipe of the
doctor);

Immune chromatography test systems for detection
of myocardial infarction "KARDINFO"

The project on development of test
systems for early detection of
myocardial infarction won a victory in the
tender "Carrying Out of Research and
Development Works in the Priority
Directions of Science and Equipment
Development" within the Foundation
program “START-09” implementation.
The amount of financing through the
Foundation was 1 million rubles.

• availability and reliability;
• early diagnostics (during the first hours after the possible painful attack
beginning when other methods don't reveal a heart attack yet);
• combined with other biomarkers allows to exclude the diagnostic
mistakes and, thereby, to reduce the number of non-core patients
coming to cardiology department of medical institutions;
• absence of direct competitors.
Development of the immune chromatography analysis in the form of a test
strip on determination of BSZhK has no analogs in Russia.
Business team possessing high professional knowledge in the field of
biochemistry, microbiology, immunology and medicine works on the
project. The specialists involved into this project implementation have

“OFK-KARDIO”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Innovative immune chromatography test strips for
detection of myocardial infarction”.

Russia is high on the list on death rate of cardiovascular
diseases. In a year over 1 million people die of
cardiovascular diseases in Russia. Diagnosis of the acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) is based on the clinical findings,
electrocardiograms data and increase of biochemical
indicators of
cardiomyocyte necrosis in blood. Now it is
considered that among all methods of AMI diagnostics the
most important is detection of the increased quantities of
cardiac muscle necrosis biochemical markers in blood. The
existing cardiomarkers are subdivided into early and late.
Use of early cardiomarkers causes considerable interest as
allows a disease diagnostics at initial stages of its
development. It is extremely important as timely started
treatment enables more favorable disease outcome and fast
rehabilitation.

academic degrees of candidates and doctors of science in
the field of medicine and biology.
The company cooperates with the scientists of MSU
(Moscow state university) and Institute of molecular
diagnostics working on immunochemical method of
myocardial infarction diagnosis. The scientists of MSU
contacted the specialists of “Medbiofarm” company after
having learned about the test systems production complete
cycle arrangement for drugs detection in a human body.
Specialists of the company suggested to apply the immune
chromatography option which can be performed outside the
diagnostic laboratory, even at home.

Immune chromatography test systems for detection of myocardial infarction by "KARD-INFO" is an example
of the innovative project implemented due to creation of " investment elevator": the development was
supported by the Foundation, then the funds of the Foundation for seed investments of the Russian venture
capital company at the amount of 20,0 million rubles were raised, and also, the loan funds on the product
development and promotion were obtained through MSP-bank. Currently the project team works on the test
enhancement. OOO “OFK-Kardio” plans to make it even more convenient and informative.
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“MEDBIOFARM” limited liability Company (OOO “NPK MBF”) was founded for the purpose of carrying out
the research works in the field of pharmaceutics and biochemical technology.
The Head: ROZIEV Rakhimdzhan Akhmetdzhanovich

The main objective of the company is creation of a
safe and effective remedy for the viral diseases
prevention and treatment being developed by the
Russian scientists for 15 years.
Laboratory research of the molecules samples for creation of
the remedy for the viral diseases prevention and
treatment was carried out by OOO “MBF” within the
period from 2002 till 2005 with use of the technological
base available at the company, and also by means of
third-party specialists’ involvement. Two most functionally
suitable and safe molecules were selected from more than 1
thousand molecules.
Carrying out the testing on animals directed at the
subsequent identification and studying of functional
suitability, and also at safety of molecules since 2005
became the following stage of the company works in this
field. As a result one of molecules showed stronger toxicity
that entailed refusal of its further studying. By 2008-2009
preclinical research of pharmacological substance
according to the requirements of Pharmaceutical Committee
were complete in full.
The developed original preparation for treatment of viral
diseases is an immunostimulating drug intended for
treatment of the flu, acute viral and infectious diseases.
Antiviral action is caused by suppression of virus lipidic
cover with cellular membranes in case of the virus contact
with the cell.

• Preclinical researches are complete and carrying out
clinical trials is in the nearest future planned.
• A number of patents was received, some applications for
the intellectual property registration both in the territory of
the Russian Federation and abroad were submitted.
In perspective development of a dosage form of an
antiviral drug convenient for application by children is
planned.
In 2009 “MEDBIOFARM” company won the international
grant on the nanostructural drug generation within the
Russian-German tender of the Foundation.
"Development of a multipurpose pharmaceutical drug
on the basis of Selenium as a system of target elution of
the medicine". Under the tender terms the Russian side
was provided with financing of 2 million rubles, German
side — with 50 thousand euros.
Since 2001 “Selexen” active substance is the basic active
ingredient of the“Selen-aktiv”dietary supplement, “Viardo”
dietary supplement, “Oculist” dietary supplement produced
by OAO “Diod” company. Since 2002 the work on
preclinical testing, and also works on studying of functional
suitability as a radio protective drug were performed in
cooperation with the specialists of MRNTs RAMN. Work on
the drug safety was complete in full. The technology of the
pharmaceutical substation is performed. The pharmaceutical
substation "Selenox" had been registered. Studying of the
molecule properties allowed its positioning as a medicine

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

NPK “MBF”

"Development and Arrangement of Production
of Innovative Original Medicines for the Viral
Diseases Treatment”

In 2010 the project "Development and Arrangement of
Production of Innovative Original Medicines for the Viral
Diseases Treatment” was supported by the Foundation
within the “START” program. The amount of financing was
1 million rubles.
In course of work on the project the research was
performed on the following medical institutions bases:
Medical radiology scientific center of the Russian academy
of medical science (MRNTs RAMN); Scientific research
institute of virology named after D. I. Ivanovsky of the
Russian Academy of Medical Science; Russian Cardiology
Scientific-industrial Complex Federal State Institution of the
Ministry of Health and Social Development of the Russian
Federation (scientific research institute of experimental
cardiology); Moscow State University named after M. V.
Lomonosov.
As a result “MEDBIOFARM” company reached the
following results:
• pharmaceutical article on the substance is available.
• pharmaceutical article on the State Standard Sample
(GSO) is available.
• Trial Regulations (OPR) are approved.
• Registration of the pharmaceutical substance and GSO is
performed.

PROGRAM
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with a range of indications.
There is a possibility of some full-fledged drugs generation
on the basis of "Selenox" pharmaceutical substance:
• a drug intended for protection against toxic action of
chemotherapy in case of the oncological diseases
treatment;
• a drug intended for protection against toxic action of
radiation therapy in case of the oncological diseases
treatment;
• a drug intended for strengthening of the chemotherapy
medical effect in case of the oncological diseases
treatment.

Due to financial support of the Foundation the
complex research on development of the new
nanostructural drug was successfully performed
in cooperation with the German partner,
MarkotechGmbH company.
In perspective the expansion of this drug
indication as adjuvant in case of chemotherapy
(considerably strengthening the chemical drug
medical effect) for oncological patients is
purposed.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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The firm “EKOANALITIKA” limited liability company at the center of ecology and physic-chemical
research (OOO “Ekoanalitika” firm) performs its activities in the market of environmental protection
services since 1999. Founders of the company are physical entities.
Head: MANSHINA Irina Vladimirovna
In the course of the research and development
activities performance at all stages of the project 5
intellectual property items were developed,
registered in the Rospatent federal service for
intellectual property and certified in system of
voluntary certification "Unified certification system" of
the National certification chamber:
• Program Analytical System (PAS) "Waste — City".
• “Waste — Entity” program.
• PAS "Air — City", the certificate.
• PAS "Air — City" 2.0, the certificate.
• At the expense of the firm own means the
Information analytical system "Environmental
monitoring" was developed.

Ecological activities of the firm started with development
of volumes of the maximum permissible emissions
(MPE) for the entities and carrying out of available
analyses of the environmental objects, mainly air
(emissions by the enterprises). For some years of
persistent work the basic types of environmental
protection activities were developed at the enterprise:
ecological
designing;
environmental
impact
assessment of the projected and operating plants; control
of all components of environment: air, waste and
natural waters, soil; development of software for the
ecological purposes; monitoring of the environment
components.

The software developed in the course of Research
and Development activities accomplishment carries
out the following functions:
• technological — collection and analysis of the data
on the environment conditions and anthropogenic
impacts on it;
• managerial — taking of management decisions
according to the ecological situation in the specific
territory;
• information — provision of the set of ecological
data to the authorities and population in the
Internet.

“EKOANALITIKA”
Essential support in the enterprise formation and
development of new perspective activities of the company
was provided by the Foundation. The "Development of
Information and Analytical Systems as Management
Tool of the Russian Federation Cities Environmental
Safety" project was performed according to the
“START-06” program in the field of information technology,
software products and telecommunication systems within the
period from 2006 till 2010.
The company completed three stages on the project:
1 stage — "Development of the program analytical system
"Waste - City".
2 stage — "Development of the program analytical system
"Air - City".
3 stage — "Development of the program and hardware
means of interaction and data exchange for the
program analytical systems "Waste — City" and
"Air — City".

The site of the electronic training support www.othoda.net
and resident courses at the classroom

The total amount of investments through the Foundation
into the projects was 4500 thousand rubles.
Joint financing of the project was performed by the
enterprise own assets at the amount of 3750 thousand
rubles.
12
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The information analytical system "Environmental
monitoring" is established at the official portal of the
Administration of the Kaluga oblast. Its continuous
development is provided due to updating of the entered
databases and addition of new objects of monitoring.
”Waste — City” and “Air — City” systems data are
transferred directly to the monitoring system. The data are
available to everyone.
The majority of activities performed in the firm is carried out
with use of the innovative software developed in the course
of the project implementation. Thus the scope of the
performed work is extended, its quality is improved, and the
performance time decreased.
The software operation principles meet the actual legal and
standard methodical requirements of the Russian legislation
thus enabling its application in any region of the Russian
Federation.
The commercial effect of the project application reached
over 9 million rubles on May, 2010. The software
commercialization is performed on the basis of the license
agreements.
The social importance of the project consists in
improvement of the population accommodation
conditions, increase in investment appeal of the region,
increase of its economic potential due to taking of the
optimum managerial decisions on the basis of objective and
timely ecological information.
Projects on the basis of the developed software were
presented at many exhibitions and noted by the awards:
• The program analytical systems "Air — City" and "Waste
— City" was awarded with gold medals of III and IV

Moscow international Salon of innovation and
investments;
• The programs "Waste — City", "Waste — Entity" — with
the diploma of II degree of the international exhibition
WASMA-06;
• The project "System of the Cities (Territories)
Environmental Safety Control" gained a gold medal and
the diploma of "Homeland security" (in the nomination
of "Environmental safety") of the International salon
"Complex Safety" of 2009, a medal of the 13th
international forum and the “High Technology of 21st
Century” exhibition of 2012.
In 2008 the independent enterprise “Ekotekhservis” involved
into development of systems for the rain waste waters
purification as its basic activity was founded.
Now the enterprise performs the 3rd stage of the project
according to the “START-10” program.
During the project implementation within the Foundation
programs the main activities of the firm were extended,
new types of service in the field of environmental protection
to the state and municipal authorities and enterprises are in
progress, Researches and Development in the priority
directions of science and equipment, critical technologies in
the field of environmental protection are carried out, the
chemical analysis maintenance of ecological activities and
ecological education of the heads and specialists are
performed.
OOO “EKOANALITIKA” firm develops software products in
the field of ecology, renders services in development of the
project documentation in the field of ecology (drafts of
standard rates of PDV, NDS, PNOOLR, EIA, MOOS, etc.),

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Information analytical system of the environmental safety control in the
cities of the Russian Federation”.
the enterprise is involved into development of PDV summary
volumes for the cities and administrative authorities of the Russian
Federation, performs monitoring of atmospheric air, superficial
water objects, soils in the territories of Kaluga and Kaluga oblast
and other regions of the Russian Federation. All works are
performed according to the international, federal and regional
competences. The firm has the diplomas, licenses, certificates.

Advanced devices for the environmental objects analysis
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In development of information and education resources
an important role is assigned to development and
implementation of the new training course "Fundamentals
of industrial ecology" intended for higher education
institutions which is created and is trained by the firm staff
forces with involvement of own material base. It provides the
improved training of environmental professionals. The best
of them perform theses and continue to work at the firm.
The information overview "Condition and Environmental
Protection in Kaluga" is issued annually. The magazine is
distributed to educational institutions of the city and is
provided to everyone.
Procurement of the firm is permanently developed: the
advanced processing and analytical equipment is
purchased, the computer park, office equipment, motor
transport are updated. For further expansion the acquisition
of new floor and office spaces is planned.
Due to the currently available equipment, personnel structure
and the competence level the laboratory of the firm is the
best laboratory of chemical analysis in Kaluga, and the firm
is the leading enterprise rendering complex ecological
services, starting from the pre-project preparation of the
territories to ecological servicing of the already operating
plant.

Yugt", "Rosva", "Vorsino", Kaluga oblast; enterprises relating
to the automobile cluster including “Volkswagen”, “Volvo”,
“Peugeot Citroen”; large production and extracting
companies, including “Gazprom”, “Lukoil”, the Russian
Railway, “EfesRus”, “TNK BP”, “Lafarzh Cement”, bank
structures (“Sberbank”, “VTB-24”); large design institutes,
geological and town-planning companies, etc.
In 2010-2011 the firm participated in the project of the
European Union "Implementation of the monitoring
results in economic processes in the Russian
Federation". Works regarding the monitoring of
atmospheric air and maintaining of PDV summary volumes
with use of “Air — City” system, and also maintaining system
of complex environmental monitoring on the basis of the
information analytical complex "Environmental monitoring"
were highly appreciated by the project experts and are
recommended for application in other regions of the Russian
Federation and abroad.
The average number of the small innovative enterprise
employees increased from 8 to 32 people within its
operational performance. The high-class specialists work at
the firm: the ecologists, biologists, programmers, designers,
chemists, metallurgists, technologists.

Key clients of the company are: regional and municipal
environmental structures, including ministry of natural
resources, ecology and improvement of the Kaluga oblast,
department of environment protection of Kaluga; enterprises
of Kaluga city and Kaluga oblast of various production
orientation, including leading enterprises of the
machine-building, electronic, construction, pharmaceutical
and other industries; industrial parks "Grabtsevo", "Kaluga —

“EKOANALITIKA”
The firm is at the
stage
of
development.
F u r t h e r
development of the
e n t e r p r i s e
regarding
the
performed
works
scope, new types of
service
provision,purchase of new
processing
and
office
equipment,involvement
ofspecialists
and
programmers
of
higher qualificationis planned.
Display of the data on quality of atmospheric air binding to cartographical object and to the monitoring post
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OOO “PERSPEKTIVA” was founded for the purpose of the project implementation on replacement of
the platinum-rhodium glass-making devices (SPA) with the ceramic ones.

The general director of OOO “Perspektiva” and the
ideologue author of the project is a Candidate of
Technical Sciences SHKARUPA I. L. The author of
25 patents, 90 publications, he is involved into the
constructional ceramic materials development for
over 20 years.
Non-standard
approach
of
the
staff
of
OOO
“PERSPEKTIVA” and use of the nanomodified ceramics
enabled generation of the ceramic SPA which is hundred
times cheaper than platinum-rhodium. The research
resulted in development of the platinum-free technology of
the fiber glass generation. It allowed to reduce the
products price by 20%, to get rid of use of expensive and
scarce platinum, provided safe working conditions for the
personnel of glass-making shops.
Upon transition to the new principle of heating the harmful
magnetic factor was eliminated, and also the possibility
of the precious metals plunder was excluded.

Ceramic SPA

“PERSPEKTIVA”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

The project of OOO “PERSPEKTIVA” "Platinum-free
generation of the fiber glass" was supported by the
Foundation within the “START” program in 2010. The
enterprise passed a complete cycle of the “START” program.
The project financing through the Foundation amounted to 6
million rubles. Joint financing of the project was performed
at the expense of the funds by investors of 7 million
rubles.

The company plans to start small-scale production of the
ceramic SPA which can be supplied abroad in case of the
domestic market saturation.

“Platinum-free generation of the fiber glass”.

With respect of new research the company plans to
start development of the nanomodified products
possessing
antibacterial
properties for
medicine, packaging industry.

Great interest in cooperation with OOO “PERSPEKTIVA”
was shown by the Astrakhan plant of fiber glass.
The development is of a high export potential. The world
market of composite materials currently constitutes 26 billion
euros, thus average growth of the world market rates make
4–5% per year. Mass use of the fiber glasses in composite
materials generates demand for fiber glass, therefore
demand for the products of OOO “PERSPEKTIVA” is
guaranteed for many decades.

With respect of new research the company plans to start development of the nanomodified products
possessing antibacterial properties for medicine, packaging industry.
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The small innovative enterprise OOO “NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” was founded in 2005. Activities of the
enterprise are directed on generation and drawing of the mineral-based wear-proof antifrictional
anti-seize coverings of a natural origin on metal components of the friction couples.
Head: GUSEV Ivan Valeryevich

Analogs of this technology aren't available not only in
Russia, but also in the world since it includes the use
of the whole class of natural mineral materials on the
basis of the domestic fundamental and applied
research conducted for the last 20 years. Currently
“NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” occupies one of leading
positions at the Russian market of protective
coatings and actively cooperates with the largest
western enterprises of various industries.
OOO “NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” became the first
participant from the Kaluga oblast which simultaneously took
part in two consecutive international projects of the
Foundation:
the
Russian-German
and
the
Russian-Finnish.
In 2011 OOO “NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” became the
winner of the joint tender of the German-Russian research
projects arranged with assistance of the International Bureau
of the Federal Ministry of the education, science, research
and technology of Germany (BMBF) and the Foundation.

01.01.2011 till 30.09.2013. The amount of the project
financing through the Foundation was 4 million rubles.
As a result of the project implementation the new types of
wear-proof coverings showing significant superiority over
the existing rival technologies were generated. The
developed innovative mineral coverings were implemented
at the enterprises of metallurgical and power industry,
and the reports on their operation show exclusive
efficiency of this technology industrial use (for example,
repeated increase in the resource of the friction couples
components operation). It formed a basis for carrying out of
further research and expansion the mineral covering scope.
In 2013 within the new Russian-Finnish project of the
Foundation "NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” obtained financial
support on the research performance in cooperation with the
Finnish company “Idsens Oy” founded with assistance of the
Mint of Finland.

The company "NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” worked on the
"Development of Mineral Coverings for the Friction
Couples Components Surfaces of the Turbine and
Pumping Equipment" project within the period from

“GEOENERGETIKA”
In 2013 within the new Russian-Finnish project of the
Foundation "NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” obtained
financial support on the research performance in
cooperation with the Finnish company “Idsens Oy”
founded with assistance of the Mint of Finland.
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Subject of the project is "local marking of the metallic
objects for authentication and identification". The
amount of financing allocated by the Foundation is 6,0
million rubles. Joint financing of the project is performed by
means of the enterprise’s own assets. Joint surveys of
mineral coverings are supposed to result in additional
properties and new scopes discovery.
As a result of participation in the Russian-German project by
the Foundation, "NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” has already
entered the international market and gradually increases
the partner companies’ number. The Russian-Finnish project
is expected to create wider prospects at the international
market since new scopes of the mineral coverings
technology of “NPO “GEOENERGETIKA” application will be
covered.

Within performance of the state policy on
development and support of small innovative
enterprises in science and technology, the
Foundation provided direct financial and
informational
support
in
creation
and
development of the "NPO “GEOENERGETIKA”
infrastructure as a small innovative enterprise, and
also assisted in the new workplaces creation for
effective use of the available scientific and technical
potential and training.

Rod of steam distribution of the turbine with the anti-frictional covering
applied

Plug of the pump operating on water greasing - sea water

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Mineral coverings for the friction couples components surfaces of the
turbine and pumping equipment”.
Driving wheel of the pump with the mineral covering applied

Anti-wear covering
on the screw entrance edges
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Representation of the Foundation for assistance to development of small
innovative enterprises in science and technology
is NP "Regional Center of Small and Average Entrepreneurship Support "
(OTsPMSP).

NP "Regional Center of Small and Average Entrepreneurship Support" was
founded in 2006 for assistance in creating favorable conditions for activities and
development of the entities of small and average entrepreneurship existing in the
region, assistance to the first-time entrepreneurs, the youth involvement into
entrepreneurship and support of the entities of innovative entrepreneurship at the early
stage of their activities.
Basic activities of NP "OTsPMSP" are provision of financial, consulting and
information technology services to medium and small business, assistance in
introduction at the international markets.

2

The advisory council according to the Foundation
programs includes the leading scientists of higher
education institutions of the oblast, heads and
managers of the innovative enterprises of the oblast,
and also the leading experts of the Foundation.
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Currently in Kursk oblast the infrastructure of innovative
activities is actively forming.

Institutions involved into innovations in the region:
• Kursk state university,

0

per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Implementation of the agreement became an important step
on the way of development of the innovation-based
entrepreneurship in the region. Support of the innovative
projects of small enterprises within the agreement promotes
further increase of science and technology results
commercialization efficiency, growth of the competitiveness
level of goods and services performed by the enterprises and
shares of the innovative products in their turnover, the youth
involvement into scientific and innovative activities.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

In 2012 between the Foundation for assistance
to development of small innovative enterprises
in science and technology (hereinafter referred to
as Foundation) and Administration of the Kursk
oblast the agreement on the representation of
the Foundation arrangement on the basis of NP
"Regional Center of Small and Average
Entrepreneurship Support” was signed.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”
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• Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Kursk Research
Institution”,

Region-wide wide number of requests

• Center of technology transfer of Southwest state
university,

Region-wide wide number of winners

Average country-wide number of requests

Average country-wide number of winners

In 2012 the winners of selection from 22 projects according to the “UMNIK” program became
7 young scientists of the oblast.

• OAO “Managing company “Tekhnopark Kurskoy oblasti”,
• OOO “Small Innovative Enterprise “Mezhdistsiplinarny
nanotekhnologichesky tsentr”.
The center of technology transfer of the Southwest state
university (YuZGU) created methodical regulations on
presentation of technological requests by the enterprises
and technological offers for consumers and developers of
new equipment and technologies. Certificates of YuZGU
access to the Russian electronic network of technology
transfer and the network of technology transfer of the higher
school of Russia for providing the accelerated exchange of
requests and offers, cooperation of developers and
producers, organization of scientists and representatives of
business partnership.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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OOO Small Innovative Enterprise “Mezhdistsiplinarny
nanotekhnologichesky tsenr” founded on the basis of the
Kursk state university and Federal State Unitary Enterprise
“Kursk Research Institution” of the Russian Federation
Ministry of Defense performs the research in the field of
physics, physical electronics, radio electronics, radiophysics,
chemistry, biology, bioengineering and bioinformatics,
fundamental medicine.

activities are planned to be supported at the expense of
the regional budgetary funds.

Business development in the innovation sphere is assisted
by NP "Regional Center of Small and Average
Entrepreneurship Support" providing the small enterprises
performing innovative activities with a range of services for
the innovative products serial production arrangement. The
regional innovative infrastructure includes the Center of
innovations of the Kursk Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. For further development of the small and medium
business in Kursk the local government office "Kursk city
business incubator "Perspektiva" is created.

For the innovative activities activation the regional
competitive tenders are annually held:
"Innovation and invention of the year",
"The award of the Kursk oblast Governor on quality",
"The best by profession" (among the leading working
specialties).

Creation of the "growth poles" generating innovative
activity in the territory of the oblast is planned. Among the
priority focuses of innovative activities are energy efficiency
and energy saving, information and space technologies and
communications, medicine technologies. Innovative
activities shall be arranged according to the following
scheme: science (basic research) — small and medium
innovative business (fundamental developments) —
large business (industrial production). Work on
development of the infrastructure elements in the field of
investment and innovations, and also the specialized funds
involved in attraction of financial resources for the innovative
projects financing including venture funding of research is
continued. The entities involved into the innovative

Training of specialists in the field the innovative activities
management, and also implementation of the educational
programs aimed at the development of the personnel
potential in the innovative sphere is conducted. The
materials on innovation are planned to be published by the
mass media.

Innovative developments are shown at the exhibitions and
fairs. Permanently operating exhibition "Innovations of
the Kursk oblast” is available at the main pavilion of the
OBU exhibition center "Kursk Korensky Fair".
"Zvorykinsky project" is implemented in the oblast.

“UMNIK” and “START” programs are implemented in the region for the second year.
63 young innovators already took part in them.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5
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RESULTS OF THE ACTIVITIES
OF THE FOUNDATION

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

“UMNIK” and “START” programs are implemented in the
region for the second year. 63 young innovators already
took part in them.
In 2012 the winners of selection from 22 projects
according to the “UMNIK” program became 7 young
scientists of the oblast.
In 2013 passed selection stages of the competitive tender on
the bases of Kursk universities. The international scientific
practical conference "Innovations in Science and
Equipment" during which passed final selection of the
innovative projects by young scientists of the oblast
according to the program "UMNIK-2013" took place.
Members of the expert commission considered the projects
in four directions:

million rubles.

2,0

1,8

1,6

1,4

1,2

1,0

• information technologies;
• new devices and hardware systems;
• biochemical technologies;
• future medicine.

0,8

0,6

At the regional conference "Young Innovators of the Kursk
Oblast" on the basis of the Kursk State Medical University
passed final selection of the innovative projects by young
scientists of the oblast according to the “UMNIK” program.

0,4

Members of the expert commission considered 18 projects
in 5 directions.

0,0

0,2

2010

2011

2012

2013

The winners were recognized as follows:
• S. S. SAVELYEV. "Development and creation of
"... We speak about the role of small entrepreneurship in the economy. In the meantime it is small.
Though a third part the able-bodied population is involved into this sphere. And this is future...".
(chairman of regional committee of the consumer market, development of small
entrepreneurship and licensing V. S. Puchkov).

methods, models, algorithms, hardware and software of
control and management of activity of bee families";
• S. I. SAVIN. "Development of the device for automatic
transportation of the diagnostic equipment on pipelines";
• A. I. SAVIN. "The automated diagnostic complex for the
tribiological properties of materials";

who initiates business are citizens under 35 years old. We
speak about a role of the small entrepreneurship in the
economy. In the meantime it is small. Though a third part of
the able-bodied population is involved into this sphere. This
is future. We started the “UMNIK” and “Start” projects in the
oblast. The university graduates, young scientists who will
involve the innovations into business became the winners.

• S. N. KRETOVA. "New immune metabolic drug for
prevention and treatment of the animals’ diseases
(biologic stimulator)";
• A. E. Belykh. "Development of the drug of multipurpose
action for stimulation of the skin wounds healing";
• A. V. SOROKIN. "Development of the test system on
assessment of genetically determined activity of
pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines for the
pharmacogenetic research";
• M. A. INARKHOV. "Polymeric membranes for the surgery
of hollow organs".
At the final forum performed within “Ty-predprinimatel”
project, the chairman of the regional committee of the
consumer market, development of small entrepreneurship
and licenses V. S. Puchkov noted: "Today the first-time
entrepreneurs who will promote development of the small
business in the region gather. It is more than a half of those
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AFANASYEV Evgeny Andreevich,
FGBOU VPO "Kursk state agricultural academy named after the
professor I. I. Ivanov", Kursk.

Participation of the Kursk innovator Afanasyev Evgeny Andreevich
in the Foundation competitive tender “UMNIK” became possible
due to opening of the representation of the Foundation in
the Kursk oblast. The financial support by the Foundation allowed
to carry out upgrade of the equipment of the enterprises in the
Kursk region and to implement the project in full.
Relevance of the research subject consists in upgrade of the repair shops of
the Kursk region which perform a limited number of recovery repair work on
the technical devices and equipment. Most often is machining (boring,
polishing etc.) or replacement of the failed component.
Galvanizers are almost absent in the repair production.
Often high cost of the components forces the enterprises to spend more
funds, and, as a result, the cost of finished products increases in price.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Upgrade of the repair equipment”.

The conducted research on technologies, scientific works and experience of
the galvanizers use for the repair work resulted in development of the
technology providing the wide range of the components recovery,
performance of the strengthening measures allowing to increase service life of
the recovered component by 1,5 times in comparison with the new. Thus the
recovery expenses are 30–70% of the new product cost that favorably affects
financial conditions of the enterprise and consumers.

In the nearest time the work on the pilot plant shall be finished,
and the required research, testing will be performed thus enabling
fruitful cooperation with the enterprises of the Kursk region.

6

UMNIK

PROGRAM

KRETOVA Stella Nikolaevna, ,
A candidate of veterinary sciences, senior teacher of the
veterinary and sanitary examination department at the Kursk
state agricultural academy, Kursk.

Kretova Stella Nikolaevna became the winner of the autumn
competitive selection according to the “UMNIK” program which
took place in October, 2012 at the Kursk state medical university
within the regional conference "Young Innovators of the Kursk
Oblast".
The project on development of a new immune metabolic drug for the
animals’ diseases prevention and treatment "Formol-yantarny
biostimulator" was acknowledged as the winner in the field of
"Biochemical technology".
The organizational and financial support by the Foundation enabled the
research and development works performance according to the project’s
subject.
The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Immune metabolic drug for the animals’ diseases prevention and treatment
"Formol-yantarny biostimulator".
After completion of the Research and Development
activities according to the “UMNIK” program an application
submission is planned to obtain the next level state support for the
small innovative enterprises implemented within the “START”
program.

-

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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The Scientific Production Firm (NPF) “IMMUNOBIOTEKH” limited liability company was founded in 2013.
The main activity is accomplishment of research works on creation of cells lines synthesizing monoclonal
antibodies against anti-genes of animals’ infectious diseases causative agents, obtaining of diagnostically
significant biomolecules on their basis and designing of diagnostic test systems.
The activities of OOO NPF “IMMUNOBIOTEKH” are directed on development of immunobiological components
including monoclonal antibodies and their conjugates, designing and, eventually, on production of the domestic
express test systems for diagnosis of the animals’ infectious diseases.
development of the diagnostic test-systems based on
the immune chromatography analysis (IHA). There are no
available full production cycles for making of the IHA test
systems for the animals’ viral diseases diagnostics.
Development of all technological production phases is an
actual scientific task.
OOO NPF “IMMUNOBIOTEKH” participated in the open
tender "START-2013" in the direction of Biochemical
technology (H5) — "Veterinary vaccines and test
systems", organized for support of the small innovative
enterprises by the Foundation.
Participation in the competitive programs of the Foundation
provided more effective organization of the research work of
the enterprise and successful completion of the project
development, and also the Foundation assistance promotes
the company’s successful entry into the world market.
The activities of OOO NPF “IMMUNOBIOTEKH” are
Following
the
tender
results
OOO
NPF
directed on development of immunobiological
“IMMUNOBIOTEKH” and the Foundation concluded the
components including monoclonal antibodies and
contract on accomplishment of research works on the
their conjugates, designing and, eventually, on
subject "Development of the Postfusional Cellular Lines,
production of the domestic express test systems for
Generation of Monoclonal Antibodies to Anti-genes of
diagnosis of the animals’ infectious diseases.
the Hoses Flu Virus and Research of Their Interaction
with Nanoparticles of Colloidal Gold while Modeling
The main objective of research works is creation of new
Diagnostic Reaction of Lateral Immunodiffusion (IHA)".
hybrid cells clones synthesizing the monoclonal
antibodies against anti-genes of animals’ infectious
The amount of the project financing through the Foundation
diseases causative agents and their application for
was 1 million rubles.

NPF “IMMUNOBIOTEKH”

8

START

PROGRAM

In 2013 OOO “Novye tekhnologii” company supported
OOO NPF “IMMUNOBIOTEKH” firm in provision on the
terms of free use of laboratory equipment and rooms for
carrying out the researches planned within the first stage of
works. OOO “Novye tekhnologii” company is interested in
the research directed on development of the advanced
diagnostic tests for veterinary science and is ready to take
part in joint financing within 2014-2016 of the second and
third stages of the Research and Development activities
provided in materials of the request of OOO Scientific and
Production
Firm
“IMMUNOBIOTEKH”
within
the
“START-2013” Program.

With further support of project implementation by
the Foundation within two years OOO NPF
“IMMUNOBIOTEKH” plans to arrange the
production of the domestic express test systems
for diagnosis of infectious diseases of animals. Thus
indicators of sensitivity and specificity of the
diagnosticums won't be inferior in comparison
with the indicators of import analogs as these
parameters are determined by means of the
monoclonal antibodies application. The price of the
test systems developed on the basis of the own
immunobiological components will be at least twice
lower than of the import analogs.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Innovative veterinary vaccines and diagnostic test systems on the basis
of the immune chromatography analysis.

PROGRAM

START
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LIPETSK
OBLAST

LIPETSK
OBLAST
LIPETSK

LIPETSK
OBLAST
Representation of the Foundation for assistance to development of small
innovative enterprises in science and technology — the Lipetsk representation of
the Foundation for assistance to development of small innovative enterprises
in science and technology.

The regional representation of the Foundation for assistance to development of
small innovative enterprises in science and technology (hereinafter referred to as
Foundation) was founded on the basis of the Lipetsk State Technical University
(LGTU) in 2012. The representation promotes development of small business in
science and technology and implementation of the innovative projects in the oblast.
The main objectives are support of perspective scientific research and technology
developments of the regional scientists, and also of the innovative projects of the initial
development stage, financial support of the small innovative enterprises
implementing the results of research and development works performed by own efforts
in production.
Representation activities started with organization of the events on detection of the youth
innovative projects, the authors of which could participate in the “UMNIK” program. The regional
administration takes part in carrying out of final events for the “UMNIK” program, provides publishing
of these actions in the local mass media and in small amounts financially supports their performance.
Before each final action a representative of the Foundation arranges 2–3 training seminars with young
innovators.

2

Creation of conditions for the small business
development is one of the priority directions of the
regional authorities’ economic policy. Upon request of
the governor for this purpose new types of the
entrepreneurship state support are annually entered and the
operated types are enhanced.
The administration of the oblast performs selection of
investment projects according to the resolution of the
regional administration "About the order of forming
and use of the investment fund budgetary
appropriations in the Lipetsk oblast", adopted in 2013.

Implementation of the fifth program of the small
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

In November, 2013 the club of “UMNIKs”, which
tasks include promoting of the Foundation
programs, assistance to the first-time innovators,
creation
of
the
information
resource,
organization of the seminars and conferences
with participation of the authorities and business
representatives was created.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

íà per 1000 students

Local authorities are interested in the Foundation
participation in detection and financial support of the young
innovators and in commercialization of the innovative
projects. The network of small enterprises and entities of
the innovative infrastructure at the higher education
institutions is widely developed in the Lipetsk oblast.
Contact with the management of recently created
technopark "Lipetsk" is established. Joint actions of the
regional representation of the Foundation and technopark
and location of the small innovative enterprises with
participation of the winners according to the Foundation
programs at the sites of technpark are planned.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In November, 2013 the club of “UMNIKs”, which tasks include promoting of the Foundation
programs, assistance to the first-time innovators, creation of the information resource,
organization of the seminars and conferences with participation of the authorities and business
representatives was created.

RESULTS OF THE FOUNDATION
ACTIVITIES “UMNIKs” passed on “START”

entrepreneurship support for 2009 - 2012 was
finished. Within four years the number of small
enterprises in the region increased to 12,2
thousand, i.e. by 1,6 times.

leasing transactions, energy saving, export deliveries of the
products by local manufacturers.

In 2012 the regional administration decided to increase the
amount of support to the young first-time entrepreneurs
from 200 to 300 thousand rubles. Among the perspective
work directions of the regional department for development
of small and average business are provision of loans to
small enterprises on the security of the regional
Foundation for support of small business, creation of a
special economic zone of technology development type
in Lipetsk, public-private partnership in implementations
of the innovative projects, provision of the subsidies on

As the brightest of the selected projects the advisory council
recognized the idea of the young scientist S. TITOV, a
graduate student of LGTU and a junior researcher of the
scientific research institute LGTU. His project "induction
axisymmetric heating of spheres" will be applied in
metallurgy, automobile industry, oil production, construction.
Metal spheres operated in difficult conditions very fast
become useless
and of
break
up. The project
solves this
Efficiency
the selected
projects
problem
due
to
handling
of
spheres
with
currents
of high
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
frequency.
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Other winners of
"UMNIK-2012":

the

competitive

tender

• O. A. KOVALENKO. "The device of wireless transfer of
the network traffic on solar batteries";
• V. V. TIGROV. "A longitudinally mobile support of the
pipeline";
• Yu. V. PARSHIN. "Immunochemical systems for express
biological determination";
• A. S. KOMOLIKOV. "Technology of the soil levers
hardening";
• V. V. KEDROVSKAYA. "Comparison of trie-trees and
q-gram method in case of mild connection of tables in
MySQL";
• O. O. CHERNYKH. "The mathematical software for
assessment of financial stability and creditworthiness of
the legal entity".
Though the project of K. ALIFANOVA, a student of the
faculty of technology and entrepreneurship at the Lipetsk
pedagogical university "mitten for brier collection" was not
included into the seven of the best, it didn't remain unnoticed
by the experts who appreciated the idea. The chief of the
regional department for development of small and medium
business S. D. BUGAKOV suggested another solution for
the innovator — to register own business and to apply to
them for a subsidy according to the program of the young
entrepreneurs support.
Commenting on the tender results, S. D. BUGAKOV told: "for
us it is a guarantee of future general development of the
Lipetsk oblast industrial capacity. These are the seeds
requiring the support for their implementation as really
interesting projects. In order that among the today’s tender
participants appeared future engineers, future designers".

In the spring and autumn time of 2013 the regional
advisory council recognized 29 projects as the
winners:
• V. V. Kuznetsov. "A gravitational nozzle";
• E. V. PASTUKHOV. "Organization of the built-in systems
network support ";
• Yu. A. DEDYAEVA. "Safe socket";
• R. G. SHCHEDRIN. "Panel board advertizing wind
turbine";
• A. S. FARAFONOV. "Information system "FILE @ Smart";
• A. S. SYSOEV. "Mathematical support and software for
optimization of the regulated intersections functioning by
minimization of the transport delay function";
• A. A. FEDECHEV. "The automated boring manipulator";
• Yu. A. SHERPA. "Gravitational lamp";
• A. Yu. VYALOV. "Winding of a fiber-optic cable on the
high voltage line";
• O. A. KAMANINA. "Biocatalysts on the basis of the whole
cells of microorganisms and enzymes immobilized into
hybrid organic silicon sol-gel matrix";
• D. A. NIKOLAEV. "Mathematical support and software for
modeling and control of multi-agent systems by the
methods of idempotent algebra".
In total 3 final events for the projects selection for financing
through the Foundation within the “UMNIK” program were
held.

In total the Foundation for assistance provided
support to the innovative projects of the oblast at
the amount of 39 158 250 rubles.

"... These are the seeds requiring support for their implementation as really
interesting projects....". (Chief of the regional department for development of small and
medium business S. D. Bugakov).
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Advanced materials
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Participation in the competitive
tender "UMNIK", first for the region,
brought a victory to 7 projects.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
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MOSCOW

MOSCOW

MOSCOW
Active interaction with administrative structures of the city is conducted
within information exchange and the organization of the exhibition activities.

There is no necessity for creation of special representation in Moscow, however the
foundation always aimed to coordinate the activities with the relevant
structures of the government of Moscow and administrative districts of the
city. First of all these are the innovation technology centers, a number of which was
created with direct participation of the Foundation. First of all it is ITTs VEI while
fprmation of which the main mechanisms of functioning of similar structures, such as
Zelenograd ITTs, Scientific Park MSU, ITTs "ELION", ITTs MATI, ITTs "Kurchatov", the
technopark in Moskvorechye, the Innovative center of new technologies were fulfilled.
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Proceeding from awareness of the necessity of search for
applied applications for fundamental science within
2002-2005
the
competitive
tender
directed
on
commercialization of the closest to creation products
demanded in the market was held in cooperation with
together with the Russian Federal Property Foundation.
Quality of the financed works is characterized by the fact that
as a result of their accomplishment a number of the small
companies, such as:

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

Considering the importance of the scientific capacity
of Moscow and the Moscow region practically in all
spheres of the scientific activities, the region
became the ground for working off of the most
significant programs and initiatives of the
Foundation. The scientists of Moscow played a huge
role in forming of the Foundation expert community.
In this direction the Foundation
actively
interacted with the specialists of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of
Medical Science and Moscow universities.
Within the agreements signed with the Russian
Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of
Medical Science and a number of the institutes
subordinated to these organizations the specialized
thematic competitive tenders are held.
Active interaction is conducted with the higher
educational institutions of Moscow, first of all
with MSU, MFTI, MEI, MGTU of Bauman,
MEPhI, MIREA, RUDN, Stankin, RHTU of
Mendeleyev, MISI, MATI, МИСиС, MAI, MSHA
of Timiryazev, MIEM, HSE, MESI.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The Foundation actively interacts with the
specialists of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of Medical Science
and Moscow universities.

• “Skaneks”,

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

• “Litekh”,
• “Trinita”,
• “NT-MDT”,
• “Gidroteks”,
• “Evrosoft”,
• “SibEnzim”,
• “MZMO”,
• “Neyrokom”,
• “Interyunis”,

38

Number
of the international
contracts

55

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

54

Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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• “FLESH-Electronics”,
• “Turbokon”,
• “Poluprovodnikovye pribory”,
• “Spektralnaya laboratoriya”
and some other became the leaders in the industry.
Several enterprises
— participants of the tender
subsequently became the winners of the Russian
Federation Government award.
The “PUSK” (PARTNERSHIP of the UNIVERSITIES WITH
the COMPANIES) and “TEMP” programs initiated by the
Foundation (TECHNOLOGIES to the SMALL COMPANIES)
were logically development within the joint tender with the
Russian Federal Property Foundation on commercial
implementation of the best developments of the state
scientific organizations by forces of the profile small
enterprises. These tenders visually proved the efficiency
of the similar scheme of the scientific developments
implementation and became the harbingers and base for
adoption by the Government of the Russian Federation
217-FZ of August 2, 2009 "About modification of the
separate legal acts of the Russian Federation
concerning creation of the economic societies by the
budget scientific and educational institutions for the
purpose of practical application (implementation) of the
intellectual activities results".

the activities of ITTs of Russia. Today 30
innovative
and
technological
centers
cooperating with over 1500 companies are the
members
of
the
ITTs
Union.
The main objectives of the ITTs Union are
enhancement of the RF innovative complex
infrastructure and creation of the information
environment for effective interaction of ITTs.
The ITTs union performs integration of ITTs of Russia
into the European network of the innovative centers
and is engaged in establishment of stable relations
with federal and regional authorities.
With assistance of the Foundation the ITTs Union performs a
number of the projects on scientific methodical and
organizational maintenance of implementation of the
international projects in the field of commercialization and
technology transfer, including on establishment of
cooperation with the European business — incubators and
the innovative centers.

Significant role in the Foundation activities plays
interaction with the ITTs Union. The union of
the Innovative and Technological Centers of
Russia is created for the purpose of
assistance to development and coordination of

Today 30 innovation technology centers cooperating with over 1500
companies are the members of the ITTs union.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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RESULTS OF THE FOUNDATION
ACTIVITIES

Work efficiency by R&D results

0,09

Number of small enterprises from the regions of the Russian
Federation financed by the Foundation for various programs,
in proportion to distribution of scientific potential on regions
considering the specialization of science in the region and
activity of the certain scientists. However, considering some
distortion of activity towards Moscow, in some cases it was
necessary to impose to the Moscow applicants more strict
requirements, than to the applicants from the cities remote
from the capital.
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The Moscow small enterprises actively participate in
all tenders of the Foundation. In total for the period
from 2010 till 2012 712 projects of the
Moscow enterprises were financed on the amount of
3256,3 million rubles.
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Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation
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For the period from 2010 till 2012 712 the projects by the Moscow enterprises
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financed at the amount of 3256,3 million rubles.
ïî ïðîãðàììàì Ôîíäà.
According to the “UMNIK” program for the period
from 2010 till 2012 741 works were financed at
the total amount about 300 million rubles,
including in 2010 — 281 work, in 2011 — 205 works
and in 2012 — 255 works were financed. 42
projects were selected for further work within
the “START” program.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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According to the “START” program of first year f for
the period from 2010 till 2012 205 works were
financed at the total amount of 221,1 million
rubles, including in 2010 — 87 works on the amount
of 111,3 million rubles, in 2011 — 65 works on the
amount 62,1 million rubles, in 2012 — 53 works on
the amount of 47,7 million rubles.
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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The results obtained within the tenders on implementation
of the power effective technologies "Umnyi dom" were
based on the works performed by the enterprises of the
Moscow region: OOO “Yunik Ai Siz”, OOO “SPINTEK”,
OOO “Inzhiniringovy Tsentr “Nanosistemy”, OOO
“Laboratoriya “PRAMS”, ZAO “MEK”, OOO “Si En El
Devaysez”, OOO NPP “Avtomatika-S”,OOO “Sensor
Mikron”,OOO
“MIKAT”,
ZAO
“Tekhnokrat”,
OOO
“Montazhservis”, OOO “VAL-SERVIS”, ZAO “APIK
Technology”,ZAO “INKOMMET”,ZAO “IntEKS”, OOO “APS”,
OOO “BIFO”, ZAO “Maestro Telecom”, OOO “1 KTs”, OOO
“Kavatina-tekhno”,
OOO
“MEMS-REZERV”,OOO
“Elektronika”, OOO “Spintroniks”, ZAO “IDMPLUS”, OOO
“ADV-Engineering”, OOO “DEZIS-Engineering”, OOO
“NES”, OOO “Initekh”, OOO “GraTON-Sk”, ZAO “MESKO”,
OOO “APP”, OOO “Dzhiesem-komfort”.

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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In the field of medicine:
Within 2010-2012 75 projects were
financed at the total amount of 878,5
million rub.
The significant contribution of the enterprise of Moscow to
the project implementation on generation of non-oil export
oriented products. In this direction 51 projects were
supported at the amount of 581,5 million rubles.
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Developments by the Moscow small enterprises in the field
of medicine are actively conducted. For the period from
2010 till 2012 75 projects on medical subject were financed
for the total amount of 878,5 million rubles.

“DIAMEDIKA” limited liability company (OOO “DIAMEDIKA”) was founded in 2004 with assistance of the
Foundation for the commercialization purpose of scientific development of the new test — systems for
immunochemical diagnostics of the drug addiction hidden forms.
The purpose of the “DIAMEDIKA” company is
development of the advanced medical technologies
based on application of early diagnosis of drug
addiction and other conditions of dependence, and
their commercialization, production arrangement
on the diagnosticums of new generation and
development of the sales network of the new
diagnostic the test systems in the territory of Russia,
the CIS countries and abroad.
Test systems were developed for determination of the
latent drug addiction in 2001, after that work on
certification of the test sets and their promotion on the
market started.
In 2004 the "Development of the New Test Systems
Technology for Early Diagnosis of Dependence Diseases on
the Immunoanalysis Basis" project passed competitive
selection according to the “START” program and was supported
by the Foundation. For the purpose of the project’s first stage
implementation within accomplishment of the public contract with
the Foundation the small innovative company "DIAMEDIKA"
was founded.
Head: MYAGKOVA Marina Aleksandrovna,
Dr.Sci.Biol., professor, honored worker of science of the
Russian Federation, head of the immunochemistry laboratory at
the Institute of physiologically active agents of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.

“DIAMEDIKA”

Within the contract with the Foundation the basic
assets were purchased and preparation for the
production arrangement is carried out.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Innovative test system of early diagnosis of the
dependence diseases on the immunoanalysis basis”

At the end of the first year of the firm activities performance
due to the initiative and attraction of additional
non-budgetary sources of financing, the complex researches
on immunospecific activity of the reagents for the
“Dianark-At-O” set was executed. At the same time the firm
developed and prepared for registration the drafts of the
specifications and technical documentation on this product
and works on its promotion and implementation started.
Accomplishment of this work at the expense of the funds of
the private investor allowed to gain the income from sales of
products at the very beginning of the second year of the
project implementation.
Ideas and fundamental scientific research being the basis
for the diagnostic methods of the early, latent form of drug
addiction belong to the founder and the "DIAMEDIKA"
company head Myagkova M. A. and were originally
executed based on the immunochemistry laboratory of the
Institute of physiologically active agents of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (IFAV RAN) and department of
experimental biochemistry and immunology of the Scientific
practical narcology center of the Moscow health care
Department.
Financing of the project was provided by the Foundation
according to the signed agreement, namely financing of the
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2nd stage was performed by the Foundation at the amount
of 1 500 thousand rubles. Financing of the 3d stage was
performed by the Foundation in the amount of 2 250
thousand rubles and obtaining of the same amount of
investments from non-budgetary sources was planned. The
total amount of financing considering implementation
from June, 2005 till May, 2006 constituted 4954 thousand
rubles. The calculations showed that such order of financing
allowed the company to reach the volume of production at
least 10 590 thousand rubles per year in 2007 (3d year of
project implementation) that exceeded the planned data
provided by the Agreement. Now successful business,
organization of deliveries abroad allowed to increase this
indicator by 3–4 times. Support by the Foundation helped to
develop the scientific idea into steadily developing
“DIAMEDIKA” company.
In 2007 the company finished the “START” program and
was awarded by the diploma for successful work. The
company obtained a patent of the Russian Federation,
two requests for diagnostics of the fact of the narcotic
substances use, technical documentation on production is
developed, the “Dinark” trademark is registered and owned
by the company.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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The offered method is screening and allows to analyze at
the same time a large number of samples (from several
pieces to several hundred).
The method passed tests and is used by FSB of Russia
since 2001 for the staff selection for employment. The
method can be recommended in case of mass inspections
of the population for identification of the hidden form of drug
addiction with lack of clinical signs of a disease, and also in
case of the solution of the difficult questions connected with
determination of professional suitability. For the last 5 years
the “DIAMEDIKA” company is the supplier of specialized
sets for diagnosis of drug addiction — "Dianark" to central
and regional governments of FSB of Russia. “Dianark” sets
of instruments for diagnosis were recommended for
implementation in a health care system by the resolution of
the Federation Council.

under emergence of any new drugs.
The company possesses high scientific and innovative
potential. Based on own conducted research development of
a science and technology platform for development of
technology and production of the unique test systems on
diagnosis of dependence diseases is planned: “Dialk”
against the alcohol; "Diaigro" against gamblings; "Diaves"
against inclination to stoutness.

The complex on identification of the hidden
conditions
of
dependence made by the
“DIAMEDIKA” company has no analogs in the
world due to the unavailability of products
possessing similar properties in the market.

The Russian development of diagnostics on the facts of the
drugs’ use is awarded with a gold medal of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The method
was provided on the 35th Geneva salon of inventions in
2007. Following the results of 2008 the development was
included into 100 priority inventions and is awarded with the
diploma of Rospatent. In 2013 the USA patent was provided
for the development of OOO “DIAMEDIKA”. Registration
certificates on use of the method in the territory of
Kazakhstan were obtained.
Now the company performs broad production of the sets of
diagnostic instruments of the “Dianark” series reagents for
immunofermental determination of the markers (antibodies)
which are formed in blood in case of the narcotic substances
use. The sets produced by the company "DIAMEDIKA"
cover all range of the used drugs and can be adapted

“DIAMEDIKA”

The main benefit of the new approach consists in opportunity of the objective confirmation to the factof the human dependence condition occurrence at early stages, including the use of narcoticsubstances, alcohol, addiction to gamblings and inclination to stoutness.
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Limited liability company “FIRMA PODIY” (OOO “FIRMA PODIY”) was founded in 1992 as a scientific and
production enterprise specializing in development of designs and technologies of cable products in
flat option. The field of activity of the company also includes production related to the lift industry
connected with the solution of problem subjects.
Over 20 years OOO “FIRMA PODIY” develops the
designs and performs the production of the
combined flat lift cable using non-standard
cable components in the lift which is made of the
materials providing characteristics of fire safety:
not extending burning with lowered smoke and
gas emission. Products are developed with use of
the frost-resistant materials for operation in case of
t - 400C.

optoelectronic converter used for control of extent of the
lift cabin loading and transfer of the informational signals into
the lift control station.

In 2002 the firm “FIRMA PODIY” developed the designs of
flat shaped wires of PUVPG type after the conducted
researches of single wires in the lift mines operation. Flat
wires application instead of single wire bundles enabled the
cable layout time reduction by 6–8 times.
Due to the development of the lifts equipment and
emergence of the advanced equipment the range of the
cables application constantly extends. OOO “FIRMA
PODIY” develops designs with inclusion of UTP type
elements of the 5th category for a high-frequency information
signal transfer.
Since 2009 the firm conducts development of the signals
transformation device (UPS) in cooperation with the
Russian Academy of Sciences on the basis of the

“FIRMA PODIY”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Development and production of the electrotechnical,
electronic
and
fiber-optical
cable
equipment
possessing innovative characteristics”.
Now 200 thousand lifts in the CIS
countries are equipped with the cables of
OOO “FIRMA PODIY”.
The crucial role in formation of the
company was played by the Foundation.
For the period from 1994 till 1999 the
Foundation repeatedly provided the
support at the most difficult stages of the
firm development. The loan funds let
provide financing of the Research and
Development activities according to the
innovative projects of the company.

Currently the firm staff number is about 80 people. The specialists of the company are permanently
involved into the research works and development of the perspective lift cables and the deformation
measuring devices of hyper sensibility. The company pays much attention to development of the
production capacities with simultaneous updating of the park of technical equipment, so in case of
the production volume of 600 million rubles a year the expenditures for new equipment are 50 million rubles
a year.
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OOO “ALTFARM” founded in 2001 produces highly effective and safe medicines. Strategy of OOO
“ALTFARM” company includes development, production and promotion of the drugs in the form of
suppositories. The company’s product range includes 15 items of medicines, among which the generics
drugs and original drugs are present.
Product quality is a priority task of OOO “ALTFARM”. It
is confirmed by the fact that during the firm existence there
was no claim on quality from consumers and the test
centers. The Quality management system providing stability
of the products quality is implemented at the entreprise. The
quality management system covers all structural divisions of
the enterprise, includes the activities directed on planning,
provision, control, analysis and improvement of quality of the
product made by the enterprise and affects all staff activities
of the enterprise.

Developments of the medicines by OOO
“ALTFARM” were supported by the Foundation
that allowed to expand the product range and to
increase the amount of the produced drugs to
30 million suppositories a year, to equip the
manufacture workshops with the advanced
processing equipment. For the purpose of the
production expansion, the commission of two more
shops for suppositories production is planned for
2014. The production process is performed
according to the approved process regulations.

On the basis of OOO “ALTFARM” was arranged the
department of Research and Development which is involved
into new drugs development. The specialists of the
enterprise are regularly trained on professional development
course and have appropriate certificates. The internal
personnel training, including on validation, according to the
arranged training system is permanently provided at the
enterprise.
Currently the enterprise portfolio includes the generics
developed by the specialists of the firm:

“ALTFARM”
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“Bisakodi-altfarm”, “Diklofenak-altfarm”,
“Indometatsin-altfarm”, “Paratsetamol-altfarm”,
“Ondansetron-altfarm”.

basis: suppositories for prostatitis treatment, laxative
suppositories, anti-inflammatory drugs, immunomodulators
and others.

The product range of the “ALTFARM” company includes
two own original developments — the drugs “Korilip” and
“Korilip-NEO”. “Korilip” suppositories are the complex of
cocarboxylase, vitamin B2 and lipoic acid. The drug is
applied for the independent treatment or as an addition to
the basic therapy in case of various pathological
conditions of children. The research conducted at the
department for prematurely born children at the scientific
research institute of pediatrics of the Russian Academy of
Medical Science showed outstanding performance of the
‘Korilip” drug in the complex treatment of prematurely born
and newborn children. Application of the drug is also
recommended in case of the complicated pregnancy.
In 2013 the “ALTFARM” company started the new drugs
production: “Tsikomin-altfarm” and “Gepazolon” which
are also the company’s own developments.
The advanced production of OOO “ALTAFARM” arranged
in compliance with the international standards of
pharmaceutical industry provides an opportunity of
development and generation of the own original drugs and
generics, and also the drugs on a contractual basis for
pharmaceutical firms which have own developments in the
form of suppositories or expand the drugs range with other
dosage forms. OOO “Altfarm” produces contraceptives in
cooperation with “AMKAFARM Farmasyyutikal GMBH”
company, Germany.
Currently the drugs of various pharmacological effect are
generated and planned for production on a contractual

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Children's medicines.
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OOO “DIAMEKH” is engaged in development, production and sale of the vibration-measuring and
vibration-based analyzing equipment, performs vibration diagnostics of gas and steam
turbines, generators, compressors.
"Quartz" meeting the most advanced global requirements
which quickly obtained popularity among the energetics, gas
workers, oil industry workers, metallurgists and
representatives of many other industries, both in Russia and
in the CIS countries. In total there were manufactured about
1 thousand “quartz” devices.
Assistance of the Foundation considerably accelerated
emergence of the whole line of new generation balancing
machines for which the group of authors was granted with
the award of the Government of the Russian Federation
in the field of science and technology in 2004. These
machines successfully compete with the machines of world
leaders and even exceed them in a number of parameters.
Such machines are necessary for equilibration of turbines
and generators rotors at thermal and nuclear power

At the stage of the company formation the
financial provision of its activity was performed at the
expense of the contracts with various entities of the
gas and oil industries requiring the competent
solution of the vibration-based diagnostics
tasks.

plants. The enterprise "DIAMEKH" made 30 of such
machines within 15 years, and in total about 1000
balancing machines of various models made by the
“DIAMEKH” team are operated at the enterprises of Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Belarus and other countries.

Production of the advanced modern Russian devices for
measurement and analysis of vibration by the
“DIAMEKH” company was supported by the Foundation. As
a result of the science and technology developments
financing in 1996 appeared a new analyzer of vibration

“DIAMEKH”
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In 2009 due to the victory in the Foundation competitive
program on the best project, the system of continuous
control of hydro aggregates vibration was developed by
the company, production of such systems was started, and
all hydro aggregates of the Zagorsk hydro heat-sink station
and a number of hydroelectric power station of the North
Caucasus were equipped. In 2013 7 aggregates of the
Ust-Ilimsk hydroelectric power station were equipped, the
remained 7 aggregates of this hydroelectric power station
will be installed in 2014. Thus, the Foundation actively
participated in the increase of the operation reliability of
hydro aggregates of Russia in cooperation with the
“DIAMEKH" enterprise.

showed, the use of such devices considerably increases the
rotors repair efficiency and quality.

Along with developments of a lot production the enterprise
"DIAMEHK" performs the unique developments upon
request of the entities at the high science and technology
level. So in 2006 upon request of OAO “ELTRA” a
semi-automatic balancing system for serial balancing of
the automobile generators armature with the imbalance
adjustment by drilling in the automatic mode method was
developed and produced. In 2007 upon request of
“Grundfos firm” (Denmark) the milling balancing system
for serial balancing of the pumps driving wheels of various
standard sizes with the milling device imbalance adjustment
in the automatic mode was developed and produced.
For the purpose of ensuring repair of the steam, gas turbines
and generators rotors in the conditions of power plants and
repair shops a special system was developed for turning
and grinding handling of the rotors which is mounted on
the balancing machine. As the first operating experience

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Quartz” Innovative analyzer of vibration".
Within
25
years of the
enterprise operation the number
of the staff of OAO “DIAMEKH”
increased from 6 to 200 people.
The
entity
became
a
long-standing
and
reliable
partner of such entities as the
Russian Railway, "Rosatom",
"Inter
RAO",
"Gazprom",
"Surgutneftegas", "Rosneft",
"RusGidro",
"Uralkali",
"EvrazHolding", etc., and became
the Russian and partly global
leader in the field of production
of devices for measurement
and
control
of
vibration,
balancing machines, systems of
continuous
vibration
monitoring and security. Within
the last 2 years the sales volume of
the enterprise exceeded 500
million rubles.
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OAO “FOMOS-MATERIALS” is a producer of piezoelectric crystals of the langasite family.
Products of the company are appreciated by the leading Russian and world companies –
manufacturers of piezotechnique devices.
was an optimum material. In 1998 the limited
license on production of the langasite crystals was
sold to the Japanese company "Mitsubishi
Materials".

LGS crystal

In 1996 the group of scientists — specialists in
cultivation of the crystals started the work on
production of the langasite crystals at the plant
of OAO “BZTHI”, Bogoroditsk city (The Tula oblast).
Due to unavailability of the products consumers in
the
domestic
market,
OAO
“FOMOS-MATERIALS” started cooperation with
the manufacturers of Japan and the USA who
showed a great interest to perspective material. It
was conditioned by development of the broadband
cellular communication system. The equipment
developers required the filters for which langasite

The devices made according to discrete or integrated
technology are available in the market of piezocomponents.
Standard materials for the integrated technology are
substrates with a diameter of 76 or 100 mm. Therefore the
producer shall provide substrates of the required sizes for the
material being interesting to the producers of
piezokomponents. Properties of these substrates — in
particular average value and dispersion of speed of
superficial acoustic wave distribution— shall be repeated
and permanent.
Specialists and owners of the company understood need of
creation of own production and research base. For short
term the plant of a complete production cycle was created
and the first crystals were grown up. Significant assistance
and support in it was provided by the Foundation. R&D
activities on creation of technology of the big-sized (to 120
mm) langasite crystals cultivation and production of the
substrates with a diameter of 100 mm were performed at the
expense of the Foundation. On the basis of these substrates
the filters working as a part of base stations of the cellular
NTT-DOKOMO network are made.

“FOMOS-MATERIALS”
VT sensor integrated into the gas-turbine engine
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Sensitive elements for the sensors
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Technologies of the “FOMOS-MATERIALS”
company are unique, no company in the world could
provide the substrates of competitive quality to
the market.
The majority of piezomaterials have restrictions on use
temperature. For quartz it is about 2500C, for piezoceramics
— 300-4000 C. Crystals of the langasite family are
unique as their piezoproperties remain stable up to the
temperatures of 11000 C. This let create the unique
high-temperature sensors demanded by the market for
control of parameters of various equipment critical parts. The
sensitive elements made of crystals by the “FOMOS
MATERIALS” company are applied in the sensors of
pressure of gas-piston aggregates, vibration sensors —
on compressors of gas-distributing stations, brake
shoes of the aviation chassis. It is a dynamic market
growing with speed about 20% a year. OAO “FOMOS
MATERIALS” delivers sensitive elements for such sensors to
the companies of the USA, Europe, Japan.

useful events — less than one
detector mass a year.

event per 10 kg of the

In the perspective within 7–10 years of the international
Russian-German collaboration the experimental unit
consisting of several hundred detectors on the basis of
monocrystals 40Sa100Moo4 with the weight of 200 kg shall
be created. This project is a bright illustration of an effective
chain of NIR and OKR within the FTsP of "Research and
development in the priority directions of development of a
science and technology complex of Russia for 2007-2013",
science and education of the Russian Federation financed
by the Ministry.

Toughening of the requirements on ecology for automobile
engines demands development of essentially new systems
of fuel combustion process control. OAO “FOMOS
MATERIALS” keeps projects with the European and
Japanese producers of auto components on development of
the pressure sensor which is located directly in the engine
cylinder and provides the data on the burning processes
features in each cylinder. Prior such systems were used only
on test complexes. The company set a difficult task — to
develop a technology of the elements for such sensors
large-lot production. Cooperation with world leaders of the
market enables the company to be confident in feasibility of
this project.

PAV substrate

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Technology of the big-sized (to 120 mm) langasite crystals cultivation and creation of filters on
the basis of the substrates for cellular network base stations”.
The products made by the company were generally
demanded in the export markets. At the same time "FOMOS
MATERIALS" as the Russian company promotes their
introduction in the domestic market. These are the leading
enterprises of defense industry, aviation industry,
Roskosmos.
Basing on the accumulated experience and technology
competence in the field of piezocrystals production, the team
of “FOMOS MATERIALS” researches the new direction of
scintillation crystals. These crystals are the "heart" of
devices of radiation control, medical tomographs,
scientific experiments.

The company also develops wireless sensors
which don't require power supplies. These are
sensors of a magnetic field, microscales for the
control of "dust contents" of spacecraft, new
scintillation crystals. The huge market for the”
FOMOS-MATERIALS” company opens the joint
Russian-Korean project on the use of crystals for
production of durable light-emitting diodes and
powerful transistors.

The research is performed in cooperation with MISIS,
IKRAN, IPTM Ran, BNO RAN and other scientific institutes
with the works financing provided by the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Russian Federation. The
cooperation with the entities of Rosatom - isotopes
producers - developed in the course of work on this project
will allow to provide the physics with the unique tool for
experiments of underground physics — research of the
process of neutrinoless double beta decay. Carrying out
experiments on research of the process of neutrinoless
double beta decay is extremely complicated challenge
because of exclusively low expected speed of registration of
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OOO “Tsentr hirurgii i zadnego otdela glaza” (“Center of Diagnostics and Surgery of Back Chamber of the Eye”)
(hereinafter referred to as Center) was registered in 1998. The cooperation of the Center with the Foundation
started at the same time. Within the project implemented, upon request of the Foundation, for the purpose of
preserving the accumulated knowledge and further development, the Center for high technology
development and promotion was arranged.
increase of profitability and increase of assignments by
further developments.

Doctor Stolyarenko G. E.

The priority direction in work of the Center is
development of new methods and upgrade of the
already known methods on diagnostics and
treatment of diseases of the eye back
chamber. First of all they include diseases of
various parts of retina— pathology of macular
part (or a yellow spot), detachment of the retina
of all types, complications of a proliferative
diabetic retinopathy, etc. the specialists of the
Center are also competent in the basic advanced
methods of drug and laser treatment of

In 2007-2008 the Center implemented the project upon
request of the Foundation on "Development of the System
of Early Forecasting of Intra-and Post-operational
Complications Risks in Microinvasive Eye Surgery,
based on the Invivo Obtained Anatomic Topographical
Data of the Personified Volume Image of the Visual
Organ". Creation of the personified volume image of the
visual organ is the cornerstone of the system. In the course
of the project implementation the unique hardware-software
complex as a part of the software for preoperative mapping
of retina, the first-ever endoscopic optical tomograph for
vitreoretinal surgery (in cooperation with OOO
“Biomeditsinskiye
tekhnologii”),
a
complex
of
intraoperative control and a postoperative assessment
of the received results were created.
The developed complex covers the targets: early
diagnostics of the pathological processes of the eye anterior
chamber developing in the non-ophthalmoscopic part; early
diagnostics of pathological processes of the eye back
chamber with an accuracy unavailable before and creation of
the volume model in case of a diabetic maculopathy, an age
macular degeneration, glaucoma, the central serous
horioretinopatiya, cystous macular hypostasis, idiopathic
macular holes, complications after transciliar vitrectomy and
a facoemulsification with implantation of IOL; research of

CENTER OF DIAGNOSTICS AND SURGERY
OF BACK CHAMBER OF THE EYE
diseases of the retina, cataract and glaucoma.
In the course of work the staff of the Center performed a
wide range of activities: basic researches of the reasons
of development and features of course of different types
of eye pathology, development of techniques of
conservative and surgical treatment, creation of new types of
tools, optical devices, consumable materials.
The scientific and technical potential accumulated by 2004
allowed successful implementation of the projects upon
request of the Foundation: "Development and creation of
prototypes of the modified vitreoretinal instruments";
"Technology of recovery of vitreoretinal passability of
veins of I-II stage". Specialists of the Center executed the
basic researches of angiogenesis which allowed to create
essentially new approach to treatment of vascular diseases
of the visual organ. The performed projects were provided at
domestic and foreign conferences and were highly
appreciated, and also served as the base for development
of the surgeries preventing disablement of patients.
Specialists of the Center first-ever executed the successful
surgeries in case of embolisms and thromboses of retinal
vessels. The created instrument base allowed a significant
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anatomic topographical features of the visual organ and
creation of three-dimensional maps of a retina; creation of
objectively documentary illustrated base of surgical methods
and algorithms in vitreoretinal surgery for training of the
ophthalmologists.
Application of this complex allowed to reduce the number of
postoperative complications from 58–60% (according to the
world statistics) to 4–5%. The Center is still a unique clinic
in the world where the surgeries are performed under
control of the endoscopic coherent tomograph in
especially complicated cases.
In 2011 the report on the created technique of the sparing
treatment was provided at the Annual Congress of the
American academy of ophthalmology and was the first
report on the retinal surgery from Russia for 115 years of the
academies carrying out. In 2012 the project was highly
appreciated at the Moscow international forum of the
innovative development "Open innovations".
In 2011-2013 the Center implemented the project on
"Development of the software and hardware complexes
of wireless transfer and data processing of
three-dimensional
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visualization of the course of ophthalmologic surgeries"
upon request of the Foundation. In cooperation with the Russian
association of the Telemedicine, Scientific clinical center OAO
“RZhD”, OOO “KameraLab” the software and hardware
telemedical complex (APTK) for registration and data
transmission of three-dimensional visualization of the course of
the ophthalmologic surgeries, for the purpose of their subsequent
analysis and processing in the remote telemedical centers was
created.

"Moscow Entrepreneur" in the nomination of "Medical Services"
on SZAO.

The complex passed approbation at clinical department and in
2013 it was provided at the Moscow international forum of
innovative development "Open innovations" where was highly
appreciated by specialists.

The general director and the leading surgeon of the
Center is STOLYARENKO Georgy Evgenyevich — a

For the purpose of more effective distribution of the accumulated
knowledge, training of specialists and provision of
high-technology medical care to the population the department
of telemedical consultations was arranged on the basis of the
Center in 2011. Annually the Center advises and accepts on
treatment about 6 thousand patients, carries out about one
thousand complicated surgeries on anterior and back
chamber of the eye. Thanks to high qualification of the
specialists, many patients previously considered as hopeless
can recover sight. The center of diagnostics and surgery of
the eye back chamber is a reserve clinic for delivery of health
care to the patients with eye injuries after the acts of terrorism.
The Center is accredited by the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and participated in the exhibitions as a part of
expositions of Moscow.
Educative activities of the Center were repeatedly granted
with the diplomas of the Government of Moscow, Prefectures of
SAO and SZAO of Moscow. In 2004 and 2006 the center
became the winner of the district tender of small businesses

Annually over 100 eye doctors are trained on the Center basis.
The Center shows not only high achievements in medical,
research and development activities, but also good figures of
financial development. So during the period from 2004 till 2013
the annual revenue of the Center increased from 14,5 million
rubles to 94,8 million rubles.

professor, the doctor of medical sciences, the winner of the
Award of the Government of the Russian Federation in science
and equipment of 1999, the winner of the Award of Lenin
Komsomol in the field of science and equipment of 1985, the
member of the American academy of ophthalmology and the
American society the retinal specialists. He is an author of more
than 30 inventions, the owner of 7 foreign patents in the field of
surgical technologies and instruments, over 80 scientific
publications in the domestic and foreign professional press. For
scientific achievements Stolyarenko G. E. was awarded with the
medal of the “Inventor and Rationalizer” by the magazine
"Tekhnika — kolesnitsa progressa" (1995), a gold medal and the
diploma for "Promotion of high technologies in the field of
ophthalmology — Endovitreal surgery" at the International salon
of the industrial property "archIMED-2004", a gold medal and the
diploma for development of "The technique and instruments
used while carrying out of endovitreal surgery" at the International
salon of the industrial property "archIMED-2005". But the most
precious award was high appreciation of the surgical system
"Gidropedal Stolyarenko" by the surgeons-ophthalmologists of
the army medical college of which was actively used in field
conditions of Afghanistan.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Technology and enhancement of the methods of diagnostics and treatment of the eye back
chamber diseases”.
For years of the Center operation the experience of positive interaction of the state and private medicine was
accumulated, and also the efficiency of the applied methods was proved in practice, the domestic instruments
and consumable materials allowing significant reduction of cost value of the carried-out procedures were developed,
the methodical materials providing implementation of these methods in other treatment-and-prophylactic
organizations were collected.
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“ELAR” corporation is an IT company specializing in development of complex decisions for
transformation of big arrays of information into an electronic form, creation, filling and
equipment of the electronic archives, and also delivery and field service of professional equipment.
The entity was founded in 1992 and was engaged in assembling of the networks, development of
the software and deliveries of the advanced computer equipment for Russia and the CIS countries.
With assistance of the Foundation own
industrial
technology
of
retrospective
conversion (retroconversion) which allows to
perform mass digitization of documents, to
create the structured arrays of electronic data
on the basis of any paper array: card-indexes,
forms, books, drawings, maps, archive documents
was developed and mastered.
The “ELAR” group of companies is a unique combination of
the industrial production of high-technology products,
provision of services, decisions, sales and field service
of the equipment. “ELAR” corporation consists of 6
separate entities located in the regions of Russia (St.
Petersburg, Samara, Kazan, Rostov-on-Don, Yekaterinburg,
Nizhny Novgorod) where projects of the all-Russian value
are carried out. The structure of corporation includes the
largest in Europe factory on digitization of documents
with the capacity over 10 million conditional sheets per
month.
“ELAR” Group performs all scope of works on creation of
the management systems of documents and data;
implements the projects allowing the entity to automate the
majority of the main business processes — from standard
procedures of clerical work the processes supporting the
core business of the organization — documentary providing

Russian President Administration, the Ministry of Finance of
the Russian Federation, the Ministry of natural resources of
the Russian Federation, Central Election Commission, the
Government
of
Moscow,
the
Government
of
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District, the administration of
Sochi, the management the REGISTRY OFFICE of the
Samara oblast, etc.).
Decisions by the corporation for the entities of the heavy and
nuclear industry, fuel and energy complex and the financial
sphere are aimed at providing economy of expenses,
decrease in risks, optimization of work with monitoring
bodies, increase of efficiency of the available assets.
Among the realized projects are the System of electronic
archives of OAO “Gazprom”, the Management system of
accounting records of OAO “SUEK”, “TNK-BP”, electronic
resources of geological and geophysical information of OAO
“Lukoil”, OAO “TNK-Nizhnevartovsk”, system of the
electronic archives at the entities of “Rosatom” State
Corporation, etc. The corporation became the first entity
which provided the libraries and museums with technology
and equipment for creation of the electronic information
resources, having implemented the projects for the Russian
state library and the State memorial estate "Arkhangelsk".
Developments of the corporation are successfully applied for
accounting, storage, studying of museum, library and
archival stocks, organization of broad access to them. The

“ELAR”
production, financial, personnel departments. "ELAR"
designs and creates the Centers of documents
processing — program and technological complexes for
digitization of documents and the automated extraction and
the data processing consisting of the high-productive
scanning equipment and the powerful software. The
company is a producer of the industrial equipment for
creation and storage of electronic information
resources. The "ELAR" line provides the whole range of the
professional scanning equipment — from office scanners to
the equipment for digitization of picturesque cloths and any
volume subjects.
Within 22 years "ELAR" successfully performed over 6
thousand projects in more than 1 500 organizations. The
decisions of the corporation implemented in the government
institutions are the tool for transition of the state agencies
to paperless document flow, increase of efficiency of
internal ministerial procedures, creation of the electronic
government and provision of state services in electronic
form. "ELAR" created the systems of automation of the
state services and procedures of federal and regional
authorities and state institutions, systems of
documentary support of the ministries and departments (the
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projects variety includes the automated control system for
archiving of the Samara region, System of the scientific
search in the assets of RGB library of theses, the unified
museum catalog of the Moscow region, the Electronic
collection of the Museum of the Bolshoi theater, etc.
Using the experience of successful projects implementation
at the museums of Russia, “ELAR” corporation implements
the decisions and renders services in filling of the museum
information retrieval systems, creation of electronic
collections. In 2009 the company conducted research of
need of the Russian museums for the equipment capable to
digitize large-format paintings, and also on market research
of such equipment — both Russian and foreign. It was
clarified that the equipment by means of which it is possible
to create electronic copies of the art works of a large format
is not available. The company decided to develop own
innovative large-format scanner. It should meet the needs of
the Russian museums for scanning of the originals format to
2 A0, providing printing quality of the electronic copies (high
optical resolution, modules of color rendition control, uniform
covering of the object) and safety of the originals.
The corporation received a grant of the Foundation on High
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Resolution for the Museums". The prototype which
passed test at the Center of scanning of “ELAR”
corporation was created. The “ELAR Power-scan 2 A0”
complex is used for maintenance of various originals, and its
modular design allows to digitize objects up to 100 mm high
and weighing up to 100 kg. The special design with a sliding
table and the automatic drive of the height rise adjustment
allows to work with valuable and fragile originals of a big
and huge format. As a result of scanning the high-quality
electronic images of the objects with the resolution up to
1000 dots per inch on the maximum format are obtained.
After successful testing of the equipment by corporation
projects on digitization of pictures from the funds of the
Memorial Museum of Astronautics and collection of the State
biological museum of K. A. Timiryazev were performed.
Now the complex of high-quality scanning "ELAR
PowerScan 2 A0" is used at the State Tretyakov gallery, the
State Hermitage, the State Historical Museum, the
Multimedia complex of actual arts. The equipment developed
by “ELAR” corporation for the museums is unique — the
Russian invention has no analogs in the world.
In 2012 with assistance of the Foundation the company
implemented the unique projects at the Russian state library
and Polytechnical Museum. "ELAR" created and
implemented the system of scientific information search
in the RGB Electronic library of theses. The development
allows to perform search in English, Russian and Ukrainian
languages in eleven scientific disciplines, and the semantic
dictionaries unite over 600 thousand scientific terms. The
Russian searching system is not inferior in functional
characteristics compared with such world scientific platforms
as Science Research Portal and Scirus. Currently the

search system in RGB is the first and still unique in Russia
intellectual instrument for work with scientific information.
In 2007 the corporation signed the contract with the Ministry
of Defense of the Russian Federation for implementation of
the long-term project "OBD Memorial", and later — on
creation of open bank of the documents "Feat of the
People". Feature of their implementation consisted in the
uneven utilization of capacity connected with transfer of
large volumes of documents in different terms. So, the
company team decided to create the adaptive structure of
production. It was decided to attract the operators for such
projects (over 5 thousand people) to accomplishment of the
temporary works. For half a year the special system of the
employees matching, the wages system of such specialists
was developed; the internal management system was
modernized by production processes. So, the new system
of the retroconversion operators work (indexing)
enabling remote fulfillment of the duties was implemented in
the company.
It allowed to create the adaptive structure of production.
At the corporation was implemented the accounting system
of own development which automatically manages
production cycle on a centralized basis and controls it
irrespective of in the territory and time of the works
performance. The flow and route cards are developed at the
Technology department of retroconversion (Moscow),
and also the job sharing into five regional centers of the
information indexing (St. Petersburg, Zelenograd, Tver and
Yekaterinburg) and the staff of home operators are
implemented. All accounting data continuously transfer to
the unified center. Their online analysis implies control of
accomplishment and operational modification of information

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Innovative technology of retrospective conversion for the serial digitizing of documents.

processing. The patented system of the production cycle
management in the automatic mode provides not only
distribution of loading and control of the operators, but also
record of working hours, calculation of wages and so on.
Such organization guarantees performance of the projects
during the periods of peak loadings and effective
distribution of time and expenditures.

Despite complication of the production cycle, total costs while processing large volumes of information
significantly decrease and the corporation can offer the customer a lower price for projects.
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NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” group of companies was founded on the basis of the industrial laboratory of
Lomonosov Moscow State University. Today it possesses a unique set of production
technologies of a wide range of materials, first of all on the basis of intercalated graphite. The
enterprises of the group are owners about 200 patents. Consumers of the products are the enterprises
of thermal and nuclear power, chemical, petrochemical industry, mechanical engineering and other
industries, in total over 5,5 thousand consumers, including abroad.
Over thirty years ago the research in the field of
chemistry and physics of the graphite
intercalated compounds (ISG) was initiated at
MSU. The works were of fundamental nature and
related to developments in the field of synthesis
of artificial diamonds, new synthetic metals
and high-temperature superconductors. In
1984 an interesting effect was found: sharp
increase in volume of a sample (by 1000 times) in
case of thermal decomposition of ISG of aluminum
chloride. As a result of "intermolecular explosion"
low-density carbon material was generated — a
thermally expanded graphite (cellular graphite)
with the bulk density comparable to air
density.
The material attracted interest of heads of various ministries
and departments of the USSR, and in 1986 the industrial
science research laboratory was arranged at MSU for
work on new materials for meeting the purposes of the
defense and space industry (NPO “Kompozit”, NPO
“Energiya”, scientific research institute "Grafit", TsNIGRI,
etc.). However in the late eighties the laboratory financing

reserve maintenance periods by 5 times, to lower equipment
repair costs by 8 times, to reduce the expense and losses of
fuel and energy resources. The initiatives of the company
were supported by the heads of the largest power supply
systems and the energy enterprises of the country. First
clients of the company became Mosenergo, Chelyabenergo,
Tyumenenergo, Kirovenergo plants of energy mechanical
engineering, in particular, Chekhovsky plant of energy
mechanical engineering.
Production of materials for effective passive fire
protection of the electric cables, construction of designs and
engineering communications, not inferior to the products of
the leading world firms in efficiency, became another
activity of the company. In addition to production of a wide
range of fireproof materials, the company provides
services in designing and accomplishment of the fireproof
works on industrial and "turnkey" civil facilities. In particular,
the fireproof works have been performing at the nuclear and
thermal power plants, the entities of oil processing,
objects of civil engineering, including the high-altitude
one.
The fundamental knowledge received by the employees at
MSU and other best higher education institutions of the

“UNIKHIMTEK”
was drastically curtailed. It became obvious that the
opportunity of the science activities continuation should be
provided
by
commercialization
of
the
available
developments. In 1990 the “UNIKHIMTEK” Research and
production center was created on the basis of the laboratory
and became the first small state enterprise founded at MSU.
It was decided that "UNIHIMTEK" will start working in the
field of power and energy industry.
Among all carbon materials developed by the laboratory
were chosen the products made of a flexible graphite foil.
Production sealing materials of the Grafleks® brand, not
available in the Russian market, was arranged. Reliable
sealing in case of high temperatures, pressure, speeds of
rotation of a shaft was a permanent problem of operation of
the energy equipment (fittings, pumps, pipelines). As the
energy equipment is extremely sophisticated and shall
possess reliability, the energy industry especially demands
implementation of the space and defensive technologies.
Sealants and packing based on the flexible graphite foil were
successfully tested at the most hard loaded units of the
energy equipment.
Application of consolidations Grafleks® allowed to increase
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country became the heart of competitiveness and successful
work in the field of high technology. Support of the state
institutes for development — the Foundation, the Russian
foundation for technology development (RFTR), the Ministry
of Education and Science of the Russian Federation —
played here a significant role.
In 2001 the Foundation supported the development of the
highly
sensitive
atomic
adsorptive
analyzer
concentration meter intended for the impurities
concentration measurement (i.e. sulfurs, chlorides, totally 20
chemical elements) in the carbon materials developed by
NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” with very high precision. Tough control
of impurity is necessary, in particular, in case of development
and production of the sealing materials and products of
graphite foil for nuclear power plants regulated by very
strict domestic and global requirements for purity of the
applied sealing materials providing lack of corrosion the
equipment components and therefore the leakages of
radioactive environments.
The graphite foil generated by NPO “UNIKHIMTEK”
containing carbon 99,9%, chlorides — less than 10 ppm, due
to this NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” became a permanent supplier
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of the sealing products practically at all nuclear power
plants of “Rosenergoatom”, and also delivers the products
at NPP of Ukraine, China, Bulgaria, India and other
countries. Moreover, the products are applied by the leading
firms developers and producers of the new equipment for the
NPP: Experimental design bureau of "Gidropress", ZAO
NFP” TsKBA”,ZAO “TsKTIA”, OAO “Znamya Truda”, OAO
“SPLAV”, VNIIAEN (Sumy), “NIKIET”, TKZ "Krasny
kotelshchik",OAO “Izhora Plants”, OAO “ZIO “(Podolsk),
OAO “Atommash”, (Volgodonsk), OKBM of I. I. Afrikantov,
OAO “Sibenergomash”, etc.
Development and arrangemnet of the pilot laboratory line
of the graphite foil generation with assistance of the
Foundation was of great importance for the company. The
line provided the performance of research of properties of
the developed materials and development of the production
technology, and implementation of incoming inspection of
raw materials for production of the graphite foil within the
pilot industrial scale. The line is still actively used in the
educational purposes at chemical faculty of MSU for carrying
out of student's practical works and training of graduate
students and specialists. Due to support of a number of
projects by the Foundation and the obtained RFTR loans the
technology of intercalate graphite generation were
essentially enhanced and the product range was expanded.
In 2003 "UNIKHIMTEK" was supported by the Ministry of
Industry, science and technology of the Russian Federation
at the tender of the major innovative projects of the state
value. The project of the company "Development of the
Technologies and Arrangement of Serial Production on
New Generation of Sealing and Fireproof Materials of

Common Industrial Application" was successfully
performed within 2003 — 2006, during this time turnover of
the group of companies grew by 5 times, and the amount of
the tax payments in the budget exceeded the amount of the
budget subsidy. The Project implementation provided NPO
“UNIKHIMTEK“ with an opportunity of significant expansion
of the nomenclature and outputs, and as a result, enabled
transition from the category of small business into the
average business.
In 2003 with the assistance of the Foundation, MSU, the
Russian foundation for technology development and NPO
“UNIKHIMTEK” the public and private research institution
— ZAO “Institute of New Carbon Materials and
Technologies” (INUMiT) was created.
Currently INUMiT owns an advanced scientific and
instrument base, research techniques and the equipment
allowing to carry out a full range of research in the field of
materials science and to solve a wide range of experimental
tasks.
Today the NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” group of companies owns
a unique set of technologies of intercalate and thermally
expanded graphite and the materials on its basis
generation, and also the industrial complex allowing to
perform a complete cycle of production from conversion of
raw materials to final products generation. In production of
the sealants the robotized equipment is used. The
enterprises of NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” are the owners about
200 patents, including the international ones.
Own network of regional representatives and dealers covers
practically all regions of the Russian Federation. The client

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Highly sensitive nuclear and adsorptive analyzers-concentration meters of impurity in the
materials and products developed for nuclear power plants”.
Laboratory line of the graphite foil generation. Conduct of practical training.
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Cooperation with the Foundation enables to implement
the projects on development of new materials. New
high-strength composite material on the basis of carbon
fibers and low-density graphite matrixes of Tensograph® is
intended for highly effective sealing of the equipment
units in severe conditions (high temperatures, pressure
and hostile environment) and is characterized with a wide
temperature interval of the composite stable
functionality — from -200 ° to +450 °C with a pressure up to
250 atm, chemical firmness, resistance to vibration and
shock loadings. High durability of the material allows to
increase considerably the efficiency and overall performance
of the automated equipment on the gaskets production (the
spiral wound packing, sealing rings, etc.). Today the material
is applied for production of the sealing products of NPO
“UNIKHIMTEK”, it attracted the interest of consumers from
Western Europe (the first export supplies had been
performed).
The new rolled fireproof material on the basis of the mineral
fibers “Flekstoun®” intended for fire protection of air
ducts, central airs and technological ventilation may
serve as another example. Due to the developed fireproof
structure on the basis of intercalate graphite and to use of
basalt fiber with an advanced porous surface, high
adhesion between the warm and fireproof layers of a rolled
material is reached. In case of thermal blow during the fire
the layer of thermally expanded graphite with record
indicators of a specific surface and extent of expansion is
formed, as determines an outstanding performance of
fireproof properties of structure at a small thickness and
surface density of the initial material.
The essential success factor is the approach to business

Currently the systems of rooms conditioning on the basis of
such panels are actively implemented in the countries of the
Western and Northern Europe as replacement of the existing
conditioning systems with forced air circulation. Despite of
the big cost of such systems installation, the economy can
reach to 30% of the total costs for installation and operation
during lifecycle. As the ceiling panels can be used both for
chilling and heating of rooms, capital expenditure for
construction can be additionally lowered.
The Finnish partner of the project is “Itula Oy” company
which designs installs and serves energy saving systems of
ventilation, conditioning and heating for rooms of different
function in Finland and countries of Northern Europe for
more than 20 years and possesses unique experience in this
field. Export of the heat-conducting graphite panels to
Finland is already performed. Use of the radiant systems of
heating and chilling is actual also for the Russian housing
and communal services. So, in the short term transition to
the radiant systems of heating and conditioning is able to
afford by 2-3 times more buildings and constructions for each
of the available heating networks. The project was
introduced at the Meeting of presidium of the Council for
economy upgrade and innovative development of Russia in
2013, and also at the exhibition “VUZPROMEKSPO 2013”.
Another perspective direction is development of
composites, in particular the polymeric composite materials
(PCM) for space and aviation engineering, other
industries of mechanical engineering.
Steady increase of the fuel prices, adoption of the prohibitive
laws limiting its maximum consumption, rapid development
of electric cars, and also reduction in the cost of carbon fibers

“UNIKHIMTEK”
organization — implementation of all innovative cycle from
basic researches within the group of companies under single
management before implementation of the high-technology
products. We managed to gather a team of the developers,
engineers, technologists, other specialists capable to work at
all stages of the innovative cycle. Feature of the company
and key difference from competitors is availability of R&D
department seeming excessive in comparison with the
turnover, for the maintenance of which it is necessary to
search for and carry out contractual R&D activities covering
the other companies’ interests. Therefore INUNiT being
developed as a scientific and engineering technological
company is a base for creation and development of the new
directions, research of materials for new scopes.
Now with assistance of the Foundation and the Finnish
Innovative Foundation “TEKES” the joint Russian-Finnish
project on development of the new generation module of the
ceiling radiant panel for effective chilling and heating of
residential and commercial rooms is being implemented.
For the panel design the low-density nanolayered carbon
materials with optimized thermophysical, mechanical
properties and polymeric composite materials are used.
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promoted the expansion of the composite materials
application in the automotive industry, in particular, in body
designs of the perspective and serial cars models of the
German and Japanese manufacturers. The scope of
composite materials continues to extend, due to interest in
them shown by the USA and Europe there appeared a
composite "fashion" industry, and the coal plastics are
more often used for the manufacture of exclusive
furniture, a weather-cloth for sports cars, decoration of
shooting and cold weapon, musical instruments. Within
10 years of work NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” created the unique
infrastructure in the field of polymeric composite materials
allowing the development of materials from a test tube to
pilot batches output, a number of research projects by
request of the entities of OAO “OAK” and GK “Rosatom” are
successfully implemented.

Important strategic task of the company is export
expansion of several material types most demanded
in the foreign markets. Assistance to export
growth of high-technology products also is one of
priorities in the Foundation activities. Support

of
the
Foundation
remains
extremely
important and at the present stage of development
of NPO “UNIKHIMTEK”, first of all for creation
and strengthening of the small innovative
companies of the group developing the new
directions in the field of materials. As the
practice shows, successful development of such
companies and implementation of the new materials
developed by them can lead to the solution of the
tasks actual for many industries, growth of its
competitiveness, forming of the new markets within
the country, and also to promotion of high-technology
export potential enhancement.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Highly sensitive nuclear and adsorptive analyzers - concentratometers of impurity in the
materials and products developed for nuclear power plants”.

-

Production of NPO “UNIKHIMTEK” in Klimovsk city of the Moscow oblast.
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Close joint-stock company “Scientific Production Firm “ELESTIM-KARDIO” (ZAO NPF
“ELESTIM-KARDIO”) was founded in 1997 for the purpose of development and production of the electric
cardiostimulators. The products developed by the company are referred to the category of the most
important vital products by the Order of the Government of the Russian Federation.
The basis of the company consists in the R&D and
intellectual potential of the large defensive
enterprise, and also experience of all domestic
electric
cardiostimulators
development
and
implementation in serial production accumulated by
the Design office of exact mechanical engineering of
A. E. Nudelman. Thus all developments were
conducted in close cooperation with the doctors of
Scientific research institute of transplantology and
artificial organs, Moscow.
In 1998 in order to expand the potential market of the
products distribution the production of single-chamber
electric cardiostimulators was arranged. At the same it
became obvious that only independent entry into the
market can be a basis of success. The department of
marketing and sale was arranged for this purpose, and also
the own client base was created, the talented and
experienced specialists were invited to join the design office
team.
“ELESTIM-KARDIO” company decided to force the
development of its own necessary element of the system
implanted into a human body — the endocardial electrode
which was purchased from the competitors.
“ELESTIM-KARDIO” company applied to the Foundation
and after a victory in the tender, having obtained the required

with the project of development of the completely
independent
model
of
single-chamber
electric
cardiostimulator with the characteristics improved in
comparison with other domestic devices. After the victory in
the competitive tender, having obtained the required support
through the Foundation, the enterprise introduced the new
products at the market in 2003.
Financing of the own power suppliers development through
the Foundation helped to complete a prototype creation.
Within two years the enterprise arranged serial production of
the batteries. And in 2005 the company started the
electric cardiostimulators completion with own batteries
and refused the import.
In 2004 the “ELESTIM-KARDIO” company took part in the
Foundation competitive tender according to the “START”
program with the development of a prototype oxygenator
set for adult patients. The victory in the tender promoted
successful design of the oxygenator prototype.
So far the enterprise entered the annual production program
of 10 thousand stimulators and 13 thousand electrodes.
Throughout its operation the enterprise produced 12 models
of electric cardiostimulators, including the frequency
adaptive ones, and 17 types of electrodes, including the
steroid ones, with active fixing and temporary, 2 models of
programming units and 2 models of external electric

“ELESTIM-KARDIO”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

financial support, the company entered the market with own
first domestic high-quality monopolar endocardial
electrodes in a year.

cardiostimulators. The sales volume for 2013 is planned to
reach 300 million rubles.

After that it was decided to arrange the own plant for power
supplies of electric cardiostimulators production.
Therefore the “ELESTIM-KARDIO” company could refuse
foreign
accessories
and
in
2000
the
electric
cardiostimulators plant capacity increased to 5 thousand
pieces and the packaging boxes containing the electrodes
were labeled with the note: "produced with support of the
Foundation for assistance to small innovative enterprises in
science and technology".
In 2001 the company won the competitive tender of the
Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation for delivery of
the advanced improved electric cardiostimulators and
electrodes to all main Russian LPu implanting the electric
cardiostimulating systems.
In 2002 the company took part in the Foundation tender

“Development and production of
single-chamber electric cardiostimulators”.

In 2013 the company took part in the Foundation
competitive tender on the Medicine and Biochemical
technologies
with
the
subject:
"Research
and
Development of the Permanent Endocardial Electrodes
with a Superthin Diameter, Multiplicative Effect in case
of Steroid Release by the External Covering Reducing
the Friction". The project provides development of the
unique medical equipment within import substitution,
creation of which can be performed only with support of the
Foundation for assistance.
Products
by
"ELESTIM-KARDIO"
possesses
an
established reputation at the market and provide the
patients suffering from various heart rhythm diseases
with of all the necessary opportunities for high-quality life,
work and rest. The company is permanently involved into
enhancement of the products, constantly updating and
expanding the nomenclature of the products.

“ELESTIM-KARDIO” company cooperates with 96 Russian and foreign clinics. During its existence the
company helped to save the life and health of over 100 thousand people in different countries
requiring the treatment of heart rhythm violation diseases by means of the products.
24
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The representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Pushchino Scientific
Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

The permanent representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance toSmall Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to
as the Foundation) was established in accordance with the cooperation agreement
concluded between the Foundation and the regional government in 2010. The
organization that implements responsibilities of the government is the Pushchino
Research Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences (PRC RAS).
The PRC RAS was founded in order to promote basic research in the sphere of
physical and chemical biology in 1956. Currently the PRC unites nine institutions of
the biological profile and the Radio Astronomy Observatory of the
Astro-Space Centre of the Physical Institute named after P.N. Lebedev.
Two higher education institutions, such as a branch of the Moscow State
University named after M.V. Lomonosov and the Pushchino State University
work on the basis of the institutions of the Centre.
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The State program "Entrepreneurship of Podmoskovye"
was adopted in the region for the period from 2014 till
1018. Its purpose is to improve the competitiveness of
small and medium enterprises in the priority sectors of
the economy of Moscow oblast creating favourable
conditions for business development. To ensure the
availability
of
manufacturing
and
high-tech
infrastructure for small and medium enterprises,
increase the contribution of subjects of the small and
medium enterprises in the economy of Moscow oblast,
create business incubators, technoparks, infrastructure
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Engineering and technical centres, as well as
technology transfer centres operate at the PRC
RAS.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
of the initiated requests.
60
60

per 1000 students

The PRC RAS is a unique formation of global
significance that unites around half of the capacity of
Russia in the field of physical and chemical biology.
About 800 scientists working here have a degree
of doctor or candidate in the sphere of biology,
medicine, chemistry, physics and mathematics.
Scientists of the PRC RAS conducted a number of
major fundamental researches, which were
internationally recognized, especially in the field of
molecular
and
cell
biology,
bioorganic
chemistry,
gene
and
cell
engineering,
photobiology, biophysics and others. This is
discovery of the solar supercorona and radial
magnetic fields in it, discovery of the radio line
recombination of highly excited atoms in the field of
astronomy and astrophysics.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

There are more than 100 thousand people in the research sphere.
Eight science cities of the Russian Federation, the Innovation Centre "Skolkovo",
67 enterprises of the innovative structure and 47 innovative active enterprises
are located in the oblast.
organizations of the infrastructure for assistance to small and
medium enterprises in the field of innovation and industrial
production are provided for within the scope of the program.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

12

Number
of the international
contracts

5

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

9

Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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The Moscow region is the region in Russia
where the largest number of scientists works
(after Moscow and St. Petersburg). There are
more than 100 thousand people in the research
sphere. Eight science cities of the Russian Federation
are located in the oblast. They are Zhukovsky and
Korolev (air-space industry), Dubna and Protvino
(nuclear and nanotechnology), and Chernogolovka
Pushchino (pharmacology, medicine, chemistry and
biotechnology), Reutov and Fryazino (mechanical
engineering, electronics). More than 10 thousand
scientific workers work in Korolev. The Innovation
Centre "Skolkovo" and Russian largest
educational centre in the field of natural
sciences on the basis of the Moscow
Physical-Technical Institute in Dolgoprudny
City are situated in Moscow oblast. There are
67 companies of the innovative structure and
47 innovative active enterprises are located
there.
The oblast takes the third place in the amount of financing
from the Foundation after Moscow and St. Petersburg.
Representatives of the Foundation are actively involved in
promotion of the programs "UMNIK", "START" and "UMNIK
NA START". More than 60 selection and final events have
been held during the period of existence of the
representative establishment. 360 young scientists from
Podmoskovye became winners of the program "UMNIK"
during the period of its implementation.
The oblast has been taken part in almost all programs of the

RESULTS OF ACTIVITIES
OF THE FOUNDATION
Foundation, such as "Razvitie", "START", "TEMP",
"PUSK", "UMNIK", "Inter", "Paritet", "START-INVEST",
"SOFT", "BIZNES-START", "NATc-PROEKT", the
Russian-German competition, the competition for
export oriented products, NANO, "Anticrisis", "Energo
komponenty", "Energo datchiki", "Energo pribory",
"Farma", "Export" the Russian-French competition,
"Energo",
"Eranet",
"UMNIK
na
START",
"Meditcina","Umnyi
dom",
"Prioritet",
the
Finnish-Russian competition, "Nanotcentry", "MOST",
XFEL-1, "Era promyshlennye biotekhnologii".

The winners of the final II National Competition
"UMNIK na START" (2011) were the following:
• D.A. KULIKOV.
"Creation of the model and method of treatment of
encopresis";
• S.A. TIKHONENKO.
"The antiseptic and anti-inflammatory drugs using
human HSP70 encapsulated in the polyelectrolyte
microcapsules".
34 young scientists from Podmoskovye won the
regional stage of the competition "UMNIK" in 2012.
Interesting works were presented by young scientists FROM
PUSHCHINO - Cand. Sc. Biology A.N. Asadullin (project
"Radioprotective preparations based on natural purine
compounds"), graduate student E. Sogorin (project "Protein
ointment for fast healing of wounds and burns based on the

"Research works of 326 authors from Moscow oblast were financed
by the Foundation during the existence of the program UMNIK.
84 people have received financial support from the Foundation since the opening of its
representative establishment in Podmoskovye". (Minister of Investments and Innovations of
Moscow oblast D.P. Butcaev)

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

Информационные
технологии Н1

Information technology H1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

New devices and hardware
systems H4
Advanced materials and technology of their
generation H3

4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Future medicine H2

cell-free protein synthesis system") and undergraduate
student Iu. Nikonova (project "Development of biocompatible
resorbable calcium phosphate composites and matrices for
plasticity of the bone tissue"). Residents of Pushchino
traditionally participate in two areas of the five ones of the
program "UMNIK": "Medicine of the Future" and
"Biotechnology".
Young scientists from ZHUKOVSKY mainly participate in
such areas as "new devices and hardware systems". The
projects "Development of the new 3D-printing technology"
presented by D. Zubkov and "Creation of the underwater
mobile robot system based on the underwater glider
"Mechenosetc-51" developed by M. Ovdienko are the most
interesting ones.
The Minister of Investments and Innovations of Moscow
oblast Denis Petrovich Butcaev said the following in
November 2013 at the opening of the Sixth scientific and
practical conference "Youth scientific and innovative projects
of Moscow oblast", where the final stage of the competition
"UMNIK" was held: "Cooperation of Moscow oblast and the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology has continued, and each
conference reveals new names. We are grateful to the
Foundation for the assistance to young scientists of
Podmoskovye. During conduct of the program UMNIK
research works of 326 authors from Moscow oblast
were financed by the Foundation. 84 people have
received financial support from the Foundation since
the opening of its representative establishment in
Podmoskovye. This is a good incentive for the development
of those who have just started a career in the scientific
sphere".

Work efficiency by R&D results
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1,400 work places were created, 57 items of intellectual property were
registered within the framework of implementation of the programs of the
Foundation.
The winners of the program "UMNIK na Start"
(2012) were the following participants:
• D. Zaitcev.
"High-precision device for determining the orientation"
(Dolgoprudny City);

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

• N. Sedush.
"Development and implementation of an effective
technology for synthesis of the biodegradable copolymers
based on lactide and glycolide" (Dolgoprudny City);
• L. Farkhranurova.
"Development and creation of light-converting intraocular
lenses" (Pushchino City).

The winners of the program "UMNIK na Start"
(2013) were the following participants:
• A. Popov
AVERAGE
Ñðåäíÿÿ
ÇàðÏëàòà
WAGE
"Development of the method of accelerated receipt of the
culture of mesenchymal stem cells using a biocompatible
nanocrystalline ceria"
• E. Shapyrina
"Development of the test system based on a biochip for
detection of pathogenic strains of Bacillus cereus and
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Bacillus anthracis"

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

• K. Zudov
"Calculation system for the analysis of wind loads on
structures".

million rubles.
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Every year, about 200 young scientists from the oblast
participate in the program "UMNIK". This is 5% of the total
number of students from the oblast. The share of winners in
the program "UMNIK" among students is 1.6%. The number
of winners in the program "Umnik" created their own
enterprises is 7, the number of bright stories of success is
25, the share of winners in the program "Umnik na start"
among the total number of participants in the program
"Umnik" is 2,5%, the share of participants in the program
"Umnik" among winners in the program "START" is 4%.

A total of 12 companies that won under the
program of the Foundation were supported by
RUSNANO. The RVC supported 3 companies.
5 companies that won programs of the
Foundation became residents of "Skolkovo".
1 project (Dubna) was among the winners of the
program TEKES-FASIE, 1 project (Khimki) was
among the winners of the program OSEO-FASIE, 5
projects (Korolev - 1, Troitck - 2 Besedy - 2) were the
winners of the program BMBF-FASIE.
1,400 work places were created, 57 items of intellectual
property were registered within the framework of
implementation of the programs of the Foundation.
The total amount of the funds of the Foundation raised in
the economy of the oblast is 2.42 million RUB.
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The total amount of funds of the
Foundation raised in the economy
of the oblast is 2.42 billion RUB.
The total amount of the investments raised by winners of
the programs of the Foundation in economy of the region by
multi-channel financing of their projects over the past 10
years taking into account financing of the Foundation,
investment of its own funds and other budgetary and
extra-budgetary investments is 1.5 billion RUB. The ratio of
the total extrabudgetary investment in winning projects of the
Foundation programs to financing of the Foundation is 70%
of the extrabudgetary financing.

BEZNOSOV Sergei Nikolaevich,
a leading engineer of the development
team of
supramolecular
protein
structures of the Institute of protein of
the RAS, Moscow City.

Sergei Nikolaevich Beznosov has begun his scientific
activity in 2002 in the development team of
supramolecular protein structures of the
Institute of Protein of the RAS led by Professor,
Doctor of Biological Sciences O.V. Fedorova.
Currently S.N. Beznosov continues his work as a
leading engineer in the group of supramolecular
protein structures.
S.N. Beznosov was a winner of the final selection round of
the program "Umnik" in 2011, conducted within the scope of
the first regional conference "Youth scientific and innovative
projects of Moscow oblast".
The scientist was actively involved in the development of

several research projects conducted both in Russia and
abroad. In 2007, he trained for 3 months in the Rutgers
University (the USA) and in 2012 he was on a business trip
for 1.5 months in the Indian Institute of Technology (Bombay,
India) to work on a joint grant.
S. Beznosov has 7 scientific articles: 6 of them were
published in the national magazines and one article was
published in the foreign magazine. In addition, he is a
co-author of applications for inventions: two Russian
applications and one international. The innovator repeatedly
presented results of his scientific work both at the national
and international conferences. Works of S. Beznosov are
supported by grants financed by the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of supramolecular protein structures.

In 2008, he became the winner of the competition of
young scientists held within the framework of the Fifth
Congress of the Russian Biotechnology Organization. In
2012 S. Beznosov became a holder of the award of the
Governor of Moscow oblast in the field of science and
innovation. Along with his scientific activity he combines
educational, scientific and organizational activities. Course
and diploma works were carried out under his direct
supervision.

PROGRAM
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DMITRII Aleksandrovich Kulikov,
Candidate of Medical Science, Senior Researcher of the SBIH
MO "Moscow Regional Research Clinical Institute named after
M.F. Vladimirskii", Moscow City.
-

Until the victory in the Foundation Program "UMNIK" Dmitrii
Aleksandrovich Kulikov, General Director of the LLC "MEDIOR",
Chairman of the Council of young scientists and specialists of the
Institute of the SBIH MO "Moscow Regional Research Clinical
Institute named after M.F. Vladimirskii" had been working with
paediatric surgeons analyzing their clinical experience in
order to develop new treatment methods for surgical
pathology of the gastrointestinal tract for several years.
The scientist has gathered an interesting clinical and experimental data
concerning strengthening of the tissue regeneration due to atopic
transplantation of the autologous bone marrow cells, developed the
study design for modeling and correction of encopresis (anal failure).
In 2010, animal studies were carried out due to the victory in the competition
of the Foundation "UMNIK". At the end of the program as a result of the
experimental work, transplantology techniques were created. Their
adaptation has a commercial interest for the clinic.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

An innovative method of treating encopresis.

Due to the working meeting organized by representatives of the Foundation,
advices of the Foundation staff, the project development concept was
formulated.
After winning the competition "UMNIK na START" in 2012, the LLC
"MEDIOR" was founded.
Within the framework of the new company such specialists, as surgeons and
biologists, improved the methodology of the encopresis correction and
expanded indications for its use. The results of studies are ready for
implementation.
Currently, the company finished the 1st year of the program "UMNIK na
START".
The LLC "MEDIOR" received a number of grants, a scholarship of the
President of the Russian Federation, an award of the Governorr of
Moscow Oblast; scientific articles were published.
Negotiations were conducted with investors in order to finance the
continuation of the project. Since it is connected with the biomedical
technique, its implementation depends largely on the effectiveness of the
solution of legal and ethical issues.
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KONSTANTIN Andreevich Zudov,
Director General of the SIE "FAlTInzhiniring", an
undergraduate student of the faculty of
Aerodynamics and flight technology of the MIPT
(SU), Zhukovsky City.
In 2011, Konstantin Andreevich Zudov received a
grant from the Foundation as a result of the
competition program of the Foundation "UMNIK"
and conducted studies on the subject "Creation of
a mathematical model of electro physical
processes occurring in the myocardium, the
analysis of the possibility of creating a
hardware and software complex of the
non-invasive diagnosis based on taking off the
data on the cardioelectric field status".
The purpose of the project was to create a non-invasive
diagnosis using a mathematical model of the spread of a
cardioelectric field with input data in the form of a
picture of the distribution of potentials on the body
surface. The obtained model and results of R&D have been
used in the centre of physical therapy and sports medicine of
the Federal Medical-Biological Agency of Russia, where the
software system was introduced.

scientific work carried out by K.A. Zudov together with
scientists and experts of the Department of General Physics
of the MIPT.
The developed algorithms are successfully used to solve
problems of the calculation of atmospheric turbulent
flows in the area of mountain airfields and assess
occurring loads in the flow around buildings with a high
windage.

The stock created in the course of works within the
framework of the program "Umnik" in the field of the
automated generation of large-scale computational grids is
used in the numerical solution of problems of the orographic
turbulence. Research and analysis of the formation of vortex
structures on the terrain relief are the purpose of the

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Hardware-software system of the noninvasive diagnosis based on a
mathematical model of the spread of cardioelectric field.
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AZAROVA Anna Borisova,
a biotechnologist of the OOO NPP "Mikroklon" (Limited Liability
Company Research and Production Enterprise "Mikroklon"),
Pushchino City.

The company OOO NPP "MIKROKLON" was created by young
researchers working in the field of plant biotechnology in
2011 in the city of science Pushchino, Moscow oblast.
The main area of activity of the company is production of the planting
material of ornamental, fruit and forest crops obtained by clonal
micropropagation in vitro.
Co-founders of the company were the winners of the Foundation program
"UMNIK".
One of the founders of the company is Anna Boisovna Azaova, a graduate of
the Timiryazev Agricultural Academy. She graduated from the postgraduate
school and works as a biotechnologist of the company. Development of new
methods of plant micropropagation and monitoring of the release of
pilot microplants batchs in vitro are responsibilities of A.B. Azarova.
In 2009 A.B. Azarova participated in the competition "UMNIK" held by the
Foundation within the framework of the 13th International Pushchino
School-Conference of Young Scientists "Biology is a Science of the XXI

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology for producing elite planting material of stone fruit crops on an
industrial scale by clonal micropropagation
century". The project of A.B. Azarova received financial support.
After successful completion of the program "UMNIK" A.B. Azarova joined the
team of developers of the project on the subject: "Development of
technology and organization of production of the planting material of
ornamental and fruit crops on the basis of the clonal micropropagation"
under the program "START". During her work at the company A.B. Azarova
became a co-author of three inventions of the staff of the NPP
"MiKROKlOn".
During the time of its activity, the company shifted from the development of
technologies to the production of innovative products. Currently
"MiKROKlOn" is the only domestic manufacturer that produces and sells the
following marketable products in two categories in a wide range on the
Russian market: microplants in vitro and adapted microplants with a closed
root system. The product catalogue includes more than 300 kinds of 35
species of plants.
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FORNARA Margaret Serzhevna,
a Researcher of the Laboratory of Molecular Genetics of the
Centre for Biotechnology and Molecular Diagnostics of the
All-Russia Research Institute of Animal Breeding of the
RAAS,Podolsky district, Dubrovitcy village.

Margaret Serzhevna Fornara is the winner of the second stage of
the competition "UMNIK" in 2011.The work on the project
"Development of a multiplex panel based on the
microsatellite markers to characterize different species of
APIS MELLIFERA" began in 2012.
M.S. Fornara successfully defended her thesis for the competition for the
degree of a candidate of biological sciences in two specialties (genetics and
breeding, selection and genetics of farm animals) on the subject:
"Characteristics of the allele pool and differentiation of species and
populations of the honeybee using microsatellites".
In 2013 M.S. Fornara moved to the second stage of the project:
"Development of a system for screening honey bees on the basis of DNA
markers of the type 2". Research results were published by the author in
leading Russian scientific journals.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Multiplex model to characterize different species of APIS MELLIFERA
based on microsatellite markers.

M.S. Fornara is a member of Russian and international scientific conferences.
She underwent the scientific training that took place in Germany. Currently
Fornara is actively involved in the performance of work under grants and
contract issues.
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VOLKOVA Valeriia Vladimirovna,
a Senior Researcher of the Laboratory of Molecular Genetics of
the Centre for Biotechnology and Molecular Diagnostics of the
All-Russia Research Institute of Animal Breeding of the
RAAS,Podolsky district, Dubrovitcy village.
-

Valeriia Vladimiovna Volkova was the winner of the competition
"UMNIK". In 2011 she presented her project under the subject:
"Development of the cattle genetic control system using
tetranucleotide markers". The work on the project began in
2012. In 2013 V.V. Volkova moved to the second stage of
implementation of the project on the subject: "Development of
the cattle genetic control system using tetranucleotide
markers".
In 2012 V.V. Volkova successfully defended her thesis for the competition for
the degree of a candidate of biological sciences in two specialties (genetics
and breeding, selection and genetics of farm animals) on the subject:
"Characteristics of the allele pool and differentiation of species and
populations of the honeybee using microsatellites".
V.V Volkova is a coauthor of the patent "Method for diagnosing alleles
T30N, S52G, I199V and R200Q of the gene PRKAG3". Results of the

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of the cattle genetic control system using tetranucleotide
markers.

scientific activity of the author are reflected in 15 works published in scientific
journals specified in the list of the RSCI. V.V. Volkova is actively involved in
the performance of works in accordance with grants and economic contract
subjects, as well as she participates in Russian and international
conferences.
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ZHURAVLEV Andrei Sergeevich,
a Researcher at the Institute of Solid State Physics of the RAS,
Chernogolovka City.

The project of Andrei Sergeevich Zhuravlev "Development of a
raman-luminescent
microscope" was supported by the
Foundation under the program "UMNIK" in 2011. As a result of
the conducted R&D the project was granted with a patent for the
utility model. In order to commercialize the invention a company for
the production of the raman-luminescent microscope was founded.
It was organized on the basis of the Institute of Solid State Physics.
Several microscopes were produced; they are extensively used both in the
solution of scientific and applied research problems: graphene-graphite
films were learned, the method of finding the position of a monolayer graphene
on the sample was obtained. Studies of the microconcentrations of organic
matters were conducted using SERS active substrates. Substances in
concentrations up to 10-8 were determined. The microscope received positive
reviews and awards at the Russian and international exhibitions.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of raman-luminescent microscopes".

In addition to application tasks A.S. Zhuravlev is actively engaged in the basic
science: he discovered and investigated new excitation states in the quantum
Hall effect regime. The results were published in the leading Russian and
foreign scientific journals.
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The company ZAO "ROSTOKS-N" (Closed Joint Stock Company "Rostoks-N") was established by
scientists and engineers of the Laboratory of crystal growth management of the Institute of
Solid State Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences in 1993 in Chernogolovka City.
Head: VARETENNIKOV Aleksandr Vladimirovich,

The purpose of the company was practical
application of the scientific results received
by the laboratory in the sphere of growing
single crystals of refractory oxides, such as
synthetic sapphire, which is widely used in
modern science and technology due to a
number of its unique physical and chemical
properties.
The company is one of the leading domestic and
international manufacturers producing synthetic
sapphire shaped crystals and their products.
The ZAO "ROSTOKS-N" is located in the
Scientific Centre of the Russian Academy of
Sciences in Chernogolovka within the territory of
its strategic partner, which is the Federal State
Unitary Enterprise Experimental Factory of
Scientific Engineering Russian Academy of
Sciences (EZAN).
The production, research and development
activity of the company is provided by an average
of 50 employees, including 20 professionals with
higher education, among them there are 4
candidates
of
technical,
physical
and
mathematical sciences and a doctor of technical
sciences.
Plant for growing crystals

ROSTOKS-N
Plates and rods
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The structure of the company includes: a crystal growth
area; a crystal processing area; a crystal quality control area,
as well as support services.
ZAO "ROSTOKS-N" uses the equipment for growing
sapphire crystals developed and manufactured in
collaboration with the EZAN. Unique crystal growth
technologies independently developed and implemented in
conjunction with high-performance equipment allow the
company to compete successfully in the global market.
The main kinds of the products manufacture by ZAO
"ROSTOKS-N" are plates, tubes and rods made of
synthetic sapphire with various degrees of machining, as
well as products for special purposes.

Round and rectangular plates,
pipes

The development policy of the company is aimed at a
long-term perspective, so actions of the management and
staff are focused on a continuous improvement of the
product quality and efficiency increase. Working closely
with research institutes and industrial enterprises ZAO
"Rostoks-N" is a full innovation chain - from basic and
applied research works to production.
The company constantly carries out research and
development works, the task of which is to improve the
technologies of crystal growth, to develop new
equipment and bring new products to the international
market.
With the assistance of the Foundation ZAO
"ROSTOKS-N" implemented a large-scale project to
develop automated equipment and technology for the
group growing of large sapphire crystals by Stepanov’s
method (EFG). As a result of the project the company
manufactured high-performance equipment of the new

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Development of the new technology and maintenance of series production of
the high-performance equipment for growing large crystals.
Threaded pipes

generation, which was used to equip its plant.
Also it has started its mass production and
supply to the world market in cooperation with
the EZAN.

These new equipment and technologies
helped the company successfully conquer
the leading position among suppliers of
sapphire screens for smartphones.
According to experts the volume of an
opening market will exceed the market
volume of sapphire substrates for
production
of
LED
and
other
semiconductor devices in the near future.
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ZAO "MeDSIL" founded in 1992 in Mytishchi, Moscow Oblast, is a leading domestic developer and
manufacturer of a wide range of medical devices made of silicone rubber and other polymers.

The company carries out fundamental and applied
studies of the properties of polymers,
development of innovative
biocompatible
compositions, studies of gas permeability of
silicone membranes, use of antimicrobial properties
for implantable medical devices . Materials science
researches are often carried out in conjunction with
research staff of such institutions as: the Russian
Chemical and Technological University named
after D.I. Mendeleev and the Institute of
Chemical Physics of the RAS.
The company produces a wide range of medical products
that are in demand both in the domestic and foreign markets.
Such as catheters, probes, drains, implants made of
silicone rubber and plastic.
More than a 50 year expertise of experts and developers of
the Special Design Bureau of the cable industry is the basis
of the success of ZAO "MEDSIL". The company has a
strong scientific and industrial potential, as well as dozens
of patents received as a result of the scientific and
technological development of medical devices made of
biomaterials,
artificial
organs,
minimally
invasive
technologies.
In 1992, economist and businessman Vladimir Iurevich
Zinenko created the company ZAO "MEDSIL" on the basis

of the medical devices bureau of the cable industry. Its
purpose was to preserve a unique scientific staff that has
tremendous experience in the development and manufacture
of polymeric medical devices, ensure continuity of production
traditions, reconstruct schemes of supplies of raw materials
and components damaged after the collapse of the USSR.
The company increased its scientific and industrial
potential, expanded its range of products, developed
and improved the technology sales. A business model of
the company was gradually formed: high-performance,
modern and high quality, but affordable products were
created and their medical and technical specifications did
not yield to western analogues and often exceeded
them.
Devices for an active wound drainage, tracheal
prostheses, pneumocardiodilators and others were
developed and put into mass production.
The grants provided by the government agencies
promoted to a great extent the development of ZAO
"MEDSIL", as well as development and launch of innovative
high-tech medical products to the market.
With the financial support of the Foundation many
products were developed. They are widely used in the
domestic and foreign medical practice.
The Foundation funded the development of a series of

MEDSIL
Intragastric balloon to reduce the volume of the stomachSet for catheterization of large blood vessels
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one and multi channel catheters for the infusion therapy
providing a reliable and long-term access to the large blood
vessels,
development
of
devices
for
use
in
otorhinolaryngology, such as intranasal splints and septal
splints for the post-operative treatment of patients with
deformities of the nasal septum that increase many times
the effectiveness of treatment and life quality of patients.
In 2009 ZAO "MEDSIL" began to export products.
Overseas devices to fight against obesity are in popular
demand. The most widely used method of the endoscopic
and surgical treatment of severe types of obesity are
respectively installation of the intragastric balloon and gastric
band.

Neurosurgery named after Academician Burdenko, the SPC
of medical care for children by the Government of Moscow,
the SE SRI of Eye Diseases of the RAMS, the Moscow
medical academy named after Semashko, the Central
Research Institute of Dentistry of the Ministry of Health of the
RF, etc.).

ZAO "MEDSIL" is a rapidly developing
innovative
company. Experience of the
management, professional designers, engineers
and factory workers helps effectively solve tasks
of the business development.

In 2011, products of ZAO "MEDSIL" delivered abroad were
certified according to international standards and won the
right to marking with the CE sign. The export geography of
the products produced by ZAO "MEDSIL" includes the
following regions: the CIS countries, Middle East, Latin
America and European countries.
Products of the company "MEDSIL" are used by many health
care facilities in Russia.
An annual turnover of the company is about 300 million RUB,
the annual growth is 15-20%.
Cooperation with the Foundation continues; the cycle of
scientific, research and development works is carried out
under the government contracts concluded with the Ministry
of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation. Product
development is carried out with the assistance of experts
from leading medical institutions (the SRI of Emergency
Care named after N.V. Sklifosovsky, the SRI of
Gastric band for the treatment of morbid obesity

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Innovative product made of silicone rubber for medical purposes.
Implantable drainage system for the treatment of hydrocephalus
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OOO “DIAMEKH” is engaged in development, production and sale of the vibration-measuring and
vibration-based analyzing equipment, performs vibration diagnostics of gas and steam
turbines, generators, compressors.
The Limited Liability Company "Avesta Proekt"
(OOO "Avesta Proekt") founded by employees of the
FSBE (the Federal State budgetary institution) in
1998 develops and manufactures lasers and
measuring equipment of the femtosecond

• devices for measuring the parameters of femtosecond
impulses;

range. Due to the assistance of the Foundation
the company was able to accelerate the
development of new devices significantly and
start their release in 2001. During the time of its
activity, the company sought to conduct research
and development works several times due to the
funds allocated by the Foundation on a competitive
basis. Due to the rational use of the funds the number
of employees was increased from 7 to 45 people;
owing to this a list of produced devices was increased
10 times as much.

• fiber lasers;

Femtosecond systems manufactured by the company
have unique parameters. OOO "AVESTAPROEKT"
(Limited Liability Company "AVESTAPROEKT") is the
only manufacturer in the world of lasers on the active
element of chromium forsterite and one pulse meter of
the powerful laser pulse contrast developed with the
assistance of the Foundation.
Fiber femtosecond
lasers, lasers and amplifiers on the solid-state elements
doped with ytterbium, electro-optical modulators, a
meter of parameters of femtosecond impulses SPIDER,

• electro-optical systems for the allocation of laser
impulses;
• optical isolators;
• optomechanical products for a wide variety of research
tasks.
Multiphoton microscopy, optical coherence tomography,
generation of terahertz radiation, physics research woks and
micromachining of materials are only a small list of
possible spheres of application of these systems.
The generators of femtosecond impulses of OOO
"AVESTAPROEKT" are not inferior to the world analogues.
The laser TiF10F generates impulses of less than 7
femtoseconds. This product is in great demand both
internationally and domestically.
In order to facilitate the production of its own laser systems,
a set of optomechanical assemblies and components, such
as an original laser designer, was developed by the
company. Frames for various optical elements, precision
translational tables, holders and motorized slips were
developed from scratch. These products are turned out to be
also very popular in the market (for example, the precision
frame MMM-B). In total more than 50 kinds of
opto-mechanical products are manufactured by the

AVESTA PROEKT
a terawatt femtosecond system AVET10 do not have
analogues in Russia.
Development of femtosecond laser systems and diagnostic
equipment is conducted in several directions:
• femtosecond lasers;
• amplifiers of the system;
• associated parts;
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company. Also, one of the first components developed with
the assistance of the Foundation were Faraday's optical
isolators, so-called optical isolators. These devices prevent
feedback and protect the sources of radiation from the
radiation reflected back.
Due to the assistance of the Foundation the product
range substantially expanded, and the scale of production
was increased. Besides generators and amplifiers of
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femtosecond impulses, measuring devices were
developed for them in the company. Since they were not
produced in Russia, the company can deliver fully staffed
femtosecond laser laboratories to customers.
Due to the peculiarities of the interaction processes of
femtosecond laser impulses with the matter (practically no
thermal effect, thus it preserves the structure of the
material), there are opportunities for the development of new
technologies for the production of materials with unique
properties, technologies of laser cleaning of surfaces,
processing and hardening of the surface layer of materials,
manufacture of midget holes and precision micromachining
of materials. Femtosecond laser amplifying systems
"Fregat", "REUS", "MATEKO" produced by OOO "Avesta
Proekt" are used to create limits of the light intensity under
normal laboratory conditions. The company managed also to
conquer a terawatt level of the peak power by launching the
first commercial system "AVET-10" with an impulse power
of more than 10 TW in the market.
Being one of the major subcontractors, OOO "AVESTA
PROEKT" participates in the program of creating a unique
laser system "Super power femtosecond laser system"
("Petawatt laser") implemented by the Foundation and the
Russian Academy of Sciences.
Driving femtosecond systems "Start-248" and "Start-480"
were created under this program. The device COMET was
created to measure the contrast of femtosecond impulses;
and the contrast is one of the most important parameters in
experiments with high-power laser systems.
One of the innovative areas of activities of the company are
the femtosecond fiber lasers. Femtosecond fiber lasers

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Production of new lasers and metering equipment of the femtosecond range.
require a steady and stable operation without the need for
periodic adjustments. Due to affordability and stability of fiber
lasers each research laboratory has a femtosecond source; thus
there is no need to buy additional expensive and sophisticated
equipment. In this way modern research woks can be conducted
also in the educational institutions.
The company constantly offers new, unique technological
inventions that are not inferior to the world analogues. One of the
latest innovations became the laser TeMa100.
There are more than 100 Russian scientific institutions and
industrial enterprises among customers of the company. The
company has customers in such countries as the USA, Japan,
Germany, France, Switzerland, England, South Korea, China,
Mexico, Singapore and others.

OOO "Avesta Proekt" conducts an active exhibition activity to promote its products in the domestic and
international market. The company annually participates in the exhibition "Fotonika", and since 2007 it has
participated in the world largest laser shows: "Laser: World of Photonics", Germany; "Photonics West",
the USA.
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Representative office of the the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology –
the Orel branch of the Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and
Public Administration.

Representative office of the the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was
founded in 2009 with the support of the Oblast administration.
The head of the representation, namely A. P. Salamatov, is a Deputy Director of the Orel
branch of Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration
(RANEPA).
On the basis of the representative office a business incubator operates aimed at support of
participants of the programs "UMNIK", "UMNIK na START", "START". The business incubator is first of
all a professional team of consultants cooperating with an entrepreneur as it pertains toimplementation
of his idea and carry an advanced development to the stage of commercial success. The business incubator
provides an opportunity to use a facility with advanced infrastructure, entrepreneurs are provided
with assistance based on experience and knowledge of the professional specialists of RANEPA, State
University — Education-Science-Production Complex and experts of the region.

2

• Industrial park "Zelenaya Roshcha". Its purpose is
practical implementation of innovative research and also
R&D and design organizations’ developments in the
Oblast;
• Autonomous organization "Orel Regional Guarantee
Foundation". The core activity of the foundation is
provision of guarantees according to the liabilities (credits,
loans, agreements of leasing, etc.) of small and average
entrepreneurship entities and organizations of small and
average entrepreneurship support infrastructure in the
Oblast;
• Autonomous organization "Orel Regional Foundation
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Major organizations of Orel Oblast innovative
infrastructure:

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
of the initiated requests.
60
60

per 1000 students

The representative office interacts with the Foundation
for entrepreneurship support of Orel Oblast, the Orel
regional foundation for development and microfinancing
of small entrepreneurship, the Orel City administration
services of entrepreneur municipal support, and the
other regional organizations for business support.
Coordination of the state and municipal support of business
is performed within the long-term regional target program
"Development and Support of Small and Average
Entrepreneurship in Orel Oblast for 2012-2020", the
state program "Development of entrepreneurship and
business activity in Orel Oblast " dated 08.10.2012, No.
353, Orders of the Orel Oblast Government "About approval
of the infrastructure creation plan necessary for the
investment projects implementation" dated 25.12.2012, No.
531-p.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2013 the 3rd youth regional innovative projects competition "Youth and Science of the
21st Century" according to the “UMNIK” program took place within the four walls of the
State university. The selection stages of the competition performed throughout the year
revealed 21 best developments of young innovators of the region.
for Development
Entrepreneurship"
development;

and
—

Microfinancing of Small
microloans
for
business

• Non-profit
organization
"Foundation
for
Entrepreneurship Support of the Orel Oblast —
consulting and financial support;
• Regional public organization for entrepreneurship
development "Youth business club".

"Zvorykinsky Proekt" (“Zvirykin Project”) and
“Ty
–
Predprinimatel”
(“You
are
an
enterpriser”) programs are implemented in the
Oblast.
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RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
In
2013
the
State
University
—
Education-Science-Production Complex once again became
a meeting ground for young scientists of the Oblast. The 3rd
youth regional innovative projects competition "Youth
and Science of the 21st Century" according to the
“UMNIK” program took place at the university. The
selection stages of the competition performed within the year
revealed 21 best developments of young innovators of
the region. Participants of the final stage provided the
reports on three areas, namely "Information technology",
"New devices and hardware systems", "Biochemical
technology" at the final science and technology conference.
Developments of the young innovators are devoted to
creation of the effective medical equipment and devices,
advanced program and information complexes, advanced
biochemical technology of the agricultural products
reprocessing.
The expert commissions determined 10 winners of
“UMNIK-2013” competition from two universities of the
region: the State University – ESPC and the Orel Agricultural
University.

According to all programs of the Foundation within
the Representative office functioning, the R&D
innovative projects were performed at the total
amount of 145 million rubles. 56 work places
for researchers and engineers are created.

The expert commissions determined 10 winners of the tender “UMNIK-2013” from two
universities of the region: the State University – ESPC and the Orel Agricultural University.

Biochemical technologies H5

Информационные

технологии Н1 technology H1
Information
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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Work efficiency by R&D results

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
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R&D innovative projects were performed
at the total amount of 145 million
rubles. 56 workplaces for researchers
and engineers are created

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
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ZHEREBTSOV Evgenii Andreevich,
A specialist of FGBOU VPO (Federal State Budgetary Educational
Institution of Higher Professional Education) "State university —
ESPC", Orel city.
Zherebtsov
Evgenii
Andreevich's
project
"Development of a hardware and software
complex for metrological control of laser
Doppler flowmetry devices condition "was
supported by the Foundation within the program
“UMNIK” that allowed to continue research work on
enhancement of laser
Doppler
flowmetry
method which is an advanced method of
noninvasive optical diagnostics. In 2013 the
author of the project passed the master's
defense on this subject.
In course of works on the project the prototype of hardware
and software complex (HSC) was developed, the HSC
application methods were developed for assessment of
static and dynamic errors of LDF devices both at production
and operation stages. The Russian Federation patent for
the invention "The device for metrological control of
laser Doppler flowmetry devices condition" was
obtained.

the corresponding act on the R&D results implementation
was signed. The samples passed trial approbation at the
production base of OOO NPP “Lazma” and are capable for
acceptance to implementation at the enterprise within
commercialization according to the license.
Testing of the developed techniques and HSC prototype
for ISS was also performed in practice of scientific
researches of the Moscow regional research clinical
institute named after M. F. Vladimirsky for LDF
metrological control and check of LAKK series devices which
are used in various clinics of the institute. The performed trial
showed that while using in clinics the reliability and
accuracy of patients diagnostic examination potentially
increases by 1,5–2 times due to more exact prediagnostic
preparation and setup of devices. The relevant provisions
are inserted into the implementation act dated November 12,
2013.

Testing of the HSC prototype for ISS devices was carried
together with the offered techniques at the unique LDF
devices manufacturing enterprise in the Russian Federation
OOO NPP (Research and Development Enterprise)
“Lazma”, Moscow. Following the work performance results,

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of a hardware and software complex for metrological control of
a the laser Doppler flowmetry devices condition "
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CHEREPNINA Liudmila Vasilevna,
A production engineer of the Orel State technical university, Orel
City.
Cherepnina Liudmila Vasilevna is involved into perspective
developments in the field of biochemical technology, live
systems and rational environmental management. After
termination of postgraduate study she defended the master's
thesis and in 2013 entered the doctoral studies of FGBOU VPO
(Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher
Professional Education) "State university — ESPC".

In 2011 Cherepnina L. V. took part in the Foundation’s
competition “UMNIK” and won a grant on performance of
additional Research and Development activities on the
subject "Development of Resource-saving Production
Technology of Environmentally Safe Grain Bakery
Products".
Within this project the research of phytase complex of
grain crops seeds was undertaken; the kinetics of grain
crops phytin enzymatic hydrolysis was studied;
application of enzymatic product on the phytase basis
and the parameters of grain soaking with its use were
approved; the migration of biogenous elements within
the corn seed when soaking with a enzymatic drug and

bioavailability of biogenous mineral substances were
researched; the digestibility degree of the enzymatic
grain crops protein was determined. Based on all
researches was introduced the technology of whole-grain
bread, both shaped or baked in the oven, meeting the
consumer’s requirements regarding all the quality
parameters as proved by the degustation evaluation
results. The product passed an approbation at the COP
(foodservice center) of FGBOU VPO "State university —
ESPC".

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of Resource-saving Production Technology of Environmentally
Safe Grain Bakery Products"

PROGRAM
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PILIPENKO Aleksandr Vitalevich,
An associate professor, Candidate of Technical Sciences,
specialist of the Orel state technical university, Orel City.

On graduation from the Orel state technical university with honors,
Pilipenko Aleksandr Vitalevich became involved into research
process concerning perspective development directions in the
field of the engineering procedures and production
automation, systems of adaptive management and power
effective technologies. In 2011, following the results of the
Foundation’s competition “UMNIK” held at the Tula state
university, Pilipenko A. V. won a grant on carrying out of research
works on the subject "Design of an Automated Control System
for the Hydraulic Press on the basis of Computer Modeling".
The master’s thesis on the R&D subject was defended by the scientist. In
total the author of development published 19 works: 8 — in the leading

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Design of an Automated Control System for the Hydraulic Press on the basis
of Computer Modeling".

reviewed scientific magazines and editions included to the VAK list; 5 — in the
collections of the international science and technology conferences. 7
registration certificates were obtained for the computer programs.
Currently Pilipenko A. V. holds the associate professor's position of the
"Applied mathematics and informatics" department. The work results are
implemented in the educational process and are used by him for the teaching
activities.
Developments by Pilipenko A. V. in the field of automation are being
implemented into production at the following enterprises: ZAO “Schetpribor”,
Orel city, " Orlovskii Milk Packing Factory"; OAO “Unimilk Company”; OOO
“Azimut-West”, Orel city, OAO “Karachevsky zavod “Elektrodetal”.
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“STERKH-2” limited liability company (OOO “Sterkh-2”) was founded in 2008 as a small innovative
enterprise for implementation of developments in the field of IT technology.
financing through the Foundation at the amount of 1 million
rubles. After successful implementation of the first stage of
the program, the enterprise won a tender for the
developments financing within the second stage of the
"START" program. Financing through the Foundation at the
second stage was 2 million rubles. Under the program
terms the Foundation performed financing on parity basis
together with private investors. Joint financing of the project
was performed by the enterprise founders own assets. After
successful completion of the second stage of the START
program the enterprise won a tender for financing through
the Foundation within the third stage implementation.
Financing of by the Foundation and private investors for the
third stage was provided in the amounts and forms similar to
the second stage of the project implementation.

Î
The
main segment of the enterprise activities is
development of software based on “cloud
computing" technology. The "cloud" model of
distribution and support of the software assumes
the use of various program applications in the mode
of remote access.
The
project
“Internet
System
of
Documents
Confidentiality Ensuring” supported by the Foundation is
purposed for development and design of unique and
unparalleled anywhere in the world Internet system for
documents confidentiality ensuring.

“STERKH-2”

As a result of the project implementation, eight items of
intellectual property in the form of the computer applications
were developed. The total amount of orders on the project
within its implementation allowed to gain income in the
amount of five million rubles. Order cost for physical persons
depends on the chosen tariff plan and reaches from 133 to
599 rub a month per one user. Currently five highly qualified
specialists work at OOO “STERKH-2”.
The business product developed by the company is
MobiFolder Internet service.

MobiFolder is a software solution emulating
operation of a disk data carrier of unrestricted

Project implemented
Foundation:

with

the

assistance

“Internet
System
for
Confidentiality Ensuring”.

When applying cloud services, users don't obtain separate
copies of the program and licenses for the program use. In
case of the cloud architecture implementation the users
pay only for the services rendered.
The basic service of the project consists in acceptance of
the user’s data for storage with ensuring the required
confidentiality level. The user is allowed to structure the
information by creating folders and subfolders. Within the
structure there can be created separate folders for each user
with necessary authorization for access to each file or folder.
Users can exchange files by opening access to them to each
other or to all users of the system. Data storage and
transmission from the user to the server (upload) and
backwards (download) is also performed in the
encryptedform.

of

the

Documents

size and providing high level of data security.
The unrestricted size of the emulated disk is reached
due to storage of files in the Internet. High level
of safety is provided due to enciphering of the data
even before their transfer via Internet channels,
enciphering of not only the loaded and stored
data, but also the file information, removal of
the virtual disk information from the computer
upon completion of its operation, access denied to
the user files in case of theft of the login and
password. Virtual disk operation is performed via
the habitual interface of an operating system.

The company took part in the Foundation tenders within the
“START-09” program. In 2008 as a result of the victory in
the competition OOO “STERKH-2” was founded. At the first
stage of the “START” program the enterprise obtained

In perspective the project development provides the expansion of the offered "cloud" services and
entry to the international market.

PROGRAM
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ZAO (closed joint-stock company) “LABORATORIYA INFORMATSIONNYKH TEKHNOLOGII” (ZAO
“LABORATORY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES or ZAO “ITLab”) was founded in 2009. One of the
founders of the enterprise is the federal state budget educational institution VPO "State University —
Education-Science-Production Complex" (State university — ESPC) by which provided the intellectual
property of ZAO “ITLab” as a contribution to the authorized capital according to the license agreement.
Priority activity of the company is development of the software. The main segment of the
enterprise’s activities is the software on technologies of "cloud computing".
patterns from various fields of the national economy, and
also individual entrepreneurs to physical persons and legal
entities, individual entrepreneurs, citizens of the Russian
Federation, foreign citizens and stateless persons with use of
means, tools, methods of information technologies and
specially organized intellectual automated intermediate
system.

The key role in the enterprise formation and
development of the company’s projects belongs to
the Foundation. In 2012 the project of the
enterprise "Support system of electronic
services provision to the population" took part in
the Foundation competitive program “SOFT-12”.
The project victory at the tender provided the
company with
investment
through
the
Foundation at the amount of 7,5 million rubles.
Under the program terms the Foundation performed
financing on the parity basis in cooperation with the

“LABORATORIYA
INFORMATSIONNYKH
TEKHNOLOGY”

Project implemented
Foundation:

with

the

assistance

of

the

"Support system of electronic services
provision to the population"

off-budget investor. Joint financing of the project was
performed by the State university ESPC from own
extrabudgetary funds.
As a result of implementation of the project supported by the
Foundation, the effective small innovative enterprise was
founded within team of which 24 highly qualified
specialists work.
The innovative task for solving of which the project is
targeted consists in development of technology of
support tools creation for provision of electronic
consumer services upon determining principle role of
"one window" with application of "cloud" calculations.
The main functions supported by the tools are: acceptance
of requests for electronic services; representation of the
customers’ interests in case of interaction with the service
vendor; representation of the suppliers’ interests in case of
interaction with the customer; monitoring of the services
rendering and ensuring its transparency for the process
participants; provision of the information security and
confidentiality; opportunity for services regulations design
with use of special tools and their inclusion into the list.
Electronic services are explained as services of any kind
which are rendered by the organizations of all ownership
10

Purpose of the innovative product is creation of standard
and individual regulations of services by service providers’
means of the developed service with possibility of adaptation
to needs and requirements of the customer. Provision the
consumers with complete information on the list and
structure of the services rendered by the organizations
including without restrictions according to the territorial sign.
Monitoring of the rendering service course, with controlled
parameters fixing and suppliers’ ratings forming, provision
the customers with the information on the current monitoring.
The developed support system of electronic services
provision to the population allows to unite separate decisions
in the field of rendering electronic services and promotes
achievement of the following purposes: improvement of the
regulations description quality; effective implementation of
electronic service rendering process control; allows to
perform an objective assessment of process participants.

The regulations formalized with use of the special language
allow solving a number of problems peculiar to the sphere
of rendering services. The regulations allow to deal with the
situations which aren't described by the regulations and also
to resolve the contradictions in the regulations’ provisions
interpretation, to exclude an irresponsibility area that means
a failure to establish the person responsible for specific
operations accomplishment.
As a result of the project implementation two items of
intellectual property in the form of computer programs
were obtained. The first sales of the developed innovative
product were initiated. The proceeds from the innovative
products sales amounted to 250 thousand rubles. The
prototype of the program tools, methodical guidelines for
their application and support technology on the process of
the electronic services provision to the population with use of
the cloud computing were developed. Trial version of the
support system on the electronic customer services
provision is available in the website of OOO “ITLab”.

In perspective the project development intends
expansion of the electronic services offered by
service and entry to the international market.
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
FGBOU VPO (Federal State Educational Institution of Higher Professional
Education) Ryazan State Radio Engineering University

Activities of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation)
were initiated in the Oblast in 2004. The regional Representative Office of the
Foundation was founded at the premises of Ryazan state radio engineering
university (RSREU) in accordance with the agreement on carrying out of joint
competitions concluded between the Foundation and the government of the Oblast in
2009. The Representative Office was founded at the discretion of the regional
government.
RSREU carries out scientific work in the field of information and communication
technologies,
recognition

information
of

space

security,

images,

nanotechnology,

biomedical

instrument

processing
making,

and
power

electronics, mass spectrometry, information management systems.
The teachers, graduates and students are greatly involved into scientific work. Since 1968 over 1,6
thousand inventor’s certificates and patents for inventions were obtained at the university, over
300 monographs were published. Strategic partners of RSREU are the largest scientific research
institutes, the enterprises of defense and machine-building industries of Russia.
2

Participants of the “UMNIK” program pass preliminary
competitive selection at the profile higher education
institutions and the regional Ministry of Industry, Innovation
and Information technologies. The projects having passed
the stage of preliminary selection are transferred to the
Representative Office. After their assessment the
participants are provided with recommendations on
completion. Each applicant has an opportunity to introduce
his project at the meeting of the “UMNIKs” club where can be
provided with recommendations of clubmen and invited
experts.
Training of the “UMNIK” program winners in business
grounds and commercialization of Research and
Development is held at the meetings of the "UMNIKs” Club"
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The Representative Office closely cooperates with the
leading higher education institutions, for each of them a
representative is appointed for the “UMNIK” program
performance. In addition, the Representative Office uses the
capabilities of the Council of young scientists and the
"UMNIKs” Club for involvement of students and graduates.
Scientists of the leading higher education institutions of the
region, representatives of the government, industry, the
Council of young scientists of the Oblast and the “UMNIKs”
Club" (i.e. Club of “Brainiacs” participating in the UMNIK
program) are members of the Regional advisory council.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

The Representative Office of the Foundation closely
cooperates with the regional Ministry of industry,
Innovation and Information technologies, the Regional
committee on youth affairs and the Ministry of
Education of Ryazan Oblast. The main programs
developed by the Foundation in the region are "UMNIK",
"UMNIK na START", "START" and "Razvitie".

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Since 2010 small innovative enterprises of the Oblast which became the winners
of “START” program are provided with the regional government financial
support amounted to 200 thousand rubles. Winners of the ”UMNIK” program
receive 40 thousand rubles.
with involvement of the profile experts and teachers.
The Oblast is traditionally included into twenty of the
regions possessing the highest growth rates and
numbers of small entrepreneurship entities, amounts of
their activities. Today over a third part of the region
population is involved into this sphere, and the number of
small entrepreneurship entities exceeded 44 thousand. This
was enabled by timely establishment of the legislation,
regulatory framework where the small business state support
system was determined. According to the annual monitoring
carried out by the National institute of system research of
entrepreneurship problems, following the results of 2012,
the Oblast was included into 29 entities of the Russian
Federation showing steady dynamics of the small business
development indicators.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

6
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Achievement of such results was promoted by
implementation of support measures for small
and medium business:
• the regional law "About Development of Small and
Average Entrepreneurship" is in force;
• the Commission for development of small and average
entrepreneurship attached to the regional government is
in effect (similar commissions work in all municipalities);
• the Public council on development of small and
average entrepreneurship acts attached to the regional
Ministry of economic development and trade;
• the Regional subcontracting center and Euro Info
Correspondent Center were founded at the premises of
the Regional Guarantee foundation;
• for the purpose of entrepreneurs’ rights protection, the
institute arrangement is carried out, interaction with
public organizations of entrepreneurs is established,
the regional Law "About a Representative for
Entrepreneurs’ Rights Protection in Ryazan Oblast" is
adopted.

The research activities are carried out at such
large enterprises as: OAO "Plasma", NII (scientific
research institute) "RASSVET", experimental design
bureau "SPECTR”, FGUP KB “GLOBUS” (Federal
State Unitary Enterprise Design Bureau “GLOBUS”),
KB (Design Bureau) OAO “KRASNOYE ZNAMYA”
plant, All-Russian scientific research institute of
agricultural industry mechanization , VNII (All-Russia
Scientific Research Institute) of horse breeding and
scientific research institute of beekeeping.
Research works are conducted also at the main
higher education institutions of Ryazan.
Since 2010 small innovative enterprises of the Oblast which
became the winners of “START” program are provided with
the regional government financial support amounted to 200
thousand rubles. Winners of the ”UMNIK” program receive
40 thousand rubles.

The law "About Innovative Development and State
Innovative Policy of Ryazan Oblast" is implemented in the
region. The innovative infrastructure of the region includes
centers of technology transfer, innovation technology
centers, technoparks, business incubator at RSREU, training
centers for innovative activities, venture foundations, etc.
Essential research and production background with the
entities of defense industry complex as core members was
created in Ryazan Oblast. Their potential allows to develop
and produce new high-technology products.

Since 2007 94 persons became the winners of the “UMNIK” program.
5 winners of the “UMNIK” program
passed to the “START” program.

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Information technology H1
Информационные
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New devices and hardware
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Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Future medicine H2
Биотехнологии Н5
Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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RESULTS OF FOUNDATION’S
ACTIVITY
A. A. SEREZHIN became a winner of the competition
"UMNIK” in 2008 with the project "Development and
Optimization of a Folding Prototype of Gas-discharge Circuit
Breaker for Electronics". In 2011 he became a winner of
“UMNIK on START” program with the project "Research and
Development of a Specialized Gas-discharge Circuit
Breaker". Since 2011 he is a chairman of the regional
“UMNIKs” club. In 2012 he defended the master's thesis.
A.A. Serezhin was awarded with the lapel badge of the
Ryazan Oblast Governor for the shown diligence. He is a
director of the RSREU engineering center.
V. A. ROMANCHUK became a winner of the competition
"UMNIK” in 2009 with the project ""Neyroks program
complex”. In 2011 he defended the master's thesis. In 2012
he became a winner of the “UMNIK na START” program with
the project "Software for Development, Monitoring and
Administration
of
Cloud
Appendices
based
on
Neuroprocessors". V.A. Romanchuk is a director of OOO
“R-Vekom”.
A. A. KIRYAKOV became a winner of the regional final
competition "UMNIK" in 2010 with the project "Analysis of
Plethysmograms
for
Operational
Assessment
of
Cardiovascular System Condition". In 2011 he defended the
master’s thesis. In 2012 he became a winner of the “UMNIK
na START” program with the project "Mobile
Photoplethysmographic Means of Cardiovascular System
Personal Diagnostics ". A.A. Kiryakov is a director of OOO
“SANI”.

Work efficiency by R&D results
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Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

As a result of the Foundation programs implementation there were created over
40 items of intellectual property and about 230 workplaces in the Oblast.

OOO “SILOVAIA ELEKTRONIKA” (OOO “POWER
ELECTRONICS”) is supported according to the
“START-2012” program with the project "Development of an
Invertor Device for Argon Arc Welding by Non-Consumable
Electrode under Alternating and Direct Current". In a year the
enterprise not only successfully performed the Foundation
project works but also implemented some other projects. So,
the experimental model of fast charge station with output
capacity22 kW for the electric car VAZ 1817 Ellada being in
trial operation at OAO “AVTOVAZ” was developed and
made. The director is A.I. BARDIN.
OOO “SOLEKS-R” was supported according to the
program"START-2011", after successful completion of the
first year the enterprise passed to the second year of
financing. Scope: "Development and organization of serial
production of photo-electric solar modules for photo-electric
solar position regulation". In 2013 the enterprise became a
resident of "Skolkovo". The director is A. I. HUDYSH.
OOO “NST LABS” is supported according to the program
"START-2013" with the project "Cloud Service of Remote
Printing". Currently the company actively works on this and
other projects and successfully develops. The director, I. A.
Vasin, was the winner of the competition "UMNIK" of 2009,

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
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successfully performed the project and participated in the
competition "UMNIK na START". Then the project wasn't
supported. However the team didn't refuse the work on it and
in 2013 could prove the project importance to the Foundation
experts.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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The regional "UMNIKs" club was registered in 2011. At
the moment the organization includes 60 members. The
club was joined by the “UMNIK” program winners and those
aiming to participate. The "UMNIKs" club has its own
website. The “UMNIKs” club was one of the initiators of four
final competitions of "UMNIK" in the Oblast where 44
winners were selected. The club meetings are held on a
monthly basis. The clubmen, winners of the selection stages
of the “UMNIK” program and the expert council members are
invited to the meetings.

Since 2007 94 persons became winners of the
“UMNIK” program. The share of students in the
program reaches about 35%. 5 winners of the
“UMNIK” program passed to the program
"START". In 2012 at the final competition within
the oblast held in the Oblast 2 representatives of
the region became the winners.
As a result of the Foundation program
implementation there were created over 40 items
of intellectual property and about 230
workplaces in the Oblast.
Total amount of innovative projects of the Oblast
being financed through the Foundation is over 110
million rubles.
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2013

Total amount of innovative projects
of the Oblast financing through the
Foundation is over 110 million rubles.

GLAZUNOVA Yulia Sergeyevna,
A graduate student, engineer of Ryazan state
radio technical university, Ryazan.

Within the project by Glazunova Yulia Sergeyevna "Development of
the robot vehicle visual odometry system on the basis of CV
and OF video sensors", supported by the Foundation within the
“UMNIK” program, development of the mobile platforms
odometry system on the basis of several video sensors
directed to the floor (OF — Optical Flow) and to the ceiling (CV–
Ceil Vision) is performed.
The project will allow to improve significantly the quality of assessment of
robot coordinates in within an unknown room and to decrease the
production costs. The development results will be applied in designs of
wheel robots of different function: medicine, industry, agricultural industry,
space, protection etc.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Software for modeling of return dispersion influence on laser gyroscope
precision characteristics"
A scientific idea of the project consists in development of unique algorithms
of the mobile platform coordinates recurrent assessment quality
improvement on the basis of joint use of duplicative measuring channels
data.
As a result of the project implementation, the algorithm of coordinates
assessment quality improvement on the basis of two OF-video sensors is
developed and a prototype of the developed algorithm for testing
performance is created. The schematic diagram of this subsystem, ON and
calibration procedure were developed. Debugging of all components of
the prototype is carried out. The subsystem feature consists in a choice of the
ADNS-6010 Avago Technologies sensor possessing high speed and low
cost, and also in development of the robot vehicle position assessment quality
improvement algorithm with elements of adaptive filtering. In course of the
current coordinates assessment algorithm modeling on the basis of two OF
video sensors data, the model adequacy and simplicity was revealed as well
as capability of the sensors’ indicators mutual adjustment performance.
Currently the research of advanced background of machine sight, choice
of CV video sensor and all-system prototype creation for sensors interface
software development and further algorithms enhancement is conducted.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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VASIN Ivan Andreevich,
A director of OOO “NST-labs”, Ryazan.

"Development of software for modeling of return dispersion influence
on laser gyroscope precision characteristics" Vasin Ivan Andreevich
started work on the project in 2010 and in the same year the project won a
victory in the “UMNIK” competition of youth projects by the Foundation.
In 2011 Vasin I. A. took part in the final stage of the 2nd All-Russian competition
"UMNIK na START”- 2011" and in the competition "Young Scientist of the Year —
2011", and also, the project became a winner in the competition "Innovative
Implementation of Youth Success School".
Within further work in this area here was performed transition to the concept of cloud
computing and the author offered "Web print: cloudy service of remote printing"
development.
In 2012 the project of Vasin I. A. "Web print" took the third place in the innovative
competition of PPS of Ryazan state university named after S. A. Yesenin.
Participation in the exhibition of the Youth Creativity in Science and Technology (YCST)
with the project "Web print" provided an opportunity to establish cooperation with OOO
"Megafon" and ZAO “Megalabs”. The project was awarded with a diploma of STCY
exhibition, and also private investors were interested in developments of the
company.
In 2012, for the purpose of developments commercialization, a small innovative
enterprise OOO “NST Labs” was founded ("NST Labs", ltd). The company becomes a
partner of Microsoft in BizSpark and MNP programs, and in January, 2013 acquires a
right of software sales within the Windows Store platform.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Software for Video Quality Assessment.

In August, 2012 the company started the project "i-Student: cloud educational
service" and in September, 2012 the company provided the support in organization and
carrying out of the final stage of the 3d All-Russian competition "UMNIK na START".
In 2013 the company took part in the competition "START — 2013" in the H1 area.
In January, 2013 the project "Web print" officially started in the territory of Ryazan
Oblast.
The partners and customers of OOO “NST Labs” are organizations and companies of
Ryazan and St. Petersburg: Ministry of Industry, innovation and information technologies
of Ryazan Oblast; “Rodnoy Gorod” Newspaper; OGBOU "High comprehensive school —
remote education Center"; “Piramida” Training center; News agency OOO “NIA
Mentalitet”, etc.
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“SOLEKS-R” limited liability Company (OOO “SOLEKS-R”) was founded in 2010 for the purpose of
developments implementation in the field of solar power.

Head: HUDYSH Alexander Ilyich

The company arranges serial production of goods
according to own documentation and holds 5 patents
for inventions in the field of renewable power. 9
employees having over twenty years work experience in
power industry perform their labor activities at the company.
The Foundation played a crucial role in formation of the company as a
scientific organization, and also provided an essential financial support that
allowed to start the project performance.
In 2011 and in 2012 the company took part in the competition "START" with
the project "Development and the Organization of Serial Production of
Photo-electric Solar Modules for Photo-electric Solar Station Position
Setting". The project is being implemented. It is supposed to create the
module of the solar installation direction to the sun which will
significantly exceed the best world analogs in various technical
parameters (targeting accuracy, overall dimensions). Now the module is
entered into the design documentation structure of two types of solar
installations; prototypes of installations equipped with control modules
production and testing is conducted.

“SOLEKS-R”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Serial Production of Photo-electric Solar
Modules for Photo-electric Solar Station
Position Setting"
Upon completion of solar installations testing the company plans to enter
the domestic and international markets. Negotiations on supply of solar
installations with modules of control are being conducted with French and
South Korean companies.

Upon completion of solar power stations examination the company is planning to enter domestic
and worldwide market. Negotiations with French and South-Korean companies are in progress
concerning delivery of solar power stations equipped with control module.

PROGRAM
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Limited liability Company “R-VEKOM” (OOO “R-vekom”) performs its activities in the area of
information technology. Creation of the company was conditioned by participation of its future Head
Romanchuk V.A. in the Foundation programs. Before a victory in the Foundation program “UMNIK”
Romanchuk A. V. was a graduate student of Ryazan state university named after S. A. Yesenin and was
involved into development of software for conceptually new processors operating in accordance
with human brain principle— neuroprocessors.

In 2009 he took part in the competition according to the “UMNIK”
program and provided the project “Program
“NeyroKS”
Complex” which was revealed among the winners. The project
assumed creation of background of programs development in
the language of neuroassembler, modeling, analysis of
neuroprocessor and neuroprocessor systems.
Due to the Foundation support there appeared an opportunity for a quite
expensive device purchase — a neuroprocessor, and it became possible to
bring the unique software to logical completion, and also to provide a finished
product. The data obtained as a result of the conducted scientific researches
allowed to prepare and successfully defend the dissertation on the degree of
Candidate of Technical Sciences in 2011.
In course of the project implementation according to the “UMNIK” program,
the author started up the ideas on further development of a product —
organization of a cloud infrastructure based on the neuroprocessor and,
therefore, provision of access to the neuroprocessor as a service, namely
models SaaS, PaaS, IaaS.
In 2012 ROMANCHUK V. A. submitted an application for participation in the
competition "UMNIK na START" with the project "Software for Development,
Monitoring and Administration of Cloud Applications based on
Neuroprocessors". After the project’s victory in the Foundation competition, a

“R-VEKOM”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Software for Development, Monitoring and
Administration of Cloud Applications based on
Neuroprocessors"
small innovative enterprise OOO “R-VEKOM” was registered at the premises
of Ryazan state university. For half a year of the firm existence, within the
contract with the Foundation, a team of skilled employees was picked up, all the
necessary equipment was purchased, a room was leased for work and creation
of server with a set of neuroprocessor modules, two of which are available
at the moment, the site of the firm and the site of SaaS application was set
to work.

Creation of the SaaS-programs complex functioning with the created neuroprocessor
infrastructure based on the implemented “Neyroks” program complex provided with the patent , is
planned.
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“NST LABS” limited liability company (OOO “NST labs”) was founded in 2012 within the Federal Law No.
217. OOO “NST LABS” is an integrator and a developer of IT decisions.
Head: VASIN Ivan Andreevich

Priority activities of the company are:
• E-Commerce — control of electronic sales channels of
goods and services (management of business processes
of the organizations and dealer networks, analysis of
promotion companies, integration with "1C" and payment
systems and so forth);
• E-Learn — decisions in the field of distance training
(implementation, setup, configuring of LMS systems —
training management systems, implementation of video
conferencing and video broadcasting means, integration
with systems of electronic document flow and so forth);
• EDMS (system of electronic document flow);
• Social intranet (corporate social networks, CRM systems
— customer relationship management systems and so
forth).
Also the works within "intellectual" infrastructure segment
are performed.
In 2013 OOO “NST LABS” won a victory in the Foundation
program “START” with the "Cloud Service of Remote
Printing" project. The project was supported by the
Foundation, the amount of financing reached 1 million
rubles. The project is aimed at solution of the problem of
files printing in conditions of no opportunity available
for connecting to the printer directly or via local

“NST LABS”

companies and received the status of the "Leader of high
technology and innovations of Ryazan in the
non-productive area".
"Cloud service of remote printing " project results have
no restrictions on application geography, and also other
restrictions and can be widely used (photo printing, fast
printing of documents, small offset printing, 3D - printing
etc.). Cooperation with Microsoft Company in the project
implementation provides prospects of entry to the
international market.
Support of the Foundation had essential impact on
development of the company. Prior to financing there were
only 2 full-time employees and 4 contractors working at OOO
“NST LABS”. Today there are 6 staff members and 3
contractors in the company. Staff increase is planned.
Working areas of the enterprise were increased in twice. The
R&D results provided a ground for the adjacent products
and services offered by the company thereby having
expanded their range.

Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:

"Cloud service of remote printing "

network. The results are of great importance for the
printing devices market development, as in general, and
also for solution of "local" infrastructure tasks of printing
services automation in the large companies with distributed
infrastructure.

Project implementation still proceeds, and the
following results are already reached:
• cloud service of a remote printing is started in the open
entry mode: http://web-print.pro/
• the technology and service passed approbation at the
organization with distributed infrastructure — Ryazan state
university named after S. A. Yesenin.
Throughout a year of work OOO “NST LABS” became a
business partner of Microsoft, IBM and "1C-Bitriks"

Support of the Foundation was very timely. It was difficult for the young company operating at the market
of innovations to cope with tasks of new areas financing, such as remote printing. The results in this
area naturally complement the range of products and services offered by the company, allow to build
complex solutions in automation that in turn provides the company competitiveness in the market of
information systems.

PROGRAM
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Within 2010-2011 KIRYAKOV A.A., a Candidate of Technical Sciences, implemented the project
"Development of a Method of Plethysmograms Analysis for Operational Assessment of
Cardiovascular System Condition" within the “UMNIK” program.
The author faced a set of questions on efficiency of a method
of human cardiovascular system condition analysis by
means of short selection of inter-shot intervals, and only
the support provided by the Foundation provided an
opportunity to check scientific hypotheses in practice. The
received positive results led to creation of the portable
cardiomonitoring device which allows to control
cardiovascular system condition without calling a
doctor. According to the author's idea, the sensor
connectable either to the computer or to other portable
device will be designed. For the condition assessment it’s
enough to put a sensor on the finger, and within 120
seconds the device will calculate an integrated indicator
of the user’s health — considering the age and a gender,
and also will measure the body temperature and pulse.
Having estimated the received results regarding the potential
of commercialization and demand in the market, KIRYAKOV
A. A. submitted further request for the "UMNIK na START"
competition with the project "Development Stationary
Photoplethysmographic
Modules
and
Photoplethysmographic Vizor of Real Time" in 2012. A
victory in the competition enabled him to register his own
small innovative enterprise —

which will be provided with the license soon and will be
offered to a consumer through the network of drugstores and
medical institutions, the “Mobile” system intended for
mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, the system of fixed
cardiomonitoring in real time for medical institutions and
the Global system including all three areas.
Work on the products promotion at the market has been
started — the practical results were already introduced at the
All-Russian, interregional and high school exhibitions of
scientific and technical achievements, having gained
numerous diplomas and awards.
In the nearest future KIRYAKOV A. A. plans implementation
of the system of heart and vessels condition monitoring
in already existing technical means — tablets, phones etc.,
and also search of a reliable partner for investments into
perspective business oriented to future medicine.

OOO “Sistemy Avtomatizirovannogo Neinvazivnogo
Issledovaniya”
(SYSTEMS
of
AUTOMATED
NONINVASIVE RESEARCH) and to form a team including
both young and vigorous people, and the employees

“SANI”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

“Stationary Photoplethyspographic Modules and
Photoplethyspographic Vizor of Real Time”

possessing unique practical experience. So, a leading
engineer of the company SPIRKOV V.I. conducted pioneer
research in creation of the Russian accelerator of charged
particles. His experience of the circuit designer and
developer provided KIRYAKOV A. A. with an opportunity to
realize a number of ideas which were implemented in the
device of plethysmographic signal registration.

So far the team of OOO “SANI” already managed to
carry out the necessary pilot and design works, to
create prototypes of devices of cardiovascular
system express diagnostics having used the
financial support of the Foundation for purchase
of expensive digital registration means — an
oscillograph,
synthesis
generators
and
laboratory power supply and control systems.
Due to the Foundation support within the project four
basic areas are developed: the "house doctor" system

Cooperation with the Foundation enabled the developers to gain economic independence and to
create knowledge-intensive business, to become a serious and responsible partner ready to solve
the tasks set within the project and adjacent areas.
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Small innovative enterprise OOO “SILOVAYA ELEKTRONIKA” is involved into scientific research and
development works in the field of creation of power electronics devices for electric equipment
systems of different function.
Head: BARDIN Alexander Ivanovich

The company develops invertor equipment for all
types of arc welding and for air plasma cutting of
metals, specialized sources for use of arc
processes in technologies of surfacing and
dusting, power supplies for high-frequency
generators of ozone, exercises automated and
remote control of welding processes with melting,
performs measurements and registration of
welding equipment technical parameters and
technological parameters of arc processes.

The customers and partners of OOO “SILOVAYA
ELEKTRONIKA” are: OOO “Tekhpromservis”, Moscow,
OOO “Mikroplazmennye tekhnologii”, Moscow, OAO
"GRPZ", ZAO “ITT”, Ramenskoye, OOO “Lebedyansky
mashinostroitelny zavod", etc.
The employees of OOO “SILOVAYA ELEKTRONIKA”
became winners of the Ryazan Oblast award in science and
equipment in honor of the Academician V. F. Utkin in 2005
and received a silver medal of the Academician V. F. Utkin in
2007.

Also the company is involved into developments of
medical equipment for physical therapy and power
supplies of a special purpose. The station of fast charge
of the electric car VAZ of 1817 Ellada (JSC AVTOVAZ)
batteries is developed.
In cooperation with the team of MIPT and MCTI named
after Mendeleyev, the company develops high-frequency
power supplies of alternating voltage for plasma chemical
processing of liquids.
OOO “SILOVAYA ELEKTRONIKA” is a developer of
“Forsazh” series of the invertor welding equipment
produced in lots at OAO “GRPZ”, Ryazan.
5 models for manual arc welding, 3 models for
mechanized welding with consumable electrode, 3 models

“SILOVAYA
ELEKTRONIKA”

Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:

“Invertor device of argonarc welding
by
non-consumable
electrode
of
alternating and direct current"

for argonarc welding by non-consumable electrode with
direct current, 2 models of welding wire suppliers for
semi-automatic welding are produced.
The items intended for serial production: a device of the air
plasma cutting of metal under the current 70A, two models
the argonarc devices by non-consumable electrode with
alternating current output with currents of 200 A and 315 A
respectively for aluminum welding.
The welding equipment "Fosazh" corresponds to the best
world samples and exceeds them according to a number of
indicators. It was repeatedly awarded at the international and
Russian specialized exhibitions, being provided with gold
and platinum badges.
The Foundation supported R&D performance on the project:
"Development of an invertor device of argonarc welding
by non-consumable electrode of alternating and direct
current". The amount of financing through the Foundation
was 1 million rubles.

The company team includes development engineers of electronic schemes, developers of digital
microcontroller management systems, design engineers of radio-electronic equipment, that allows to
perform R&D works with development of a complete set of design documentation sufficient for the
developed products serial production arrangement.

PROGRAM
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Representative office of the Foundation for Assistance to Development of Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
OOO “Nauchno-issledivatelskiy tsentr biotekhnologiy” (Research Center of
Biochemical Technology)

OOO “Nauchno-issledivatelskiy tsentr biotekhnologiy” (Research Center of
Biochemical technology) is an advanced innovative platform for development
and implementation of advanced technology in the field of biomedical science. Since
2013 OOO “Nauchno-issledivatelskiy

tsentr

biotekhnologiy” acts as a

representative office of the Foundation for assistance to development of small
innovative enterprises in science and technology (hereinafter referred to as the
Foundation) in the region.

2

• department of laboratory research,
• department
of
development
and
implementation of new medical and diagnostic
technologies in veterinary science and medicine,

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
of the initiated requests.
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Activities:

• carrying out of preclinical testing on the medical and
diagnostic equipment, pharmacological drugs and
biologically active additives;
• rendering of veterinary services;
• laboratory diagnosis of farm and domestic animals’
diseases;
• cooperation with farms on improvement of cattle
livestock productivity;
• cooperation with veterinary clinics on improvement of
animals’ diseases diagnostics quality;

per 1000 students

• development of new diagnostic and medical
technologies in veterinary science and medicine;

• feed research for mycotoxins detection;
• agrochemical analysis of soils;
• functional diagnostics of the plants’ diseases;
• water quality determination.
The research center of biochemical technology was
founded upon the scientists’ initiative and became the
first private company in the region which main goal is

0
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

The center consists of three main divisions:

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The research center of biochemical technology was founded upon the scientists’
initiative and became the first private company in the region
The company owns an essential material base including the advanced laboratory and
diagnostic equipment, in particular the equipment developed by the center’s staff.
development of the newest technology in the field of
medical biology science and their promotion at the
market. The company owns an essential material base
including the advanced laboratory and diagnostic
equipment, in particular the equipment developed by the
center’s staff. This provided an opportunity for obtaining the
quality management certificate of conformity for activities
performance in the area of scientific research in the field of
natural and technical science within the shortest period.

Basic areas of the research activities:
• development of new technologies in veterinary
laboratory diagnostics. The research passed the state
registration at FGNU "Center of Information Technology

and Systems of Executive Authorities of the Russian
Federation" in 2011.
• assessment of diagnostic opportunities for
bioimpedance analysis in veterinary medicine. The
work was performed in cooperation with OOO “Center of
Innovative Technologies Transfer” (Smolensk) within the
applied R&D activities "Development of Software and
Hardware Complex for Diagnosis of Internals Diseases
on the basis of Bioimpedance Analysis".
• development of devices intended for oncological
new growths treatment.
The research is conducted in cooperation with the company

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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"Quantum
Potenial Corporation" (USA, Pennsylvania).
•
Within the project it is planned to create a device for
treatment of oncological new growths of the facial area and
skin.

RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

In 2012 the long-term regional target program
"Development of Small and Average Entrepreneurship
Entities in Smolensk Oblast for 2013 - 2016" was
approved. The strategy of the regional long-term social and
economic development till 2020 including the section
"Innovative Development of Smolensk Oblast Industry" is
developed.

Entities of the regional innovative infrastructure:
• Academy of law and management;
• Business incubator "Smolensk"
molensk Foundation "Paritet";

of

the

• Business incubator "Youth business" of the
school at NOU VPO "Smolensk Institute of
Business and Entrepreneurship";
• Non-profit organization "Smolensk Regional
Foundation for Entrepreneurship Support ";
• Smolensk science and innovation center of
radio-electronic “Zavant” systems.

Total amount of financing through the Foundation for assistance for the entire period of
cooperation with the Oblast amounted to 37 265 000 rubles. 73 work places were created by
means of these funds.

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Future medicine H2

4

Work efficiency by R&D results
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according to the “UMNIK” program
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OBRAZTSOV
Sergei Aleksandrovich,
A candidate of Technical Sciences,
senior teacher of NIU "MEI" (Moscow
Power Engineering Institute)branch,
Smolensk City.

Obraztsov Sergey Aleksandrovich won a victory in the Foundation competition
“UMNIK” with the project "Development of a Power Effective Automated
Control System for External Lighting" which provided an opportunity of
significant decrease of the expenses on lighting of the cities’ streets
and the squares both due to economy of the electric power, and due to
decrease in operating costs, and also it allowed to improve the
quality of lighting and traffic safety.
Various innovative technical solutions were applied within the framework of the project,
due to this it is possible to reach much better ratio of functionality and cost than
applied for the nearest world analogs.
After completion of the project works within the “UMNIK” program, Obraztsov S. A.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

"Development of a Power Effective Automated Control System for External
Lighting"
intends to participate in other programs of the Foundation, and also private
investments involvement into the project is planned.
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“ARKADA-ENGINEERING” limited liability Company (OOO “Arkada-Engineering”), with the active
financial and methodical support of the Foundation, having studied the experience of low-rise construction
in the USA, Canada, Japan and the European countries, developed the system of low-rise
construction on the basis of thin-walled profiles with low thermal conductivity. For this
technology implementation, the enterprise OOO ‘ARSENAL ST” was founded in 2007.

The light gauge steel framing technology includes
building framework assembly (a wall, overlapping, rafter
system of a roof) of grating steel profiles. Walls and
overlapping are sheathed by the sheet materials (gypsum
fiber, gypsum board, aqua panels, cement board etc.). The
internal space is filled with a heater (basalt fiber plates, green
fiber etc.). The roof is also warmed and covered with various
optional materials: metal tile, andulinum, profiled flooring etc.
All other processes are well-known: installation of windows,
doors, internal engineering equipment, wall, floor covering
works and other types of work.
The main benefits of this type of construction are:
• high performance (labor costs on a building site are by 8-10 times lower,
than in case of traditional methods implementation);
• high power efficiency of buildings while operation (wall section of 200
mm is equal to 1,3 m of a brick wall according to the energy efficiency);
• environmental compatibility, durability and opportunity for long term
repeated conversion of construction materials;

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

À

"Serial Production of Photo-electric Solar
Modules for Photo-electric Solar Station
Position Setting"
• fire resistance: all constructive elements passed the tests and aren't
fire-dangerous (fire resistance makes over 90 minutes);
• decrease of the design specific weight (in comparison with traditional
technologies it is by 6-7 times less; that reduces costs on transportation
and allows to perform delivery to the most remote regions);
• seismic stability over 9 points;
• all-season construction.
The listed benefits provide an opportunity for reduction of housing
construction cost value including the economy class housing. Depending on
dimensions and technical assembly, the building cost value varies from 17 to
23 thousand rubles for sq.m.
Within the period from 2007 till 2014, the company “Arsenal ST” performed
the designs and constructed over 200 thousand sq.m of housing and
buildings of civil appointment in cooperation with the Russian building
companies.

Throughout this technology promotion, OOO “ARKADA-ENGINEERING”
introduced and
implemented the equipment and engineering procedures at the following enterprises in the territory
of the Russian Federation: OOO “Balt-profil” (St. Petersburg), OOO “KMK” (Tver); OOO PK “Stank”
(Krasnodar), OOO “Cherepovetsstroyprofil” (Cherepovets); and also OOO “Gidroizolstroy” (Minsk, Belarus).

PROGRAM
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Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology – OOO Tekhnoekos.

Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) was established in
the region in 2003 on the basis of OOO Tekhnoekos. The work started with
implementation of the Russian and French project on development of a
self-rescue device based on chemically bonded oxygen oriented at the European
market. The project gained the Foundation’s support. Commercialization

of

developments resulted in the EU certified self-rescue device OXY-PRO.
Objective of the Foundation's Agency in the region is support of small innovative business and
establishment of new start-up companies, formation of information environment and
organization of consulting and legal support in scientific and technological cooperation for small
innovative enterprises; assistance in preparation for participation in the Foundation’s contests.
At the initial stage, a final selection for UMNIK program is held with the assistance of OAO
Roskhimzashchita Corporation that presented its infrastructure for the contest holding, rendered
organizational support.

2

With assistance of the Oblast’s Duma, the Foundation’s
Agency holds various scientific conferences and dedicated
events aimed at involvement of students into the innovative
activity, and determination of most promising areas and
knowledge-intensive productions in the region. So, in 2013,
the 1st Russian National Scientific and Practical Conference
“Potential of the Russian Youth: Science, Practice and
Innovations” was held the Duma’s Conference Hall.
Over 80 delegates were involved in its operation, among
them there were representatives of the scientific community,
innovative business of Tambov City and Tambov Oblast,
Oblast’s Administration for Education and Science,
representatives of the Foundation. Following the conference,
10 winners were elected.
Finals of UMNIK program are held with organizational aid of
the Oblast’s Duma and Administration.
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

The Foundation’s Agency closely cooperates with the
Oblast’s higher educational establishments and universities,
students whereof with its assistance participate in the
Foundation’s competitive programs, conferences and
educational events. The Oblast has 5 operating state higher
educational establishments, 1 non-state higher educational
establishment, 5 affiliates of state institutions for higher
vocational education and 6 affiliates of non-state institutions
for higher vocational education.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

Projects in every area were selected by the
Decision Board which included the top scientists
of
Tambov’s
and
Michurinsk’s
higher
educational
establishments,
and
representatives of business communities on a
parity basis.

0
0
“UMNIK”

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

For two years, 7 persons participated in UMNIK na START
program, 3 of them achieved victory.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

8
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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The principal document establishing a mechanism and main figures for the Oblast’s innovative development strategy is the
law “On Scientific and Technical Policy, Scientific and Innovative Activity in Tambov Oblast” passed in 2003.
A strategy for social and economic development of the Oblast was formulated for the period by 2028.

Innovation infrastructure items:
• Michurinsk Technology City;

• Tekhnoekos Company;

• Innovatika Business Incubator of Tambov State
Technical University;

• Center of Technology Transfer for Tambov
State Technical University;

• Innovative Center
Technologies;

• G.R. Derzhavin Tambov State University;

for

High

Biochemical

• Institute for Distance Education;
• Institute for Innovations and High-Priority
Scientific Areas;
• Tambov
Innovative
Engineering Center;

and

• Nanotechnologies
and
Nanomaterials
Scientific and Educational Center of G.R.
Derzhavin Tambov State University.

Technological

• Tambov Innovative Business Incubator of the
Regional Management and Culture Center;
• Tambov Foundation for Business Support and
Development;
• Tambov Center for Scientific and Technical
Information;

824 persons took part in UMNIK program. Among UMNIK program winners, 87%
actively continue their scientific work.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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RESULTS OF FOUNDATION’S
ACTIVITY

Work efficiency by R&D results

With association of the Foundation's Agency, youngscholars of Tambov Oblast take active part almost in
every Foundation's program on annual basis:
EVRIKA, START, UMNIK, RAZVITIE, UMNIK
NA START.
Participation in the Foundation’s programs and financial
support helped winners create their innovative business.
Companies that were established carry out scientific,
research and practical activity in high-priority areas of the
RF’s innovative development such as: nanotechnologies and
new materials; medicine and biochemical technologies;
ecology and environmental protection.
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UMNIK winners in 2011 were projects:
•“Development of Innovative Methods for Production of

0,10

Import-Substituting Nanomodified Filtering Materials for
Extra Fine Gas and Liquid Purification”, OOO
NANOFILTR (Tambov, CEO – A.Ye. BURAKOV);

0,05

•“Designing Methods for Creating Regenerant Plants of

0,00

Fruit and Small Fruit Culture Genotypes Based on
Androgensis and Tissue Correction” (OOO Biotekhnolog
Scientific and Production Center, Michurinsk, CEO –
H.Yu. VAN-UNKAN).

R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

During the time of activity of the Foundation in the region, the financial support in
the amount of 74,695 thousand RUB was provided to the small innovation
business, more than 90 new work places were created.
•
7 persons participated in UMNIK na START program, 3
of them gained victory.
In 2011, Ph.D. in science, Ye.I. AKULIN gained victory with
the project “Designing Portable Medical Oxygen Generator
for Chronic Disease Treatment and Prevention”. Currently,
he is a head of the small innovative enterprise OOO
EKOTEKHNOLOGII established according to Federal Law
217-FZ. The project is aimed at production and marketing of
portable oxygen generators based on pressure swing
adsorption method for treating and preventing chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and other pulmonary
diseases.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
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The
project
“Designing
Automated
System
for
Immunohistochemical Analysis (ASIA)” achieved victory in
2012. The project author, A.A. BLOKHIN, runs a small
innovative enterprise OOO MICROSPACE. The project
“Designing Nanomodification Method for Polymer Binders
and Coatings Based on Epoxide Resins with Carbohydrate
Nanotubes for the Purpose of Improving Their Properties” is
also a winner of UMNIK na START 2012. The author of the
project A.N. BLOKHIN, Ph.D. in Technical Sciences,
currently runs the small innovative enterprise OOO
NANOKOMPLEKS.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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824 persons took part in UMNIK program.
Percentage of UMNIK program participants among
students made up about 4%. Percentage of UMNIK
program winners among the total of students was
about 0.5%. Among UMNIK program winners,
87% actively continue their scientific work.
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Over 40 intellectual property items
have been registered.

Raised extrabudgetary resources per 1 RUB
of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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in small innovative enterprises
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2013

During the Foundation’s operation in the region, the
Foundation has rendered financial support to
small innovative business in the amount of RUB
74,695 thousand, over 90 new work places
have been formed. Over 40 intellectual property
items have been registered.

YEROKHIN Igor Vyacheslavovich,
a specialist of State-Supported Scientific Establishment Russian
National Scientific and Research Institute for Equipment and Oil
Product Usage of Russian Agricultural Academy, Tambov.

Igor Vyacheslavovich Yerokhin won the competitive program
UMNIK with his project “Designing Innovative Biotechnology
of Microalgae Growing and Processing”.

A method allowing obtaining non food renewable raw materials that may
be used for obtaining engine fuels such as biodiesel and bioethanol for
partial substitution of the oil fuel for the purpose of economy at cargo, car,
railroad, sea, agricultural motor transport and for obtaining bioadditives for
needs of animal and poultry breeding according to “Comprehensive
Program for Biotechnology Development in the Russian Federation for the
Period by 2020” approved by the Chairman of the Government of the Russian
Federation on April 24, 2012, was designed within the project.

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Innovative Biotechnology for Microalgae Growing and Processing.

Several strains of microalgae that are currently tested in the designed
photobioreactor were selected for the method development. In order to
derive a lipid fraction from the microalgae for the first time in the world’s
practice, we suggest implementing specifically designed equipment with
rotating electromagnetic field and swirl machines based on
Ranque-Hilsch effect. Due to these machines, the designed biotechnology
may be considered innovative energy efficient and energy saving
biotechnology.
The project is at the stage of tryout of individual systems and modules
functioning.
The project is forecasted to have high competitive ability and is intended to
be introduced both at the domestic and the world markets.
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YESINA Marina Nikolayevna,
a Ph.D. in Chemistry, Senior Professor of Analytical and Organic
Chemistry Department of Institute for Natural Sciences of G.R.
Derzhavin Tambov State University, Tambov.

The project by Marina Nikolayevna “Designing Evaluation
Methods for Protective Effect and Bactericidal Activity of
Inhibitors for Oil Field Equipment Rust Prevention” won
UMNIK contest and is currently at the final stage.
Currently, a set of criteria allowing selecting corrosion inhibitors in more
efficient way was developed using gravimetric method based on
determination of protective efficiency of inhibitors in various media and
their aftereffect.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Evaluation Methods for Protective Effect and Bactericidal Activity of
Inhibitors for Oil Field Equipment Rust Prevention.

A method of partial contributions to general protective effect in
“corrosion product film/inhibitor” system was substantiated and criteria
allowing estimating corrosion inhibition by means of direct influence of
inhibiting composition on steel ionization process or by means of
protective film stabilization were developed. Criteria for integrated
efficiency evaluation of suggested inhibiting admixtures in relation to
microbiological steel corrosion were designed taking into account total
number of sulfur reducing bacterial cells in the system and their metabolic
activity.
A work is currently carried out to unify criteria obtained at various stages of
work and to compile common methods for evaluation of the protective
effect and bactericidal activity of inhibiting compositions using the
obtained parameters.
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Nanogalvanika Limited Liability Company established in 2010 within Federal Law No. 217 carries out
scientific research and developments in natural and technical sciences. One of the company’s founders
was Tambov State Technical University Federal State-Funded Educational Establishment of Higher
Vocational Education.
Head: LITOVKA Yuri Vladimirovich,
Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor

The Company’s activity is aimed at production and
marketing of additive to galvanic chrome plating
electrolyte in the form of effervescent soluble
tablets containing carbon nanotubes Taunite,
and at organization of R&D as pertaining to
development of a method for production of
nanomodified galvanic coatings with improved
qualitative properties.
In 2012, OOO NANOGALVANIKA achieved victory in the
Foundation’s START program with its project “Designing
Scientifically Justified Methods for Using Carbon
Nanostructures
to
Obtain
Electrochemical
Nanomodified Zinc Galvanic Coatings with High
Corrosion Resistance”. The Foundation allocated finance
in the amount of RUB 560 thousand for R&D performance as
pertaining to this topic. Co-financing was allocated from the
company’s own funds. 4 employees are currently engaged
in the operation of the company.
A method for production of nanomodified Zinc galvanic
coatings with improved corrosion resistance is currently
being integrated at OAO KONTAKT Research and
Production Enterprise, Saratov. Taking into account that
over 700 galvanizing plants and areas at engineering

NANOGALVANIKA

Press of OOO Nanogalvanika.
Production of tableted additives to nanocarbon materials for galvanic electrolytes

Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:
Scientifically Substantiated Method of Using Carbon
Nanostructures
for
Obtaining
Electrochemical
Nanomodified Zinc Galvanic Coatings with High
Corrosion Resistance.

enterprise operate in the RF, the project’s potential is high.
Measures are undertaken to integrate the methods at
Druzhkovka Engineering Plant, Druzhkovka, Donetsk
Oblast, Ukraine.

tableted nanocarbon material Taunite as an additive to
galvanic electrolytes for improving properties of finished
coatings of products. Revenue from the company’s
product sale in 2013 made up over RUB 600 thousand.

A promising technology for production of nanomodified
Zinc galvanic coatings with improved corrosion
resistance was designed.
This development resulted in publication of 4 research
papers. D.N. Simagin, a post-graduate student, one of the
paper authors prepared Ph.D. theses for defense based on
the findings of this development.
The company is currently preparing an application for the
second year of START program.
OOO NANOGALVANIKA is currently producing and selling

OOO NANOGALVANIKA actively develops a sphere related to production and sale of equipment for
application of nanomodified galvanic coatings onto surfaces of various complexity, agreements for
scientific, research and development are concluded with enterprises of Tambov and Tambov Oblast.
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Agency for Consulting, Educational and Scientific Services in Innovation Technologies Limited
Liability Company (OOO KONUS-IT) was established in 2011 on the basis of Information Technology
Department of Tambov State Technical University Federal State-Funded Educational Establishment of
Higher Vocational Education according to Federal Law No. 217. The company’s founders are Tambov
State Technical University and top professors of the Information Technology Department.
Head: DIDRIKH Valery Yevgenievich

Main areas of the company’s activity include:
introduction of intellectual property, carrying out
scientific, research and development works in theory
and practice of development, introduction and
operation of innovative information systems and
technologies, means and ways of information
protection, and as pertaining to maintenance,
organization and deployment methods of such
systems and elements.
The principal objective of the company’s innovative project
is to increase efficiency of evaluation network
architecture
survivability
based
on
developed
mathematical, algorithmic support and software of the
intellectual system for the first-line support of decision
making.
Within infrastructure of the modern information-based and
industrial society, network architecture occupies one of the
key places. Typical tasks encountered by analytists and
operators include calculation of flow distribution within the
network when the network architecture is affected by
adverse external factors in order to assure its operation
based on usage of synthesized recommendations,
determination of “bottle necks” of links exposed to

of a part of the system, increase in share of technologically
associated performance impairment, and, consequently,
scale of the system damage; complexity and intensity of
recovery operations are higher in large-scale systems, that is
why striving for reduction of the system damage size is
simultaneously a striving to create more favorable conditions
for recovery of the required operating level; developed links
between various systems and subsystems via different
channels (information channels, material and power flows)
may result in significant importance of secondary

KONUS-IT
overloading, nodes, that fail as the load increases. Need in
studying problems of network architecture systems
survivability is attributable to the following circumstances:
increase of scale and cost of the systems leads to significant
growth of damages caused by prolonged disconnection even

10

consequences of performance impairment in the system
elements. Harm caused by secondary consequences may
appear to be immeasurably higher than that caused by initial
consequences up to complete cessation ofperformance or
destruction of the system. That is why a problem emerges in

START
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elimination and restriction of secondary consequences.
Finally, there is a problem of fast and optimal activation of
resources remained in the system for the purpose of
performing vital functions of the system after it is strongly
impacted. Solution to this problem requires new properties of
the system that it may not possess if it was designed to run
only under normal operating conditions.
OOO KONUS-IT participated in the Foundation’s
START-2012 contest in Information Technology H1 category
with the project: “Research and Development of Models,
Algorithms and Software of the System for Network
Architecture Survivability Evaluation and Synthesis of
Recommendations to its Enhancement”, amount of
finance made up RUB 700 thousand.
Co-financing of R&D was performed at account of profit from
implementation of other projects within principal activities of
the company.
In the course of the project implementation: analytical
and procedural models of survivability evaluation were
designed based on polynominal and neural network
representations enabling to synthesize and analyze network
information systems taking into account a required level of
the architecture survivability, and to fulfill a system
reconfiguration task when it is adjusted under conditions of
adverse external factors; procedural models are
implemented as dummies of software modules for analyzing
and evaluating network structure survivability tested and
approved by the example of fragments of actual
telecommunication systems; a model was designed and a
dummy was implemented in software for the expert system
including various analytical variants of the survivability
analysis and recommendation development procedures for
The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Research and Development of Models, Algorithms and Software of the
System for Network Architecture Survivability Evaluation and Synthesis of
Recommendations to its Enhancement.
the purpose of enhancing survivability of network
architecture; a dummy of the expert system was tested and
approved resulting in confirmation of possibility of fast
evaluation of the network architecture survivability, analysis
of the network topology modification variants and
development of recommendations aimed at survivability
enhancement and assurance of its required level.
Results of the expert system approval at the example of
actual network information systems showed possibilities
to enhance survivability of these systems by 11 – 15%
depending on topological peculiarities.
For the purpose of R&D, scholars and post-graduates of the
university were engaged for research work, 4 extra work
places managed to be formed and substantial material
support managed to be provided to young research workers.
OOO KONUS-IT is currently providing services related to
audit of network architecture survivability and
manageability for industrial and social enterprises.
Revenue from the company’s services rendered in 2013
made up over RUB 400 thousand.

establishments of Tambov City and Tambov
Oblast.

Currently, OOO KONUS-IT develops the area
related to designing dedicated software for social
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Small Innovative Enterprise OOO NANODIAGNOSTIKA was established in 2010 in Tambov under
Federal Law No. 217 for practical implementation of intellectual property in natural sciences
co-founded with G.R. Derzhavin Tambov State University.
Head: SAMODUROV Alexander Alexeyevich,
Ph.D. in Physics and Mathematics, Associated Professor

Establishment of the company was conditioned by
need in promoting available results of advanced
technology products in nanoindustry, namely,
experimental equipment for characterizing
physical
and
mechanical
properties
of
materials according to micro- and nanoscale.
This small enterprise employs personnel among
professionals in their art: Ph.D. in Physics and Mathematics,
post-graduates of Heat Power Engineering Department and
specialists with economic education who deal with
commercialization of products.
The ideologist author of the project is YU.I. GOLOVIN,
Doctor in Physics and Mathematics, Professor, Honored
Scientist of the Russian Federation, Head of
Nanotechnologies and Nanomaterials Research and
Education Center of G.R. Derzhavin Tambov State
University.
The enterprise’s main activity is related to study of various
properties of nanomaterials. Both standard and
specifically developed means are applied for this purpose. In
particular,
atomic-force
microscopes
and
nanoindentometers operating in various modes are
successfully used for study of nanomechanical,

electromechanical, tribological and other properties.
However, they are quite expensive (over USD 100
thousand), low-productive, complex in use and maintenance,
require high qualification of the operator. Moreover, they are
poorly suitable for bulk and low-cohesion materials. Usage of
such equipment allows determining nanomechanical
properties of individual (single) nanoparticles, for example,
when studying nanotubes and fibers. However, this research
has local nature and cannot characterize material in a bulk
form in general.

NANODIAGNOSTIKA
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Equipment
designed
in
the
course
of
OOO
NANODIAGNOSTIKA project may be used in the two
areas:
• identification of products in a bulk form based on the
dedicated database,
• express control of properties, features of the product and
their stability at different stages of the production cycle.
Objects of the diagnostics may be nanotubes, metal
powders (for catalysis, agglomeration), medications, finely
dispersed pigments, etc., on small portions of the substance
(not more than on several cubic millimeters or several mg),
which is of great importance. This unique diagnostics
method is based on micromechanical testing of porous
and low-cohesion materials in a bulk form.

developments in targeted drug delivery.
In the course of implementation of this project, it is planned
to design a line of multi-functional diagnostic equipment
for studying physical and chemical properties of
nanomaterials, including nanoindentometers produced at
the facility. This equipment is demanded not only in Russia,
but abroad as well.
The company designs equipment for joint research works
with Chemistry Department of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow
State University to study opportunities for biochemical
reaction management in suspensions with magnetic
biocompatible nanoparticles in magnetic fields for their
possible further usage in hospitals for diagnosing and

Updated devices may be used as training and laboratory
complexes for teaching students specializing in natural
sciences to basics of physical nanomaterial studies.
According to results of the Foundation’s START-2011
program, the winner was the project “Equipment of Online
Diagnostics of Physical and Mechanical Features and
Properties of Porous and Bulk Materials”. The first R&D
contract with the Foundation for RUB 850 thousand
executed in 2011-2012 was accomplished in full and in time.
In 2013, implementation of the second project stage started
dedicated to development and optimization of
constructional units of a commercial prototype of
equipment for diagnostics of physical and mechanical
properties in carbon nanotubes and its implementation
on other materials. Amount allocated by the Foundation for
its implementation made up RUB 1.5 mln. All stages of the
project provide for financing from the company’s resources
Assembly of the device controller

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Equipment for Online Diagnostics of Physical and Mechanical Features and
Properties of Porous and Bulk Nanomaterials.

on a parity basis with the Foundation.
In the course of implementation of the first-stage design
works, know-how: “Method of Quality Control in Carbon
Nanotubes in a Bulk Form” was designed, and a
commercial prototype of the equipment for diagnostics of
physical and mechanical properties of carbon
nanotubes was manufactured.
A small amount of operations on introducing obtained results
of the project’s R&D into production. On the basis of this
design, research and developments are delivered, including
those for third-party companies. In 2011, the company’s
revenue made up about RUB 1.5 mln. In 2012, this
parameter made up over RUB 4.5 mln. The company’s
revenue in 2013 significantly exceeds 2012 values.
In the course of the project implementation, 6 new work
places were formed with average monthly salary above the
medium level existing in the region in this industry. For the
period of the company’s existence, the team has developed
a model of design-oriented way of thinking which helps fulfill
other tasks as well. They include two promising projects:
installation of pulsed magnet ore benefication for mining and
processing plants and devices for biochemical reaction study
in suspensions with magnetic nanoparticles for

PROGRAM

START

treating malignant growths. Equipment for pulsed magnet
ore processing is being designed in cooperation with
Moscow State Mining University for higher rate of
recoverability of natural resources.

Cooperation with the Foundation had a key effect
on outcomes of OOO NANODIAGNOSTIKA’s
activity that witnesses to the fact that a good
foundation has been established for the company’s
development, measures have been taken to transfer
from the fundamental science to practical application
of the research outcomes in one of the key economy
industries – nanoindustry. The company develops
several areas in instrument making and research
conducting.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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OOO NANOFILTR was established in 2010 in Tambov under Federal Law No. 217. State financed
founder of the company is Tambov State Technical University (Tambov State Technical University Federal
State-Funded Educational Establishment of Higher Vocational Education).
Head: Alexander Yevgenievich BURAKOV,
Ph.D. in Technology

Whole new level of operational properties of development
materials is based upon technological solutions enabling to
smoothly integrate conventional filtering materials and
nanomaterials that possess a complex of unique properties.
The enterprise successfully operates, which is witnessed by start of sales of
pilot batches of samples.
Main objective of this company’s innovative project is includes:
• carrying out scientific, research and development works in engineering,
chemical technologies and other advanced technologies for fine
purification of gas and liquid media;
• development, integration and introduction of new technologies and
materials aimed at increase of functional and application properties of
industrial products;
• practical application (implementation) of intellectual property;

The enterprise is established for the
purpose of creating pilot production of
import-substituting
high-technological products for
ecological monitoring and human
health care – filtering materials of
fine purification of gas and liquid
with improved properties.

• production and sale of industrial goods of various designation.

NANOFILTR

14
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The project provides for:
• designing innovative technologies and implementation of
nanocarbon modification of modern highly efficient
filtering materials for fine purification of gas and liquid
media;
• creating import-substituting highly-efficient filtering
high-temperature fiber material based on non-organic
fibers, modified with highly porous cover of carbon
nanomaterial enabling to significantly improve qualitative
properties of submicron aerosol particle control;
• modifying polymer membranes by forming permeable
structure of carbon nanomaterials on the membrane
surface which allows significantly increasing efficiency of
division at simultaneous multiple enhancement of
quantitative parameters of purification quality.

The project implemented with assistance of the Foundation:

Production of Filtering Materials for Fine Purification of Gases and Liquids
with Improved Properties.
Implemented equipment

Developing production of nanomodified filtering materials for
final stages of gas and liquid purification in Tambov Oblast
will undoubtedly contribute to increase of its innovative and
technological status, create educational and industrial
cluster enabling to train and recruit highly qualified
specialists in the following areas: nantochnologies and
nanomaterials, environmental protection and human health
care.
Currently, work places have been formed at the enterprise
for 5 young highly qualified specialists. The project is
currently at a stage of development.

High-priority area of the company’s activity for the
next period is promotion to markets of the CIS and
the Eastern Europe.

PROGRAM
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Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology – Tver InnoCenter.

A regional Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) was
established in 1995 on the basis of Research and Methodology Center for
Innovative Activity of the Higher School (Tver InnoCenter). Thus, Tver
InnoCenter has become one of the first organizations in Russia that undertook functions
of the Foundation’s Agency. Since the Foundation was established, Tver InnoCenter
and its head, Ye.A. LURYE, have maintained productive relationship, and I.M.
BORTNIK and S.G. POLYAKOV were invited as guests of honor to scientific and practical
conferences in Tver held by the InnoCenter’s team.
The Foundation’s Agency carries out active work on informing the community of higher educational
establishments concerning UMNIK and START programs. Therefore, Tver InnoCenter employs various
means: preparing, issuing and distributing printed products containing information about the
Foundation’s programs, final events and winners of UMNIK program, outcomes of the program
implementation; publications in local press media and on web-portals of Tver State University and
Tver InnoCenter; participation in preparation of news and special reports about UMNIK
participants from Tver on local channels.

2

Participants are selected at preliminary events held at
the premises of the two top higher educational
establishments of Tver. So, international Kargin’s Works
Readings are held at the premises of Tver State University,
it is an annual conference of young scientists named after
their countryman, academician and chemist, one of the
founders of polymer science, V.A. Kargin. The readings are
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

The regional Decision Board consists of
representatives of innovation-based business,
specialists from the Oblast’s Ministry for Economic
Development and the Foundation for Assistance in
Development of Venture Capital Investments to
Small and Medium Business Entities in Science and
Engineering of Tver Oblast, scientists from Tver
State University and Tver State Technical University,
Tver State Medical Academy and Tver State
Agricultural Academy.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

The Oblast’s Government takes interest to the
Foundation’s programs. So, among guests of honor of the
final scientific and technical conference “Youth and
Innovations of Tver Oblast” held at the premises of Tver
State University in 2013 there were the Governor, A.V.
SHEVELEV, Minister for Economic Development, I.V.
KOZIN, CEO of the Foundation for Assistance in Raising
Funds to Small and Medium Business Entities in Science,
Engineering and Technology of Tver Oblast, A.A.
GRIGORYEV, etc., in his speech to participants and guests
of the conference, the Head of the Region underlined that
the Oblast’s Government placed its hope on promising,
talented young researchers and modernizers.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Small innovative companies of the region may count on compensation for 50%
operating costs incurred under implementation of the innovative project, but not
more than RUB 1 million.
opened with a conference of young scholars “Physics,
Chemistry and New Technologies” where students and
post-graduates of Tver’s higher educational establishments
and pupils of a number of schools take part. The scientific
agenda of the conference includes a bench session in the
following areas: agricultural chemistry, analytical chemistry
and new research methods, biochemistry and biophysics,
computer-aided physics and chemistry, inorganic chemistry,
new technologies and advanced materials, organic
chemistry, physics and chemistry of high molecular
compounds, chemical technology, physical chemistry, etc.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

Number
of the international
contracts

Number
of "Innovative
elevators"

1

1

Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Moreover, participants of UMNIK program were selected
in Tver State University following a scientific and technical
youth conference in information technology, a summary
conference of students and post-graduates of Tver State
University; conference of post-graduates, Master’s Degree
students and other students of Tver State Technical
University “Innovations of Young Scholars of Upper Volga
Region” (InnoMUV) was held in Tver State Technical
University, a conference of students and young scholars of
Tver State Medical Academy was held in Tver State Medical
Academy, annual scientific conference of students and
post-graduates of Tver State Agricultural Academy was held
in Tver State Agricultural Academy.

Infrastructure for maintaining youth business
including innovative business was formed in the
region. The elementary basis of this system is made
up by:
• Units of innovative infrastructure of Tver State
University: Youth Innovative Center, Center of
Commercialization of Scientific Developments and
Venture Capital Investment Business (CCSD), Higher
School of Management and Economics, Students'
Business Incubator, etc. Specialists of CCSD provide
consulting for post-graduates, Master’s Degree students,
other students and employees of Tver State University
interested in assessment of possible transfer and
commercialization of scientific research and developments
in determination of marketing and financial strategies,
business strategy and a strategy for commercialization of
scientific developments and business ideas. Higher School
of Management and Economics of Tver State University in

cooperation with the Russian State Academy of Intellectual
Property within implementation of a long-term dedicated
program “Development of Innovative Activity in Tver
Region for 2009-2013” organized free-of-charge
education under the program “Intellectual Property in
Innovative Activity of an Enterprise” for post-graduates,
young scholars, inventors and other specialists in legal
defense and intellectual property protection. Moreover,
Higher School of Management and Economics renders
educational services under the advanced training program
for small business “Economic and Legal Basics for Small
Innovative Business”;
• Programs of the Federal Youth Agency “You are a
Businessman” and ‘”Zworykin’s Project”. The Upper Volga
Region has been participating in “You are a Businessman”
program since 2012. Tasks of the federal program include
popularization of business activity among young people,
formation
of
business
environment,
large-scale
involvement of young people into business activity,
selection of promising business ideas, industry-specific
education, mastering skills of business management by
young people, etc. Authors of most promising, according to
experts, applications are provided with an opportunity to
attend “School of Youth Business” graduates of which may
count upon obtaining a subsidy to compensate for
expenses related to business establishment.
Education in “School of Youth Business” consists of such
educational units as “Legal Fundamentals of Business
Management in the Russian Federation”, “Peculiarities of
Small and Medium Business Taxation”, “Marketing, Sales
and Competitive Environment”, “HR Management” and
“Strategies Aimed at Increase in Scale and Efficiency of

International Kargin’s Works Readings – annual conference of young scholars named
after the countryman, academician and chemist, one of the founders of polymer
science, V.A. Kargin – is held at the premises of Tver State University.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Information technology H1
New devices and hardware
systems H4

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Future medicine H2
Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5
Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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Business Management”. Classes are conducted by top
business coaches and specialists in law and accounting.
With association of the Oblast’s Ministry for Economic
Development, championship tours under the business play
“Iron Businessman” of the Business Incubator of Higher
School of Economics Scientific and Research University
are held at the premises of Tver State University. Within
every play, each participant has an opportunity to wrap
their business idea, try their hand in creating business
models, obtain knowledge required for commencing and
developing their own business, and present their ideas to
investors and business angels;

Work efficiency by R&D results

0,14

0,12

0,10

• Tver Oblast’s Business Incubator;
• Tver Oblast’s IT Business Incubator specializing in
support for business entities carrying out IT activity;
• The
Foundation
for
Assistance
in
Raising
Venture Capital Investment to Small and Medium
Business Entities in Science and Engineering of Tver
Oblast;
• The Foundation for Assistance in Raising Investments
to Small and Medium Business Entities in Science,
Engineering and Technology of Tver Oblast Start-Up
Foundation. Start-Up Foundation has invested 4 innovative
projects since 2011 by contributing the Start-Up
Foundation’s money to the authorized capital in the amount
of RUB 1 million, when business entities were established,
including OOO Ingenious Team operating in IT sphere
(CEO is UMNIK winner) and the small innovative enterprise
Graviton participating in START program;
• The Foundation for Assistance in Credit Granting to

Small and Medium Business of Tver Oblast that provides
services on microlending at discounted rate (6.25% per
annum) for businessmen dealing with production,
innovations, agriculture, etc., and businessmen under 30.
According to Decrees of the Tver Oblast’s Government
dated February 11, 2011 No. 36-pa “On Procedure of State
Support Rendering to Existing Innovative Companies –
Subsidies to Legal Entities – Small and Medium
Business Entities – for the Purpose of Compensating for
Expenses or Short-Received Profits Related to
Manufacture (Sale) of Products, Accomplishment of
Works,
Service Rendering”, dated June 18, 2013 No.
•
258-pp “On Procedure for Support Rendering to Start-Up
Small Innovative Companies – Grants to Innovative
Companies”, small innovative companies of the region may
count upon compensation for 50% of operating costs
incurred under implementation of the innovative project, but
not more than RUB 1 million. Moreover, re-established
innovative companies may receive financial support in
the form of a grant for RUB 500 thousand provided the
business project is financed.

0,08

0,06

0,04

0,02

0,00

R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

pertaining to development of small business in science and
engineering in the region and concerning implementation
of
scientific
and
innovative
projects
for
enhancement of efficiency of social and economic
development in the Oblast.

In 2012, The Oblast’s Government, the Foundation and
Tver State University signed an agreement, subject
matter whereof was organization of cooperation as
FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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RESULTS
OF FOUNDATION’S ACTIVITY

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

11 final events were held under UMNIK program
during 2007-2013, their winners were 94 students,
post-graduates and young scientists. The Decision
Board adopted resolution to promote projects of 52
winners to the second year of financing. Currently, the

million rubles.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
12
10
8
6

Club of UMNIK participants is being established – a pool of
participants, accompanying persons and applicants of the
club, high-priority areas of activity, and a number of
questions related to material and technical support of the
company’s operation are being determined.
During START program existence, 13 contracts for the first
year of implementation and 3 contracts for the second year
have been concluded from 2004 till 2012. In 2013, two
companies won START program: OOO ALAVIT-NT
(Torzhok) and OOO ELECTRONIC DEPOSTITORY OF
TVER STATE UNIVERSITY.
In 2013, the region for the first time took part in UMNIK
na START program, 4 projects were presented.
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Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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Winners of UMNIK program, Tver State University and
Tver State Technical University participated in a tour
“Innovations and Technical Creativity” under the Youth
Educational Forum “Seliger-2013”. The agenda included
dedicated lectures on start-up development, intense
workshops on law, investment, products, marketing provided
by mentors and certified coaches from Stanford University,
top Russian and International Patent Counsels and
Intellectual Property Specialists, top Russian Businessmen,
Investors, etc.
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by the Foundation in the region
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Foundation expenditures per one workplace
in small innovative enterprises
of the region supported by it,
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2013

9 UMNIK winners delivered their Ph.D.
theses.

Winner of UMNIK-2010, A.GRITSAY – a post-graduate
student of IT Department of Tver State University – designed
Forecast NOW! software on the basis of his project intended
for small and medium trade enterprises, it allows compiling
short-term and long-term forecasts both for sale of separate
goods, and the entire activity of the enterprise. The project
gained support of the Oblast’s Start-Up Foundation in the
amount of RUB 1 million. OOO INGENIOUS TEAM
established by him was provided with an office in the
Oblast’s IT Business Incubator, was presented with office
equipment and furniture. The foundation also undertook
legal and accounting support of the project. In 2012, the
Decision Board acknowledged A.GRITSAY’s business
project corresponding to the criteria of Skolkovo Innovation
Center. It was decided to enter the company into its register
of members.
The top engineer of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry
Department of Tver State University, a winner of UMNIK
2011 program, L. TOLKACHEVA was awarded a diploma of
the contest winner under Road to Stars International Forum,
her project was among the six finalists of the best innovative
projects of Europe (Suvorov’s Award of Swiss and Russian
Innovation Forum). She became a prize winner in the contest
Engineer of the Year under Engineering of Young People

version. L. TOLKACHEVA’s project won the third place at
Russian National Contest of Youth Projects for Most
Interesting and Promising Innovative Idea, and her
development “Detoxification and Disposal of Waste Waters
Using Electrochemical Effect and Environmentally-Friendly
Complexons” was awarded a bronze medal and diploma of
the 16th Moscow International Salon of Inventions and
Innovative Technologies Archimedes. L. TOLKACHEVA
submitted an application for participation in UMNIK na
START-2013 contest with a project “Ecocomplexonates –
Innovative Biological Products” that became one of the
winners.

and 1 – in Physics and Mathematics). The winners
received 5 patents for inventions, 1 utility
model patent, 3 certificates of state registration
of a computer program, 5 applications for
inventions were submitted.
The Oblast received from the Foundation for
Assistance RUB 70 511 410 for financing
innovative
projects,
implementation
whereof
resulted in establishment of 54 work places for
highly qualified personnel.

In 2013, START winner in Information Technologies
category was OOO ELECTRONIC DEPOSTITORY OF
TVER STATE UNIVERSITY with a project “Designing
Automated Information System for Monitoring Events of
Copyright Infringement on the Internet (avtor.ru)”. The
company’s activity is related to provision of a wide range of
services: depositing texts, images, electronic files subject to
copyright and ensuring mechanism of reliable recording of
deposited objects and exact depositing time, monitoring
events of copyright infringement on the Internet, prejudicial
settlements, storing source files along with a work and
issuing opinions for courts, etc.
Winner of START-2012 program was the small innovative
enterprise GRAVITON established under Federal Law
FZ-217. The enterprise specializes in growing paratellurite
crystals – the major and most efficient material for modern
acousto-optical devices of various designations (high
resolution spectrometers, dispersive delay lines for
femtosecond lasers, radiation modulators for high-power
fiber lasers, etc.). In a multichannel system Blink, a

Over 200 workplaces were created at the enterprises, and 30 objects of
intellectual property were registered.

paratellurite crystal diverts the laser that assigns a course for
a missile or guided projectile with high accuracy. Paratellurite
is used in communications as well – crystals act as a signal
amplifier in fiberglass systems. Furthermore, the
crystal-based devices are used in exploration of the Solar
System planets. A space module of the European Space
Agency “Mars Express” equipped with SPICAM
spectrometer with paratellurite inside it discovered large
amounts of water in the form of ice on Mars.
START-2011 program winner, OOO FOTONIKA is a small
innovative enterprise established at the premises of Tver
State University and specializes in growing germanium
crystals. The crystals have broad opportunities for usage:
when used in production of objective lenses for infrared
optical devices, night-vision devices utilized not only in
military equipment, but in aids for firefighters, life-guards, and
other emergency services. In 2009, Tver’s project became
one of BMBF-FASIE winners.

UMNIK participants actively promote their projects
in science and trade. 9 winners of the program
presented their Ph.D. theses (5 – for obtaining
Ph.D. in Chemistry, 2 – in Biology, 1 – in Agriculture,

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
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KURYATNIKOV Yuri Yurievich,
Ph.D. in Technical Sciences, Associated Professor of
,
Department for Manufacture of Building Products and
Constructions of Tver State Technical University, Tver.

Winner of UMNIK 2010, Yuri Yurievich Kuryatnikov develops
aeroconcrete – a modern heat insulating construction material
with porosity up to 80% and high physical and mechanical
properties. In 2013, Yu.Yu. Kuryatnikov’s project became a
finalist of UMNIK na START program.
The scientists started designing aeroconcrete in 2005. He presented Ph.D.
theses on this subject. In order to fulfill further research and commercial tasks
under the project, a small innovative enterprise Tverstroynauka oriented at
manufacture of building mortars for aeroconcrete production was established
at the premises of Tver State Technical University.
Aeroconcrete may be efficiently implemented in monolithic construction for
mounting heat-insulated floors and flat roofs, constructing monolithic walls of
it, filling voids and cracks, removing thermal bridges. Aeroconcrete stands
out among its analogues due to its ecological safety, durability, fireproofness,
high strength and heat-insulating properties. Manufacture method is simple,
doesn’t require large areas and expensive equipment.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Yu.Yu. Kuryantikov – “Production of a Brand New Building Material
Aeroconcrete with High Application Properties”.
I.V. Shalnov – “Way of Pre-Seeding Treatment of Agrictultural Plants”.

–

SHALNOV Ivan Viktorovich,
assistant of Geoponics and Crop Growing Department, Head of
Agricultural Biotechnologies Laboratory of Tver State
Agricultural Academy, Tver.

Ivan Viktorovich Shalnov carries out research and developments
related to maize cultivation technologies using silver-based
nanomaterials.
I.V. Shalnov’s project “Way of Pre-Seeding Treatment of Agricultural
Plants” received the Foundation’s aid in 2011.
he project suggests using silver-based nanomaterial to treat seeds, it
contributes to reduction of proneness of plants to diseases, increases
yield rate and economic factors of production.
In the course of the project implementation, in cooperation with the
Department’s employees, I.V. Shalnov received a patent for invention
“Way of Pre-Seeding Treatment of Agricultural Plants” that was taken as
a basis for establishing a small innovative enterprise.

8
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SPETSKHIMTKAN Research and Production Firm Limited Liability Company (OOO SpetsKhimTkan
RPF) has been in operation since 2007. The company consists of research assistants of the former Staple
Fiber Processing Institute (Tver). OOO SPETSKHIMTKAN RPF carries out development and organizes
domestic release of woven and non-woven modified materials of chemical fibers for implementation in
chemical current sources as separators. The company’s developments are protected by RF utility
patents.
OOO SPETSKHIMTKAN RPF was established
following the victory in the Foundation’s
START-2007 contest in order to design and
manufacture woven separators in sealed
alkaline accumulators. The separator in the
accumulator is the main element of the construction
determining efficiency of the accumulator operation.
In 2007, there was a demand for woven
separators with reduced material consumption
and high technical properties. The company’s activity
addressed this objective during the first year of the
project implementation under START program.

material itself makes up only a small portion of the
accumulator battery cost, this very separator provides first of
all for efficiency of the battery performance. That is why,
one of the materials produced by the company is present in
the accumulator battery in the Russian segment of the
International Space Station (ISS). Due to cooperation with
the Foundation and its financial aid, the company increased
a number of types of the products under development from
one by nine.

SPETSKHIMTKAN participated in the Foundation’s contest
START-2008 in the second-year program. Financing under
START-2007 program made up RUB 750 thousand, under
START-2008 – RUB 1.5 million. Co-financing of the project
was provided at account of profit from organized release of
designed separating tissues, membrane materials and
sale of products to domestic accumulator companies.

Currently, OOO SPETSKHIMTKAN RPF continues
research concerning designing new woven, non-woven
and membrane separating materials upon request of
domestic accumulator companies at its own expense.
High-priority objective of the company is to design
products satisfying demand of domestic chemical current
source manufacturers.

Number of scientific and technical employees of the
company makes up 7 people. Developments and orders of
the company allow supporting production collectives of some
textile enterprises in Tver Oblast.

The project implementation resulted in establishing
long-term contractual relationships with the top accumulator
companies of the Russian Federation that manufacture

SPETSKHIMTKAN

Project implemented
Foundation:

with

the

assistance

of

the

Production of New Woven Separators in
Sealed Alkaline Accumulators.

nickel-cadmium sealed accumulators: OAO Scientific and
Research
Accumulator
Institute
(OAO
SRAI),
Saint-Petersburg; OOO Akkumulyator Kurks Plant; ZAO
(Closed Joint-Stock Company) Velikiye Luki Plant of Alkaline
Accumulators; Nickel-Metal Hydride Accumulators – OAO
Mezon Plant, Saint Petersburg. Research is being
conducted concerning designing separating materials for
lithium-ion and other types of accumulators and
supercapacitors. Currently, the company produces 10
thousand line meters of separating tissues for nine articles
per annum.
Introduction
of
developments
made
by
OOO
SPETSKHIMTKAN RPF resulted in domestic accumulator
companies being able to learn release of new types of sealed
alkaline accumulators. Though cost of the separating

The Foundation’s assistance helped expand contacts with possible consumers of the products,
commence research of designing new non-woven and membrane separating materials.
.
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Small Innovative Enterprise OOO GRAVITON was established in 2010 according to Federal Law No.
217. The enterprise carries out activity in industrial production of innovative goods –
paratellurite-based monocrystals and acousto-optic elements.

Head: BORODIN Vladimir Nikolyavich

OOO GRAVITON specializes in growing paratellurite crystals - the major
and most effective material for modern acousto-optic devices of various
designations: high resolution spectrometers, dispersive delay lines for
femtosecond lasers, radiation modulators for high-power fiber lasers.
OOO GRAVITON is the Foundation’s START-2012 program winner. Finance
obtained by the Foundation enabled to carry out R&D and introduce the
company’s developments into production.
Crystals have a broad range of applications. In a multichannel system
Blink, a paratellurite crystal diverts the laser that assigns a course for a
missile or a guided projectile with high accuracy. Paratellurite is used in
communications as well – crystals act as a signal amplifier in fiberglass
systems.
Furthermore, the crystal-based devices are used in exploration of the Solar
System planets. A space module of the European Space Agency “Mars
Express” equipped with SPICAM spectrometer with paratellurite inside it
discovered large amounts of water in the form of ice on Mars.

Optical spectrometer IKONET determines concentration of
ethyl alcohol in the liqueur and spirits.

GRAVITON
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Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:
Production of Paratellurite-Based Monocrystals and
Acousto-Optic Elements.

START

PROGRAM

ELECTRONIC DEPOSITARY
OF TVER STATE UNIVERSITY
Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Automated Information System for Monitoring Events of
Copyright Infringement on the Internet.
OOO Electronic Depository of Tver State University was established in 2012. The main objective
of the company lies in practical application of intellectual property.
Scope of the company’s activity is related to provision of a wide range of
services to an unlimited number of people (bloggers, web masters, owners
of corporate and business resources, and academicians, students and
professors): depositing texts, images, electronic files subject to the
copyright ensuring mechanism of reliable recording of deposited
objects and exact depositing time; monitoring events of copyright
infringement on the Internet (including pages of multipage websites),
prejudicial settlement, storing source files with a work and issuing opinions for
courts, etc.
The Foundation rendered financial aid to the company’s project: “Designing
Automated Information System for Monitoring Events of Copyright
Infringement on the Internet (avtor.ru)”, that enabled to implement the
project in full.

FOTONIKA

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Growing Germanium Crystals.

FOTONIKA Limited Liability Company (OOO Fotonika) is a small innovative enterprise established in
2010 at the premises of Tver State University. The Company specializes in growing germanium
crystals.
The crystals are widely used in manufacture of objective lenses for infrared
optical devices, night-vision devices utilized not only in military equipment,
but in aids for firefighters, life-guards, and other emergency services.
The company won the Foundation’s START-2011 program.
OOO FOTONIKA actively participated in congresses, exhibitions and
contests in innovative category of the Russian National Exhibition Center,
Moscow, where it was awarded diplomas and medals. The company was
also awarded a gold medal at Moscow International Salon of Inventions and
Innovative Technologies “Archimedes” in 2011 and diplomas in 2011 and
2012.
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology - Tula Regional League of
Technical-Scientific and Innovative Entrepreneurship.

Regional representative office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter the Foundation) is the age mate of the Foundation
and traces its history from 1994. Its functions have been assigned to Tula Research
Coordination Center (TRCC) under the region administration. This center is the first
of a network of research coordination centers of the country, created at that time under
the auspices of the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation for cooperation with
regional administrations. In 1999 the TRCC has been reorganized into the non-profit
partnership "League "Tula Intech", and in 2010 in NP "Tula Regional League
NTIP", which is the representative of the Foundation till now.
Small innovative enterprises of the region and the department for assistance for small and medium
business of the region administration (now - the Regional Committee for the business and consumer
market) served in the capacity of the initiators of the League. The mission of the League is increase in
the share of competitive innovative products, environmentally friendly and resource saving technologies in
the production structure of the region by combining intellectual potential, material and human
resources of process business representatives and the formation of effectively developing sector of
the innovative entrepreneurship.

2

In 2012 the total number of employees at the
enterprises members of the League was 1238
people, average salary - 24.9 thous. RUB, sales
volume - more than 1,813,545 thous. RUB, profit 114,403 thous. RUB, taxes to the budgets of all
levels - more than 117,714 thous. RUB.
The League management believes that one of the priorities
is search, detection, and assistance for commercially
promising innovative projects. One of the main results of
this activity was the successful participation of the Tula small
innovative companies in the "START" program. Since 2007
the Foundation Representative Office, together with
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Over the years of the League existence it has involved new
promising innovative companies, including the firms
developing
new
technologies
(telecommunications,
chemical, medical, etc.). At present, the League includes
22 small and medium enterprises. Sales volume has
increased over 14 years almost 14 times, earnings - 8
times, number of employees - 3 times, tax liabilities to
the budget - 13 times.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

Founders of the League are 17 small innovative
enterprises of the region, producing scientific and technical
products, created on the basis of their intellectual property:
OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company) NPP “Alfa-Pribor”, OOO
(Limited Liability Company) NPP (Research and Production
Enterprise) “Vulkan-TM”, ZAO (Private Joint-Stock
Company) “LIMAKO”, OOO “Alkor Plant”, OOO NPP
“Intermet-Service” etc. The Foundation and the Tula
Chamber of Commerce and Industry are also among the
founders.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

1994 - Tula Research Coordination Center (TRCC) became the first one among
all the centers forming the countrywide network, arranged at that point in time
under the authority of Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation for the
purpose of intercooperation with regional administration bodies.
universities of the region, organizes and carries out scientific
and practical conferences for young scientists and students
to identify the winners for participation in the "UMNIK"
program.
The Foundation Representative Office pays great attention
to the identification of innovative entrepreneurship
development problems in the region, their discussion,
formulation and implementation of measures to
eliminate negative and develop positive trends. For this,
conferences, meetings and seminars etc. are held. For
example, in 2002 in Tula the conference "State and
prospects of scientific and technological innovation and
entrepreneurship development at the regional level"

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

1
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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was held, which addressed the issues of improving the legal
framework, the financial and credit policy, formation of
innovative infrastructure. The conference, together with the
management of the region (V.A Starodubtcev), small and
large businesses and scientific community, was attended by
the heads of the Ministry of Industry, Science and
Technology of the Russian Federation (A.A. Fursenko),
Rospatent (A.D. Korchagin), the Council of the Federation
(V.E. Shudegov) and the Foundation (S.G. Polyak),
"Innovation Agency" (B. P. Simonov), Russian State
University of Innovative Technologies and Entrepreneurship
(A.A. Harin), and others. Based on the analysis of small and
medium innovation enterprises of the region and proposals
of the conferences participants, recommendations for
regional legislative and executive authorities have been
stated, "the concept of innovation development of the region”
has been developed.

In 2003, on the instructions of the Foundation
management in Tula a meeting of heads of the
Foundation representative offices and Russian
innovation and technology centers was held.
Conceptual and organizational issues related to the
launch of the "START" program, as well as the
upcoming 10th anniversary of the Foundation
were discussed.
In 2012, with the participation of the League a meeting of the
governor V.A. Gruzdev with the heads of small and medium
innovative enterprises of the region was organized. At the
meeting the ways of innovation activity improvement in the
region have been identified. Currently the development of
the “Strategy of social and economic development of

the Tula Oblast to 2030” is being finalized. NP (Non-Profit
Organization) “Tula regional League of NTIP” (“Tula regional
League
of
Technical-Scientific
and
Innovative
Entrepreneurship”) is identified as one of the performers of
the section on innovative development of the region. The
League actively participates in implementation of the
regional target program "Development of small and
medium enterprises in the Tula Oblast", being a
responsible performer of the section "Promotion of
production and innovation activity of small and
medium-sized enterprises."
In order to improve skills and obtain the knowledge needed
to work in the conditions of market relations, the Foundation
representative office organizes workshops and training
seminars for managers and employees of enterprises of
the innovation sphere with leading experts of the federal
level: "Project Management", "Intellectual capital of your
organization", "Fundamentals of effective business
communication", "Export Controls", "Technology transfer
under the conditions of the Russian market", "Staff training
for exhibitions and fairs", "Innovative business model: from
idea to realization" (for the participants of the "UMNIK"
program) etc.
Activities of the League as the Foundation
representative office have received wide recognition
and appreciation at the regional and federal levels.
During its existence, the League has been repeatedly
awarded with diplomas, Certificates of Commendation of the
regional Duma, the regional administration, the Tula
administration, Tula Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(TCCI), Foundation, as well as with medals and diplomas for
active participation in inter-regional and regional exhibitions

The volume of the Foundation’s investment in the regional economy amounted about 275 mln.
RUB, that allowed to develop and organize the production and sale of about 100 species of new
and upgraded products, and to create 530 work places.

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5

Информационные
технологии Н1
New devices and hardware
systems H4

Information technology H1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5
Future medicine H2
Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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RESULTS OF FOUNDATION’S
ACTIVITY
the Tula Oblast to 2030” is being finalized. NP (Non-Profit
Organization) “Tula regional League of NTIP” (“Tula regional
League
of
Technical-Scientific
and
Innovative
Entrepreneurship”) is identified as one of the performers of
the section on innovative development of the region. The
League actively participates in implementation of the
regional target program "Development of small and
medium enterprises in the Tula Oblast", being a
responsible performer of the section "Promotion of
production and innovation activity of small and
medium-sized enterprises."
In order to improve skills and obtain the knowledge needed
to work in the conditions of market relations, the Foundation
representative office organizes workshops and training
seminars for managers and employees of enterprises of
the innovation sphere with leading experts of the federal
level: "Project Management", "Intellectual capital of your
organization", "Fundamentals of effective business
communication", "Export Controls", "Technology transfer
under the conditions of the Russian market", "Staff training
for exhibitions and fairs", "Innovative business model: from
idea to realization" (for the participants of the "UMNIK"
program) etc.
Activities of the League as the Foundation
representative office have received wide recognition
and appreciation at the regional and federal levels.
During its existence, the League has been repeatedly
awarded with diplomas, Certificates of Commendation of the

Work efficiency by R&D results
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R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

From 2004 till now 59 representatives of the region have become the
“START” program winners (5 companies in 2010, 10 in 2011, 11 in 2012 and 4
in 2013). 25 and 12 companies could move to second and third year of their
projects implementation, accordingly.
regional Duma, the regional administration, the Tula
administration, Tula Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(TCCI), Foundation, as well as with medals and diplomas for
active participation in inter-regional and regional exhibitions

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year

Almost all enterprises of the League received and still receive
financial assistance from the Foundation, winning in the
contests held by it on the programs: "Razvitie", "START",
"TEMP", "PUSK", "Stavka", "UMNIK", "UMNIK na
START" "Polzunovsk grants" and others. The funds are
used to finance research and development of new
competitive
and
innovative
products.

The volume of the Foundation’s investment in
the regional economy amounted about 275 million
RUB, that allowed to develop and organize the
production and sale of about 100 species of new
and upgraded products.
The following enterprises of the League have reached the
greatest success in their development: OAO
NPP
«Alfa-Pribor», OOO NPP «VULKAN-TM», ZAO «LIMAKO»,
OOO «Russian Engineering Club», OOO «PROXIMA» etc.
An example of successful participation in the START
program is OOO NPF (Research and Production Company)
“TELAR”. The company was the contest winner in 2010, has
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received the initial funding from the Foundation and over 3
years has performed R&D in the development of technology
and equipment for precision plasma and laser material
processing. About ten models of systems for plasma and laser
material processing has been developed within the project at its
own expense. Cooperation on services rendering in the
technology of laser and plasma material processing with more
than 60 enterprises of the Russian Federation and the region
has been established. Production volume has increased from
4.3 mln. RUB in 2010 to 41.1 mln. RUB in 2012, the tax charge
only in 2012 amounted about 3 mln. RUB

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.
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The “INTARIS” Company was founded in 2007 by a team of
experts in the field of automation and management consulting
within the "START" program (the project "Establishment of a
software and methodical complex for the implementation of
quality management systems on small enterprises").
Successful implementation of the project supported by the
Foundation, gave push to development of the enterprise.
Today "INTARIS" is a diversified company operating in the
following areas: comprehensive automation, management
consulting and business training, development of innovative
software and methodical systems for enterprise management.
Service revenue, which in 2008 was 127 thous. RUB, in 2012
has increased to 25.6 mln. RUB, the number of staff - from 4 to
40 people. The "INTARIS" control system has been certified for
compliance with ISO 9001: 2008. Certification procedures have
been carried out by one of the most respected and largest
international certification organizations — Det Norske Veritas
(DNV).
Within the program «UMNIK» the preliminary and final
regional conferences were attended by 1080 and 259 students,
graduates and young scientists, respectively, the winners
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2013

Total volume of investments more than 473,342 thous. RUB.

were 69 representatives of the region. In 2011, the
competition «UMNIK na START» was attended by 2 people
from the region, the winner was D.A. Provorotov. OOO
“Tehnomet”, created by him, has successfully completed the
first year and passed to the second year of the program. In
2013 the contest «UMNIK na START» has won a
representative of the Tula Oblast A.V. Lobanov.

Total volume of investments attracted by winners
of the Foundation programs by means of
multi-channel financing to the region economy more than 473,342 thous. RUB. The ratio of the
total non-budget investments in winning projects of
the Foundation programs to financing from the
Foundation is 1.4.
The share of participants in the «UMNIK» program among
students is 8%. The share of winners of the «UMNIK» program
in the total number of students is 1%. The percentage of
success stories among the brightest "UMNIKs" (both the
creation of their own innovative businesses and continued
research) is 12%. The share of "UMNIKs" among the winners
of the programs «UMNIK na START» and «START» is 5%.

530 work places have been created.
102 intellectual property assets have been
registered.

ZVYAGIN Kirill Viktorovich,
graduate of the Tula State University, Leading specialist of the NPP «Vulkan-TM», Tula

Zviagin Kirill Viktorovich project "Development of automatic
quality control system for the refractory mixture" is being
implemented since 2011 and is the winner of the Foundation
competition program «UMNIK».
Support of the Foundation allowed to reach the following
results: an analysis of the starting components mixing
process on the intensive mixer prototype has been made;
experiments using auxiliary instrumentation have been carried
out, mixture parameters at the time of the current falling
have been defined; experiments on detection of patterns,
optimal modes and operating conditions of the prototype mixer
have been carried out, the results have been analyzed and the
conclusions have been drawn.
Analysis of test results has shown that the best quality of samples soaked
of the refractory mixture have been achieved under the following modes and
mixing conditions: rotation speed of the work tool - 450-550 rpm; rotation
speed of the mixing tank - 28- 32 rpm; distance from the working tool to the wall
of the mixing tank - 7-9 mm; distance from the scraper to the tank wall - 1.5-2.5
mm.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Automatic control system of investment compound quality.

As a result of the project implementation a prototype device has been
developed, which automatically controls the quality of the refractory mixture
during its production. A second key parameter, which depends on the quality
of the prepared mixture, was identified. Two key parameters have been
revealed, which allow the device that automatically controls the quality of
the refractory mixture, to control more precisely the process of mixing of the
initial components and water in intensive mixers.

PROGRAM
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ILICHEV Ilia Andreevich,
graduate of the Tula State University, Leading specialist of the NPP «Vulkan-TM»,

Ilichev Ilia Andreevich project "Development of a universal
purging plug for the improvement of the process technology
of molten metal secondary treatment" was supported by the
Foundation under the program «UMNIK».
The research results show that the mechanical pulsing generators exceed
pulsing generators made using Laval nozzle due to the wide spectrum of
emitted frequencies that improve the efficiency of the processes in the
molten metal.
Based on this, it can be concluded that it is feasible to develop a mechanical
pulsing generator for slit purging plug with technologically simple design
and as a consequence with low production cost.
The author of the project has developed a prototype of a pulsing device for
a slit purge plug. Analysis has shown that the chosen design of the pulsing
device and manufacturing method thereof exceeds pulsing generators made
using the Laval nozzle due to the wide spectrum of emitted frequencies that
improve the efficiency of the processes in the molten metal, and due to ease
of manufacture. This prototype has been made on the basis of the NPP
«VULKAN-TM» company.
Studies on gas flow crushing process by pulsing device for slit purge
plug have been conducted using auxiliary laboratory equipment.
The influence of the acoustic field for the detection of the pulsing device
optimal operation mode in order to intensify the process of homogenization
of the molten metal has been studied.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Improvement of process technology of extra-furnace metal melt processing
based on the unique general-purpose purging plug.

It was found that at an acoustic field overlapping on a jet, this
field creates additional capacity.
In this connection, it was found that a positive influence of the
acoustic impact on metal mixing in the ladle is connected with
the possibility of the acoustic field influence on the size of
the forming and emerging bubbles and approximation of
this size to maximum mixing efficiency. Furthermore, this
increases the opening angle of the two-phase jet.
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Limited liability company “INTARIS” (OOO “Intaris”). The company's activity is aimed at improving
business efficiency by means of management and information technologies. Since 2007 OOO
“INTARIS” have been helping to improve management systems at enterprises of different branches of
activity by rendering services in areas of management and IT consulting, management processes
automation and system integration.

In particular, the company's founders have developed the
concept of program-methodical complex for small and
medium businesses designed for the implementation of
the quality management systems (QMS).
In 2007 OOO “INTARIS” took part in the Foundation’s contest «START».
For several years of participation in the Foundation’s program the company
has received funding in an amount of more than 5 mln. RUB. The project
co-funding was performed by private investors.
As a result of the project a unique methodology of quality management
systems implementation has been developed, which includes a set of
technical guides "10 Steps to Quality Management" that establish a new
approach to the quality management system implementation, and
specialized software designed for automation of the QMS implementation
project.
As a result of the project implementation the following positive changes
have occurred in OOO “INTARIS”: number of the company employees
since 2007 has increased from three to 50 people. Today the company
has offices in Tula and Moscow with total area of 450m2. Furthermore,
OOO “INTARIS” has reached annual total revenue of 20 mln. RUB.
The project actively develops towards implementation of the web-site
using the developed technologies with an ability of further entering the
international market.

“INTARIS”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

The unique methodology of quality management
system implementation

The company management notes that it is the assistance of the Foundation which has given the
powerful boost for the development of the OOO «INTARIS». It is the participation in the “START” project,
which has taken the company to the fundamentally new development level.
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Limited liability company «Russian engineering club» (OOO «REC») was founded in 1993 in order to
carry out activities in the field of laser medicine.

During the first stage of its activity OOO«REC»
acted as a distributor in sales and servicing of
laser surgical devices of «Lancet» series. Then
«REC» company has developed and started
manufacturing of their own laser devices of the
«Lasermed» series. Since 2002 company’s field
of activity expanded by establishing two laser
treatment clinical units in Tula, and eight franchise
clinical units in other cities. Main laser equipment for
these clinical units is laser surgical devices
manufactured by «REC».

Information Technologies of Russian science Academy in
Troitzk. Financing for R&D in amount of 4.2 mln. rubles,
received consequently from the Foundation under the terms
and conditions of co-financing on a basis of parity allowed
«REC» company to make industrial prototypes of a smart
unit and to carry out clinical testing. The results obtained
in this research were implemented in new devices of L-Med
series, which undergo registration procedure by Federal
Service for the Supervision of Public Health and Social
Development at the moment.

The Foundation played a crucial role in «REC»’s
development by provision of financial assistance at the stage
of
implementation
of
state-of-the-art
medical
technologies into practical healthcare, when there was
need in development of a wide range of additional
accessories for optimal adaptation of laser devices to
different doctors’ workplaces. With the Foundation’s
assistance the competitive advantages of surgical devices
were improved and sales (and specifically abroad ones)
were increased.
Insufficient amount of own funds had restrained research

«REC»

Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:

Development and production of laser
surgery units based on junction laser
technology

and development of new models of laser surgical devices,
which were needed in relation to competitiveness at the laser
medical equipment market. Foundation’s urgent assistance
enabled development and mastering of serial manufacturing
of two models of diode laser surgical devices
(«Lasermed-10» and«Lasermed-30»), and also two СО2
laser models («L`Med-1»and«L`Med-2»), which allowed
the «REC» company to improve their positions at the laser
medical equipment market.
In 2001 OOO «REC» took part in «Russian innovations»
competition, held by the foundation and «Expert» magazine
and won the first prize in it with innovative work «Smart
laser surgical machine for precision and less traumatic
vaporization of biological tissues». This work was
developed in cooperation with the Institute on Laser and

The financing, received from the Foundation allowed creating 90 new work places and increasing
annual income more than twice. These facts give evidence of efficacy of the Foundation’s funds
investment and of its importance for the company.
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OOO «ServiceSoft Engineering TulSU» develops automated road meteorological monitoring
system, enabling road facilities controlling authorities with on-line information on road condition,
performed works, and their efficiency.

In 2011 the Foundation started financing the project
dealing with development and production of automated
highway condition meteorological monitoring system,
being implemented by OOO «ServiceSoft Engineering
TulSU».
During the first year of the project implementation financing amount totalled
990 thous. rubles. During the second year of the project implementation
financing amount totalled 1900 thous. rubles.
Unique automated road meteorological monitoring system has been
developed as a result of the project implementation; its cost is 1.5–2
times lower than marketed western counterparts. Functionality and
flexibility of the developed system are higher than the ones of any other
similar systems.
The said system allows evaluating the roads servicing quality, and
obtaining online information concerning weather and pavement
condition of a highway network. Also the databases were created in order
to gather and store information on weather and pavement conditions of the
highways and data concerning the received forecasts. Moreover, the
gathered information may be transmitted via GSM network to the control
station.
Target market for the automated road meteorological monitoring
system is State-run enterprise «Rossiyskie avtomobilnie dorogi» (Russian

“ServiceSoft
Engineering TulSU”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Automated road network for highway condition
meteorological observation.

highways) and its regional road servicing entities. Road servicing entities and
private entities having under jurisdiction highways, i.e. OOO «Tulavtodor»,
OOO «Uraldortechnologii», which submitted requests for purchasing of the
said product or pre-agreements regarding such purchase, are the
prospective customers for the said system. Also the system will be used by
traffic police and at traffic posts.
Formation of the said system into unified central control station
(regional) for monitoring highways condition and traffic control is a promising
line of development of the project.
The developed monitoring system is a product in demand, and such demand
increases at least by 15% annually.

The Foundation’s contribution into development of the automated road meteorological monitoring
system was enormous; it enabled development of the mathematic equipment operation model,
allowed creation of an industrial prototype, performing comprehensive preproduction and field
testing, carrying out early field trials with industrial prototypes at the prospective customers’.
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Private joint-stock company «LIMAKO» (ZAO «Limako») was established in 1992. It started supplies of
its own products to the local market in 1993. The company deals with the development and production of
radar (radiolocation) level gauges for oil, chemical, metallurgical, food, and other industrial
companies.

From 1993 till 2013
ZAO
«LIMAKO»
successfully combined production activities with
R&D works covering enhancing of their products and
mastering new level gauge model. This promoted the
company to the leading position among Russian
companies in the field of instrument engineering,
and also to compete successfully with leading
foreign companies.
In 2008 ZAO «LIMAKO» decided to take part in the
competition within «ANTICRISIS» program held by the
Foundation in order to obtain financing of R&D works under
the project called «Creation of new radar level gauge
models». There, ZAO «Limako» undertook to finance at
least 50 % of total costs at its own account. As a result of this
contest there was signed a Government Contract between
the Foundation and ZAO “LIMAKO” for funding these
works by the Foundation in an amount of 6.5 mln. rubles.
This contract was successfully performed during
2009-2011. As a result of the research activities held on the
expense of the Foundation funding and own assets, ZAO
“LIMAKO” has designed and launched several new
models of radar level gauges.

“LIMAKO”

ZAO “LIMAKO” proceeded to perform R&D and design
works on its own expense in order to further increase the
level of specifications and performance of the
equipment. This allowed to enter the international market
successfully. They have executed the contracts for level
gauges supply to India and China. In 2013 volumes of
abroad deliveries amounted 20-25% of the total sales
revenue.
Currently, together with the Foundation, the work on
creation of the export-oriented model of the radar level
gauge has begun. Implementation of this common project
will allow to increase the volume of export deliveries up to
30-40% of the total sales revenue.

Project implemented with the assistance of the
Foundation:

Development and construction of new
models of radar level transmitters.

All the objectives, set by the Company within the project,
have been successfully satisfied and have led to significant
increase of turnover of the radar level gauges by ZAO
«LIMAKO». So if the volume of sales in 2007-2009 was, on
average, about 20 mln. rubles per annum, after performance
of the R&D in 2010- 2012 the volume of sales have
increased to 47 mln. rubles per annum, which is almost 2.5
times. Sales revenue per one employee has increased from
1.4 mln. rubles to 2.9 mln. rubles, which is almost twice.
Number of work places has increased from 14 to 16.
Working conditions have rapidly improved by means of
increasing of production area almost twice and acquiring and
implementation of equipment for modern high-performance
work places. 2 patents of the Russian Federation have
been obtained as a result of research and development.
Upon project closure within the Foundation’s program,

ZAO «LIMAKO», relying on timely and effective support of the Foundation was able to get up from- the
ground in a row with manufacturers of competitive high-tech products with good prospects for further
development.
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Research and Technology Field – Non-Commercial Partnership
Yaroslavl Innovation and Technology Centre.

Cooperation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Research and Technology Field (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation for
Assistance) with small innovative enterprises of Yaroslavl Oblast has begun over 15
years ago. At that time innovative association in these fields has not been formed and
small business enterprises participated only in individual investment programs.
Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance in Yaroslavl Oblast was opened more than
13 years ago. Today Non-Commercial Partnership Yaroslavl ITC (Yaroslavl ITC) implements within
Yaroslavl Oblast such investment programs as UMNIK, START, RAZVITIE, TEMP, ENERGO, FARMA
and MOST focused on innovative business formation, business plan development and initiation requests for
participation in federal, regional and municipal innovative competitions.

2

When cooperating with Innovation and
Technology Centre and the Foundation for
Assistance, these enterprises approach to
qualitatively new level of development: they
expand their production, increase the range of
products, create new work places and engage highly
skilled scientific staff.
Many enterprises successfully cooperate with such
leading universities of Yaroslavl City as Yaroslavl State
Technical University (YSTU), P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State
University (YSU), Yaroslavl State Medical Academy
(YSMA), Yaroslavl State Agricultural Academy (YSAA) and
others introducing, at that, the results of intellectual activity of
the universities into the production process.
In addition, small innovative enterprises of Yaroslavl Oblast,
which already received pre-sowing and sowing investments
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per 1000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

Many enterprises of Yaroslavl Oblast introduce the latest
self-developed technologies in the production process,
create new and improve existing products on the basis of
scientific research and experimental development work.
Actively introducing innovations into production process,
they develop import-substituting products of high quality and
considerable law cost, as well as new products and
technologies with high potential for entry into the world
market.

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and the kinds
60
60
of the initiated requests.

per 1000 students

Among the partners of Yaroslavl ITC there are over 70 small
innovative enterprises, working in the field of production,
construction, medicine and pharmacology, biotechnology,
chemistry, engineering, information technology, energy
preservation, education and nano-technology.

0
“UMNIK”
0

“START”

“RAZVITIYE”

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

19 participants of UMNIK program have been employed to the companies-winners
of START program and have organized own small innovative enterprises. 3.05% of
participants of UMNIK program in Yaroslavl Oblast have become winners of
UMNIK na START program.
(UMNIK, START), can reach higher levels participating in
major projects of RAZVITIE program: TEMP, ANTIKRIZIS,
ENERGO, FARMA, SOFT, EXPORT and other innovative
projects of the Foundation for Assistance.

“UMNIKs” passed on “START”

21
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data fo the period from 2007 till 2013)
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The activity of YarITC is focused on the
implementation of scientific ideas into the
production and economy of Yaroslavl Oblast, as
well as on the development of scientific research
potential of enterprises in collaboration with
talented scientists of the universities and
experienced practicing professionals.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
During the period of cooperation with the Foundation
for Assistance, representatives of innovation
sector of Yaroslavl Oblast have participated in
such programs as:
UMNIK, START, UMNIK na START, Pre-UMNIK,
UMNIK-06, RAZVITIE, TEMP, ANTIKRIZISNAYA
PROGRAMMA, ENERGO, FARMA, SOFT-20,
SOFT-80, SOFT-12 (cloud calculations), EXPORT-10,
EXPORT-11,
NATSPROEKT,
UMNY
DOM,
MEDITSINA BUDUSHCHEGO, MOST, NOTS.

Small innovative enterprises of Yaroslavl Oblast supported
by Yaroslavl ITC participated and continue to participate in
20 programs and competitions organized by the
Foundation for Assistance. It has been held / is being held
over 308 innovative projects and initiatives in Yaroslavl
Oblast. UMNIK competition of innovative projects takes
place in Yaroslavl Oblast 2 times a year. Small innovative
enterprises of the Oblast constantly apply for participation in
the competition in priority fields of science and technology.
START program has been successfully realized. The
winners of UMNIK program having completed the work under
program or are within an ace of it, also actively participate in
UMNIK na START annual competition.

Yaroslavl ITC, NP has been actively cooperating with the
universities of Ivanovo City since 2011, organizing UMNIK
competitions, informing universities and innovative
enterprises on the competitions held by the Foundation for
Assistance, monitoring activity and development of
enterprises working under government contracts, searching
potential customers for the products or technologies
developed by the enterprises, if possible.
By the beginning of 2013, 46800 students and graduate
students were studying in Yaroslavl Oblast (the data is
provided by the Territorial Body of the Federal State
Statistics Service of Yaroslavl Oblast). 6.83% (3200
projects) of the total number of Yaroslavl students and
graduate students took part in UMNIK program held within
Yaroslavl Oblast. About 0.747% of students and graduate
students participate in the program every year. The share of
the winners of UMNIK program in the total number of
students is 0.39%.

Within the period since 2004 till 2012 it was invested over 564 488 mln. RUB
into the projects and programs of the Foundation. 504 988 mln. RUB were
invested only by small innovative enterprises (SIEs) of Yaroslavl City.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical technologies H5
Information technology H1

Информационные
технологии Н1
New devices and hardware
systems H4

Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Future medicine H2
Биотехнологии Н5
Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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The percentage of eye-catching success stories
among the participants of UMNIK program, that
relates both to the stories of innovative business
creation and obtaining results implemented in
industry or production by innovative enterprises and
in further research and advanced development
equals to 14.5%.
19 participants of UMNIK program of the Oblast
have become employees of companies-winners
of START program and organized their small
innovative enterprises. 3.05% of Yaroslavl
participants of UMNIK program became
winners of UMNIK na START program.

Work efficiency by R&D results
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0,60

During the period of UMNIK program realization, there were
initiated about 3150 requests with innovative projects in all
five directions (Biochemical Technology, Information
Technology, Future Medicine, Advanced materials and
technology of their generation, New Devices and Hardware
Systems). At the result of the selection on a competitive
basis 184 projects became the winners and received
investment for the total amount of 73.6 mln. RUB.

0,50

10 competitions have already taken place in Yaroslavl
Oblast. Students, graduate students and young scientists
are familiar with this investment program.

0,10

23 small innovative enterprises, established within
the territory of Yaroslavl Oblast under Article
217-FZ, became the winners of START program,
which is 38.3% of the total number of
participants of START program in Yaroslavl
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0,20

0,00

R&D results quantity per one employee of the innovative enterprise
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value through the Foundation
Region-wide data for 2011: R&D results number per one worker
in the field of innovation

Total amount of investments invited by the winners of programs held by the
Foundation through multiple financing equals to 1039, 488 mln. RUB, including over
395 mln. RUB of own assets.

Oblast.
The Club of participants of UMNIK program of
Yaroslavl Oblast was established on January 24, 2012
under the auspices Yaroslavl Innovation and Technology
Centre. The Club provides an opportunity to share
experience and introduce improvement and promotion
of investment projects in various fields (Biochemical
Technology, Information Technology, Future Medicine,
Advanced materials and technology of their generation, New
Devices and Hardware Systems). The Club of participants of
UMNIK program of Yaroslavl Oblast is a catalyzer for
cooperation between young scientists, innovators and direct
customers, potential clients of their services and projects.
The Club assists the participants in evaluation of the
efficiency and commercialization of their projects, in
preparation of requests and business plans for competitions,
it organizes training seminars on the issues of innovation and
investment management. The lecturers are leading experts
of Yaroslavl Oblast, who practice their knowledge and
experience, i.e. directors of consulting companies, doctors
and candidates of economic sciences, representatives of the
Department of Innovative Development of Yaroslavl Oblast
Administration.

Among Club members there are over100 participants and
winners of UMNIK program and about 40 small innovative
enterprises, winners of START program, 20 employees of
Yaroslavl
Innovation
and
Technology
Centre,
representatives of public authorities.
Innovation strategy of Oblast development has made it
possible to realize in Yaroslavl Oblast a number of targeted
programs focused on the support of small innovative
enterprises and engagement of young professionals /
researchers into science and technology entrepreneurships,
as well as on the increase of investment attractiveness of the
Oblast as a whole. Within the framework of these targeted
innovative programs of Yaroslavl City and Oblast the winning
projects of the Foundation (Moscow City) obtain the
perspective of the financial support from the City and Oblast
budget.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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Support for high-tech businesses based on
participant’s projects under the programs of the
Foundation makes about 14% of the budget financing of
target innovative program of Yaroslavl City.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
million rubles.

180

For example, the winners of START program MODIFIKATOR, LLC and PIKLAB, LLC - received subsidies
for the development of their innovative project. Many
organizations receive subsidies for the reimbursement of
costs associated with the participation in international
exhibitions.
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invested by the Foundation in the region
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Yaroslavl winners of the programs held by the Foundation
for Assistance, having received pre-sowing and sowing
investments, have the opportunity to move further on
innovative stairs of development institutions.
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The winners of UMNIK program, participating in complex
innovative projects in the field of Medicine /
Pharmacology and Information Technologies have
become residents of Skolkovo Foundation with funding of 9
mln. RUB.
On average, 8% of the total number of winners of the
programs held by the Foundation for Assistance in Yaroslavl
Oblast regularly participate in innovative competitions
organized by Skolkovo in Seliger and Perm. The winners of
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The Foundation for Assistance has always been the
guarantee of reliability when making decisions
concerning financing at the Department of
Investment Policy in Yaroslavl Oblast. The
companies, supported by the Foundation for
Assistance, have credibility and present their
projects at a high professional level.

2013

2446 work places were created
since 2004 till 2013.

UMNIK program (6 persons) also received funding from 50
to 100 thous. RUB. participating in these competitions.

Within the period from 2004 to 2012 there were
attracted 564,488 mln. RUB of financing to
Yaroslavl Region under all the projects and
programs of the Foundation for Assistance.
504,988 mln. RUB were financed only by
Yaroslavl SIEs.
The total volume of investments attracted by the
winners of the programs held by the Foundation for
Assistance through multi-channel financing
exceeds 1039,488 mln. RUB, 395 mln. RUB
were invested from its own assets and 19 mln.
RUB were attracted from the budget of Yaroslavl
Oblast, 28 mln. RUB were attracted from the
Federal Target Program Research and Development
in Focus Areas of Scientific-Technological Complex of
Russia of the Ministry of Education and Science of
the Russian Federation, 33 mln. RUB were invested
from the Russian Venture Company.

On average, the ratio between the amount of extra budgetary
funds raised in the winning projects under the programs of
the Foundation for Assistance and the investments of the
Fund into these projects amounts to 66.7% (or two to three in
favor of the funds allocated from the Foundation for
Assistance).

Government of Yaroslavl Oblast.

In START program this ratio reaches 83.3% (five to six),
parity financing begins only from the second year of
participation in the program.
In large-scale investment projects of the Foundation for
Assistance (e.g., competitions under RAZVITIE program)
financing of Yaroslavl innovators takes place on the basis of
parity between the financing from the Foundation and
extra-budgetary investments.
In Yaroslavl Oblast there are winners of Foundation
programs (SIE and UNMIK), where the amount of extra
budgetary investments exceeds financing from the
Foundation.

Due to the implementation of the Foundation
programs, small innovative enterprises of Yaroslavl
Oblast created over 2446 work places at the end
of the analyzed period (from 2004 to the 1st
quarter of 2013). Markedly has increased the total
number of full-time employees of small innovative
enterprises.
The Foundation programs are applicable to any stage of
project readiness – from an idea to the entry into the
international market, which has certainly increased the
investment attractiveness of the Oblast for the investors in
respect of innovative projects, both domestic and foreign.

Today there are 147 registered objects of intellectual property within the
framework of realization of the Foundation programs.

The activity of the Foundation for Assistance has made a
beneficial effect on the atmosphere among young scientists.
Support, providing by the Foundation, includes
recommendations for commercialization of their projects and
their belief in the forces and capabilities, strongly motivates
to further work in the selected area. The Foundation for
Assistance has provided prerequisites for participation in
regional competitions and programs for the winners of
UMNIK, START and RAZVITIE programs as well as others.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
thousand rub per year
PRODUCTION
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Today there are 147 registered objects of intellectual
property within the framework of realization of the
Foundation programs. The projects are implemented into
production making exporting goods possible as well.

The Representative Office of the Foundation in
Yaroslavl Oblast is going to continue implementation
of such investment programs as UMNIK, START and
RAZVITIE. Innovation infrastructure in the Oblast is
well developed due to the programs of the
Foundation, that is why it was made a decision on the
establishment of Yaroslavl Technopark, the leading
role in which shall play Yaroslavl ITC, NP and the
Department of Investment Development of the
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,
GUSHCHINA Olga Nikolaevna,
Graduate student of P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University,
Yaroslavl City
.

The project of Gushchina Olga Nikolaevna "Development of
Software for Video Quality Assessment" became the laureate
of UMNIK program. Foundation grant allowed to conduct
additional research, aimed to the development of software
designed for automated quality assessment of static and
dynamic images with the help of reference and
non-reference metrics. This software can be used in
multimedia information transmission systems, digital
television, image recognition and object tracking as well as in
other applied tasks of digital image processing.
During performance of research work under UMNIK grant, there were
developed reference and non-reference quality assessment metrics,
established basic distortions peculiar to digital images, developed and
registered software for automation of subjective image quality assessment
process, created a prototype of software for quality assessment of video
images. The results of research were awarded with diplomas of the winner

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Software for Video Quality Assessment.

and the laureate following the results of the conferences and competitions of
all-Russian and international levels.
Further work within the framework of the project will include the
improvement of software for quality assessment of video images, its testing
and debugging, as well as further presentation of the software at the market.

8

UMNIK

PROGRAM

DUDAREV Aleksandr Valerevich,
Traumatologist- orthopedist, Yaroslavl State Medical Academy,
Yaroslavl City

The project of Dudarev Aleksandr Valerevich "Development of
Spoke Distractor for Closed Intraosseous Osteosynthesis of
Shin Bones at their Fracture" was highly praised and received
the support of the Foundation under UMNIK program. The project
received financing for performance of scientific research due to
which the project was executed in its entirety, and a sample of
spoke distractor was created.
The use of distractors in traumatology and orthopedics greatly facilitated
intraosseous osteosynthesis. Distractor allows us to operate the damaged
limb segment stably and predictive correctly, since the stability of fixed
bone fragments in it with just-verified and correct axis allows us not to deviate
from the limb axis and make hard osteosynthesis. It is often impossible to place
and fix the anatomical and physiological axis of the injured limb in a closed

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Spoke Distractor for Closed Intraosseous Osteosynthesis
of Shin Bones at their Fracture
intraosseous osteosynthesis manually (without distractor). In cases where
the distractor was not applied, such complications were commonly spread
as varus deformity in the lower third of the tibia, antis-curvation, re- curvation,
rotation, shortening, and others.
Clinical tests were made and the product was introduced in several RF
clinics. The amount of output product is single. Negotiations are conducted
with major investors and manufacturers of consumables for
trauma-orthopedics in Russia and abroad, mass-market production is planned.
The developed product is produced at a factory in Moscow Oblast. The
product is made to order.

PROGRAM

UMNIK

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
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Scientific and Production Company LIt, Limited Liability Company (SPC LIKOM, LLC) has been engaged
in research in the field of medicine and pharmacology, in particular in the development of technologies
and methods for prevention and control of tuberculosis using silver ions. Employees of SPC LIKOM,
LLC developed innovative technology for the production of silver nanoparticles in aqueous
medium.
Conducted by Yaroslavl State Medical Academy preclinical testing studies have
shown that silver nanoparticles suppress drug resistance of mycobacteria and
allow treating tuberculosis of all its forms.
In 2008, the Foundation praised unique properties of the drug, developed within
the framework of START program and provided financial support of SPC
LIKOM, LLC, which enabled the implementation of the project in full.
According to Company Director, KREITSBERG Georgii, it is the support of the
Foundation which made possible for the Company to succeed in overcoming
many difficulties arising in the process of anti-TB drug development. In
particular, we purchased special laboratory equipment and conducted
pre-clinical studies, which confirmed the effectiveness of the drug.
Currently, clinical trials of innovative drug are performed under the auspices of
the Seed Fund of the Russian Venture Company. According to the research
data, bacteriological effect was achieved in 70% of cases, which, of course, is
an excellent indicator.

Created on the basis on of these
nanoparticles original non-toxic
drug is used for medical
treatment of tuberculosis and is
highly effective at all the stages of
disease progress.

“LIKOM”

10

At the moment, due to the high quality of products and constant
work aimed to product improvement, SPC LIKOM, LLC occupies a
leading position in Russia on production of medical and veterinary
use, being in great demand among pharmaceutical factories,
pharmacies of Russia, as well as of Ukraine, Kazakhstan and
Kyrgyzstan.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Original Non-Toxic Drug based on Silver Nanoparticles

START

PROGRAM

SeverMash Trading House is one of the leading manufacturers of valves for nuclear power plants in
Russia with output up to 50 thousands pieces per year.

The history of valve production by SeverMash began in
1999 from a small workshop and a few machines for tooling
production. For more than 10 years SeverMash has
succeeded in expansion of the range of self-designed
production under own brand and increased the volume
of supplies. The Company performs all the stages of
product life cycle– from its design and marketing research
to the market production.
In 2008 the Company participated in the competition of the Foundation in
the execution of scientific research and experimental development aimed at
the creation of export-oriented products. SeverMash Trading House
received funding from the Foundation having developed under the Contract
the design and manufacturing technology for shutdown system valves
of control and measurement equipment and automation. Contract
implementation in cooperation with the Foundation created 13 additional
work places at the enterprise to employees engaged in R&D and testing
intermediate results for determination of their practical usability.
Production technology and the construction itself developed with the support
of the Foundation have neither domestic nor foreign analogues.
A distinctive feature of the process and the final product is that the stopper
part of the valve is executed with welding of wear-resistant material,
substantially increasing valve operating life. Flash-free stamping is also
applied in the production process which helps to save up to 1 kg of stainless
steel during the production of one product.
Thanks to the support of the Foundation and its participation in the project,

“SeverMash”

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Production of Advanced Valves for Nuclear
Power Plants

the volume of supply has increased in 2-3 times, including for export.
Highly efficient production is organized at the enterprise with a planned
production capacity of 3-4 thousand pieces of the developed product per
month. Quality control of manufactured products is performed in accordance
with the requirements for nuclear safety.

In the future, SeverMash Trading House is going to
expand the range of stopper bellows-operated valves,
develop and create intelligent actuators and valve
control systems, master the production of butterfly
valves for nuclear power plants.

In the future, SeverMash Trading House is going to expand the range of stopper
bellows-operated valves, develop and create intelligent actuators and valve control systems,
master the production of butterfly valves for nuclear power plants.

PROGRAM

START

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
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BASHKORTOSTAN



BASHKORTOSTAN
Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology- GAU
RNTIK (State Autonomous Institutional Republican ScientificTechnological and Information Centre) Bashtekhinform”.

GAU RNTIK Bashtekhinform operates as a representative establishment of the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology. GAU RNTIK Bashtekhinform was founded for provision of quick and effective
support for republican research works, development works, promotion of
innovations in the domestic and foreign markets.
It is a leading establishment for organization of patent and inventive activity in the
Republic and formation of the Republic information bank of data on high technologies.

2



•

•
•

creation, development and use of the system of state
automated resources of scientific and technical information, automated systems of collection, processing
and transmission of this information to governmental
authorities, enterprises, organizations and individuals within the Republic;
formation, placement and use of public resources of
research and technical information, including funds
of literature and documents, databases and data
banks within the Republic;
conduction of advertising research and technological
innovations and achievements;
implementation of educational activity in the field of
training, retraining and advanced training of the national economy experts in accordance with requirements of the research and technical progress.

per 1000 students

•

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests
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The Key Focus Areas of GAU RNTIK
Bashtekhinform are the following:

0

UMNIK
0

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Republic of
Bashkortostan, the First All-Ru ssian Summer School of Open Innovations was
conducted in July 2012 at the site of the tourist center “Pavlovskii Park”.

GAU RNTIK Bashtekhinform is a holder of unique
funds of research and technical information. It
has the only full patent documentation fund
in the region.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1

One of the most important focus areas is the
development of programs “UMNIK”, “START”
and other programs of the Foundation.

4
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Shaimukhametov
Ruslan Rustemovich

15 Kirova Avenue,
Ufa City, 450077
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We take regular measures to promote programs, including the following
•

•

issue of printing products for Foundation programs tak-

•

presentations of Foundation programs («UMNIK» and

ing into account useful Federal and Regional informa-

«START») to potential participants at universities, re-

tion, which is distributed in universities, research insti-

search institutes, departments of the Academy of Sci-

tutes and departments of the Academy of Sciences;

ences, meetings with curators of the «UMNIK» program
of educational and research institutions;

publication of news and announcements on the thematic web resources and social networks in groups with

•

Regional development institutions, public and gov-

target audience (young scientists, inventors, innovative

ernmental organizations (speeches and presentations

entrepreneurs, etc.): on the sites of the Regional branch

of Foundation programs, distribution of information

of the Russian Union of Young Scientists, the Chamber

materials);

of Commerce of the RB (Republic of Bashkortostan), the
Venture Fund of the RB, entrepreneurs’ organizations,

•

training conferences are held informing a wide range of
potential participants about Foundation programs;

on websites and in print media of the educational and
•

research institutions;

participation in special activities of other Federal and

Republican community of startuppers was formed.

The leading research and innovation policies of the Re-

activity Regional administration is aimed at creation and

public were exercised in the framework of the target

development of the infrastructure for support of inno-

program “Implementation of the research and technol-

vation activities, implementation and support of cluster

ogy policy providing innovative development of the Re-

initiatives.

public of Bashkortostan for 2010-2012” approved by the

Then “Long-term target innovative program of the Re-

President of the Republic of Bashkortostan in 2009. The

public of Bashkortostan for 2011-2015” was approved

In total financial support under the program “START”
in 2009-2010 and 2012 made 3,850,000 RUB.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology Н1

Future Medicine Í2

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3


Within the framework of the present program in accordance with the Decree of the Government of the Re-

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

public of Bashkortostan, the First All-Russian Summer School of open innovations was conducted in
July 2012 at the site of the tourist center “Pavlovskii

0,12

Park”. The practical objective of the event was training and certification of experts in the field of “Open
Innovations”.

0,10

0,08

In 2013, the Government of the Republic focused on
creating conditions for finding and implementing innovative ideas, enticing inventors and innovators, young

0,06

scientists and highly qualified personnel to participate
in the scientific and industrial sphere; implementing and

0,04

supporting cluster initiatives; developing inter-regional
co-operation in the field of innovation; developing the
innovation infrastructure.

0,02

0,00

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The Region participated in such Foundation programs
as “UMNIK”, “START”, “UMNIK na START”, “STARTINVEST”, “Priority”, “Medicine”, “Soft”, “Smart
house”, “Razvitie”.

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

The Foundation invested 165,961,928 RUB and created 357 work places.

In 2013, the registration of the program “UMNIK” participants’ applications was simplified and automated. The
website startuprb.ru, where “UMNIKS” could make ap-

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum

plications to take part in the competition and monitor the
status of their participation, was created. The access to

PRODUCTION

the competition documentation was essentially facilitat-

1 000

ed. A round-the-clock access to the personal account

800

was provided. Participation in the competition became
clearer and more accessible to everyone. The site also

600

contains a news section, in which useful information for

400

innovators is published, including the latest news of the

200

Foundation. Besides, the website has groups on such

0

social networks as Facebook and Vkontakte.

EXPENDITURES
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

Under the program “START”, an ongoing consulting and
training of participants are conducted, including organization of thematic sections at events regularly held by
the Foundation for Support and Development of Science

SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures

of the Republic of Bashkortostan.
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Work with other cities of the Republic and neighbouring
Oblasts (Salavat, Octiabrskii, Sterlitamak, Orenburg, etc.)
has been activated, regular teleconferences are held.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

The issues concerning development of Foundation programs are regularly brought up at Government meetings
on development of science.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

The number of winners of the program «UMNIK» and
«START» has been steadily growing in the Region year
by year. The total financial support under the program
«START» in 2009-2010 and 2012 made 3,850,000 RUB.
It helped to focus on the analysis of the work of educational institutions, choice of the best practices, development of effective innovative solutions.
14 SIE participated in the program «START».
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Funds for the program “UMNIK” were drawn in the
following amount:

10
8
6

for 2005-2013 - 36,512,852 RUB.

4

for 2009-2013 - 65,776,000 RUB.
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Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Within the programs:
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Total amount invested by the
Foundation in projects is equal
to 138,568,852 RUB.
“UMNIK na START” - 1 mln RUB
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Shamil Rashytovich
GALLIAMOV
Ph.D. in Engineering Science, Associate Professor of the Department of Applied Hydromechanics
of Ufa State Aviation Technical
University,
Ufa City.

Shamil Rashytovich Galliamov performed research and development works in the framework of the program “UMNIK” on “Design of
Elements and Units of Electrohydraulics of
Formation Testing” in 2010-2011. Due to financial support of the Foundation, it became
possible to create a prototype of the equipment
with electro-hydraulic system for testing oil
and gas reservoirs. The developed equipment
allows us to investigate properties of the fluid
withdrawn from the core hole in real time and to

A number of studies on research of oil wells with the formation tester PLGA-120 were carried out on a commercial basis. The customers were oil and gas companies
OOO “Lukoil-Perm” and OOO “Gas Promneft-Angara”.
Currently, negotiations for sale of the device are conducted with a number of oil and geophysics companies. The foreign development companies of oil and gas
fields: the Republic of Belarus, Iran – display an interest
in production of the project.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:
Design of elements and units of electrohydraulics of formation testing
ensure delivery of high-quality fluid samples
at the wellhead with a high preservation of its
physical and chemical properties at the temperature and pressure parameters of the reservoir from which it was selected.
Research results in scope of this work were used by
Galliamov later on in carrying out the project “Electrohydraulics of Formation Testing” under the program
“START”. This project was carried out by OOO NPP
(Research and Production Enterprise) “Kern” that is an
innovative start-up company, which employs Galliamov
as a chief designer.
To date, the following results have been achieved in the
project: limited production of electrohydraulics of formation testing was created (Formation tester - PLGA-120),
currently the implementation stage is carrying out. Operational testing of the device was completed on oil and
gas fields in the following regions: Eastern Siberia, the
Republic of Sakha-Yakutia, Talakan oil and gas condensate field, Perm, Irkutsk Oblast.

PROGRAM

UMNIK

Two patents of the Russian Federation were
registered by Sh.R. Galliamov during the period
of activity in OOO NPP “Kern”. Three articles
were prepared for scientific and technical journals, reviewed by the VAK (State Commission
for Academic Degrees and Titles). A textbook
was issued, and Sh.R. Galliamov was one of its
co-authors.
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Arsen Iasharovich ABDULIN

umnik

Postgraduate of Ufa State Aviation Technical University,
Ufa City.

Arsen Iasharovich Abdulin won the program “UMNIK” in
2011 and “PRIORITY” in 2014 taking part in the competition
with his project “Unmanned Aircraft Systems for Monitoring
Extended Objects”, being its leading engineer.

The work on the project lasted over 3 years including
financing of the Foundation, as well as funds of the participants. The first development began in 2010, when a
team of students and graduates under the leadership of
Iamaliev R.R was formed. In 2013, the company OOO
“IDS Technologies”, all team members of which were
the founders, was established to commercialize the
development.

To date, a considerable groundwork was gained for the
project. In 2013, a prototype of the unmanned aircraft system with an estimated flight range of up to
500 km and an automatic take-off and landing was
manufactured and tested.
Two patents were obtained and one application for the
invention was applied. Currently, the team is looking for
the investors

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Unmanned aircraft system for monitoring of extended objects.
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The company “Online” has set a goal to develop a retail software that would help to
automate processes in the educational institutions of primary and secondary vocational education.

process that enhances quality of the education, and also
creates prerequisites for high-quality public services in
the field of education in electronic form.

Development of such a complex software product would not have been possible without support

The increased demand for information processing in
educational institutions and sophisticated management
processes that require collective interaction of many
employees, identified areas of problems the developers
of the company “Online” were facing. It was obvious that
automation should be comprehensive, i.e. it should cover all processes of management and all staff involved in
the business processes, and software product should be
mass-market that would unify management processes
and simultaneously reduce the cost of software development and maintenance. Thus, the decision to develop
the software “1C: College” using the platform “1C: Enterprise 8” was taken.
All information is stored in the single database and is
available to employees who have access to it. The

ONLINE

START

Ufa company “ONLINE” deals with IT technologies and develops software for complex automation of secondary vocational education institutions.

of the Foundation. In total financial support

under the program “START” in 2009-2010
and 2012 amounted to 3,850,000 RUB.

It helped to focus on the analysis of the work of educational institutions, choice of the best practices,
development of effective innovative solutions and
optimal architecture.

During two years of activity of the company more than
300 copies of the software were sold. This is 6% of the
Russian market of software for institutions of primary and
secondary vocational education. In 2013, a new version
of “1C: College PROF” was released. It greatly enhances
automation of educational institution management, including management processes in hostels.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

1С: College is a software that helps to automate processes in educational
institutions of primary and secondary vocational education.

program can run on Windows, Linux and MacOS, both
in the local network or on the Internet. The product is
fully compliant with the legislation, including the Law
on Personal Data. The following features necessary for
colleges were implemented: support of state educational
standards of the third generation (GEF-3); formation of
reports regulated by the Russian Ministry of Education
(forms SPO-1, 2-NK-76 DPT), whereas all changes in
the legislation are timely supported. Managers and staff
of the institution received a tool that provides access to
the operation information on any applicants, students,
and teachers and allows controlling work of employees
and departments, analyzing admission campaign, educational process, students’ practice, methodological
support, employment of graduates.

Electronic journal, SMS-mailing, automated integration with the college site, self-service kiosks, and access control system are implemented for convenience of
students and their parents. Many educational institutions
have successfully automated and routinely use the program in their activities.

Integration with other mass-market software of “1C” was
organized: “1С: Salary and personnel of the budget institution 8”, “1C: Salary and personnel management 8”,”1C:
Library”. Modern technologies allow us to organize an
effective interaction of all participants in the educational

By virtue of support of the Foundation, the software
product “1C: College” was realized and it is currently being successfully implemented in the Russian
institutions of primary and secondary vocational
education.

PROGRAM

START

Development team of the company “Online” led by the
ideologist author I.G. Vdovin is currently engaged in improving the software. The team is constantly working on
its development - new features are added to the automation and new units of the educational institution are
covered; in the future release of the version on the basis
of “cloud” technologies is planned.
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The aim of activities of OOO “RESONANCE” is implementation of results of intellectual activities,
research in the development sphere, production and processing of high viscosity heavy oil.

The Limited Liability Company “Resonance”

is one of founders of the company.

module of oil dehydration were developed. Specification
for production of an advanced embedded complex module of oil dehydration was developed. Basic units of an
advanced embedded complex module of oil dehydration
were manufactured and assembled in the single module
according to the design documentation and specifications. Control tests of the advanced embedded complex module of oil dehydration were carried out.

The contract for research on the subject of

Scope of use of the installation is a routine pre-processing of oil at oil-producing and oil refineries enterprises.

(OOO “Resonance”) was established in 2010
as a developer in the field of oil and gas resource base. The Federal State Budget Educational Institution of the Higher Professional Education “Bashkir State University”

“Development of an integrated technology and
advanced embedded integrated module to an
existing installation for preparation of oil” was
concluded in 2012 between OOO “Resonance”
and the Foundation in the amount of 760 thousand RUB within the framework of the program
“START”.

RESONANCE

Application of highly efficient and environmentally
friendly processes in the technology will allow us to:
bring effectively crude production of wells to high quality
commercial oil; reuse water in technological processes; reduce emissions of hydrocarbons and gases in the
atmosphere; reduce operating costs of enterprises for
maintenance of grounds and storage of organic and oily

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:
The technology for integrated dehydration of water and oil emulsions
provides a comprehensive solution of water and oil dehydration at lower
capital costs, while exceeding them in quality of manufactured products,
social importance and security for the environment.

The contract concluded with the Foundation became a
starting one in the financial activity of the enterprise.
Throughout the period of the research, the company received prompt and expert advice and assistance of the
Foundation.
The aim of the research was development of a complex
technology and advanced embedded integrated module
to an existing installation for preparation of oil.
As a result of performance, a laboratory stand was designed and manufactured to examine the effect of microwave electromagnetic radiation on water and oil
emulsions in the centrifugal force field; impact of the
microwave electromagnetic field on the microstructure
of oil and water emulsions in the centrifugal force field
was investigated; influence of parameters of processing water emulsions with a microwave electromagnetic
field in the centrifugal force field on effectiveness of their
destruction was determined; recommendations for selection of optimal processing parameters were provided.
Drawings of main units parts of the integrated complex
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The developed technology and installation provide a
comprehensive solution of oil dehydration at lower capital costs, while exceeding them in quality of manufactured products, social importance and security for the
environment.

wastes; reduce payments of the enterprise for environmental pollution.

Based on the results of the work, a utility model application was drawn up and a decision on
granting a patent on the device for integrated
water and oil emulsions dehydration, an application for invention of a method of separation of oil
from the gas-liquid mixture and a device for its
implementation is obtained was taken.
Works on R&D were fully implemented by “Resonance”.

The presentation of the pilot plant was appreciated
at a number of oil production enterprises and they
expressed an interest in acquiring the plant.

START PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY



START

The limited liability company “HIMMOTOLOG” (OOO “HIMMOTOLOG”) is a developer of
new technologies and a right holder of patents in the RF for the diagnosis of internal
combustion engines (ICE), transmissions, machine tools, compressors, for analysis of
lubricants operating in them.
A unique device was designed in the OOO “Himmotolog”. It is an oil-tester allowing to determine
quality of the lubricant and to identify the following defects in the system for a short time at the
early stage: cooling by presence of coolant in the
oil, supply by reduction of viscosity, lubricants by
grease products of wear and corrosion.
Regular monitoring of the working oil allows increasing
its time of service and carrying out replacement in the
equipment when producing oil resources, which greatly
increases the service life of components and reduces
the cost for maintenance and repair.
The company “Himmotolog” actively participates as an
innovation-oriented small enterprise in competitive programs of the Foundation.
Thanks to the financial support of the Foundation, a
resource base was created for development of diagnostic tools and conduct of experimental studies.
Within the project, a large number of experiments
were conducted to determine parameters of the lubricants quality.

Himmotolog

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Oil tester allows you to determine quality of the lubricant and identify
defects in systems at early stages: cooling, supply, lubricants.

The company “Himmotolog” successfully completed two stages of the program “START” of the
Foundation.

It has been shown in the studies that the results obtained using an oil tester correspond to the results
obtained using laboratory equipment.

At the first stage, R&D processes for “Development,
testing, elimination of defects, optimization of diagnostic devices for determining efficiency of lubricants”
were carried out in the first year of participation in the
competition.

In the course of research and development work a large
amount of intellectual property on the subject of the
project made up by five patents of the RF was created.

At the second stage R&D were conducted on the subject
of “Development of devices for diagnostics of machines
on the analysis of the working oil. Revision of the calculating method of the generalized index of lubricants
performance”.
Within the first two stages 3 options of the oil tester with
different set of defined quality and price parameters
were developed. All these options were implemented in
the production and are currently successfully realized.
To date, the enterprise is on the third stage of the project
START.

PROGRAM

START

Prospects for implementation of obtained results are
high, since there are no currently acceptable methods
of rapid diagnosis for analysis of working oil due to time
consumption and cost. Introduction of developed intellectual items will expand functions of the oil tester, simplify diagnostic techniques for the analysis of the lubricant due to automation and determine quality of fuel and
other petroleum products. Widespread introduction of
the internal combustion engine diagnostics and units for
analysis of lubricants operating in them will reduce the
technology accident rate, the amount of waste lubricants
and improve the environment. The oil tester has no
analogues in Russia and abroad.
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A representative of Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology is OAO (Open Joint Stock Company) “Kuzbass Technopark”.

OAO “Kuzbass Technopark” was created in November 2007 by the decision of the regional administration. OAO “Kuzbass Technopark” received the status of the regional office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) according to the agreement concluded between the regional administration and the Foundation in 2009.
The purpose of creating Technopark is to:
• bring coal industry companies to a new technological level and improve efficiency of the environmental
management;
• develop deep processing of coal and production of non-oil products in the region;
• minimize anthropogenic impact on the environment and human health;
• strengthen competitive advantages of Russian and regional economies in the world market for scienceintensive products and services.
The main profiles (activity areas) of Kuzbass Technopark are determined
in accordance with the features of Kemerovo Oblast:

2

•

development and introduction of coal, ore and other non-metallic minerals production, delivery and processing
technologies.

•

development of engineering industry and creation of equipment of a new technical level for the mining industry.

KEMEROVO
OBLAST

•

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

development and implementation of high technologies
in medicine, education, environmental management,
safety of life.
participation in formation of a single information space
in Kemerovo Oblast.

A reference point of effectiveness of activities of
Kuzbass Technopark is a real improvement of
the economic structure of the region, acceleration of its development, improvement of the
life quality of inhabitants of Kemerovo Oblast.
The first funding under the Foundation Program “Development” was done in 1994. Small innovative enterprises
of the region have started to receive funding under the
program “START” in 2004. The work under the program
«UMNIK» has begun in 2007.
Currently, the programs «UMNIK», “UMNIK na START”
and “START” are being carried out effectively. The number of participants of the programs increases every year.
Quality of submitted projects is growing as well.
Technopark experts take awareness-raising measures
dedicated to participation in various investment programs of the Foundation in universities of Kemerovo and
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

•

development and implementation of technologies for
production, processing and utilization of new functional
and structural materials, waste energy (coal mine methane, energy of mine water and air), waste production,
energy, resource and material saving.

per 1000 students

•

0
RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The first funding under the Foundation Program “Razvitie” was
done in 1994. According to the program “START” small innovative
enterprises of the region have started to receive funding in 2004. In
accordance with the program «UMNIK» work has begun in 2007.
Novokuznetsk. Young researchers interested in promoting their developments have the opportunity to get
acquainted with conditions of participation in such programs as “UMNIK”, “START” and other programs of the
Foundation, and discuss procedures for preparing necessary documents. The curator of the Foundation programs representing Technopark answers the questions
related to preparation of an application, organization and
training of business teams to participate in programs,
reporting on implementation of projects.
The Youth Expert Council was created with the support of the Deputy Governor on Culture and Education
in the Technopark. The major purpose of the council is

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

1

2

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Sergei Aleksandrovich
MURAVEV

1 Sosnovyi Blvd,
Kemerovo City
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selection of the most promising innovative developments of students and young scientists. The Council
consists of young scientists, business experts, business
leaders and representatives of the regional administration, as well as youth movements and organizations.
The projects that have received a positive assessment
by experts are recommended to participate in the programs “UMNIK” and “START”. Technopark experts provide comprehensive assistance to the applicants in preparing projects for submission to experts.
Representatives of universities, scientific community of
the region, business experts, business leaders and representatives of the regional administration are the members of the expert committee of the program “UMNIK”.
After receiving all applications (about 80), they are sent
to the members of the Youth Expert Council. Experts
review the projects and fill in evaluation sheets. The
result shows an average score of the project. Then an
intermediate rating of projects is calculated. The best
projects can be seen in the final, where authors present
their projects to the Expert Council at the face-to-face
competitive selection. Also, working meetings of representatives of the Youth Expert Council with young scientists submitting projects for a competitive selection,
but not receiving the support, are held in Technopark.
This allows to improve the quality of submitted projects,
make significant improvements and acquire skills to defend works.

Since 2008, the Law on the Innovation Policy of Kemerovo Oblast has been in force in the Oblast, according
to which the state support of innovation activities can
be carried out, in particular, in the following forms:
•

provision of state guarantees as security for the obligations of organizations engaged in innovative activities
that arise during the implementation of priority innovation projects;

•

establishment of exemptions from taxes and levies
for organizations conducting innovative activities;

•

placement of orders for research, development
activities, innovation products and organization of
examinations;

•

provision of non-financial measures of the state
support, including provision of organizational, informational and consulting assistance to organizations engaged in innovative activities;

•

assistance in expanding the innovation infrastructure;

•

provision of aid grants from the regional budget for
reimbursement of costs for development of the project
documentation, state expertise of innovative projects.

The long-term target program “Development of small
and medium business entities in the Kemerovo Oblast”
for 2013-2015 and a number of target municipal programs were adopted in the Oblast.
Since 2007, the prioritized regional national project
“Small Business” has been launched.

The Foundation for Assistance’s contribution amounted to
86,781,720 RUB in the field of the innovation-based economy.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

4

Future Medicine Í2

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
Technopark has been actively co-operating with
the Foundation since 2009. The main objective of
the work is finding the most promising innovations of students and young scientists. This form
of work allows actively involving young people in
the development of the innovative climate, thus
creating the basis for effective development of
the region.
With regard to small innovative enterprises, winners of the
program “START” are the most competitive enterprises.
They have a much higher chance to “survive” in the big
business than those who do not have support. Having the
support of the Foundation, business executives become
more confident in their abilities - they finalize projects, lead
them to the proper level, when they are able to receive regional funding.

The main result of the Foundation representative
activity is a substantial increase in the number and
quality of projects submitted to the competition for
funding under the Foundation program, as well as attraction of attention of the regional authorities to the
young scientific community.
In 2013, a pilot educational program “BootCamp” aimed at
linking the potential entrepreneurs and developers of innovative products and technologies (winners of the program
«UMNIK») was launched. Its purpose is to form teams and
participate in the program “START”. Training includes
theoretical material on fundamentals of commercialization

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
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According to results of the All-Russian competition of youth
innovative projects “Zvorykin Award” the two out of five winners
were the representatives of Kemerovo Oblast.
of R&D, workshops of famous entrepreneurs, crash tests,
work with experts, etc.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,

Here we have an example of such mechanism work. Five
years ago, the idea of creation

of sorbent from carbon (a sui
generis filter, which let specific gas molecules pass through
itself) emerged. Kuzbass is preparing a revolution in the industry. Currently, companies are investing huge amounts
of money in the creation of filters made of very expensive
nanocarbon fibers and a very simple and cheap technology is proposed. If we launch production of this sorbent, the
state would save billions, and the oblast will receive a huge
economic stimulus – the sorbent is cheap to manufacture,
but costs 450 times more than coal, which it is made of.
Author of the project A. Berveno began working at the Kemerovo branch of the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and
Mechanochemistry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, while in school and he conducted research
of carbon fiber sorption materials. In 2008, an installation
of steam activation of coal was produced and first products
samples were obtained. Victory in the projects competition
of RUSNANO took the project to the next level and 1 million RUB for R&D was received. Then the project became a
partner of Technopark, thereby providing the conditions for
its implementation.
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The grant of the oblast governor A.G. Tuleev allocated for
implementation of the project has played a major role.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

Today, the project of the company “SORBENTY KUZBASSA”
is considered as the basis for formation of the international
nanocarbon research center based on Kuzbass Technopark.
In turn the center can become one of the key elements of
the formed cluster for deep processing of coal in Kemerovo
Oblast.
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The company “SORBENTY KUZBASSA” has received a
strong support from the Foundation under the program
“START”.
In his day, the Director of the OOO “SORBENTY KUZBASSA”
A. Berveno was a winner of the program “UMNIK” and then
he took part and won in the program “UMNIK na START” at
the forum “Seliger”. In 2012, the OOO “SORBENTY KUZBASSA” became a resident of Skolkovo. A project of the
small enterprise “MKS”, created at Kemerovo Technological Institute of Food Industry won in the international tender
“ERANET” of EuroTransBio. Under terms of the tender, the
enterprise will receive a grant in the amount of 600 thousand
euros. “MKS” and two Spanish organizations - DOMCA and
Technology Center Tecnova - shall develop a joint project
according to the new technology of food preservation using cooling. The outcome of the work shall be introduction of
modern technologies both in Russia and in the EU.
The All-Russian Innovation Convention was held in December 2013 at after the Bauman Moscow State Technical
University, which culminated in summarizing the All-Russian
contest of youth innovation projects “Zworykin Award” in
2013. On the basis of a multi-stage examination, 15 of the
most promising applications were selected from 1496 that
were submitted to the contest in 2013.
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More than 300 work places have been
created with the assistance of the
Foundation in innovative enterprises.
Finalists held final presentations at the Convention, where
the investment potential of the project was estimated. As a
result, the Expert Council identified five winners, among
which there were representatives of Kemerovo Oblast.
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M.REZVOVA (Kemerovo City) was the winner in the nomination “New Materials”, presenting the project “Expanding the
range of action of ion-exchange ocular lenses”.
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Each of the winners will receive a prize of 1 million RUB for
development of their projects.
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Resident of Kemerovo A. LINNIK won in the category “Clean
Technologies”. Her project “KeraTech, a technology for production of high-protein feed supplement from keratin containing raw materials of the poultry processing enterprises”
earned a high mark.

2012

2013

Contribution of the Foundation for Assistance
in the field of innovative-based economy
amounted to 86,781,720 RUB; more than 300
work places were created with the support of
innovative enterprises.

SUCCESS STORY
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Viktoriia Vladimirovna
SEVOSTIANOVA
junior researcher at the Laboratory of cellular technologies of the FGBU (Federal Government Budgetary Institution) “Research institute for Complex Problems of cardiovascular diseases” of the SB RAMS,
Kemerovo City.
The project “Bioresorbable prosthetic device for regeneration of a
blood vessel “NGV-graft” has been actively developed since 2011 in
the FGBU “Research institute for Complex Problems of cardiovascular diseases” of the SB RAMS. Highly qualified specialists in the field of
medicine and biology are among the project development team members.
The project manager is Viktoriia Vladimirovna Sevostianova.
A bioresorbable prosthetic device developed for regeneration of a blood
vessel “NGV-graft” (newgenerationvessel-graft) is intended for shunting
operations using prosthetic devices for blood vessels of a small diameter
and forms its own vessel in a patient’s body.
Support provided by the Foundation as a result of the victory in the contest “UMNIK” allowed them to conduct research, as well as the first test of
the prosthesis using small laboratory animals.
The proposed vascular prosthetic devices made of composite material
with the specified terms of biodegradation. The polymeric material of the
prosthetic device is composed of biologically active molecules, causing
yield of stem cells from the bone marrow and their migration into the
prosthetic device. After installation of the prosthetic device into the

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Bioresorbable prosthetic device for regeneration of a blood vessel “NGV-graft”.
bloodstream of the patient, it slowly begins to break down releasing biomolecules into the surrounding tissue. Attracted stem cells penetrate the
structure of the prosthetic device and form a new tissue, gradually and
completely replacing the destroyed material with a biological tissue.
This project is a development of the technology of vascular prosthetic
devices production based on the tissue engineering, being one of the
most high-tech trends in the market of medical products. A rapid growth
of the market of vascular prosthetic devices (13%) is associated with an
increase in the incidence of the cardiovascular system and increase of
possibilities of providing an effective medical care.
NGV-graft is unique and shall enter a new market segment – the segment
of prosthetic devices for aorta and coronary bypass surgery.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Elena USHAKOVA,
student of Kuzbass State Technical University,
Kemerovo City.
The research on creation of oil sorbent from industrial waste of Kuzbass has been conducted at the Department of Chemical Technology of solid fuel of the
Kuzbass State Technical University since 2009. This
scientific work has received intensive development
after the victory of Elena Ushakova with the project
“Development of a sorbent based on carbon-containing wastes of Kemerovo Oblast for purification of water environments from liquid hydrocarbons” in 2011
in the Foundation competition “UMNIK”, held by Kuzbass Technopark.
The problem of wastewater containing oils, resins, petroleum products and
similar water-immiscible liquid hydrocarbons is spread widely throughout the
world. It is caused by intensive development of the petroleum refining industry.
This is relevant to Kemerovo Oblast, which has strong geological prospects for
discovery of large oil and gas reserves.
The project proposed using sorbents “Oleosorb” made of waste, forming on the
territory of Kuzbass from oil products in large quantities, for water purification.
On the first hand, it will supply the demand of Kuzbass for sorbents, resulting in
increase of independence of the Oblast’s economy from external suppliers and
will increase its competitiveness in the global market.
Secondly, implementation of the developed technology will make it possible
to use waste which is not actively processed at the moment. Thirdly, use of

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Sorbent “Oleosorb” made of carbonaceous wastes of Kemerovo Oblast to purify water
environments from liquid hydrocarbons.
sorbents will improve life quality of the population and overall environmental
situation in the region by reducing water pollution with oil products.
The developed sorbent “Oleosorb” has an affinity for liquid hydrocarbons (oil
receptivity), i.e. it can be used in all sectors of the economy where water is polluted with petroleum products, oils and other liquid hydrocarbons. The consumers of the sorbent in the Kuzbass are: road transport companies, gas stations,
enterprises with a large vehicle parking: coal and ore mining enterprises, etc.
The project was highly praised by Russian and international experts. The project
won the first prize at the international competition “EURASIA, a technology of
the future” at IV Eurasian Economic Youth Forum (Ekaterinburg City, 2013) and
it was the winner of youth innovation projects “KUMIR” (Moscow City, 2013) .
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The Limited Liability Company “MKS” (OOO “MKS”) was founded at the end of 2009. The company
entered the market in mid-2010. The main product produced by the company was peeled vegetable semi-finished products packaged in the modified gas medium. Production of innovative
products was carried out within the technology developed in conjunction with the State Educational Institution of Higher Professional Training KemTIPP.

A comprehensive research work requiring investments, was needed to be
conducted for extending the shelf life of products.

Through the involvement of the Foundation, the company carried out R&D
that extended a sell-by period of products and, consequently,increased
sales volume.

The company participated in the competition of the Foundation “START”
in the direction of H5 in 2011. The funding amounted to 900 thousand
RUB. The co-financing of the project of the OOO “MKS” was carried
out by means of the company in the form of purchase of the appropriate
equipment in the framework of conducting R&D.
With assistance of the Foundation, a technology allowing producing
products with a longer shelf life was developed. Development is a ready
technology implemented at the production area of the OOO “MKS”.

Due to assistance of the Foundation, the number of employees has increased from 10 to 15 people in the company. The development has a
social value for Kemerovo Oblast, since it covers the scope of socially
significant facilities: schools and kindergartens

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation

MKS

Packaging technology of semi-finished products for long-term storage in
the modified gas medium.

In the future, the R&D is planned to be carried out with additional financial investment aimed at improving the technology
and accessing international markets.

PROGRAM

START
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A postgraduate of the Institute of Solid State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry of the Siberian
Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, A. Berveno implemented a project for production
of molecular sieve adsorbents from coal after participating in the program «UMNIK» in 2007.
The inventor manufactured the first plant for production of sorbents using received funds.

Later on, the project was examined by the OAO “RUSNANO” in 2010, It won a competition under the Foundation program “START” in 2011. A. Berveno became
a resident of the Fund “Skolkovo” in 2012. For several
years, the project went through “an innovative elevator”
and turned into a separate company. In 2012, the plant
became a winner of the Zworykin Award in the “Best
innovative project” category.

The company “SORBENTY KUZBASSA” was created
to implement an innovative project: “Development of
technology for producing carbon molecular sieves for
separation and purification of gases and creation of their
experimental-industrial production”. The company conducts research and studies in the field of carbon materials and develops technology for activation of coals for
production of sorbents used in separation and purification of industrial gas mixtures, air purification, manufacture of current sources, such as lithium-ion batteries
and supercapacitors, gas accumulators.
Sorbent for gas emanation or a molecular sieve looks
like a black powder. It allows you to separate air into
nitrogen and oxygen, concentrate methane and evolve
high-purity hydrogen from a synthesis gas.
On request of a consumer, the company “Sorbenty Kuzbassa” can produce supercapacitors for electronics,
which are a source of electric energy. The raw material
is anthracite, produced in the Novosibirsk mine. Coal,
unique in its quality with low ash content - 2-4%, makes
it possible to achieve more environmentally friendly
production.

Sorbenty Kuzbassa
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The company plans to start first major sales in 2014.

bents from coal in 2-4 times in comparison with the same

It has agreements with major investment funds; en-

plants on account of technology and good raw materials.

trance to the international market is planned in 2015,

The company “Sorbenty Kuzbassa” won the contest
“UMNIK na START”, which was held by the Foundation
at the international forum “Seliger”.

START

The development reduces the price of production of sor-

wherefore certification will be held in the Russian Federation and testing will be conducted abroad - in Spain,
the USA and Australia. The company also expects to

receive a second grant from the Fund “Skolkovo” for a
The Foundation allocated funds for removal of scaling
risks, namely, for manufacture of the equipment for production of sorption materials, testing of sorbents in the

pilot plant with sorbent capacity of 20 tonnes per year
enabling international market entry.

independent laboratory.
In 2011, the company received the first funding from the
Foundation in the amount of 1 mln RUB based on the
results of the Foundation competition “START”.
In 2013, the company raised financing of 2 million RUB
from an investor. The same amount of funds was received
from the Foundation in the framework of “START-2013”.
As a result of the project implementation with the assistance of the Foundation, planned R&D was carried out,
patented technology of coal activation with production of
carbon molecular sieves was launched. First experimental batches of carbon molecular sieves were supplied to
the Russian market. 4 new work places were created in
the enterprise. Further R&D is being carried out.
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Technology for producing carbon molecular sieves for emanation and purification of gases and
organization of their experimental-industrial production.

PROGRAM
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Since 2008 the Research and Production Enterprise “TEPLO” (NPP “TEPLO”) has been working on creation of technological schemes of ventilation air preparation for underground mining works based on the
unique design of heaters and boilers of the counterflow vortex-loop type developed in the framework of
the Foundation program “START”. An author of the project for development of non-scale water boilers is Y.
Kiselev, a graduate of the Kemerovo Mining Institute by profession of “mining electrical engineer”.

In 2007, the company project won in the competition
of the program “START”. The amount of financing by
the Foundation amounted to 5.25 million RUB. A graduate of the program «UMNIK», I. Kosov is conducting
his researches in this project as well.

The funds provided by the Foundation contributed to
the creation of three test stands. The funds were also
used to carry out a number of studies aimed at learning
hydrodynamic processes in the boiler, development of
systems of mechanization and automation of the combustion process and use of liquid and gaseous fuel for
the boiler in the water and steam regime.
Boilers have a fundamental difference from the traditional steel water boilers, which involves creating swirling flow in pipes and countercurrent flows interaction of
water movement and flue gas. Application of this construction of low- and medium-powered boilers allows
you to work reliably and efficiently without water conditioning and purification and have a consistently high
efficiency compared to conventional boilers. Rotation of
water in pipes increases overall heat transfer coefficient
by 12-15% and, consequently, increases efficiency of
the boiler, and lack of deposits on the inner surface of
the pipe and possibility of rapid purification of the outer
surface from the carbon deposit provides a consistent
high value during the heating season and a long-term
trouble-free service life up to 15 years.

NPP “TEPLO”
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In case of emergency, the structural design saves 50%
of the boiler output avoiding freezing of heating systems
in winter. Boilers are manufactured using both light and
brick covering. They operate on different fuels (solid, liquid, gaseous).

Use of boilers and heaters of this design creates
a comfortable environment in houses, schools,
facilities of the social and cultural sphere. It significantly reduces the cost of heating and maintenance costs in everyday life. Hot-air installations, such as “a boiler and heater”, use different
fuels, so the company plans to make a recovery
boiler using industrial and solid domestic waste.
The volume of sales of the company exceeded 5
million RUB in 2012.
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The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Unique design of non-scale water boilers with an ability to use different fuels.

PROGRAM
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The small innovative enterprise OOO “LIOMED” was created in April 2010 on the basis
of the research laboratory of the Kemerovo State University (KemSU). The team develops polymer materials for medical purposes with specified practical properties.

Highly hydrophilic polymeric material for soft
contact lenses, “Cameron-1” was developed
and put into production at the company. Its
optical, physical and chemical properties allow them to make lenses for vision correction
from -30D to + 30D. The method of manufacturing material for tinted soft contact lenses
necessary for the patients with a high degree
of myopia and hyperopia was patented.

The project “Development of technology for hardening
polymer cylinders used for angioplasty and coronary
stenting” was also supported by the Foundation. The purpose of R&D is to expand applicability of angioplasty and
stenting on more complex areas, in smaller vessels and
especially in vessels of the neck and brain due to hardening of polymer balloons available on the market. The
problem of hardening polymer balloons is solved with the
help of the technology of radiation graft polymerization
and structural modification under the influence of ionizing
radiation and pulsed electron of various capacity.
The OOO “LIOMED” was supported by the Foundation
program “START” in 2011, The Foundation allocated
funding of $ 1 million RUB. A state contract to carry out
R&D on the following subject was concluded with the
company: “Investigation of the radiation and thermal
synthesis of polymer sorption materials for treatment of eye burns and production of prototypes of
eye treatment ion-exchange lenses.”
In 2010-2011, the project was supported by a grant in
the amount of 3 million RUB allocated by the Administration of Kemerovo Oblast.

LIOMED
The company received the support of the Foundation
under the following project: “Development and production of biocompatible polymeric ion-exchange hydrogels
in the form of a contact lens for treatment of chemical
and thermal burns, mechanical injuries, infectious and
other diseases of eyes”. Ion-exchange hydrogel lenses are able to quickly and completely remove burning
substances from the surface, deep tissues and cavities
of the eye without further traumatizing procedures and
prevent development of related inflammatory processes.
Also, ion-exchange lenses can serve as a sterile dressing for mechanical eye injuries and can be successfully used for treatment of viral diseases, since active
groups of ion-exchangers are capable to absorb not
only chemicals, but also various pathogenic compounds,
toxins and viruses.
Provision of timely and effective help for burns and eye
injuries, removal of intoxication during treatment reduce
depth and severity of the damage, speed recovery, reduce the percentage of disability.
14

In 2012, a state contract to perform R&D on the following subject was concluded with the company within the
framework of the program “START”: “Development of
technology of production of treatment ion exchange
ocular lenses by casting.” The project was completed
in 2013. The funding amounted to 1.5 mln RUB.
Within three years, the OOO “LIOMED” was taking part
in the Foundation program «UMNIK».
In 2011, the company introduced the following project to
the competition: “Development of technology of production of treatment ion exchange ocular lenses.”
The performance time was 24 months. The Foundation allocated funding in the amount of 400 thousand
RUB. In 2012 and 2013 the company took part in the
program “UMNIK” with the following projects: “Development of technology of hardening polymer balloons used
for coronary stenting and angioplasty” and “Expanding
the range of action of ion-exchange treatment ocular
lenses by introduction of non-selective anion exchangers to their composition”, respectively. Performance time
was 24 months. The Foundation allocated funding in the
amount of 400 thousand RUB for each project.

START PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
Two projects are at the implementation stage with assistance of the Foundation. To date, he following results
have been achieved:
•

The patent for “Method of producing ion exchange
polymer hydrogels for treatment of chemical burns of
eyes (Options)” was received in 2011;

•

Specifications for eye treatment ion exchange lenses
were developed and agreed in the OOO “ITcIMO”
NAMO, period of validity is from 2011 till 2016;

•

prototypes of ion-exchange treatment ocular lenses
(IETOL) were produced.

•

toxicological tests were carried out successfully;
IETOL were recommended for use in terms of toxicity, 2012;

•

the project “Development of ion-exchange treatment
ocular lenses for treatment of eye burns” was approved as innovative and the implementing organization received the status of a resident of Kuzbass
Technopark in 2012.

Clinical testing was conducted in 2013. The production
output is planned to begin in the second half of 2014.
6 new work places were created in the course of the
project implementation, and 10 people are engaged in
the project. In addition, students of the KemSU write

term papers, dissertations and master’s works on the
basis of the OOO “LIOMED” annually.

START

In 2013, the company and investor ZAO (Closed Joint
Stock Company) “Izhitsa” took part in co-financing of
the project. The amount of financing amounted to 1.5
million RUB.

KEMEROVO
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The OOO “LIOMED” plans to enter the international
market. Foreign companies became interested in developing ion-exchange treatment ocular lenses.
The OOO “LIOMED” closely cooperates with the following foreign companies:
•

the diversified company Colebrand International
Limited, Great Britain;

•

The company Contamac Ltd, Great Britain - a leader
in development of polymers for special purposes and
the main supplier of biocompatible materials in the
ophthalmic industry;

•

The company SAFILENS Gruppo Bruno Farmaceutici
S.p.A., Rome, Italy.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Development and production of biocompatible polymeric ion-exchange hydrogels in the form of a contact
lens for treatment of chemical and thermal burns, mechanical injuries, infectious and other diseases of
eyes.
Employee Violeta Le
Studies on hardening balloons for angioplasty
and coronary stenting are conducted jointly with
the company ITAC Ltd., Japan.

Support of the Foundation in the implementation of the project on development of ion-exchange treatment ocular lenses allowed them
to purchase raw materials, laboratory glassware and equipment, accounting and business
machinery necessary for carrying out R&D.
Also, non-standard equipment for production
of treatment lenses by casting was developed
and manufactured using funding of the Foundation. Devices for packaging and sterilization of
products, instruments of quality control of products were purchased.

PROGRAM

START
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SibKor

The OOO “SibKor” founded in 2009 was created to develop and apply
technologies for processing of shape memory alloys for production of
structural components of heart valve prostheses. In 2010, the company participated in the competition of the Foundation “START” and
became one of the winners.
The main objective of the company, for the realization of which the
Foundation allocated money, is the development of heart valves prosthetic devices with unique properties using structural elements made
of shape memory materials.
The project was divided into three stages:
•

Development of bioprosthesis of the heart aortic valve with the frame
made of wire for the valve TiAra.

•

Development of the aortic valve bioprosthesis for seamless fixing with nitinol frame in the form of a stent.

•

Development of the aortic valve bioprosthesis for transcatheter implantation with nitinol frame in the form of a stent.

The company “SibKor” took part in the competition of the Foundation under the program “START” in 2010 and received funding in the amount of
$ 1 million RUB from the Foundation to solve development tasks of the
first stage. After the successful completion of the first stage, the company
participated in the competition in 2011 and moved to the second stage
of the program. The distributor company of medical products became an
investor of the second stage of the project. Funding of the Foundation for
development of the second stage amounted to 2 mln RUB. This allowed
the company to begin production and sale of structural components made
of nitinol for heart valves prosthetic devices. The main consumer of products of the company is ZAO “NeoKor”, a Russian manufacturer of heart
valve bioprostheses.
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Heart valves prosthetic devices with unique properties using structural
elements made of
 materials with shape memory.
In 2012, sales amounted to 600 thousand RUB at the second stage of
development. Products amounting to 600 thousand RUB were sold within
9 months in 2013. The number of employees increased from 3 to 6 people
by the end of the second stage of the project.
The bioprosthesis of the heart valve “TiAra” developed at the first stage of
the project undergoes clinical trials in three Russian clinics.
A bioprosthesis of the aortic valve of the heart with seamless fixation was
developed at the second stage of the project. There are only two similar
prostheses produced by foreign manufacturers on the market. Currently, the company is holding events for preparation of the prosthesis with
seamless fixation for clinical trials.
Funding of the Foundation allowed the company to implement the idea
into a prototype, to create a technological foundation for development of
the company and creation of new products.
Developing the design of the prosthesis with transcatheter delivery is the
next task for the company in the long term. According to experts, the heart
valve transcatheter prostheses market will have reached 2 billion dollars
by 2018.

The company wants to participate in the competition of the
Foundation with this prosthesis design.
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Representative of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Kirov
Oblast Fund for Support of Small and Medium Businesses.

The founder of the Kirov Oblast Fund for Support of Small and Medium Businesses
(KOFSSMB) was a state property department of Kirov region and OAO AKB (Joint Stock
Commercial Bank) “Viatka Bank” in 2010. Since 2011, KOFSSMB has become an official
representative of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) in the region.
KOFSSMB is a structure operating in the “single window” mode for representatives of small and
medium businesses, using instruments of financial and non-financial assistance for existing and
new entrepreneurs in the region with the regional business support infrastructure (municipal
support funds, business incubators).
The Foundation performs three main tasks:
The first one is financial support of small businesses by providing soft loans and guarantees for bank loans.
The second task is development of the innovative activity.
The third task is to popularize entrepreneurship and financial literacy of entrepreneurs.
KOFSSMB is the main operator of implementation of activities of the “State support of small innovative enterprises”
and the oblast target program “Support and development of small business in Kirov Oblast”.
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One of the largest investment projects in the area is construction of the modern biotechnological complex OOO
“NANOLEK”; its general partner is the OAO “RUSNANO”.
The regional expert council was established for examination of projects participating in the programs of the
Foundation in the region. Furthermore, curators, managers and specialists are members of the Scientific and
Technical Council of the Government in the region, the
Economic Development Council, Working Groups on the
development of regulations governing activities in the
field of innovation.
The main programs of the Foundation operating in the
oblast are «UMNIK» and “START”. Projects under this
program pursue the following directions:
• biotechnology;
• information technology;
• medicine and pharmacology;
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The most promising partner of KOFSSMB is the OAO
“RVK”. In 2013, the agency acted as a regional operator for the BIT Competition (the competition “Business
of Innovation Technologies” being held in Russia since
2003) and an acceleration program of the BIT Competition, i.e. Generation S.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

The representative of the Foundation has formed a special
relationship with the NP (Non-Profit Partnership) “National Association of Business Angels” (NABA). An executive
director of the NABA is a frequent visitor of activities organized by the representative. In particular, it holds annual
educational programs on development of the innovative
business for recipients of support from the Foundation.

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

“... Now there is a place where an innovation project developer
can come and receive complete information on the programs for
innovation support. Most innovators developed a hope that the state
can support implementation of their project ... “. (V. N. Turulo)
•
•

chemistry, new materials, chemical engineering;
engineering, electronics, instrumentation.

The regional community of innovators - the basis of the
innovation system in the region - has been formed since
2009. The core of the community is winners of the competition «UMNIK». The Club «UMNIK» operates on the
basis of the Innovation and Technology Center.
The program “Zvorykinskii Project” is implemented in
order to involve youth in the scientific and technical creativity and innovation activity in the territory of the oblast.
According to the deputy of the Regional Legislative
Assembly, Chairman of the Committee on Economic

Development, Industry, Commerce and Enterprise,
President of the NP “Biotechnological cluster of Kirov
Oblast” V.N. Turulo: “Organization of the Foundation representative in Kirov Oblast provided the “point
of rest” for innovators in the region. “... Now there is
a place where an innovation project developer can
come and receive complete information on the program for innovation support. Most innovators developed a hope that the state can support implementation of their project. This is a very important moment
in enhancing a creative potential of the region, aimed at
development of the economy.”

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Sergei Sergeevich
TOLSTOBROV

17 Krasnoarmeiskaia Street,
Kirov City, 610002
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Support for small business is one of the main priorities for the regional administration. Small business is represented in all sectors of the economy
here. In total 215.3 thousand persons are engaged in the small business (according to estimates), which amounts to 31.6% of total employment in the economy of the area.
In order to stimulate this economic sector in the region,
the oblast target program “Support and development of
small and medium businesses in Kirov Oblast” is implemented from 2010 till 2014. A wide range of support is
available to entrepreneurs in the program: infrastructural, financial and credit, image, information and consulting
assistance, support of export-oriented and innovative
entrepreneurship, staff training for the small business

to support small businesses, 3 business incubators were
established in the city of Kirov, Kirov-Chepetck, Slobodskoi. The center of business activity (business incubator) “Chance +” was open in 2011 in Urzhum.
Since 2007, the Law “On Development of Small and
Medium Businesses in Kirov Oblast” has been in force.
The Law “On Development of Innovation Activity in Kirov
Oblast” was adopted in 2008. “The Strategy of Social
and Economic Development of Kirov Oblast for the Period up to 2020” was adopted in the same year.
The oblast target program “Increase of investment attractiveness, attraction of investment and innovation in
Kirov region” is in force in the region.

According to the Order of the governor, 2013
was declared as the “Year of entrepreneur-

sphere and assistance for local authorities in develop-

ship, innovation and investment” in Kirov

ment of small businesses in their area. Measures of the

Oblast.

additional support are provided for some industries.

The business community of the region was invited together with authorities to formulate an action
program and take part in formation of state policies
aimed at accelerating development of the business
environment through their public associations. For
implementation of planned activities and projects, the
regional government allocated appropriate financial
resources.

This concerns the sphere of folk crafts, public services
and trade. One of directions of the program is creation of
business incubators that provides office and production
facilities to new entrepreneurs on favorable terms in the
municipalities, as well as a range of services and facilities necessary for the successful launch of the business.
During the period of implementation of oblast programs

In 2010, KOFSSMB held a competition of innovative projects.
11 small businesses received grants in the amount of 2
million RUB for implementation of innovative projects.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Information
Technology Н1
Biochemical Technology Í5

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The principal activity of the Foundation is providing concessional loans to the business of
Kirov and the Oblast.
During four years of the program, more than two thousand loans amounting to some1.5 billion RUB were
granted. In 2013, a decision to reduce rates for use of
borrowed resources for major categories of borrowers to
5.5% per annum was taken.
119 surety agreements were signed since the beginning of activities of the Guarantee Fund of KOFSSMB
through 2012 inclusive. The amount of guarantees
granted amounted to 263 million RUB allowing small and
medium-sized businesses to obtain loans amounting to
718 million RUB.
Within the framework of the oblast target program “Support and development of small business in Kirov Oblast”
in 2010, a competition of innovative projects was held by
KOFSSMB. 11 small businesses received grants in the
amount of 2 million RUB for implementation of innovative projects.
In 2011, KOFSSMB together with the oblast Department
of Entrepreneurship and Trade Development held a regional competition for selection of starting small innovative companies to provide them with state support in
the form of grants. The competition commission included

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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one employee in the field of innovation

In 2012, soft loans amounted to more than 400 million RUB.
In 2013, the sum amounted to 500 million RUB.

representatives of universities, executive bodies, research organizations and Viatka Chamber of Commerce.
According to results of the presentation with21 participants partaking part in it, 12 winning organizations received grants for implementation of innovative projects.
The total amount of grants amounted to 4,750 thousand
RUB.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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Annually the total amount of microloans issued by
KOFSSMB increases by 30% on the average. In 2012,
the issued soft loans amounted to more than 400 million
RUB. In 2013, the sum amounted to 500 million RUB.
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The competition «UMNIK» has been held in
Kirov Oblast since 2011. 11 participants became
winners of the oblast competition I under the program «UMNIK»:
• A.V. KOLUPAEV.
“Development of technology of precipitation utilization of
activate sludge or with obtainment of organic fertilizers”;
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

A.V. BAKULINA.

“Development of molecular genetic techniques to create
highly stress-resistant varieties and control over distribution and use of transgenic plants”;

mln. RUB
12

• A. A. MARChENKOV.
“Research of mesenchymal stem cells to treat diseases
of the gastrointestinal tract”;

10
8
6
4

•

2

“Development of new rubber adhesion promoters to
brass metal cord”;
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

•

R.L. VESNIN.

E.V. KOSHURNIKOVA

“Development of the sensor for potentiometric sensor for
sour gases”;

12

•

10

“Development of technology for production of alloy
coatings, nickel dysprosium, nickel neodymium, having
highly efficient catalytic and sorption characteristics and
increased heat resistance, in molten salt mixtures”;
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A.V. SERGEEV.

“Development of a mathematical model and algorithmization of the hardware and software complex of water
quality control”;
•

G.A. CHISTIAKOV

“Development of software for verification of parallel
algorithms”;
•
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D.A. KONDRATEV

E.A. MARININ

“Development of technology of laser-plasma-ultrasonic
hardening of the cutting tool”;
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•

I.A. ZYRIANOV.

“Investigation of combustion in thermal power plants under the influence of electric-field”;
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4
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A.S. KOMKIN.

“Development of replacement caterpillar drives to expand the tractional range of wheel tractors”.
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In 2012, the innovative company “ViatkaSOFT” became a winner of the competition
“MOST-2012”.
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Overall, more than 40 graduate students and
young scientists of the region received grants
for their projects through the competition
“UMNIK”.

2012

2013

The total amount of funds invested by the
Foundation for Assistance in the innovative
activity of the oblast amounted to 33.27 million RUB; 37 work places were created in innovative enterprises.

SUCCESS STORY

KIROV
OBLAST

Gennadii Andreevich
CHISTIAKOV
post-graduate student, teacher, Viatka State University,
Kirov City.

Gennadii Andreevich CHISTIAKOV became a winner of the
competition “UMNIK” in 2012. The Foundation provided
him with a grant in the amount of 200 thousand RUB for
the research project “Development of software for verification of parallel algorithms”.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Software complex for verification of parallel algorithms.

Within the framework of the project, G.A. CHISTIAKOV is designing a
prototype of the software system for formal verification of parallel algorithms using model checking techniques and a mathematical apparatus
of the logical inference theory. The main feature of the product is the
possibility of an effective search of the counterexample in cases where
a model test algorithm is represented as a Kripke structure. The alpha
version of the product was highly appreciated by specialists of Intel - the
development team became a winner of the contest “Computer continuum:
from idea to realization”.

PROGRAM
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umnik

Aleksandra Gennadevna IASHINA
Gennadii Andreevich PLETNEV
assistant of the Department of Applied Mathematics and
Computer Science, Viatka State University of Humanities,
Kirov City.

Aleksandra Gennadevna Iashina and Gennadii Andreevich
Pletnev won the competition program “UMNIK” with the project
“System of contextual search of speech documents using text
queries”. Relevance of this study is determined by prevalence
of information systems operating large collections of multimedia documents. However, most modern systems provide an access to such collections, video and audio based on tag search
requiring manual annotation of documents, and also based on
subjective descriptions of the content. Speech is the main form
of information transmission for an individual.
In order to conduct R&D on this subject, the Foundation provided a grant
to solve the problem of searching for speech documents according to
the content. Speech documents are the audio files containing conjoint
spontaneous speech, for example, radio recordings, recordings of conferences, lectures and business meetings, audio books, archives of callcenters. The objective of the context search of speech documents is
speech recognition and information search.
The known methods of information search in the text do not imply recognition of errors, which strongly distort the content of speech documents leading to low search efficiency. The system uses a developed
algorithm of the phonemic transcription to improve efficiency. That is,

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

System of the contextual search of speech documents using text queries.
the recognized text is converted into a sequence of phonemes that takes
into account word pronunciation. An algorithm for automatic phonemic
transcription, which uses statistical data extracted from the test teaching
collection, was designed the system to work. It is independent of specific
language dictionaries, unlike many similar systems.

Currently, there is a prototype of the voice search system
of documents using text queries. The system was tested
using a test collection of speech documents in Russian.
Key research findings were presented and discussed by
authors at scientific conferences, and presented in scientific articles.
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The OOO “COMPOSITE” was created in 2005.
The company specializes in development and production of repair materials for service of gas
fittings. The company has its own production, warehouse and office areas. Production capacities are used for small-scale high-tech manufacturing.

The company “COMPOSITE” took part in the Foundation competition “START-2005” presenting its project “Recycling of
secondary polytetrafluoroethylene into marketable products”.
The total Foundation funding amounted to 4.5 mln RUB. Cofinancing was carried out by attraction of financial resources
of founders of the OOO “COMPOSITE”. The share capital was
increased and property was acquired using attracted funds.

COMPOSITE

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Recycling of secondary polytetrafluoroethylene into
marketable products.

Technology for production of small fraction polytetrafluoroethylene used
as part of the composite repair materials was implemented in the production. The total revenue in the year of establishment of the company
was 0.1 million RUB. In 2009 (the year of termination of funding under
the program “START”), it was 13.5 million RUB. It was 23.5 million RUB
within 9 months of 2013.
The support of the Foundation contributed to establishment of the company “COMPOSITE”, allowed it to realize a technical idea, which was
later used in the technology of producing a commercially successful
product. 5 new work places were created in the company.
Over the next 10 years, the company is planning to double the amount
of revenue and enter the markets of the CIS countries.

PROGRAM
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The Limited Liability Company “Scientific and Production Enterprise “LASER AND PLASMA TECHNOLOGIES” (OOO “NPP “Laser-plasma technologies””) organized in 2011 is
developing the technology of laser-plasma-ultrasonic surface processing for hardening
facing knives.

Currently, a blade cutter
of the Russian production
significantly ranks below in
quality of an imported instrument. The share for woodworking is approximately
80%. A similar situation with
the blade cutter develops in
the pulp and paper, agriculture, fur, furniture, printing,
textile and other industries.

Research and Production Enterprise

Laser and plasma technologies

10
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In 2012, the company participated in the Foundation
competition “START-2012” with the project of development of technology of the laser-plasma-ultrasonic surface treatment. The result of winning the competition is
that funding of 1 million RUB was received. Co-financing
of the project was realized by preparing the infrastructure for development of technology, acquisition of the
basic material for experimental work, conduct of market
research to learn the consumer market and identify the
needs of potential buyers.

KIROV
OBLAST
Missing components were purchased, experimental
work for development of the technology of laser-plasma
ultrasound hardening of the woodworking tool was carried out.

The result of implementation of the project is that the
samples subjected to laser-plasma-ultrasonic treatment with increased hardness were obtained. The
treatment improved hardness of surface layer of the
woodworking tool by two at the average. This suggests
that the technology of the laser-plasma-ultrasonic
treatment has a positive effect. Development was implemented in the production for hardening woodworking
planer knives.

START

SUCCESS STORY

By the end of 2012, the patent “Method of producing
wear resistant surfaces of metals and their alloys” was
among 100 best inventions of Russia.

The prospects for development of the project are

Theresult of development of the company with the assistance of the Foundation was that 5 new work places
were created and currently the number of employees is 7.

tool (wheels, cutters), and, as a result, to expand

to increase hardness of the treated surface, to
expand the range of processed materials, cutting
the market and enter the international market.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The technology of laser-plasma-ultrasonic treatment of the surface layer of cutting tools.

PROGRAM
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The OOO “Laboratoriia SDK” founded in 2010 operates in the field of I-technologies. The company successfully implemented a number of projects in the field of software development for
various purposes: Web-Applications, Desktop - the applications, integration solutions.
The main purpose of the innovative project of the OOO “Laboratoriia SDK” was the development
of a new competitive product: “System of the content delivery using the Bluetooth technology”.
The software product is designed for various applications in the
field of mobile advertising, namely Bluetooth-marketing, which
is one of the rapidly developing forms of mobile advertising.
The company took part in the competition of the Foundation “START”, the
first and second stages of the project have been implemented. During the
first stage of the project, the funding was received from the Foundation
in the amount of 1 million RUB. During the second stage, the company
received 2 million RUB. Within the framework of the second stage cofinancing of the project was carried out using investments in the amount
of 2 million RUB.
Both projects were performed within the scope of R&D with the Foundation support and successfully completed to the fullest extent. As a result,
the software for solving tasks of Bluetooth, i.e. marketing, was developed
which was successfully tested and implemented in a number of organizations. According to results of the project, sales growth of software and
related services for its implementation and revision was noted.
Qualified specialists in the sphere of development of software systems
are employed by the company. During the period of implementation of the

Laboratoriia SDK

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

System of the content delivery using the Bluetooth
technology

project, the number of work places increased from 3 to 6. Re-equipment
of the company departments with modern computer and office equipment
was completed; industrial and office areas were expanded.
Performance of R&D within the scope of the Foundation program “START”
solved the problem of development and implementation of the software
product of the Bluetooth system, i.e. marketing, which was an important
step in formation of the company.

Currently, the company has all necessary resources for successful implementation and further
development of the system. Preparing software for sale abroad is among the tasks of the next
stage of the project development.
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The Mari El
Republic
A representative of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology is Povolzhye State Technological University.

Representative of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation)
was organized in 2009 under the agreement between the Government of the
Republic and the Foundation. Considering the great potential of the Povolzhye
State Technological University (PSTU), the work with the Foundation for Assistance was delegated to this university.
The purpose of the representative establishment is interaction with public authorities for coordination of activities of enterprises, organizations and educational institutions for participation in the Foundation programs, as well as for monitoring
the progress of implementation of projects and the dynamics of their development.
The representative establishment carries out:
• preparation of tenders and support of the Foundation programs;
• organization of workshops on working with potential innovation managers for development
and commercialization of the product created;
• monitoring the execution of government contracts of winners of programs and their control;
• interaction with elements of the innovation infrastructure in the region and search of mechanisms for effective development of small innovative enterprises.
2
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The republican target program “Development of
Small and Medium businesses in the Mari El Republic for 2012-2020” is in force in the region.
The Republican Fund for Small and Medium Enterprises, the Republican Business Incubator, the Exhibition business center, etc. are included in the infrastructure on support small and medium businesses.
Universities of the Republic engage in proactive research and innovation activities, on the basis of which
technopark, innovation center and small innovative enterprises carry out their activities.
The strategy for a long-term social and economic development of the republic until 2025 determined the ways
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

A representative club was created on the basis of the
Representative Establishment from among the winners of the program «UMNIK», which carries out work
on promotion and development of the innovation activity
among young people. Creation of the national innovation consortium and the board of directors of small
innovative enterprises financed under the Foundation Program and creation of the exhibition center for
promotion of innovations are planned in the long term.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

Key priorities of activities: organization of competitive
programs of the Foundation, preparation and implementation of activities related to project selection, as well as
provision of organizational, methodological and practical
assistance to participants in drafting of projects for presentation and promotion of the innovation activity.

0
RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Under the program «UMNIK» 206 projects became winners.
Under the program “START” 24 enterprises became winners.
Under the program “UMNIK na START” 6 projects were supported.
and stages of social and economic development of the
region; the possibility of its integration into the Russian
innovation system through participation in relevant federal programs and implementation of scientific research
and applicative developments for the defense industry
complex and Armed Services Procurement in particular.
In accordance with the strategy, the system conditions necessary for transition of the economy to the
innovation-oriented development regime were created in the Republic, including development of elements of innovation infrastructure, implementation of the
package plan in the education and health care sphere,
improvement of the education and training quality.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

10
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Iurii Semenovich
ANDRIANOV

3 Lenina Square, Yoshkar-Ola City,
the Mari El Republic, 424000
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The republic took part in the following programs of the
Foundation: “UMNIK na START”, “START”, “NoTc”,
“Anticrisis”, “MOST”, “Smart house”, “Razvitie”.
Within the republican target programs a number of small
innovative enterprises, which also had the support of the
Foundation, received subsidies for purchase of equipment to create their own products. Also, the winners of
the program “UMNIK” could participate in the competition to create new innovative products that also have
received the support of co-financing of their projects.

Under the program “UMNIK” 206 projects became winners. 24 companies were winners of
the program “START”, 18 of them were created
according to 217-FZ. 6 projects received the
support under the program “UMNIK na START”.
At present, the percentage of the program «UMNIK»
winners in the total number of students of the universities of the republic is as follows:
FGBOU VPO (Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education) “Povolzhye
State Technological University” - 2.68%;
FGBOU VPO “Mari State University” - 0.9 %;
The percentage of “UMNIKS” among winners of the program “UMNIK na START” is 10%.
Basic projects under the program «UMNIK» are 20 of 24
small innovative enterprises established in PSTU.
Through the implementation of the program «UMNIK», 1 doctoral and 23 master’s theses were defended; 8 monographs, 45 scientific articles were

published in journals of the WAC list and more than
200 scientific works were published in journals, collections of articles, scientific conferences.

42 international and 75 Russian prize awards
were received during the past 4 years.
Active position of the FGBOU VPO “Povolzhye State
Technological University” allowed the HEI to win the strategic development program of the University, the program
of innovative infrastructure development, the program
of development of student associations activities, which
were based on projects supported by the Foundation.
65 work places were created in small innovative enterprises which received support of the Foundation. The
amount of financing amounted to 35 million RUB.
• Received:
• invention patents - 40;
• utility model patents - 12;
• certificates for software products - 28.

The total amount of Foundation funding attracted in
the region economy amounted to 103 million RUB.
The total amount of investments attracted by winners of the Foundation programs through multichannel financing of their projects in the region
economy is 145 million RUB over the past 10 years.
The ratio of the total extra-budgetary investment in winning projects of the Foundation programs to financing of
the Foundation is 1: 0.5
1 project was supported by the Fund “Skolkovo”. 5
projects were supported at the regional level. 3 project were supported by grants from the MES of the RF
and RFBR.

The total amount of financial resources of the Foundation attracted in the
region economy amounted to 103 million RUB. 65 work places were created
in small innovative enterprises that received support of the Foundation.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology Н1

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
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umnik

Aleksei Valerevich OKHOTNIKOV
postgraduate, electronic engineer of 2nd category of the Department of Transport and Technological Machines of the
FGBOU VPO “Povolzhye State Technological University”,
Yoshkar-Ola City.

The project “Chemical power sources” of the winner of the
Foundation program “UMNIK” Aleksei Valerevich Okhotnikov in
2009 was recognized as one of the best projects submitted for
the competition “START” in 2013. The project is implemented
in the course of the critical technologies of the Russian Federation: “Technologies of new and renewable sources of energy,
including hydrogen energy”; of the technology platform “Advanced
technologies of renewable energy” and “Energy efficiency, energy
supply, nuclear power” priority area.
The project was also a winner of the Federal target program for the performance of the pilot-scale research work under the state contract on the
subject: “Technology for producing electricity and hydrogen storage in a
latent form”.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:
Chemical power source.
The main objective of the project is the development of technology for
production of electricity at a lower unit cost and with higher environmental
performance.
An improved design of the chemical power source enabling to use electrodes from technical aluminum at a low level of passivation was obtained, which provides a higher energy density.
Results of information search and patent studies show that this decision
has no close analogues. Applications for the invention were submitted.
Currently, they are under an examination for receiving a patent of the
Russian Federation.
Organization of advanced industrial production of chemical power
sources with given specifications on the basis of technological park
of the Povolzhye State Technological University is planned in the
long term.
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Egor Nikolaevich POTEKHIN
postgraduate, assistant of the
Information Security Department of the FGBOU VPO “Povolzhye State Technological University”,
Yoshkar-Ola City.
A winner of the innovative
projects competition “UM-

NIK” in 2012, Egor Nikolaevich POTEKHIN is conducting research and development works in the field of microelectronics. In particular, he designed and produced a
hardware automatic control module of the air choke of
carburetor engines in vehicles, and the certificate of registration of intellectual property rights for the invention
was also obtained.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Hardware automatic control module of the air choke of carburetor engines in vehicles
Financial support of the Foundation helped to develop proposals for automation of service functions control of vehicles, a modern element base,
as well as modern instruments and tools for development of automation
equipment of automotive functions were acquired.
During doctoral studies, intellectual results of the project were highly valued in addition to the engineering development.
The author wrote five articles into journals included in the WAC list, two
articles into international journals of IEEE and also 14 publications into
the materials of the All-Russian and international conferences. Participation in the annual Moscow International Conference “Digital Signal
Processing and its application” was awarded with diplomas for the best
report several times. After his participation in the international conference in Nuremberg, Germany, he gained recognition by the world-class
specialists.
E.N. Potekhin was included in the list of Grant-holders of the President of
the Russian Federation for active scientific work in 2013.

PROGRAM
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The enterprise OOO “Mechatronic systems” was established in 2011 in the city of Yoshkar-Ola.
The main activity of the company is aimed at creation of non-standard mechanical systems.

Mechatronic
systems

The OOO “Mechatronic systems” owns production facilities, as
well as production capacities: metal-cutting equipment, bending
equipment, welding equipment.
Using financial resources allocated by the Foundation, the company
conducted development of universal driving mechanisms. In 2011, the
company “Mechatronic systems” won the competition in the Foundation
program “UMNIK na START”.
In 2013, the Foundation provided financial support to the company in the
amount of 1 million RUB.
Currently, 3 persons are employed by the company.
Specially designed bell table for a bell-ringer placed in the Church of the
Protection of the Holy Virgin (the Mari El Republic, Kokshaysk Village) is
one of the unique developments of the company. Also, the company developed a distinct landmark of Yoshkar-Ola, which is Mari Chimes. This
is a clock located on the central tower of the National Art Gallery. Time is

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Development of universal driving mechanisms.
corrected with a signal from the satellite and at the beginning of each hour
a scene event of the miraculous rescue of the icon of Mother of God of the
Three Hands, which happened a century ago, can be seen.

The company “Mechatronic systems” continues to develop universal driving mechanisms and plans to
create a small batch production in 2014.
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The Limited Liability Company “Volgoviatsk Workshops for Precision Mechanics” (OOO “Volgoviatskmechanics”) was founded in 2010 in the course of the Federal Law No. 217 for commercialization of innovation developments of staff and students of the FGBOU VPO “Povolzhye State Technological University” in
the field of machine and technological complexes for environmental management.

of the automated manipulator was studied, in which an
automatic control system was designed, elements of
which were subsequently used in construction of forestry manipulators constructions of leading Russian
manufacturers.

The subject of commercialization of the company is
results of scientific researches in the following areas:
small alternative power industry based on local renewable sources; machine and technological systems
for sustainable forest management, recycling and
waste of man-made structures (forest management,
reforestation, land reclamation, aerobic and anaerobic digestion of organic waste); technical means of
complex automation of technological processes in efficient environmental management.

The system is basically a hardware and software complex that includes position sensors of link manipulators,
load in drive mechanisms, a controller with peripherals,
original algorithms of manipulator drive mechanisms
control and a graphical operator interface. Introduction
of elements of the system for three years increased the
company’s gross revenue by 50% to 1.5 million RUB.
In the result of introduction of development produced
with the assistance of the Foundation, a team of the
young enterprise obtained experience in research projects and projects on automation of manipulator technological machines. Good relations were established with
potential suppliers and customers. The number of employees in the company increased from 4 to 10 people.
Students of the PSTU showing young enthusiasm and
creativity were actively involved in work.

Volgoviatskmechanics
The Foundation allocated funds to conduct research
works on the subject: “Development and research of the
multipurpose automated flexible manipulator”. At the first
stage, the company implemented the following project:
“Development, theoretical and experimental studies
of the multipurpose automated flexible manipulator”.
Theoretical and experimental justification of design and
engineering software and hardware solutions ensuring
competitiveness of the automation system of work operations performance with technological machine manipulators by the example of the manipulator for forestry
and service machinery was carried out within the scope
of research.
The company took part in the competition of the Foundation “START” in the direction of H4, H5. The amount of
financing by the Foundation amounted to 1 million RUB.
Co-financing of the project was carried out by investors.
As a result of implementation of the project, design documentation was developed and an experimental model

PROGRAM

START

The project implemented with the support of the
Foundation:

Multipurpose automated flexible
manipulator.

Through the support of the Foundation, work places were
equipped with modern research equipment and software
significantly increasing productivity at the enterprise.
The project is being developed successfully; negotiations with investors and potential customers including
those from Belarus and Finland are being conducted. In
the long term, the agreements for implementation of pilot
projects are prepared for the next three years.

At the most difficult initial stage of existence of the
enterprise, assistance of the Foundation played a decisive role in development of the enterprise, allowing
its staff to focus on solving creative technical tasks on
developing innovative competitive products, to obtain
access to advanced equipment and technology of research in the field of automation of technological machines and robotics.
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The OOO NPTS (Scientific and Production Center) “POISK - MarSTU” was established in 2010
on the basis of the Mari State Technical University. The small innovative company is engaged
in development and manufacture of vacuum equipment, development and introduction of new
technological processes of applying functional coatings for various applications. A considerable
amount of the production structure is accounted for by the services related to application of
wear-resistant, protective and decorative coatings on various products for enterprises of the
Mari El Republic. This is primarily a protective and decorative coating of titanium and zirconium
nitrides on dentures for dental clinics.

Head: Nikolai Ivanovich SUSHENTCOV
Business team has accumulated experience in developing new equipment during activity of the enterprise. A
new technical idea of combining different methods of producing coatings in one process unit emerged. Additional
funds were required in order to solve this problem. As a
result, a decision to participate in the Foundation program
“START” was made. In 2010, the OOO NPTS “SEARCH
- MarSTU” participated in the contest “START-10”. The
amount of financing by the Foundation amounted to 1 million RUB. In 2011, the contest “START 2-11-4” was won
and funding in the amount of 1 million RUB was received.
The total turnover of the company in 2011 amounted to
more than 4 million RUB. Additional resources in the
amount of 1 million RUB were allocated to co-finance
the project. Currently, contracts in the amount of approximately 10 million RUB have been concluded. Through the
support of the Foundation, co-financing of the third stage
of the program “START” will be carried out.
The main results of implementation of public contracts
of the first and second year of the program “START”

SEARCH - MarSTU

were that the company was able to carry out its plans for
implementation of the project on creation of new technological equipment for coating using vacuum methods.
During implementation of the first stage on the basis
of existing equipment, a prototype of the installation of
magnetron sputtering and arc evaporation was developed, manufactured and tested. During the second year,
a fundamentally new system of the installation control
was developed and manufactured. Creation of a new
vacuum system and spray system is planned at the third
stage. Ongoing research and development works allowed the company to greatly expand the scope of services, as well as to enter into contracts for modernization
of the vacuum equipment for universities and industrial
enterprises. The company turnover doubles every following year.
Students and post-graduate students of the university are involved in work at the enterprise. The company
plans to make a base for practical training and implementation of the course and final qualifying works by
bachelors and masters in the discipline of “Electronics
and Nanoelectronics”.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Technology of application of functional, wear-resistant,
protective and decorative coatings for various use.

General layout of the installation

Assistance of the Foundation played a large role in development of the enterprise. Additional financial resources implement
new scientific and technical ideas, involve young scientists who
plan to take part in the program “UMNIK” in the future.

Installation of magnetron spraying and arc evaporation
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The Republic
of Mordovia
Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
is the State Educational Institution of Higher Professional
Training “ N.P. Ogarev State University of Mordovia”.

Regional Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was
established in the Republic on the basis of N.P. Ogarev State University of Mordovia (MSU)
in order to identify and support talented youth, promising innovative projects and promote
their advancement, expanding the network of technical associations of pupils and students, establishing business and scientific relations between subjects related to research
activities and staff promotion of youth in structures engaged in scientific activities.
The Representative Establishment regularly informs about activities of the Foundation and opportunities
provided by its programs at national and international scientific conferences held at the university, scientific seminars, schools and scientific conferences. It regularly conducts business training on basics of patents, accounting, promotion, commercialization prospects and business planning. In order to create a local
network of innovators, staff of the representative polls participants of Foundation programs finding out
their concerns and wishes, conducts “round tables” on topics of the day.
Over the past few years, Mordovia has rapidly stormed into a number of regions, actively launching new
technologies, developing innovative infrastructure.
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

“Regional Venture Fund of Investments into Small
Businesses in Science and Technology of the Republic of Mordovia”, “Regional Fund of Investments
in Small and Medium Businesses” operate in Mordovia to support innovation. Financial support for scientific
and technological activities is carried out; assistance is
provided in the form of public contracts of the Republic
and subsidies to businesses for financial support of science and technology and innovation projects. Subsidies
from the state budget are provided to small and medium
enterprises registered and operating within the territory
of the Republic (from the date of registration and until
the moment of applying for support more than one year
shall pass), producing innovative products, carrying out
innovate work or providing innovative services, actually
bearing the costs for technological innovation, executing
development and implementation of innovative products
under the criteria established by the Federal Law “On

per 1000 students

In 2012, the Republic joined the Association of Innovative Regions of the country, and in 2013, an investment agreement for establishment of the Center of
nanotechnologies and nanomaterials in the Republic
was signed between the corporation “RUSNANO” and
“Technopark-Mordovia”.
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For three years, the Republic has been participating in
the International Forum on Nanotechnology of RUSNANOTECH, which is one of the largest discussion forums on topical issues of innovative development.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

An investment agreement on establishment of the Center of
nanotechnology and nanomaterials in the Republic was signed between
the corporation “RUSNANO” and “Technopark-Mordovia” in 2013.
the Development of Small and Medium Businesses in
the Russian Federation”.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Local programs to support winners of competitions of the Foundation Program are held in
the region. Also, programs of the Youth Center
and republican government programs to sup-

4

port and develop innovation and small and medium businesses are held.
Business-incubator is one of elements of the public infrastructure to support small and medium businesses in
the Republic.

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Vasilii Dmitrievich
CHERKASOV

6 Bolshevistskaia Street, Saransk City,
the Republic of Mordovia, 430005
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THE REPUBLIC
OF MORDOVIA

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
Competitions were held in the Republic under programs
“UMNIK”, “START” and “MOST”.
A.I. Emelianov, a young scientist of the Republic, won
the final of the II All-Russian competition “UMNIK na
START” with the project “Development of high-performance environmentally friendly concrete modifier using
biotechnology” in 2011.
A law on establishment of small businesses founded
by higher educational institutions came into force
in 2012. The small enterprise “Electronic Technology MSU” was officially registered in the same year at the
MSU. It operates on the basis of the Electronic Engineering Department. Several companies operate on the
basis of the university. They act within the framework of
programs “UMNIK” and “START”. For example, the ZAO
“Fitovit” created in 2009 operates on the basis of the
Biology Department. The idea of growing healthy, environmentally friendly plants in sterile conditions belongs
to Cand. Sc. Biology, Assistant Professor of botany and
plant physiology, E. Mokshin. He is the head of this
small business. Currently, a team of scientists is developing technology of clonal micropropagation of plants (in
vitro). Its aim is to receive a planting material, which is
not infected with any fungal or bacterial or viral infections. Now six plant species are in development. Their
resistance to infections is by 70% higher as compared

to conventional plants. I. Klimov, a graduate of the Electronic Engineering Department of the Moscow State
University, an employee of the Center of New Information Technologies, won the program “UMNIK” representing the project “Development of an automated information system of the training, placement and monitoring of
applications when carrying out public procurement in
vocational educational institutions”.
A resident of the business incubator, the company “Biotech Engineering”, which specializes in consulting services for improving efficiency of agricultural, housing and
communal services of the processing industry through
introduction of innovative biotechnology, successfully
won the competition “START-2012” representing the
project “Creation of innovative biological products for
disposal of livestock”. An application for participation in
the competition for the right to conclude a state contract for conduct of R&D was submitted. “Biotech Engineering” is a participant of the Agricultural Exhibition
“Grain. Combined feed. Veterinary-2012” in Moscow.
Agreements on cooperation with Danish agricultural enterprises in the area of utilization of sewage and with
agricultural enterprises located in Nizhny Novgorod and
Penza Oblasts, as well as a number of agreements with
Moscow companies were concluded. The club “UMNIKs”
has been in operation in the region since 2012.

Totally, the Foundation for Assistance has invested
64,955,000 RUB in innovation of the Republic.

The club “UMNIKS” has been in operation in the region since 2012.

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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umnik

Aleksandr Ivanovich RODIN
lecturer of the Department of Economics and Management in Construction of FGBOU VPO “ N.P. Ogarev MSU”,
Saransk City.
Aleksandr Rodin became a winner of the program “UMNIK” representing the project “Biocidal portland cement” in 2011. The
aim of the project was to develop a technology for production of
environmentally compatible biocidal cements having high physical, mechanical and operational indexes and relatively low production cost.

In the result of the project “Biocidal cements” were developed. They are effective for protection of building
materials, products and constructions from biodegradation with the specific properties: improved physical and
mechanical properties of building materials, products
and structures based on a new bond; extended period
of validity of fungicidal and bactericidal properties of
materials, components and structures; absence of toxic
effects of building materials, products and constructions based on biocidal cements for human and animal
health; reduction in the cost when producing biocidal

Materials developed by A. Rodin within the project were awarded with diplomas and prizes at
the following exhibitions and conferences:
•

IX International Specialized Exhibition “Biotech World”
(Moscow City, 2011);

•

X International Specialized Exhibition “Biotech World”
(Moscow City, 2012);

•

V Russian Forum “Russian Innovations - Russian capital” (Nizhny Novgorod City, 2012);

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Biocidal portland cement.
cement and building materials, products and constructions based on it.
It was experimentally proved that durability of building
materials, products and designs based on biocidal cements, used in biologically aggressive environments, increases twofold and more. In this connection, repair and
reconstruction funding reduces twofold or more.
In 2013, A. Rodin became a recipient of a prize for talented youth, established by Order of the President of the
Russian Federation. In the same year, he defended his
thesis on the subject: “Development of biocidal cements
and composites based on them”. 23 scientific papers, 7
of which appeared in magazines peer-reviewed by the
WAC, were published on the research subject. 4 patents
for invention were received.
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•

The International competition of diploma and research
works of students and young scientists within the
framework of the 10th anniversary of the International
Conference “Construction and real estate: examination
and evaluation” (Prague City, 2012);

•

XI International Specialized Exhibition “Biotech World”
(Moscow City, 2013);

•

XIII All-Russian exhibition of scientific and technical
creativity of youth (STCY) (Moscow, 2013);

•

IX Republican competition “Engineer of the Year” (Saransk City, 2013);

•

XIV All-Russian competition “Engineer of the Year”
(Moscow City, 2013);

UMNIK PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

THE REPUBLIC
OF MORDOVIA

Alisa Sergeevna
ZAKHARKINA
graduate student of the Biotechnology
Subdepartment, Biology Department, FGBOU VPO “N.P. Ogarev MSU”,
Saransk City.
The project of Alisa Sergeevna Zakharkina
“Optimization of growth of rhizosphere bacteria on waste from the food industry”, supported by the Foundation within the framework of the program “UMNIK”, is aimed at
development of innovative biological products for protection of plants from adverse
environmental factors and chemicals.
The basis of the proposed project is that the new high-effective strain
of the bacteria Pseudomonas aureofatsiens was grown. Its cultivation
on waste from the food industries as a nutrient medium provides a low
cost of the agent. The innovative development increases productivity, improves quality and productivity of soils, reduces losses in crop.
Creating a consortium of microorganisms on the basis of rhizosphere
bacteria expands functionality of the biological product.
Obtained biological products have a complex effect: they stimulate plant
growth, inhibit development of phytopathogens, improve mineral nutrition of plants and beneficial soil microflora, have a durable effect. They
are environmentally friendly in both the manufacture and use. Use of

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Optimizing the growth of rhizosphere bacteria on waste from the food industry.
polysaccharides of plant and microbial origin together with a biological
product creates optimal conditions for development of both bacteria and
germ due to the additional moisture retention in the seed inoculating.
Preparation of these types of biological products expands a range of
available biological control agents and makes the company competitive
in the global market.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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The Limited Liability Company “VENTILNYI ELEKTROPROVOD” (OOO “Ventilnyi elektroprovod”)
was founded in 2012 for the purpose of research and development in the field of natural and
technical sciences.

The company is developing a device for control of electric drives
of pumps, compressors, fans of blowers, exhaust fans, conveyors, carrier vehicles, centrifuges, crushing equipment, rolling
mills, electric actuators, ball mills, reels and many other mechanisms.
The company “Ventilnyi elektroprovod” took part in the competition “UMNIK na START” and received financial assistance of the Foundation in
the amount of 1 million RUB according to results of the competition.
Currently, a system of control over an asynchronized electronic motor is
being developed. The company is at the first stage of the project; the first
year of implementation of the program of the Foundation is about to end.

Ventilnyi
elektroprovod
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The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

System of control over an asynchronized electronic motor.

Through the support of the Foundation, the company was established
and employes 4 people.

In perspective, the OOO “Ventilnyi elektroprovod” plans to conduct additional research and development that will make possible to install electric drives on electric motor cars.

UMNIK na START PROGRAM

THE REPUBLIC
OF MORDOVIA

The Limited Liability Company “Stroitelnye poverkhnostno aktivnye veshchestva” (OOO
“StroyPAV”) was established in 2011. The company activities include modern materials and
technology to create them.

UMNIK na START

SUCCESS STORY

The aim of research of the scientific staff of the company is creation of new high-performance surfactants. Within the scope
of R&D practical principles and laws of production of highly effective modifiers from industrial waste wood and production of
antibiotics were developed. The purpose of designed additives
is production of concrete of a higher quality, as well as reduction of consumption of cement binders in mortar and concrete.

In 2011, the company won the competition in the Foundation program
“UMNIK na START” representing the project “Development of high-performance environmentally friendly concrete modifiers using biotechnology”. The small innovative company received funding in the amount of 1
million RUB.

StroyPAV

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Production of highly efficient, environmentally friendly concrete modifiers
using biotechnology.

Through the support of the Foundation, all necessary materials and reagents were purchased. All tests and examinations were carried out. As
a result of studies, properties of the laboratory sample were improved.
The environmentally friendly and cost-effective plasticizer was created;
it increases the strength of concrete by 30%. To date, a commercial prototype has been received, a technology to produce products was developed, a pilot batch of supplements was released for use at construction
enterprises.

In the future, mass production of the developed product is planned. It means that the company needs to
purchase appropriate equipment and therefore to search for and cooperation with an investor. In further
support of the Foundation, the OOO “StroyPAV” plans to take its rightful place in the market of innovative
building materials.

PROGRAM

UMNIK na START
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The Limited Liability Company “Biocomposite” (the OOO “Biocomposite”) formed in 2005 carries
out research and development in the sphere of natural sciences and engineering. The object of
study of the company is whey hydrolyzate.

The purpose of the innovative project is creation
of a new technology of production of the foaming agent for cellular concrete and pore-forming
plasticizing additives for concrete.,Milk production waste can be recycled using this technology.
The foaming agent can be used in the manufacture of cellular concrete and as an additive in
concrete.
Effectiveness of the chosen technology is determined by
the possibility to create SAW from significant volumes of
milk production waste and other valuable organic waste,
not finding application and polluting the environment.
Energy consumption of production of the foaming agent

Co-financing was carried out from own funds of the
company in the amount of 225 thousand RUB.
The following experimental studies were carried out in the
course of the work: culturing of yeast Rhodotorula and
Sporobolomyces and fungi Trichoderma lignorum using
curd and cheese whey; fermentation mode of proteins
by yeast strain of Rhodotorula lactis; properties of foaming agent; properties of the concentrate; influence of the
foaming agent on processes of hardening cement paste.
As a result of the study, the following was identified:
optimal hydrolysis conditions; optimal time of whey fermentation; the most effective additives; a type of equipment; storage conditions; optimal conditions for production of high-expansion and stable foam.

is 2 times less as compared to foreign analogues.

The technology allows to recycle waste of dairy and mi-

In the project implementation two problems were solved:

crobiological industry. A usable product (foaming agent,

Environmental - recycling of milk waste and microbio-

blowing agent, plasticizer) was found for the construction

logical industry waste, in which fermentation of micro-

industry. The proposed method allows to obtain a foaming

organisms is performed; production of useful products
for the construction industry. Heat insulating foaming

Biocomposite

agent with high values according

to the compression ratio

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Production technology for cellular concrete and foaming
blowing plasticizer.

concrete of low density can be produced from foam gen-

and stability of the foam. Foreign foamers cost 5 euros per

erating agent made of proteins of microbial synthesis.

1 liter. The produced highly effective foaming agent is made

Their strength is 2 times higher than using synthetic (not

of microbial synthesis proteins. It costs 35 RUB per liter.

environmentally safe) foam generating agent. It can also
be used as a good pore-forming and plasticizing additive for concrete.
In 2005, the OOO “Biocomposite” took part in the competition of the Foundation “START”. The company received the financial resources in the amount of 750
thousand RUB from the Foundation to conduct research
and development in the first year of the project. The

The invention is protected by three patents of the RF.
The foam concentrate went through a sanitary-hygienic
certification.
The experimental and industrial production line was created for manufacture of the foam concentrate “Biopor”.
The foam concentrate was tested in production of foam
concrete blocks. Its high efficiency was confirmed in

Foundation allocated 225 thousand RUB for the second

production.

year of the project.

6 new work places were created in the company.

The project “Biocomposite” participated in the first national contest “Engineer of the Year 2005” in the
category of construction and building industry. It was awarded with the following diplomas: of the IV fairs
of business angels and innovators in 2006, “50 Best Ideas” in the category “Association of Innovative Regions of Russia” in 2011..
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The main activity of the company is development of innovative new technologies and equipment, increase of
reliability of the domestic and foreign agricultural equipment and introduction of new technologies in repair production on the basis of scientific research.
Funds provided by the Foundation are aimed at realization of the state contract signed with the company
in 2012. The project is aimed at improving reliability of
technology through development and creation of new
technologies and electronic equipment for formation of
critical parts of nanocomposite coatings with desired
functional properties on working surfaces.
In 2012, the OOO “Agroservice” took part in the competition of the Foundation “Priority 2012”. Victory in the
competition gave the company an opportunity to carry
out research and development and now the company is
implementing the first year of the project. The amount of
financial resources allocated by the Foundation for the
project amounted to 980 thousand RUB; co-financing
was not provided.

START

The Limited Liability Company “AGROSERVICE” (the OOO “Agroservice”) was established in 2010
under the Federal Law No. 217.
The small enterprise OOO “Resource” was created in 2005 on the basis of the Institute of Mechanics and Energy of FGBOU VPO “N.P. Ogarev State University of Mordovia”. The company
implemented a two-year Foundation Program “START-2005”.
In 2010, the OOO “Resource” was reorganized in the OOO “AGROSERVICE”. The need for reorganization was caused by the necessity of conformity with the Law No. 217.

customs duties and taxes amounts to 1.2 million RUB.
With implementation of the developed equipment cost
will be reduced by 40-50%.

3 objects of the intellectual property were received as a
result implementation of the project.

During the period of implementation of the Foundation
project, two main divisions were created at “AGROSERVICE”: a research laboratory, where new technologies
and equipment are created; a production area, where
practical development implementation is carried out and
services on quality, professional repair of domestic and
foreign devices are provided to enterprises of Mordovia and Russia. Prior to implementation of the project of
the Foundation, 3 permanent workers and 5 freelancers
worked in the company. Currently, the enterprise employs 7 permanent workers and 15 freelancers.

The small company is actively involved in the learning
process of the university. All inventions are implemented
in the educational process (courses “Technology of the

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Agroservice

Technology of enhancing reliability of equipment by creating
electronic devices for forming nanocomposite coatings with
desired functional properties.

The following results became the outcomeof the project:
new scientific knowledge about formation of nanocomposite coatings with a pulsed electric spark; nanocomposite coatings on parts surfaces; new functional properties of nanocomposite coatings, formed EDM materials
with different electrodes; a prototype of the electronic
equipment for formation of nanocomposite coatings.

machines repair”, “Promising ways to restore parts”, “Re-

The main product of the project is a new import-substituting electronic equipment for forming parts of nanocomposite coatings with thickness of 500 microns providing improvement in the durability of the compounds in
1.5-2 times.

The OOO “Agroservice” has the experience of im-

The average cost of implementing a similar set of technological equipment of the foreign manufacture considering

liability of Technical Systems”, etc.). 27 students passed
the practical work at the OOO “Agroservice” in summer
from 2011 till 2013. Currently, 5 students together with
graduate students are working on the production sectors
of the company.

plementing its own inventions within the territory of
the CIS. Successful implementation of the first year of
the Foundation project will reduce the cost of implementation and significantly expand the market for inventions.
The company plans to continue implementation of
the second and third year of the project.

Through the support of the Foundation, the small innovative enterprise OOO “AGROSERVICE” appeared to be the link that gave a chance to the university to realize its scientific developments in the real technology and to enterprises of Mordovia and Russia to
receive quality repaired, reliable equipment with guaranteed resources.

PROGRAM

START
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Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Innovation
and Technology Center of the Nizhny Novgorod State University.

Since 1994, functions of the Representative Establishment of the Foundation
for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) have been carried out by the Nizhny
Novgorod Center of High Technologies Incubation. Since 1999 until present,
these functions have been performed by the Innovation and Technology Center
of the Nizhny Novgorod State University (NNSU).
The first joint project of the Foundation and the NNSU was aimed at solving the problem of staff shortage
for the innovation business. In 1994, with the support of the Foundation, a special training program of market-oriented professionals was created for small businesses in the sphere of high technology and knowledge-intensive industries in the NNSU; the first group graduated in 1995; in 1996, the first Russian department of technology and entrepreneurship in the sphere of Science and Technology was founded, by now
it has about 500 graduates. This system formed the basis of training and retraining of the staff in the educational and scientific centers of high-tech businesses and in other universities of Nizhny Novgorod.
By 1998, it became apparent that intensification of innovation processes in the NNSU is not possible to achieve
only by the efforts of the available virtual technology park. An agreement on establishment of the innovation and
technology center of the NNSU was concluded between the Foundation and the NNSU; is became the first ITC in
the region. Inauguration of the NNSU ITC was held in 2000 during the V All-Russian Scientific and Industrial Forum “United Russia”. Work on transformation of the ITC into one of the key centers of the Privolzhye Federal District

2
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A month later, the NNSU won another competition of
the Ministry of Industry of Russia. Six pilot technology
transfer centers were created; one was founded in each
federal district (except for the Far East). The NNSU was
the only university in Russia that won these two
prestigious contests.
As a result, a unique infrastructure complex (ITC, the
technology transfer center, coaching center of the business venture, a business incubator, other infrastructure
elements) was created in the NNSU. Now it provides a
whole range of types of support required for formation
and development of innovative enterprises. Moreover, a
comprehensive toolkit was created in the NNSU. It provides massive involvement of subjects of the innovative
activity in this process. The regulatory and methodological base regulating processes of creation, identification, legal protection and commercialization of results
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The first event that started a modern stage of development of the innovative activity at the university, was the
victory of the NNSU in 2003 in the joint competition of the
Russian Ministry of Education and the Civilian Research
and Development Foundation under the “Higher education and basic research” on establishment of four pilot departments of technology transfer in Russian universities.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

innovation system in close cooperation with the Office of
the Plenipotentiary Representative of the RF President
in the PFD, Foundation, Council of Rectors of the PFD,
Coordinating Council of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
of the PFD and the British Council in Russia began with
preparation of the cross-sectoral project “Development
and testing of a new mechanism for the organization of
innovation activities in the Privolzhye Federal District”.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 1996, with the support of the Foundation the Russian first Subdepartment
of the technology transfer and entrepreneurship in science and technology
sphere was established in the NNSU. To date, it has about 500 graduates.
of scientific and technological activities at the organization level (enterprise), as well as the system of corporate
management of the intellectual property were created.

The NNSU ITC actively cooperates with other universities in the area. The following activities are
carried out:
• organization and conduct of competitions under
the programs “START”, “UMNIK” “START-NN”
and “UMNIK-NN”;
• educational projects are implemented: lectures
and seminars on the subjects of “Fundamentals
of the innovation activity”, “Principles of Market-

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

3

5

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

3

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Sergei Nikolaevich
ERSHOV

23 Gagarina Avenue 8,
Nizhny Novgorod City, 603022
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ing. Marketing of Innovations”, “Art of Presentation”, “State Registration of Small Businesses.

Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
representatives of the regional administration.

• Intellectual property and economic security’’, “Legal Regulation of the Innovation Activity. Search
for Investors”, “Strategy and Tactics of the TeamBuilding in Innovative Projects”, “Risks of Innovative Projects and Evaluation of Innovations”,
“Management of Innovative Projects”, “Business
Planning and Investment Proposals”, “Business
Economics”, “Venture Business and Direct Private Investment”, “Financial Management”;

Workshops “Art of Presentation”, business trainings,
consulting support of young scientists in preparing applications for the competition program of the Foundation are held. Seminars “Strategy and Tactics of Commercialization of the Intellectual Property Results” and
“round tables” are held. The analysis is carried out and
the model of realization of the idea into a business is
created.

• information is provided on the Internet about the
current and upcoming events and activities in the
field of innovation;
• On-line games “Generation” are organized for
students and post-graduates who want to test
themselves and feel comfortable in the modern
world of business and innovation.
Speeches at public events (conferences, meetings, exhibitions, etc.), articles and information materials in the
media, stories about the Foundation within the framework of education, training and awareness-raising activities are used for the presentation and promotion of
the Foundation programs in the region.
The regional expert council under programs “UMNIK”
and “START” consists of leading scientists, Vice Rectors
of several universities, Deputy Directors of R&D of the

In 2011, the Center of Innovative Entrepreneurship of
young scientists was founded within the framework of
the Russian-American program “EUREKA: development
of research and entrepreneurial potential of universities”.
Its main task is organization and conduction of public
events and educational programs aimed at development of innovative entrepreneurship among students
and postgraduates, popularization of innovation among
students, increase of professional competence of young
people in the field of innovation. The center brings together efforts of key departments and student associations related to development of youth entrepreneurship
in the NNSU, including innovation and technology centers, the Council of Young Scientists of the NNSU, the
club “UMNIK”.
The center acts as an organizer of the annual competition of innovative business ideas of students and postgraduates of the NNSU “InnoBiznes”, series of master
classes of scientists and entrepreneurs, the regional
conference “Innovative entrepreneurship in the national
research university”. Activity of the Center is dedicated
to development of new training courses for programs

Through the support of the Foundation, more than 130 small
innovative enterprises with 259 jobs were created in the region.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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of additional professional education of students and
young scientists in the field of innovative entrepreneurship. Such programs as “Innovative Entrepreneurship”,
“Innovation-based Economy and Problems of Intercultural Communication”, “Innovation and Development of
Entrepreneurial Culture in the Field of High Technology”,
“Innovation Ecosystems” are already in force.
Within the scope of the Business Incubator (BI), an effective
interaction of student innovators is organized with student
economists and lawyers in preparing effective business
plans and legal support to launch innovative business ideas
to market. Consulting support and supervision of activities
of students and methodological support of organization and
coordination of interfaculty teams working on innovative
business projects are carried out in the incubator.
At the initiative of the BI the interactive business games
“InnoGrad” (2012) and “InnoGrad 2.0” for undergraduate
and graduate students of the NNSU (Nizhny Novgorod
State University) were carried out: iGeneration” (2013).
Recognition of importance of the contribution of programs “START” and “UMNIK” in development of the innovative regional economy segment resulted in signing
an agreement between the Foundation and the regional
government on development of small innovative enterprises and conduct of the joint (regional) competition of
projects in 2008 for development and introduction of new
types of high-tech products and technologies. Under the
agreement, in particular, winners of programs “START”
and “UMNIK” receive additional parity financing of their
projects from the regional budget.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

The Foundation activities are in programs of training and retraining
of personnel for innovative entrepreneurship. According to
them annually about 500 people study in the NNSU. There are 5
winners of the program “UMNIK na START” in the region.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum

Competitions were held according to such Foundation
programs as “Anticrisis”, “Medicine”, “Most”, “MPN-2”,
“NIR”, “NOTС” and other in the oblast.

PRODUCTION

Financial resources for creation of innovative products
were allocated to dozens of small businesses in first
years of activities of the representative establishment of
the Foundation; development of infrastructure was supported; development of educational programs formed
the basis of training for innovation was funded.
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In total, the Foundation allocated around 500 mln RUB
for development of innovative companies in the oblast.
The Foundation activities were included in training and
retraining of personnel for innovative entrepreneurship,
which are used for study of about 500 people in the NNSU.
Consulting support of young scientists in preparing applications for the competition under programs “UMNIK”
and “START” is organized in the NNSU with participation
of the Club “UMNIK”. A series of training seminars for
students, graduate students and research staff “Strategy
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and Tactics of commercialization of results of the intellectual activity” is carried out.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

L.A. Kriukov presented his project “Development of
high-performance Biochemical Technology of microchannel reproduction of economically valuable and rare
endangered species of plants, as well as their organs of
the family of Orchidaceae Lindl” and created a small innovative enterprise “Biochemical Technology center “In
vitro’’ under the program “UMNIK”.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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There are 5 winners on the program “UMNIK na
START” in the region, 2 of which were created according to the Federal Law 217.
OOO “NTTC of new technologies” (Limited Liability
Company “NTTC of new technologies”) was awarded
with a Diploma for the second place at the Fifth AllRussian forum “Russian capital to Russian innovators”,
received a silver medal at the Tenth fair “Business angels and innovators”.
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E.A. Cherenkova, who became one of “UMNIKs”, received a grant of the 2nd degree for the project “Development of hydrodynamic cavitator” at the exhibition HTTM.

2011
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2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Within the framework of execution of the Russian-American program “EUREKA: development of research and
entrepreneurial potential of universities. 7 winners of the
program “UMNIK” were rewarded with a trip to the US.
The ZAO “INKOMET” (Closed Joint Stock Company “INKOMET”), one of the winners of the Foundation
programs, was supported by UK-Russia partnership
program “Atomic City”; 3 companies, such as OOO
“DiSiKon” (Limited Liability Company “DiSiKon”), OOO
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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“SinproTEK” (Limited Liability Company “SinproTEK”),
OOO “Crocs-NN” (Limited Liability Company “CrocsNN”), were supported with the project “Skolkovo”.
1 project (Sarov) became a winner of the program
OSEO-FASIE. 2 projects (Nizhny Novgorod) were
among the winners of the program BMBF-FASIE.
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In total, the Foundation allocated
about 500 mln RUB for development
of innovative companies in the oblast.

2012

2013

Number of participants and winners of the Foundation
programs supported by other development institutions is
about 3%.

Through the support of the Foundation, more
than 130 small innovative enterprises with 259
work places were created in the region. In addition to the Foundation for Assistance investment
(511,120,111 RUB) an investment in the amount
of more than 150 million RUB was attracted.
Direct management of the ITC staff in small
innovative enterprises - 15; training of the IPI
staff - 130; legal services of the IPI including
protection of the intellectual property - 42;
agency contracts with the IPI in search of investors - 14.

SUCCESS STORY
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Andrei Viktorovich
MOZHAROVSKII,
graduate student, junior research scientist of the research laboratory of the Subdepartment of Bionics and
Statistical Physics of the Radiophysics Department of the
N.I. Lobachevskii NNSU,
Nizhny Novgorod City.

Andrei Viktorovich Mozharovskii participated in the competition of the Foundation “UMNIK” presenting the project “Investigation of methods for synthesis and optimization of the shape of dielectric lens for integrated lens
antennas of wireless systems with a frequency range of
60 GHz”.
The victory in the competition allowed him to conduct additional
research using funds allocated by the Foundation and carry out
tests of the developed model.
Relevance of the study is that much interest is currently displayed in development of wireless radio systems operating in the millimetre wavelength range. This range allows you to use a very wide bandwidth for data
transmission, and thereby to achieve greater transmission speed of up to
several Gbit/s. In order to achieve the said benefits under conditions of a
millimeter-wave range development of antennas with a high gain ration
and possibility of electronic scanning is required.
Integrated lens antennas are one of the most promising antennas that
can satisfy the above requirements. Such antennas provide increased
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Application of synthesis and optimization of the shape of dielectric lens for integrated lens antennas of
wireless communication systems of a 60 GHz frequency range.
distance for establishing a high-speed connection, support of the user
mobility within the coverage area and the ability to adapt to changing
conditions of the communication channel. Application of the synthesis
and subsequent optimization of the shape of lenses for integrated lens
antennas opens up opportunities for formation of specific characteristics
of patterns, as well as improvement of performance of patterns achievable in integrated lens antennas of the canonical form.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Aleksandr Vladimirovich
NIUCHEV,
junior researcher of the Research Institute “Institute of Living
Systems” of the Nizhny Novgorod N.I. Lobachevskii State University, Nizhny
Novgorod City.

Aleksandr Vladimirovich Niuchev won the competition in the
Foundation program “UMNIK” presenting the project “Development of a production technique, synthesis and study
of properties of hybrid drugs of the photodynamic therapy
and fluorescent imaging”. The project dedicated to creation
of the photoactive anticancer drugs of the new generation
was highly appreciated by the Foundation and grant was allocated to conduct additional research. Within the scope of
the work, several new compounds that can be used for highly selective detection and destruction of tumor cells in vivo
were obtained.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Photoactive anticancer drugs of the new generation.
The main advantages of the proposed agents are a high specificity of
action and possibility of their application as targeted agents, caused by
presence of ligands of receptors of vascular endothelial growth factors.
Presence of porphyrin fragments allows them to carry out photodynamic
therapy and fluorescent diagnosis.
Currently the project is at the stage of the biological tests.
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Sviatoslav Vladimirovich
ZINOVEV,
Head of the Department for implementation of results of the
intellectual activity and medical innovations of the NizhSMA,
Nizhny Novgorod.

The Nizhny Novgorod project Biochip test system “BiochipERH”
became a member of the program “UMNIK” in 2011 and won the
grant “UMNIK” in 2012.
The biochip is designed to examine material for presence of tumor cells of
breast cancer, as well as learn their characteristics, that allow predicting
the course of the disease, determining tactics of treatment of the patient
and identifying targets for the targeted therapy.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The test system of detecting tumor cells “BiochipERH”.

As a result of R&D a prototype and an industrial sample were developed
within the scope of the project, laboratory tests were performed. Performance of the model, high accuracy and reliability of the product were
proved, technical conditions of production were developed. Several lines
of biochips were created for study of different tumors.
In February 2014, the project was approved and included in the work
at the Commission of the Foundation for Assistance of Development of
Venture capital investments in small enterprises in the SEB of Nizhny
Novgorod oblast and the first sales of biochips are planned for 2015.

PROGRAM
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ZAO “ULTRAMER” (Closed Joint Stock Company “Ultramer”) was founded in 2004. The company
conducts research and development work on natural sciences and engineering: it manufactures
instruments and devices for automatic regulation and control, instruments for measuring mechanical properties of materials, counters, microscopes, instruments for measuring electrical
quantities and ionizing radiation.

General view of the measuring position

The UGFM with a liquid twin-turbo in the measuring
position on the pipe with a diameter of 700 mm

ULTRAMER

Interaction with the Foundation was executed from 2004 to 2011
under the program “START”. As a result of the research work carried
out at the expense of the Foundation, a project to develop an ultrasonic gas flow meter was implemented for pipelines with a diameter
of 1400 mm. The number of employees has increased from 2 to 15.
As a result of implementation of the project, the initial batch of ultrasonic
gas flow meters (UGF) was produced. Currently, work on a procedure
of acceptance and verification of serial UGF is performed. A patent of
the RF for the invention was obtained in the course of the project. First
sale of devices for their integration into automated systems for managing
distributed object has been already implemented. The buyer of products
became the OAO “Gazprom”.
The invention will be ready for serial production and launching at “Gazprom” and enterprises of other market participants, where there is a need
to measure the flow of gases after conduct of planned metrological tests
in natural conditions at test ranges of the OAO “Gazprom”. A preliminary
assessment of the market demand for such devices is about 10-20 thousand pieces.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Release of an ultrasonic gas flow meter.

The company “ULTRAMER” is still at the stage of formation and development.
Directions for further development of the enterprise will be determined after implementation of testing of the device under natural
conditions at test ranges of the OAO “Gazprom”.

The UGFM with a solid twin turbo.
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The UGFM with a solid twin-turbo in the measuring
position on the pipe with a diameter of 300 mm
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OOO “VZOR” (Limited Liability Company “VZOR”) established in 2004 is engaged in research and
production activities in the field of ophthalmology.
Head: Evgenii Valentinovich KISELEV

In the course of the project, such important parameters of the
product as a size and shape of the lens were optimized; the method of calculation of the optical power of the lens was developed for
a specific customer.
According to the developers of the project, the market was not
ready for the product. That is why the company has not conducted
an economic activity after termination of the state contract with the
Foundation in 2005.
Further work in this direction was continued, and the product was
replaced by another innovation implemented at the level of the best
world samples, i.e. a posterior chamber folding yellow hydrophobic
intraocular lens.

Invention of the corneal lens was
announced as a planned innovative
product. The project was supported by
the Foundation, which allowed carrying
out development of innovative products.
The basic principle of the technology is that the polymer with record

Key competitive advantages of the offered lenses are the following: the cost of their installation to the patient is 2-3 times cheaper
than the cost of those currently developed overseas.
Currently, the technology for producing a polymer lens, its technical parameters and calculation methods of an optical force are
developed, preclinical medical research is conducted, the patent is
received, production is launched.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

VZOR

Synthesis of innovative polymer for a hydrophobic posterior chamber
intraocular lens.

characteristics of the biological inertness was synthesized. According
to the developers, the lens must not
be introduced into the internal tissue of the eye, but into the thickness (stroma) of the cornea. Many
patients can stop wearing glasses,
contact lenses, a corrective eye
surgery using lasers (minus fabric),
and ophthalmologists will receive a
tool for treatment of macular degeneration of the eye.

Since its foundation and up to 2014, 10 new work places were created in the enterprise.
In 2010, first sales of the product to medical institutions were carried out.
The company has a huge potential in terms of amount and development of the sales territory for its products. Clients of the OOO
“VZOR” are private and state hospitals, specialized ophthalmologic clinics, pharmacy chains.

With increasing use of digital technology the number of visually impaired people, especially those with the
defeat of the macula of the eye, increases. In Russia, about 30% of the population experience the need for
vision correction. As for macular degeneration, according to experts, number of such patients will be 35 million people in the US alone in 2050. The price of such a lens can be from 100 to 500 dollars in case of mass
production.

PROGRAM
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The OOO “DiSiKon” (Limited Liability Company “DiSiKon”) was founded in 2008.
The company develops and implements an information system for monitoring
forests. The system is designed for prevention and early detection of forest fires.
The OOO “DiSiKon” is a graduate of the innovative business incubator Clever
and located in Nizhny Novgorod.
(use of video surveillance as a web service);
wireless communication; a client of server
Internet technologies; design programs
of CCTV of forests; analytical software for
development of advanced algorithms and
analysis techniques of video data arrays on
an industrial scale.
Technically, “Forest Watch” is a hardware and software system designed to monitor forests on the basis of video surveillance. It helps to detect fires at
an early stage in real time. The main activities of
the company are the following: advising customHead: Ivan Sergeevich SHISHALOV

The aim of the company is development and implementation of “Forest Watch”, a system of the early detection of forest fires based on the following advanced
technologies: computer vision; geographic information
technologies (GIS) for security of human life, in particular for detection of forest fires; IP-surveillance; VSaaS

ers and simulation of the system based on specific
conditions, supply of necessary equipment and installation, maintenance of the system; assistance in
cooperation with mobile operators; granting access
to the system “Forest Watch” for detection of forest fires; full-time and distance learning for using
the system “Forest Watch”; providing advice on the
upgrading of existing systems for monitoring forest.

DISIKON
The OOO “DiSiKon” is supported by the Foundation. It is a scientific organization of the innovation center “Skolkovo” and collaborates with many
organizations and institutions of higher education.
An agreement, involving a long-term partnership
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and aimed at optimizing a high-tech component of activities of the OOO “DiSiKon” was concluded. In particular, professional experience of the scientific staff of the
University will be involved in development of algorithms
and creation of software.

The system “Forest Watch” has the following
characteristics:
•

Automatic detection of potentially dangerous objects:
smoke and flame.

•

Radius of one monitoring point view is up to 30 kilometers using operators of cell towers.

•

A possible error of automatic positioning of coordi-

“Forest Watch” was presented to Dmitrii Medvedev.

nates of the fire is up to 250 meters.
•

Accuracy of determining the direction to the source
of fire is 0.5 °.

•

The time for one point of view is from 10 minutes to
1 hour. It depends on performance of the customer
server and a camera-patrolling course.

•

Integration and recording of meteorological and satellite data, and from external information systems.

•

Possibility of rapid scaling and expansion of the system to increase the area of monitoring.

•

Unlimited number of users with an access to the
system.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The hardware and software system “Forest Watch” is a system for early detection of forest fires.

The company also collaborates with the FSUE “Roslesinforg”, which develops and implements an automated information system of the State Forest Registry (AIS SFR). The Parties shall cooperate with
a view to planning fire prevention measures.
Map of Fire

Full diagram of the system Forest Watch
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The OOO “Grumant” (Limited Liability Company “Grumant”) established in 2006 is a modern innovative company engaged in production and sale of supercritical CO2 extracts and the development of extracts and substances with unique properties for various industries.

Within the framework of the competition “Pharma”, the OOO
“Grumant” signed a state contract with the Foundation for
development of production technology of the pharmaceutical
substance that has anti-inflammatory and regenerative properties in 2010. The total cost for R&D amounted to tens of millions of RUB, 11.7 million RUB of which were allocated by the
Foundation.
The purpose of the project is development of innovative high-technology
production of the substance “Labdane alcohols” from products of plant
material that have anti-inflammatory, regenerating properties and have
better quality in comparison with foreign analogs.
In practical terms, R&D was focused on possibility of using pharmaceutical substances for manufacture of a medicament with antibacterial action and action that improves tissue regeneration for external use to replace similar imported drugs that are currently used by doctors of trauma,
burns, infections and surgical departments of the hospital.
At the end of 2011 within the scope of execution of the contract with the
Foundation, the company created a know-how of production, which was
“Technology of production of a pharmaceutical substance that has antiinflammatory and regenerative properties”. Through the support of the
Foundation, independent experimental studies of effectiveness of prototypes of ointments were carried out. The model of linear aseptic skin
wound was used. Regenerative properties of fractions of labdane alcohols were conformed.

Grumant

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Technology of production of a pharmaceutical substance, which has antiinflammatory and regenerative properties.
The studies are of great importance, since the proposed technique increases the amount of products in food and pharmaceutical industries.
Currently, the company is successfully implementing a project started in
2011 to build a large manufacturer of supercritical carbon dioxide extracts
and pharmaceutical substances.

In the production process, the OOO “Grumant” uses high-tech, cost-effective and environmentally safe equipment of the company Thar Technologes Inc., guaranteeing a high quality output
that meets all requirements of the world standards. By 2017, the company plans to become a
large-scale high-tech industrial enterprise in Russia, applying the latest advances in science
and technology for production of pharmaceutical substances and supercritical carbon dioxide
extracts used in cosmetic, food and pharmaceutical industries.
14
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology is the Center for Technology Transfer.

The activities of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science
and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) began in the oblast in 2004.
Two companies won a competition on the program “START” and made up a state contract with the Foundation. The representative establishment of the Foundation was
founded in 2007. An agreement was signed between the Foundation and the regional
government, on the basis of which the joint work on organization of competitive selection
of innovation projects and their co-financing is carried out. The programs “UMNIK” and
“START” received a large development effort in the region.
The representative establishment of the Foundation carries out work according to the following principles:
• search of young people willing to participate in the scientific and technical work;
• its involvement in the appropriate activity;
• organizational assistance;
• financial support.
In order to implement these principles, the representative establishment of the Foundation is in constant
contact with scientific schools of universities, research institutes and engineering offices in the region.

2
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The final selection is carried out by the regional advisory council. The Expert Council includes leading
scientists of Penza in the following spheres: information
technology, medicine, new materials, devices and systems and Biochemical Technology, as well as representatives of business and the government of the oblast.
The representative establishment of the Foundation
presents and promotes programs of the Foundation
in the region through radio, television and other media. The representative establishment also conducts an
explanatory work on the activity of the Foundation and its
programs at public events (meetings, exhibitions, etc.).
Winners of the program “UMNIK” learn basics of business,
an order of conduct of the R&D and their commercialization under special programs. Experienced managers are
invited to do this from Penza, Moscow, the USA and Israel.
Productive partnership relations are established between the Foundation and the regional administration.
Along with joint conduct of contests the regional government is involved in funding of projects of winners, contributing to 70% of the financial support of the Foundation. Together with the Government, the representative
establishment of the Foundation carries out control over
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

Initial selection of innovative projects was carried out at
scientific and technical activities accredited by the Foundation. Workshops on rules of registration of projects,
proposals and presentations are held before the final
selection (spring and autumn sessions) along with preselection of universities by the Organizing Committee.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

Students and graduates of universities are the main
contingent from, which projects under programs “UMNIK” and “START” are selected.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

An innovative infrastructure was created and it is developed
in the oblast. 2 high technology technoparks and 37 business
incubators are carrying out their activities.
works on projects, conducts training activities of young
innovators, organizes exhibitions, etc.

An innovative infrastructure was created and it is
developed in the oblast. 2 high technoparks and 37
business incubators are carrying out their activities.
In accordance with the strategy of the socio-economic development of the oblast, the innovative sector of the economy
shall determine a future development of the region in a long
term. In order to create an effective system of research and
development in nanotechnology within the oblast, 8 organizations come up with inventions in the field of nanotechnology, including the Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Scientific
and Research Institute of Physical Measurements” (SRIPM),
Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Scientific and Research

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

4
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Ivan Vasilevich
URNEV

40 Krasnaia Street,
Penza City, 440026
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Institute of electro-mechanical devices” (SRIEMD), Federal
State Unitary Enterprise and the Federal Research and Production Center “Production Association “Start” (PA “Start”),
Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Penza Scientific and Research Electrical and Engineering Institute” (PSREEI).

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION

Liability Company “Agrofirma”), defended a master’s thesis
and became a director general.

Due to the assistance of the Foundation at the
start-up stage, the following companies successfully operate in Penza:
•

ZAO NPP “MedEng” (Joint-Stock Company Research
and Production Enterprise “MedEng”), which became
famous both in Russia and abroad. It produces the following medical devices: an artificial valve for heart surgery; biological implants for replacement of damaged
ligaments and tendons; scalpels; needles; and other
high-tech products;

•

OOO NPF “KRUG” (Limited Liability Company Research and Production Company “KRUG”) creates and
implements technologies and equipment for saving energy and resources. Today NPF “KRUG” established
in 1992 is one of the largest engineering companies in
Russia in the field of industrial automation;

•

OOO “BIOMEDTEHNIKA” (Limited Liability Company
“BIOMEDTEHNIKA”) develops and implements a system of remote multidiagnostics and rehabilitation of
postsurgical patients with endoprostheses;

•

OOO “Romet” (Limited Liability Company “Romet”) develops and implements multilayer composite materials
using welding with microexplosions.

Since 2007, the program “UMNIK” has been in force since
2007 in the oblast area.

There were 24 winners of the program “UMNIK” in 2010 in the oblast; 25 - in 2011, 22
- in 2012, 12 - in 2013.
4 projects presented by the oblast were among winners in
2012 according to results of the competition in the program
“START” in the directions “Information Technology” and
“Future Medicine”.
S.V. Sorokin won presenting the project “Automated system
of the non-contact measurement of the face parameters” in
2011 in the final of the competition “UMNIK na START” in the
direction of information technology. He founded the MIP OOO
“DIPSI” (Small Innovative Enterprise Limited Liability Company “DIPSI”). He defended his thesis and became a director of the ITC FGBOU VPO “PSU” (an Information Computer
Center of the Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution
of Higher Professional Education “Penza State University”).
A.G. Aksenov won in the final of the competition “UMNIK
na START” in the direction of Biochemical Technology presenting the project “Development of the planting apparatus
for an oriented planting onion sets” in 2012. He created
a small innovative enterprise OOO “Agrofirma” (Limited

Several winners of the program “UMNIK” and “START”
are also supported by other development institutions: such
as RVC (E.E. Simonov, D.S. Kostin), “Skolkovo” (ROMETSkolkovo Community - A.A. Rozen, D.V. Verevkin, A.E.
Rosen, ZAO “VKM group” (Closed Joint-Stock Company
“VKM group”) - DP Alekseev, V.V. Ananin, N.E. Kurnosov).

There were 24 oblast winners of the program “UMNIK”
in 2010, 25 - in 2011, 22 in 2012, 12 - in 2013.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5
Information
Technology Н1

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
Future Medicine Í2
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The brightest pages of the activity of the Foundation
in the oblast include establishment and development
of enterprises ZAO NPP “MedEng” and NPF “KRUG”.
These enterprises received start-up assistance from the
Foundation under the program “START”. Many small innovative enterprises were founded around them (the following enterprises were founded around ZAO NPP “MedEng”:
OOO “Kardioplant” (Limited Liability Company “Kardioplant”), OOO “Endokarbon” (Limited Liability Company
“Endokarbon”), OOO “Suro-Cardio” (Limited Liability Company “Suro-Cardio”), OOO “Med-Eng bio” (Limited Liability
Company “Med-Eng bio”), OOO “MedKomfort” (Limited Liability Company “MedKomfort”), OOO “Osteofiks” (Limited
Liability Company “Osteofiks”); the following enterprises
were founded around NPF “KRUG”: OOO “Sintehnologii”
(Limited Liability Company “Sintehnologii”), OOO “Energotrend” (Limited Liability Company “Energotrend”), OOO
“Pnevmokont” (Limited Liability Company “Pnevmokont”)).
Due to the assistance of the Foundation, an innovative activity
was quickened in the region. It became honorary to win in the
competition of programs “UMNIK” and “START”. Young scientists who received assistance of the Foundation and government
successfully defend their master’s theses and actively participate in development of the innovative business in the region.
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During an operation under the Foundation programs about 200 work places were created in
the oblast, and the total investment amounted
to 103,685.5 thousand RUB.
Future prospects of the activity of the Foundation in Penza oblast is in implementation of
the programs “Razvitiye”, “Cooperation” and
international cooperation programs.
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About 200 work places were
created in the oblast. The
total investment amounted to
103,685.5 thousand RUB.
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of view of R&D results
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Alina Olegovna
KHOLUDENEVA
student of the Penza State Technological Academy,
Penza City.
Alina Olegovna Kholudeneva is engaged in development of industrial technology in the field of
ecology and nature. A project to develop an ecologically friendly technology of waste disposal of
paper manufacture, which received assistance of
the Foundation, was presented in particular in
the competition “UMNIK”.

The problem of waste disposal of paper manufacture having a negative
impact on the environment is one of pressing problems of today. An electroosmosis method is proposed for solving this problem in the project of
A.O. Kholudeneva. It is the most ecologically safe and simple method to
implement and intensify the process of drying paper waste. The author
developed a technology of recycling of waste of the paper production
based on electroosmotic dewatering and a technology of production of
the insulation “Ekoplita” manufactured from these wastes.

Comparative analysis of the intensity of dehydration shows that the
method of electroosmosis is more economical by 30-50% than thermal
and thermomechanical methods.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Environmentally friendly waste disposal of paper manufacture.

Use of this disposal technology minimizes negative impacts on the environment and avoids significant fines for noncompliance with environmental laws, reduces the amount of payments for negative impact on the environment, benefits from use of waste as secondary material resources.
A.O. Kholudeneva is a scholar of the President of the RF and a scholar
of the Government of the RF (academic year 2013/14), a two time winner
of the Prize of the President to support talented youth. During training,
she participated in more than 50 scientific events of different levels; she
took more than 20 wins and prizes. The author of the project has 29 publications in various collections, 6 of them were published in magazines
peer-reviewed by the WAC. She regularly attends training in Russia and
abroad.
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Nikolay Vladimirovich
GORIACHEV,
engineer, graduate of FGBOU VPO “Penza State University,”
Penza City.
The project of Nikolay Vladimirovich Goriachev “Development of the algorithm of the software and hardware
system of analysis of effectiveness of cooling systems of
the radio equipment” received financial assistance of the
Foundation on the basis of the competition program “UMNIK”. In this way, the developer continued working on developing in the field of radio electronics.
As a result of two years of work on the program “UMNIK”, N.V. Goriachev
became the most cited scientist of Russia in the field of automatic selection of cooling systems of radio electronic means. He has a Hirsch index
equal to 9. In 2010, an experimental model of the hardware and software
system was successfully presented at the exhibition “Russian Week of
Electronics” held in Moscow.
Over the course of the project, a theoretical justification of development
of the hardware and software system of analysis of effectiveness of cooling systems of the radio equipment was developed. Due to co-financing
carried out by the Government of Penza oblast, experimental samples of
hardware and software parts of the system were created. According to the
work results, N.V. Goriachev prepared a thesis for the degree of a candidate of technical sciences on the following subject: “Data-measuring
system for study of cooling systems of the radio electronic devices”.
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The algorithm of operation of the software and hardware system of analysis of
effectiveness of cooling systems of the radio equipment.
According to the results
of testing of the developed system a plan for
further improvement of
the project and its commercialization was developed. It is an automated
laboratory for research of
heat sinks developed to
support applied research
and development works
in the sphere of provision
of thermal protection of
electronic means.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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ZAO NPP “MedEng” has collaborated with the Foundation for 15 years. During this time, the
company passed the way from an applicant for grants to co-investor of innovative start-ups
supported by the Foundation.

Coronary stent

Arched stent

Stent delivery system

Over the past five years, radical changes have occurred in the attitude
of the regional authorities to innovative entrepreneurship in the region. Due to the initiative of the governor V.K. Bochkarev and an active
work of the administration, very favorable conditions were created for
innovative projects.

MedEng

Development of a dynamic intervertebral disc with a carbon mobility
node.
Development of replacements of soft tissues and osteoplastic materials
made of biological tissues of the xenogeneic origin.

Several funds were created providing financial assistance to start-ups,
also with participation of the Ministry of Economic Development and
RUSNANO. All forms of assistance of small innovative enterprises are
implemented under the Program of the Ministry of Economic Development. More than 30 business incubators operate.
Xenopericardial plate

In 2012, the Technopark “Iablochkov” built
with the assistance of the Ministry of Economic Development started to perform
its activities. In 2013, the first turn of the
Technopark “Rameev” built with the assistance of the Ministry of Communications
was commissioned. Two Russian Conferences “Innomed” were conducted. Projects
for innovative development of students are
implemented. For example, the program
“Milfoil”. Several Centers for Youth Innovation Creativity were created.
Based on the experience gained during development and implementation of
heart valve prostheses in clinics, the NPP
“MedEng” carries out a strategic program
for creation of the association of small innovative enterprises developing implants for
all human organs and tissues. Small innovative enterprises founded at different times
for implementation of specific projects, such
as OOO “ENDOKARBON” (Limited Liability
Company “Endocarbon”), OOO “KARDIOPLANT” (Limited Liability Company “Kardioplant”) and OOO “NANOMED” (Limited
Liability Company “Nanomed”), were supported by the Foundation under the program “START”. The NPP “MedEng” became
a co-investor of these projects providing
them with extra-budgetary funding. These
projects are developing successfully.

OOO “ENDOKARBON” developed and
launched a dynamic intervertebral disc with
a carbon mobility node at the medical market. Clinical experience of application confirmed its high competitiveness compared to
imported counterparts. The company won a
tender to conduct R&D funded by the Ministry of Industry, to develop endoprostheses
of almost all joints of the musculoskeletal
system, including hip, knee, shoulder and
elbow joints. Now the work is successfully
completed. Developed products are passing
technical and medical tests.
The company promotes creation of startups, which are also supported by the Foundation. They are OOO “Osteofit” (Limited
Liability Company “Osteofit”) developing
implants for correction of bone defects,
OOO “ENDOKARBON-MARKET” (Limited
Liability Company “Endokarbon-market”)
developing orthoses. Creation of new startups operating in the field of orthopedics,
maxillofacial and dental surgery, spinal
neurosurgery is planned.
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“MEDKOMFORT”) and OOO “FIONTEK” (Limited Liability Company “FIONTEK”) successfully completed the
first stage of the program “Priority”. Developed models
of an endoscopic port and a system of the remote monitoring of the heart were tested in medical institutions and
received approval. Release of prototypes is planned for
this year.

OOO “NANOMED” (Limited Liability Company “NANOMED”) implements a project, supported by the Foundation under the program “START” and the Ministry of
Industry. The project is dedicated to develop vascular implants with endovascular delivery systems. Mass
production and sales of coronary stents have already
been started. There are huge prospects for work ahead
in this rapidly growing segment of medicine. Start-ups
of OOO “MEDKOMFORT” (Limited Liability Company

Although an economic component of partnership

START

OOO “KARDIOPLANT” (Limited Liability Company
“KARDIOPLANT”) completed the project supported by
the Foundation at the first stage, and then by the Ministry
of Industry. It was dedicated to development of substitutes for soft tissues and osteoplastic materials based
on biological tissues of the heterologous origin. Plates
“Kardioplant” made of xenopericard are used almost
in all cardiac centers in Russia. Medical studies confirmed effectiveness of this material in the orthopedics,
abdominal surgery, neurosurgery, gynecology, dental
and maxillofacial surgery. This opens up a huge medical
market, at which such material has not yet been applied.
The enterprise certified a quality management system in
the European notified body and carries out certification
of the product in Europe. A new enterprise OOO “MEDEng-BIO” (Limited Liability Company “MED-Eng-BIO”)
was created. It specializes in development and manufacture of osteoplastic materials. The innovative project
of “Med-Eng-Bio” to create a prosthesis for replacement of bone defects was supported by the Foundation.

Due to the fact that all startups use an infrastructure
created by the NPP “MedEng” including the quality management system, the system of medical product development, the system of feedbacks with medical experts,
the production base, the training and qualification growth
of the startup team are developing rapidly.
During cooperation with the Foundation, not all projects
were launched at the market, but no one of created innovative companies was liquidated. All of them found their
innovative niche and develop successfully.

of the Foundation and NPP “MedEng” is convincing enough, for example, in 2013 the total volume

of sales of the association of small innovative enterprises created around NPP “MedEng” uniting
260 employees, amounted to almost 900 million

RUB. A system of the joint support of startups
became the main result of co-operation.

Creation of a prosthesis for replacement of bone defects.
Creation of vascular implants with endovascular delivery system.

Considering an innovative environment created in Penza oblast, continuation of the cooperation between the Foundation and NPP “MedEng” will create new successful projects. This
will introduce the Russian manufacturers of implants to the world market.
Osteoplastic heterologous matrix

PROGRAM

START

Granules based on tricalcium phosphate
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The strategic goal of the Penza State University in the field of science and innovation is an effective implementation of the development program of the University, aimed at turning a scientific
potential of the scientists into the business of the real economy and commercialization of scientific knowledge that can be achieved with the direct support of the Foundation.

In 2013, the Penza State Uni-

Key research areas of the university:

versity (PSU) was 70 years old.

•

organization of scientific research that contribute to development of the
science, engineering and technology;

•

interaction with the real sector of the economy and academic science;

•

personnel policies, including promotion of training of scientific and pedagogical personnel of the higher qualification and improvement of the scientific qualification of the teaching staff;

accordance with principles of

•

modernization of the educational process.

the unity of scientific and edu-

In total 79% of works were works carried out within the framework of priority spheres among fundamental, applied researches and inventions in
2012. Not only the research activities, but their combination with innovation activities, including basic researches, applied researches and development, marketing researches, innovative teaching of students shall
be highlighted in the current conditions.

Today it is one of the largest
universities in the Volga Federal
District. Scientific activities of
the University is carried out in

cational processes; a focus on
the priority areas of applied research, implementation of their
results in practice; diversity of
forms of the scientific activity;
integration in the international
scientific community.

Researches are required to rely on appropriate infrastructure support
in modern conditions. Infrastructure of research and innovation activities of the PSU is a complex of interrelated information support systems,
scientific, technical and innovative projects, programs of promotion of
research and technical inventions at regional, interregional and international markets, staff training and retraining, coordination and management of development of the scientific, technological and innovative
activities. A flexible structure of the scientific activity creates a triad of

PENZA STATE UNIVERSITY
spheres “science-education-production”, leading respectively to the triad of end products “intellectual product-manufactured product-product
of learning”.
The current established organizational structure of research and innovation activities includes the following: a science and technology council,
an advisory council on innovation support programs, dissertation councils, scientific and innovation management, a postgraduate and doctorate
study department, research and education centers, common use centers, a technology transfer center.
The scientific and innovation management includes a research and development department, an innovation and analytical department, a research
sector, a sector of the scientific-research work of students, a student
research and production business incubator, a department of protection
of the intellectual property, a scientific and methodical department.

A.D. GULIAKOV, the Rector of the PSU,
FGBOU VPO Penza State University
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For many years necessary conditions have been created for an active
and productive research activity of students at the PSU. Annually students of the university take an active part in the All-Russia exhibition
of scientific and technical creativity of youth (AEC, Moscow City), the
Moscow International Salon of Inventions and Innovation Technologies
“Archimedes” (Cultural and Exhibition Center “Sokolniki”, Moscow City),
the Youth Innovation Forum of the Volga Federal District , the International Youth Forum “Engineers of the future”, the All-Russian competition
of achievements of talented youth “National Pride of Russia”, the Saratov
Salon of inventions, innovations and investments, the All-Russian Forum “Supercomputer technologies in education, science and industry”,
the International scientific and practical forum “Innovative development
of the Russian economy,” the Penza regional exhibition of scientific and
technical youth creativity “Progress”.
Students of the PSU have an opportunity of full-time participation in scientific conferences, both in Russia and abroad. A direction of the innovation activity dates backing the PSU to 2006, when the Technology
Transfer Center (TTC) was established. An innovative infrastructure of
the university has been gradually created and today it is represented
by the TTC, innovation and analytical department, intellectual property
protection department and student research and production business
incubator.
In accordance with the federal law “On Education in the Russian Federation” for the practical application of results of the intellectual activity, the
university created 16 business entities for the period from 2009 to 2013.
Their purpose is an effective use of the scientific and technical capacity
of the University to solve priority tasks of production and conduct of the
social and economic transformation in Penza oblast.

PSU
Areas of the activity of small innovative enterprises are the following:
• development of the equipment for visualization of biological objects (OOO
“Dzhoulmed” (Limited Liability Company “Dzhoulmed”));
• development of biometric devices designed to protect against an unauthorized access to the confidential data (OOO “Biometrics” (Limited Liability Company “Biometrics”));
• development of methods and algorithms for predicting energy consumption of energy-intensive facilities (OOO “EnergoTrend” (Limited Liability
Company “EnergoTrend”));
• development of models of the formation of social, cultural and linguistic
competence of students using interactive programs on the basis of tourist facilities of Penza oblast (OOO “Megalink” (Limited Liability Company
“Megalink”));
• development of equipment, methods and techniques of thermal oxidation
of coal mine methane (OOO “Prometheus” (Limited Liability Company
“Prometheus”));
• development of new measuring instruments and new types of primary
transducers of physical quantities (OOO “Polytechnic” (Limited Liability
Company “Polytechnic”));
• development of new technologies of non-demountable recovery of units
of machines and devices based on use of new lubricants and additives
(OOO “TransInzh” (Limited Liability Company “TransInzh”));
• technology and equipment for production of new materials and coatings
with improved performance properties (OOO “Nauchno-proizvodstvennyi tcentr “Kompozit” (Limited Liability Company “Nauchno-proizvodstvennyi tcentr “Kompozit”));

SUCCESS

STORY

The Student Research and Production Business Incubator (SRPBI) was
founded in 2012 in the University in
order to create conditions for development of small business, form and
develop independent work of students
in the sphere of development of scientific knowledge and high technologies, create a favourable economic
environment for transfer of scientific
and technical inventions of students
through formation of the material and
technical, economic, information and
social base.
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University students and employees are involved in the research
and development work in the thematic areas of the Foundation
programs “START” and “UMNIK”:
information technology, Biochemical Technology, Advanced materials
and technology of their generation,
new appliances and hardware systems. Participants of the program
receive help in development and
leaning of production of new goods,
products, technologies or services
using their research results that
are at the initial stage of development and that have a potential of
commercialization.
Since 2004, 13 business entities
that implement development activities of the university (3 of them
were founded with participation of
the University - OOO “EnergoTrend”
(Limited Liability Company “EnergoTrend”), OOO “Biometrika” (Limited Liability Company “Biometrika”),
OOO “Expertnaia kardiologicheskaia sistema”) have been supported
by the program “START”. Annually
at least 3 events accredited by the

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

development of methods and ways of assessing biosafety of nanomaterials based on use of biosensors (OOO “Biobezopasnost” (Limited Liability
Company “Biobezopasnost”));
development of methods and techniques for formation and maintenance
of the database to ensure infectious safety (OOO “Infob” (Limited Liability
Company “Infob”));
development and production of the wireless cardio-diagnostic system for
the rapid assessment of the state of the heart (OOO “Ekspertnaia kardiologicheskaia sistema” (Limited Liability Company “Ekspertnaia kardiologicheskaia sistema”));
development of virtual medical information systems of the personal
and general purpose (OOO “Sura-Kardio” (Limited Liability Company
“Sura-Kardio”));
development of software and hardware systems of management of tools
of the technical purpose by means of acoustic signals (OOO “Tcentr kommertcializatcii rechevykh tekhnologii” (Limited Liability Company “Tcentr
kommertcializatcii rechevykh tekhnologii”));
research in the field of psychological sciences, implementation of the
whole process of self-realization of the personal potential (OOO “Nauchno-issledovatelskii Tcentr “Mir razvitiia” (Limited Liability Company
“Nauchno-issledovatelskii Tcentr “Mir razvitiia”));
research in the field of psychological sciences, development and implementation of techniques for improving productivity, taking into account
a psychological factor of the employee (OOO “Konsultativno-diagnosticheskii Tcentr “NaVyk” (Limited Liability Company “Konsultativno-diagnosticheskii Tcentr “NaVyk”));
development of technology and equipment for biological cultivation of
microorganisms (OOO “VKM Penza” (Limited Liability Company “VKM
Penza”)).

The OOO “ENERGOTREND” and OOO “BIOMETRIKA” received a grant
support under the program of provision of subsidies from the regional

PENZA STATE UNIVERSITY
Foundation for selection of innovative projects of students, postgraduate students, young scientists to participate in the final stage
of the competition are held under
the program “UMNIK” at the PSU.
From 2007 to 2012 42 projects
of young scientists of the university received funding under
the program “UMNIK”.
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budget to small innovative enterprises founded by universities for implementation of innovative projects in collaboration with industrial enterprises in 2011.
From 2010 to 2013 projects developed by OOO “ENERGOTREND”, OOO
“DZHOULMED”, OOO “Ekspertnaia kardiologicheskaia sistema” and
OOO “Tcentr kommertcializatcii rechevykh tekhnologii” were supported in
the framework of provision of subsidies from the regional budget to small
and medium enterprises to establish their own business in the field of innovation. Inventions of university scientists were appreciated in the Center
of development and commercialization of new technologies “Skolkovo”.
In 2012 the ZAO “VCM GROUP” and OOO “Romet” (Limited Liability
Company “Romet”) (partner companies implementing projects of the
PSU) received a status of the resident of “Skolkovo” in the cluster “Energy efficiency and energy conservation”. Currently “VCM Group” performs research and development under the federal target program “Development of the Pharmaceutical and Medical Industry of the Russian
Federation for the period up to 2020 and beyond” on the subject: “Development of technology and organization of production of the tracheobronchial nebulizer with a respiratory tube and a mask for children”. The OOO
“Romet” introduces multi-layer metallic materials of a highly corrosive
resistance into production for needs of the nuclear, oil and gas sectors in
the framework of commercialization of inventions of the university. By order of the regional administration and the federal ministries the university
implements innovative projects in cooperation with industrial enterprises.

PENZA
OBLAST
A tool for joining efforts of the government, business and science in identifying innovative challenges, developing strategic research programs
and identifying ways of its implementation is technological platforms.
The Penza State University is a participant of the following four technological platforms: “National supercomputer technological platform”,
“Technologies of mechatronics, embedded control systems, RFID and
robotics”, “Future Medicine”, “Environmental development technologies”.
Researches are conducted in the interest of technological platforms “Application of innovative technologies to improve the efficiency of construction, maintenance and safety of roads and railways” and “New polymeric
composite materials and technologies”. The PSU was included in programs of the innovation development of the following leading enterprises,
joint stock companies with a state participation, public corporations: OAO
“Kontcern radiostroeniia “Vega” (Open Joint Stock Company “Kontcern
radiostroeniia “Vega”), GK “Roskosmos” (State Concern “Roskosmos”),
GK “Avtomatika” (State Concern “Avtomatika”), GK “Rosatom” (State
Concern “Rosatom”), OAO “Aeroflot - Rossiiskie avialinii” (Open Joint
Stock Company “Aeroflot - Rossiiskie avialinii”), GK “Rostekhnologii”
(State Concern “Rostekhnologii”), OAO “Federalnaia setevaia kompaniia
edinoi energeticheskoi sistemy” (Open Joint Stock Company “Federalnaia setevaia kompaniia edinoi energeticheskoi sistemy”).
Since 2011, cooperation has been maintained between the PSU, the regional government and OAO “Rossiiskaia venchurnaia kompaniia” (Open
Joint Stock Company “Rossiiskaia venchurnaia kompaniia”) in the framework of the cooperation agreement and conduct of joint activities in the
field of development of innovation and creation of the venture investment
industry in Penza oblast. Under the agreement, a number of obligations
are entrusted to the institute of higher education. They lie in the search
and selection of the most promising innovative projects of the university
and staff training in the field of innovation management, including, use of
mechanisms of the venture investment. A positive experience in the innovation activity of the PSU is based also on joint efforts of the university
and regional government in the field of development of the innovation

PSU
infrastructure of the oblast. The infrastructure of the university naturally
fits into an overall structure of innovative enterprises formed with participation of the regional authorities, and provides continuous development
and improvement of both technical and technological facilities, as well as
business entities.
The organizational structure of the research and innovation activities
of the University enhances the quality of the vocational training with a
focus on international quality standards; increases the contribution of
universities in the development of basic scientific research and distribution of scientific knowledge, development of culture; forms a professional
elite, identifies and supports the most talented young people; efficiently
uses the following resources: human, information, material and financial
resources.

Thus, today the university is a modern, highly developed and
flexible structure able to solve quickly complex problems in
the field of training and retraining of the highly professional
and harmoniously developed personnel in the field of conduct
of the scientific research in priority areas that has potential
and possibilities of commercialization of inventions and implements effective forms of integration of the science, education
and business.

The PSU is actively and successfully engaged in the international and national innovation forums, organizes
innovation conferences and
symposia. Innovative projects
of scientists of the university
are regularly honored with the
highest awards at the Russian
and international innovation
forums.
The university actively supports
and promotes scientific contacts with leading universities
in the country, regional institutions and regional education
authorities, cooperates with
foreign partners.
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The Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Association
of Research and Innovation Institutions and Enterprises of Perm Krai.

“The Association for Research and Innovation Institutions and Enterprises of
Perm Krai” was founded in 2009 on the initiative of the Perm Scientific Center
of the Ural Branch of the RAS. It joins a number of academic institutions, innovative companies of large and medium businesses, financial structures. The
main purpose of the Association is to join researchers, professionals, businessmen, bodies of all levels of the government, investors and other interested organizations and structures to create favorable conditions for development of
the scientific and innovation activities, inventions on the basis of received results of high tech, competitive products and organizations in the region of hightech competitive industries.
The Association is a non-profit organization. It collaborates with scientific and educational institutions, industrial enterprises, various agencies that provide information and advertising support, services in the field of patents, legal services, audit, certification, communication services
and others.
The Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (further referred to as the Foundation) has operated in the region almost since its
foundation.

2
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

A cooperation agreement was signed between the Foundation and Krai and the regional office of the Foundation
was organized on the basis of “The Association of research and innovation institutions and enterprises of Perm
Krai” in 2009, when the program “UMNIK” was launched.
It was supported by the Minister of Industry, Innovation
and Science D.V. Teplov, the deputy of the regional legislative assembly V.N.Kobelev, the deputy chairman of the
regional government E.E. Giliazova, the deputy Minister of
Industry and Territory A.K. Mushchinkin.
Due to regional ministries of industry and education an
index number of “UMNIKs” was included in the high school
accountability that became an additional stimulus to activity. The governor of the Krai O.Chirkunov participated as
an expert in the competition “UMNIK”. From 2013 specialists of the ZAO “Prognoz” (Closed Joint-Stock Company
“Prognoz”), the Corporation “Microsoft”, the NPO “Biomed”
(Research and production association “Biomed”) and others have worked in the commission.
Prikamye is a kind of an experimental platform generating original ideas in the organization of competitions “UMNIK” and “START” in the innovative field
of the country. In particular, innovators of Prikamye introduced a number of branded components
in conduct of the competitions. Their portfolios with

per 1000 students

The program “START” has begun since 2004.
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The cooperation has started with the program
“Temp”, which meant funding for acquisition of
new technologies. There were three such projects. For example, the company “OKTA” received
about 15 million RUB.

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Prikamye is a kind of an experimental platform generating original
ideas in the organization of competitions “UMNIK” and “START”.
a creative design for working materials and other souvenirs have been widely known in other regions of the
country. The Foundation began to form its own museum with submission of the Permian contestants.
Perm was the first to publish the final materials of
the competition “UMNIK”.

The representative establishment conducts
the following pre-contest training for participants: public speaking skills training, presentation skills training. The Perm Institute of
Culture prepared a special program “UMNIK
IMAGE”. In 2011-2012, a departmental target program for development of the techno-

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

2

1

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

5

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Georgii Mikhailovich
POLETAEV

13a Lenina Street,
Perm City, 614990
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logical entrepreneurship to provide workshops
for participants of the programs “UMNIK” and
“START” was developed in the Krai. From 2012
defense of projects of the applicants of the
Foundation programs has been held by teleconference at the site of the Perm Scientific
Center of the Ural Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.

scientific, technological and innovation processes, i.e. development and implementation
of high technologies in the production, including resource saving ones, expansion of the release of innovation products that have the
best consumer properties and can successfully compete with foreign counterparts in the
domestic and foreign markets.

The Representing Establishment of the Foundation
attracts students and graduate students to take part
in the innovation activity. This is a personal speech for
the youth at universities, cooperation with all university
innovation structures. Interaction occurs also in the
governmental bodies that keep records of “UMNIKS”
and are interested in the growth of their number.

In 2008, the regional government adopted the law “On
innovation activities in Perm Krai”. It regulates innovation activities to ensure sustainable development of the
socio-economic potential of the region.

The representative establishment of the Foundation
takes part in various projects of the Ministry of Industry
and Ministry of Education and Science. The SCIENCE
CENTER was created in the Krai Library named after
Gorkii; at present the competition “UMNIK” will be conducted at this site.

The Krai is characterized by high capacity of
scientific institutions, presence of the spare
productive capacity, well-qualified engineering
staff and cheap labor force, combined with its
relatively high level of general education. Increase of competitiveness of the regional
economy is closely linked to activation of the

The priority regional projects “Innovation Cluster” was
approved by the Government of the Krai at the end
of 2010. The main purpose of the project is to create
knowledge economy through increase of the share of innovative products in the gross regional product of the
Perm Krai.

The Krai became the first Russian region, to
interact with which “Rusnano” approved another target program. The office of the Russian Corporation of Nanotechnologies was
opened in Perm.
Now the funding system of innovation competitions
is being formed in Kama. Today the representative
establishment of the Foundation operates closely
with the administration of Perm, in particular, with
the department of industrial policy, investment and
entrepreneurship.

By spending 90 thousand RUB for conduct of the competition “UMNIK”,
we attracted 8 million RUB in the innovation sector during two years.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Информационные
технологии Н1
Technology Н1
New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

Медицина будущего Н2
Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Future Medicine Í2
Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The most famous and ongoing programs of the Foundation in
the region are “START”, “UMNIK”, “UMNIK na START”, “Razvitie”, also “Future Medicine” and “Information Technologies”.
About 125 participants took part in the first competition “UMNIK” in 2009, 12 of them became winners. The statistics is the
following in 2012: 21 winners from 50 finalists. There were 19
winners from 20 developers of projects. According to results
of applications for the competition “UMNIK”, 106 projects were
adopted for participation in 2013, the greater part of which were
the representatives of the industrial sector: OAO “PNPPK”
(Open Joint Stock Company “PNPPK”), NPO “Biomed” (Research and production association “Biomed”), ZAO “NovometPerm” (Closed Joint Stock Company “Novomet-Perm”), ODO
“Motovolikhinskie zavody” (Superadded liability company “Motovolikhinskie zavody”), OAO “Proton-PM” (Open Joint Stock
Company “Proton-PM”) and others. The work results are more
than 140 winners under the program “UMNIK”. By spending

90 thousand RUB for conduct of the competition
“UMNIK”, we attracted 8 million RUB in the innovation
sector during two years. The club “UMNIK” was created in

the region, but now it operates only on a voluntary basis.
There were 30 companies in the list of winners under the
program “START” from 2004 to 2010. Following the results
of 2012-2013, there were four winners under the program
“START” with potential investors in the Krai.
Today, the Foundation is initiating a series of programs
for winners of the programs “UMNIK” and “START”. For
example, training in the foundation of CRDF that has carried
out grant activities over 15 years, having accumulated a lot of
experience to support international research initiatives during
this time. 17 people were representatives of Prikamye. Nine
participants passed the training and two of them received
an opportunity to undergo a free training in the USA.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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The Foundation invested more than 234 million RUB in Prikamye, 219 work
places were created in the innovation sector of the Krai economy.

1 project (Perm) was among winners of the program
BMBF-FASIE.
The project “Gate2RuBIN” supported by the Foundation is also
interesting for the region. The Perm enterprise “EKAT”, which
successfully completed the project, decided to take part in
cooperation.
The OOO “Satellite-Innovation” (Limited Liability Company “Satellite-Innovation”) (leader A. Razumkov) was
among the first 16 residents whose projects would be
implemented in “Skolkovo”. The company presented a program complex of the intelligent IP-surveillance MACROSCOP
(fast and accurate search of the necessary information in the
video archives). Today video surveillance systems of OOO
“Satellite-Innovation” are installed in enterprises, universities
and homes in the region. The project of the company “Satellite innovation” was funded by the Perm venture closed-end
investment fund under the control of “Alliance ROSNO Assets
Management”.
ZAO “EKAT” was founded in 2004. It specializes in development of catalytic air purification technologies and gas emissions. The company project was supported by the Foundation
under the program “START”.
In 2009, the company won a federal competition of the innovative technologies. In 2013 “EKAT” began to work on projects of
both Russian and European companies. Launch of the following new products is carried out in the market: a heat recovery
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system (HRS), a chemisorption unit (CMU) and services on
measuring and design.
The company “Pirate Pay” provides a service for control over
distribution of the digital content in networks based on the protocol Bittorrent. The technical platform “Pirate Pay” allows the
media industry to observe distribution of any content, prevent
its illegal distribution. The creators of the company ‘’Pirate Pay”
are A. Klimenko and D. Shuvalov. The project “Pirate Pay” is
the first start-up in Russia, which received support from the
Foundation of the Microsoft Seed financing. The company won
in the following competitions of startups:
— the competition CRDF, in the category “The Best Business
Model” (the grant in the amount of 10 thousand dollars for a
business trip in the USA);
— the Competition of the Higher School of Economics (the
grant in the amount of 200 thousand RUB);
— the first competition of IT projects of the Microsoft Seed
Foundation (the grant in the amount of 100 thousand dollars).
The company received 1 million RUB under the program “START-1” in 2011, 2 million RUB under the program
“START-2” in 2013. In 2012, the Foundation “Skolkovo” provided a grant in the amount of 3.7 million RUB to the company.
Maugry is a mobile app for museums and tourist routes, which
is recognized as one of the best start-up projects in the Russian Startup Rating. The program was developed by the Laboratory of multimedia solutions headed by A. Durakov, a head
of the Innovation Center of the Mechanical and Mathematical
Faculty of the PSNIU.
The function of the application is an automatic recognition of
exhibits and issuance of the multimedia content in the native
language of the user. Maugry is already used in the Kazan
Kremlin, Museum-Panorama “Battle of Borodino” (Moscow),
almost all museums of Perm and three urban lines: the Green,
Red and Golden lines. Due to the high evaluation of the Russian Startup Rating the laboratory team was invited to the forum
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The assistance in the amount of
more than 200 million RUB was
allocated for projects under all
programs during the time of the
activities of the Foundation.
“Open innovations”, in the framework of which the international
exhibition Open Innovations Expo took place. A. Durakov visited the Technopark of the Technical University of Illinois under
the program Professional Fellows Program “Training in the innovative entrepreneurial sector of the USA.”

Over years of the activity of the Representative
Establishment, the Foundation invested over
234 million RUB in Prikamye, while the region
spent less than 1 million RUB for this sphere. In
total 219 work places were created in the innovation sector of the Krai economy.
During the activity of the Foundation, about 300
applications were submitted and projects worth
over 200 million RUB were supported under all
programs. The effectiveness of the activity of the
Foundation in the region can be expressed in the
ratio of 3.17, which means that the funds in the
amount of more than three times return for every RUB invested in the Foundation.
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Tatiana Pavlovna
MAKHALOVA
student of the Perm State National Research University,
Perm City.
Tatiana Pavlovna Makhalova took part in the program of
the Foundation “UMNIK” in 2012 presenting a social mobile platform for indoor navigation - MrPIG - Mobile Realtime Personal Indoor Guide and became a winner.
To date, the GPS-navigation is widely used in many various subject
spheres. One limit of the GPS-navigation is inability to use it indoors.
The solution to this problem was caused by a rapid pace of the development of mobile devices and their increasing penetration into a human life.
The developed technology based on readings of mobile devices helps
visitors navigate indoors with help of their mobile devices.
For introduction of this technology a very simple preliminary stage, i.e.
data collection, is required: you shall walk with a mobile device in the
premises, while your mobile assistant will gather the necessary data.
Further, these data are subjected to the intellectual analysis, a map of
the premises appears, where each key point in the space has its unique
characteristics. The positioning procedure consists in comparing the
sensors data sent from the mobile device in real time with previously
collected and processed data. In other words, signals currently received
from the sensors are “attached” to a specific point on the map.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The social mobile platform for in-door navigation.

It is important to note that this project provides not only the possibility of positioning, but also creation of a special information
space indoors. Thus, a unique tool appears in hands of the visitor satisfying a wide variety of information needs: social and geosocial networks, geolocation games, recommendations to users
based on the analysis of their interests. Introduction of the developed functions meets needs of users and improves business performance at the most.

PROGRAM
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A.P. SHESTAKOV

umnik

junior research assistant of the Institute of Continuous
Mechanics, the Ural Department of the Russian Academy
of Sciences,
Perm City.

A.P. Shestakov became a winner in the student regional competition of research projects under the program of the Foundation
“UMNIK” presenting the project “Development and creation of
elements of the automated systems for monitoring mechanical
processes in the transmission pipelines”.

Transmission pipelines are engineering structures.

on these results that the gas capacity is much higher

During their operation accidents may occur and lead not

than capacity of other components of the system “pipe-

only to huge financial losses, but also to victims. One

to-soil-gas”. The performed field experiment consist-

way to reduce the likelihood of accidents is organiza-

ing in shock action on the soil in the vicinity of the pipe

tion of the monitoring system. Design of such system

showed that the dynamic effects on the soil cause fluc-

involves identifying the factors affecting condition of

tuations of the pipe without causing significant fluctua-

the pipeline and measurement tools for monitoring this

tions of gas. Therefore such a signal does not extend

effect.

over considerable distances and can not efficiently be

The main influence on choice of the measurement

recorded by the monitoring system.

principle is exerted with the specifics of the transmission pipeline, namely: enormous length, distance from
the communications and power sources. Therefore,
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Development of an automated system for monitoring mechanical processes in the transmission
pipelines.
measurement and communication tools are based on

As a research result a range of external influences

the optical fiber technologies in this project. They help

that can be effectively recorded by the monitoring

to overcome these difficulties. This choice has a sig-

system and deformation parameters reflecting the

nificant competitive advantage over electronic coun-

impact were defined.

terparts, since the only element that is mounted on the
pipeline is an optical fiber.
As a result, a mathematical model was created. It describes the dynamic processes occurring in the pipeline.
This model was used to determine the following: the
most informative macroparameters reflecting changing external operational impacts; a range of variation of
these parameters, the required accuracy and frequency
of measurements; discontinuity of the sensor location.
A series of numerical experiments was carried out using
a mathematical model. A conclusion was made based
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Based on the findings a primary sensor installed on the
pipe was an accelerometer. It measures vibrations of the
tube wall in the radial direction. Currently, such sensors
are installed on the site of the transmission pipeline and
experiments are conducted.
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Creators of PIRATE PAY Andrei Klimenko, Aleksei Klimenko and Dmitrii Shuvalov developed a
technology, due to which a customer can track the statistics of downloads of his product and
block distribution, if necessary.

This service is to control distribution of a digital content in networks based on the protocol Bittorrent.

The technical platform Pirate Pay allows the media industry to observe
distribution of any content, prevent its illegal distribution. And in the long
term, it can be sold to the largest file-sharing network.
The company won in the following competitions of startups:

PIRATE PAY

•

the competition organized by the CRDF in 2011, in which the Pirate Pay
won the category “The best business model” and received a grant in the
amount of 10 thousand dollars;

•

the competition of the Higher School of Economics; according to the results the Pirate Pay won a grant in the amount of 200 thousand RUB;

•

the first contest of IT projects organized by Microsoft Seed Foundation
and it received a grant in the amount of 100 thousand dollars from the
Foundation.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Technical Platform of the Pirate Pay control and information
exchange management.

In 2011, the company filed an application for participation in the competition program of the Foundation “START”. At the first stage on the basis of competitive selection under the program “START-1”, the company
received funds in the amount of 1 million RUB and 2 million RUB in the
spring of 2013 at the second stage of the competition under the program
“START-2”.
In 2012, the Foundation “Skolkovo” provided a grant in the amount of 3.7
million RUB to the company.

The project is currently revised, in particular the content monetization option operates
through torrents.
The company PIRATE PAY plans to become a kind of the billing system between a user and a copyrighter
of the content.
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The OOO “Satellite Innovation” (Limited Liability Company “Satellite Innovation”) was founded in 2008
by Artem Razumkov and Aleksandr Korobkov who offered ideas solving the problem of analyzing a huge
amount of data recorded by security cameras.

The main line of activity of
the company is development
of methods of the Intelligent
Video Analysis and implementation of a universal architecture of the software system
of the IP video surveillance.
The OOO “Satellite Innovation”, which is a developer of
the product line for professional security systems based
on IP video cameras, received
assistance of the Foundation
under the program “START”.
In 2009, the company attracted venture investments
from the professional financial investor OAO “Alliance
ROSNO Asset Management”
(Open Joint Stock Company
“Alliance ROSNO Asset Management”).

In December 2010, the Russian President Dmitrii Medvedev presented a national award in the sphere of innovations named after Vladimir
Zworykin in the category “Computer technologies and software” to the
Director General of the company “Satellite Innovation” Artem Razumkov
for developing MACROSCOP.
The company represents the Russian Federation at the exhibition “EXPO
2010” in Shanghai. It is traditionally considered as the world technology
championship among countries.
In 2010, the company became one of the first residents of the Skolkovo
Innovation Center.
Advantages of products MACROSCOP are caused by innovative technologies. One of them allows you to analyze a compressed video
stream without complete decompression, which reduces the cost of
the computing equipment in the IP-Surveillance systems 4 times. The
other one, which is the indexing technology, allows you to find quickly
the desired track in the video archive by visual signs, signs of moving
objects.

Satellite Innovation
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MACROSCOP is the first Russian software developed considering all

Perm. The organized dealer network

features of IP-cameras. It performs processing, analysis, storage and

includes more than 300 system inte-

display of video data, allowing you to combine multiple servers and work

grators throughout Russia.

places of monitoring in a single system. MACROSCOP helps to find
quickly necessary events in the video archive, applying various filters:
size of the object, a direction of motion, position in the frame, a sample

The revenue of the company:

(a photo) and special signs; to exercise “interception” of objects by signs

1,459,392 RUB for 2010.

in real time; to reduce the cost for the computing equipment 4-5 times. At

9,078,072 RUB for 2011.

the same time, the software MACROSCOP supports 95% of IP-cameras
sold at the Russian market.
Intellectual modules MACROSCOP built on the basis of development of
the company increase functionality of the system of IP - Surveillance,
solve the problem of face detection and recognition, license plate recognition, control of transaction operations at the checkout, calculation
of the number of people, efficiency monitoring of the system servers.
Network video recorders MACROSCOP (NVR) are ready hardware solu-

The OOO “Satellite Innovation” plans to implement a
plan for the international expansion in the CIS countries,
the Eastern and Western Europe, the USA and Canada.

tions for IP-Surveillance systems using all advantages of the technology
MACROSCOP.
By mid-2012, more than 800 installations MACROSCOP were implemented at the sites, including: companies of the banking sector: “Sberbank”, “Agroprombank”; industrial sectors: “Lukoil”; education sector:
the Perm State University; government agencies: the Russian Federation Ministry of the Interior of North Caucasus Federal District, MIA of
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The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Development of professional security systems and their components based on the software
package of IP- Surveillance.
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The small innovative enterprise OOO “SENSOMED” (Limited Liability Company “SENSOMED”)
formed in 2011 conducts research activities in the field of natural and technical sciences.
Head: Ilia Verkholantcev
A leader and a designer-developer of the project SENSOMED: Andrei Vereshchagin

The main line of the activity of the company
is development and design of systems for
diagnosis of respiration in order to ensure
safety of human life.
The company “SENSOMED” created a system for respiration diagnostic that allows you to monitor health of
people of all ages online; data are transferred to the
server in real time and can be accessed by the emergency response service. Life-threatening conditions for

children, elderly people and people of dangerous professions are remotely tracked and prevented.
In 2011, the company received a grant in the amount of 1
million RUB from the program “START”. The prototype of
a special T-shirt with sensors of respiration and physical
activity, which inform about health of its owner, a T-shirt
controller, a base station, software, software for mobile
phones were created using funds of the Foundation.
A stylish and comfortable fabric T-shirt is a device with
a microprocessor, sensors of respiration and physical

SENSOMED

is located. If a person has problems, the system delivers
an alarm signal (it wakes him up), but only if the delay is
longer than 20 seconds. All methods of alarm, such as
light, sound, vibration, are turned on in complex cases.
The signal can be sent to relatives or medical staff via
SMS, as well as to the Emergency Control Ministry.
The company entered the second stage of the program
“START” to complete development of the project.
Significant priority of this invention is that it can be
equipped with additional functions and provide a view
of the large range of deviations of the physical health of
the person.
The invention allows you to put a potential diagnosis with
which a person may apply to the doctor, and, preliminary diagnosis can serve as an early diagnosis of the
increasing disease.
Potential consumers of high-tech products are hospitals, clinics, insurance companies, as well as people
who have respiratory problems.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Design of systems and creation of systems for diagnosis of
respiration in order to ensure safety of the human life.

activity. A base station is attached to it or a smartphone,
which collects data from sensors and transmits them
through the Internet to the server of the company “SENSOMED”, are used for further analysis. It also gives an
alarm if a person does not breath for a long period of
time and it can cause serious consequences for health.
A physical activity sensor is located on the T-shirt: if a
patient tumbles much when sleeping, it also affects efficiency of rest.
The measurement data are transferred to the base station or a mobile phone where the minimum set of software

Currently the database and website of the company operate, the patent was registered in the Russian Federation. The software for Iphone was developed, refinement
of sensors and the controller is made, and the design is
improved. The project team includes 7 people.
Medical organizations of Perm Krai are interested in the
invention, they are ready to test an experimental batch of
unique t-shirts. Developers of the idea plan to enter an
interesting field of cooperation with the medicine through
a “virtual office”.

The company plans to enter markets of the US and Europe, where such products are in the constant demand.
The company value is estimated by experts in the amount of 1 million dollars.
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ZAO “EKAT” (Limited Liability Company “EKAT”) was established in 2004 as a small
innovative company to commercialize results of the research works in the field of materials science and ecology.

The company specializes in development of catalytic
technologies for air purification and gas emissions.
Based on the experience of a longstanding work with
the Scientific Center of Powder Materials Science of
the Perm Technical University, the company was the
first one in Perm region that was among recognized
innovative enterprises.

The priority areas of the company are the following: industry of
nanosystems and materials, technology to create membranes and
catalytic systems, environmental management, technologies of processing and recycling of waste and man-made mineral formations.

In 2004, the project to create catalysts on the basis of metal foams
and foam ceramics took part in the competition program of the
Foundation “START” and received financial support from the Foundation, which contributed to the phased implementation of R&D for
development of the installation of plasma-catalytic purification and
sterilization of air of the industrial and domestic premises.
At the end of the first stage the company “EKAT” successfully conducted a number of research and development works in this direction. A prototype of the installation was manufactured and its testing
was conducted.
Thermocatalytic installation

EKAT

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Creation and organization of production of the installation of plasma-catalytic
purification and sterilization of air of the industrial and residential use.

Due to assistance of the Foundation the project was
considered to be successful at the year-end. At the second stage of the project, investments of the Foundation
amounted to 1.5 million RUB. Co-financing of the project was carried out at the expense of own funds of the
company.
The second stage of the project was associated with
implementation of engineering and technological works
on organization of the production of installations of plasma-catalytic purification and sterilization of air of the industrial and residential use. Upon completion of works
the design documentation was created, the technology
was developed, the certification was conducted, and the
initial data for design of the installation were developed.
The company continues to improve its products and
technologies, it conducts research and development

works on revision and improvement of the products,
as well as it launches new products at the international
market. In 2012, the company “EKAT” joined the SRO of
designers and now offers its own design services. The
Company equipped systems with energy saving devices,
and currently the installations are able to produce cheap
thermal energy.
Customers of the company are large industrial enterprises, scientific and research institutes and designers
that use decisions of ZAO “EKAT” in the field of dust and
gas treatment in their projects.
The company “EKAT” takes part in various projects of the
Foundation continuing the operation beyond the framework of the program “START”. It participates in competitions of the Russian Ministry of Education. It operates in
the framework of the contract with the State Corporation
“Rosatom”.

ZAO “EKAT” cooperates with the Ministry of Industry and Innovation of Perm Krai, with major research
Centers and laboratories, located not only in Russia but also abroad.
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The small innovative enterprise “AKADEMIIA KORMOV” was established to commercialize inventions in the field of agriculture in 2012.

Head: Sergei Iurievich NIKOLAEV
One of the main problems of the livestock complex is
associated with a lack of sugars in the feed, on which
the quantity and quality of milk production depends.
This problem identified ways of the scientific and practical research of scientists of the company.
As a result of the joint work of S.Iu. NIKOLAEV and scientists of the Perm State Agricultural Academy (PSAA) a
complete natural product was obtained using the technology of the ECO-hydrolysis without using catalysts and
chemical additives. “Explosion” of molecules occurs in
the hydrolysis process in the interaction of the substance
with water on a molecular basis at a specific pressure and
temperature. It increases the amount of natural sugars in
the mass beneficial not only for animals but also for humans. The ECO-hydrolysis technology allows you to restore and improve the quality of unconditioned (moldy and
spoiled) corn that is to conduct non-waste production.
The technology was tested experimentally in the OOO
“Rus” (Limited Liability Company “Rus”). As a result, the
milk yields per cow increased by 670 g with the natural fat content of 4.2%. The amount of lactose, protein
and fat increased in milk making it possible to increase

AKADEMIIA KORMOV

In addition, the company is ready to supply food for
confectionery and bakery production, for production of
diabetic products, and also to produce rye and wheat
malt for production of nutritious drinks, kvass, beer, food
supplements for athletes.
The company plans to launch production of dry food in
the volume of up to 5 thousand kg per day. In the future

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The ECO-hydrolysis technology for restoration and
improvement of unconditioned grain.

production of secondary products (cream, cheese, butter) and improve their quality.
In 2012, the application was filed to participate in the
competition of the Foundation, and a grant in the amount
1 million RUB to conduct a research work by the company was allocated as a result of the victory of the project
in the competition.
The company was founded together with the PSAA and
currently the first stage of work on the project is completed in the framework of the program “START”.
The project is implemented in Perm Krai of Lysva district
in the association “Trud”. As a result of feeding cattle
with innovative feed milk yield of the black and motley breed rose by 1,350 kg from October to May. The
content of protein, fat and lactose exceeds the GOST
standards for milk of the highest quality. Such indicators
provide a good opportunity for agricultural producers
to compete successfully at the market of the WTO (fat
content - 5.18%, protein - 3.29%, lactose - 4.85%). In
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collaboration with a team of scientists of the PSAA S.Iu.
Nikolaev, an author and copyright holder of the patent for
the invention, developed “A method for producing grain
feed for cows”. With support of the Foundation research
projects were carried out and the company came close to
the second stage of the project, i.e. commercialization.
An application was submitted to the Foundation to take
part in the second stage of the competition connected
directly with production and promotion of products at the
market. The company offers to potential customers its
technology in the form of a franchise, a unique product, i.e. dry food with a high content of easily digestible natural sugars for agriculture, as well as services
for processing of unconditioned feed (hydro barothermal
processing of raw grain, its sterilization and increase of
the content of easily digestible natural sugars).

the company strategic program provides entry of yield
into the international agribusiness market with a production volume of 50 thousand kg per hour. There are
no analogues of this technology. Currently, negotiations
are held with the Canadian and European agricultural
producers.
In the future, the company “AKADEMIIA KORMOV” plans
to start production of mobile processing mini-plants on
vehicles that will solve the problem of remote households that are unable to use a fixed processing line.

The new invention is of a fundamental importance for domestic agricultural producers, since
according to new requirements of the Ministry of
Agriculture subsidies are provided to milk producers by the state only if their products are of
the higher class. The company value is estimated
by experts in the amount of 1 million US dollars.
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Non-profit
organization “Innovation and Investment Foundation of Samara Oblast”.

The representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (further referred to as the Foundation) the Nonprofit organization “Innovation and Investment Foundation of Samara Oblast” was established in accordance with the decision of the regional government in 2006 as a key financial instrument for development of the innovation activity in the region. The chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the Innovation and Investment Foundation is a governor of the
Oblast Vladimir Artiakov.
The main areas of the activity of the Innovation and Investment Fund:
•

identification and initiation of promising innovative projects;

•

implementation of innovative projects (support of the organization in the field of new production of innovative products and services, introduction of new advanced technologies at existing plants in the
region);

•

formation of innovative projects.

The Innovation and Investment Foundation is actively engaged in finding new ways to stimulate the innovation activity. It initiates and generates infrastructure projects that can catalyze the activity of enterprises
in the innovation area.
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57 organizations that perform research and development operate in the region, more than 170 R&D
divisions operate in the industrial enterprises of
the Oblast. Studies in the field of Basic Sciences
are coordinated by the Samara Scientific Center of
the Russian Academy of Sciences, combining 7 research institutes of the RAS. Branches of a number
of the industry academies operate.
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The innovative potential of Samara Oblast is
represented by all components of the innovation
system, i.e. academic and university science research departments of industrial enterprises,
organizations of the innovation infrastructure.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60the kinds of the initiated requests
60
and

per 1000 students

The main task of the Innovation and Investment Foundation is to make investment in technological innovations more economically attractive including through
cooperation with federal development institutions,
associations of scientific and industrial potential, administrative capacities and regional markets for innovative products. The Oblast is included in the top
ten industrial regions of the country that make up the
industrial core of Russia - with diversified economics, a high concentration of manufacturing industries,
powerful scientific and innovative potential. The basis
of the economy of the Oblast is high-tech industries
with a high degree of an added value, such as automobile manufacturing, aerospace complex, production with high depth of processing in raw material industries, chemistry and metallurgy. Modern scientific
and educational Centers, universities create a foundation
of a highly intellectual and human potential.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

According to results of the exhibition “Days of Small Business” the
Oblast was awarded with a special cup for the creation of better
conditions for the development of small and medium businesses.
Samara Oblast is the largest educational Center of Volga:
the National Research University, 16 state institutes of
higher education (including 10 universities), 20 branches
of the state institutes of higher education and 15 branches
of the private institutes of higher education, as well as 3
municipal institutes of higher education operate.
About 4 thousand teachers have academic degrees
and titles. The National Research University of Samara
Oblast, the State Academician S.P. Korolev Aerospace
University, the Samara State Medical University, the
Samara State Technical University, the Togliatti State
University, the Samara State University of Railways, the
Samara Branch of the Physical Institute named after P.N.
Lebedev of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Image

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

19
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Aleksandr Nikolaevich
OSIPOV,

278 Sadovaia Street,
Samara City, 443001
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Processing Systems Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences and other are among leading educational and
research institutions of Samara Oblast.

“The days of small business”, which took place in the
Moscow All-Russia Exhibition Center in 2011, became the visual proof of methods to support the development of entrepreneurship, which were introduced in the region. This Oblast demonstrated several
innovative enterprises. According to results of the exhibition “Days of Small Business” the Oblast was
awarded with a special cup for the creation of better
conditions for the development of small and medium
businesses. The minister of economic development of
the Oblast G. Hasaev received a golden medal for the
long-term cooperation in the preparation of the
exhibi-tion. In total, the Oblast received two golden
medals, 26 diplomas for an active participation, 8
diplomas for the best innovative project and 4
diplomas in the category of “Best products,
equipment and services”.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The work with more than 550 projects was carried
out over the past period since foundation of the Innovation and Investment Foundation. 331 projects took
part in 18 competitions held by the Foundation. 91

projects received a financial support and 46 of
them received an organizational support. Due to
the activity of the Foundation nine enterprises of the
innovative production with the output from 110 to
200 million RUB per year were founded, 81 new work
places were created for the highly skilled specialists,
more than 200 work places of researchers involved in
solution of important tasks for the economy and society were saved.
In 2010, four of the seven winners of the program “UMNIK”
representing the Oblast became winners under the program
“START” in Seliger. The Oblast team “UMNIK” became the first
one not only in the innovation field but also took the first place
in the football and singing competition. All 7 “UMNIKS” entered
the Top 15C of participants of “Zvorykin project”.
There were 21 winners in 2011 under the program “UMNIK”.
In the same year, 17 projects received the second year of funding, and 3 projects were changed to the program “START”.
There were 22 winners in 2012 under the program “UMNIK”,
there were 20 winners in the competition in 2013.
Due to the activity of the Fund 9 manufactures of innovative
products were organized with the output from 110 to 200 million RUB in the year, 81 new work places for highly qualified
professionals were created, more than 200 work places of researchers were saved.
7 projects from the region were among the winners in the
program “UMNIK na START” in 2011. Five young innovators from among the winners, whose projects scored the most
points in their respective fields, were awarded with certificates

Due to the activity of the Foundation nine enterprises of the innovative
production with the output from 110 to 200 million RUB per year
were founded, 81 new work places were created for the highly skilled
specialists, more than 200 work places of researchers involved in
solution of important tasks for the economy and society were saved.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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for specialized overseas internships in one of the 173 economically developed countries in the world over the next year
on behalf of the All-Russian public organization “Young Innovative Russia”. Two of the recipients, i.e. A.B. FILIMONOV
and A.I. BAIRIKOV, are representatives of the Oblast.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
80
70

In total from 1995, funds in the amount
344,695,906 RUB were received by the Foundation in the region. The number of created work
places is about 513 in the framework of the programs of the Foundation.
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About 513 work places were
created in the oblast. The
total investment amounted to
344,695,906 thousand RUB.
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Sergei Dmitrievich
postgraduate student of the Department of Traumatology, Orthopaedics and Extreme Surgery of the Samara
State Medical University,
Samara City.

The main area of the activity of Sergei Dmitrievich Zuev-Ratnikov is treatment of diseases of the large joints using modern
techniques, including minimally invasive (endoscopic) ones.

In the framework of the program “UMNIK” S.D. ZuevRatnikov, an orthopedic trauma physician, presented a
project to create a medical tool to restore the articular
hyaline cartilage, which reduces the invasiveness of the
autochondroplastic performance, optimizes a surgery
that improves results of treatment of patients with destructive and dystrophic diseases. Endoscopic reconstructive surgeries to restore an articular hyaline cartilage
of the joints using autochondrocytes and osteochondral
implants are the most promising treatment methods.
Due to the financial support of the Foundation, a layout of
the tools designed for autochondroplastic performance

of articular surfaces for defects of an articular hyaline
cartilage; a technique of the surgical intervention was
checked in the testing.
In case that adjustment and removal of identified disadvantages are needed in future, experimental studies on
the possibility of using the created tools are planned to
be conducted.
Also, in the future researches on the possibility of extending the scope of application of this kind of tools are
planned to be conducted for diagnostic and therapeutic
interventions in the human musculoskeletal system.

The projects implemented with the support of the Foundation:
S.D. Zuev-Ratnikov - “Creation of medical tools to restore an articular hyaline cartilage”
V.V. Kokareva - “Methods of preparation of the manufacture of individual endoprostheses using the rapid prototyping
technologies”

Viktoriia Valerevna KOKAREVA,
postgraduate student of the Department “Production of aircraft engines”, the
Samara State Academician S.P. Korolev Aerospace University,
Samara City.
Viktoriia Valerevna Kokareva was a winner
of the Foundation program “UMNIK” in 2012
presenting a project on the subject: “Development of the methodology for production
of individual implants using rapid prototyping technologies”.
In the first place, the technology of “fast” production of
endoprostheses will help to oncology patients; therefore,
it will be relevant for oncological institutions, considering that there is the largest oncology Center in Samara
Oblast.
Creation of a line of endoprostheses (prostheses database) for the most common diseases will reduce the
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production time of individual endoprostheses, which will
in turn determine a favorable outcome of the operation.
The cost of produced endoprostheses will be significantly less than the cost of foreign implants.
At this stage, the work received funding under the competition “START” in 2014, which made it possible to
prepare the first prototype of the endoprosthesis of the
femoral component of the hip joint produced with the
3D-printer.
Researches of modelling biochemical objects are
maintained in the system “bone- endoprosthesis” for
the further testing and certification.

UMNIK PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

Samara
Oblast

START

The Limited Liability Company “Otkrytyi kod” (OOO “Otkrytyi kod”) is an innovative dynamic company that offers its customers a range of services in the sphere of development, implementation and technical support of software products for solution of tasks of automation of the state,
municipal and commercial enterprises with application of the latest information technologies.
Head: Oleg Leonidovich SURNIN

To implement the project “The Planner
of allocation and reallocation of company corporate resources using the
multi-agent technologies”, an innovative multi-agent technology was chosen. It integrates the latest advances in
the information technologies and programming, methods and tools of the artificial intelligence, distributed information systems and computer networks,
which are based on the concept of the
intelligent software agent. With the help
of multi-agent technologies interaction
of the real world objects is modelled by
negotiations of their software agents,
where a customizable software agent of
the human acts in the system on behalf
of its owner, represents his interests in
An information system of planning allocation and real- cooperation with external entities for the
best implementation of his needs and
location of companies corporate resources (Planner) was opportunities.

developed to solve the tasks of management of the inventory, supply chains and trading companies, sales analysis
and forecasting of short-term and long-term changes in
demand.

OTKRYTYI KOD

The purpose of the project was to develop a planner of corporate resources
to optimize business processes on the
example of a real company, construction

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The Planner of allocation and reallocation of company
corporate resources using the multi-agent technologies.
of the network structure of the company
and providing its divisions with a great
intellect in decision making and greater
mobility at the market.
As a result the planning system of products distribution Center was developed.
Its functional capabilities allow manufacturing and trading companies to process and redistribute flows of goods,
exercise control over the distribution
of resources, optimize loading of the
warehouse in accordance with available
resources, form a plan and schedule of
the execution of orders of customers in
a timely manner.

The software is developed to
provide companies with the
ability to adapt easily to the
constantly changing market
conditions and increase their
capacity, profitability and efficiency under these conditions.

PROGRAM

START
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Unlike traditional systems, the developed planner of the
production distribution Center is based on the innovative
concept of decision-making as a result of negotiations of
many “agents” (active program units), orders, resources,
business processes and so forth. To accomplish their tasks,
agents create temporary connections that can later be modified if a new event occurs. In other words, the program can
make changes to any part of the plan in a short time without
changing the entire plan of the enterprise as a whole.
The project was implemented from 2006 to 2008 under the program “START”. The support provided by the
Foundation contributed to the development and establishment of the company, allowed it to implement a project to create a basic multi-agent platform of the adaptive resource planning that allows developers to develop
applications based on it for scheduling static resources
and set them for use in various subject areas. Due to its
niche, the company found the first customers and attracted partners, thereby creating new jobs and reaching
a new level of performance while creating a new generation of information systems.
The research work was carried out, the system software
platform was developed and the first significant results
were obtained in the form of developed software products that were successfully tested in foreign companies.

Due to the Foundation, the company successfully entered the domestic market, and
it is currently working on promotion of its
software products to the overseas market.

SUCCESS STORY
The company staff is highly qualified employees with
higher education: doctors and candidates of sciences,
who have scientific publications and a great experience
in implementing large-scale projects
Specialists of the company developed more than 100
software products. One of the major projects, in which
the staff of the company has been actively involved, is
an invention for the Ministry of Health and Social Development of Samara Oblast: “The system of an address
interaction between authorities and population”.
This project repeatedly won top awards at prestigious
national and international exhibitions.
It received
a golden medal at the 6th International Conference
AAMAS-2007, entered the top three
projects at the 54th
World Exhibition of
Innovations “Brussels Eureka! - 2005”,
took the 1st place in
the category “Software for the public
sector” in the Russian
competition
“ S O F TO O L- 2 0 0 8 ”,
was the winner in
the category “The
Best Web-portal of
the State and Municipal services” at

OTKRYTYI KOD
The developed platform can be used to create adaptive
planners for optimizing business processes at service
and industry enterprises. Implemented software products based on it were tested on the example of the introduction and use in the production cycle of the service
companies - in the network of hotels and laundries (Germany) and they were considered to be highly effective.
In the long term, the planner of the production distribution Center will be able to solve a wider range of
tasks of planning resources and making up production plans, processing and distributing products in
real time based on the multi-agent approach to planning resources using integration with enterprise resource management systems. Due to the flexible adjustment and adaptation of the planner to the needs
of enterprises of various spheres of the service, it will
be used in various fields and areas of activity, such
as manufacturing, trade, services, marketing, education and others. An important area of the product
development is to create specialized mobile applications for planning and monitoring of resources.
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competitions held in the framework of INFOFORUM
in 2010 and 2011. The system was highly appreciated
and recommended for use in other regions of Russia at
the public hearing “Information Society - development
strategy” held in the Public Chamber of the Russian
Federation in 2008. In the framework of the joint project of the UNDP in Russia and the Russian Academy of
Public Service under the President of the Russian Federation, recommendations for its use and application
were received at the international scientific and practical conference “The effectiveness of public administration in modern Russian conditions” held in 2009. In 2010
decisions presented by the company “OTKRYTYI KOD”
in the field of electronic medicine for the “System of the
address interaction” aroused great interest among employees of the Health Ministry of Tunisia at the international exhibition of SIB IT 2010 held in Tunis. As a result,
the company “Otkrytyi kod” was included in the list of
certified companies, with which the further cooperation
is planned when developing electronic services for the
health care system in Tunisia.

START PROGRAM
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SUCCESS STORY

The System Integrator OOO “VEBZAVOD” (Limited Liability Company “VEBZAVOD”) has operated
in the Russian IT market since 1997. The company is a partner of the leading world and Russian
producers of the hardware and software.
Head: Maksim Vladimirovich BATIANOV

The main areas of the activity of the OOO “VEBZAVOD” are the
following: software development, building an IT-infrastructure,
development and implementation of business systems and a
workflow, integration, migration and completion of IT systems,
delivery of hardware and software, information security. The
company implemented more than 700 successful projects, including integration of solutions for organizations with quantity
of users of more than 1 thousand people.

The need to create a private cloud that implements the IaaS-Infrastructure as a service helped to launch the company “VEBZAVOD” of the project “Cloud self-service portal”. The project supported by the Foundation
included the following stages: creation of the mechanism for managing
virtual servers on the platform Microsoft Hyper-V, implementation of an
alternative mechanism for management of virtual servers on the platform
VMware vSphere, development of the user web interface for access to
the service. The funds in the amount of 13 million RUB were spent from
2010 to 2012.
As a result, the product was created, which allows you to lease virtual
servers and other components of the infrastructure that optimize IT costs.
The development based on two platforms was implemented: the High

VEBZAVOD

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Cloud self-service portal.

Availability Cluster on the basis of Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter, combined with the virtualization system Microsoft Hyper-V; the High
Availability cluster on the basis of VMWare vSphere combined with the
virtualization technology ESXi. Interaction of the management platform
with the virtualization and backup platform is carried out using PowerShell scripts launched directly in the service without initiation of separate
processes. Thereby a high response rate is achieved.
Due to the product allows the power of data centres is maximized reducing energy consumption by 10%.
They managed to automate routine processes; in this way 32% of the
current support staff is redistributed for development of other areas
without additional investments. The downtime is reduced by 40%. Energy consumption is reduced by 10%. Efficiency of utilization of natural
resources of the data centre is increased by 60%.

In the long term in the framework of the project it is planned to develop a mechanism
of the solution integration with Azure and cloud technologies of other providers.

PROGRAM

RAZVITIE
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology is the
Representative Establishment of the Foundation in Saratov Oblast.

The Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as
the Foundation) was established in 1994.
The main task of the Representative Foundation is coordination of activities
of small enterprises operating in the science and technology field in the region.
Key priorities are development of small enterprises in the field of high technologies,
primarily biotechnologies, nanotechnologies, information and laser technologies,
etc. Much attention is paid to environmental issues and energy efficiency.
The Foundation has an important role in implementation of the innovation policy, which can be confirmed by
the experience of its work with small enterprises of the Oblast. Enterprises of the Oblast participated in all
competitions of the Foundation. Many projects are on the list of critical technologies at the federal level among
the funded projects. And some of them are on the list of major innovative projects of the national importance.
Assistance of the Foundation has a powerful stimulating effect on the development of enterprises. They
dramatically increase output of products and increase capacity, create new work places and begin to supply
products for export. The active position of the Foundation in work with small enterprises has dramatically
revived their activities in the region and contributed to the intensification of production and its renewal,
commercialization of scientific inventions.
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“Success stories” of many enterprises are of the national importance. With the assistance of the Foundation
they passed successfully the stage of formation and entry
into the market. They have also started production in the
volume of several hundred million RUB and overstepped a
billion border to master production of the strategic importance for the country.
An active work to improve the efficiency of the competitions
“UMNIK” is held in the Oblast. Each year this activity becomes more systematic to select participants for the competition and choose the winner. A positive public opinion is
formed around the program “UMNIK”; a broad scientific
and technical community believe in its effectiveness. The
competition is attended by representatives of universities, research institutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences and
enterprises of the scientific and technical sphere. The Council
and the jury were created. Issues on implementation of the
program “UMNIK” are considered at meetings of the academic councils of the high educational establishments. Study
of future “SMARTIES”, exchange of experience of winners in
the competitions and presentation of projects submitted to the
competition have been organized.
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Due to the constructive cooperation with the Foundation, the Oblast is included in the top ten Russian
regions, in the rating of regions of the RF in terms
of the innovation activity, the annual number of existing contracts and the amount of their financing.
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innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
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Several cooperation agreements were signed among the Foundation, the administration and credit institutions in the region.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The regional program of assistance to small enterprises was considered
to be the best in the country in the Russian contest in 2013.

The basis of the scientific and innovative capacity is the
higher education, academic and industrial science, and
also scientific departments of industrial organizations.
The scientific, technological and innovation potential of the Oblast is concentrated in 11 universities, 8 institutes and branches of the RAS
institutes, 43 industrial research institutes
and organizations, 140 small enterprises of the
scientific and technical spheres of the Oblast.
Organizations of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and branch academies, industrial research institutes,
research institutes at universities, design, project and
engineering organizations operate in the Oblast.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

5

2
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Konstantin Platonovich
MURENIN,

46 Gorkogo Street,
SAratov City, 410042
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The regulatory system was designed to regulate the legal
framework in the field of innovation in the Oblast. Longterm programs of development of small and medium enterprises are in force, in the framework of which subjects of
the innovative entrepreneurship have received the financial
assistance as grants for the creation of small innovative
organizations and subsidies to compensate for operating
and capital expenditures from 2010. The Saratov Salon of
inventions, innovations and investments is held annually.

The organization of the innovation
infrastructure is the following:
•

the Business Incubator;

•

the Centre for Technology Transfer and Commercialization of Objects of the Intellectual Property of the SSTU;

•

the Technopark “Volgoagrotekhnika”;

•

the Scientific and Technological Park “Volga-tekhnika”
of the SSTU;

•

the Innovation Centre “Tekhnopark SGU” at the Saratov
State University;

•

the Nonprofit organization “Foundation for Assistance to
venture capital investments in Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology of the Saratov region”.

The results achieved in the development of small enterprises in the region are related primarily to the fact that
work with them is focused and systematic. The regional
program of assistance to small enterprises was considered to be the best in the country in the Russian contest
in 2013.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
Having heard 50 reports, the advisory council
chose 24 winners of the program “UMNIK” according to results of the autumn selection in 2012.
In 2013 16 scientists of the SSTU named after Gagarin became the winners of the program “UMNIK”. The
spheres of the competition were the following: “Information
Technology”, “Medicine of the Future,” “Modern materials and
technologies of their creation”, “New devices and hardware
systems”, “Biotechnology”. 361 projects were filed, 72 of them
were handed over to the advisory council. According to the
Council 21 projects were recommended to the Foundation for
financing. 16 projects from them were developed by scientists
of the SSTU. Thus, in total the Foundation allocated 8 million
400 thousand RUB to young scientists in the region.

About 900 projects were reviewed with the
participation of the Foundation, 318 of them
were financed by the Foundation for Assistance
in the amount of about 500 million RUB. 217
companies received the assistance for these
projects; additionally 329 work places were
created. During the period of cooperation enterprises that won the competition produced
products in the amount of 40 billion RUB. I.e.
each ruble received from the Foundation was
used for production of products in the amount
of 80 RUB. More than 1,000 patents and certificates of registration of computer programs
were received. About 3,000 new technologies,
products and types of products were utilized

217 enterprises received financial support. 329 new wok places
were created to carry out implementation of these projects.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology Н1
Future Medicine Í2
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Advanced materials and
technology
of their
Биотехнологии
Н5
generation H3

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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on the basis of patents and know-how. 6-8
RUB of the extrabudgetary funds were allocated for each ruble of the Foundation. More
than 4 billion RUB were aimed at the development, production and technical development of
small enterprises from all sources of financing.
The number of participants in the competition “UMNIK” grows
every year. Thus, there were 15 participants in 2007 in the
SSTU named after Iu,A, Gagarin, 53 - in 2008, 344 - in 2011,
354 - in 2012 and 362 - in 2013 or 1.5% of all university students. The same trend is observed for other universities. During the time of conduction of competitions, 2070 people
took part in them, 252 of which, or 0.3% of all students,
received the support of the Foundation.

Every seventh student among the winners under the program “UMNIK” defended a master’s
thesis, 28 persons entered a PhD programme,
34 persons became winners of various national
and regional competitions of scientific works. 45
“smarties” actively participated in exhibitions,
competitions of scientific works, international
and national conferences and international internships.
17 small enterprises were created. 7 companies received
additional funds from the regional budget for the implementation of their project.
28 candidates took part in the competition “UMNIK na START”,
5 of them (2% of all “smarties”) became the winners. 43 patents
and certificates were received for a useful model for the invention and registration of computer programs.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Every seventh student among the winners under the program “UMNIK” defended
a master’s thesis, 28 persons entered a PhD programme, 34 persons became
winners of various national and regional competitions of scientific works.
2 projects (Saratov) were among winners of the program
BMBF-FASIE.
The competition of innovative projects of small enterprises “Region - Science - Innovative business” conducted in 2003 had
beneficial influence with the innovation climate in the region.
About 200 projects were submitted, 55 winning projects received funds. Along with financing projects of small enterprises,
the Foundation ensured their participation in a number of international seminars, conferences and exhibitions, as well as study
of heads and receipt of the international certificate diploma.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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ZAO “BIOAMID” (Closed Joint Stock Company “BIOAMID”) (director S.P. Voronin) was twice awarded with
the Prize of the Government of the Russian Federation
for development and implementation of the biocatalytic
technology of production of acrylamide for the needs of
water treatment, petroleum, metallurgic and other industries and creation of the substitute of the import cardiological medicine;
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SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures

OOO “Tcentr innovatcionnykh tekhnologii - ES” (Limited
Liability Company “Tcentr innovatcionnykh tekhnologii ES”) (director M. A. Iudakov) developed cathodic
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protection stations, defended them with 16 patents and
launched their serial production. This device is widely
used throughout the country and abroad.
The NPP “SFERA” (Research and production enterprise
“SFERA”) (Director General A.G. Semin) took a leading
position in the design, production and installation of the gas
purifying equipment in the R.F. and entered the international market;
The Association “ELIT” (Director General A.A. Chesnokov)
introduced the advanced technologies of the global clothing industry and plans to achieve the cycle level in the
amount of 1 billion RUB in the next four years;
The NPP “VOLGOTEKH” (Research and production
enterprise “VOLGOTEKH”) (Director General Iu.Iu.
Kudriashov) successfully develops equipment, information
and telemedicine systems and technologies for health. His
inventions are protected with eight patents;
OOO “MPP” ENERGOTEKHNIKA” (Limited Liability Company “MPP” ENERGOTEKHNIKA”) (Director A.A. Kornilaev) developed and widely implemented a microprocessor
system of the optical arc protection of switchgears. The
enterprise plans to install gas turbine power stations of the
own manufacture in the gas production and transportation
enterprises of the Russian North and Far East, as well as
an to increase an annual production up to 1 billion RUB;
The NPP “LISSKON” (Research and production enterprise
“LISSKON”) (Director E.V. Skidanov) developed and implemented a parametric series of 24 types of plants, enabling to produce drinking water of the highest quality from
any source on the basis of nanotechnologies. Inventions
are protected with 15 patents and certificates for the utility
model; they are widely used in the country and abroad;
ZAO “Promelektronika” (Closed Joint Stock Company
“Promelektronika”) (Director General K.B. Lushpinin) is
specialized in development of diagnostic and monitoring
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expensive and potentially dangerous power equipment,
and also it is engaged in the production of refractory metals
on the basis of powder metallurgy for defence purposes;
The corporation «SPEKTR AKUSTIKA» (Director V.V. Petrov) together with the OAO RKK «Energia» (Open Joint
Stock Company Rocket and Space Corporation «Energia») is engaged in the development and conduction of the
space experiment “Acoustic tomography” by the order of
the Russian Space Agency. Inventions are carried out in
the field of the three-dimensional video and television together with the Chinese company;
D. The OOO “Nano Innovation Centre” (Limited Liability
Company “Nano Innovation Centre”) (Director L.G. Chuvashov) designed and developed a unique system for biomedical imaging of biological structures with high resolution and sequencing the DNA. The US device patent was
received, another patent application was filed in Germany.
Foreign partners (Germany, Israel, etc.) have shown a
great interest in the product.

The list of “successful” companies is not confined to these
examples. The corporation “Rubezh”, NPP “Telemakh” (Research
and production enterprise “Telemakh”), “Nitrid”, “Tesar-SO”, NPP
“Nita Farm” (Research and production enterprise “Telemakh”),
ZAO “SBK-2007” (Closed Joint Stock Company “SBK-2007”)
and many other are well known far beyond the Oblast.

SUCCESS STORY
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Olga Aleksandrovna
GRISHINA,
a programmer of the mathematical modeling of the
Educational and Scientific Institute of nanostructures and
biosystems of the National Research Saratov State University
named after N.G. Chernyshevskii,
Saratov City.

Olga Aleksandrovna Grishina developed an innovative project for
students of the medical institutions, practitioners and researchers
involved in the study of the cardiovascular system. The project was
supported by the Foundation, which help ed to stimulate research
of the human coronary arteries and development of the teacher
editions.
Due to the grant of the Foundation teacher editions were developed to improve medical care, which include the introduction of methods of predicting
a natural history of the disease and operational methods of treatment in the
practice of management of patients. In particular, this edition can be used
by the surgeon to choose a rational method of surgical intervention, to avoid
potential errors during the operation, which will lead to a significant improvement of the treatment results of patients. The benefits include a comprehensive approach to the study of the problem, the simplicity and clarity of the
material presented.
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Introduction of the methods of visioning a natural course of the disease and
operative methods of treatment in practice of the management of patients.
During the time of implementation of the project a database on the mechanical parameters of the walls of the coronary arteries and biological grafts
depending on sex, age and a current disease of the patient was created.
Hemodynamic assessment was conducted considering a stress-strain state
of the human coronary arteries tissues in the healthy condition, in case of
various pathologies and after the surgical treatment.
Rational methods of treatment of specific pathologies of coronary arteries were determined.
UMNIK PROGRAM

PROGRAM
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Anastasiia Andreevna
ZANISHEVSKAIA,
a postgraduate student of the Department of Optics and
Biophotonics of the National Research Saratov State University
named after N.G. Chernyshevskii,
Saratov City.

The project of Anastasia Andreevna Zanishevskaia “Determination of quality of the
product, its composition and concentration of
the main components according to the optical transmission spectra of the PCW” won the
competition of the Foundation “UMNIK”. The
developed device is designed for the analysis
of food, where the photonic crystal waveguide (PCW) is used as a sensor element. The
device is designed to determine the quality of
the product, its composition and concentration
of the main components according to optical
transmission spectra of the PCW.

Due to the grant of the Foundation allocated for implementation of the project, development of the universal
method of analysis of various food products and creation
of a prototype of the fiber and optic sensor based on the
PCW became possible.
A universal method for the analysis of various food products
was created in the first year of implementation of the project.
The developed method is highly sensitive to the concentration of substances contained in the food and simplicity of
the analysis, since no additional preparation of samples is
required. In the second year a prototype of the fiber sensor
was developed based on the photonic crystal waveguide
that can be used for the analysis of food and receipt of the
information on the basic parameters of the test sample on

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The device is designed to determine the quality of the product, its composition and
concentration of the main components according to optical transmission spectra of the PCW.

the basis of the analysis of the transmission
spectra of the PCW, which cover core and
channels are filled with the sample.
Also a software system was developed for
the analysis of the transmission spectra of
the PCW, and the optimal conditions were
identified for analysis of food products by
means of the fiber and optic sensor based
on the photonic crystal waveguide.
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SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
GENETICS AND SELECTION OF INDUSTRIAL
MICROORGANISMS”
“SARATOV
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
BIOCATALYSIS”

Bioamid

START

The ZAO “BIOAMID” (Closed Joint Stock Company “BIOAMID” )
was founded in 1996. Founders of the company are the authors
and developers of the biocatalytic method for producing acrylamide. The technology has been very popular among a number
of chemical enterprises in Russia and abroad; in particular, the
license for strains-biocatalysts was sold to the South Korean
company “Tong San.” In 1998, the company “BIOAMID” sold a
license to a method for producing acrylamide to the company
“Stockhausen”, Germany, which became a part of the concern
“Degussa”. Within three years the company “Stockhausen”
was funding the development of the technology for production
of the biocatalyst, which has superior performance than the
biocatalyst of the Japanese company “Nitto-Kamikel”, a
discoverer of this process. The proceeds were used to purchase the building and equipment and to finance new inventions. In particular, the biocatalytic process for producing
acrylic acid was developed by the company first in the world;
the license was sold to the Russian-American company “AshS.P. VORONIN, Director General of ZAO “BIOAMID”
land Eurasia”. In 2006, the technology of the biotechnological
process for producing acrylamide was sold to the Italian com“SARATOV BRANCH OF THE ALL-RUSSIAN pany “Evropolimery SpA”.
The biotechnology to produce acrylamide is patented in Russia and introduced at the six major chemical enterprises in
Russia. The invention was awarded with the Prize of the Government of the Russian Federation in the field of science and
technology in 1995.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation: BIOAMID

Development and implementation of the selenoorganic veterinary drug “Selenolin.”

ZAO “Bioamid”

For the first time in Russian an industrial
biotechnology for producing acrylamide
was created. This substance is a largemonomer used in the synthesis of polymers
for water treatment and purification; in the
oil industry; in the coal mining industry; in
the mining and chemical and metallurgical
industries; in the pulp and paper and wood
industry; in the power engineering, biology,
medicine, pharmacology and agriculture.
The biotechnology for producing acrylic acid
was patented in Russia and implemented in
the Russian and American company ZAO
“Ashland MPS” (Closed Joint Stock Company “Ashland MPS”) (Perm). For the first
time in the world a team of specialists of the
company “BIoAMID” created an industrial
biotechnology for producing acrylic acid, i.e.
an initial monomer in the synthesis of polymers of different brands.

PROGRAM

START
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Polymers with the desired properties can be synthesized
because of the purity and quality of the monomer. Acrylic
acid polymers are used for wastewater treatment and concentration of coal slurry of preparation plants, to strengthen
the surface of dumps, to prevent their weathering and water
erosion. Hydrophilic films, sound-absorbing and insulating
materials, various adhesive compositions, acrylic emulsions
and paints are made on the basis of acrylic acid. Aqueous
solutions of polyacrylic acid are used for thickening latex
systems and dust suppression. The ZAO “BIOAMID” is the
only supplier of biocatalyst for implementation of this technology in Russia.
Medicine and pharmacology are also priority areas of the
research activity of the ZAO “BIOAMID.”
The biotechnology of production of the L-aspartic acid and
group of essential drugs based on it is the following: Asparkam-L is solution for infusion, Asparkam-L is solution
for injection. Both of them are patented in the RF. For the first
time an industrial technology of production of the high-purity L-aspartic acid was developed in Russia. It is used as
the basis for a number of pharmaceutical preparations: injection and infusion solutions of potassium, magnesium, asparaginate, pills “Asparkam-L”, various forms of potassium
and magnesium aspartate. The technology for producing a
highly active immunomodulator, such as nukleinat sodium,
was developed. Since 1998 the serial production of this drug
has been carried out at the OAO “Biosynthesis” (Penza).

SUCCESS STORY
Another important area of the activity of the company is research and development in the field of agriculture. The production technology of a biopreserving agent was developed
for silage of the BSC-1 stern based on lactic acid bacteria.
The biopreserving agent is successfully used in Saratov,
Penza, Vologda, Orel, Kursk and Tula Oblast, the Republic
of Karelia.
Also the production of the veterinary seleno-organic drug
“Selenolin” is carried out to prevent selenium deficiency in
animals, the technology was developed and manufacture of
the injection form of the immunomodulator “sodium nucleinate” was launched. The drug is used in the complex therapy
of all kinds of small farm animals and birds as an immunostimulatory agent against diseases involving the development of immunodeficiency.
The patent of the RF on the technology of purification of gas
wastes containing cyanides and nitriles was obtained. The
biotechnological method of disposal of waste gas containing nitriles and cyanide compounds was developed and implemented in the industry. The introduction of this method
makes the technology for producing acrylamide almost
waste-free. The biotreatment technology is easily scaled at
any enterprises containing acrylonitrile in gas emissions.
The patent of the RF was obtained for development of the
biological product “Ruden” for cleaning soil and water from
oil pollution. Due to the drug bioremediation of soil and water

ALKOR BIO
Experimental and industrial area
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Dryer of the production OMEK
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named after N.G. Chernyshevskii, the Saratov Research
Institute of Cardiology of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, the All-Russian Research and Technology Institute of Poultry Farming (Sergiev Posad), the Volgograd State Medical University, the Tambov branch of the
All-Russian Institute of Animal husbandry, the Volgograd
Research Institute of meat and dairy farming and processing
of livestock products, the All-Russian Scientific Research
Institute of Physiology, Biochemistry and Nutrition of Farm
Animals (Kaluga region), the State Science Centre of the
Institute of Immunology of the Ministry of Health of the RF,
the Russian-American company “Ashland MSP” (Perm), the
company “Ashland Deutschland GmbH” (USA); OAO “Biosintez” (Open Joint Stock Company “Biosintez”) (Penza),
OAO “Kormozagotovka” (Open Joint Stock Company “Kormozagotovka”) (Moscow), ZAO “Ekoprom” (Closed Joint
Stock Company) (Saint-Petersburg), OOO “Akripol” (Limited Liability Company “Akripol”) (Saratov), the Republican
unitary enterprise “Belmedpreparaty” (Minsk, Belarus).
The ZAO “BIOAMID” owns its own building with the total
area of 1048 m2. The research part is represented by three
laboratories: microbiological, biotechnological and analytica
onesl. The instrument park includes microbiological, fermentation and analytical equipment, including gas and liquid chromatographs, spectrophotometers, centrifuges, refrigerators and office equipment. To date the scientific team
of the ZAO “BIOAMID” consists of highly qualified staff with
a basic chemical, biological and medical education, includ-

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Creation of new pharmaceuticals, such as an injectable form of the immunomodulator, i.e.
sodium nukleinat for medical and veterinary use and magnesium L-asparaginate, pyridoxine,
an oral medicament for supplementing the shortfall of magnesium in the human body.
is carried out in the field of production, processing and utilization of oil and oil products.

ing 2 doctors of sciences, 6 candidate of sciences and 3

Most of the processes are based on the use of original biocatalysts created using unique strains of microorganisms.
Creation of the fermentation production meeting the needs
of Russian companies, pharmaceutical and agricultural industries in highly active biocatalysts is very relevant. The
basis for drugs, such as microbial biomass, is produced by
large tonnage sterile fermentations at the Penza plant of
medicines of the OAO “Biosintez” (Open Joint Stock Company “Biosintez”).

field of science and technology. The doctoral and master’s

Partners of the ZAO “BIOAMID” are the following: the Foundation, the Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Moscow), the Ministry of Agriculture (Saratov), the Department of
Agriculture (Penza), the State Research Institute of Genetics
and Selection of Industrial Microorganisms (Moscow), the
State Departrment of the Research Institute of Vaccines and
Serums named after I.I. Mechnikov of the Russian Academy
of Medical Sciences, the Samara State Aerospace University named after N.I. Vavilov, the Samara State University

The ZAO “BIOAMID” is the patentee and holder of
the protection documents for twelve inventions.
Due to the assistance of the Foundation the
License agreement for hand over of the nonexclusive license to use the invention protected by the patent of the Russian Federation
“Strain of bacteria Alcaligenes denitrificans producer of nitrilase” was signed between ZAO
“Bioamid” and OOO “Ashland Eurasia”.

PROGRAM

START

laureates of the Premium of the Russian Government in the
theses are prepared to defence.
The Education and Research Centre (ERC) “Biokataliz” was
created in the scope the Agreement on the creative collaboration between ZAO “BIOAMID” and the SSU named after N.Chernyshevskii in order to deepen training of students
on the basis of the Department of Organic and Bioorganic
Chemistry of the Chemical Faculty of the SSU.
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The OOO NPP “LISSKON” has operated in the market of water treatment equipment since
1995. The main areas of the activity of NPP “LISSKON” are the following: purification of
drinking water of the improved quality, especially for socially important facilities, such as
schools, hospitals, camps, individual enterprises and rural settlements; purification of water for boilers; purification and regeneration of industrial effluents in the electroplating industry; deep purification of water for pharmaceutics, microelectronics, food industry, mechanical engineering, agroindustrial complex, desalination of sea water, etc. The specialists
of the company are former employees of the leading defence enterprises of Saratov and
young professionals who graduated from the higher educational establishments. 25 people,
including three candidates of science, are on the staff. The general intellectual potential of
the staff is more than 100 certificates and patents.

The OOO NPP “LISSKON” produces installations of any
performance having an experience in the design and
manufacture of water treatment systems in the following
areas: development of the optimal water treatment system in accordance with tasks of the specific production;
design, manufacture and installation of industrial water
purification systems with the quality of treated water at
the request of the customer from 0.2 to 100 m3/h; supply
and installation of water treatment systems for centralized water supply; supply of equipment for chemical water
treatment of the technological boilers; development and
production of local stations for drinking water treatment.
The OOO NPP “LISSKON” produces complex water treatment according to requirements of SanPin 2.1.4.1074-01
“Drinking water” using its own patented water treatment
plant “Lisskon 101-5” for the local water supply for ob-

LISSKON

Membrane technology and creation of the equipment for desalination of groundwater of
Zavolzhye, Saratov region.
Automatic energy-saving technological system of chemical water treatment of the
technological boiler-room using the nanotechnologies of desalting makeup water.

jects of the social sphere of rural settlements of Saratov Oblast, mainly Zavolzhye, where quality of raw water
sources is very different, as surface (ponds, rivers, etc.)
and groundwater sources (wells) are used.
The company collaborates with leading companies of
the Russian Federation in the field of drinking water purification. Particular attention is paid to the scientific and
industrial enterprises of Saratov City and Saratov Oblast.
Researches to develop a new generation of materials for
sterilization of drinking water are carried out with the Department of Microbiology of the Saratov State University
(SSU). According to the results of works the patent of the RF
for “Method of the production of bactericide” was received.
Joint works on the use of the fiber and optic technology
for drinking water purification from mechanical impurities
are conducted with the Saratov State Technical University.
The RF patent “Plant for water purification” was received.
Works on the application of the carbon fiber technology are
held for production of membrane module frames with the
ZAO “Argon” (Balakovo City, Saratov Oblast).
Inventions of the NPP “LISSKON” were positioned at the
International Forum on Nanotechnology in Moscow in
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Water treatment plant “Lisskon 101-5”

2008. For participation the NPP “LISSKON” was awarded
with a diploma “Rosnano”. The NPP “LISSKON” received
a diploma of II degree and a silver medal at the IVth Saratov Salon of inventions, innovations and investments
in 2009, as well as a diploma of the IXth International
Forum “High Technologies of XXI Century” (Moscow) for
the project “New nanomaterials for water treatment and
express-control of the bacterial contamination of aquatic
environments”. The NPP “LISSKON” won II place for the
project “Establishment of a plant for mass production of
the granular nanosorbent on the basis of natural and
modified nanostructures, thermally expanded graphite,
nano-bactericide of the installation of express control of
the bacterial contamination of aquatic environments, the
stations “lisskon-101’’ in 2009 in the competition “Best
Investment project” conducted by the Council of the
Federation of the RF. The NPP “LISSKON” received a
diploma of I degree and a golden medal at the Vth Saratov Salon of inventions, innovations and investments in
2010. In March 2011, it received the Grand Prix for the
project “Production of complex nanostructured granules
based on the glauconite bonding” at the VIth Saratov Salon innovation, investment and inventions.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
Due to the assistance of the Foundation and the Government
of Saratov Oblast the R&D on improving the water purification
equipment and creation of fundamentally new science inventions using nanotechnology are constantly held. For example,
a state contract on the subject “Development of the membrane technology and equipment for desalination of groundwater of Zavolzhye, Saratov Oblast” was concluded. In the
course of implementation of the state contract the membrane
technology of purification of saline groundwater was developed. It can be used in various ways: drinking water purification, post-treatment of wastewater of the electroplating
industry, desalination of feed water for boiler rooms, etc. New
technology was protected with two patents for the invention.
In the course of implementation of the state contract the pilot
equipment, which successfully passed laboratory tests, was
manufactured for cleaning underground saline water according to the drinking quality standards. The specifications for
the water treatment plant “LISSKON-101” was developed,
the sanitary-epidemiological conclusion was obtained. After
conduction of the certification testing the certificate of compliance for water treatment plants “Lisskon-101” was obtained. It allowed the company to organize serial production
of the stations that were installed in the villages of Zavolzhye
(Balakovskii, Markovskii, Engelskii, Algaiskaia, Ershovskii,
Fedorovskii, Rovenskii districts of Saratov Zavolzhye, Rtishevskii, Saratovskii, Petrovskii, Atkarskii, Krasnoarmeiskii,
Voskresenskii districts of the Right Bank), and beyond its
borders in Volgograd Oblast and Astrakhan Oblast at social
institutions (hospitals, schools, kindergartens, etc.).

In 2005, a state contract to conduct the R&D on the subject:
“Development and creation of the pilot plant for the continuous monitoring of water purified at the membrane and
adsorption stations” Lisskon-101M” was concluded. Bactericide and the installation of express control of bacterial
contamination of aquatic environments were developed under the contract. The bactericide is designed to create effective disinfectants used for water and aqueous solutions
and purification of the air environment of the isolated closed
space. Basically the bactericide is used for application in the
installation of the express control of bacterial contamination
of aquatic environments. Its main advantage is an absence
of the sample preparation, which takes an average of about
a few hours in comparison with analogues. Use of the installation of the express control of bacterial contamination of
aquatic environments “lisskon-MV01” takes less than 2 minutes; the range of determination of concentrations of bacteria is m.t./cm3 - from 40 to 10. The installation can be used
not only for control of
microbial contamination of aquatic
environments, but
also for sanitation
of premises where
sterile
conditions
for patients are required.
The installation of
the express control
of bacterial contam-

Creation of the continuous monitoring installation of water purified at
the membrane and adsorption stations “Lisskon-101M”.
Research and development of export-oriented products, i.e. complex nanostructured
granular sorbents of a new generation on the basis of the natural glauconite.
ination of aquatic environments “Lisskon MV01” is manufactured from the available
hardware components.
In 2008, the state contract on the subject: “Development and creation of the advanced automated energy-efficient system of the chemical water treatment of
technological boiler rooms using nanotechnology of make-up water desalination”
was concluded. In the course of implementation of the state contract the membrane
technology of desalination of make-up water for boiler rooms was developed. In
the course of implementation of the state contract an advanced automated system of the chemical water treatment of technological boiler rooms was developed
and produced. It was successfully tested using the boiler equipment of the Uvek
oil depot (Saratov). The economic effect of the introduction of such a station is not
less than 2 million RUB.

RAZVITIE

The SPE “LISSKON” is included in the “Register of cost-effective manufacturers and suppliers of goods, works and
services for the federal government needs”.
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Station LISSKON-201

Automated resources-saving systems of the stations “Lisskon-201” of various
modifications and performance of water desalination for the boiler rooms using
nanotechnology are in demand not only in Saratov Oblast, but also beyond it.
In 2010, the state contract was concluded to conduct the R&D on the subject:
“Research and development of export-oriented products - complex nanostructured granular sorbents on the basis of the new generation on the basis of natural
glauconite”. For the first time the technology for producing granules from the glauconite binder was developed. Developed intellectual assets are legally protected.
3 applications for the latest inventions, i.e. the granulated nanosorbent based on
the natural glauconite, were filed. And all received a positive decision on the grant
of a patent.

PROGRAM
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Installation of the express control of bacterial
contamination of aquatic environments
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he Limited Liability Company the Research and Production Enterprise “Sfera” (OOO “NPP
“Sfera”) was founded in 1990. Today the OOO “Sfera” is one of the leading manufacturers
of the gas-cleaning equipment in the Russian Federation, in particular, in the spheres of design, manufacture, installation and operation of bag, cartridge and other filters for purification of ventilation and aspiration industrial emissions. The enterprise “Sphere” participated
in almost all programs organized by the Foundation.

In 2003 the OOO NPP “Sphere” signed a
contract with the Foundation to conduct the
R&D on the project “Development of technical documentation, production and testing of
the experimental and industrial plant of the
biofilter for purification of ventilation emissions of the industrial enterprises from organic pollutants”. The amount of financing by
the Foundation amounted to 1 million RUB.
The co-financing was carried by the OOO
NPP “Sfera” in the amount of 2.63 million
RUB.

amount of 18,36 million RUB was carried out by the OOO

The contract on the project “Development, produc-

lead, cadmium, lithium and other heavy metals, such

tion and testing of the industrial high performance

as OAO “Elektroistochnik” (Open Joint Stock Company

biofilter for purification of ventilation emissions of

“Elektroistochnik”) (production of starter batteries), OAO

the industrial enterprises from organic pollutants”

“AIT” (Open Joint Stock Company “AIT”) (production of

were implemented from 2005 to 2007. The amount

alkaline batteries), were produced and they are currently

of funds allocated by the Foundation was 6.3 million

sold. Application areas of high-performance filters are

“Sfera”.
Regarding the work results more than 40 high-efficiency
filters purifying air from ionizing aerosols were produced
considering the radiation safety. And they are currently
sold. Installations of various classes of purification: class
F9... H10 - fine filters - and filters of the high efficiency
of the class H11 ... H14 - filters, which are installed at the
OAO “Novosibirskii Zavod khimicheskikh kontcentratov”
(Open Joint Stock Company “Novosibirskii Zavod khimicheskikh kontcentratov”).
Over 50 high-performance filters for industries using

SFERA
RUB; cofinancing in the amount of 9.457 million RUB

food, machinery, mining, power, chemical, construction

was carried out by the OOO “Sfera”.

and other industries. The industrial prototype of the high

The project “Development, production and testing of the

efficiency filter as a compound of general plant vacuum

high performance industrial filters of a new generation for

stations was constructed. Currently it is successfully op-

collection of aerosols and dust in the ventilation emis-

erated at the OAO “Gornyi len”, which produces various

sions treatment systems and enterprise vacuum clean-

products from asbestos.

ing stations” was implemented from 2007 to 2009. The
amount of funds allocated by the Foundation was 8.3
million RUB; cofinancing in the amount of 36,42 million
RUB was carried out by the OOO “Sfera”.
In 2009, the company and the Foundation signed a con-
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As a result of implementation of the R&D industrial
systems for collection of fine dust with sectional
filters were developed. More than 100 plants are

tract on the project “Development of a system for collec-

in operation at construction enterprises, such

tion of fine dust with sectional filters from process gases

as the OAO “Novorostcement”, the OAO “Sebri-

of various industries”. The amount of funds allocated by

akovtcement”, enterprises of the company croup

the Foundation was 8.0 million RUB, cofinancing in the

“Eurotcement” and others.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM
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Enterprises for the production of plants of fine grinding
nonmetallic materials “Novye tekhnologii” (Saint-Petersburg), “Tcentr-45” (Minsk, Belarus) and its Russian representative establishment “Ural Omega” (Magnitogorsk)
bundle their installations of grinding nonmetallic materials
with the systems of collection of fine dust with sectional
filters. More than 100 units of various performances for
air purification were released. Similar installations were
manufactured and installed. Currently they successfully
operate at the enterprises producing gypsum and burnt
lime. About 20 systems of the collection of fine dust with
sectional filters are installed behind the block boilers
(OAO “Termosoft” (Open Joint Stock Company “Termosoft”)) with boilers that burn coal in the fluidized bed.
Revenues from sales of the products for the period from
2008 to 2012 amounted to more than 490 million RUB.
Revenues from sales of the innovative products developed in these contracts amounted to 158.5 million RUB.
During the time of cooperation with the Foundation the
number of employees increased from 25 to 135 persons
(72 persons, i.e. 53.3%, graduated from the higher educational institutions). Only during the last four years, the
output per one employee has increased by more than
25%, the fixed assets of the company increased by one
and a half times as much. The equipment stock was re-

RAZVITIE

SUCCESS STORY

Development of the biofiltration installation and highly efficient biofilter for purification of ventilation
industrial emissions from organic pollutants.
A system for collecting fine dust with sectional filters from process gases of different industries.
newed, new production lines to manufacture components
of the high performance filters were purchased.
The equipment is delivered in all regions of the RF,
CIS countries and abroad. Import substitution is implemented - projects of foreign companies are completed
with the gas purification equipment of the NPP “SFERA”
with features that are not inferior to foreign analogues
and in some cases surpass them. An example is replacement of the SEI in the project ThyssenKrupp Polysius, a
company, which is part of the concern “ThyssenKrupp
AG” supplying equipment for the mining, metallurgical,
chemical, power and cement industries. In this case, it
was done for the plant producing the abrasive material
in Naro-Fominsk City, Moscow Oblast. Negotiations are
currently conducted to produce the SEI for projects of
the company “HUMBOLDT WEDAG”, Germany, implemented on the territory of Russia.

PROGRAM

RAZVITIE
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The OAO “Atkarskaia shveinaia fabrika “Elit” (Open Joint Stock Company “Atkarskaia shveinaia fabrika
“Elit”) was established in 1997 on the basis of TOO “Atkarskii shveikombinat” (Limited Liability Partnership “Atkarskii shveikombinat”), where the bankruptcy proceeding was introduced in October 1998.
The clothing production was organized on the acquired industrial areas. The first specialization became
sewing linen. There were 8 seamstresses working in the company.

In 1998 AShF “Elit” received a grant of the Foundation for

mentation of the project amounted to 1.48 million RUB.

creation of the automated system for designing clothes.

OOO NPTs “Relikt” (Limited Liability Company SPC “Re-

The Foundation provided a loan with the minimum inter-

likt”) was a subcontractor of this project.

est rate for purchase of the software system and necessary equipment. Due to the Foundation the enterprise
was permitted to produce more complex models, and
specialization began to change towards the production
of workwear. The products of the OOO AShF “Elite” were
positively assessed by ZAO “Lukoil” (Closed Joint Stock
Company “Lukoil”), ZAO “Henkel-Iug” (Closed Joint
Stock Company “Henkel-Iug”), ZAO “Bosch Saratov”

In the scope of this project structuring of the databases
was conducted for the effective use of the combinatorial
computer technology of construction of the design and
technological documentation required for the launch of
new models of the corporate clothing. Use of the databases developed in the process of the R&D made it
possible to present the model in the form of combina-

(Closed Joint Stock Company “Bosch Saratov”), OOO

torial configurations; to apply a combinatorial process of

“Saratovskii Institut Stekla” (Limited Liability Company

the design development and process documentation; to

“Saratovskii Institut Stekla”), OOO “Stamm” (Limited

structure databases at the user level on the basis of “a

Liability Company “Stamm”) and others. In spite of the

kind of stored documents” and “a description object “.

economic crisis of 1998, the loan was returned to the

In the scope of the project databases were created for

Foundation on time and in full.

A separate line, which was sewing medical and
service workwear, began to develop in the seg-

500 models of 10-30 kinds of the professional clothes.
Competitive advantages of the developed databases are
the following:

AShF “Elit”
ment of the professional clothing. The company
was focused on the release of fashion medical
clothes using mixed fabrics with improved characteristics.
Due to the R&D of the process automation of design and construction of professional clothes, a
wide range of technologically sophisticated models was created.
In 2003, due to the support of the Foundation AShF “Elit”/
OOO “TD - Elite” (Limited Liability Company “TD - Elite”)
has started implementation of the innovative projects
“Razvitie of a distributed database with a network access
implementing the combinatorial computer Hi-Tech-design technology of corporate clothes” and “Razvitie of a
centralized database with a local access implementing
the Hi-Tech-design technology of embroidery produced
under the given program in the automatic mode”. The
amount of financing by the Foundation amounted to 1.3
million RUB. Funds allocated by the enterprise for imple-
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•• ability to develop design and technological documentation necessary for the launch of production of the
new model in a short time.
•• reduction of the cost and duration of the pre-production of new models.
•• economy of the cut materials up to 7%.
In 2003 products of the OAO “Atkarskaia shveinaia fabrika “Elit” was awarded with a diploma of the1st degree
“100 best goods of Russia”.
All equipment purchased under the project is also in operation, in spite of its technological age. The company is
currently engaged in the innovative work to create products using mixed fabrics containing a natural fiber from the
environmental materials (eucalyptus, nettle, bamboo, etc.).
In 2013, the company began to collaborate with the fashion house of V.M. Zaitcev. The famous Russian designer
created sketches of the professional medical clothes for
the new collection “Elit”.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
The following results were achieved during implementation of the development with the assistance of the Fund:
•

increase in the output 22 times as much in comparison with the volume until the start of the R&D project;

•

increase in the cost of the capital assets 10 times as
much;

•

increase in the staff number 4 times as much compared to the level prior to the start of the R & D project with the assistance of the Foundation;

•

significant expansion of the range of products, creation of databases of models and types of the professional clothing assortment;

•

creation of a retail network of 43 stores in Moscow,
St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, Krasnodar, Novosibirsk, Perm, Kemerovo, Nizhnii Novgorod, Tiumen,
Omsk, etc.;

•

increase in the tax amount 21.5 times as much to the
budgets of all levels compared to the level that was
prior to the start of the R&D project with the assistance of the Foundation.

SARATOV
OBLAST

Today the AShF “Elit” is 5 garment factories with
a total staff number of 750 people and an annual
turnover of 350 mln RUB. The amount of tax payments to budgets of all levels is 50.3 million RUB
per annum.

Implementation of the project would not be possible without the support of the Saratov representative establishment of the Foundation and its head K.P. Murenin. Due
to his advice and assistance of the Government of Saratov Oblast, three new sewing factories were open.
The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Databases with different types of the access implementing a computer Hi-Techdesign technology of projection, design and construction of textile products.
Currently the AShF “Elite” entered the international
arena. The company actively cooperates with suppliers
of fabrics from China. The innovative work is carried out
to create products using mixed fabrics containing a natural fiber from environmental materials. Also the factory
cooperates with enterprises in Uzbekistan. Products of
the AShF “Elite” are presented on the market of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Belarus.
As a result of cooperation with the Foundation the association “ELIT” managed to pass a way from a small business to the level of the major industrial association of the
garment industry of Russia. The funds of the Foundation
aimed at supporting and developing small businesses,
show the effectiveness in full: in the form of additional
work places and in the form of tax deductions returned
to the budget.

PROGRAM

RAZVITIE
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The OOO “NPP Onega” is a scientific and industrial enterprise conducting development in
the sphere of improving operational reliability and durability of compounds of the pump and
compressor pipes and drill pipes used in the oil and gas industry.

As a result of implementation of the contract with the Foundation, the company developed, patented and launched the production of the high-strength
tool joints for tubing greatly increasing the lifetime of their operation.
Products developed by the OOO “NPP Onega” (Limited Liability Company
“NPP Onega”) were delivered in the largest oil companies in Russia: OAO
“NK” Rosneft” (Open Joint Stock Company “NK” Rosneft”), OAO “Russneft”
(Open Joint Stock Company “Russneft”), OAO “TNK-VR” (Open Joint Stock
Company “TNK-VR”).
The volume of sales in 2011 amounted to 32.5 million RUB.
In 2012, the sales volume of the OOO “NPP Onega” amounted to 25 million
RUB.

ONEGA

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

High-strength tool joints for the tubing.

The company actively promotes its products to the market of gas production. Currently products are tested, supplies are prepared to the
OAO “Tataneft” (Open Joint Stock Company “Tataneft”).
Supplies are planned to the OAO “Gazprom Novy Urengoy”
(Open Joint Stock Company “Gazprom Novy Urengoy”)
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
is the Innovation and Technology Centre “KNIAT”.

The Innovation and Technology Centre “KNIAT” was founded in 1997 under the
program of activation of the innovation activity with the financial support of the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation). The status at the time of creation
was a structural unit of the OAO “KNIAT” (Closed Joint Stock Company “KNIAT”)
In 2010 the status was replaced by the Technopark of industrial technologies
“Innovation and Technology Centre “KNIAT”. The number of residents is 73.
The OAO “KNIAT” is an infrastructure subordinated to the republican Ministry of Industry and Trade and the
republican Ministry of Economy. It interacts with the republican Ministry of Education; the company is among
organizations working under the scientific supervision of the republican branch of the Academy of Sciences.
It has a state accreditation in the republic as the Technopark and it is the centre of the technology transfer in
the field of mechanical engineering.
KNIAT takes part in the organization of the annual contest “Fifty best innovative ideas for the Republic of
Tatarstan”, which is carried out by the Investment Venture Foundation (IVF) and the Academy of Sciences of
the Republic. Winners of the Programs of the Foundation “UMNIK” and “START” obtain parity co-financing
from the IVF.
KNIAT takes part in the annual Kazan Venture Fair and other regional events, in the development of the
program of the Republic Ministry of Economy “Market development of intellectual property in the Republic of
Tatarstan”. He is a partner of the IVF and cooperates with such institutes of development as RUSNANO, RVC,
the SME Bank, the Foundation “Skolkovo”.
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provision of facilities to small enterprises under the
lease conditions;

•

assistance to small innovative enterprises in cooperation and technology transfer (RTTN, Gate2RuBIN);

•

provision of services for maintenance of the premises,
use of the institute infrastructure (library, chancellery,
metrology, security and fire alarm system, assistance in
the organization of occupational safety);

•

consulting and preparation of the quality management
system certification;

•

scientific support, production and technical services;

•

assistance in the development and implementation of
innovative projects;

•

development of the innovative business incubator.

KNIAT performs the following:
•

support of winners in the federal program “UMNIK” with
a view to their subsequent commercialization;

•

Scientific support and consulting of winners under the
program “START”;

•

a training seminar under the program “UMNIK” “Fundamentals of commercialization of the R&D”;

•

organization of selection and final events under the program “UMNIK”.
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

•

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60the kinds of the initiated requests
60
and

per 1000 students

The main areas of the activity of “KNIAT”
regarding support of small innovative
enterprises are the following:

0

UMNIK
0

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

During the period from 1997 to 2009, more than 400 applications
for grants and competitions of innovative projects were submitted,
250 projects received financial support under the program
from the federal budget in the amount of 160 mln RUB.
UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Clubs of “SMARTIES” are organized and operate on the
“innovation platforms” of the universities of Kazan.

During the period from 1997 to 2009, more
than 400 applications for grants and competitions of innovative projects were submitted, 250
projects received financial support under the
program from the federal budget in the amount
of 160 mln RUB.

Number of
international
contracts

3

26

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

13

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Petr Petrovich
BASKEVICH,

2-v Dementeva Street, Kazan City, the
Republic of Tatarstan, 420036
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Several target programs were developed for the successful development of the small business in the field of
innovation in the region. For participation in them it is
necessary to present a competent business project for
receipt of subsidies in the sphere of “Development of
innovations and technological modernization of the production in the territory of the Republic of Tatarstan”.

There are the following forms of the
public financial support in the region:
•

subsidies (grants) to new small and medium innovative
companies;

•

subsidies (grants) to going small and medium innovative
companies;

•

subsidies to subjects of small and medium companies in
the region for the development of innovation and technological modernization of the production in the territory
of the Republic;

Under the program “Youth Entrepreneurship” the assistance is provided to the enterprising young people and
budding young entrepreneurs of the Republic in the age
from 14 to 30 years. Also, there is the program “Virtual
University of the Entrepreneur”, the purpose of which is
provision of subsidies to small and medium enterprises of
the region to receive educational services related to the
preparation, retraining and qualification, as well as the
development of business literacy and competence.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
The main programs of the Foundation in the region are
“UMNIK”, “START” and “RAZVITIE”. The program “UMNIK” has been in force since 2007.

Over the entire period the regional representative
establishment conducted 21 final events under the
program “UMNIK”. The winners were 358 young
scientists. The Foundation allocated 141.1 million
RUB for their research projects. 26 participants
passed from the program “UMNIK” to the program “START” and currently they successfully carry
out innovative projects, including 5 ones under the
program “UMNIK na START”. Under the programs
“START” and “RAZVITIE” 314 projects were supported from1995 to 2013; the actual amount of
funds amounted to almost 631 million RUB. Under
the program “START” 211 small innovative enterprises have been selected for funding from 2004 up
to now, 43 of them moved to the next stage of the
project. Total amount of financing is more than 241
mln RUB.
The Investment and Venture Foundation of the Republic
additionally allocated funds to 106 companies financed by
the Foundation in the first and second year of the project.
Under the program “RAZVITIE” 58 enterprises were
supported by the Foundation, the allocated funds
amounted to about 198 mln RUB.

From 2007 to 2013, 358 winners were selected under the program “UMNIK”.
The amount of financing amounted to 141.1 million RUB. The
Investment and Venture Foundation of the Republic allocated
23 million RUB for the co-financing of “smarties”.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology Н1

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Современные материалы и
FutureихMedicine
технологии
создания Н3Í2
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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Биотехнологии Н5
Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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n the framework of the program “RAZVITIE” the Foundation also funds international bilateral projects involving small companies in the region, so in 2009 and
2010 it financed 2 joint German-Russian projects in
the field of applied research focused on the production.
In 2013, 2 more applications, which are currently undergoing the examination, were filed for this program.

The total funding from the Foundation for Assistance amounted to 579,681,750 RUB; more
than 1,000 work places were created.
After completion of the work on the projects supported
by the Foundation, 3 enterprises received support
from the Foundation “Skolkovo”.
In 2011, 2012 and 2013 the representative establishment of the Foundation together with the USA Civilian Research and Development Foundation - CRDF
Global - a non-profit organization founded in 1995 to
promote international cooperation in the field of basic and applied research between the USA and other
countries, held seminars in the framework of the joint
program “Development of business partnerships of
Russia/the USA” in Kazan. The program is focused
on the Russian innovative entrepreneurs and small innovative companies interested in export of innovative
products and services to the North American market,
as well as expanding opportunities for implementation
of innovative products in the domestic market through

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

Under the programs “START” and “RAZVITIE” 314 projects
were supported from1995 to 2013; the actual amount
of funds amounted to almost 631 million RUB.
a strategic partnership. Participants of the program
(who are the current and potential “smarties”, as well
as members of the program “START”) are supported in
the form of trainings, consulting, organization of business meetings with potential partners in the United
States of America.
Since 2012 the CRDF and its new partner, IC2 Institute
at the University of Texas, have held the new format of
training, which are webinars that can reach a wider audience. At the end of each course 20 winners took part
in a three-day intensive course “Entrepreneurship Development” held under the aegis of Kazan Venture Fair
in Kazan. Selected participants worked with instructors
on improving their business models and presentations,
and then submitted them to the contest. The Advisory
committee selected 4 winners who received grants to
travel to the United States of America.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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2 projects (Kazan) were among the winners under
the program BMBF-FASIE, 1 project (Kazan) won
the program TEKES -FASIE.
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

Funding for the programs in 2011:
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•

“RAZVITIE” — 53,318,800 RUB (16 contracts);

•

“START” - 55 million 925 thousand RUB. (99 contracts).

In total the Foundation allocated 151,075,050 RUB.
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Funding for the programs in 2012:
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invested by the Foundation in the region
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•

“RAZVITIE” — 37,832,450 RUB (11 contracts);

•

“START” - 49 million 400 thousand RUB. (94 contracts).

In total the Foundation allocated 119,271,200 RUB.
Funding for the programs in 2013 (the data in August):
•

“RAZVITIE” — 24,478,200 RUB (10 contracts);

•

“START” - 31 million 875 thousand RUB.

In total the Foundation allocated 68,253,200 RUB.
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The total funding from the Foundation
for Assistance amounted to
579,681,750 RUB; more than
1,000 work places were created.
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From 2007 to 2013 (1 half year), 358 winners were selected under the program “UMNIK”. Total amount of financing is more than
141 mln RUB. (2011 - 41,831,250 RUB; 2012 32,038,750 RUB; 2013 - 11 million 940 thousand
RUB). 26 young scientists who completed the
program “UMNIK” created their own small
businesses and were among the winners under
the program “START”.
The Investment and Venture Foundation of the
Republic allocated 23 million RUB for the cofinancing of “smarties”.
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Aleksandra Viktorovna
BUKHOVETC,
an assistant of the Department of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry with courses of the analytical and toxicological
chemistry, the Kazan State Medical University,
Kazan City.

Aleksandra Viktorovna Bukhovetc is engaged in research and
development in the field of pharmacology and medicine. Her
sphere of scientific interest includes: drug delivery systems,
polymers, interpolymer complexes.
In 2010-2013, she being a postgraduate student of
the Department of Pharmacology of the Pharmaceutical
Faculty of the KSMU defended the thesis wok on the
subject: “Preparation, characterization of interpolymer
complexes based on the chemically complementary eudragits and their pharmacological study”.
In the scope of the Foundation programs with financial support of
the Foundation and the Investment and Venture Foundation of the
Republic of Tatarstan projects were implemented on the following
subjects:
•• “Development of new carriers for the controlled drug delivery in the
specified sections of the intestine.” Development and research of interpolyelectrolyte complexes (IPEC) are presented as potential carriers for controlled drug delivery in the project.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The system of controlled drug delivery to the sites of localization of the inflammation.

•• In the course of the project, a model of the oral therapeutic system
was built, the main factors affecting the transport of the model drug
were investigated, optimization of the technology of the oral dosage form was performed. The results formed the basis for the development of normative documents for the polycomplex carrier for the
controlled drug delivery.
•• “Development of the oral drug delivery system based on the interpolymer complexes for the treatment of inflammatory diseases and
cancer of the bowel” was the winner of the Foundation program
“UMNIK” in 2012-2013. The project aims to develop and study the
polycomplex matrix delivery system of active substances to sites of
the inflammation and tumour localization using the developed interpolyelectrolyte complexes based on the chemically complementary
copolymers Eudragit®. This system would enhance the efficiency
and reduce the toxicity of anticancer drugs. Physicochemical, biopharmaceutical and pharmacological studies were carried out, the
patent was obtained. In 2012, the project received the status of “UMNIK-Skolkovetc” under the cluster of biological and medical technologies of the innovation centre “Skolkovo”.

PROGRAM
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Venera Rasimovna
GARIPOVA,
a graduate of the Kazan State Medical University,
Kazan City.

Studying at the post-graduate course at the Department of
Pharmacology, the Faculty of Pharmacy of the Kazan State
Medical University, Venera Rasimovna Garipova was engaged
in the research and development work in the field of medicine
and pharmacology.

The project of V.R. Garipova “Development of recommendations for
the buccal drug delivery system with a prolonged action” is aimed
at creating formulations using carriers, such as interpolyelectrolyte
complexes for prolonged delivery of drugs through the oral mucosa.
The project was the winner of the program “UMNIK” in 2012-2013.
Studies were conducted and several samples were prepared and
tested using funds allocated by the Foundation. These samples were
polycomplexes based on oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, polymers widely used in the pharmaceutical industry. Safety of the ob-

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Modernization of the buccal drug delivery system with a prolonged action.

tained samples was proven and the diffusion and transport properties
and release of the model drugs were studied.
The obtained samples of polycomplexes are very promising for the
development of extended buccal dosage forms.

Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science
and Technology
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Evgenii Iurevich
PROSVIRIAKOV,
a candidate of physical and mathematical sciences, an
associate professor of the KNRTU-KAI, a researcher of
the Institute of Machinery of the Ural Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences,
Kazan City.

He was the winner of the final selection of the Foundation program “UMNIK” in 2010. Evgenii Iurevich Posviriakov is engaged in
solving problems of the hydrodynamics and related tasks of description of the flows of liquids and gases with various properties.
In the framework of implementation of the state contract under the program “UMNIK”, the scientist proposed and implemented a new software
method of integrating the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible fluids. Transformation of the original very complex equations
to the system of equations formed the basis of this method. Their solutions were developed to the fullest. It is important to note that this new
method of solving the nonlinear tasks was proposed . Solutions found by
this method will help to take another look at the technical problems and
technological applications of the hydrodynamic equations. Geophysical
hydrodynamics, meteorology, climatology, cultivation and production of
artificial crystals and polymer composite materials can be given as an
example.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:
The software for analyzing and solving tasks of
hydrodynamics and description of fluid flows.
The software product has been repeatedly used to solve industrial tasks
at the enterprises of the Republic of Tatarstan. Several contracts shall
be signed with the heads of companies of Ural and Siberia on using
the software for daily calculations to improve the quality and competitiveness of the manufactured products, as well as to reduce the cost of
these products. The main advantage is the possibility of solving nonlinear tasks and the performance of the program. This advantage gives an
opportunity to enter the international market.
For promotion of the developed intellectual property the small enterprise
OOO “Teploobmen; advektciia i konvektciia” (Limited Liability Company
“Teploobmen; advektciia i konvektciia”) was created. Its activity has
been suppoted by the Foundation. The head of the enterpise is E.Iu.
Prosviriakov. Further development of the project is implemented under
the Foundation program “START”.
The software modules are developed to describe flows of liquids and
gases at points close to the extreme ones.

PROGRAM
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The Limited Liability Company “EnergoLesProm” (OOO “EnergoLesProm”) was organized by
employees of the Kazan State Technological University in 2007. With the purpose of commercialization of the scientific inventions, the project was launched to develop technologies
of the thermochemical processing of the plant biomass to liquid fuels and products and to
bring them to the market.

The main initiator of the project is the Professor, Doctor of Technical Sciences Andrei Nikolaevich Grachev. The scientific consultant and
co-founder of the company is the Professor,
Doctor of Technical Sciences, Head of the Department of Chemical Technology of Timber of
the KNRTU is Vladimir Nikolaevich Bashkirov.
12 people work in the company.
In 2008, the company awoke interest of the State Non
-profit Organization “Investment and Venture Foundation of the Republic of Tatarstan”, which also became a
founder, with the project.
To implement the project, the company took part in the
competition of the Foundation “START”. As a result of
the receipt of grants under the programs “START-1”,
“START-2” and “START-3 extensive research, experimental, design and installation works on the implementation of the technology of the fast pyrolysis of timber
were performed. The installation of fast pyrolysis UBP50, which was used for production of batches of liquid,
solid and gaseous products, was designed, constructed
and launched.

Researches of various operating parameters of the processing, as well as a series of experiments on the processing of various types of raw materials (wood waste,
elevator waste, chicken manure, sewage sludge) were
conducted. Properties of the products and main ways
to use them were explored. The possibility of using energy (direct burning) of the pyrolysis liquid, production
of adhesive resins, paint coatings, binders and its use
as feedstock for the production of acetic acid were investigated. Production of charcoal briquettes was investigated for solid products. Production of electrical
energy via the generator was investigated for gaseous
substances.
The team of specialists of the company developed an
industrial complex on the thermochemical biomass
processing with the capacity of 500 kg/h, which ensures continuous processing of waste vegetable raw
materials and timber waste to liquid products and coal
briquettes.
The main consumers are the enterprises, which have
waste vegetable raw materials in their production cycle.

EnergoLesProm
The staff of the OOO Energolesprom in the laboratory.
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The company team has significantly improved its skills
during implementation of the project. 5 master’s theses
and 1 doctoral thesis were defended, more than 40 articles were published in the leading scientific journals and
more than 100 papers were read at various conferences.

plemented. In 2011 the company received the status of a resident of Skolkovo.

START

Wood and agricultural enterprises, flax-scutching mills,
grain-elevators, wood-based industry, plywood plants of
the PPM, utilities and others showed a considerable interest in the development.
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The Investment Committee of the Foundation
of Seed Investments of the Russian Venture

Company approved the deal for implementation of the project on a large-scale commercialization of the developed technology.

The company participated in the Kazan Venture Fair
(2009-2013.) and Congress “Biomass: fuel and energy
“(Moscow, 2011, 2012), the Youth innovation centre
“Sarov-2010”, the forum “Seliger-2010”, the conference
“Russia Power 2010”, the International Petersburg Innovation Forum (2010), “Startup Sauna” (Kazan, 2011),
the training in the Sophia-Antipolis Technopark (Nice,
France, 2011), the World Congress of Industrial Biotechnology “Bio-2012” (Toronto, Canada), the International
Conference on processing wood products in wood and
biofiber plastic composites (Madison, the USA, 2012),
“Slush-2012” (Helsinki, Finland), ASPA Business Meeting (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2012), the International
Forum on Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
(Moscow, 2012) and other activities.

Currently, the company is actively developing. First
sales of innovative products have been already im-

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The technology of fast wood pyrolysis.

PROGRAM
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The OOO “Aydis Soft” was founded by Kazan scientists and practitioners of the largest
private university of Povolzhye engaged in the sustainable development of educational institutions and their integration in the cluster systems of the region in 2009. Their works
formed the basis of the intellectual property of the company, which initiated development
of the software products. Today, the company is engaged in conduction of scientific researches in the field of education, development, implementation and support of software
products for educational institutions.

The first employees of the OOO “Aydis Soft”, 2009

In the framework of the programs of assistance of the Foundation, the company
solved problems of the information security, personnel selection and training by
enterprises and organizations through integration into the learning process of the
educational institutions, which in turn can
adjust the training process by means of
this system, taking into account opinions
and demands of employers, i.e. the system users . The main effect of the system
is synergistic and it is achieved through
the active cooperation of all its users, i.e.
members of the labour market: schools of
different levels, employers, students, job
seekers and employment centres

Aydis Software
In 2009, the project of “AYDIS SOFT” “Development of the
software complex of management of education activities
of the institutions of professional education on the platform “1C: Enterprise 8” integrated with standard solutions
for the accounting of the company 1C” was financed by
the Foundation in the amount of 1,880 thousand RUB under the program “Anticrisis 4-09”. The state contract was
successfully completed. Implementation of the developed
software is carried out by the educational institutions of
higher and secondary vocational education.
Under the program “SOFT-12” the funds in the amount
of 7.500 thousand RUB were allocated by the Foundation
in 2012 for implementation of the project “Development
of the system of control over the interaction of the labour
market participants integrable with learning management
systems of the educational institutions on the basis of the
cloud technologies”.
In both cases, the co-financing of projects was implemented by the strategic partner, i.e. the Institute of Economics, Management and Law (Kazan City) interested in
the success of implementation of the projects.
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All inventions of the company were introduced in the educational institutions. The geography of educational institutions and buyers of the software products developed
by the company is throughout the Republic of Tatarstan.
They include educational institutions of the secondary vocational education in Nizhnekamsk, Mamadysh,
Naberezhnye Chelny and Kazan. In 2010 and 2011 a
software package of management of the educational activities of the institutions of vocational education on the
platform “1C: Enterprise 8” was presented at the exhibition of the company 1C for educational institutions, where
it received a positive response from the organizers and
new customers.
The system of control over the interaction of the labour
market participants integrable with learning management
systems of the educational institutions on the basis of the
cloud technologies is implemented in the educational institutions of various levels and enterprises of the educational
cluster of service and hospitality of Tatarstan. The total
revenue from sales of these products exceeded 20 mln
RUB in 2013. For comparison, this index was 2.8 million
RUB in 2010 and less than 300 thousand RUB in 2009.
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As a result of the introduction of inventions of the company educational institutions received powerful tools to
manage their activities, especially in terms of the effective cost accounting and resource savings. Savings from
the introduction of the software reached 40 mln RUB in
the first year by reducing management costs, transaction
costs, eliminating errors when calculating salaries of the
teachers on the basis of the carried out work in large
educational institutions with the number of students over
20 thousand students. The latest development supported
by the Foundation has also a social value: improvement
of the quality of knowledge and demand for graduates
of the educational institutions by providing an interactive
information interaction of educational institutions and potential employers in the learning process.

duction in different regions of Russia. The demo version

RAZVITIE

Over the past four years, the staff number of the company has grown considerably. At the time of filing an application on the first project 7 employees worked in the
company. At the end of work on the project 10 persons
worked in the company in 2010 and 19 professional developers were on a staff by the end of 2013. Besides
successful implementation of the products diversified
income of the company. The number of employees engaged in related activities (implementation, maintenance,
accounting, marketing, etc.) has reached 32 people.
Thus, due to assistance of the Foundation 44 new work
places were created in the OOO “AYDIS SOFT”.

THE REPUBLIC
OF TATARSTAN

is available on the website idissoft.ru. An application on
the connection can be left there.

Thus, the support of the Foundation has played a
crucial role in the formation of the company “AYDIS
SOFT”, especially in addressing the problem of hiring costly qualified personnel for the algorithmization and software implementation of scientific developments. Also, a high authority of the Foundation
and its expert evaluation of projects have ensured
the reliability of the company in negotiations with
potential partners and customers.

Due to the fact that the latter software was built on the
cloud basis, it has good prospects of scaling and intro-

The software package of management of the educational activities of the institutions of vocational education on the
platform “1C: Enterprise 8” integrated with standard solutions for the accounting of the company 1C.
The system of control over the interaction of the labour market participants integrable with learning management systems
of the educational institutions on the basis of the cloud technologies.
Construction of new programmers “Aydis Soft” within the territory of the Technopark of
industrial technologies “Innovation and Technology Centre “KNIAT”, 2012
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The OOO “NITcVT” (Limited Liability Company “NITcVT”) was established as a part of the
innovation and technology centre of KNIAT in 2004. The focus area of the company is the
development of technologies, equipment and materials for the manufacture of products for
different purposes on the basis of folded (chevron) structures.

Smart House - thermos

NITcVT
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Development of the nano-modified sheet materials to improve mechanical
properties of the folded structures of sandwich panels.
Development and implementation of the pilot project for low-rise buildings of
the rural school with integration of the intelligent energy-efficient systems.

the production of a herringbone aggregate with contact

The following works were carried out under economic contracts with the enterprises and organizations in 2004-2012:

•• Development of the heat transfer element and plate

•• Work with the firm “Elivit” (Volgograd, 2004-2007.) to

heat exchanger was constructed using a chevron

ensure effective technologies and equipment for the

construction together with the Kazan State Technical

low-rise construction. In total 6 contractual works were

University - Kazan Aviation Institute named after A.

performed, resulting in the following: design of the heat

N. Tupolev in 2006. The device was manufactured,

sound protection units was developed (a patent for the

appropriate tests that confirmed the high efficiency

invention was received in 2006 ) and researches of

of the construction were carried out. An experimental

their characteristics were carried out; a machine was

industrial heat exchanger was created on the basis of

designed, produced and delivered to the customer

the patent. It will be installed in the ventilation system

for the manufacture of a special thin-sheet profile for

of the experimental building “smart school”;

areas was developed (a patent was received in 2007);

the construction of low-rise buildings; equipment was

•• the following works were carried out by the order of

designed, prepared and delivered to the customer

the company “MVEN” in 2008-2010: manufacture of

for the manufacture of thin-sheet special profiles for

devices and accessories of the basic structure of the

the construction of low-rise buildings; a project was

technological equipment for the production of ex-

created and an experienced semi-automatic line was

perimental models of folded aggregates; a plant for

produced for the production of heat sound protection

producing folded aggregates (M-ribbed) was devel-

panels (a paten was received in 2007 ); technology of

oped and produced; research and development of the
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structural sound-absorbing filler for light airplane fu-

“Development of nano-modified sheet materials to im-

selage were conducted (the result is a construction of

prove the mechanical properties of the folded structures

the filler made of polymer-composite material and its

of sandwich panels” (under the Russian-German pro-

soundproof and strength characteristics);

gram together with the Technical University of Dresden);

•• Development of the geometric model of the film sprin-

the following results were achieved: criteria for select-

kler of a regular folded structure was carried out by

ing a type of the folded structures were developed; they

the order of the company OOO “Nauchno-innovat-

form a wedge-shaped block filler in the relief state; also

cionnoe predpriiatie energosberegaushchikh tekh-

basic algorithms were developed for constructing four

nologii” (Limited Liability Company “Nauchno-innovatcionnoe

predpriiatie

energosberegaushchikh

tekhnologi”) in 2009-2011;
•• work on the project “Development of the construction and technology of the chevron aggregate made of
polymer composite materials for use in the multilayer
body of the multipurpose hovercraft “Omega-2” was
carried out by the order of the company OOO “Amphibious transport systems” in 2010-2011.

radial M-ribbed modified folded structures forming filler

blocks with a smooth fit for both images in a very compressed state; parameters of the standard equipment for

the manufacture of elements of the designed sandwich

panel were defined; weight loss methods were developed for sandwich panels by creating nanomodified

composite sheet material for producing folded panel fill-

ers and creating a refined theory describing the static
deformation of the sandwich plates with a transversely

soft filler. In accordance with results 4 articles were published in collaboration with foreign partners in the Russian and foreign journals.

Currently, work is performed under the contract
with the Foundation; the funds amount to 12 million
RUB. “Development and implementation of the pilot
project for low-rise buildings of the rural school with
Development of technology and equipment for the production of elements of the frame construction of individual
houses of “an economy class”, erected under the social mortgage program in the countryside.
Research of folded aggregates made of polymer composite materials for the purpose
of their application in the design of wedge-shaped sandwich panels.

In 2009-2010, OOO “NITcVT” performed work
under the following contracts concluded with the
Foundation:
•• “Development of technology and equipment for the production of elements of the frame construction of individual houses of “an economy class”, erected under the
social mortgage program in the countryside”; integrated
workings aimed at selection of the design parameters of
the basic options for efficient heat-sound-blocks (EHSB)
were carried out on the basis of the folded structures;
acoustic and thermal testings of prototypes of building
frame structures were conducted; an experimental-industrial line for the production of EHSB was developed
and produced and an exhibition element of the construction of individual houses of an economy class was designed and produced;
•• “Research of folded aggregates made of polymer composite materials for the purpose of their application in
the design of wedge-shaped sandwich panels” and

PROGRAM
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integration of the intelligent energy-efficient systems”.

The first and second work stages were conducted by
now: research of the element and instrumental base for
economical use and energy-efficient construction of the
low-rise buildings of the social purpose; development of
the architectural and space-planning requirements for
low-rise buildings of the typical rural school; development of the conceptual and technical design of the prototype building; development of the concept of centralized
management of engineering systems of the building; development of requirements to the software for an interface integration of devices and equipment; development
of requirements for the ventilation heat recovery system;
implementation of operations for the manufacture of parts
of the light steel thin-walled structures, junctions of the
prototype building frame; conduction of the energy audit
of schools and performance of complex energy indices (a
patent for the invention was received, the work is about
to be completed at the third stage).
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The OOO “Firma “MVEN ‘’ was founded by graduates of the Kazan Aviation Institute named after A.N. Tupolev (Kazan State Technical University)
V.S. ERMOLENKO and M.A. NEVELSKII in 1990. In 1990, the Foundation supported the research and development of the agricultural airplane
“Fermer”.
The company has been collaborating with the
Foundation for more than 10 years. During this
period the number of employees has doubled,
the turnover increased 2-2.5 times as much.
During this period the company participated
in several projects of the Foundation, such as
“Start”, “Export” and “German-Russian competition”. The following projects were awarded with
grants: “Creation of the advanced constructions
of sandwich panels of the airplanes using cellular
aggregates of the increased strength made of the
PCM with nanomodifiers”, “Research and devel-

A two-place airplane “Murena” at the Moscow Airspace Salon

opment in the framework of creation of the light
four-place airplane from four polymer and com-

Due to the funding the company started the production
of an agricultural airplane MVEN-2 “Fermer” and a multi
-purpose four-place airplane “Murena”.

posite materials”, “Design and manufacture of
the service repair-filling complex for a specialized agricultural airplane used when conducting
aerial and chemical works”. The results of the
R&D are successfully used in the production.

MVEN

Creation of the advanced constructions of sandwich
panels of the airplanes using cellular aggregates of the
increased strength made of the PCM with nanomodifiers

The company works in three following areas:

Slides and pools

•• development and production of the high-speed parachute rescue
systems;

•• development and manufacture of light airplanes from polymercomposite materials (PCM). The specialized agricultural airplane
“MVEN-2 Farmer” is an all-composite four-place airplane of the
enhanced comfort, an eight-place airplane with a short takeoff
and a multi-purpose landing;
•• development and production of products made of the PCM for the
general purpose: vehicle bodies, water slides and pools, parts for

airplanes, tanks for chemical liquids and water, etc.
The OOO “Company “MVEN”” is the first and only producer of highspeed parachute rescue systems in Russia and the CIS (HPS) designed to rescue light airplanes with crew and passengers. In the
enterprise more than ten types of systems have been developed for
airplanes weighing from 100 kg to 2500 kg and flying at speeds 50
km/h - 450 km/h. Total sales amount is more than 1000 systems.

The sales geography is the following: Russia, Ukraine,
Kazakhstan, Germany, Italy, Spain, Venezuela, the United
16

States of America, the South African Republic, the United Arab Emirates, Poland,
Hungary, Australia and Moldova. Two
types of HPS, such as “Kobra-500” and
“KS-500”, received a certificate of validity in Germany.
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The Rescue System of the company “MVEN”
is fundamentally different from similar foreign
systems. The system design is protected by
the patent. Products of the company “MVEN”
are competitive in price and reliability characteristics in the world market in the range
of characteristics that systems produced
by foreign companies have. Inventions of the
company “MVEN” have no analogues in the
world in the mass range of airplanes heavier
than 1500 kg. Due to use of parachute
rescue systems dozens of lives and airplanes
were saved.
Over the years the company has developed
more than 20 types of parachute rescue systems. Both new and well-known Russian and
foreign light airplanes are equipped with the
rescue systems “MVEN.” The main force elements of the parachute rescue systems are
parts made from PCM. They can withstand tremendous overload - up to30 G. At present flight

Specialized

airplane

to

conduct

aerial and chemical works (ACW)
“Fermer-2”. A single place braced
low-winged airplane with a tractor

tests of the parachute systems are conducted

propeller, strong main pyramidal

for the multipurpose airplane of the own pro-

landing gears and a tail spring. A

duction “Expedition” of a short takeoff and land-

special runway is not required, in-

ing with a weight of 4.5 tons.

stead of it an airfield can be used.
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Research and development in the framework of a light four-place airplane made of polymer-composite
materials.
Service repair-filling complex for a specialized agricultural airplane used when conducting aerial and
chemical works.
BPS RADA - 500 is a quick-response parachute rescue system
for gliders and other airplanes weighing up to 500 kg.

For the first time “Fermer”
(model MVEN-2 “Fermer”)
took off in 2002. Today, more
than 10 airplanes operate in
the fields of Tatarstan, Kuban,
the Far East, as well as in
Ukraine and Kazakhstan, . This
is the only successful project of
a specialized agricultural airplane in Russia.
One of the major advantages of
our airplanes is their price. The
domestic airplane costs 180
thousand dollars, while western analogues cost from 300
thousand dollars and above.
“Fermer” is significantly different from its competitors regarding its performance and
safety of performance of the
air-chemical works.

PROGRAM
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In addition, it is much better than ground equipment. According to the Odessa Institute of agricultural production,
the daily performance of “Fermer” exceeds an index of
the land-based syringe “OP-2000” 22 times as much,
“Spreikuba 7660” 7 times as much, with no losses on the
track (such losses amount to 6% when using land-based
syringes).
When creating “Fermer”, the main emphasis was placed
on improvement of the flight safety and reduce of operating costs. The body layout (the engine is located in
the front part of the airplane, the tank with chemicals is
behind it near the centre of gravity, the cockpit is behind it) ensures maximum protection of the pilot in case
of emergency. The cockpit is closed and equipped with
ventilation and an air purification system. Also there is a
rescue system HPS in the airplane.

SUCCESS STORY
High-strength composite materials of domestic and foreign production are used in the work process. New carbon, polyacrylate, polyamide and benzobisoksazol fibers
have high specific strength properties, and the main goal
of our efforts is to use the 100% potential of these materials when developing an aviation technology. Materials
based on high-strength fibers are used in the manufacture of parachute equipment and airframe parts of our
company.

Nowadays the company is involved in the mass
production of high-speed parachute systems,
development and introduction of new models
of the civil airplanes, in production of which
radically new technologies are used.

Currently the work is carried out to create a cost-effective four-place speed airplane with an enhanced
comfort MVEN-3 “Murena” and a 9-11-place airplane
with a short takeoff and landing for local airlines “Expedition”. Development of the airplane with a seating
capacity of 9-11 people is a very urgent task in terms
of development of the air traffic in Russia. Currently
workout of the technical and technological methods and
solutions is conducted to create an efficient and competitive small airplane.

In 2007, the company “MVEN” supported by the ITTc
KNIAT and Foundation certified the quality management system according to the requirements of GOST.
“MVEN” has licenses issued by the Russian Aviation
and Space Agency, for the development and production of aviation equipment, including the following dual-purpose aviation equipment: light airplanes,
parachute rescue systems for light airplanes, landing
systems for remotely-piloted airplanes and sports parachutes.

A prescriptive technology was developed with the FGUP
“VIAM” (Federal State Unitary Enterprise “VIAM”) for the
production of parts from PCM by hot vacuum forming.

The company has an area of over 10 thousand m2, including the production area of 3500 m2. There were 90
employees working in the company. The volume of sales

MVEN

Forum “Open innovations 2013”

amounted to 105 million RUB in 2011, including 96 million RUB from export.

The company has representatives abroad.
Sales of systems are carried out in Germany and France, deliveries of airplanes
are performed to Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
A specialized agricultural airplane MVEN 2
“Fermer” and high-speed parachute rescue systems of various modifications are
exported. In November 2011 the factory
“KAZAVIASPEKTR”

was built in Kazakh-

stan (Karaganda City) for the production of
airplanes developed by the OOO “Company
“MVEN’’; its capacity is to 100 airplanes
per annum. For the construction of the plant in
Kazakhstan equipment and rigging were delivered
in the amount of 3.2 million dollars.
18
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The OOO “Laboratoriia sistem upravleniia i integrirovannykh informatcionnykh tekhnologii”
(Limited Liability Company “Laboratoriia sistem upravleniia i integrirovannykh informatcionnykh tekhnologii”) was founded at KNRTU-KAI named after A.N. Tupolev in 2010.
It operates in the field of information technology, creation of the engineering production
management systems and intelligent systems.

The financial assistance of the Foundation played a decisive
role in the formation and development of the enterprise.

In 2010, the OOO “LIST” was the winner of the Foundation Program “RAZVITIE” (Competition “NOTc-1”) presenting the project
“Research and development of the program-methodical complex
for the organization of a self-learning system of the operational
management of production processes in the enterprise based
on the dynamic functional hub of organizational resources”. A
study was carried out on the basis of a long-term experience
of scientists of the Department of dynamics of processes and
management of the KNRTU-KAI and on the basis of modern
achievements of the Theory of constraints, which are used by
many leading corporations (“Boeing”, “Airbus”, “Toyota”, etc.).
The funding for the project amounted to 13.86 million RUB.

The Head of the OOO “LIST” (Limited Liability Company
“LIST”) Rustem Sabitov presents the PROJECT at the
conference “IMTOM 2013” to the Deputy Prime Minister
of the Republic of Tatarstan Ravil Zaripov and the Deputy
Director General of the Foundation Leonid SOVTcOV

In 2013, agreements were concluded in the amount of about 15
million RUB to work on the development and implementation of
the obtained results and their introduction at the enterprises.
The first domestic MES-system was designed under the project.
It can be implemented in any of the enterprises of Russia and

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

LIST

The program-methodical complex for the organization of a self-learning system of
the operational management of production processes in the enterprise based on
the dynamic functional hub of organizational resources.

the CIS through a network of partners and franchisees of the
company, which are over a thousand companies that sell and
support the software in almost all enterprises of the real sector
of the economy. Foreign analogues correspond to the capacities
and needs of Russian companies in the field of production management not fully.
12 wok places were created for highly skilled employees in the
enterprise. Connections of the company were intensified with
enterprises of the real sector of economy in many regions of
Russia. Results of development were implemented in the educational process of the University and engineering education
cluster KAMAZ-KAI.

The software product of the project is implemented in several large enterprises. The circle of consumers expands due to the following related industries: woodworking (suppliers of “IKEA”), petrochemicals
and refining. Besides “IKEA” enterprises of Germany also expressed interest in cooperation.

PROGRAM
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The OOO NPF “ELEPS” (Limited Liability Company Research and Production Company “ELEPS”) is one of the leading Russian manufacturers of instruments, endoscopes and tools for the endoscopic surgery. Much work
is constantly conducted in the innovation sphere for the development and
modernization of advanced medical devices and instruments, creation of
new medical technologies in the company.

The company products are actively sold in the Russian market, in spite of the strong competition from
foreign manufacturers. Furthermore, endoscopic
equipment and instruments of the company “ELEPS”
are registered, approved for use and exported to
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Belarus, as well as Mexico,
Turkey and India. The company is a regular participant in the largest exhibition of medical equipment
and instruments “Medika” held in Dusseldorf. The
volume of exports of “ELEPS” amounted to more
than 20 mln RUB and the total sales amounted to
130 mln RUB in 2013.
The competition is very high in the medical industry; modernization and introduction of the most advanced scientific and technological innovation occur constantly, since
care about human health is very important. The amount
of funds invested by leading manufacturers in the R&D is
huge. Domestic manufacturers of medical equipment and
instruments do not have the ability to spend such funds to
develop new products and modernize production.
Especially cooperation with the Foundation is valuable.
Our company participated and won competitions of the
Foundation for implementation of the R&D several times.

certification of the company “ELEPS” was carried out to
comply it with the quality management system of the international standards.
As a result of the company innovation activity endosurgical domestic production complexes appeared and became
widespread in Russia, which are much cheaper than imported analogues. As a result the unique methods of surgery became available in the various fields of endoscopy for
an average consumer almost in every corner of our country,
for implementation of which it was recently necessary to go
to Moscow or abroad. This means that the state spends
lower costs for acquisition and maintenance of the equipment, and also for treatment and recovery of patients. The
main advantage of the endoscopic techniques is small injuries after conduction of the surgery and, as a consequence,
a small time of clinical examination and rapid rehabilitation.
The company “ELEPS” was created in 1991 and it is one
of the pioneers of the domestic endosurgery. The first
domestic endoscopes were developed and produced
by specialists of “ELEPS”. Today it is not only a leading
company among domestic manufacturers of the endosurgical technology, but it is the only Russian company

ELEPS
The result of cooperation with the Foundation are designed and manufacture innovative products for endosurgery for the mass production that are competitive not
only in the Russian medical market, but also abroad. Due
to the financial and practical support of the Foundation,
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of a full cycle, which produces all elements of the endosurgical complex, i.e. optics, instruments and tools.
The company “ELEPS” remains the only manufacturer of
shaver systems for the rhinosurgery and arthroscopy in
Russia and the CIS.
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The experimental and design department pays a great
attention to the innovative developments. So currently
developed endoscopes with an integrated light-emitting-diode illuminator are unique and have no analogues
in the world. Their use greatly reduces the cost of the
equipment due to the exclusion of an expensive illuminator from the system and reduces the cost of its operation due to the lack of need for the periodic expensive
replacement of xenon lamps. Innovative solutions are
successfully implemented at the junction of information,
engineering and organizational solutions in the field of
regional health - hardware and software online systems
of the consulting support of physicians at the places
where diagnostic kits “ELEPS” are used.

doscopy unit is organized in any multidisciplinary establishment, such as a hospital or a clinic. The appearance
of improved methods of pain relief has led to the development of surgery, and today endoscopic manipulations
become more widely used in the diagnosis and treatment
of diseases of the stomach, bronchus, colon and other
organs.

RAZVITIE

The service support program created by the company
with replacement of an old equipment for the new one
“Guarantee of the smooth operation” is unique and has
no analogues in the Russian market. Under this program
line operation sections of the republic are able to provide
replacement equipment for the time of repair and maintenance during the day from the occasion of the service
case. And when passing a periodic service, replacement
of an old equipment on the new one is carried out after 5
years considering up to 50% of its value.

THE REPUBLIC
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Real revolution in the endoscopy was an appearance of
flexible endoscopes on the basis of the fiber optics, and
the use of advanced digital (video) technologies moved
endoscopic studies to the new level, giving clinicians
the broadest possibilities of diagnostics and treatment of
various pathologies. When conducting the diagnosis and

Due to this the company successfully competes with the
leading foreign manufacturers of medical equipment, not

The project implemented with the support of the

Foundation: Innovative endosurgical complex.

only in Russia and the CIS. It also actively delivers its

treatment of cancer in the early stages, the endoscopic

products to foreign countries.

examination plays an important role. Also, new directions

Currently, endoscopy as an independent specialty is an

are actively developing, such as the creation of ultra-

integral part of the clinical practice. An office or an en-

thin endoscopes, the development of endoscopes with
adjustable rigidity and various assistive technologies that combine endoscopic ultrasound methods in one
device. Outpatient video-endoscopic
systems were created on the basis
of optical tubes (with integrated LED
illuminators) in the urology, gynecology and ENT. The possibility of archivation is very important, as well as
the cost, especially for private clinics.
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The new standard of illumination in the endoscopy is a
LED Illuminator OKE-03 “ELEPS.” Its advantage is an
option of protection from the misuse - the electronics
switches off its power supply in case of the prolonged
non-use of the light source. It is compact, reliable, universal in use (different types of power supply from portable to stationary can be used). Another advantage of the
device is a low cost of the light source. Thus cost-effective solutions can be made for the creation of diagnostic
of systems and kits for various medical purposes (otorhinolaryngology, proctology, urology).
In addition to the development of diagnostic and treatment technologies the modern endoscopy is involved in
the solution of another critical problem, such as infectious safety of endoscopic procedures. Due to numerous
studies the need for proper purification, disinfection or
sterilization of endoscopes was detected.
The company “ELEPS” developed a special tool “Endodez” in connection with frequent errors that occur during
processing of optical tubes for the endoscopic manipulations and lead to their failures, as well as issues related to the optics processing. This substance is ideal for
manual and mechanized sterilization of rigid and flexible
endoscopes, instruments to the endoscope; manual and
mechanized disinfection of rigid and flexible endoscopes,
instruments to the endoscope and high-level disinfection
of endoscopes. The substance has good cleaning and
deodorizing properties; it does not damage processed

SUCCESS STORY
objects, does not discolor the fabric, does not fix the organic pollution, does not cause corrosion and retains its
properties after freezing and further thawing. The company recommends this substance and provides an extra
year warranty on the optical tubes.

Over the years of work the company “ELEPS” has
established itself as a reliable partner, offering not
only high quality products that often do not have
analogues, but also providing cost-effective and
flexible conditions for cooperation on the territory
of Russia, the CIS and far abroad.

The best exporter of
innovative goods

ELEPS

100 best goods of Russia

License for implementation of the
activity to produce medical equipment
License for implementation of the
activity to maintain medical equipment
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology is the Izhevsk State Technical University.

The agreement on cooperation between the Government of the Udmurt Republic
and the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was signed in 2011. The objectives of the Foundation are to ensure support in such important directions of the
economic and social development of the republic, as stimulation of the work of young
scientists, involvement of young people in the science and innovation sphere, creation of new intellectual property and its successful commercialization, increase of
work places in the sphere of high-tech manufacturing.
Development and promotion of the scientific works of young scientists through organizational and
financial support became possible due to the collaboration of the representative establishment of
the Foundation for Assistance, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Udmurt Republic and
Izhevsk State Technical University named after M.T. Kalashnikov. The assistance of the Minister of
Education and Science of the Udmurt Republic A.L. Kuznetcov and the Rector of the Izhevsk State Technical
University named after M.T. Kalashnikov B.A. Iakimovich is of great importance.
The first full-scale introduction of the region with the Foundation took place in 2010, when the Udmurt innovation project won the competition under the program “UMNIK” in Saratov for the first
time. To date, the Foundation provides Representation participation of innovative projects in competitions of the
Foundation and supports all five directions of the programs “UMNIK” and “START”. Currently, work is carried
out to coordinate the conditions of assistance on the part of the Government of the Udmurt Republic
in the form of co-financing of the research and development sphere, supported by the Foundation.
2
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The representative establishment of the Foundation established an advisory centre for the preparation of applications for
participation in the programs of the Foundation. Also an experimental model of the commercialization office of the scientific
and technical developments was created. Seminars, trainings,
workshops and round tables are conducted on the continuous
basis; creation of its own scientific and journalistic publications
is planned.
Due to the assistance of the Government of the Udmurt
Republic the representative establishment of the
Foundation created the Council of Young Scientists
and Specialists of the region and the Regional Advisory
Council for Cooperation with the Foundation. The composition of the Regional Advisory Council includes pro-rectors for
scientific and research work of the leading universities of the republic, teachers, deans, holders of department chairs, directors
of industrial enterprises and commercial organizations.
The program of the Foundation for Assistance “UMNIK” has become a strong support to the involvement of students and grad-
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

During two years of existence of the representative establishment of the Foundation a lot of work was done: a single information and educational web portal was created to promote
innovation; the club “UMNIK” appeared, it helps young people
to join the scientific and technical work. Due to the help of youth
scientific associations for the first time a database of the scientific potential of the republic was created, it includes the registry
of the unique scientific equipment. A unified base of Centres for
collective use was created.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60the kinds of the initiated requests
60
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per 1000 students
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In 2012, an inter-regional competition of the youth innovation project “Open
of the Century of Changes” was held in Yekaterinburg, in which five of the six
places were taken by members of the club “SMARTIES” of the Udmurt Republic.
uate students in innovative activities. Selection of winners in this
program takes place in two stages. A cycle of activities selected
and accredited by the Foundation is carried out by the Foundation in the first stage. These activities are held at the leading
universities of the republic and the examination is performed by
the councils created by organizing committees. Their extensive
contacts with students and graduate students help to promote
and develop competitive programs of the Foundation among the
youth. In the second stage selected winners present their materials and reports to the advisory council at the final event, which
is traditionally held in the Great Hall of the House of Government
of the Udmurt Republic with the participation of representatives
of the government and business and leading scientists.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Konstantin Petrovich
ShIROBOKOV,

2 30 Let Pobedy Street, Izhevsk City,
the Republic of Udmurt, 426069
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An important step in the work of the representative establishment was organization of the regular videoconferences within
the republic in 2012 when conducting meetings of expert councils in the thematic directions of the program . This is a determining factor for the successful promotion of the program
“START”. The first introductory workshop “START-2012”,
which took place in the House of Peoples’ Friendship, was dedicated to the launch of the program in the region. Finalists and
winners of the program “UMNIK” took part in the seminar. It is
of no small importance that the representative establishment of
the Foundation for Assistance in the republic managed to unite
three representative establishments of the Foundation at this
meeting held in the Privolzhye Federal District.
Work to inform and prepare potential participants of the competitions under the program “START” began with the creation of
the representative establishment. An advisory centre provides
uninterrupted information support to participants when preparing;
an operative communication was organized with leading universities, municipal leaders, research institutions and enterprises.
2011 the club «UMNIK» was created on the basis of the representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
according to results of the First Republican competition of the
innovation projects under the program «UMNIK». The purpose
of the club is to join winners and participants under the program
“UMNIK”, as well as young scientists and specialists to participate in the innovation process.
Thus, in 2012 the interregional competition of the youth innovation projects “Discovery of the Century of Changes” was held in
Yekaterinburg in the framework of the First Investment Forum
«Rus-Inno-Business-2012. Small Innovation Business of Ural
region”, in which five of the six places were taken by members

of the club “Umnik” from Udmurtia. Certificates to the amount
from 50 to 100 thousand RUB were received by:
• T. Pisareva for the project “Ionistors of the future”,
• K.Konina for the project “System of construction of the
three-dimensional environment using a multi-step correlation analysis of stereo images and the development of
fast algorithms”,
• S. Pigalev for the project on development of technologies
and equipment for the purification of ponds from bluegreen algae.
• The winners of the essay competition “The Sixth Wave”
became T. Martynova for the project “Study of the electrophoretic mobility of erythrocytes in patients with acute
coronary syndrome” and M. Kazantcev for the project on
creation of the nanostructured materials based on the innovative technology of processing industrial wastes.

ACTIVITY OF THE FOUNDATION
FOR THE ECONOMY OF UDMURTIA
During two years of its activity the representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance became widely known
in the scientific community and earned high praise of its work
among students, post-graduate students and young scientists of the republic.

The program “UMNIK” has been implemented in the
region since 2011. More than 150 seminars and thematic activities were conducted; more than 500 applications were received from young innovators. 66 contracts were concluded with the winners of the contest
“UMNIK” for the R&D, 36 of them passed to the second year of funding. Over 26 mln RUB is the amount
of federal funding under the program “UMNIK” on the
territory of the republic.

The total amount allocated by the Foundation for Assistance in the republic
amounted to 130,788,750 RUB, due to which 162 new work places were created.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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For two years the club “UMNIK” has carried out over 50 information seminars for participants of the competitions, participated in five regional and All-Russian competitions of the
innovative projects, attracted for the development of its activities more than 700 thousand RUB. A striking example of the
activities of the club was the victory of a schoolboy in one of
the competitions under the program “UMNIK”. Young scientists of the club “UMNIK” developed a training workshop
on preparing participants for a successful presentation of
innovative ideas. The technique has been successfully used in
the leading universities and schools in the region and beyond it.
An example is participation of the Udmurtia youth in the educational service “Baikal 2012”.
A successful representative of the club “UMNIK” is a graduate
student of the Udmurtia State University O.A. Vezheeva, who
conducts developments in the field of medicine and diagnostic equipment. In 2013 she won the All-Russian open public
competition for receipt of a scholarship of the President of the
Russian Federation. Currently, O.A. Vezheeva plans to defend
her thesis, and she is also a member of the Youth Parliament of
the Republic of the second convocation.

Since 2011, due to the assistance of the representative establishment of the Foundation more than 60
scientific and technical enterprises have been created, from which 19 companies were supported by the
Foundation in the framework of the program “START”.
86 new work places were created.
The successful project of K.A. Fonareva shall be mentioned.
It is associated with the analysis of the production of sorption

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Over 26 million RUB is the amount of the federal funding under
the program “UMNIK” within the territory of the republic.
materials based on polymer fibers. Victory of the project in the
program “UMNIK” in 2010 and grant funds were used for development of the idea and implementation of the research and
development works. After successful completion of the program
“UMNIK”, it was decided to create the scientific-production enterprise OOO “KOMINTEKh” (Limited Liability Enterprise “KOMINTEKh”) to commercialize ideas. Currently, the company
successfully cooperates with enterprises engaged in processing and disposal of petroliferous products and received the
assistance for implementation of the R&D under the program
“START 2013”.
The activity of the OOO “EKOBIOTEKHNOLOGII” (Limited Liability Company “EKOBIOTEKHNOLOGII”) created in 2012 in
the scope of development of the innovation infrastructure of the
Udmurtia State University shall be mentioned. Its main purpose
is to conduct research in the field of plant biotechnology, in particular to develop techniques for micropropagation, to create in
vitro a gene bank of commercially valuable, rare and endangered species of plants and to produce planting materials of the
highest quality. The staff of the new company is employees and
teachers of the UDSU. There have been 7 places created in the
framework of the program “START” in the company.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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They also received the assistance of the Ministry of
Economy of the Republic in the form of subsidies for reimbursement of some costs associated with the creation
of the small innovative company and the beginning of its
business activities. Currently, the company staff filed an
application for an invention in the FIIS (Federal Institute
of Industrial Property); scientific articles are published in
the leading scientific journals.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
18
16
14

Under the program “START” 4 projects out of 14 applications filed in 2010 in Udmurtia won the competition. In 2011, 15 applications were filed, 4 of which won
the competition. In 2012, the representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance provided a
legal advice to 52 companies in the framework of the
program “START”, 9 companies won the competition.
8 companies won the competition in 2013. The Federal funding is more than 40 mln RUB under the program “START” within the territory of Udmurtia
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IN BRIEF
ABOUT MANY THINGS
The program “RAZVITIE” is successfully implemented in the
republic. More than 54 mln RUB is the amount of the federal
funding under this program.
5 republican competitions were conducted under the program “UMNIK”, the constant accreditation was obtained to
conduct the competition 2 times a year.
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5

2 bid campaigns were successfully carried out under the
program “START”. The space bridge “Foundation (Moscow) - representative establishment of the Foundation
(Izhevsk)” was organized on a permanent basis. Due to it
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mln RUB under the program “START”.
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Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB

Currently, more than 170 people are involved in the implementation of R&D under the contracts entered into with the
Foundation.
Winners prepared and published more than 300 scientific
papers on subjects of researches, including more than 80
articles on the list of scientific journals recommended by the
WAC. 10 patents for the invention were obtained, 6 applications were filed.
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10 winners under the program “UMNIK” defended their
master’s theses, preparation is conducted for defence of
doctoral theses. 5 more young scientists are preparing for
defence of the master’s theses.
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participants of the program “START” can defend their projects in the republic.

2012

2013

The representative establishment of the Foundation released the book “Young science of the Udmurt Republic”
telling about the activities of the representative establishment on the territory of Udmurtia, about the winners of the
Foundation programs, their achievements and successes.

The total amount allocated by the Foundation
for Assistance in the republic amounted to
130,788,750 RUB, due to which 162 new work
places were created.

SUCCESS STORY
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Mariia Anatolevna
VYGUZOVA,
a candidate of the technical sciences, Head of the Sector of
Science and Innovation Activity, the Non-State Educational
Institution of Higher Vocational Education “Kama Institute of
Humanities and Engineering Technology”,
Izhevsk.
The project of Mariia Anatolevna Vyguzova “Development of biotechnologies in the agricultural production and recycling using a
Californian worm” won the competition under the Foundation program “UMNIK” in 2012. Due to the Foundation grant she carried
out studies, the relevance of which is to solve the problem of utilization and recycling of manure of the agricultural enterprises.
This problem can be effectively solved by composting using worms.
Worms intensively transform organic material, also mineralization of the organic matter occurs actively. Such
biologically active substances as phosphorus and potassium are released. Composting using earthworms leads
to the formation of the special soil structure. Compost
contains nutrients in a form that is most favourable
for the plant nutrition. Furthermore, it can be used in
any dose.
According to the sanitary standard vermicompost is absolutely harmless for the cultivation of vegetables and
fruit. Vermicomposting showed a quite rapid decrease in
the concentration of pathogenic organisms to satisfy re-

quirements of the highest standard of the class “A” (the
highest class of demands of the USA “ProcesstoFurtherReducePathogens” - PFRP).
The vermicomposting process was improved due to the
design and technological inventions. The practical value
of the research results is the following: the developed
technology of vermicomposting and an installation for its
implementation, which solves three problems: utilization
of the agricultural wastes; environmental protection in
the area of large livestock complexes; production of the
valuable fertilizers, i.e. biohumus, and as a result, improvement and restoration of the topsoil.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Biotechnology of recycling in the agricultural production using a Californian worm

An application for the patent for the invention of the Russian Federation on the
research subject was filed.
M.A. Vyguzova has a Diploma of II degree of the IIId Eurasian Economic Youth
Forum (EEFM) for the project: “Technology of the production of biohumus using
a Red Californian worm”.

M.A. Vyguzova participated in
the International Exhibition of
Innovation and Industry “INNOPROM-2012” held in Yekaterinburg and reached the final of the
competition “Laurentian breakthrough” held in Novosibirsk. In
2013 she defended her thesis on
the subject: “Development of the
biotechnology and plant for recycling of agricultural waste using a
Californian worm”.
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itrii Konstantinovich
ZhIROV,

umnik

a specialist of the Federal State
Budgetary Educational Institution
of Higher Professional Education
“Izhevsk State Agricultural Academy”,
Izhevsk City.
The project “Development of the energy-saving compact mill for processing
multicomponent materials” of Dmitrii
Konstantinovich Zhirov won the competition under the program of the Foundation “UMNIK” in 2013. The Foundation allocated a grant in the amount of
400 thousand RUB for implementation
of the project for two years.

Relevance of the developed subject is determined with the
need to reduce energy costs when processing materials with
different properties. Ball mills are traditionally used in the industry. An energy intensity of the grinding process is about 40
kW • h/ton. The proportion of costs used to crumble materials
in the construction, metallurgical, energy and other industries
is very high, that’s why manufacture of raw material conversion products with desired physical and chemical properties
at the low energy consumption is one of the urgent tasks.

cost of ball mills that have an equal power with them. This

The work of D.K. Zhirov is dedicated to the study of management and control of the processes of grinding and clas-

the Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. He

is facilitated by the fact that the weight of multistage mills
is not more than 10% of the weight of ball mills, which are
equipped with low-speed motors. A drive of the multistage
centrifugal mills is carried out with the compact high-speed
and cheaper engines. From 2012 D.K. Zhirov is a research
worker at the Institute of Mechanics of the Ural Branch of
the Russian Academy of Sciences. He is a member of the
Council of Young Scholars of the Institute of Mechanics of
defended his master’s thesis on the subject: “Automation of

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Energy-saving compact mill for processing multicomponent materials.

sification of multicomponent particles of the structurally
inhomogeneous materials of the natural or man-made mineral raw materials in the multistage centrifugal and percussive mechanical reactor.
The object of the research work is a multistage mechanical
reactor implementing a principle of the incremental loading
of grinded particles and receipt of the final product after each
stage of grinding. A multi-stage destruction and classification of particles of the mass flow implemented in the mill determines the versatility of its use, makes possible to process
raw materials in various areas of their economic use, solves
issues of energy and resource conservation, environmental
monitoring and efficient land management.

control and management of the mechanoactivation process
of aluminium slag particles”.

In 2013, D. K. Zhirov was elected a scientific
secretary of the SMU IM UB RAS and awarded
with a diploma of the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Udmurt Republic for hard
work and contribution to the development of
science.

Application of the multistage centrifugal and percussive mills
ensures the economy progress in the industries associated
with grinding materials due to energy saving, reducing machine wear and investments. In addition, capabilities of enterprises for the production of fine powders will considerably
increase. Economy of the energy consumption and service
of multistage centrifugal and percussive machines is not accompanied by an increase in their cost compared with the
8
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Viktor Vladimirovich
LEVSKII,
a Candidate of Agricultural Sciences, a Chairman of the Council
of Young Scientists of the Academy, the Federal State Budgetary
Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education “Izhevsk
State Agricultural Academy”,
Izhevsk City.

The project of Viktor Vladimirovich Kovalevskii “Development
of the new technology to supply poultry with calcium” became
the winner of the competition program of the Foundation “UMNIK” in 2012. The work on the project has been lasting for the
second year.
The project is dedicated to topical issues of the rational

of a new biologically active supplement of the nanodis-

use of calcium in the body of high-productive crosses

perse calcium gluconate form developed at the Phisical

of poultry. Increasing the level of feeding with traditional

and Technical Institute of the Ural Branch of the Russian

mineral supplements in order to increase the concen-

Academy of Sciences opened a direction of the calcium

tration of calcium results in reduction of the energy in-

nutrition of poultry. Use of such technologies in poultry

tensity of the diet. Solving the problem of calcium nutri-

feeding can improve its productivity and product quality,

tion with prior known methods by increasing the share

and reduce production costs due to the better feed con-

of traditional feeding supplements does not provide the

version and high safety of livestock. The positive effect

increase in productivity. A new direction to supply poultry

of the drug on poultry of the parent stock is reflected in

with calcium is search for the drug that has an original

the increase in egg production, substantial reduction in

composition, physical and mechanical properties with

the number of eggs with shell defects, the increase of the

an increased digestibility of components. Appearance

percentage of eggs suitable for incubation. When using

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Innovative technology to supply poultry with calcium.

the product in feeding broiler chickens
the productivity increases and the quality
of meat of the chickens is impoved.
The scientific activity in the field of poultry V.V. Kovalevskii has started from
2008, carrying out his labour activity in
the OAO “Izhevskaia ptitcefabrika” (Open
Joint Stock Company “Izhevskaia ptitcefabrika”).
Studying in the post-graduate course
of

the

Izhevsk

State

Agricultural

Academy, from 2009 V.V. Kovalevskii
has carried out research work on the
problem of calcium nutrition of poultry. In 2013 he defended his master’s
thesis on the subject: “Intensification
of the production of hatching eggs and
broiler meat using mechanically activated
calcium gluconate”.
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The story of the appearance of OOO “KOMINTEKh” (Limited Liability Company “KOMINTEKh”) has begun with the victory of the project developed by K.A. Fonareva and associated
with the analysis of the production of heat-insulating materials based on mineral fibers including polyethylene terephthalate in the Foundation Program “UMNIK” in 2010.
The funds allocated by the Foundation were used to develop the idea. Two
years later, after the successful completion of the program “UMNIK” and receipt of the positive results of researches, it was decided to create a research
and production enterprise with a view to the commercialization of inventions.
Currently OOO “KOMINTEKh” successfully cooperates with companies engaged in the processing and disposal of petroliferous products.
In 2013, the OOO “KOMINTEKh” received support for implementation of the
R&D of the project “Development of the fibrous sorbent products and centrifugal units for the collection and liquidation of accidental oil and oil products
spills” under the program “START”.
Currently the method of fluid purification by filtration through sorbents has
become very widespread. Sorbents are materials that can absorb large
quantities of petroleum products, keep them and prevent them from entering the environment. Nowadays, the Russian market of sorbent materials is
saturated with products of the foreign origin made either abroad or in Russia using foreign technologies. However, generally, it is expensive and often
does not meet environmental safety requirements. Therefore, the urgent task
is the creation of effective sorbents capable of competing with foreign counterparts not only in quality, but also at cost, as well as the development of
devices on their regeneration.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

KOMINTEKh

System for the collection and liquidation of accidental
oil and oil products spills on the basis of a centrifugal
plant and innovative fiber sorbent products.
The purpose of the project of the OOO “KOMINTEKh” is the creation of a device for separating liquids from fibrous products by centrifugation. A technical
task of the device, which shall be solved with this invention, is to increase the
coefficient of squeezing fibrous products from viscous liquids at low temperatures, which is extremely important when working in the Far North.

In the course of the project 6 scientific papers were prepared and published, two of them appeared in the
scientific journals recommended by the HAC of the RF. A patent for the invention was received. A master’s
thesis on the subject of the research is prepared for defence.
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The small innovative enterprise OOO “ELEKTROPRIVOD” (Limited Liability Company “ELEKTROPRIVOD”)

was founded in 2010. Currently it is involved in the development and manufacture of advanced man-

agement systems of vacuum switches with a voltage from 6 to 31 kV that are used in the high-voltage distribution substations.

In 2011, the company prepared a package of documents
for participation in the competition of the Foundation
“START”. The funds in the amount of 1 million RUB were
received from the Foundation after the successful defence of its project in the open competition. It is the second year of the work on the project, which is financed in
the amount of 2 million RUB by the Foundation, as well
as co-financed in the same amount by private investors.

Nowadays there is an acute problem in the power
engineering regarding switching voltages above 10
kV and current above 1 kA. Existing switches did
not meet requirements for speed, reliability, sizes
that identified priority areas for inventions of the
OOO “ELEKTROPRIVOD”.

The result of the first year of implementation of the project was a developed electromagnetic drive on the permanent magnets called PMZ-4, and a microprocessor
control unit BUBB-A2 used in the vacuum breakers with
a voltage of 6-10 kV and a switching current of 1 kA.
Nowadays mass production of electromagnetic drives
PMZ-4 and control units BUVV A2 operates successfully. As a result of these developments, a number of
problems were solved in the energy sector, in particular, it has become possible to increase the life of vacuum switches, increase their reliability and maintenance
costs during the life cycle. New work places were created at the OOO “ELEKTROPRIVOD”

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

ELEKTROPRIVOD

Development of the electromagnetic drive on the
permanent magnets and organization of its mass
production.

In the long term the purpose of the enterprise is the development
and introduction of a new electromagnetic drive for the vacuum circuit breaker with a voltage of 31kV and a switching current of1,6kA,
as well as the increase of a production level of electromagnetic
drives PMZ-4 and control units BUVV-A2.

New high-tech developments of the OOO “ELEKTROPRIVOD”
require large cash expenditures on the creation of brassboards and developmental prototypes, as well as their testing. Assistance of the Foundation plays a very important role
in the implementation of the project.
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The OOO “EKOBIOTEKhNOLOGII” (Limited Liability Company “EKOB IOTEKhNOLOGII”) was created in 2012 within the framework of development of the innovative infrastructure of the Federal
State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education “Udmurtia State University”. The main area of the activity of small enterprises is the implementation of researches in
the field of plant biotechnology, in particular, the development of techniques of the clonal micropropagation, the creation of the gene bank of economically valuable, rare and endangered species
of plants in vitro, as well as the production of a planting stock of the highest quality categories
In 2012, the OOO “EKOBIOTEKhNOLOGII” was one of
the winners of the competition “START”. The amount of
funds allocated by the Foundation amounted to 1 million
RUB. The company also received the assistance of the
Ministry of Economy of the Udmurt Republic in the form
of subsidies for reimbursement of some costs associated
with the creation of the small innovative company and
the beginning of its business activities. In addition, the
microloan was received on the favourable terms provided
by the Udmurtia State Foundation for Assistance to Small
Enterprises. Due to its assistance the initial equipping
of the small innovative enterprise was conducted. The
Udmurtia State University also participated in the develMicroplants in vitro

opment of “the environmental biotechnology”. The total
amount of co-financing was more than 1 mln RUB.
The main purpose of the project is the development of
an environmentally sound technology of the clonal mi-

EKOBIOTEKhNOLOGII
Microplants in vitro
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cropropagation of plants. This technology will simplify
the process of micropropagation of plants, increase the
output of planting materials and reduce the burden on
the environment by eliminating the cycle of xenobiotics,
which are used in the existing techniques.
To date, the company has all capabilities to become a
leading organization for the development of horticulture
in Udmurtia and scientific and research works in the field
of plant biotechnology. 7 work places were created in the
course of the project implementation from 2012 till 2013.
2 candidates of science are on the staff. In April 2013
new products were launched.

Due to the assistance of the Foundation the development and introduction of an innovative idea
became possible. It contributed to the development of agricultural potential, as well as to the
improvement of the ecological state of the Udmurt Republic .

Manufacturing process

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Environmentally sound technology of the clonal micropropagation of plants.
Pre-production model
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A representative of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology is the Research and Development
Technological Institute of the Federal State Budgetary Educational
Institution of Higher Professional Education “Ulyanovsk State University”.

The regional representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was established in 2011 at the Research and
Development Technological Institute named after S.P. Kapitca of the Ulyanovsk State University.
The mission of the representative establishment:
•• generation of new ideas and knowledge, development of advanced technologies and
products;
•• creation and development of the innovation infrastructure;
•• creation of teams building for the implementation of innovative projects;
•• support of subjects of the small innovative entrepreneurship.
The Research and Development Technological Institute named after S.P. Kapitca of the Ulyanovsk
State University was established in 2009 to promote scientific and technological activities, to
develop the small innovative business in the USU.

2

ULYANOVSK
OBLAST

The RDTI USU implements two integrated projects
according to the Government Decree No.218 and
a megagrant according to the Government Decree
No.220.
The RDTI USU is the winner of the national award
“Russian Creators” in the category “Innovative higher
educational institution - 2010”.
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The Institute brings together elements of the research infrastructure and innovation infrastructure of the USU and it
is their core: the Centre of Nanotechnologies and Materials
of the USU, the Centre for collective use of the USU, the
Research and Education Centre of Radiation Technologies,
the Research and Education Centre of laser and fiber optic
technologies, the FabLab and Technopark of the USU . The
infrastructure and capacity of the RDTI USU ensure the implementation of the innovative project from “an idea to the
commercial product”.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
60
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

The RDTI USU implements functions of a coordinator of the R&D, the result of which can be
technological products or services, as well as a
coordinator of the commercialization of the developed technologies and products attractive
from a commercial point of view. The priority
areas of research and innovation activities of
the RDTI USU are the following: nuclear and
radiation technologies, laser and fiber optic
technologies, new materials, medical-biological
and environmental studies.
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Region-wide wide number of winners
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The RDTI USU is the winner of the national award “Russian Creators”
in the category “Innovative higher educational institution - 2010”.

Ulyanovsk Oblast has a high scientific, technical and innovative capacity, which allows it to implement unique
technological developments that are competitive in the
world market. For several years, a functioning innovation system has been built in the region, allowing them
to implement projects of commercialization of the scientific and technological activity results in accordance with
stages of the innovation cycle “from an idea to the release of a product in the market”. Currently the following
technology transfer centres and technoparks operate: the
Ulyanovsk nanocenter (a subsidiary of the RUSNANO),
the Ulyanovsk TTC and the TTC of the USU, the USU
Technopark and Ulyanovsk Regional Technopark, which

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Viacheslav Viktorovich SVETUKHIN,
a Doctor of Physical and Mathematical
Sciences, a Professor.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START
Number of
international
contracts

1

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Address of the Representative Establishment:

1 Universitetskaia naberezhnaia,
Ulyanovsk City, 432000
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collaborate with research centres and institutes, provide
packaging ideas, search for financing and create of small
innovative companies. The Fablab operates on the basis
of the USU. Due to it developers of new products ensure
a full cycle of the manufacture of prototyping products
and devices - from sketches and design, construction to
3D-prototyping and manufacture of the pre-production
models of innovative products.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
Projects are implemented under the following programs
of the Foundation in Ulyanovsk Region:
•

UMNIK;

•

UMNIK na START;

The Regional Business Incubator operates nowadays. It
is a structure to assist small enterprises in the IT sector
in the initial stage of their activity; there subjects of small
innovative enterprises receive methodical, informational
and legal support.

•

START 1, START 2, START 3;

•

PRIORITET;

•

Nanotcentry;

•

Energo;

The Ulyanovsk company “Technopark” is a venture partner of the Foundation of the seed investment of the RVC.

•

Era Net;

The Ulyanovsk regional representative establishment of
the Foundation for Assistance of the RMFPNTS quarterly
conducts seminars and workshops for small innovative
companies on the programs: “Innovation Management”,
“Business planning”, “Cost-effectiveness of innovation
developments”, “Effective leadership in the innovation
sphere” and others.

•

Soft.

From 2009 till 2013, more than 1000 Ulyanovsk
students and representatives of small innovative
enterprises participated in the program “UMNIK”.
According to the selection results more than 150
young scientists became winners.

The Government of Ulyanovsk region has for
many years been providing financial support to
subjects of the small innovative entrepreneurship.

The number of companies that implemented/
are implementing projects in the framework of the
Foundation programs is 75 companies. The volume
of investments of the Foundation for Assistance
amounted to 162,132,530 RUB. 297 work places
were created in small innovative enterprises with
the help of the Foundation.

The number of companies that implemented/are implementing projects in the
framework of the Foundation programs is 75 companies. 297 work places
were created in small innovative enterprises with the help of the Foundation.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Denis Aleksandovich
VIKTOROV,
a senior worker of the Ulyanovsk State Agricultural Academy
named after P.A. Stolypin,
Ulyanovsk City.
Denis Aleksandovich Viktorov works on the project of production
of biotech drugs from bacteria of the species Pseudomonas putida
and Pseudomonas fluorescens. The project won the competition
of innovative projects under the program “UMNIK” in 2009.

The basic idea of the work is to study and develop methods of purification
and detoxification of the environment from pollution using the biological
method, which is based on utilization of pollutants with cultures of microorganisms capable of destructive impact on the appropriate types of
chemicals. In particular the use of bacteria for the treatment of natural objects from oil pollution is low cost and does not require significant
manpower. The developed biological product is designed for the effective
biological utilization of oil pollution under conditions of water and soil environmental objects.
The advantages of the developed biological product in comparison with
the existing analogues are as follows: strains of bacteria of the genus
Pseudomonas, chosen in accordance with the structure of a biological
product will have the highest activity regarding the criteria of the bioutiThe project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Production of biotech drugs from bacteria of the species Pseudomonas putida and Pseudomonas fluorescens
and methods of their use for cleaning the surface of water and soil from oil products.
lization efficiency of oil products, as well as the high probability of survival.
The developed biological product is active in the temperature range from
+4 °C to +30 °C, in the pH range from 4.0 to 8.0 and at the soil surface
humidity of about 70%. The time spent on eliminating pollution by using a
biological product is no more than 2 years. The purification degree is 90100%. Application of the biological product for the disposal of oil pollution
is effective for soil with the depth level of 50-150 mm without conducting
agricultural activities and from 300 mm for soil layers that underwent a
mechanical work. The spectrum of recyclable petroleum hydrocarbons is
significantly expanded compared to existing biological products that provides significant competitive advantages.
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Leonid Vitalevich
GLUSHCHENKO,
clinical resident physician of the Department “Faculty surgery”
of the Ulyanovsk State University,
Ulyanovsk City.
The project of Leonid Vitalevich Glushchenko “Development
of the self-soluble cava-filter (CF) for the prevention of
thromboembolism of pulmonary arteries (TPA)” aims to create a series of self-soluble cava-filters and methods of their
delivery to the inferior vena cava. The cava filter is a medical
device for the prevention of thromboembolism of pulmonary
arteries, which is implanted into the lumen of the inferior
vena cava to trap blood clots that are carried by the blood
stream. The cava filter let the blood pass freely, but it creates a barrier to blood clots.
In the framework of the program “UMNIK” held in 2012 the Foundation
concluded a contract to conduct the R&D on this subject. As a result of the
research work copolymer, which dissolves in the bloodstream after 40-50
days, was developed. A developmental prototype was synthesized, preclinical experiments were launched using animals.
The project of L.V. Gluschenko was supported by the Government of Ulyanovsk Oblast in the face of the Governor S.I. Morozov and it became a
prize-winner of the All-Russia exhibition of scientific and technical creativity of youth in 2012.
The patent of the Russian Federation on the subject “Biodisintegrated
intravenous filter” was received.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The self-soluble cava-filter for the prevention of thromboembolism of pulmonary arteries.

The result of implementation of the project will be the development of
manufacturing techniques and the creation of production of self-soluble
cava-filters. This device will reduce the time and expense of hospital stay,
reduce injuries after the surgery and improve the life quality of patients: it
will reduce the disability of population.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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The Limited Liability Company “NEIRON” (OOO “NEIRON”) was established in 2004 to develop and
manufacture advanced types of the medical measuring equipment. The company is a subsidiary of
OAO “Ulyanovskoe konstruktorskoe biuro priborostroeniia” (Open Joint Stock Company “Ulyanovskoe
konstruktorskoe biuro priborostroeniia”), which is the leading Russian manufacturer of avionics.

diseases using modern Internet and mobile information
technologies.
In 2004, the company “Neuron” became the winner of
the competition “START” and received 1 million RUB
from the Foundation for implementation of the R&D of a
combined 24 hour blood monitor of the arterial pressure,
heart rate and cardiosignals.
In 2005, the volume of funding of the activity of the
Foundation reached 1.5 million RUB, and in 2007 OOO
“NEION” received funds in the amount of 2.25 million
RUB under the program “START” of the third year of the
project implementation.
Staff of OOO “Neiron”

Thus, the total amount of funds of the Foundation

Nowadays the OOO “Neion” (Limited Liability Company
“Neiron”) is specialized in manufacturing high-precision
medical equipment for monitoring the health state of the
person.

amounted to 4.75 million RUB.

The company strives to develop devices for the diagnosis
and treatment of arterial hypertension and cardiovascular

(Open Joint Stock Company “Ulyanovskoe konstruk-

Co-financing of the project in the amount of 3.75 million
RUB was achieved at the expense of the investor OAO
“Ulyanovskoe konstruktorskoe biuro priborostrroeniia”
torskoe biuro priborostrroeniia”).

NEIRON
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tified software and hardware complex in the form of 24
hour monitors of arterial pressure IADA-03Ul and electrocardiosignals CKM 01Ul.
This product became a major element of the regional expert system for remote monitoring of blood pressure and
cardiovascular activity, created in 2008-2009. in Ulyanovsk Oblast.
The regional system consists of 55 terminals installed in

START

The main results of the project was a developed and cer-
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As a result of the introduction of the specified invention
due to the assistance of the Foundation, costs of Ulyanovsk Oblast decreased by about 32 million RUB for
the hospital and rehabilitation treatment of patients with
stroke and myocardial infarction.

In 2014, up to 105 terminals manufactured by OOO
“NEIRON” will be installed in Ulyanovsk Oblast. Furthermore, the number of patients using a 24 hour
monitor of blood pressure increases every year.

the rural health care facilities of Ulyanovsk Oblast and 2
central servers installed in the Ulyanovsk Regional Hospital. About 2 thousand patients are connected to the
system.
Each terminal is equipped with one or more wearable 24
hour monitors of arterial pressure (IADA-03Ul) and 24
hour heart rate monitors (SKM-01Ul) manufactured and
developed by OOO “Neiron”.
The working group of doctors and consultants receives the
measured data from the database of the central server. It
is received from the 24 hour monitor of a patient. Doctors
can analyse the measured data and give recommendations for the treatment of a particular patient.
The system is an import substituting online technology
for the prevention of cardiovascular diseases at the early
stage.

Installation of the monitor

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Software and hardware complex in the form of 24 hour monitors of arterial pressure IADA-03Ul and
electrocardiosignals CKM 01Ul.
MADEKS-01Ul

IADA_SKM

SKM-01Ul

PROGRAM
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A-01Ul The Limited Liability Company “Scientific and Technical Centre “PromTekhEnergo” (OOO “Scientific and Technical Centre “PromTekhEnergo”) was established in 2009 to perform research and
development activities in various fields of science and technology and commercialization of their results . The main activity of the Centre is the direction of biotechnology, as well as the design activity of
industrial production, energy, communication and other facilities.
significant number of cows slaughtered in the slaughterhouse are pregnant with a 4-5 month old fetuses.
This certainly causes great economic losses to the cattle
breeding. This situation is to a great extent due to the
lack of an early and accurate diagnostic method.
In 2011, the NTTc “PromTekhEnergo” (SEC “PromTekhEnergo”) participated in the competition of the Foundation “START”. In the first year of implementation of the
project the company received funds in the amount of 1
million RUB. In 2013, the company took part in the competition “START” of the third year and received funds in
the amount of 3 million RUB. Co-financing was carried
out using the own funds of the company and amounted
to 6 million RUB.

From 2010, the company has implemented the project
COWTEST. The technology of a rapid test for the diagnosis of infertility and pregnancy of the livestock COWTEST was developed and patented in the partnership with
the Ulyanovsk State Agricultural Academy named after
P.A. Stolypin and the technical centre “PromTekhEnergo”.
Diagnosis of pregnancy of the livestock acquires an
enormous significance in terms of the cattle breeding. A

PROMTEKHENERGO

The result of implementation of the project was the production of a unique product, such as a rapid test for the
diagnosis of infertility and pregnancy of the livestock
COWTEST, which allows cattle farms to save expenses
significantly and improve their efficiency.
After the first insemination about 45% of cows remain
sterile. If this fact is not detected, and pregnancy of the
cattle is presumed, then 45% of the cows have an in-

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The technology of a rapid test for the diagnosis of
infertility and pregnancy of the livestock COWTEST

creased service period after the first insemination: a farmer actually loses
12.7 thousand feed days or 2.5 mln RUB for a herd of 600 milk cows. In
addition, to date the portion of the sperm of the inseminator bull costs 300
RUB; to inseminate 45% of sterile cows a farmer will lose 81 thousand RUB.
Early diagnosis of pregnancy and infertility of the livestock helps to avoid
unreasonable costs. The diagnostic process is simple and does not require
the presence of qualified veterinary staff. A diagnosis is made using animal
urine. The diagnostic procedure takes less than 15 minutes.
The result can be known to high precision on the 15th day after insemination. In addition, this diagnostic method has a low cost.
Due to its indisputable advantages the COWTEST was tested and implemented in all regions of Russia for 1.5 years. This technique becomes a
national standard in many countries, such as Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Belarus, Ukraine, Lithuania, Poland and Latvia. In the nearest
time, the company plans to enter the market in Germany and India.

Managers and employees of “NTTc PromTekhEnergo” note that the assistance of the Foundation
has played a major role in the development of the project, since any small innovative company needs
support and additional financing in the early stages of its development. Due to the Foundation many
difficulties were overcome and activities of the company were optimized during the development of
the project.
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The OOO Scientific and Technological Centre “SELIKATNYE MATERIALY I TEKHNOLOGII” (OOO
STC “SMIT”) was created to develop research and applied inventions in the field of study and
commercialization of siliceous rocks.

opportunity to compete successfully with the best world analogues.

The project successfully developed and after completion of
the project in the framework of the Foundation it was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation within the scope of the federal target program
“Research and development on priority directions of the scientific and technological complex of Russia for 2007-2013”.

Diatomic algae

The STC “SMIT” has a huge experience in implementing innovative projects, formed by the team of specialists of the technical direction and qualified industrial personnel. The STC “SMIT” has extensive links
with academic, scientific, research and testing institutions all over the world.
The STC “SMIT” is a part of the group of companies “Diamiks”,
which unites companies involved in production, development
and research of diatomite, and also the Russian largest industrial and manufacturing base. The STC “SMIT” carries out
an entire chain of research works: from an idea and execution

The STC “SMIT” has developed several new projects: “Development of the industrial technology and creation of the
production of bleaching earths based on diatomite”, “Development of an experimental technology of production of
the organic-based feed additive on the basis of diatomite”,
“High-temperature ceramic thermal protection on the basis of
natural nanostructured opal-crysto-balite rocks”.

The STC “SMIT” is admittedly the most advanced, equipped
and growing centre on Research of siliceous rocks in Europe.
It is equipped with research and technological equipment for
the development of industrial technologies and implementa-

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

SMIT

Technology of the high-temperature ceramic
insulation based on diatomite.

of the R&D to performance of the design and development
works, manufacturing application and engineering support.
The company STC “SMIT” passed all three stages of the
program of the Foundation “START”. Own investments of the
STC allocated for implementation of the project amounted to
20 million RUB. During three years of cooperation with the
Foundation the turnover of the STC “SMIT” had increased by
10 times; the revenues amounted to 58.2 million RUB in 2012.
Due to the assistance of the Foundation the equipment that
brought the SEC “SMIT” to a new level was purchased. Currently the company has dozens of all kinds of ovens, mills,
modern devices, which are used to conduct complex investigations. The project STC “SMIT” provided the basis for the
revival of the science of diatomite.
As a result of the cooperation with the Foundation the research works were performed under the project; a high-temperature ceramic insulation based on diatomite was developed, production of which was provided with the developed
technological process. A new high-temperature ceramic insulation surpasses the best domestic and international analogues. This is evidence of its great export potential and an

PROGRAM

On the basis of the enterprise the innovative territorial “Interregional Research and Production cluster of the efficient
use of mineral resources” was created; it was supported at all
levels. The complex solves problems of the development of
raw materials, scientific research works and synthesizing of
technologies. Also its production complex was created.

start

tion of industrial and semi-industrial tests. The laboratory of
the SEC “SMIT” was accredited by the Federal Agency for
Technical Regulation and Metrology. The scope of accreditation is constantly expanding, new professionals are attracted,
and the most advanced equipment is purchased.
The partners of the SEC are the following: the Moscow State
University named after M.V. Lomonosov (Russia), the Central Research Institute Federal State Unitary Enterprise Geolnerud (Russia); VOSTIO (Russia); D. Mendeleyev University
of Chemical Technology (Russia); the Institute for Building
Physics (Russia); Gersid (Germany); Eirich (Germany); Allgaier (Germany); Laboratoire de Recherches des Fabrications
Aluminium Pechiney (France); SINTEF Materials and Chemistry (Norway); DasKeramikinstitut (Germany); Lodige Maschinenbau GmbH (Germany); AKW A + V Projektenentwicklungs- und Anlagenbau GmbH Bautzen (Germany).

Conferences and training seminars are held constantly. One of the last significant events on the basis of the SEC is the International Workshop “Living
silicon” held in 2012 and dedicated to the problems
of use of siliceous rocks in the agriculture.
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A representative establishment of the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology is the Cheboksary Technical Institute.

The representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was
established in the republic in 2009. A landmark event of the acquaintance of the Foundation management with representatives of the region took place in 2008 in Tver Oblast
in the scope of the All-Russian Conference on Innovation. Ceremonial signing of a cooperation agreement between the Foundation and the Cabinet of Ministers by S.G. Poliakov
was held in 2009 in Yaroslavl during the All-Russian meeting of heads of representative establishments of the Foundation and the ITC. The agreement was signed by the
Chairman of the Cabinet of Ministers S.A. Gaplikov on behalf of the republic.
The Cheboksary Polytechnic Institute (a branch) of the State Educational Institution of
Higher Vocational Education “Moscow State Open University” was approved as a permanent representative establishment of the Foundation.
The main purposes of the representative establishment are the following:
•• assistance in the formation and development of infrastructure to support subjects of the small and
medium enterprises in the republic;
•• provision of the methodological and practical assistance on financing research and development
activities (R&D) at the expense of the Foundation to small innovative enterprises;
•• information assistance and help in the creation of legal, organizational and other conditions favourable
to the development of innovative small and medium enterprises in the field of science and technology;
2
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In spite of the efforts of the representative establishment
of the Foundation in the direction of regional assistance
to winners of the Foundation programs, the government
of the republic did not provide material support or other
preferential compensation to small innovative enterprises that won competition held under the Foundation
programs because of a subsidized economy and a weak
trend in recent years.
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Prospects for the development of the representative establishment of the Foundation are defined by the strategic development program of the Republic until 2020 and
provide an active and extensive involvement in innovative
scientific and technical activities of the creative potential of
the region. One of the primary tasks of the representative
establishment is the development of the economy through
teaching an innovative creative activity to the maximum
number of young people, who consciously choose the path
of the technical development of Russia.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
120
120
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

•• participation in the development and
implementation of regional development
programs for small and medium enterprises
with attraction of financial resources of the
Foundation on a competitive basis;
•• promotion of the activity of non-profit
organizations of the innovative, scientific and
technical direction, expressing interest of small
and medium enterprises and their divisions;
•• promotion of the development of inter-regional
cooperation of subjects of the small and medium
enterprises.

0
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The total amount of federal funding for the winners under the
program “UMNIK” amounted to more than 60 mln RUB.

During a short period of the activity of the representative establishment of the Foundation in the republic, more
than 80 meetings and presentations were held under
programs of the Foundation with teams of researchers
and young developers of enterprises and organizations
in all cities and towns of the region. Also specially organized seminars were held for specialists in the spheres
of agriculture (agro-innovation) and medicine (chief specialists of the Ministry of Health and Social Development
of the Chuvash Republic), national ministries, regional
funds and institutions for assistance and development of
small business.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

3

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Address of the Representative Establishment:

Oleg Gavrilovich
VOLKOV,

8 Lumumby Street, Cheboksary,
the Chuvash Republic, 428020
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION
From 2009 9 accredited meetings were conducted under the program “UMNIK” in the republic. 610 people participated in the internal round,
147 of whom became winners. More than 1300
projects were presented and their examination
was conducted in the preliminary stages of elimination rounds. The total amount of co-financing was more than 60 mln RUB.
4 winners of the program “UMNIK” were selected in the
qualifying competition under the program “UMNIK na
START-2011”. The project of L.Rogozhina was declared
the winner, a small innovative enterprise (OOO “Polimernye pokrytiia” (Limited Liability Company “Polimernye
pokrytiia”)), which successfully conducted the R&D of
the1st year under the program “START”, was created.
In 2012, 12 participants took part in the competition “UMNIK na START”. Two projects were declared the winners;
their developers created own small innovative enterprises (OOO “Novaia Melnitca” (Limited Liability Company “Novaia Melnitca”) and OOO “C-implant” (Limited
Liability Company “C-implant”)).
In 2013, 352 projects participated in the program “UMNIK”, including 115 projects, which were considered in
the internal round. According to the results, 30 winners
(14 - the CSU, 6 - the CPI MSOU, 4 - the CSAA, 2 - the
CSPU and 4 - from enterprises and institutions) were

selected; 23 projects were transferred to the 2nd year
(from selected in 2012); their funding has been started
from mid 2013.
Until 2009, participation in the program “START” was
occasional and one-time. Over the next five years, 19
enterprises became the winners of the program “Start”.
The total amount of co-financing was more than 27
mln RUB.
Besides 2 winners of the Competition of the Foundation
on the ITC were supported with federal funds (0.5 mln
RUB for each project).
In 2012, 14 applications were submitted for participation
in the competition “START”. In order to provide more convenient conditions and reduce the financial and moralpsychological costs of participants, the regional representative establishment conducted an extensive preparatory
work and ensured the effectiveness of video-conferencing for applicants from the Chuvash Republic. A considerable assistance in this direction was provided by the
governing body and specialists of the State Committee
of the Chuvash Republic for Communications and Informatization. Later it was transformed into the Ministry of
Information Policy and Mass Communications.
3 small innovative enterprises became the winners:
•

OOO “East X” (Limited Liability Company “East X”)
(head M.V. Arcadev), the project “Development of the
software for mobile devices “East X: “Commercial
Enterprise”, that automates the activity of personnel
of the trade organizations”;

19 companies became the winners of the program “START”. The funding
amounted to 24 mln RUB for the period from 2009 till 2013.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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•

•

OOO “SOLUTION” (Limited Liability Company “SOLUTION”) (head A.V. Pechkin), the project “Development
of a modular installation for sterilization of technological industrial fluids with the possibility of recycling of
components”.
OOO “GEOID” (Limited Liability Company “GEOID”)
(head A.V. Reshetnikov), the project “Development of
a modular installation for sterilization of technological industrial fluids with the possibility of recycling of
components”.

In 2013, 3 companies (in total 11 applications were filed)
became the winners in the program “START”. Besides 2
projects (2010, 2011) won the competition of the Foundation
on Innovation and technology centres and received funds in
the amount of 1 mln RUB (0.5 mln RUB for each project).

In total 91 mln RUB was drawn to the republic for
the period from 2009 till 2013.
The group of companies “KASKAD” (Cheboksary) was
the winner of the program “START” for two projects
(2010). It took part in the competition “Umnyi dom” in
2012. “Kaskad” invested more than 3 mln RUB of own
resources in the development of two projects under the
program “START”. The OOO “Tekhnologiia avtomatizatcii” (Limited Liability Company “Tekhnologiia avtomatizatcii”) invested 0.4 million RUB in the continuation of the
R&D works under the project “START”.
Funds were attracted by the following small innovative
enterprises to continue work on the projects initiated under the program “START”:

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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60 items of the intellectual property were registered, 48 patents and
licenses for software products were obtained under the program “Umnik”
and 19 patents and licenses were obtained under the program “Start”.
•

OOO “Energoinnovatcii” (Limited Liability Company
“Energoinnovatcii”) - 1.7 million RUB (2d year);

•

OOO “Teploservis” (Limited Liability Company
“Teploservis”) - 3.7 million RUB (2d and 3d year);

•

OOO “Innotekx” (Limited Liability Company “Innotekx”)
- 1.5 million RUB (2d year).

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
PRODUCTION
1 000

The funding amounted to 24 mln RUB for the period from 2009 till 2013 under 19 implemented
projects of the program “START”. In 2013, the OOO
“Solution” (Limited Liability Company “Solution”) (Novocheboksarsk) became a resident of “Skolkovo”.
Some companies that won the programs “START” independently contact with representatives of the development institutions, including “Skolkovo” and RUSNANO.
The club “UMNIK” was created in 2010; a page for the
club appeared on the site of the representative establishment of the Foundation. The head of the club is A.M.
Samsonov, a student of the Chuvash State Pedagogical
University named after I.Ia. Iakovlev, the winner of the
program “UMNIK-2011”.
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Constant communication of the club members is held in
social networks, vkontakte. Meetings of participants of
the club “UMNIK”, where pressing issues are discussed,
are held twice a year. Informal contacts are held in the
framework of the federal and regional forums for young
innovators such as “Seliger”, “MolGorod” (a regional
gathering of young innovators in Zavolzhye, Cheboksary)
and “E-Volga” (Samara). The club “UMNIK” conducts the
work on promotion of the programs of the Foundation
among students and staff of enterprises and organizations of various sectors of the economy. The most active
members of the club provide advice to young applicants
on the correct registration of applications for receipt of
the grant.
There were 106 students, which is 72.1%, among 147
winners of the program “START”. The specific density
of winners of the program “UMNIK” in the total number
of students is 0.17%. The specific density of winners of
the program “UMNIK na START”, “START” in the total
number of winners of the program “UMNIK” - 15.3%. of
147 winners of the program “UMNIK” - 106 students, 20
graduate students and teachers, 21 specialists and managers of the SIE and LLC. Under 217-FZ 2 people are
winners of the program “START”.
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60 items of the intellectual property were
registered, 48 patents and licenses for software products were obtained under the program “Umnik” and 19 patents and licenses
were obtained under the program “Start”.
During the period of existence of the representative
establishment, the total amount of funds allocated
by the Foundation and attracted to the regional
economy was 91,308,640 RUB. The total amount
of investments attracted by winners of the Foundation programs through multi-channel financing of
their projects in the region economy over the past
10 years is 10 million RUB.
Additionally, 75 work places were created for
researchers and innovators.
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Anton Viktorovich
STEPANOV,
a student of the Cheboksary Polytechnic Institute (a branch)
of the MSMU (MAMI),
Cheboksary.

Anton Viktorovich Stepanov carried out scientific and technical
work on the project “Development of a method of using carbon
nanotubes for hydrogen storage” in the framework of the program
“UMNIK”. Due to the financial assistance of the Foundation the hydrogen storage technology was created using nanomaterials based
on carbon nanotubes.
Certificates of registration of the computer program
“Complex for molecular and dynamic simulation of filling
carbon nanotubes with hydrogen” were received. Calculations of filling closed carbon nanotubes were carried
out and the role of functionalization using nanotubes as
hydrogen storage materials was revealed. Experiments
on filling carbon nanotubes arrays with hydrogen were
carried out in the NNSU named after N.I. Lobachevskii
and a plant layout was developed for the production and
further functionalization of carbon nanotubes.

gaseous precursors (carbon-containing gas, carrier
gas), a metering and feed device, a reactor based on
the tubular analytical furnace of the type SUOL 0,2/1250
with a quartz chamber (the maximum temperature of the
working chamber is 1100 ° C). The following operation
modes were installed: temperature and flow rate of the
starting materials required for the production of materials
containing carbon nanotubes.

A vapor deposition method was used as the basis for
work of the plant. The plant scheme includes tanks with

The scope of use of the development: a safe storage of
hydrogen for chemical purposes; transport of hydrogen

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

The hydrogen storage technology using nanomaterials
based on carbon nanotubes.

from the producer to the consumer; “fuel tank” for a vehicle that runs on hydrogen.
The method is proposed to enterprises and firms of the
chemical industry specializing in the production of carbon
materials: OOO “Uglerod ChG” (Limited Liability Company “Uglerod ChG”), OOO “NanoTekhTcentr” (Limited
Liability Company “NanoTekhTcentr”), OAO “Tambovskii zavod “Komsomoletc” imeni N.S. Artemova” (Closed
Joint Stock Company “Tambovskii zavod “Komsomoletc”
imeni N.S. Artemova”).

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Mikkhail Sergeevich TOLSTOV,
the Federal State Educational Institution
of Higher Professional Education “Chuvash
State University na med after I.N. Ulianov”,
Cheboksary City.

The project of Mikhail Sergeevich Tolstov “Development of the
hardware and software complex of the acoustic diagnostics of
automobile engines” won in the framework of the Foundation program “UMNIK” in 2011. In 2012, the project received a grant
of the Foundation under the program “UMNIK na START”. As a
result of the R & D under the project, a promising approach for
structural modeling was developed that helps to carry out a compact feature description of the acoustic noise in the time domain.
The method is applied for the detection of statistically homogeneous domains,
comparison of different domains of noise in magnitude of the correlation function and identification of internal diagnostic features in transient acoustic processes of different nature.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Hardware and software complex of the acoustic diagnostics of automobile engines.

Location of clusters helps to determine background noise domains, hidden periodicity, uncharacteristic features in the time domain. Algorithms for constructing amplitude and frequency characteristics of the acoustic noises of automobile engines were developed in this frequency domain. The produced spectra
of the Nonorthogonal amplitude and frequency analysis of random signals are
stable with respect to the choice of the duration of the analyzed statistically
homogeneous sections of acoustic noise and make possible to find informative
and meaningful frequencies of the sources of engine noise.
General principles of construction of the system of recognition of states of automobile engines were considered by introducing new quantitative characteristics
of the noise-like signals of automobile engines. As a result information significant frequencies of the recorded noises were revealed and attribute symptoms
of the recorded signals were set. Recording conditions providing sustainability
of the informative features were identified.
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The small innovative company OOO “Novaia melnitca” (Limited Liability Company “Novaia melnitca”)
was registered in 2012. Its scope of activities includes implementation of developments in the sphere
of biotechnology.

START

SUCCESS STORY

Victory of the project of a postgraduate student of the Department
of Medical Biology with a course of Microbiology and Virology of the
Federal State Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education “Chuvash State University named after I.N. Ulianov” O.V. Melnikova
“Morphological changes of bioaminocontaining spleen structures by
water impact of calcium” in the competition program of the Foundation “UMNIK” in 2009 made possible further research on the relevant
problem of Chuvashia, i.e. correction of the calcium deficiency among
population.

Chuvashia is at risk for low calcium content in water and soil, which leads to
deficiency of calcium in the human body and, as a consequence, to metabolic
disorders. Search of the scientifically sound and effective methods of cor-

rection of mineral homeostasis has become the main task of O.V. Melnikova.
Due to the financial assistance of the Foundation biomodeling of the cal-

cium-rich diet became possible for laboratory animals. The effect of the
calciumcontaining medication on hematological parameters of patients was

concentration in the peripheral blood system 90-93% of the surveyed population of Cheboksary has hypocalcemia with minimal indices of 6,1-6,2 mg/
dl of calcium, which is 64% below the average norm. That is why the project
was supported by L.I. Cherkesov on behalf of the administration of the city
of Cheboksary.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Biomodeling of the calcium-rich diet.

UMNIK

NOVAIA
MELNITcA

nа

analysed. According to the results of biochemical analyzes on the calcium

After winning the competition of the Foundation program “UMNIK na START”
in 2012, O.V. MELNIKOVA registered her small innovative company OOO
“NOVAIA MELNITcA” and started actively to implement the project.

In the framework of the research work a few recipes of bread enriched with

calcium were developed. Due to the assistance of the Foundation, the project

has a ready developed prototype, a test batch of bread enriched with calcium
was released, the clinical and laboratory tests were carried out, the standard

of the baked product made of a mixture of rye and wheat flour (bread “Pet-

rovskii”) was developed, packaging of the product was developed, the declaration of conformity with requirements of GOST was received . The product

is recommended for approval and agreed with the Tasting Commission, a
cooperation agreement was signed with OAO “Cheboksarskii kxlebokombi-

nat” (Open Joint Stock Company “Cheboksarskii kxlebokombinat”). 1 patent
for the invention was received:

The company OOO “NOVAIA MELNITcA” will conduct clinical and laboratory tests of the impact of bread
enriched with calcium on the human body involving different population groups of the city, improve the performance and organoleptic properties of the product, organize the production of bread “Petrovskii” and
supplies to public catering and commerce networks of the city, develop measures to increase the market
for products and conduct promotions.

PROGRAM

UMNIK na START
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OOO “Research and Production Enterprise “INNOTEKh” (Limited Liability Company “Research and Production
Enterprise “INNOTEKh”) was created as a small innovative company at the Chuvash State University named
after I.N. Ulianov to introduce developments in the field of nanomaterials in 2010 under the Federal Law
No.217. However, 34% of the share capital of the company belongs to the university, and the remaining
66% belongs to individuals, i.e., employees of the university.
The company develops and produces copper bulk
nanostructured materials and products made of them,
mainly for engineering industries, oil and gas industry,
railway transport. In addition, the company performs
services on application of nickel-diamond coatings on
various tools.

Current-conducting terminals of the bulk nanostructured
material for welding gas and oil pipelines

INNOTEKh

As a result of the R&D works conducted by the company the
Foundation allocated funds, which were used to organize
the production of semi-finished hot-pressed bulk nanostructured materials based on copper with capacity of 20
tons per annum and products made of them.
In 2010, the company took part in the competition under the
program “START”, and today the Foundation provides funding of the 2d stage of the development within the state contract. The Foundation allocated 2125 thousand RUB to conduct further development works. Co-financing of the project
is carried out from own funds of the enterprise “INNOTEKh”.
As a result, production facilities were improved, high-performance processing equipment was leased and purchased, and technological equipment was produced. Due to
the funds allocated by the Fund, the amount of production
of finished products of bulk nanostructured materials based
on copper reached 350 thousand RUB per annum. The
planned volume of production of finished products reaches
1 mln units per annum in the end of 2014. The economic effect can be seen in the dynamics of the enterprise revenues
(excluding funds of the Foundation): about 3 million RUB for
2012, already 1 million RUB for the first three quarters of
2013, the total revenue was about 8 million RUB for 2013.

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Production of hot-pressed semi-finished bulk
nanostructured materials based on copper.

Today positive changes can be seen in the enterprise. In particular new wok places were created: If the number of
workers of the enterprise amounted to 6 people in 2012, the number was already 13 in 2013. As a result of implementation of the project, a high-tech production of bulk nanostructured materials and finished products made of them
having much more high performance than the existing ones are planned to be created.
Nanostructured materials and their products are in demand not only in Russia, but also abroad. The USA, Germany,
Italy, China and other countries showing interest in them.

Contact soldering made of bulk nanostructured materials
for the electric motive power of the Russian Railways
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Electrodes of electric resistance welding of a cap type made of
bulk nanostructured materials for the automobile construction
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The group of companies “KASKAD” specializing in the development of products for the market of automation and introduction of industrial automation systems was established in
2007 in the city of Cheboksary. Experts of the company have more than twenty years of experience in the spheres of design, development, production, delivery and maintenance of the
generic production, introduction of important projects in the industrial automation market.

The main areas of the activity of the company are software
development, manufacture and supply of generic products,
introduction of automation systems in various industries, in
particular, in the power engineering and utilities sector.
The prospective device developed by the company is an intelligent gateway

ShI-01 used for the integration of microprocessor devices equipped with var-

ious digital communication protocols in the single automated system (APCS,
ADCS, AMR).

The group of companies “KASKAD” is actively involved in the programs of
the Foundation “START”, “UMNIK” and “UMNYI DOM”. In 2010, two organizations from the group of enterprises “KASKAD” took part in the compe-

tition “START” and received funds in the amount of 2 million RUB. As a result of implementation of the project, 8 new work places were created in the

company. The developed product was in demand in the market for industrial

automation, and its sale increased the revenue of the company. Products
amounting to 5.5 thousand RUB were sold within 2011 months in 2012.

The Foundation programs help to solve one of the major problems of modern enterprises, such as a shortage of highly qualified personnel. Due to the

KASKAD GROUP

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Intelligent gateway ShI-01 used for the integration of
microprocessor devices in the single automated system

work on this project a significant increase in the educational and qualification level of engineers of the company “KASKAD” was mentioned. This was
an achievement of the Foundation program “UMNIK”: six employees of the
group of enterprises “KASKAD” became its winners.
Participation of the Foundation in the project contributed to the involvement
of experts necessary for the development of innovative devices and made
possible to introduce new domestic products to the market of industrial automation.

The company “Kaskad” organized a seminar on the use of ShI-01 in various industries at the exhibition for
industrial automation PTA-2013 in Moscow. The projects of automation using the device ShI-01 operating
on the territory of Russia in the sphere of power engineering, engineering protection, housing and communal services were presented there.

PROGRAM
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OOO “GEOID” (Limited Liability Company “GEOID”) founded in 2011 in the city of Cheboksary soon was
purchased by Candidate of Chemical Sciences A.V. Reshetnikov, who became a head of the enterprise
and focused the company on the development of the sphere of environmentally friendly and resource
efficient technologies. His purpose was promoted with the purchase of a non-exclusive license for
the utility model from its author, who is a candidate of technical sciences and a scientific leader of the
project S.I. NIKITINA.

The OOO “GEOID” received financial support un-

electrochemical and other effects on the components of

der the program “START-2012” for implementa-

worn out process liquids.

tion of the R&D in the amount of 870 thousand

“Base Module” has a small size and does not require any

RUB. Due to this assistance a prototype of the

special maintenance, chemicals, as well as filters and

universal modular plant for purification, steriliza-

consumables; it has no moving parts, does not consume

tion, decomposition and recycling of the process

electricity and maintains high efficiency and quality of

liquids (PL) was created with the possibility of re-

treatment, if oil containing fluids are supplied to the plant

cycling their components (oil, water, etc.) and po-

by gravity. It can work with cold, hot (up to + 90 °C), neu-

tential recycling of “waste” PL or changing them

tral, alkaline and acidic PL.

into another low-danger condition or salable

The company website was created; new results of the sci-

product. At the same time co-financing of the

entific research work were reflected in the reports at the

project was carried out due to the performance of

Russian and international conferences, company achieve-

scientific research works by the company under
agreements with various industrial enterprises of
the RF and CIS countries.

ments were shown at exhibitions, 5 scientific papers were
published that promoted informatization and advertising of
innovations of the company among industry professionals
and as a result it generated great interest and demand for
the development and supply of the equipment.

GEOID
As a result, the concept was developed and the construc-

Presentation of dummy installations and carrying out ex-

tion of a pilot plant was determined for different types of

perimental works using them at various industrial compa-

treated and neutralized industrial fluids. Then, the proto-

nies of the potential customers made possible to demon-

types of the universal multi-module installation of decom-

strate their effectiveness clearly and convincingly, receive

position, neutralization and disposal of oil and petroliferous

orders and begin to supply the required equipment.

liquids were designed and manufactured to solve environ-

The maximum capacity of the pilot plant of complete de-

mental and resource efficient problems with the possibility

composition and recycling of waste liquids is up to 4 m3/

of recycling of their components and worn out process liq-

day. The market value of the pre-production model is

uids in some cases (various coolants, emulsions, cleaning

significantly lower than the market value of installations

solutions). In addition, new items of intellectual property

based on vacuum evaporators and installations with

were created in the framework of implementation of the

membrane filters. In addition, oils and oil and petroleum

R&D. An application for the utility model was filed with four

products can be recovered from the worn out PL and

independent clauses of the utility model formula.

returned to the production cycle, or changed into other

A distinctive feature of the “basic module of separation
of oil and petroleum products” is the possibility of low
cost separation of free oils and oil and petroleum products from the main volume of the utilized liquid, based on
the provision of special hydrodynamic, electrophysical,
12

products for their sale to the third-party organizations.
The same applies to the received clean water and other
simultaneously derived products, which can be used in
other industries, discharged into sewers or sent to landfill
as low risk substances.
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rn out PL pose a significant threat to areas of industrial

Considering the urgency and importance of the problems

enterprises and reservoirs located beside them. More

solved by OOO “GEOID” and its future prospects, the

than 2 million tons of used coolants and emulsions were

company considers the possibility of hand over of a non-

produced by the machine-building enterprises of the RF

exclusive license of the patent for the utility model to the

in 2001; not more than 10% of them were processed.

unitary enterprise “Mashekotekhprom” and OO”BelOi”

Currently, the volume of worn out coolant and emulsions

(PA “BelOi”) (Minsk, Belarus) and plans to carry out sup-

reaches 5900-9833 thousand tons per annum. Worn out

plies to the Belarusian partners under mutually beneficial

cleaning solutions, quenching fluids and other PL have

conditions of required modules and components.

not smaller volumes. Industrial enterprises shall pay from
4 to 12.5 thousand RUB per ton for the disposal and recycling of worn out PL in specialized enterprises. It bears
hard upon production costs.
Considering that up to 5-10% of various oils and oil
and petroleum products may be contained in the waste
liquids, up to 50-100 kg of oils and oil and petroleum
products from each cubic meter of the recyclable PL
can be returned to industrial enterprises. Taking into
account that the market value of certain types of oils
reaches 200 RUB/kg, this means that the plant could
receive significant additional savings. Also the volume
of treated water from 0.9 to 0.95 m3 could be returned.
The cost of water for industry is still relatively small, and
it is only about 0.5 RUB per1 m3, but it may increase

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Universal modular plant for purification, sterilization, decomposition and recycling
of the process liquids with the possibility of recycling their components.

after implementation of the WTO requirements. This
means that water recycling can also serve as a significant economic stimulus.
In the process of disposing of the worn out PL, change
of hazardous components dissolved in water (hazard
classes 2-3) into less or low hazardous substances is
possible (hazard class 4). Preparation of other products
(for instance, gypsum-containing sediments) that can be
used as secondary supplements to building materials,
molding materials, refractory materials and in other industries is possible.

The funds of the Foundation were used to create and test a prototype of the universal plant,
which is a further step towards the creation of a
new generation of equipment, the need for which
currently allows the company to enter confidently the industrial markets of Russia and the
CIS countries.
In the future, the company plans to file applications for new intellectual property, patenting
developments in the countries of the CIS and
abroad, creation of export-oriented products,
receipt of the corresponding certificates.

The plant is resource-saving and environmentally
friendly, so an anthropogenic impact on the environment
will be significantly reduced. This is the main social importance for the population of Russia, CIS and foreign
countries.
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OOO “ENERGOINNOVATcII” (Limited Liability Company “ENERGOINNOVATcII”) was registered in 2010.
The main activity of the company is research and development in the sphere of natural and engineering sciences.
In 2010, the company won the competition of the Foundation
“START” presenting the project: “Development and implementation of wind and hydro power plants of a new type”. The
amount of financing by the Foundation amounted to 1 million
RUB.
In 2013, the company again was among the winners of
the competition “START”. The funding amounted to 1,700
thousand RUB. Funds in the amount of 1 700 thousand RUB
were allocated by the private investors. Co-financing in the
amount of 300 thousand RUB was carried out immediately
after the end of the 1st year of the R&D. Due to it a number
of experiments and studies on the subject of the R&D were
conducted, working prototypes of the plants were created. In
turn, this made possible to show a positive trend of the project
implementation and interest an investor in it, when applying for
participation in the competition “START” in 2013.
In the course of woks on the project working prototypes of the
high-performance wind and hydropower plants of a new type were
developed and created; the plants have no analogues either in Russia or abroad regarding the technical and operational performance
and price. Thus, the plant created by LLC “ENERGOINNOVATSII”
uses wind energy to maximum effect in the areas with low wind potential (wind speed less than 5 m/s). Innovative solutions were implemented in the plant. They form the basis of the invention. Currently an application for the invention is made up.

ENERGOINNOVATcII
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The idea of use of the hydraulic energy flow of lift of the reciprocating
wing is implemented in another innovative development, such as a
hydropower plant for the free flow HPS. In this way the energy of
flows with low speeds (0.2 m/s) is used to maximum effect. Currently,
the company conducts work on the final design of plant structures,
field and bench testing for the organization of production and manufacturing application. It is expected that about 20 new work places
will be created in the enterprise.
Unique plants are suggested to have broad prospects of their demand in the domestic and international market. To date, there are
virtually no cost and efficient wind plants for use in areas with low
wind potential, where the most of the world population live, in the
world market. Hydropower plants developed by the company can be
effectively used on the lowland rivers with the flow velocity of 0.2 m/s
and on flood, marine and ocean streams to accumulate flow energy.

Due to the assistance of the Foundation the company managed
to pass the most difficult initial stage - from the idea to production of working plant prototypes and confirmation of their
performance. During the successful first year of implementation of the project the investor was found, who makes up a
package of requests for produced plants and takes part in the
preparation for their production.

START

SUCCESS STORY

The project implemented with the support of the Foundation:

Development and implementation of wind and hydro power plants of a new type.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
Arkhangelsk Regional Business Incubator National
Autonomous Agency in Arkhangelsk Oblast.
The Arkhangelsk Regional Business Incubator was established in 2010 to
support small and medium businesses. It is the official representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter the “Foundation”) in the region. A year later a branch of the regional business incubator was
founded in Onega.
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The Arkhangelsk Regional Business Incubator provides
areas and specially equipped premises on easy terms,
delivers consultancy services in accounting and taxa-

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
60 the kinds of the initiated requests
60

tion, commercial activity, business planning, arranges
hot topics for small and medium businesses.
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The business incubator lends support to the enterprises
comfortable start conditions for first-time entrepreneurs,
for those who are ready to risk and open their own business,” said Sergey Averin, Economic Development Minister of the Oblast, at the solemn opening ceremony of

for 1,000 students

at the most difficult stage of their activity. “We create

the regional business incubator. “We have built a beautiful building, furnished it and equipped it with computers and software. And this is not all. We need to fill this
building with the business spirit.”
The small business support project is in the first place

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

seminars, business meetings, conferences, trainings to

intended for young people with their innovative ideas
and creative mind. In addition, military and employees of
large companies who lost their jobs are expected to join
the small business.

0

Umnik 		start

RAZVITIE

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2012 there were 49,018 small and medium
businesses registered in the Oblast.

The oblast has a good innovative potential. The North-

and technology potential of Pomorye to explore the

ern (Arctic) Federal University was created and is pro-

Arctic region. The cluster is intended to engage poten-

actively functioning in the region. This is the intellectual

tial investors from all corners of the world in the cut-

and scientific innovation development center not only of

ting-edge scientific activities, to improve competitive

Pomorye, but of the whole North-Western Federal Dis-

ability and economic potential of the ship-building, to

trict. There is an active innovative industrial cluster tak-

preserve the leadership of the region in the field of nu-

ing part in research projects in the exploration of Arctic

clear ship-building. The Oblast is distinguished by the

territories. This is a whole network of enterprises from

developed innovative infrastructure including 16 organi-

the most diverse branches aimed at the development of

zations, among which the Foundation ensuring funding

the scientific, educational, human resources, resource

for the best innovative projects.

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Nikolay Vladimirovich
SHABANOV

12, pr. Obvodny Kanal,
163061, Arkhangelsk
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In 2012 there were 49,018 small and medium businesses registered in the Oblast.

RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK
Assessing the results of the work of the business in-

There is an on-going long-term target-oriented
program “Development of Small and Medium
Businesses in Arkhangelsk Oblast and Nenets Autonomous Okrug in 2012-2014”.

cubator in 2012 Irina Gladysheva, the new Economic
Development and Competition Policy Minister, told
that almost 280 small and medium businesses applied
for support and 16 seminars and trainings were arranged to the topic of enterprise running (such as
e.g. participation in the subsidy tendering procedures).

In 2013 the first subsidy tender for small businesses
to support innovative projects was run. There were altogether seven projects presented at the tender in the

Another step towards those who are learning the ropes
of business was the creation of the small and medium
business development data portal. The website represents available forms of the targeted support, enables

field of healthcare, forestry and information technolo-

staying informed of all tender events and using services

gies. Four projects won: “Systems Integrator in the Field

of the first legal aid, getting to know business news.

of Healthcare”, “Use of Aeroponic Systems in the Nursery Gardens for the Accelerated Reproduction of New

In 2012 the final of the innovative UMNIK project competition took place in the Arkhangelsk Business Incu-

Fruit Crop Breeds of Russian Origin”, “3-D Prototype

bator. 17 young scientists from the Northern (Arctic)

Simulation” and “Development and Production of Inno-

Federal University and the Northern State Medical

vative Pharmaceutical Substances and Dosage Forms”.

University presented their ideas to the qualified jury.
Five projects were recognized as the best.
The competition is held within the framework of the
agreement between the Economic Development and

Entrepreneurs received two million rubles from the

Competition Policy Ministry of Arkhangelsk Oblast and

budget to implement business projects.

the Foundation.

The overall funding provided by the Foundation amounted to
RUB 12.4 million, 39 jobs were created under support.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and technology of
their generation H3
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Winners of the Umnik Competition:

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

• Nadezhda Korzhavina
“Consultative Doctor Assistance: Atherogenic

10
8

Risk Assessment in the School Age, Prevention,

6

Recommendations”;

4

• Artyom Gulyaev

2
0

“Reduction of Shock and Vibration Loads on

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
25

the Piping System Elements in the Course of
Operation”;
• Elena Khalina
“Software and Hardware Package for the Determi-

20

nation of the Enzyme Activity of Microorganisms”;

15

• Lyudmila Veshnyakova

10
5

“Design of Concrete Construction Compounds

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region
2,00

using Nanodisperse Fillers”;
• Alexey Tyurin
“New Timber Saw with Unextended Band Blades
Moving in Aerostatic Guides”.

1,50

The overall funding provided by the Foundation amounted

1,00

to RUB 12.4 million, 39 jobs were created under support.

0,50
0,00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
8
6

17 young scientists presented their ideas
to the final of the UMNIK competition.
5 projects were recognized as the best.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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Elena Vladimirovna KHALINA
Ph.D. Student at the Mikhail Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal University,
Arkhangelsk

The project of Elena Khalina “Development of the ENZYMER Software and Hardware Package” won the
Foundation’s UMNIK competition program. The funds
allocated by the Foundation allowed performing research work to create efficient express testing of
the biological wastewater treatment.

The biological treatment is one of the most wide-spread,

A special cell was automatically manufactured for the

environmentally friendly and promising wastewater

determination of the dehydrogenase activity of the active

treatment techniques in Russia and abroad. However at

sludge enzymes. It provides for the sample temperature

this point the available technique for the determination

measurement, for the determination of the optical den-

of the enzyme activity of microorganisms has material

sity, for the stirring without oxygen intrusion to the sub-

disadvantages: duration (1.5 hours), manpower effort,

stance. The optical density measurement tool is man-

significant error, impossible automation.

ufactured so that light emitting diode and photo sensor
are mounted in one tube and divided by a metal partition
directing the light from the diode to the photo sensor only

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

ENZYMER Software and Hardware Package for the Monitoring
of the Wastewater Composition and Treatment Quality.
The Enzymer Package shall allow on-line monitoring of the wastewater treatment quality and
the microorganism condition under manufacturing conditions in just 10-15 minutes. The
Enzymer Package includes equipment for the
determination of the enzyme activity of microorganisms, customized software, evaluation method, and necessary chemicals.

after it is reflected by the brass net. The net is intended
not only for the light reflection, but also to prevent large
particles of sludge from getting to the range of optical
density measurement. Limiters are soldered on the cell
to prevent mechanical damage of sensors and stirrer.
To operate the cell it should be inserted into a 100 ml
heat-resistant cup and then into the temperature-controlled cabinet.

The sample temperature is stabilized by a Peltier element, which can be both heater and cooler
depending on the polarity of the supply voltage. The readings of the photo sensor are measured by
the designed software. Higher measurement accuracy requires calibration of the device.
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Lyudmila Alexandrovna VESHNYAKOVA,
Teaching Fellow at the Composite Material and Construction Ecology Chair of the Mikhail Lomonosov Northern
(Arctic) Federal University,
Arkhangelsk.
Lyudmila Veshnyakova developed the project for the design of
concrete construction compounds, which gained support of
the Foundation under the UMNIK Program. The project goal is to
create and to study the properties of nanodisperse fillers
of concrete construction compounds. The structural properties of concrete compounds are improved by means of
mechanochemical activation of the original raw materials.

The use of the nanodisperse additive for the manufacturing of the concrete compound increases the initial
modulus of elasticity, whereby for the fine grain concrete the increase makes up 15 %. An important consequence is the lowered plastic flow of the concrete
dough and respectively reduced strain when it is laid,

Meanwhile the author received the patent of
invention “Method of Determination of the
Concrete Durability” and claimed application
for the invention “Method of Determination
of the Composition of the Dry Construction
Mix for Concrete”.
The market entry of the nanodisperse concrete mod-

which improves its tolerance to heavy load.

ifier requires elaboration of practical guidelines for the
use in practice of microdisperse and nanodisperse additives in concrete compounds.

Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Lyudmila Veshnyakova “Creation of Concrete Construction Compounds using Nanodisperse Fillers”
Roman Zelentsov “Innovative Drug Technology based on the Alginic Acid”
Roman Nikolaevich ZELENTSOV,
Northern State Medical University,
Arkhangelsk.
The medication developed by Roman Zelentsov is
the original modified and improved molecule
of alginic acid (source – White Sea blown algae – laminaria) with potentially high reparative activity and preset anti-microbic effect.
There are no equivalents of the suggested molecule.
The deriving technique of the original molecule is the
know-how of the project.

At this point the deriving technique has been timetested and the active substance has been derived and
purified, the obtained substance has been modified
through a series of chemical reactions, the obtained
substance has been stabilized, purification techniques
to the medicinal product purity have been developed and
the dosage form purified to the medicinal product
purity has been obtained.
Currently the issues related to the bio-inspired aspect
of the production require detailed design.
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BIOLABORATORY Farm Enterprise (Biolaboratory FE) was created in 2004 for the purpose of implementation of innovative solutions in the field of agriculture. BIOLABORATORY performs research work and
produces biohumus and biohumus-based products: pellets, soil mixes, liquid extracts. Also over 20
transplant types of fruit and berry and decorative crops of the superelite and elite categories are under
cultivation at the farm. The cultivation of the Staratel worm, breeding stock and bait type, provides for the
production of baiting on its basis.
Every year the students of the Mikhail Lomonosov Northern Federal University, students of the Arkhangelsk Environmental Lyceum, specialists from the districts of Arkhangelsk and Vologda Oblasts do practical trainings at the
farm’s test facility.
Since February 2004 to solve the issue of the product sale the
specialists of Biolaboratory have been arranging the “Arkhangelsk Orchard” training and thematic meetings with the
population and students, which have already been visited by
over 20 thousand people.
Since 2005 Biolaboratory actively participates in the tenders of the Foundation.

BIOLABORATORY performs joint research work
with the biological faculty of the Mikhail Lomonosov
Moscow State University, Michurinsk State
Agrarian University (Ivan Michurin Fruit-and-Vegetable Growing Institute), All-Russian Research
and Development Institute for Fruit Crop Selection (Orel), All-Russian Research and Development Institute for Selection and Seed
Breeding of Vegetable Crops (Moscow).

The first tender application of the development project of the
biohumus liquid extract was not supported, however the
direction of the research was right. All recommendations and
comments of the Foundation experts have been taken into account, thus the Urozhay aeroponic system manufactured by
the All-Russian Research and Development Institute for Agricultural Biotechnology (Moscow) based on the own natural nutrient solution providing for the in vitro adaptation
of plants within 9 days (lilac, virgins-bower, raspberry, wild
strawberry, etc.) without plant mortality was launched.

NORDTEKHSAD
BIOLABORATORY Farm Enterprise

14
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The use of the natural nutrient solution in the aeroponic system
provides for the 4 times shorter production cycle of the plant propagation, whereby the plants mortality in vitro went down to 1.5 %.
Moreover, trial softwood cutting rooting technique in the aeroponic
system using the same solution has been developed that provides for the
reduction of the cutting rooting cycle down to 10 days with further
nursery to the standard parameters of a yearling within 4 months.
The combination of two propagation techniques using own nutrient solution
in the aeroponic system provides for the 32 times larger planting material output and a larger production profitability up to 85 %.
In April 2013 Biolaboratory in cooperation with the All-Russian Research
and Development Institute for Fruit Crop Selection (Orel) created a small
innovative enterprise OOO NordTekhSad that took part in the Foundation
tenders in May 2013. However the short term of the study (8 months) was
not enough to win the tender.
A solution related to the accelerated plant propagation technology was introduced at the innovative project tender of the administrative authority of Arkhangelsk Oblast. Pilot survey funded from the profit of NordTekhSad earned for the
research for the benefit of Arkhangelsk Pulp and Paper Mill (Novodvinsk) is in
progress in parallel with the application.
For the promotion of the Biolaboratory technologies there is a show for gardeners on the regional radio station Pomorye, special video reports and tutorial videos “Arkhangelsk Orchard”, “10 Years of Our Technologies”, “Experimental Glasshouse of Biolaboratory” have been released.
It is planned that further researches using aeroponic systems shall result
in the export product manufacturing, namely the most nutrient biohumus
solution for the use in the aeroponic production of the planting material of
high reproductions.

START
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Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Accelerated Plants Reproduction Technology.

The application to Rospatent for a method for production of a liquid biohumus extract got a favorable opinion; the agrochemical comparison with the equivalent market products has been performed; the launch of production
under the trademark “Arkhangelsk Orchard” is planned. The
results of the research of the biohumus use for the revegetation of the disturbed soils and of the wastewater sludge
utilization by means of worm composting as well as the
planting material cultivation technology have been published
and the paperwork for Rospatent is being prepared.

Participation in the tenders of the Foundation enabled the scientist team of Biolaboratory to
formulate specific tasks and to determine the
ways to solve them, to estimate the risks of
the product introduction to the market.
The technology implemented in the own production enabled increase of the labor efficiency and of the
finished product amount without increase of the headcount and creation of a cost-efficient model of a
modern higher reproduction plants nursery garden.
In 2013 the technology model of Biolaboratory was implemented for the planting material production in the nursery garden
of Pinega settlement, Arkhangelsk Oblast.

ÒÀ Ò
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises – Information Analysis
Support Center for Innovations Non-Profit Partnership.
The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter
the “Foundation”) started its activity in the region in 2006. The representation of
the Foundation was established in 2009 at the Innovation Technology Center of
the Vologda State Technical University. The ITC of the Vologda State Technical
University made rooms equipped with office machines available to small enterprises. The most popular program of the Foundation was UMNIK.

Traditionally the majority of participants of the UMNIK
program are students and Ph. D. students of regional
high schools. When UMNIK and START programs start,
the first to get informed thereof are high schools, moreover the regional representative of the Foundation and
a representative of the local administration come to
see representatives of high schools for the purpose of
promotion of the Foundation programs so that young

14

innovators would get first-hand information. The meetings take place on the territory of high schools, so that
interested participants don’t have to go far away.
Regional expert boards include a representative of the
regional government, of the oblast capital administration, representatives of every high school of the region
and in all cases representatives of successful large and
small companies of the region.

VOLOGDA
OBLAST
Before the final selection of participants for the UMNIK
program the Large Expert Board assesses the submitted abstracts and presentations in absentia, and the

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
the kinds of the initiated requests
140
140

framework of their scientific events (conferences, re-

120

120

100

100

views, round tables). In the course of the program imseminars and trainings dedicated to the founding and
operation of the own business. Apart from that the regional representation of the Foundation at least once
a year addresses these issues at the meetings of the
winner club of the UMNIK program. The UMNIK club

for 1,000 students

plementation the participants get invitations to versatile

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

maintains dialogue with the program participants regarding issues arising in the course of project implementation and also notifies at the meetings of the possibility of participation in different competitions and events
representing ideas/products.

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

expert boards of high schools hear the applicants in the

The representation of the Foundation maintains
close partner relations with the regional authority. The cooperation became especially close
in 2011-2012, when the decision was made to
create the non-profit partner organization Information Analysis Support Center for Inno-

0

0

Umnik 		start

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The representation of the Foundation is planning to include inventors
from the local companies to the UMNIK and START program more
active to give them an additional impulse to develop new ideas.
vations. The work was completed by the end of
2013. The founders are the regional government, the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs of Vologda Oblast and several successful companies of the region.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

2

The innovation activity in the region is governed by the
State Scientific Grants to Vologda Oblast Law (2007)
and the Scientific (Research) and Technological Activity and State Support and Innovation Activity in Vologda
Oblast Law of Vologda Oblast (2012).

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Alexey Valentinovich
UDARATIN

19, ul. Mashinostroitelnaya, office 104,
160029, Vologda
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The state support is provided by means of purpose

Oblast in 2009-2012”. The program is constantly de-

scientific grants from the oblast budget allocated in the

veloped, updated and adjusted to the needs of business-

course of tenders for the funding of scientific, techno-

men. Although in 2009 the focal point was preservation

logical and innovation projects, for the arrangement of

and creation of new jobs, currently it is mostly oriented

research and development works.

to support the enterprises of the industrial and manu-

Grant types established on the
territory of the oblast in 2013:

facturing sector, for the companies investing funds in
the production upgrade, new equipment acquisition, and
modern technologies implementation.

•

5 GRANTS for the funding of research and development works of students, Ph. D. students, researchers
and scientist teams;

•

The Guarantee Fund and the Support Foundation for the Small and Medium Business were
created for the small business in the region.

1 GRANT for the funding of scientific, technologi-

Since 2013 the institute of Businessmen Rights

cal and innovation projects of researchers, scientist

Protection

teams, scientific organizations, business entities.

Oblast.

Commissioner functions in the

In the last four years the development and state support

Thanks to the close cooperation with the regional au-

scheme for the small and medium business was cre-

thority the representation of the Foundation plans to in-

ated in the region. The key moments are presented in

clude more active in UMNIK and START programs not

the Small and Medium Business Development Law of

only students and Ph. D. students of high schools, but

the Oblast and the long-term purpose program “Small

also inventors from the local enterprises which shall

and Medium Business Development in Vologda

give additional impulse to the latter to develop new ideas.

The total amount of investments attracted by the Foundation program winners to
the economy of the region in the last five years made up over RUB 180 million,
i.e. more than two rubles of extra-budgetary investments
were made per each budget ruble.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые materials
приборы и
Advanced
and
аппаратные
комплексы
Н4
technology
of their
generation
H3
Биотехнологии Н5

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Н4
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RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

When a representation of the Foundation was founded
in the region the participation of young innovators in the

0,30

UMNIK program abruptly intensified. Thus there were 5
winners in 2008 and already 11 in 2009.

0,25

Students and Ph. D. students of the oblast high schools
actively participated in the programs of the Foundation.

0,20

UMNIK and START are still principal here. However currently the region is ready to participate in larger projects

0,15

of the Foundation provided matched funding. Thus in
2012 the competition under the SMART Home program

0,10

was won. A three-year contract was concluded with one
enterprise from the Oblast for the implementation of the
winning project.
Since the Foundation arrived young scientists obtained

0,05

0,00

visible support for the implementation of their ideas.
A significant part of the innovators strengthens high
schools of the region with human resources and develops small innovation companies creating new jobs in the
region and increasing inflow to the federal and regional

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported
by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

budgets.

In the course of implementation of the Foundation programs small enterprises
created over 100 jobs with the wages level of over RUB 15 thousand.

The most interesting projects
supported by the Foundation during the
whole period of activity in the region:

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

OOO MODUL-SAPR
(winner START-2006, now MODUL Group) active at the

PRODUCTION
Выработк а
2 500

CAD systems market;

2 000

1200
800

1 500

400
1 000

OOO PNEVMOAVTOMATIKA

500

(winner START-2010) manufacturer of the container closure equipment for the processing industry, which regarding parameters and quality is equal to and in some
aspects even better than the world equivalents.

0

0

З атраты на одно

Средняя З арПлата

EXPENDITURES
рабочее место
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

SIE
the regionподдержанные
supported by the
Foundation
ИПofрегиона,
Фондом
Regional
figuresпоказатель
егиональный
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E. A. SMIRNOV, winner of the UMNIK-2009 pro-

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

gram and then UMNIK NA START-2012, may be distinguished. The software invented and developed by him

25

is used at small and large enterprises currently only in

20

Vologda Oblast. Whereby his company DYUZHINA has

15

more than one direction of development.

10

D. A. BELYANSKY, winner of the UMNIK-2010 pro-

5

gram, may be distinguished who didn’t switch for the

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
12

START program and created his own successful small
enterprise in the field of the energy efficiency.
A. G. KHARLAMOV, winner of the UMNIK-2011 program, may also be distinguished who has created a

10

small enterprise already in the second year of the pro-

8

gram implementation and participates in the UMNIK NA

6

START-2013 competition.

4

At this point the total number of winners of the UMNIK

2
0
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0,80

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

0,70
0,60
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program exceeded 50 people. More than 20 % of the
UMNIK program finalists continue their business after
the end of the education and implement their technologies within the operation of their own small enterprises.

The Foundation attracted over RUB 70 million
to the region. The total amount of investments attracted by the Foundation program
winners to the economy of the region by means of

0,10
0,00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
6
5
4

The Foundation attracted
over RUB 70 million
to the region.
multi-channel funding of their projects in the
last five years made up over RUB 180 million,
i.e. more than two rubles of extra-budgetary investments were made per each budget ruble.
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Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
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The performers of research and development works
funded by the Foundation have registered over 50 intellectual property items.
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In the course of implementation of the Foundation programs small enterprises created over
100 jobs with the wages level of over RUB 15
thousand.

2012

2013
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Artem Glebovich
KHARLAMOV,
General Director
OOO SYNAPSE,
Vologda.

Artem Kharlamov, winner of UMNIK-2011, engages in the
development of Synapse software for the search of orders
among the variety of the electronic trading facilities.
For the purpose of commercialization of software developments small enterprise SYNAPSE was created in the second year of the project implementation in the framework of the Foundation program.
A push to the project development was rapid development of electronic
procurement systems after the introduction of the Federal Law no. 223 and
the Federal Law no. 94. Inconsistency and ambiguity of the information prevented quick order search placed on different platforms in the letter form.
The project implementation provided for the creation of the single place
where only the orders interesting for the clients shall be collected. The
Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Synapse Software for the Order Search among
the Variety of Electronic Trading Facilities.
use of a hierarchical directory of commodities created on the basis of the
accumulated information about the performed procurements where the name
of each new commodity is compared to the names of other commodities provided for the optimization of the order search among the variety of electronic
trading facilities.
The hardest task is to measure the degree of the offer similarity, as
ambiguity and synonymy of words should be solved. At this point the
method developed by the company on the basis of the information regarding the mutual disposition of words (Pointwise Mutual Information) is used.
Its use provides for the significantly higher accuracy of the commodity
identification and thus for the higher order search quality for our clients.

At this point Synapse is actively developing and enhancing the client database. Since the open beta testing in December 2013 over
50 companies in 7 regions of the country (Moscow, Yaroslavl
Oblast, Vologda Oblast, Republic of Tatarstan, etc.) have been actively using Synapse. The team of OOO SYNAPSE achieved such
a success thanks to the concerted efforts of the team of
specialists, to the purposefulness and the desire to make
the business in Russia more simple and comfortable.
19
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Alexander Sergeevich ELYUKOV,
Director of the Innovation Technology Center of the Vologda
State Technical University,
Vologda.

Project “Development of an Object-Oriented
Frequency Converter with the Energy-Saving
Algorithm for the Electric Drives of Pumping Stations” has been implemented since July
2011. After the active phase of the project work
Alexander Elyukov engaged in the development of
energy-saving technologies.
After the conclusion of the contract for research and development with the Foundation Alexander Elyukov won
the competition for the substitution of a vacancy of the
UNDP “Energy-Efficiency of buildings at the NorthWest of Russia” project coordinator.

In 2012 OOO EnergoOptimum was founded, which main
businesses are conservancy of nature, ecology and energy saving. The company is successful at the market of
energy-efficient technologies of Vologda Oblast and since
October 2012 it is a part of Energosovet Self-Regulatory
Organization Non-Profit Partnership. The second year of
work under the UMNIK program was dedicated to the issue
of mass adoption of energy-efficient solutions through the
educational paradigm, which resulted in the creation of the
Energy Efficiency Monitoring Center at the Vologda State
University, which took the functions of the additional education for the higher education professionals.

Thanks to the implementation of the project of Alexander Elyukov the ultimate option of the energy saving and energy efficiency implementation concept in Vologda Oblast was created.

Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Alexander Elyukov “Development of an Object-Oriented Frequency Converter with
the Energy-Saving Algorithm for the Electric Drives of Pumping Stations”.
Dmitry Belyansky “Off-line Temperature, Humidity and Pressure Metering Instrument”.

Dmitry Andreevich BELYANSKY,
Director of OOO EnergoExpert,
Vologda.
The win of Dmitry Belyansky in the UMNIK competition provided for the creation of the company
that operates in the sphere of energy saving
and energy efficiency. Apart from its main business OOO EnergoExpert during several years engages in the development and implementation of
the home-produced off-line temperature, humidity and pressure metering instruments.

20

Nowadays intense patenting activity of new technical
solutions contained in the instruments is in progress.
The use of the metering results provides for the optimized technological process management and consequently for significant increase of quality and economic characteristics of the manufactured products.
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Kseniya Alexandrovna IVANOVA,
Graduate of the Vologda State Technical University,
Vologda.

Kseniya Ivanova engages in the research activity
in the field of ecology, particularly in the development of the sludge division structures modernization technique based on the experimental studies. The first attempt to participate in the
UMNIK competition with the project “Local Sewage Treatment Facilities” did not bring the win.
In 2011 Kseniya Ivanova improved her project and
became winner of the Foundation program.

In 2011 she took the third place in the All-Russian Student Competition in the specialty “Water Supply and Disposal” and was awarded the Russian President Prize for
the national priority project “Education”. After the graduation she continued her education for the Master’s degree
and the work on her project that became basis for the preparation of her thesis.
Since 2011 Kseniya Ivanova has been chairman of the student scientific society of the ecology faculty of the Vologda
State Technical University and actively participates in the
promotion of the research work among the students.
Kseniya Ivanova participates in scientific conferences at
the All-Russian and international level, including the international ecological student conference “Ecology of Russia
and Cross-Boarder Regions”, international youth scientific
forum “Lomonosov”, etc.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Sludge Division Structures Modernization Technique
based on the Experimental Studies.
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PNEVMOAVTOMATIKA Limited Liability Company (OOO Pnevmoavtomatika) founded in 2009 operates in the field of design of the innovative industrial equipment for food processing and
pharmaceutical industry.
Manager: Nikolay Alexeevich KURKOV

Main business area of the company is the development of non-conveyor pneumatic control based
automated lines able to complement and sometimes even substitute rotary conveyor lines.

The non-conveyor pneumatic control based equipment has in comparison to rotary conveyor lines a series
of advantages: non-conveyor automated lines are based
on the use of standard pneumatic devices and have distinctive complex structure without bulky rotors.

Line for Liquid Food Products for the Alcohol Industry” provided for the attraction of a 1 million rubles
funding. At the third stage of the competition the company presented the project “Development of the Working Design Documentation for a Non-Conveyor Automated Controller based Multi-Purpose Filling Line
for Liquid Products for the Pharmaceutical Industry”
that was funded by the Foundation with RUB 1.8 million.
The novelty of the development is the new method of
the goods movement within the manufacturing pro-

Such equipment may be easily designed to solve any

cess providing new possibilities and enabling manufac-

tasks. A non-conveyor line is able to transport goods

turing of a significant range of commodities, revamp-

and perform any manufacturing operations. The use of

ing with minimum loss, filling of liquid food products at

sensors and controllers provides for the maximum

small manufacturing areas, preferable use of pneumatic

process automation – the equipment is able to function

equipment and costs reduction.

without operator. The use of a non-conveyor line reduces expenses for the production area and for the
equipment revamping.

By virtue of the financial support of the Foundation design and engineering documentation was developed,
prototype models of the non-conveyor automated line

The crucial role in the creation of the enterprise, its devel-

for food processing and pharmaceutical industry were

opment and establishment was played by the Foundation.

manufactured. A non-conveyor automated closure line

PNEVMOAVTOMATIKA

Project implemented under the
assistance of the Foundation:

Non-Conveyor Automated Filling
Lines for Liquid Food Products.

By virtue of the Foundation funds the enterprise got a

module for sparkling and still beverages was installed at

possibility to fund research and development works.

OOO Rodina in Vologda Oblast.

The project “Non-Conveyor Automated Filling Lines
for Liquid Food Products” by OOO Pnevmoavtomatika
participated in the Foundation’s START competition that
included three stages.

After the installation of non-conveyor automated lines OOO Rodina opened a new process
of filling of sparkling and still beverages in
glass bottles, new jobs were created.
Simplicity and low cost of non-conveyor automated

At the first stage research was performed to the topic

lines make them suitable as basis of small enterprises,

“Development of an Experimental Prototype of a Non-

including farming enterprises, in the field of the finished

Conveyor Automated Filling Line for Liquid Food Prod-

product packing, e.g. in the food processing for sparkling

ucts for the Alcohol Industry”, which provided for the at-

and still beverages, milk and liquid dairy, vegetable oil

traction of a 1 million rubles funding.

and in the pharmaceutical industry for drug products.

The win at the second stage of the competition with the

An experimental prototype of a medicine bottle clo-

project “Development of the Working Design Doc-

sure line for the pharmaceutical industry was

umentation for a Non-Conveyor Automated Filling

manufactured.

The prototype is ready for the implementation at pharmaceutical enterprises.

It is suggested to implement the line on the territory of the Totma District Consumers Society for
the launch of a new process of beverage filling in glassware.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
Kaliningrad Innovation Technology Center.
The Kaliningrad Innovation Technology Center (KITC) was created in 2001. Its
main activity focuses on the following areas: assistance to medium and small innovative enterprises of the region in promotion and implementation of innovation projects, assistance in the arrangement of international cooperation of medium and
small enterprises, fulfillment of functions of the metropolitan area gateway for
Russian and international technology and innovation transfer networks, fulfillment of
functions of the regional representative of the State Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises.
KITC located small innovative technological enterprises conduct business in priority areas of
the Russian economic development: healthcare,
pharmaceutics and biotechnologies, energy efficiency and energy saving, alternative energy, IR
technologies, robotics, construction, agriculture
and forestry, including nature conservancy, food
processing, sports, tourism and entertainment
industry.
14

Using the KITC’s local network web gateway all of them
participate in the Russian and European technology
transfer networks RTTN and EEN, as well as different
support programs for small technology business.
As the representation of the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter — the
“Foundation”) KITC achieved good results in relation
to the programs START, UMNIK, PUSK, ANTICRISIS,
RAZVITIE.
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OBLAST

Resorts Frequency of Innovators of the Region
to the Foundation and Character of Filed
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60
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50

50
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40
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30

20
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10
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the promotion of offers aimed at the development of the innovation activity and new technologies holds an important
place in the activity of KITC.
Current support of small innovative enterprises of Kaliningrad Oblast by KITC involves close relations with FASIE
and bases on the Cooperation Agreement between the
Government of Kaliningrad Oblast and the Foundation

for 1,000 students

Cooperation with the government authorities regarding

for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises.
The subject of the agreement is the arrangement of the joint
work aimed at the development of small business in the
field of research and development and implementation
of innovation projects in Kaliningrad Oblast for the purpose of the efficiency enhancement of the socio-economic
development of the region. The activity of the KITC as the

0

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

Kaliningrad Innovation Technology Center is the
member of the Russian Innovation Centers
Union and the Russian Technology Transfer
Network (RTTN), participant of the Gate2RuBIN
project for the integration of the RTTN to the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN).

0

Umnik 		start development

representative of the Foundation builds up within this task. It

Number of applications in the region

also predetermines active participation of KITC employ-

Average number of applications in the country

ees in the work of different social structures functioning
under the auspices of the Government of Kaliningrad

Number of winners in the re gion
Average number of winners in the country

Over 130 new jobs have been created in the region and
93 intellectual property items registered.

UMNIK winners who
switched to START

Oblast: Research and Development Board, Expert Science
and Innovation Board, Expert Eureka Prize Board, different
working groups, Community Board of the Oblast Duma. The
main aim of KITC in the work of the said structures is the
activation and creation of organizational and legal bases
of the innovation activity in Kaliningrad Oblast.
There are local support programs for the winners of
Foundation programs in the region funded by the Foundation for the Support of Small Enterprises in Kaliningrad region. Small innovative enterprises implementing

Number of
international
contracts

4

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 to 2013)

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Vladimir Alexandrovich

13, ul. Bazhenova, office 6,
236006, Kaliningrad

PIVNIK
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STaRT program projects have a possibility to receive
subsidies for the development of their own innovative business from the funds of this Foundation.
According to its statutory activity KITC performs a lot of
work informing all participants of the scientific and
innovation activity of the Foundation programs, organizes permanent consultations and trainings for the
participants of START and UMNIK programs, conducts
START teleconferences on its site, performs constant
monitoring of the project implementation and legal support, helps in the search of Russian and foreign partners
and potential investors, prepares technological queries
and offers and places them in Russian and European
databases, organizes international meetings and exchanges regarding innovations and new technologies.

Almost all programs of the Foundation are represented in the region: START, UMNIK, UMNIK
NA START, EXPORT, RAZVITIE, SMART
HOME, ANTICRISIS, ENERGO and Russian-German cooperation. The total amount of the Foundation’s funds allocated to these programs comprises over 250 million rubles.
Since the start of the UMNIK program the UMNIK Association has been created in Kalinin-

grad under the auspices of KITC. In 2012 KITC
together with the Economy Ministry of Kaliningrad Oblast created the UMNIK Club of Kaliningrad Oblast. At this point the process of formalizing the Club as legal entity is in progress with
the assistance of the Youth Affairs Agency of
Kaliningrad Oblast. The goal of the Club is to
unify young scientists, inventors and innovators for the generation of new scientific and
business ideas and to help implementing
those. The creation of such an organization provides for the intense involvement of young
people from Kaliningrad Oblast in the innovative sphere, which provides for the significant
increase of the number of innovation projects
prepared and implemented on the territory of
the region.
RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK
Through its representation the Foundation participates
in the co-financing of a series of project events related to the implementation of the innovative ideas and
technological solutions, delivers partner search services
for the technology cooperation, organizes broker events
and visits of cooperative meetings.

Total amount of the investments from the Foundation attracted to
the economy of the region makes up MM RUB 274.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Современные материалы
и
Information
Technologies
Н1
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and technology
of their generation H3
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Future Medicine Н2
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Since its creation KITC helped to create 51 new compa-

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

nies and 180 jobs. 5 companies lease the premises of
KITC, 25 employees work there. Total revenue of the lessees amounts to RUB 0.1 billion per annum. In average 3
new employees are hired by the KITC located companies

0,09

annually. KITC delivers information and consultancy support to 80 companies. The number of employees of these
companies amounts to 240 people.

0,08

0,07

Partners and clients of KITC are representatives of two
state universities, Baltic Fishing Fleet State Academy, 8 research institutes, 9 research and development enterprises,

0,06

0,05

5 large innovatively active enterprises of the Oblast and 56
small innovative enterprises as well as inventors and innovators of the region.
KITC has experience of international cooperation with
European innovation agencies: two Russian-German cooperation meetings regarding innovative ventures were or-

0,04

0,03

0,02

0,01

ganized and attended by over 100 German and over 100
local companies; it has initiated, developed and partici-

0,00

pated in 3 projects of the EU Lithuania – Poland – Russia
Cross-Border Cooperation Program:
•

support of small and medium enterprises of the
Neighborhood region based on the cooperation and

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

technology transfer;

Total amount of investments attracted by the Foundation program winners to the economy of the
region by means of multi-channel funding of their projects in the last 10 years — over MM RUB 450.

•

support of the agricultural production development
on polder soils in the Neighborhood region;

•

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

promotion of the use of fishing industry resources
in the Neighborhood region.

So the Foundation participated in the co-financing of a

Выработк а
PRODUCTION

series of project events and technology solutions. Techno-

1200
1 200

logical cooperation partner search services were provided

1 000

to SIE, broker events were organized with visits of coop-

800

eration meetings in Poland and Lithuania, training courses

600

were conducted for the use of Microsoft Project and Project

400

Expert software in the production activity of small inno-

200

vative enterprises, research activity was performed in the

0

field of design and implementation of new technologies in
fish breeding and polder systems simulation and management. Among the merits of KITC there are also creation

800
400
0

З атраты на одно

Средняя З арПлата

EXPENDITURES
рабочее место
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

of the Kaliningrad Technology Transfer Center, continuous

SIE
of the
regionподдержанные
supported by theФондом
Foundation
ИП
региона,

monitoring of the innovation activity and transfer commu-

Regional
figures показатель
егиональный

nication in the Neighborhood region, as well as the implementation of the Gate2RuBIN program.
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It has also developed Kaliningrad Oblast Innovation In-

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

80

frastructure Development Concept with account for the
possible cooperation with technology innovative areas of
Zelenograd and Dubna and the schematic design of the

70

Regional Innovation Center based on the reconstruction

60

of a Kaliningrad vocational school.

50
40

By virtue of the Foundation support KITC located compa-

30
20

nies succeeded in joint projects with foreign companies.

10
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

The cooperation of OOO AGROSOFT and AgroPower Sp.
Z. o. o, Poland, provided for the development of the Optimal
Yield software for precision farming using GPS and Glonass. OOO KD VISION successfully implements promising

14

hardware and software system for physical therapy and hu-

12

man development Playable Physiotherapy with its German

10

partner Lightfields GmbH.

8
6

During the KITC existence small innovative enterprises of the

4

region took part in the following competitions of the Foun-

2
0

2010

0,80

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

dation: START, PRIORITET, ANTICRISIS, Smart Home-2,
Energo-pilot-2010, Energo-11, EXPORT, UMNIK, UMNIK
na START, in the Russian-German program.
KITC helped intellectual property owners of the Oblast prepare over 100 applications under the START program.

0,70
0,60

Multiple screening and final oblast competitions were orga-

0,50

nized and held under the UMNIK program.

0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
3 000
2 500

Total amount of investments from the Foundation attracted to the economy of the region –
MM RUB 274. Total amount of investments
attracted by the Foundation program winners
to the economy of the region by means of multichannel funding of their projects in the last 10
years — over MM RUB 450. Total investments
within the implementation of the Foundation
programs – over MM RUB 150.
The Foundation program winners get support from
the Russian National Training Foundation (NTF).
Over 130 new jobs were created in the region and 93
intellectual property items were registered within
the implementation of the Foundation programs.

2 000
1 500
1 000
500

The programs of the Foundation become more and more

0

2010

2011
Regional figures
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The Foundation program winners get
support from the Russian
National Training Foundation (NTF).

2012

2013

popular and the competition winners go the extra mile and
create their own innovative enterprises and continue their
fruitful research work.
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Svetlana Viktorovna
ANDRONOVA,
Laboratory Chief at the Food Biotechnology Chair of Kaliningrad
State Technical University,
Kaliningrad.

After her graduation from Kaliningrad State Technical University Svetlana Andronova worked at the heat preservation laboratory AtlantNIRO and researched hydrobiont
fats including a whole variety of unique biologically active substances. Svetlana Andronova continued her research in this
field during her postgraduate study at the Food Biotechnology Chair of Kaliningrad State Technical University,
where she is working now as the laboratory chief.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Production Technology of Functional Food Products.

In 2012 Svetlana Andronova won UMNIK program by the Foundation,
which provided for the continuation of her research and creation of
functional food technologies containing concentrate of polyunsaturated fatty acids of the fish oil stabilized by means of plant
extracts. Depending on the extract type and plant raw material it was
extracted from there is a possibility to vary its pharmacological effect
and to create nutritional supplements for different purposes and
for different groups of population.
Svetlana Andronova developed the functional food technology, namely
wheat bread containing fish oil concentrate and rosemary extract.
The use of such a product in small quantity (approx. 120-200 g) fills
50 % of the need of a man in polyunsaturated fatty oils and facilitates prevention of cardiovascular disorders.
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Danil Alexandrovich
BORCHEVKIN,
Chief of Electronic Systems Design and
Production Laboratory and Design Bureau,
Kaliningrad.

The project of Danil Borchevkin “Development of a Transceiver for
the Operation within Sensor Networks” won the UMNIK competition of the Foundation. The project provided for the construction of
low-powered nodes of sensor networks with the cost of less
than K RUB 1 per piece, which provides for the application of such
networks for the data sampling at the industrial facilities, as well
as for the control of parameters of residential facilities.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Transceiver for the Operation within Sensor Networks
The funding of the Foundation ensured continuation of the research works under the project and provision of development and debugging tools to the team
of three people, as well as purchase of technological materials for small-scale
production in the own laboratory.
Danil Borchevkin is the Chief of the Electronic Systems Design and Production Laboratory and Design Bureau lab409. During the existence of the
design bureau 26 developments have been performed and several projects became commercially successful.
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The project of OOO BITRIX-RAZRABOTKA “Design and Development of a Multi-Part Software Solution for the Creation of Portals for Healthcare Regulatory Bodies with the Function of Public Service of the Patient Flow Dispatch at the Medical Institutions of the Region” was implemented by virtue of the Foundation’s support.
As result of the research the software solution – portal of different level healthcare
regulatory bodies – regional, municipal, portals of certain medical organizations — was
created for the purpose of provision of public
service of the patient flow dispatch. Apart
from the function of public services for the
population the portal is oriented to the collection of people’s inquiries, monitoring of
inquiry answer deadlines and organization of
web representations of healthcare regulatory bodies.

The 1C-Bitrix: Regional Healthcare Portal software
is intended for the official web representation of a
healthcare regulatory body and provides for the following possibilities:
•

specialist appointment scheduling at the medical institution via Internet and information terminals;

•

viewing of the medical organization’s working hours
and the schedule of doctors in the Internet;

•

doctor appointment scheduling via Internet;

•

information about the activity of medical institutions
of the region;

•

collection of people’s inquiries, monitoring of the inquiry answer deadlines and status by the people;

•

access to the personal web pages containing data
about medical services provided to the person.

BITRIXRAZRABOTKA

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Design and Development of a Multi-Part Software Solution
for the Creation of Portals for Healthcare Regulatory
Bodies with the Function of Public Service of the Patient
Flow Dispatch at the Medical Institutions of the Region.
Within the project implementation software components have been developed for the creation of portals of healthcare regulatory bodies,
data interchange formats have been developed for the information
interaction of the scheduling website for people willing to visit
specialists with medical information systems; pilot testing of the
prototype of the developed multi-part software solution has been
run according to the approved methodology.
Sales revenue: in 2009 amounted to K RUB 24,566; in 2010 – K RUB
30,070; in 2011 – K RUB 30,226.

The company employs 49 people.

In the course of the project rights to the PC software “Unit and Feature Development Kit for 1C-Bitrix” have been formalized.
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CYBER SPHERE Limited Liability Company (OOO CYBER SPHERE) founded in 2005 operates in the
field of information and communication technologies.
Manager: Viktor Ivanovich VARCHENKO
program that at the first stage received K RUB 750 funding. The project was co-financed at the expense of
sale of already available developments. As result of the
project stage one basic computer games prototypes
powered by Windows have been developed as well as
the technology for their use for the preparation of children to the infant school. This is software and guidance
package intended for making literate, for studying Russian and mathematics, for the development of cognitive processes in preschool children.
At the end of stage one the tender held by the National
Training Foundation for the development of “Complex
Structure Information Sources for the Education
System” with K USD 53 funding was won.

Core business of the company is the development
and sale of edifying computer games for school
and home computers, main areas of developments application: learning of school subjects,
speech therapy, 3 to 12 year-old children development.

CYBER
SPHERE

Based on the technology for a preschool educational institution developed at the project implementation stage
within START program the computer hands-on training
for infant school was developed for the National Training
Foundation project intended for making literate, for studying Russian, mathematics, outside world, as well as for
the development of cognitive processes in 1st-4th form

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Software and Guidance Package for the
Development of Cognitive Processes in Pupils.

Since 1993 the creative team consisting of a programmer
and educators: materials developers, teachers, speech
therapists and nursery school teachers, have been developing edifying and development computer games for
making literate, for studying Russian, mathematics
and nature, as well as for the development of cognitive processes in children: perception, attention, visual
memory, brainwork, etc. in preschool and infant school
children. By the middle of 2000 a huge content of teaching and learning aids and software was accumulated under
DOS. Everything had to be reprogrammed for Windows.
Meanwhile, home computers were persistently developing, so they had to give due consideration to this market.
In 2005 under the assistance of the Foundation OOO
CYBER SPHERE was created within the START

pupils that was included in the Federal Depositary of the
Uniform Collection of Digital Educational Resources and
is now used in educational institutions of Russia.
Moreover based on the same technology for preschool
children that is still distributed by the enterprise the Internet school on the website “Logozavr” was created,
and the book “Logozavr Lessons: Joyful and Quick
Preparation to School” was published in the Phoenix
Publishing House. The Logozavr website dedicated to
computer games for children hosts about 10 thousand
visitors a day. The total economic effort of CYBER
SPHERE amounts to MM RUB 15. The educative and
social impact is determined by the wide use of teaching
and learning aids in thousands of schools and millions of families in Russia.

Project development prospects are in the orientation to the use of web technologies. The entry into the
international market is also possible, in the first place, in the sphere of development of brain games
for preschool and infant school children. Provided proper funding the available potential of educational
and game developments of CYBER SPHERE may bring income amounting to MM RUB 30 per annum.
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CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY Limited Liability Company (OOO Center for Energy Efficiency)
was created in 2010 for the purpose of development and sales of energy saving solutions for
the housing and utilities sector, for private sector and industry.
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The company is also partner of ZAO International Energy Corporation (Closed Joint Stock Company) in Kaliningrad Oblast in
the part of implementation of data collection projects from the
metering devices in apartment houses.

In 2011 the CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY participated
in the Foundation’s START competition and received funding
amounting to K RUB 2,800 at two stages of the project. The second year of works was co-financed by the partner company interested in the promotion to market of the developments of the CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY and of joint package solutions.

The company employs specialists with significant experience in development of
software and hardware solutions for the
housing and utilities sector. CENTER FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY is the integrator of
these solution (own and partner design), it
implements and promotes these solutions
to the end-users.

CENTER FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The Foundation’s financial assistance was given to the project
“Data Collection and Smart Home Equipment Controller using Power Mains” representing the development of a software
and hardware system for the equipment status control and its
management using power mains. The created system may be
applied in particular for the control of the building surrounding
grounds and street lighting.

Currently the CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY implements
a small batch of the development as test industrial use for the
cost efficiency and payback time analysis of the development
implementation. The expected economic impact of the implementation for lighting systems amounts to RUB 2,500 pa (the controller
costs USD 95) for each light point. The expected income from the
sale of 5 thousand controllers annually amounts to MM RUB 15.
Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Data Collection and Smart Home Equipment
Controller using Power Mains
The company hired 5 specialists who performed research and development and prepared the pilot lot of controllers.
The assistance of the Foundation played crucial role in the development of the controller, experimental prototype production, its
testing and debugging.
Project developers believe that the controller has significant potential for commercialization. This is predetermined by the policy
of the Russian Government in the field of energy saving (Federal
Law no. 261) and the striving of local authorities to save power on
street and public buildings lighting.
Smart Home systems developers also have interest to the
equipment controllers, as their use does not require communication line laying (which is important when implementing
systems at already existing sites) and does not create additional electromagnetic background characteristic for wireless
systems.

Negotiations with representatives of Poland and Lithuania in issues of pilot implementation of the development are in progress. It is planned to equip a demo Smart Home together with ItoDesign Sp. Z.o.o.
on the territory of Gdansk University of Technology (Poland).

ÒÀ Ò
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TEKHNOTSENOZ Limited Liability Company (OOO Tekhnotsenoz) has been at the
market since 2009. The company operates in the field of information and communication technologies. The innovative
product manufactured by the company
is the situation center — the decision
support system for the top management of municipal, regional institutions and
large companies.
Manager: Alexander Alexeevich MERKULOV

The company participated in the Foundation’s

(municipality, energy, Emergencies Ministry) have been

START program from 2009 to 2012 with

developed. Two developments have been implemented:

the universal organization chart generation
model development project providing for the
creation of the situation center replication plat-

TEKHNOTSENOZ

Municipality situation center and IntelEnergia situation
center. The economic impact of these developments
amounts to MM RUB 26. The project is implemented
at the Oblast Emergencies Ministry Administration in

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Situation Center — the Decision Support System.

form for organizations of every business activity
and ownership form.

Tula Oblast and OAO Yantarenergo (Open Joint Stock

The Foundation’s support played crucial role in the de-

The project has large prospectives at the Russian as

velopment of the company and allowed ensuring working

well as the international market. The integrating mar-

places with the modern equipment and network com-

ket growth can be explained by the constant increase of

munications and buying advanced domestic and foreign

demands to management quality and decision support

software.

systems.

Company).

14 new jobs have been created. The company grew from
3 to 17 people.
For further project development the Foundation allocated MM RUB 6 funding. Co-financing was performed
at the expense of private investments.
By virtue of the financial support the platform “VSM
Cenose Situation Center” and its configurations

24

The platform developed by TEKHNOTSENOZ
contains work of three scientific schools, which
shall bring its results in the sphere of forecasting and modeling in the nearest future. The
project has bigger portability, scalability and
flexibility in the course of implementation and a
lower possession price in its niche.
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Experimental Design Bureau of Machine Building – Process Equipment Limited Liability
Company (OOO OKBM-TO) was registered in 2005. The company specializes in the development
and manufacture of special vacuum process equipment and devices for quantum instrument
making and microelectronics.
Manager: Vladimir Andreevich SHRAMKO
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In connection with the renewal of the air
instrument engineering in Russia in 2005
OKBM-TO started to create revolutionary modern automated equipment for
the ion-beam deposition of the optical
coating equipped with two (imported)
ion sources. In 2007 two samples of the
new OC VDPs were manufactured.

In 2008 within further development of this field
the company performed works under the order of
OAO RPZ, Ramenskoe, developing the process

of deposition of multi-layer mirror coatings for the
supplied plant.

Russian patent has been obtained for the development “Vacuum Deposition Plant”.

The project “Development of a Plant and
Optical Coating Vacuum Deposition Plant OC VDP

OKBM-TO

Technology

for

Ion-Beam

Deposition

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology and Creation of a Plant for Ion-Beam
Deposition of Multi-Layer Coatings in Vacuum.

of

Multi-Layer Coatings in Vacuum” received support of

and the funds of Russian customers of the processing

the Foundation.

equipment developed by the company.

Currently there are no companies in Russia engaged

The amount of the produced and sold technological

in development and implementation of such kinds of

solutions made up: in 2005 – K RUB 775; in 2012 –

products.

MM RUB 22.3; in 2013 (9 months) – MM RUB 28.0.

The competitive ability of the project is provided by the
existing experience of development, manufacture and

Including products developed under the project: in 2012 –
MM RUB 19.1, in 2013 (9 months) – MM RUB 23.3.

sale of products of such category and at 2 times lower

The implementation of the project results allowed the

price than foreign competitors. The cost of the plant

plant consumers:

developed by OKBM-TO makes up K USD 650-750,

1. To boost the process productivity (by 200 % com-

whereas foreign equivalents cost MM USD 2.5-3.5.

pared to the previous model) and the yield of non

In the framework of the Foundation’s EXPORT program
the company performed “Research and Development

-defective items by the multi-layer optical coating
deposition with small losses.

Works aimed at the Production of the Export-Oriented

2. To reduce cumulative losses of multi-layer optical

Products” amounting to MM RUB 12. The Foundation

coatings to 0.01 %.

provided funding amounting to MM RUB 6. The project

3. To use modern deposition technology of conduct-

was co-financed at the expense of the own funds

ing optical coatings in the production of q switches.
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Putting of the plants into operation shall allow the buyer

automated deposition nanotechnologies for mult-

of this hi-tech product increasing the parameters and

layer optical coatings with low (less than 0.01 %) to-

the competitive ability of the produced devices (laser

tal optical loss.

gyros) at the world market.

Initially the company managed to build up its own work-

Thus reduction of optical losses of mirror coatings pro-

ing capital without debt creation. The participation in

vides for the increase of the measurement accuracy of

the Foundation’s programs provided for the achieve-

laser gyros (navigation sensor).

ment of financial stability in the shortest possible term.

OKBM-TO was awarded EUREKA Prize of the Government of Kaliningrad Oblast for high scientific achievements in the field of nanotechnologies. The company

11 people are employed by the company.
Two metalworking machines, two welding sets, an air

participated in the Russian display of the International

tightness check stand and controlling equipment have

Small and Medium Enterprises Fair in Guangzhou

been purchased. The production output of the spe-

(China). In 2012 the company was awarded the Prize

cial-purpose equipment for the manufacturing of hi-tech

for the Best Innovation Development at the Interna-

products grew more than 20-fold.

tional VacuumTechExpo Exhibition in Moscow.

Owing to the Foundation the company is in the process

Owing to its participation in the Foundation funded program the company was able to speed up the research
and development for air and space instrument engi-

of patenting its developments.
The company developed and put into operation 5 new
types and 3 upgraded types of jigs, fixtures and

equipment.

tools.

In parallel with the manufacturing of the equipment

In 2013 the development of 4 more types of new jigs,

the company succeeded to develop and to implement

fixtures and tools was started.

à

neering and to enhance parameters of the developed

OKBM-TO

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology and Creation of a Plant for Ion-Beam
Deposition of Multi-Layer Coatings in Vacuum.

Total sales volume of jigs, fixtures and tools developed and manufactured during the company operation from 2005 to 2012 amounts to over MM RUB 110. All main developments are subject to
patenting.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
Petrozavodsk State University
In 2010 the official Agreement for Cooperation in Research and Development
and Innovation was concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of
Karelia and the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
(hereinafter - the “Foundation”). The result of the integration cooperation was the permanent representation created by the Foundation in Karelia. The functions of the representation have been assigned to the Petrozavodsk State University (PetrGU).

14

This is not accidental that the representation was created

Technology Transfer Center and other innovative subdi-

at PetrGU. The university has longtime relations with the

visions. PetrGU has significant experience of cooperation

Foundation. Its innovative developments received funding

with the biggest enterprises and organizations in Russia

under the Foundation’s programs more than once. PetrGU

and abroad, executes orders of these enterprises and or-

has successful IT park, Technologies and Innovations

ganizations under business contracts. Over 25 students,

Support Center, Regional New Information Technologies

Ph. D. students and young scientists received fund-

Center, Intellectual Property and Inventions Protection

ing for the execution of their scientific projects under

Department, Innovation Projects Department, Regional

the Foundation’s UMNIK program.
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interest in the activity of the representation and render
active support to the competition winners under Foundation’s programs. Thus there are two programs for

50
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40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

the UMNIK program winners in the region, by means
of which UMNIK winners get by tender additional funding for the implementation of their projects. Since 2010
the Government of the Republic of Karelia allocates
10 % of the budget of the regional R&D support
program (RUB 1.5-2 mln.) to UMNIK winners in the
framework of the Program of the Economic Devel-

0
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opment Ministry of the Republic for Funding of the

Region-wide wide number of requests

Most Important R&D. Also companies supported by the

Average country-wide number of requests

Foundation have priority in getting funds under the Small
and Medium Business Support Program of the Economic

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The authorities of the Republic of Karelia show deep

Activity of appealing of the region innovators
to the Foundation for Assistance and
60
60
the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

The representation of the Foundation actively
promotes the most promising developments for
their presentation to the Foundation and delivers assistance in the fundraising for the implementation of innovative projects. The representation strives to the development of the
Republic of Karelia and actively cooperates
with scientific and educational organizations of
the Republic, individual entrepreneurs and inventors.

0

Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The regional budget allocated for the support of START and UMNIK program winners:
in 2011 –RUB 5.5 mln.; in 2012 – RUB 6.4 mln.; in 2013 – RUB 10.42 mln.

Development Ministry of the Republic. In 2011-2012

UMNIK winners who
switched to START

25 % of small innovative enterprises supported by
the Foundation were winners of SME programs of
the Republic of Karelia.
The regional budget allocated for the support of START
and UMNIK program winners: in 2011 –RUB 5.5 mln.; in
2012 – RUB 6.4 mln.; in 2013 – RUB 10.42 mln.

Number of
international
contracts

3

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1

1

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 to 2013)

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Ilya Romanovich
SHEGELMAN

31, pr. Lenina,
185910, Petrozavodsk
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The regional program “Development
of Small and Medium Business in
the Republic of Karelia in the period
by 2014” provides inter alia for:
•

•

improvement of economic and legal regulation
schemes for the business activity aimed at the creation of favorable conditions for the development of
small and medium business with due regard to the
opinion of businessmen;
assurance of a comprehensive system of information and consultancy services for small and medium
businesses and development of the small and medium business support structure;

•

assistance to small and medium businesses and
organizations from the small and medium business
support infrastructure in skill conversion and professional development of the staff;

•

reduction of expenses of small and medium businesses in relation to the fundraising and assistance
to the development of the credit granting system;

•

property support of small and medium businesses
and use by small and medium businesses of the
preemption right of lessees for the purchase of the
leased property according to the legislation of Russia
and Karelia;

•

assistance in the promotion of products, commodities and services produced by small and medium
businesses to the Russian and international markets;

•

creation of conditions for the implementation of innovative projects;

•

provision of grants to small and medium businesses
for the start-up of their own business, including creation of an innovative company;

•

funding of a part of the interest rate for investment
loans of small and medium businesses;

•

granting subsidies to already existing innovative
companies for the reimbursement of expenses for
the development of new products, services and their
production (transfer) methods, new production processes; for the purchase of machines and equipment
related to technological innovations; to the purchase
of new technologies (including patents, licenses for
the use of inventions, production prototypes, utility
models);

•

operation of the business incubator of the Republic
of Karelia;

•

measures to ensure access of small and medium
businesses to public and municipal property resources, including assurance of use of the preemption right to purchase the leased premises;

Total amount of Foundation’s funds invested in the region
since 2004 – RUB 68 mln.
(START – RUB 15 mln., RAZVITIE – RUB 16 mln., UMNIK – RUB 37 mln.).
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5
Information Technologies Н1

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Advanced materials and technology of
their generation H3

16
16

Future
Medicine
Биотехнологии
Н5 Н2
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•

information and consultancy events, as well as skill

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

conversion and professional development of persons
engaged in small and medium business.
•

assurance of the highest possible transparency regarding the implemented measures of public support

0,35

of small and medium business by means of placement of the information on the web portal “Small and

0,30

Medium Business of Republic of Karelia”.
•

financial support of municipal small and medium

0,25

business development programs;
•

extension of the support of export-oriented small and

0,20

medium businesses.

In 2010 the Strategy of Socio-Economic Development of the Republic of Karelia in the
period till 2015 was approved. Among the priority areas there are:

0,15

0,10

0,05

•

technological

modernization

and

economic

diversification;
•

0,00

creation of conditions for the development and implementation of advanced technologies and innovations in the economy and social sphere;

•

development of business competition, assurance of
entrepreneurial freedom, support of small and me-

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

dium businesses;

In 2004 as result of the Foundation’s activity 252 jobs were created, the investments in the
course of implementation of the Foundation’s programs amounted to RUB 362 mln.

•

creation and development of the information and
knowledge market as factors of production, including
wide application of the modern information and communication technology (ICT).

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

In the framework of implementation of the Competition
Development Program in the Republic it is inter alia provided for:

Выработк а
PRODUCTION
1 200
1200
1 000

•

•
•

lowering of infrastructure and administrative barriers
preventing from and complicating the start and the
running of the business activity;

800
800
600

400

400

support of small and medium business;

200

creation of motivations for efficient and economical use of resources, implementation of new
Средняя З арПлата
AVERAGE
technologies;

0

0

З атраты на одно

EXPENDITURES
рабочее
место
FOR
ONE WORK
PLACE

WAGE

•

greater access to public contracts and other resources and rights provided to the government
authorities.

SIE
the region
supported by the
Foundation
ИПofрегиона,
поддержанные
Фондом
Regional figures
егиональный
показатель
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RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

One of the most important activity areas of PetrGU is the
development of the Foundation’s programs UMNIK, UMNIK na START, START, SOFT, PHARMA, MEDICINA.
Since 2012 in the framework of implementation of the Program for Development of the Activity of Students Unions
PetrGU has been supporting UMNIK winners and the UMNIK club. In 2012-2013 RUB 1.5 mln. were allocated for
this purpose.

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
12
10
8

The relation of the total amount of extra-budgetary investments in the projects that won Foundation’s programs to the
funding from the Foundation is 5.32 %.
Total number of UMNIK program participants is 325, which
makes up 3.3 % of the total number of students of the
Republic.

6
4
2
0

2010

1,20

Total amount of the Foundation’s funds invested
in the region since 2004 – RUB 68 mln. (START
–RUB 15 mln., RAZVITIE – RUB 16 mln., UMNIK –
RUB 37 mln.).

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Total number of UMNIK winners is 83, which makes up
0.7 % of the total number of students.
The share of UMNIK winners among the winners of UMNIK
na START and START programs makes up 25 %, 12 companies won the programs START and UMNIK na START, 3
of them are companies created by UMNIK winners.

1,00

About 70 % of all UMNIK winners either created their own
business or actively continued their scientific research, or
chose the way of top managers at research and development

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

2010
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
6
5
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2013

Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0
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15 Russian patents;
7 PC and DB programs;
10 know-how.
companies of the Republic of Karelia and Russia. In the last
2 years UMNIK winners have published over 50 articles in
Russian and international scientific magazines, received 10
patents and registration certificates for the computer software, defended 10 theses.

Since 2004 owing to the activity of the Foundation
252 jobs have been created, the investments in
the framework of implementation of the Foundation’s programs amounted to RUB 362 mln.
Number of the registered intellectual property items in the
framework of implementation of the Foundation’s programs:
15 Russian patents; 7 PC and DB programs; 10 know-how.
Joint activity with Finnish companies, universities and
with the Finnish Forest Research Institute METLA is
in progress and developing. There is an agreement with
the Belarusian State Technological University for cooperation including students, teachers and employees exchange
programs. It is intended to start preparation of joint projects under Russian, Belarusian and European programs
as the universities of the Republic of Karelia and the
Republic of Belarus are similar in research, education and
innovations.
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Alexander Nikolaevich
VOROBYEV,
Ph. D. student at the Physics and Technology Faculty of Petrozavodsk State
University,
P etrozavodsk.

Alexander Vorobyev participated in the Foundation’s UMNIK program with the project “Development of Software Simulation for
Fire Detection using Video Image”, which allowed getting skilled
at the competent presentation of own ideas. The Foundation’s
grant provided for the continued works under the project. At this
point the project is under development.
The goal of the project is to create a software simulation performing detection and highlighting of fire areas on the video image. The fire detection using video image software simulation under development is one of
the main components of the software and hardware package for fire

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Fire Detection using Video Image Software Simulation
detection contained in the robotic fire fighting complexes and real time
video surveillance systems.

The suggested development surpasses available solutions –
smoke and heat fire detectors – in many parameters.
The distinguishing feature of this fire detection using video image software simulation is the short detection time of the fire source (less than 5
seconds), position fix of the fire source and universality of the solution.
High-level design is used for the development of the software simulation
and the possibility to start the finished product in real time in the embedded
systems.
The project was supported by the grants of the Economic Development
Ministry of the Republic of Karelia. There is also a direct client for the project results, i.e. FR Engineering Center of Fire Robots Technology.
It is planned to participate in scientific conferences and thematic exhibitions
aimed at the presentation of the innovation project and the search of potential
investors.
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Ilya Vladimirovich DRATS,
Student at the Mathematical Faculty of Petrozavodsk State
University,
Petrozavodsk.

The project of Ilya Drats “Development of Virtual Eye Surgeon
Simulator” is dedicated to the creation of a virtual eye surgeon
simulator intended for the hands-on training of young specialists.
The project won the Foundation’s UMNIK competition.
The simulator makes it possible to perform training surgeries on eye diseases
of different complexity, an individual assessment of adequacy and safety of
the therapy and a combined check of theoretical skills.

The virtual simulator provides for the simulation of different eye diseases, for modeling of unforeseen situations and shall be useful for
the mastering of new techniques and methods.
The software package under development shall find application in ophthalmology centers, clinics and medical high schools for exercising tactile and
visual sensations and combined check of theoretical skills of microsurgeons.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Virtual Eye Surgeon Simulator.

Main advantages of the project are imaging graphics subsystem and physical simulator of the surgery process.
The project received high comments from the Russian Healthcare Minister Veronika
Skvortsova after the presentation to the Preparation Committee to the 100th Anniversary of the Republic of Karelia.

The virtual simulator developed by Ilya Drats is planned for implementation at the Svyatoslav Fyodorov Eye Microsurgery Complex.
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OOO Nanopharm founded in 2012 engages in the development of modification methods and
technologies of physical properties of medications and medicinal substances preserving
chemical structure of the substance.

START

SUCCESS STORY

The project is aimed at the development of a modification method
for physical and chemical properties of microscale and nanoscale biological objects in the noble gas plasma. The processed
biological objects include microparticles and nanoparticles of
biopolymers, drug vehicles, medication particles, etc.

In the course of the research it is planned to place the treated biological
objects in the cool noble gas plasma in form of arranged plasma dust
structures. The technology developed within the project shall also provide
for the modification of the physical properties of medications preserving chemical structure of the substance, which shall result in the growth
of efficiency of the existing medications.

In October 2013 the company received a grant under the program “Grants

for the Creation and Development of a Small Innovative Company” from
the Economic Development Ministry of the Republic of Karelia amounting

to RUB 500 thous. The granted funds were spent for the purchase of the
equipment for the research.

NanoPharm

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Innovative Method of Modification of Physical and
Chemical Properties of Microscale and Nanoscale
Biological Objects in the Noble Gas Plasma.
The company participated in the Foundation’s UMNIK na START program
and won, which allowed to continue developments and to purchase precision equipment. The company created 4 jobs and succeeded in attracting
partners for the research of modification of the biological objects in the
noble gas plasma.
At this point NanoPharm is preparing document package for the patent for
the developed modification method of physical and chemical properties of
microscale and nanoscale biological objects in the noble gas plasma. It is
planned to receive the patent after the completion of R&D of the first year.

The project is knowledge-intensive and has a large development potential. The company is currently
searching for strategic partners and investors for the project development. Several research and
development centers in Germany and the USA have interest to this project.

ÒÀ Ò
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OOO NANOSCAN was founded in 2011. Small Innovative Enterprise NANOSCAN is active in development and production of instruments and optical systems using principles of digital
holographic microscopy, as well as in development of information technologies and computer
systems in the sphere of formation, synthesis, processing and analysis of images by
means of integration of efficient computer systems with photonics.

Within the project range an instrument is being
developed that shall provide for the automation
of traditionally manual hydrobiological measurements and for the higher plausibility of the
precipitation control.

In 2013 the company applied under the Foundation’s START
program, area H4 “New Devices and Hardware Systems”.
The project of the company “Development of an Instrument
and a Client/Server Application for the Remote ExpressControl of the Ecological State of Water Bodies and Holographic Disdrometry” won and received financial support of

There is a network of the State Hydrometeorology and

the Foundation amounting to RUB 900 thous. in the first year.

Environmental Monitoring Service on the territory of

The existing state monitoring system provides for the stan-

Russia that performs routine monitoring of the state and

dard observation of floating and bottom organisms, i.e.

the pollution of the atmospheric air, precipitation and sur-

manual sampling and laboratory analysis. High human ef-

face waters. Use of the instrument by the relevant ser-

fort and resource intensity of hydrobiological researches

vices shall provide for the diagnosis of the initial envi-

prevent from the immediate discovery of changes in the

ronmental changes at early stages, so that responsible

ecological situation in the water body.

persons could be timely notified about the stress situation
in the ecosystem of water bodies and thus environmental backlash and respectively economic impact could be
prevented. The suggested instrument may also be applied
to the toxicity tests at standard test objects for the de-

The instrument under development represents a digital
holographic microscope protected for the underwater
use and able to measure 3D coordinates and the shape
of microscopic objects in real time.

termination of maximum permissible concentration

The instrument may be used for the remote express-

and the sewage toxicity.

control of hydrobiological parameters of water bodies,

Nanoscan
Instrument Prototype

22
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such as number, species composition and dimensional range of zooplanktonic organisms. In the future it is planned to expand the scope of controlled parameters and to add the option of phytoplankton analysis.
Unlike the existing laboratory instruments used for the control of hydrobiological parameters, the instrument under development does not require special treatment of water samples. It may stay in the water body
constantly and perform measurements in real time.
Another area of application of the instrument under development (without
any modifications) is the digital holographic disdrometry (detection of
the fractional composition, speed, number of lithometeors and hydrometeors and their classification for the needs of meteorology). This is based
on similar sizes of hydrometeors and planktonic microorganisms. In addition, main advantages of the instrument are low measurement error
and possibility of direct classification of lithometeors and hydrometeors. The competitive equivalents (optical and ultrasound disdrometers)
do not provide for imaging of hydrometeors and classify them according
to indirect indicators (e.g. comparing the fall velocity and the size of hydrometeors), which results in larger measurement errors.
At this point the company works at the second stage of the first financing
year of the project “Manufacture and Testing of the Instrument Prototype for Remote Express-Control of the Ecological Situation in Water Bodies and Holographic Disdrometry”.
Currently there are no equivalents of this development at the Russian
market.

START
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Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Creation of an Instrument and a Client/Server Application for the Remote ExpressControl of the Ecological Situation of Water Bodies and Holographic Disdrometry.
Plant Layout

Another area of application of the instrument under
development is the digital holographic disdrometer with a wide range and a low measurement
error compared to the competitive equivalents
(optical and ultrasound disdrometers). The preliminary assessment shows that the classification
error of different species of lithometeors and hydrometeors for the instrument under development
makes up approx. 2 %, whereas this parameter of
known equivalents reaches up to 10-20 %.

At the Saint Petersburg Technical Fair in
2013 the project “Remote Express-Control System for the Ecological Situation
of Water Bodies and Holographic Disdrometry” by Nanoscan was awarded a first
grade diploma and a gold medal in the category “The Best Innovation Project in
the Sphere of Instrument Engineering”.

ÒÀ Ò
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises – OOO Innovatsia.
The representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter the “Foundation”) started its work in the region in 2012. Permanent representation of the Foundation OOO Innovatsia was opened at the Komi Republican Academy of State Service and Management (KRAGSiU). “We have desire
to work, you have experience and I am confident that we can chieve the set
goals. I am convinced that the activity of the Foundation on the territory of the Republic shall facilitate the development of the innovation activity in the region, encourage
closer cooperation of research institutes and innovation companies”, Vyacheslav
Gayzer, Head of the Komi Republic, commented upon the opening.

The goal of the representation is to facilitate the development of the small and medium innovative business. Its main task is to preserve the intellectual and investment potential of the Republic steering
it to the all-round improvement of the quality of living and economic prosperity of the region.
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Main priorities:
•

creation of conditions providing for the active involvement into the innovation activity of civil society actors,

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
the kinds of the initiated requests
60
60

as well as the intellectual activity items created at the

•
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search and further support of innovation authors in
the implementation of their ideas and projects;
development of the system for state support of innovation projects;

•

assistance to the improvement of the regulatory
framework for the development of the innovation
infrastructure;

•

formation, in the first place among the young people,
of a new culture of innovation business;

for 1,000 students

•

KRAGSiU, Ukhta State Technical University (UGTU),
Syktyvkar State University (SyktGU and Innovatsia
joined their organizational, methodical and resource

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

expense of the regional and federal budgets;

databases under the name of INNOVATION CENTER.
Expert Board of the Innovation Center was appointed.
It includes scientists, representatives of governmental,

0

0
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community and business structures. The team of the

Region-wide wide number of requests

Center consists of professionals working in the sphere

Average country-wide number of requests

of youth entrepreneurship, business planning and sci-

Region-wide wide number of winners

entific researches.

Average country-wide number of winners

During 17 months of its work Innovatsia arranged 32 presentations of the Foundation’s
programs at 7 educational and 3 research institutions of the Republic.

Innovatsia represents interests and programs of the
Foundation aimed at additional funding of projects of
young scientists and small innovative companies. The
Foundation, in its turn, renders financial support to promising scientific researches, innovative developments of scientists and small innovative companies operating on the
territory of the Republic.
A representative of the Foundation is always present at final stages of projects defense under the UMNIK program.
Today the Foundation implements already two programs in
the region: UMNIK and START.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

3

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Viktor Vladimirovich
FILIPCHUK

11, ul. Kommunisticheskaya,
167000, Syktyvkar
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Starting from the day of its creation the permanent repre-

scientific institutions. Then the best of them go to the pre-

sentation of the Foundation conducts serious awareness

liminary selections with the participation of experts of the

and promotion activity among the population of the re-

Foundation’s representation. As result of preliminary de-

gion. During 17 months of its work Innovatsia conducted

fenses the top scorers are recommended by the experts

32 presentations of the Foundation’s programs at 7 edu-

for the participation in the final stage.

cational and 3 scientific institutions of the Republic, as well
as among entrepreneurs and innovators of 10 municipal
structures of the region. Altogether a little less than 2,000
people visited the presentations. Moreover, seminars and
personal consultations in issues of participation in the
financial funding programs were held for the authors of
innovative projects. The team of the Representation met
three hundred people.

UMNIK winners who wish to obtain definite knowledge or
receive consultations in issues of commercialization of
their projects may get all necessary information via web
conference or personally discussing issues of interest with
the employees of Innovatsia. Sometimes there is a possibility to arrange a meeting between parties interested in
the market launch of the innovative project results supported by the Foundation and the project author – program

Innovatsia signed cooperation agreements with the Komi

winner. The representation is searching for interested

Scientific Center of Ural Department of the Russian Acad-

businesses for each project separately.

emy of Sciences and leading educational institutions of
the Komi Republic. Business involvement into the market
launch of innovative projects is very proactive.

Regional Expert Boards under the Foundation’s
programs include candidates and doctors of
sciences, directors of research institutes and
businessmen.

Among the priority areas stipulated in the Strategy of
Economic and Social Development of Komi Republic
for the period till 2020 the innovation activity is one of the
first. Scientific research and development are performed
at 23 large and medium scientific institutions of the Republic, 13 of them are research institutes. Approx. 2 thousand people work in the field of science and scientific ser-

Before the final selection UMNIK participants pass

vices, including 1.4 thousand scientists. In 2009 60 small

through a multi-stage screening. Initially all participants

enterprises with the core business “Scientific Research

go through the internal selection at their educational and

and Development” were registered in the region.

Presentations of UMNIK and START programs were made at 15 educational and
scientific organizations, as well as at municipal and business sites.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and technology of
their generation H3
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RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK
The representation of the Foundation has the lead
among the parties engaged in promotion of science and
implementation of innovations. The number of supported
innovative projects and raised funds for their implementation is sometimes bigger than the amounts allocated
by regional and municipal government bodies. The representation has close business relations with the Industry and Transport Development Ministry of the Republic
and with the Oblast Ministry of Education.
The most significant result of the first year of representation’s work is the beginning of creation of the innovation development culture of the region. Owing to the
Foundation’s activity many students, Ph. D. students,
scientists and businessmen had a different look at the
issue of development of the innovative sector of economy. Scientific conferences and forums became more
application-oriented and partially solve the problem of
science integration to the production. The register of
innovative companies, innovators, innovative ideas and
projects was formed.
Meanwhile there are only UMNIK winners in the region,
as the representation has existed for only a short while,
which is not enough for the winners to switch to the program UMNIK na START.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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UMNIK-2012 winners:
•

V. I. MIKHAYLOV

“Porous Ceramic Materials Based on the Natural Raw Materials of the Komi Republic”;
•

M. A. SHELYAKIN

“New Materials for the Control of Sosnowsky’s Hogweed”;
•

A. A. LYUTOEV

“Simulation of the Behavior of Magnetic Nanoparticles in
the Liquid Medium for the Purpose of Development of a Purification Technology for Oil-Cut Wastewater”;
•

E. S. YUSHIN

“Research Technique for the Metal Structure Fatigue using
MUI-6000”;

Scientific research and development are performed at 23 large and medium
scientific institutions of the Republic, 13 of them are research institutes.
1 small enterprise of the region – OOO Elandis Laboratory won the START program in 2012 in the category
“Information Technology”.

•

OOO SIE Innovation Technologies created at the SyktGU is currently participating in the START program.

•

Preliminary selection stages of innovation projects were held
in 5 municipal structures of the Komi Republic (Ust-Kulomsky Municipal District, Vorkuta, Syktyvkar, Usinsk, Ukhta).
Presentations of START and UMNIK programs were conducted at 15 educational and scientific organizations, as
well as at municipal and business sites of the region. 60
projects were recommended for the participation in the final winner selection event of UMNIK program. The ideas of
83 people and 2 organizations were presented to employees and experts of the Innovation Center for review. 5 innovators addressed for consultations regarding the participation in the START program. Altogether 175 people within
information and consultancy events regarding the forms of
support of the innovative project authors and 41 people
personally sought consultation at the Innovation Center.

S. M. DURKIN

“Improvement of a Forecast Method for Thermal Oil Field
Development Indicators”;
P. A. SEVERIN

“Package Approach to the Acceleration of Cryptographic
Computations”;
•

V. V. TROKHOV

“Improvement of Oil and Gas Borehole Drilling Trajectory
Management Methods”;
•

M. Y. DEMAKOVA

“New Pharmacologically Active Sulphinyl Triazoles based
on Natural Monoterpenoids”;
•

L. A. SHILOVA

“Creation of Biosensors of Radioactive and Ecotoxicological Contamination based on the Construction of
Drosophila melanogaster Lines with Green Fluorescent
Protein”.

During the time of cooperation the Foundation provided RUB 16,943,500 to the region for the development of innovations.
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Stanislav Gennadyevich AVTAMONOV,
Specialist at the Oil and Gas Industry Machines and Equipment Chair of Ukhta State Technical University,
Ukhta.

Since 2010 Stanislav Avtamonov has been engaged in the research “Packaged Disposal Technologies for Carbon-Containing, Polymer and Oil Industry Waste”. The project was
winner of the Foundation’s UMNIK competition program. The financial support of the Foundation provided for the development of
an innovative oil industry waste disposal technology.
Stanislav Avtamonov is General Director of OOO Ukhta State Technical
University and works on the creation of a method for the production of
syngas and a facility for its vending. The goal of the research is to create an effective structure for waste disposal in the Komi Republic.
The project is intended for the disposal of waste of different origin with
generation of marketable products, i.e. motor fuel, power, heat, chemicals, etc.
The project shall allow to significantly reduce adverse load on the environment and to minimize burial, combustion and storage of waste, which is
in addition cost-intensive.

Pr ojects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Stanislav Avtamonov “Packaged Disposal Technologies for Carbon-Containing, Polymer and Oil
Industry Waste”.
Svetlana Pestova “Creation of Sulfur-Containing Terpenoids with Immunostimulating Activity”.
Svetlana Valeryevna PESTOVA,
Ph. D. student at the Chemistry Institute of the Komi Scientific Center of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Syktyvkar.
Svetlana Pestova engages in research and development in the
field of medicine and biotechnology, particularly, in the creation
of new sulfur-containing terpenoids with immunostimulating activity. The project of creation of sulfur-containing terpenoids with immunostimulating activity by Svetlana Pestova is the
winner of the Foundation’s UMNIK competition.
Winning the competition provided for speeding-up of the solution for the
production efficiency enhancement of new immunostimulants and reduction of their toxicity by virtue of involvement in the development
cycle of new biological entities – terpenes contained in the timber of
coniferous species growing on the territory of the Komi Republic, as well as
monosaccharides.
The author suggested a production technology for new entities of the natural raw materials – monosaccharides and terpenes having high biological activity and low toxicity.
At this point the project is at the stage of preparation for the synthesis of substrates on the basis of diacetone-protected monosaccharide
derivatives.
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Small Innovative Enterprise OOO Science and Technology Enterprise of the Chemistry Institute of the Komi Scientific Center of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (OOO NTP IKH KNC UrO RAN) was created in 2007 for the purpose of commercialization of research developments of the institute in the field of natural and engineering
sciences.
Manager: Valery Mikhaylovich CHUKICHEV.

Core business of the enterprise is research and development
in the sphere of chemical raw materials and supplies, agricultural chemistry and the production of crop protection
chemicals (pesticides) and other agrochemical products.
In the framework of the Foundation’s support of small innovative enterprises
the company and the Foundation have within three years, from 2007 till
2009, concluded government contracts for research and development in
the areas: agricultural chemistry and production of crop protection
chemicals. The result of research and development and practical work of
the company was release of products applied as natural environmentally friendly plant growth regulator with fungicide properties. Also
company’s products are used as adaptogenic and growth-stimulating
feed additives for broiler chickens in poultry breeding and for cattle
in stock farming.
Government contract was concluded with the Russian Ministry of Education and Science in the framework of the federal target program “Research and Development in the Priority Areas of Development of the
Russian Science and Technology Sector in 2007-2012”.

Science and Technology Enterprise of
the Chemistry Institute of the Komi Scientific Center of the Ural Department
of the Russian Academy of Sciences

P roject implemented under the
assistance of the Foundation:
Natural Environmentally Friendly Plant Growth
Regulator with Fungicide Properties.

NTP IKH KNC UrO RAN together with the Chemistry Institute of Komi Scientific Center of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences
registered 3 Russian patents for the production technique of the conifer feed additive, growth and development stimulation methods for
different industrial crops.
In the framework of the cooperation contract between the Chemistry Institute of Komi Scientific Center of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences and NTP IKH KNC UrO RAN research effort and research
and development works have been performed in 9 topics.

Legal protection of intellectual property items is ensured by the registration of respective trademarks,
applications for invention and methods of application of innovations. Certificates of State Registration have been received for the produced products: natural fungicide plant growth regulator and
VERVA animal feed additive.
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Small Innovative Enterprise OOO NTECH UGTU was created in 2010 at the Ukhta State Technical
University based on the research results in the field of industrial safety and environmental
protection, particularly, research in the sphere of new borehole drilling technologies.

Manager: Georgy Viktorovich BUSLAEV, Cand. Eng. Sc.

Within this area Georgy Buslaev developed innovative project “21st Century Drilling Facility,
Multi-Purpose Down Hole Bit Feed, Automatic Bit Feed System of an Extreme Conditions Drilling Facility, Down Hole Pressure
Generator for Hydraulic Rock Fracture at
the Depth Over 4 Thousand Meters”.

In 2011 Georgy Buslaev was appointed to the position of

The project participated in the Foundation’s UMNIK

Supervision Department and is member of the Young

competition program and received a grant for further re-

Scientists Council of the Komi Republic and chairman

search and implementation of innovative developments.

of the regional professional section Timan-Pechora of

Georgy Buslaev has been engaged in scientific research

the international Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).

in the field of fundamental research of gas-hydrate

Georgy Buslaev received 7 patents for utility models and

phase conversions during cryolithozone borehole

inventions.

drilling since 2003.

Rector Assistant in Issues of Science and Innovations
and selected for the position of Assistant Professor at
the Industrial Safety and Environmental Protection Chair.
In 2013 he was transferred to the Oil and Gas Design
Institute and currently holds the position of the Head of
Borehole Construction Design, Monitoring and Designer

Technical manuals have been developed, pilot item

One of the research areas is the creation of a scien-

manufactured, preliminary and acceptance tests run

tific support, development of technology, technical

for the ZUPD-195 plant at the 4th well Severny Yugid.

NTECH UGTU

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Multi-Purpose Bit Feed for Drilling
of Deep and Directional Wells.

control and drilling facilities for directional, includ-

The results of the tests surpassed all expectations: the

ing horizontal, boreholes. Five Russian patents for

headway per bit grew 3.9-fold, the drilling rate – 1.5-fold.

inventions and utility models have been received in this
area.

One use of the development paid off the costs of
research and development, manufacture and tests

In 2006 Georgy Buslaev became co-founder and gen-

of the plant.

eral director of OOO Novation Technologies aimed at
research and development in the field of new borehole

This development is a key element of the 21st

drilling technologies.

Century Drilling Facility intended for the drill-

As Ph. D. student Georgy Buslaev was awarded the prize
of the Government of the Komi Republic for the research

20

ing of deviating up to 15 km long wells, therefore in 2011 at the 14 th ARCHIMEDES Moscow

of key importance for socio-economic development of

International Salon of Inventions and Innovation

the Komi Republic. In October 2010 he defended his

Technologies Georgy Buslaev and his co-authors

candidate thesis “Development of Multi-Purpose Down

received gold medal according to the decision of

Hole Bit Feed for Drilling of Deep and Directional Wells”.

the international jury.
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OOO Kompozit-S was created in 2008 for the purpose of commercialization of the company’s
research activity in the field of materials science.
Manager: Yury Ivanovich RYABKOV

Core business of the company is research and development in the field of natural and engineering
sciences, development of production processes
for composite material products.
Kompozit-S performs testing of physical properties of materials and substances: ceramics,
glass, concrete, plastic.
Furthermore, priority area of activity is the production
of composite material products: slabs, pipes, figurine-shaped structures with increased performance indicators for the production of equipment assemblies and
housings, construction materials and furniture.
During the time of its activity the company developed process diagrams of generation of epoxy polymer matrixes
modified by virtue of the incorporation of fine particles of
carbon and aluminum, silicon oxides, layered silicates.
As result an improvement of mechanical and heat-transfer properties, an increase of the chemical resistance
of composite materials with different degree of filling of
no-organic components have been achieved.
With its project about development of production processes for composite material products the company
participated in the Foundation’s START competition.
As result of the competitive selection Kompozit-S and
the Foundation concluded government contract for research and development in this area.

Kompozit-S

The result is improved mechanical and heat-transfer
properties, increased chemical resistance of composite materials with different degree of filling of non-organic
components.

Together with OOO KOMPOZIT-SERVICE the production
technology for the production of reinforcing working elements of high load structures and other products from
composite materials with alkali-proof matrix was implemented. The companies also perform joint research
aimed at the generation of new materials and technologies
for the generation of polymer matrix-based products,
including composite with improved stress-strain properties
and performance properties.
Together with the Chemistry Institute of Komi Scientific
Center of the Ural Department of the Russian Academy
of Sciences guidelines for the running of experiments, research, science and technology works for the generation of
new materials are developed, freedom-to-operate of joint
developments is ensured, research and testing of pilot and
line items regarding compliance with the technical regulations are performed.

The results of the joint research and technology work were
used for the production of fiberglass reinforcement and
flexible links according to innovative process solutions.
The performed modification allowed increasing alkali-resistance of fiberglass reinforcement and flexible links
more than 7-fold, the bending strength grew 3-4-fold (up
to 4,600 MPa).

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Production Technology for the Commodities
from Composite Materials.

During the time of the company’s activity this allowed
to develop process diagrams of generation of epoxy
polymer matrixes modified by virtue of the incorporation of fine particles of carbon and aluminum, silicon oxides, layered silicates.

ÒÀ Ò
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The fiberglass reinforcement used in loaded and
high load engineering structures substitutes the
steel one, whereby 1 kg of plastic products substitutes up to 10 kg of iron reinforcement. Flexible
links are used for fixing of heat insulation materials in building envelopes.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
(hereinafter the “Foundation”) — Novgorod Scientific Coordination Center
Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
(hereinafter the “Foundation”) was created in 1998 at the government institution
Novgorod Scientific Coordination Center (NSCC) for the purpose of unification of
scientists, engineers, research engineers from oblast companies for the creation of
competitive products and increase of the production output. In the same year six
first Novgorod companies received financial support of the Foundation in the form of
preferential loans amounting to RUB 1,450,000 for the purchase of the equipment,
for the performance of development works, upgrade of the old-fashioned and creation
of the new production. The Foundation’s representation developed concept and business plan for the creation of an Innovation and Technology Centre (ITC) in the region.
From 1998 till 2002
Novgorod Scientific Coordination Center was according to the order of the oblast administration appointed responsible
party for the regional research and development program according to which allowances from the oblast and federal budget
(including the Foundation’s budget) were allocated to small innovative enterprises Planeta-SID, OOO Vikta, Planeta-Argal, OOO Edison, OOO Optech, etc. for the purchase of equipment, research, production of line items. The investments
amounted to over RUB 10 mln. Moreover, in this period the Scientific Coordination Center was engaged in the state accreditation of scientific organizations a part of which received the scientific status for the first time.
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2003
The representation performed a lot of work attracting innovative enterprises from the oblast to the participation

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
the kinds of the initiated requests
60
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3 rd Moscow International Salon of Inventions
and Innovation Technologies
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30
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(gold, silver and two bronze awards delivered),
Technologies. Innovations. Investments” in
St. Petersburg
(gold medal for the project “Bellows Operated
Shutdown Valve”, author – Design and Engineering Institute of Technology Atomarmprojekt),
Eighth All-Russian Scientific and Industrial
Forum Rossia Edinaya in Nizhny Novgorod

for 1,000 students

Hi-Tech Week and congress exhibition “High

(more than 20 developments are presented in the
provided exhibit).
To the same time several applications of Novgorod busi-

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

in All-Russian exhibitions:

nessmen have been filed to the Foundation’s RAZVITIE
program, two of which won.
0

2005-2007

Umnik
0 		start

RAZVITIE

0

Region-wide wide number of requests

The representation worked on the forming of a project

Average country-wide number of requests

portfolio of Novgorod small innovative enterprises in

Region-wide wide number of winners

the framework of the competition “Innovations of Small

Average country-wide number of winners

4 applicants from 12 confirmed their winner status with the total amount
of preferential loans from the Foundation of RUB 9.3 mln.
Enterprises of Novgorod Oblast to the 1150th Anni-

Expert Board was created consisting of experienced teachers

versary of Veliky Novgorod” specially developed by the

engaged not only in teaching, but also in research and devel-

Foundation for Novgorod Oblast. 4 applicants from 12

opment. Their task was to involve students, Ph. D. students

confirmed their winner status with the total amount of

of engineering specialties into the UMNIK program, and

preferential loans from the Foundation of RUB 9.3 mln. –

then deliver guidance to young scientists in their project im-

OOO AVTOPLUS, OOO VIKTA, ZAO PLANETA SID, OOO

plementation. Under the Federal Law no. 217 small innovative

POLUPROVODNIKOVYE IZLUCHATELI.

enterprises started opening at the Novgorod University and

2007

together with the Patenting Center, Training Center for
Innovative Ventures, Poisk Students’ Design Office and

In the framework of the UMNIK program that was launched

research laboratories it forms the innovative infrastructure of

at the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State University Regional

the Novgorod University. The infrastructure facilities are joined

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Olga Nikolaevna
BOYTSOVA

27-A, ul. Novoluchanskaya,
173002, Veliky Novgorod
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by the Innovations Directorate, which main tasks are com-

Youth Economic Forum, in the session “Innovations and Tech-

mercialization of the results of research and development

nical Creation” of the All-Russian Seliger Forum, in the Open

activity; attraction of additional funds for the implementa-

Innovations Forum and other youth scientific events.

tion of innovative projects; patent researches and intellectual property registration; creation of small innovative
enterprises with the participation of the Novgorod University;
protection of rights and interests of university innovators.

Winners and participants of the UMNIK competition
participate in oblast annual competitions of research projects for students, Ph. D. students, young scientists and
specialists “Young Researcher”, “The Best Young Scientist of Novgorod Obast”. Winners receive grants from

2010
Novgorod Scientific Coordination Center became sub-

the Oblast budget in the overall amount RUB 400 thous.

ordinate authority of the Department of Education, Sci-

In the framework of implementation of the national proj-

ence and Youth Politics of Novgorod Oblast and within

ect “Education” in the area “State Support of the Talented

governmental assignment it implements measures aimed at

Young People” in the category “Scientific and Technical

the support of young scientists and specialists. In the same

Creation and Teaching and Research Activity” annually

year the cooperation agreement between the Administra-

two prizes of the Russian President are allocated of the

tion of Novgorod Oblast and the Foundation was signed,

overall amount of RUB 60 thous. The Oblast Law “On

which stipulates for rendering financial, organizational

additional social support measures for students who

and information assistance to small innovative enterprises

have shown skills in studies and research” established

to the benefit of the development of Novgorod Oblast.

annual scholarships “Mister Veliky Novgorod”.

There are active support programs for talented young men,

The activity of the START program winners is supported

including winners under Foundation’s program competitions, in

by the events of the long-term Oblast target program “De-

the Novgorod Oblast. Particularly, governmental program

velopment of Small and Medium Business in the Oblast

“Development of Education, Science and Youth Politics

in 2008-2015”, and namely by subsidies for the partial re-

in Novgorod Oblast” is implemented, which provides for the

imbursement of costs in relation to the production/sale of

support of participation of young scientists and innovators in

innovative commodities, works, services, as well as by the

Oblast, regional and All-Russian events, including Oblast

participation in exhibitions.

Grants from the Oblast Budget of the Total Amount of RUB 400 thous.
are allocated to the UMNIK Competition Winners.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

Future Medicine Н2
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and
technology of their generation H3
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RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

From 2007 till 2012
Approx. 200 projects applied to the UMNIK program competition in Novgorod Oblast, 60 were announced winners. Thus e.g. in 2011 after the expert
evaluation it was decided to announce 11 winning
projects, 8 of which belong to young researchers of
NovGU and 3 to young employees of the oblast
companies:
•

V. I. Alfimov, A. M. Mukhin “Organizer Format Container”;

•

T. A. Galkina “Magnetoelectric Transformer”;

•

D. V. Dolgovich, G. Camones, A. N. Bolmat “Remote
Site Management Console via GSM Channel”;

•

N. V. Petrov “Study of Mechanical Behavior of Spherical
Segments and their Use in the Production of Shut-off
Valves”;

•

M. N. Yudin “Neuropik Smart Image Comparison
System”;

•

Y. A. Spivak “Reversibility Diagnosis and Control
Model for Destructive Cardiac Changes on Medication
Treatment”;

•

A. V. Khaymin “Gas Discharge Imaging TV System in
the Single-Pulse Mode”;

•

A. V. Kotov “LED Poultry Farm Lighting System”;
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

The activity of START program winners gets support
by means of subsidies for the partial reimbursement of costs related to
the production/sale of innovative commodities, works, services and to
the participation in exhibitions.
•

V. I. Rufanova “Purification and Radioactive Decontamination of Rare Earth Phosphate Concentrates by Means
of Purifying Collective Extraction for Getting Carbonates

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

of Rare Earth Elements”;
•

G. A. Konovalov “Mobile Shopping Bag Application for

PRODUCTION

Выработка
1200

Mobile Phones”;
•

1 600
1 400

P. B. Enns “Microoptical Electromechanical Switch”.
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In Novgorod Oblast 10 to 15 people become winners of the

800

400
600

UMNIK program competition annually and receive finan-

400

cial support for the implementation of projects amounting to

200

RUB 400 thousand for two years.

2012
The UMNIK Club of Novgorod Oblast was created. Its

0

0

Затраты на одно

Средняя ЗарПлата

EXPENDITURES
рабочее место
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

main goal is to form an innovative environment with

SIE
of региона,
the regionподдержанные
supported by theФондом
Foundation
ИП

direct involvement of young innovators – experienced

Regional
figuresпоказатель
егиональный

UMNIK winners and those who just intend to immerse
themselves in research work.
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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During the year meetings with German businessmen engaged in the field of biomass utilization, project ideas
brainstorming, as well as training workshop regarding innovation project management took place at the UMNIK Club
and gathered students and Ph. D. students of the Medical
Education Institute and Electronic and Information Systems
Institute of NovGU. The Club members participated in the
session “Innovations and Technical Creation” of the
All-Russian Seliger Forum, in the Open Innovations
Forum, in the events of the Global Entrepreneurship
Week and visited Far Lab Polytech in St. Petersburg.

At the initial stage of the START program Novgorod
Oblast filed 10 applications for expert evaluation, 6
of them were accepted for funding. The PROJECT PC database was created for the participation of innovative companies in the project competitions, where the information about 20 best
innovation projects of the Oblast was placed.
The Foundation rendered financial support to the hitech business amounting to RUB 8.05 mln. In three years
the PROJECT database grew up to 65 projects, some
steps toward application filing under the TEMP program
were made.
The Novgorod Scientific Coordination Center established
contact to the Russian Foundation for Technological Development (Moscow) regarding funding of research and

1,00
0,50

The Foundation rendered financial
support to the hi-tech business
amounting to RUB 8.05 mln.
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Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
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2012

development and got financial support for the project “Serial Production of the Dual-Gate Low-Noise Super-High
Frequency Schottky-Barrier Field-Effect Transistor using
Gallium Arsenide” (ZAO NPP Planeta-Argall). This project
and also START program winning projects were included
in the innovation potential map of the regional investment
activity prepared by the NSCC together with Novgorod Science and Technical Information Center.

2013

2013
A technopark and a business incubator were opened
at the Novgorod University, where young businessmen,
including Foundation program participants, can start project implementation, receive starter package of legal and
accounting services and assistance in hi-tech business
planning.
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Marina Evgenyevna DEREVYASHKINA,
at the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State University, process engineer OOO Grumant, Veliky Novgorod.
Marina Derevyashkina won the Foundation’s UMNIK program
competition in 2012 with the up to 5 % lutein containing
dry extract production technology development project.
The idea of creation of a 5 % lutein powder came to her, when
she worked as process engineer and cooperated with BAD, nutritional food and medications producers. Winning the UMNIK
program offered a chance to perform a large project research.
The engineering design of the project was supervised by the chief
process engineer of OOO Grumant V. V. Kazenina.
In the course of project implementation plant
material was obtained from Aztec marigold
flowers cultivated if the Novgorod district, the
agricultural technique was tried and tested,
the principle of lutein accumulation in the marigold flowers was discovered, preliminary preparation of the raw material for extraction was
performed.

extract. The project shall provide for the independency

In the long term a protected intellectual property item will be

shall be chosen for the preservation of the component

obtained after the completion of the project implementation,

activity. Also the works on coating application for the

namely the production technology of a 5 % dry lutein

stability of lutein component continue.

of domestic consumers from the foreign producers after the import substitution of lutein enriched preparations;
for the real prospective of implementation and commercialization of the idea at the industrial scale on the territory of
Veliky Novgorod.
Currently the works are in progress on the production
of powder, then the most effective stabilizing system

Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Marina Derevyashkina 5 % Dry Lutein Extract from Marigold Flowers Production Technology
Andrey Zhelannov “Diode Chip Based on AlGaN Heteroepitaxial Structures”
Andrey Valeryevch Zhelannov,
2nd category process engineer OKB-Planeta,
Veliky Novgorod.
The project “Production Technology of a Diode
Chip Based on AlGaN Heteroepitaxial Structures” by Andrey Zhelannov won the Foundation’s UMNIK competition program in 2010 in
the framework of a scientific conference at the
Novgorod State University.

technology. These are the choice of contact plating,

The project idea was formed in the course of research.

under the UMNIK program it is planned to continue par-

During project implementation a series of process tasks

ticipation in the Foundation’s programs. A patent shall

emerged related to the development of a LED chip

be formalized after the project end.

the microprofiling technology and the quality of raw
materials.
In the course of the work the production technology
for low-duty and heavy-duty LED chips was developed. After the completion of research and development
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Sergey Andreevich NORA,
Student at the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State University,
Veliky Novgorod.

Sergey Nora with his project “Development of an Instrument for Objective Assessment and Analysis of the Human Psychoemotional State” won the Foundations UMNIK
competition program in 2013. The Foundation allocated
a grant for further research under the project. The performed research showed that psychoemotional state of
a human-being is related to his/her vegetative status.
The data of this research provide for the evaluation of the
current psychoemotional status based on the change of
the person’s vegetative numbers. It is planned to develop an instrument able to objectively assess a person’s
psychoemotional state, including pathological emotions
(depression, frustration, etc.) and psychogenic stresses, as
Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Instrument for Objective Assessment and Analysis of a Human-Being’s Psychoemotional State.
well as discover reasons of the arising disorders of any
origin.
Main operating principles of the instrument shall be: objective assessment of the person’s psychoemotional state, including pathogenic
emotions; determination of the stress condition parameters (such as
strengths, duration, initiators); determination of the person’s temperament type (according to G. Y. Ayzenk, I. P. Pavlov).
For the objective assessment objective medical parameters shall be
used: respiratory rate, oximetry, heart rate and blood pressure, etc.
Thus psychophysiometer shall give a chance to use and develop
new approaches in treatment and diagnosis of psychiatric disorder, neurosis, stress condition, as well as illnesses caused by these
disorders (cardio-vascular, locomotive diseases, etc.). Moreover, psychophysiometer may be used for the purpose of prevention of these
disorders and related complications and possibly find its use in
many other fields (military, aviation, etc.).
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Viktor Gennadyevich
KARPUSHKIN,
Ph. D. student at the Machine Building Technologies Chair of Yaroslav the
Wise Novgorod State University,
Veliky Novgorod.

The project of development of a transformer
handicapped vehicle by Viktor Karpushkin is
the winner of the UMNIK program competition
in 2013.

The wheelchair incorporates a series of other design

The transformer handicapped vehicle under devel-

In the future it is intended to improve the pilot item, to

opment is driven by motorized wheel in the front of the

consult wheelchair persons and experts, to run tests

aluminum frame. The rear axle is formed by two follower

for the GOST compliance of the vehicle, to take part in

wheels installed on asymmetrical swivel pads, which

specialized exhibitions and conferences, to work with

enables edgewise alteration of the vehicle track, which

partners and assumed consumers of the finished prod-

is very important with regard to the Russian operation

uct. As result a commercial prototype of the transformer

peculiarities.

handicapped electric vehicle shall be obtained.

solutions making possible its use not only by wheelchair persons, but also by temporarily injured and senior
people.

Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Viktor Karpushkin “Innovative Transformer Electric Handicapped Vehicle with
the Option of Edgewise Alteration of the Overall Dimensions”
Alexander Khaymin “Gas Discharge Imaging TV System in the Single-Pulse Mode”

Alexander Viktorovich KHAYMIN,
Ph. D. student at the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State University, engineer GoUP Medtekhnika,
Veliky Novgorod.
After his graduation from Yaroslav the Wise
Novgorod State University Alexander Khaymin is
interested in the commercialization prospects of
scientific developments. Participation in the Foundation’s UMNIK competition in 2011 with the project “Gas Discharge Imaging TV System in the
Single-Pulse Mode” brought him the long-awaited
victory. The project idea came up as result of development of the thesis. The project works were divided in two stages. The first stage is dedicated
to the development of an instrument and generation of the gas discharge glow image processing algorithms. In the course of works a software registration certificate has been obtained
and small innovative enterprise OOO Novbiomed
has been registered together with NovGU.

In the first year all set tasks were fulfilled. The second
stage is related to the direct production implementation of the instrument design. The key diagram of the
reference system synchronization node was developed.
Files were prepared for its creation with the use of automatic printed board production systems. The negotiations
with suppliers of assembly parts are in progress. The production of prototype models of imaging systems of the gas
discharge glow actuated by single pulses is awaited. There
are already preliminary agreements for the cooperation with
medical co-performers for the evaluation of samples in the
clinical practice.
In the future it is planned to participate in the UMNIK na
START program for the commercial implementation of the
project by small innovative enterprise OOO Novbiomed.
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Sergey Ivanovich KRAVETS,
Student at the Russian State Innovation Technology and
Business University,
Veliky Novgorod.

Winner of the UMNIK competition program in 2013, Sergey
Kravets performs research within the project “Development of
an Open Responsibilities Standardization System”.
The existing wordings of responsibilities often don’t let evaluate the person
with the accuracy necessary for recruitment and development of training
plans using computer technology. A set of tens of thousands of standardized technologically measured responsibilities, which may really be formed
only by means of a crowd sourcing web portal, which prototype is planned
for development within the project.
In the course of works methods, software models and prototypes shall
also be formed and tested aimed at the standardization of responsibilities and formulation of additional services based on the responsibilities database (e.g. certificate database, employee and vacancy search
database, educational route forming database), which in the future may be
successfully commercialized. The Foundation allocated funds to the
project implementation. The project is designed for two years.
Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Sergey Kravets “Open Responsibilities Standardization System”
Egor Khvostikov “Laser Video Tomography Device for the Diagnostics of Spraying Systems”
Egor Vladimirovich KHVOSTIKOV,
Master’s student at the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State
University,
Veliky Novgorod.

The project “Laser Video Tomography Device for the Diagnostics of Spraying Systems” by Egor Khvostikov won the
Foundation’s UMNIK competition program in 2013.
Technology platforms the project bases on: photonics, information
telecommunications systems.
During project implementation the following works have been done:
analysis of available spraying system diagnostics methods; choice of the
mathematical tool based on the Radon transformation; partial assembly of
the laboratory facility.
In the future it is planned to ensure software and hardware infrastructure
of the method, to test technical parameters of the facility, to diagnose some
selected sprayers, to develop a mathematical model of the gas-air medium
spraying in the flare of the spraying tool.
10
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Artem Viktorovich KHORENKOV,
Student at the Yaroslav the Wise
Novgorod State University,
Veliky Novgorod.
Project “Development, Manufacture and Sale of an Automated
Measurement of Linear and Angular Parameters of Physiological Spinal Curvatures using Computer-Based Anthropometer” by
Artem Khorenkov won the Foundation’s UMNIK competition program
in 2012.
The Foundation provided funding for the implementation of the innovation project during two years.
The project goal is to develop an instrument for the au-

was studied, laser sensor is connected to the PC and a
software for information reading and processing is under
development.

tomated segment-by-segment measurement of the

In the future it is planned to produce a tool providing for

regions of spine, its graphic imaging providing for the

the forecast of scoliosis development risk and diagnostics

evaluation of the deformity grade of the lordosis/kypho-

of already existing pathology. This shall give opportunity

sis pronouncement and for the calculation of risk of pos-

to start treatment at early stages of the disease, to pre-

sible postural abnormality at early stages of scoliosis.

vent further advance of the disease, and high speed of

At this point the measurement method of the spine cur-

examination with this tool shall reduce the time spent for

vatures (laser) has been chosen, safe use of this method

monitoring.

Projects implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Artem Khorenkov “Automated Measurement Tool for Linear and Angular Parameters
of Physiological Spinal Curvatures using Computer-Based Anthropometer”
Ekaterina Kirillova “Monitoring of Circulating Epidemically Relevant Group A
Virus Strains for the Generation and Testing of New Strains”

Ekaterina Nikolaevna KIRILLOVA,
Candidate of Sciences, Biology, Assistant Professor at the
Microbiology, Immunology and Infectious Disease Chair of the
Medical Education Institute at Novgorod State University,
Veliky Novgorod.

Graduate of the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State
University, Ekaterina Kirillova engages in research
in the field of medicine and pharmacology. The
work over project “Development of Viral Monitoring for Influenza Viruses for the Purpose
of Recovery of a New Strain of the Influenza
A Virus among the Circulating Epidemically
Relevant Strains” became possible after her win
in the Foundation’s UMNIK competition program in
2012.

of influenza A virus in Novgorod Oblast in cooperation
with the team of the virological laboratory and with the assistance of the UMNIK program. Thus it is expected that
candidate virus strains for a flu vaccine shall be recovered; the strain catalogue shall be supplemented and
also the updated “Guidelines for the Recovery of Influenza
Viruses in the Cell Culture” shall be tested and officially
approved.
In 2014 Ekaterina Kirillova plans to participate in the
START program.

Specializing in virology since 2009 Ekaterina Kirillova engages in the virus study at the virological laboratory of Hygiene and Epidemiology Center in Novgorod Oblast. The
accumulated material subject to interpretation shall provide
for interpretation experiments of new pandemic strains
11
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Core business of MICROTECH Limited Liability Company (OOO MICROTECH) is the development and
production of general purpose electronic components and modules of optical and power
electronics. The project supported by the Foundation under the START-10 program “Development and Production of a Series of Smart Electronic Control Gears for High-Pressure Gas
Discharge Lamps” by MICROTECH was dedicated to the creation of a production technology of
electronic control gears for high-pressure gas discharge lamps.

EPRA-600 Electronic Assembly

According to the business plan for the development of the small innovative enterprise MICROTECH submitted to and approved by the Foundation the goal of the project was development and
organization of mass production of electronic
gears for high-efficiency energy-saving light
sources widely used in outdoor, industrial and
green-house lighting systems.

In the course of the project works new areas of application of the developed electronic control gear were
found. High performance specifications of EPRA –
increased specific capacity, high efficiency, load
power leveling, option of remote control, small dimensions and weight – provided for its use in LED
lighting systems. MICROTECH developed, produces
and delivers lighting and LED backlight systems for
fuel stations.

MICROTECH has four utility model patents:
“Electronic Transformer for Gas Discharge
Lamps”, “Electronic Control Gear”, “Lighting System”, “Sealed LED Light”.
Extra-budgetary investor funds were attracted for the
fulfillment of works amounting to RUB 500 thous. and
production premises of 115 sq. m were accepted from
investors and included on the company books. Equity
capital of the company amounts to over RUB 500 thous.

MICROTECH
LED Lighting System Assembled at the Poultry Farm of OOO
Belgrankorm – Veliky Novgorod in Krestsy settlement, Novgorod Oblast
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MICROTECH has necessary monitoring and measur-

inside. The design of lights provides for their quick con-

ing electronic equipment and manufacturing technology:

nection into a continuous several dozens of meters

measuring benches, electronic circuit assembly tools,

long light line. So uniform lighting of sites, protec-

functional block testing hardware, high-duty computers

tion against moisture and external LED and other

for software development and verification, software for

elements effect are ensured and the assembly of

project modeling and development of design documents.

lights simplified. As all power and control cables are

The company has unique processing equipment for
the organization of mass production of electronic control
gears, production facilities of the company are sufficient
for the mass production of instruments and lights on

inside a high-strength plastic housing of the light, there
is no need in assembly of power line cords and terminal
boxes, which additionally increases electrical safety and
the protection class of the system elements.

their basis.

The development of a light based on high
pressure gas discharge lamps was awarded
2nd grade diploma and silver medal in the
category “The Best Innovation Project in
the Field of Energy-Saving Technologies” at
the International Exhibition and Congress High
Technologies. Innovations. Investments (St.
Petersburg, 2009).
At this point MICROTECH have developed, patented
and produce LED backlight and lighting systems for fuel
stations, warehouses and livestock houses. The basis of
such systems are tubular sealed LED lights with LED
equipped printed boards, power cables and connectors

EPRA-600 as part of a green-house light

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Production Technology and Release of Smart Electronic Control
Gears for High-Pressure Gas Discharge Lamps.
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MEYPIK Limited Liability Company (OOO MEYPIK) was created in 2007 by the team of scientists
of Radio Equipment Design and Technology Chair of the Yaroslav the Wise Novgorod State University for the purpose of implementation of the project “Organization of a Laminar Structures
Production Enterprise for Microelectronics and Nanoelectronics”.

The project supported by the Foundation in 2009 under

The company team consists of highly qualified

the START program was dedicated to the development

specialists, whose scientific papers are pub-

and creation of unique composite laminar structures

lished not only in leading domestic publications,

based on leucosapphire underlayer, ferroelectric

but also in leading foreign magazines, such as

and magnetic films with set parameters underlying

Physical Review, J. Appl. Phys., Appl. Phys. Lett.

magnetoelectric microelectronic devices and nano-

electronic devices.

The company facilitates preparation of the

The project goal at the initial stage has been achieved:

UMNIK program participants, executes edifying

own production of magnetoelectric laminar structures

activity among the program winners.

and related products – monocrystal leucosapphire
plates grown by Stepanov process and different items
made of leucosapphire and ceramic plates by means of
grinding and polishing using specific devices and unique
technologies, such as underlayers for magnetoelectric

The company operates under support and at
the provided production area of its main investor OAO SKTB RT.

microelectronic devices and nanoelectronic devices, inspection windows, watch glass, etc. has been organized.

MEYPIK

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Organization of a Laminar Structures Producing
Enterprise for Microelectronics and Nanoelectronics.

Innovation of developments and technological advance

Further innovative development of MEYPIK is related

of the company team can be traced in scientific pub-

directly to the research activity of NovGU and scientific

lications, where the magnetoelectric effect in the

and production activity of SKTB RT in the framework of

broadband is suggested and described for the first

the joint training and scientific magnetoelectronic lab-

time, which is basis for the development of a new de-

oratory. Owing to these developed relations of science

vice class of microelectronics and nanoelectronics.

and production the MEYPIK team has a unique possibil-

Main intellectual property and patentable results are

ity to use the most advanced equipment of these orga-

protected.

nizations in its research and development.

Currently joint activity is aimed at the creation of a whole range of magnetoelectric devices based
on laminar ferrite piezoelectric structures in connection with resonance phenomena: use
of electromechanical, ferromagnetic and magnetoacoustic resonance, magnetic dipole and
electric dipole transitions in these structures allow designing new microwave magnetoelectric
devices and creating on their basis receiving, transmitting and receive/transmit modules of the active phased-array antenna.
14
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The project “Development and Creation of a
Masking Compiler using Virtual Processor
Method for the Investigation Protection” supported by the Foundation under the START-05
program is dedicated to the research of the virtual processor method for the software protection
against investigation and development of a masking compiler prototype. According to the terms of
reference and calendar plan approved by the Foundation the goal of the project implementation was
to prove technical feasibility and achievability
of satisfactory consumer appeal of the masking
compiler.

masking compiler and the MS Visual C environment were
developed.

The masking compiler is intended for the protection of the
newly created software against reengineering. Provided
the use of a masking compiler reverse engineering would
become unacceptably expensive.

Currently demo version is ready, which represents a setup
file, including masking compiler, necessary libraries and
documents. The project was implemented by 5 employees.

The masking compiler may be used for the comprehension
security of:
•

custom algorithms implemented in the software;

•

security modules prohibiting unauthorized software
access;

•

identity scores of the software designer.

ENIGRON

According to the calendar plan of research and development a potential possibility of a masking compiler production was demonstrated, the implementation of its
prototype was completed, testing, debugging and optimization run.
User documents have been developed, including main
document and detailed step by step manual with an example of MC use in a real project.

As result of research and development ENIGRON
filed applications to the Federal Institute of Industrial Property and received state registration certificates for the software.
The masking compiler prototype created by ENIGRON
was demonstrated at the International Exhibition “High
Technologies. Innovations. Investments” in St. Petersburg
in 2006, where it was awarded silver medal.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Masking Compiler for the Software Protection
using Virtual Processor Method.

No direct equivalents of the masking compiler have been
found. The closest equivalent is the neoGuard product by
Software Security Lab. Specifications distinguishing the
product under development: integration of security libraries to the Microsoft Visual C environment, virtual processor
architecture change.
The project was started at the end of 2005 and completed in May 2007. Overall project funding comprised
RUB 790.5 thous., RUB 750 thous. Foundation’s funds
and RUB 40.5 thous. company’s own funds. Four stages
have been implemented according to the terms of reference.
As result of stage one the way to implement algorithms
was studied in theory, strong and weak points, peculiarities
were discovered, architecture of the software implementation of the virtual processor method for masking has been
developed.
The implementation of the stage two ended with the development of a detailed virtual processor model and a set of
code generation rules, the architecture of a virtual processor simulator has been developed.
At the stage three the virtual processor simulator, functional specifications, patterns of communication of the

ÒÀ Ò

At the stage four following works were executed: thorough
testing and debugging of the masking compiler prototype;
development of a document package; preparation of a
demo version; creation of the information website.

Results of the works are unique and may be used to solve
the tasks of software protection against investigation.
Currently ENIGRON engages in the fulfillment of contracts
in the field of software development, its maintenance
and implementation of other innovation projects. During its existence the company had 15 to 20 employees.
Following projects have been implemented and are
maintained:
•

automated control system “Management of Internal Orders of the Enterprise”

•

automated control system “Transport Orders”

•

automated work station “Sales Department”

In 2007 the funding of OOO ENIGRON under
the START program was completed. The company operates and develops by virtue of fulfillment of the contracts in the field of software
development and maintenance and simultaneously searches investors for the continuation
of works under the Masking Compiler project.
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
Delta-T Scientific Innovative Enterprise.
Delta-T Scientific Innovative Enterprise was created at the Pskov State University
(Pskov GU) in 2010. Scope of activities: scientific research and development,
design and development of design documents according to the requirements of the
Unified System for Design Documentation, manufacturing of mockups and pilot
items of different facilities and mechanisms. The goal of the enterprise is the commercialization of the research results, attraction of young people to the science and creation of additional jobs at Pskov GU. In 2013 Delta-T became representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
(hereinafter the “Foundation”) in the Oblast. Deputy Pskov Governor Gennady Bezlobenko on behalf of Oblast Administration signed the cooperation agreement with
the Foundation in the sphere of development of small innovative business and assistance in implementation of innovative projects.
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Starting from 2010 Delta-T participated in the execution
of the government contract “Scientific Research in the
Sphere of Production of Energy-Efficient and Environmen-

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
the kinds of the initiated requests
60
60

tally Friendly Propellers based on Rotary-Vane Machine
dated November 30, 2010. Since 2011 the enterprise has
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been main contractor under the government contract no.
14.527.12.0026 dated October 20, 2011 “Development,
Strings, Polymer Armored Pipelines, Technical Facilities
and Technologies for their Use in Oil and Gas Industry”
within target federal program “Research and Development
in the Priority Areas of Development of the Russian Science

for 1,000 students

Organization of Production of a Range of Flexible Drill-

and Technology Sector in 2007-2013”. Currently internal
R&D is performed to create a combined heat and power
generation plant based on the RVPOHS.
Task forces headed by experienced specialists have been
created for the achievement of Project tasks solved by the

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

with Outside Heat Supply (RVPOHS)” no. 14.740.11.0808

enterprise. Delta-T has its own testing laboratory. All results of project implementation are presented at the Research and Development Board. Provision of science

0

0
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and technology researches with certified instruments and

Region-wide wide number of requests

maintenance of complex changes are responsibility of the

Average country-wide number of requests

specialists of the computation experimental group and test-

Region-wide wide number of winners

ing laboratory who have significant professional experience.

Average country-wide number of winners

Starting from 2010 Delta-T participated in the fulfillment of the government contract “Research in
the Sphere of Production of Energy-Efficient and Environmentally Friendly Propellers based on
Rotary-Vane Machine with Outside Heat Supply” no. 14.740.11.0808 dated November 30, 2010.
Research and Development Control
Diagram at Delta-T includes:
•

chief designer;

•

design department;

•

computation experimental group;

•

project group;

•

patenting and licensing group.

To assure transparency and public disclosure of the
project implementation results specific section was
created on the official company website.
Based on the available long-term target program
“Small and Medium Business Development Stimulation in Pskov Oblast in 2012-2014” the regulation for
the provision of subsidies from the oblast budget to
small and medium businesses implementing and developing innovative technologies was approved in 2012.

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Mikhail Alexandrovich
Donchenko

4, ul. Leo Tolstoy,
180000, Pskov
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Since June 22, 2011 Delta-T has been included in the
register of small innovative companies of the region.

RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION’S WORK

State Economic Development, Industry and Trade

As the Foundation’s representation was created in the

Committee functions in the Oblast, which as execu-

Oblast in the previous year, it managed only to start its

tive body has state powers of authority in the sphere of

activity aimed at the implementation of projects in the

forecasting of the socio-economic development and tax

framework of the UMNIK program. The information about

policy of the Oblast, in the sphere of industrial policy,
small and medium business development. Since 2010
municipal budgetary institution Pskov Business Incubator operates in Pskov in the framework of the longterm target program “Assistance to the Development of

the program, conditions and procedure is given on the
website of the regional representation of the Foundation
Delta-T, Oblast Administration and Pskov SU.
In the framework of accredited events under the UMNIK
program in December 2013 the regional conference of
young scientists “Developments of Young Innova-

Small and Medium Business in Pskov in 2009-2012”.

tors to the Economy of Pskov Oblast” took place in

Business incubator is a municipal socio-economic proj-

the Oblast. The meeting of the Expert Board of the final

ect aimed at the support of businessmen unable to start

event took place in the events hall of the Pskov Adminis-

their own business unassisted. Business incubator ren-

tration. 24 projects admitted to the final were considered

ders consultancy and legal services and provides working places at minimum rent fee. Innovation infrastructure items of the region include autonomous non-profit

at the meeting and namely in the following areas: Information Technology, Biotechnology, Advanced Materials
and Technology for their Generation, New Devices and
Hardware Systems. In connection with the diversity of

organization Guarantee and Business Development

projects 3 expert groups sat in the area “New Devices

Foundation of Pskov Oblast.

and Hardware Systems”.

In 2013 regional conference of young scientists “Developments of
Young Innovators to the Economy of Pskov Oblast” took place in the
framework of accredited events under the UMNIK program.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Информационные

Information
технологии Н1 Technologies Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5
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6 finalists became winners of the UMNIK program

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

and were awarded grants and diplomas of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises. Also
on behalf of the Foundation’s representation in Pskov

14
12

Oblast diplomas were awarded to all shortlisted program

10

participants. First Deputy Chairman of the State Eco-

8
6

nomic Development, Industry and Trade Committee on

4

behalf of the Committee awarded prizes to the projects

2

of technical, practical and social significance and of sci-
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entific novelty and idea relevance.

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Altogether during the period of cooperation of
the Foundation with the region the Foundation
funded works amounting to RUB 19,347,995 and
created 19 jobs in the research and development
sphere of the Oblast economy.
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
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The Foundation funded
works amounting to RUB 19,347,995.
19 jobs were created.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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Representation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
ZAO Innovations of Leningrad Institutes and Enterprises.
In 1994 a cooperation agreement was signed by and between the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter the “Foundation”) and the
city administration. Later a trilateral agreement was signed by and between the
Foundation, the administration and ZAO Innovations of Leningrad Institutes
and Enterprises, where ZAO ILIE that is going to celebrate its 25th anniversary in
2014 was stipulated as the Foundation’s representation in the region, and from 2004
– in the North-Western Federal District under the START program.

2

SAINT
PETERSBURG

General director of ILIE is member of the Small Business
Public Council at the Saint Petersburg governor.
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From 2003 till 2011 experts in different areas of
science and technology participated in the work of
expert boards under the programs “Knowledge –
Innovations” and “START”.

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

During the time of its activity ILIE has been developing guarantee fund formation method, business
and risk assessment method, technology and innovation area development concept, technopark and
innovation technology center creation methods.
Based on these methods Technopark in the
Polytechnic University, Technopark of the LETI
Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University,
Information Technology Center of the Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics Research University, etc. ZAO ILIE has its own office and laboratory and production database
including full production cycle of fullerenes and fullerene products.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and
60the kinds of the initiated requests
60

for 1,000 students

From the time of its foundation ILIE actively cooperates with the High School Committee, Economic Development Committee of the city administration, Business Development and
Support Center and many non-profit organizations engaged in the sphere of the innovative hitech business.

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2005 based on the conducted call for proposals of Russian constituents St.
Petersburg was one of the winners of the competition for the right to create
a special economic zone (SEZ) of the technology and innovation type.
ILIE experts participate in the assessment of projects of municipal support programs for innovation
projects – at the competition “The best innovation
project” etc.
START and UMNIK programs enjoy wide popularity in Saint
Petersburg and the whole North-Western Federal District.
Authors of ideas who just make their first steps in the hitech innovation business and eminent scientists and representatives of the medium business constantly address
the representation. All of them say that the Foundation is
a unique mechanism for support of hi-tech business in
Russia.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START
Number of
international
contracts

12

29

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

13

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Representation Manager:

Representation Address:

Dmitry Yuryevich
RAYCHUK

6, ul. Instrumentalnaya,
197022, Saint Petersburg
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Different mechanisms are used in the region for the devel-

ILIE conducts regular consultations and seminars re-

opment of partner relations. These are information support,

garding the Foundation programs. A seminar was held in the

seminars, including those in the framework of the federal tar-

building of Petrozavodsk State University (Komi Republic).

get program “Scientific and Academic Staff of the Innovative
Russia”, specialized trainings, business meetings and plays,
participation in exhibitions. All these events promote development of socializing skills, leadership skills for the most effective implementation of the projects of young scientists.

In the city competition winners under the
Foundation’s programs are supported:
•

Economic Development, Industrial Policy and Trade
Committee;

Lectures are regularly read at seminars in the Ingria Business incubator, Innovation Technology Center at the Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics University,
at the Economic Development, Industrial Policy and Trade
Committee (Business Development and Support Center).
Legal and intellectual property consultations are
arranged.
The Foundation’s activity is highly appreciated in the re-

•

Business Development and Support Committee;

gion. The results of the competition “Knowledge-Innova-

•

OPORA;

tions” prove it. Without the Foundation’s assistance there

•

Small Business Credit Assistance Fund;

•

Foundation for Assistance to Venture Investments into
Small Innovative Enterprises in St. Petersburg;

•

Business incubator for the preferential placement of
small businesses;

According to its innovative potential Saint Petersburg makes

•

Innovation Support Center;

Moscow and Moscow Oblast. Geopolitical advantages of

•

Small Business Support and Development Foundation
in the Republic of Karelia;

the city, created favorable investment climate, event sched-

Investment organizations.

ensure it the leading role in the innovation sphere.

•

wouldn’t be such successful enterprises providing benefit
to the city as ZAO Argus Spektr, NPO Teplomash, ZAO
Azimut and many others.

up the top three largest Russian innovation centers with

ule for the implementation of the innovative policy should

In 2010 there were 57 START program winners,
in 2011 – 45,
in 2012 – 36,
Total – 149.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5

Информационные
Information
Technologies Н1
технологии Н1

Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии
Н5
Future
Medicine
Н2

Advanced materials and technology of
their generation H3
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In accordance with the decree «On the Concept of so-

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

cio-economic development of St. Petersburg by
2025» the innovative development of the city is identified as one of the main directions of development.
The regional government pays a lot of attention to the form-

0,14

ing of a regulatory framework in the field of innovations.
In the recent years a series of decrees has been adopted

0,12

determining conceptual framework, as well as individual
events in the sphere of support and development of the in-

0,10

novation activity.
In 2005 based on the tender among Russian constituent

0,08

entities St. Petersburg became one of the winners for the
right to create a technology innovative special economic

0,06

zone (SEZ).
0,04

A decree of the Russian Government in the same year
awarded a suburb of St. Petersburg – Petergof – the sta-

0,02

tus of Science Town, which was deserved recognition as
unique center of education, science and culture. According

0,00

to the decree the areas of scientific, research and development and innovation activity, experimental developments,
trials and staff training were approved that are priority for
Petergof as a Science Town and correspond to the priority
areas of development of Russian science, technology and

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

engineering.

Currently the total number of the Tomsk UMNIK program winners exceeds 470
people. Over a hundred of them became employees of SIE, opened their own small
innovative enterprises, received support under the Foundation programs.
RESULTS OF THE FOUNDATION’S WORK
All programs of the Foundation function in the region.
START, UMNIK, Russian-Finnish Programs, Future
Medicine, Cooperation are especially relevant. A meth-

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

odology for assessment of innovation projects under the
Foundation programs has been developed. The expert daВыработка
PRODUCTION
4 000
1200

tabase developed by ILIE especially for the Foundation programs was included in the Foundation’s expert database.

3 500
3 000

800

In 2003 the Foundation conducted Knowledge-Innova-

2 500

tions competition for innovation projects, where 234 proj-

2 000

ects took part, 74 of them were chosen for funding. As

1 000

400

1 500

500

result of the Foundation support medium and large enter-

0

0

prises emerged with the sales revenue of hundreds of millions and tens of billions rubles – Argus Spektr, Teplomash,
ZAO Adaptogen, OOO Transtekhnologii, ZAO MERA, OOO

Затраты на одно

Средняя ЗарПлата

EXPENDITURES
рабочее
место
FOR
ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

NPK Azimut, OOO TKA. In the same year the city govern-

SIE of the region supported by the Foundation

ment organized exhibition conference “Intellectual Legacy

Regional
figuresпоказатель
егиональный

of St. Petersburg”, where ILIE presented the products of
enterprises funded by the Foundation.
5
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The UMNIK Club has existed and operated in the city

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

for several years already. It coordinates the work under
the UMNIK program TVN Foundation. The club helps

350

acquire skills to get to the new level – from research

300

to business that demands from the young people quick

250

augmentation of the intellectual capital necessary for

200
150

success. These should be specific knowledge and ex-

100

perience, not only in the commercial activity, but also in

50

the creation and management of infrastructure, human

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

and material resources.
Such innovation centers owe their birth to the Foundation as:
•

12
10

Leningrad Institutes and Enterprises;

8

•

6
4

Innovation and Technology Center of the Information
Technologies, Mechanics and Optics University,

2

•

0

2010

1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Innovation and Technology Center of Polytechnical
University,

•

Innovation and Technology Center Svetlana was
supported by the Foundation and developed into a
large structure.

Altogether 480 UMNIK winners have been funded in the
region. 17 of them later became START winners.

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7

480 UMNIK winners funded.
17 of them later became START winners.
In 2007 there have been 97 UMNIK winners, in
2008 – 80,
in 2009 – 95, in 2010 – 100, in 2011 – 90,

6
5

in 2012 – 80, in 2013 – 40. Total – 582.

4
3
2
1
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

2010

2011
Regional figures

6

Innovation and Technology Center Innovations of

2012

2013

In 2010 there have been 57 START program
winners, in 2011 – 45, in 2012 – 36, Total –
149.
6 projects from the region (5 from St. Petersburg and 1 from Priladozhsky settlement (Leningrad Oblast)) were among the winners of the
TEKES-FASIE program. 2
projects from
St. Petersburg won the OSEO-FASIE program.
1 project (St. Petersburg) won the EVROTRANSBIO program. 20 projects (St. Petersburg) won the BMBFFASIE program.
The overall result of the Foundation’s activity in the region amounts currently to RUB 2,454,141,026 of invested
funds and 1,458 jobs in the sphere of innovations.
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ALKOR BIO Group of Companies (Alkor Bio GC) founded in 1992 is known at the Russian market as
one of the largest domestic developers and manufacturers of chemicals for laboratory diagnostics.

Along with the development, production and sale of ELISA and DNA test kits the group of companies
also develops new cellular technologies, performs cord blood stem cell banking, receives orders
from the third parties for freeze drying and production of specific components for test systems,
such as antibodies, conjugates, oligonucleotides.
ALKOR BIO GC invests in hi-tech projects in the field of biotechnology, including development of innovative diagnostics
solutions using new generation sequencing. The company
catalogue includes over 60 test system names and the scope is
constantly widened. ALKOR BIO GC includes 10 companies, 3 of
them engage in innovation developments.
The Foundation supported ALKOR BIO GC for the first time in
1998. During the period of its existence the Foundation allocated
6 grants for the implementation of innovation projects. Financial
loans and the Foundation’s preferential loan were spent to purchase equipment and to develop the company.

In 2013 the project “Neonatal NGS Gene Diagnostics” won the
competition for Skolkovo grant in the ctagory “DNA and Protein
Sequencing Instruments, Analysis of the Obtained Data”. A Foundation’s grant was received for the implementation of this project
with global novelty.

D. G. POLYNTSEV,
CEO of the ALKOR BIO Group of Companies

Alkor Bio

Grants have also been allocated to the implementation of the
following projects: “Problem Oriented Pilot Studies and Creation
of a Technology Advance in the Sphere of Cellular Technologies”;

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Neonatal NGS Gene Diagnostics.

Laboratory Work

ÒÀ Ò
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“Development of a Diagnostics System to Prove Serologic Examination of Antibodies to Hepatitis C Virus”; “Development of New
Cell Therapy Methods using Stem Cells”; “Study of Molecular and
Physiological Mechanisms of Stem Cell Influence when Protecting and Restoring Damaged Brain Tissues after an ischemic stroke
and development of new therapy methods after a cerebrovascular
accident”; “Development of Recommendations regarding the Application of mesenchymal stem cells for the therapy of an ischemic
stroke”; “Development of a Solution Prototype for Genetic Diagnostics of Monogenetic Hereditary Illnesses by means of NGS method”.
As result of implementation of the mentioned innovation projects
patents were received.
Currently ALKOR BIO GC has 10 patents, including the sphere of
cancer diagnostics, Hepatitis C Virus diagnostics, stem cell treatment
methods of severe fractures, parodontitis and mental retardation.
ALKOR BIO GC created a powerful production capacity. 7 scientific research laboratories are active. Annually ALKOR BIO GC
produces over 300 thousand chemical kits, including test systems
for hormone diagnostics, cancer diagnostics, allergy, dangerous
infectious diseases (HIV, Hepatitis B and C, sexually transmitted
diseases, DNA recovery sets, sets and software for the pre-birth
screening of the Down’s syndrome, sets for the determination of
the individual sensitivity to pharmaceuticals). Moreover, the catalogue of ALKOR BIO GC includes a unique test system in the form
of a microchip for the DNA diagnostics of grave hereditary disease
mucoviscidosis, which all newborn in Russia are tested to. Custom
software was developed for this test system.

Cell Technologies

During the time of its activity ALKOR
BIO GC developed and marketed about
20 new products, some of them have no
equivalents in Russia and abroad.
The novelties include a diagnostics kit intended for testing of a genetic predisposition

Alkor BIO
ALKOR BIO GC is the exclusive supplier of a modern automated analyzer Alisei by the Italian Seac company to the
markets of Russia and CIS. This high-speed analyzer is able
to significantly increase the efficiency of diagnostics laboratories.
Stem Cell Bank

to bone diseases; a kit for the determination
of hereditary trombophilia and risk of heart attack, stroke, trophic ulcers and gynaecologic
complications; a kit for quick detection of genetic polymorphism related to the individual
hypersensitivity to indirect anticoagulants and
life-threatening hemorrhage; a unique diagnostics kit for the detection of SLC6A4 gene
polymorphism associated to the predisposition to the development of anxious disorders
and depressions, as well as determining the
individual sensitivity to serotonin reuptake
inhibitors; kits for the pre-birth Down’s syndrome screening; test systems for allergy diagnostics and approx. 300 allergens; biologically active wound cover of new generation;
test systems for early HIV diagnostics; sets
for Hepatitis B and C diagnostics; test system

8
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ALKOR BIO GC trades all over Russia, its dealer network includes

over 40 companies and covers all regions of the country from Kaliningrad to Vladivostok. ALKOR BIO GC exports to Ukraine, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Uzbekistan, Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania,

Germany, Italy. ALKOR BIO GC is a double winner of “The Best Exporter of St. Petersburg” competition.

ALKOR BIO GC cooperates with the Skolkovo Innovation Center,

Medicogenetic Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Medical
Sciences, it conducts joint scientific researches with universities and

large laboratories of Great Britain, Germany, Portugal, Italy and the
Sequencer

USA.

for mucoviscidosis diagnostics in the form of
a microchip; DNA recovery set from dry blood
stains is the only domestic set providing for
the said recovery (this significantly widens the
possibilities of diagnostics of different dis-

Alkor Bio visited Vietnam in the delegation of Russian hi-tech companies formed by the Russian State Duma for the purpose of establishment of mutually beneficial relations with potential partners.

ALKOR BIO GC is a multiple winner of the competition for the

Prize of the St. Petersburg Government for the Best Innovative Project implemented in the cluster, two-time winner

eases in newborn, where blood sampling is

of the best innovative project competition in the sphere of

limited); recombinant allergen of birch pollen is

science and higher professional education in St. Petersburg,

the first recombinant allergen issued in Russia

participant of the federal grand exhibition “The Best Russian

(recombinant allergen is an artificially obtained

Projects”, participant of the national Oncology program.

protein with allergic properties) intended for

CEO of ALKOR BIO Group of Companies D. G. POLYNTSEV is

the mass use in the clinical practice of in vitro

the winner of the independent business prize “Boss of the

allergy diagnostics; oncomarkers, etc.

Year” in the category “Boss – Innovation Production”.
Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Neonatal NGS Gene Diagnostics.

Allergen Pouring

Production

ÒÀ Ò
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OOO LASER TECHNOLOGIES CENTER (LTC) was created in 2004 by means of reorganization of
a company based on the Welding and Laser Technologies Chair of St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University and specializes in development and production of laser equipment for engraving and welding of different materials.
“We create new
technologies
for real life!”

LASER TECHNOLOGIES CENTER in cooperation
with the Foundation implemented a series of projects
in the sphere of medicine, metal processing and other
spheres, as result of which hi-tech equipment and soft-

O. V. VELICHKO
General Director
of LASER
TECHNOLOGIES
CENTER

ware have been developed.
Supported by the Foundation the development project of
a laser medical apparatus for surgery and power therapy was implemented based on the developments in the
sphere of combination effect of laser radiation on human
tissues. The project won the Foundation’s UMNIK pro-

LTC includes 3 main subdivisions: R&D, pro-

gram. At this point the equipment is successfully applied

duction department and ready products test-

at the N. N. Petrov Oncology Research Institute, Munic-

ing and control department. The laboratories of

ipal Hospital no. 20, N. F. Filatov Children’s Municipal

LTC are equipped with innovation research and

Clinic no. 5, Medical On Group network and other med-

measurement analytical devices of different ca-

ical institutions.

pacity and configuration, particularly, interfer-

Moreover, a development project of multi-purpose laser

ometric equipment, equipment for the research

technological complex for the attribution of set physi-

of material structures and other devices. The

cal properties of the metal and alloy surface. Necessary

central office of LTC is located in St. Petersburg,

properties are achieved by means of structural change of

branches in Sochi and Saratov.

the surface material layer by nanosecond laser pulses.

LASER TECHNOLOGIES CENTER

10
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Together with its partners LASER TECHNOLOGIES
CENTER developed technologies for high-efficiency
energy beam welding of light-weight structures, developed the welding production modernization project for
the Ural Chemical Engineering Plant, implemented the
project for the construction of a piping attachment fabrication shop at ZAO SOT Chelyabinsk and software for
plasma brazing of car body parts for General Motors.
LASER TECHNOLOGIES CENTER has organized and
manages Industrial Laser Technologies cluster joining
research and production institutions in the field of laser
equipment and technology, particularly, Central Research
Institute of Robotics and Engineering Cybernetics, Institute of Laser and Welding Technologies at SPbGPU,
Scientific and Production Enterprise Engineering and
Technology Service, Saint Petersburg Research University of Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics,
Shared Use Center Laser and Optical Technologies, etc.
and has a range of foreign partners, such as Universal Laser Systems, Bayerisches Laserzentrum GmbH,
Harbin Welding Institute of China Academy of Machinery
Science and Technology. The cooperation of companies and institutes from the cluster provides for achieving synergy effect in design, development, production

Welding Filler Process Complex

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:
Laser Medical Apparatus for Surgery and Power Therapy.
and implementation of advanced technology
complexes by means of unification of human
resources, scientific, material, technical and
production potential of all members.
LASER TECHNOLOGIES CENTER has 11
patents for unique inventions. During its existence the company was awarded several
prizes, including St. Petersburg Government
and Russian Government Prizes.

LTC arranged a series of events for
the implementation of laser technologies at Russian enterprises – 450
plants were implemented. It prepared
specialists in the field of industrial laser technologies and arranged service
maintenance of the laser equipment.

ÒÀ Ò
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ZAO DIAKONT was created in 1990 by a team of specialists who got their first hi-tech experience
at the enterprises of the military industrial complex.
technologies alone had no future and another area of activity should be found. This area was specific video cameras for atomic reactors, where his experience in production of radiation resistant television sensors could be
used. The first order was a video camera for the control
of reactor facilities of atomic-powered vessels of Murmansk Ocean Company, in order to sell this (together with
the ocean company) small state-owned cross-sectoral
enterprise DIAKONT was registered.

M. E. FEDOSOVSKY,
General Director of DIAKONT

Company founder Mikhail Evgenyevich
FEDOSOVSKY in the 1980ies went from
technician to chief designer in the field
of production of television sensor for
military and industrial use. During Perestroika it became clear that military

The success of the first radiation resistant video camera exceeded
all expectations. It allowed seeing the point of the fuel rod nipping
inside the reactor, which has been impossible before. Then there
was the second contract – production of a video camera with a
manipulator for positioning inside reactor. DIAKONT made plans
for extensive development of the atomic power plant TV control
market, which needed significant investments. However the ocean
company that became the first customer did not take part in the
funding of further company development and in 1993 the company
was transformed to private ZAO.
The company achieved self-repayment by virtue of the first large
international contract concluded before the 1998 crisis. Swedish
ABB TRC got familiar with the developments of DIAKONT and
placed a long-term order for the design and production of a gyroscope-bound robotic system for television and ultrasound reactor
control.

DIAKONT
Radiation resistant TV system CTC-40M

Refueling Control System at an Atomic Power Plant

Diagnostics and Repair
Robot for Reactor Internals

12
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In a few years radiation resistant cameras of
ZAO DIAKONT hold leading positions at the
US market forcing out the product of the local
manufacturer. Leaders of the Atomic Plant
Servicing Market – General Electric and
Westinghouse – prefer video cameras DIAKONT and make them their organic control
tools for atomic power plants, which means
supply of over 100 cameras annually.

The company decides to enter the management system market important for the atomic
power plant security. With the first orders DIAKONT finds a series of innovation technical
solutions that significantly increase the level
of systems security. In 2007 first among the
Russian companies DIAKONT wins international tender for the supply of a management
system of importance for the atomic power
plant security in the Western Europe.

Meeting with Vladimir Putin at the Zelenograd Innovation Technology Center

In 2005 to improve their business stability the
company management decide to diversify the
business by means of capturing of the gas
sector. DIAKONT develops a robot for the
diagnostics of underground pipelines of gas
compressor stations. They found a subsidiary
to provide diagnostics services to gas compressor stations – ZAO Design Engineering
Institute GAZPROEKT. In the following 3
years GAZPROEKT performs control of over
50 thous. meters pipelines of compressor

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Unique Robotic System for Diagnostics of Atomic Power Plant Security Systems.
In 2001 DIAKONT starts cooperation with the French Hytec Hydro-Tecnologies. The company starts organizing mass production
of simple standard TV cameras with high technical specifications.
The product design is revised with regard to mass production, the
manufacturing capacity of the company is significantly enhanced,
dealer agreements are concluded with foreign distributors in Europe, Asia and the USA.

Developer Team of the Complex Project Department

ÒÀ Ò

stations, and the implemented robot was
awarded a prize of OAO Gazprom for the
achievements in science and technology.
In 2009 the new stage of company development starts. The company concentrated
powerful potential in development, production and implementation of unique robotic
systems and started implementing complex
projects at the order of Rosatom requiring
production of custom machinery and critical
jobs inside reactor assemblies. Innovation
technologies of welding, assembly and repair
works are developed. Unique technologies of
remote repair in the tight space and high radiation background are developed and implemented. As result of successful robot implementation the company is awarded the prize
of the Russian Government in the sphere of
science and technology for its developments.
Since 2006 DIAKONT actively cooperates
with Russian Development Institutes – the

13
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New Generation Precision Electromechanical Drive

Foundation and the Association of Innovative
Russian Regions (AIRR) that supported a series of key research and development projects
of the company. Consultations with the Foundation managers help in effective managerial
decision making. The company gets updated
information about the experience of leading
domestic companies and legislative initiatives
in the sphere of hi-tech.
Owing to the Foundation and AIRR the company got endorsement of Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin for the intensified effort of the
company in the US market development, including the creation of a domiciled company for
the promotion of the Russian high technology
products. In a short while the representation
of DIAKONT starts its operation in California –
Diakont Advanced Technologies. Step by step

SUCCESS STORY
the success of radiation resistant cameras in the USA is repeated
by diagnostic works of DIAKONT. Active promotion of management
systems of importance for the security of atomic power plants created by the company starts at the North-American market.
In March 2012 DIAKONT together with the Deputy Economic
Development Minister O. V. FOMICHEV, I. M. BORTNIK AND
S. G. POLYAKOV participates in the innovations work group in the
framework of the Russian-American Presidential Commission. In
October 2012 there was a meeting with the Prime Minister Dmitry
Medvedev, where the difference in approaches to the production
of high technologies in the developed countries USA, Japan and
Russia was discussed, including the issues of motivation, stimulation and formation of a publicly attractive image.
Owing to the support of AIRR DIAKONT becomes member of the
Skolkovo Energy Efficiency Cluster. Upon the initiative of I. M. Bortnik there is a meeting of company representatives with the rector of
Saint Petersburg Precision Mechanics and Optics Institute (ITMO).
As result new basic chair of ITMO starts its work at the site of
DIAKONT aimed at the preparation of competitive domestic specialists in the hi-tech sphere. Together with ITMO at the end of
2012 the company won the tender of the Ministry of Education and
Science for the implementation of a complex project of creation of
a high technology production of new generation electromechanical
drives DIAKONT associates its further development with.
Today the companies production shops are equipped with the advanced processing centers and measurement machines. DIAKONT
was one of the first in Russia to implement the ERP company management system and to certify the quality management system according to ISO:9001. Innovative technical solutions of the company
are protected by over 20 Russian and foreign patents.

DIAKONT
CNC Production Centers

The company is planning to build a factory in the suburb of St. Petersburg for mass production of innovative new generation electromechanical drives ensuring power, precision and high-speed movement
for the purposes of power industry, airspace and machine building industry.
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OAO Scientific Production Association STREAMER needed less than 20 years to go the way from
a small scientific production association to the leading developer and supplier of lightning protection systems for the Russian power systems and to start development of foreign markets.
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The achievements of the STREAMER team
base on the packaged approach to the development, production and implementation of
advanced scientific solutions in the sphere
of lightning protection of electric mains.
Today STREAMER is one of the leading Russian innovative companies. A few years ago
STREAMER scientists developed arresters with
multi-chamber system (MCS) for voltage rating
6-220 kV and higher. MCS is the basis for all
promising products of the company suggested
today at the Russian and international market.

Head office, research center, testing laboratory and own
production department of the Company are located in
Saint Petersburg. In Moscow there is a general distributor Streamer Msc. representing interests of the company
in the capital and all over Russia. OOO Streamer Msc., in
the first turn, is oriented to the market promotion of innovative solutions in the electric power industry aimed at
the improved reliability of power supply systems.

Streamer

The invention of an insulating arrester
based on MCS, product without equivalents
combining properties of insulator and arrester in one is one of the most famous scientific practical events in the sphere of lightning protection for electric mains. Installation
of an insulating arrester on the mains does
not require the use of a ground-wire, height,
weight and cost of pillars and the cost of the
high voltage line decrease, reliable lightning
protection is ensured – the frequency of cutoffs decreases significantly and the loss related to non-delivered power and operating
expenses reduce.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Insulating Arrester based on a Multi-Chamber System.
Laboratory Work

ÒÀ Ò
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By means of an insulating arrester lightning protection of high
voltage lines of any rating may be ensured, as the number of insulators in the string increases proportionally to the increase of
the voltage rating and respectively nominal voltage and the arc
suppression ability of the insulator string grow.
STREAMER assigns high priority to the pilot production of new
products, which helps the customers to assure the efficiency of
the suggested solutions in the field. E.g. joint project with the Federal Grid Company successfully completed in 2013 “Installation
and Operation of Insulating Arrester Strings on the 220 kV Power
Supply Mains in Rostov Oblast” became one of the most significant and successful for the company and the indicator of the excellent job of the whole team during several years.
In 2013 STREAMER successfully completed joint project with the
Russian Ministry of Education and Science for the development
of a polymer insulating arrester for the lightning protection of 35
kV and 110 kV power supply mains (PIRMK-35, PIRMK-110). The
customer was satisfied with the results and plans to continue joint
work with the company.
STREAMER is aware of the necessity to develop the domestic
science, thus every two years the company conducts an international lightning protection research and training conference.
Recognized experts of the branch, young scientists and representatives of large scientific and production and operating entities
take part in the event. In May 2014 the Lightning Protection
Conference shall take place in Saint Petersburg for the fourth
time already.

STREAMER regularly participates in large-scale scientific congresses, conferences
and seminars, exhibitions and discussion
groups, such as MEE, CIGRE, ICLP, INMR,
IEEE, in different places of the globe, so entry
to the international market is a logical continuation of development.
In 2012 STREAMER opened a subsidiary in
Chur, Switzerland, - Streamer International AG.

STREAMER
Production
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Main tasks of the international
STREAMER office are promotion
of the innovative products, forming
of the company image and establishment of long-term scientific and
commercial relations with the world
leading power grids and equipment
suppliers.
In 2013 for the more efficient presence of the company at the Asian
markets a representation was
opened in Thailand.

Before entering to the international level STREAMER
made a thorough study of
the world market. The study
showed that the forces and
energy should be focused
on the “conquering” of Asia.
The thunderstorm activity
in this region is extremely
high, whereby a large number of overhead power lines
is constructed. The company
is able to make a significant
contribution to the solving
of lightning protection problems in such countries as
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China, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, etc. The first step has already been
done: STREAMER studied the needs of the Chinese market and created a modification of a serial product. In summer 2013 the first pilot
batch of arresters was installed in the Chinese power grid. Less
than in a month a successful actuation was registered that prevented lightning outage.

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Insulating Arrester based on a Multi-Chamber System.

ÒÀ Ò
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CRYOTHERM Limited Liability Company (OOO Cryotherm) was founded in 1992 at the branch of the
All-Union Current Source Research Institute specialized on development and production of small
batches of thermoelectric systems for the purposes of military and airspace industries.

Manager: Mikhail Vasilyevich SHMATKO

Core business of the company is the production

with own semiconductor production, hi-tech equipment

of electric power sources based on the ther-

of the assembly line and customized testing equipment.

moelectric effect ensuring working order of

The company has in its catalogue over 250 product

space vehicles. Ionizing radiation of isotopes with

types with different levels of the process finish (from

the long half-life is used as the energy source.

high efficiency semiconductor and thermoelectric ele-

Large experience of development and production
of highly reliable and highly efficient thermoelectric systems built an excellent basis for the creation and development of the company.

ments to thermoelectric modules, assemblies and facilities on their basis). This provides for the high stability
of the company position at the market of thermoelectric
devices and for the procurement of universal and customized solutions for the customers. The quality management system of the company complies with ISO

CRYOTHERM is the biggest in Russia and one of the

9001-2000. The range of devices requiring alternative

leading world developers and producers of high qual-

power supply grows with the introduction of new tech-

ity thermoelectric modules and systems on their basis.

nologies and new areas of application. The use of the

The distinctive feature of the company is the full devel-

thermoelectric conversion of a heat flow to the electric

opment and production cycle of thermoelectric products

power becomes irreplaceable in many cases.

CRYOTHERM

Thermoelectric Generator B25-12 (TEG B25-12):
1 – bottom cover; 2 – top cover; 3 – fixing stud;
4 – fan; 5 – radiator; 6 – radiator grill;
7 – output jack; 8 – output cable.
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SUCCESS STORY
Unquestionable advantage of the direct thermoelectric conversion of the heat into power is the absence of
the intermediate link, as, e.g. in the operation cycle of
a thermal or atomic power plant, where heat is converted
to mechanical energy and then mechanical energy is
converted to the electric power. Moreover, thermoelectric generators (TEG) have such unique properties as
full independence, high reliability, simple operation,
noiselessness and durability. In many appliances the
advantage determining priority of thermoelectric conversion among others is the absence of moving parts
and consequently no vibration and no need to use fluid
and/or gas under pressure.
The working order does not depend on the 3D position
and gravity. TEG may be used at big and small temperature drops. The latter is especially relevant provided that
up to 90 % of the dumped/diverted heat energy from different facilities and mechanisms is associated with the
surface temperature of up to +300°C.
The areas of TEG use are versatile: from power supply
of space vehicles in orbits distant from the Sun, power
supply of gas and oil pipelines equipment, marine navigation systems to household generator units.

Chum Lighting with Power Supply
from a Thermoelectric Generator

Project implemented under the assistance of the Foundation:

Power Generating Facility based on the New
Generation Thermoelectric Generator Modules.

RAZVITIE
START

SAINT
PETERSBURG

The output capacity of the generators is determined by

the number and type of thermoelectric modules incorporated in the generator and the radiator design.

The range of industrial TEG produced by CRYOTHERM
provides possibility to receive electric capacity from 2
to 200 W per generator. The output capacity of several

generators may be summed up, if the matching conditions are fulfilled.
Owing to the Foundation’s TEMP program CRYOTHERM in the course of R&D developed mass production of power generating facilities based on the
new generation thermoelectric generator modules
that allowed discovering new horizons of use of the thermoelectric conversion of the heat flow energy into electric power.
Outward Appearance of
ARKTUR-M Furnace

ÒÀ Ò

The basis of one of the most popular generators of
the company TEG B25-12 was the new generation
19
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Used fuel: fire wood, peat briquette, pellets. The furnaces

in the production in the framework of the TEMP pro-

are equipped with constant voltage sources. The use of

gram. It generates 25 W electric power, if the temper-

a battery provides for the accumulation of the electric

ature of the heated surface is in the range from 300 to

power. When the battery is flat if the relevant voltage

400°C.

converter is available heavier duty household appliances

ò å

thermoelectric modules developed and implemented

Innovative developments applied for the creation of a

may be connected compared to the generated capacity.

thermoelectric generator module, which became basis

The works within the TEMP program provided for the

for the B25-12 generator, provided for its basic charac-

company’s entry to new market outlets, for the extended

ter for the product line of ENERGOPECH heating and

area of application of the thermoelectric effect. The de-

cooking furnaces with output capacity from 25 to 50 W

veloped range of products under the trade name EN-

intended for different operation conditions.

ERGOPECH: Vega-25, Arktur, Cholbon-2, became

Products from the ENERGOPECH range are intended
for economical air heating of residential and indus-

common use for solving the task of alternative power
supply to different devices and facilities.

trial premises, garages, cellars and for warming up and

In the course of development and onsite testing

cooking food and electric power generation. Far away

peculiarities of operation and wishes of custom-

from electric power lines such a furnace may ensure
lighting, car battery, laptop, navigator, mobile phone or
walkie-talkie charging, operation of a portable TV set.
The development is intended for military, rescuers,

ers were taken into account. The use of advanced
blocks and components, in the first place, high
efficiency thermoelectric generator modules
by CRYOTHERM, provided for high efficiency

ers – everyone who happens to be in the most remote

and reliability of mass produced general-pur-

uninhabited places.

pose thermoelectric generators.

à

geologists, tourists, summer visitors, fishers and hunt-

Outward Appearance of VEGA Furnace

1. fire box door
2. fire box door handle
3. ash drawer
20

4. output jack for the connection of
external electrical consumers
5. thermoelectric generator

6. constant voltage source
7. armored cable
8. chimney
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FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Science and Technology

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

THE ASTRAKHAN
OBLAST
Representative Establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology – the Astrakhan State University.

Cooperation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology (hereinafter – the Foundation) with the Astrakhan Oblast
traces its history back to 2006. Grants of the Foundation’s “START” program helped start
the actual work. Under the Technopark roof, on attractive terms, there were domiciled five
of the first small enterprises formed by scientists, who won the competition. Among them,
there was a project of Caspian cryobank for the storage of genetic material of valuable
fauna under ultralow temperatures, and a project for creation of cosmetic products on the
basis of therapeutic mud of “Ozero Lechebnoye” deposit. And in 2008, the Foundation
opened here its representative establishment on the basis of the Astrakhan State
University.
The main task of the representative establishment
lies in forming the experience that would allow a
person, the society and the state to use the best
samples of science-intensive products created
by small innovative enterprises on the basis of
high-technology developments.
The mission of the ASU is to become an influential
international university unit in the South-East of Russia
that forms a new scientific, educational and innovative
group in the region’s economy.

2

It involves not only preparation of experts and fundamental
research, but also delivery of new technologies to the
industrial and business sphere. The Foundation performs
preparation of scientific projects for participation in
competitions, tracks the progress of running projects
financed from the Foundation’s budget, promotes increase
of the efficiency of interaction of Small Innovative
Enterprises and other concerned organizations within the
research-and-development
and
innovative
activity,
encourages increase in the scope of innovative projects and
programs in the science and technology sphere, provides

THE ASTRAKHAN
OBLAST
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

In 2002, for the purpose of stimulating the activity of
region’s scientists and specialists and for encouraging
the creative work of talented young scientists, annual
awards of the Oblast’s Governor were established in
science and technology sphere in two categories: “For
Essential Contribution to the Development of Science
and Solution of Social and Economical Problems of the
Oblast” and “For the Best Scientific and Researchand-Development Projects of Young Scientists”. A
target program called “State Support of Small
Entrepreneurship in the Astrakhan Oblast” was adopted

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
70
70
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

support to technological business, promotes formation
of a business incubator of the small science-intensive
business as well as integration of scientific research
and production, accelerated development of hightechnology productions and implementation of new
prospective technologies.
The Oblast’s management actively supports the
innovative activity in the region. In 1999, the Head
Regional Administration signed a decree “On the
Approval of the Provision on Innovative Activity”. The
Oblast Administration, the Agency for Youth Affairs and
the regional Ministry of Economic Development hold
various events on a regular basis – forums,
conventions,
schools,
competitions
–
where
Foundation’s representatives act as experts and the
jury.
Support of the scientific and innovative activity is
implemented within the scope of cooperation and
agreements of the Oblast Management with three
major state foundations: the Foundation for Assistance
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology, Russian Foundation for Humanities and
Russian Foundation for Basic Research.

0

UMNIK
0

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Annual awards of the Oblast’s Governor were established in science and technology in two
categories: “For Essential Contribution to the Development of Science and Solution of
Social and Economical Problems of the Oblast” and “For the Best Scientific and Researchand-Development Projects of Young Scientists”.
that, among other things, reflected Administration’s
efforts directed at the support of emerging
entrepreneurs by means of providing grants for
business development, which constitutes an efficient
mechanism for activation of youth’s and young
scientists’ innovative activity.

Starting from 2010, the annual “Innovation
Days” forum is held in Astrakhan.
It gathers business, government, scientific and expert
community representatives. Oblast’s history keeps the
memory of its first innovators – the Nobel brothers; and
today the traditions of technical inventions are being
adopted by modern researchers who become winners
of such programs as “UMNIK”, “Zvorykinsky Project”,
prize winners of Russian and Regional Olympiads,
holders of scholarship of the RF President. The Oblast’s

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Marina Viacheslavovna
LOZOVSKAYA

UMNIKs that went on
marks with START

27

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

4
Effectiveness of selected projects (data over the
period from 2007 to 2013)

Address of the Representative Establishment:

20a pr. Tatishcheva, Astrakhan,
414056

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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budget provides funds for supporting innovators: for
formation of innovative enterprises, for current capital
expenses of companies that implement innovations.
In 2013, the Ministry of Economic Development of the
Oblast organized participation of region’s innovative
enterprises in the international forum held in Moscow.
The exhibition demonstrated 15 of the most successful
developments by local innovators. In autumn of the
same year, the Center of Youth Innovative Work was
opened in Astrakhan that included a school technopark
and a robotics laboratory. The place, where children
will be able to study digital information technologies,
microelectronics, robotics and everything connected
with exact sciences and engineering will become the
first part of a many-year project for engaging children
in scientific and inventive activity in the most different
spheres.

• O.V. RUBALSKY, Doctor of Medicine, Professor
(Astrakhan State Medical Academy),
• A.V. KOTELNIKOV, Doctor of Biological Sciences,
Professor (Astrakhan State Technical University),
• L.V. BORONINA, Ph.D. in Engineering Science,
Professor (Astrakhan Institute of Civil Engineering),
• A.G.
BADELIN,
Director
of
the
Center
of
Commercialization of Research and Development Work
and Technology Transfer (Astrakhan State University).
Инновационный пояс АГУ насчитывает около 60

The Foundation provides constant information support
to Oblast’s higher educational establishments as well
as directly to students, young scientists and potential
program participants. The Foundation’s activity is
important not only as a mechanism of competent
innovative project selection with attraction of actual
financial support, but also as the most efficient practice
of
teaching
entrepreneurial
skills
to
young
entrepreneurs and introduction of science-intensive
technologies – to entrepreneurs.

Regional expert councils on Foundation’s programs
include representatives of the Oblast’s four
leading higher educational establishments:
• Representative of the Foundation
LOZOVSKAYA, Doctor of Biological
Professor (Astrakhan State University),

— M.V.
Sciences,

Young region’s scientists actively participate in the
Foundation’s competitions and programs: “Start”, “UMNIK”,
“UMNIK na START”, “Prioritet” (Priority), “Umny Dom”

Starting from 2006, over 200 state contracts were entered into between the Foundation and
small innovative enterprises for the total amount of over RUB 400 mln.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects (data for the period
from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology 1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Future Medicine Í2
New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

4

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3

THE ASTRAKHAN
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«(Clever House), “Most” (Bridge), “Meditsyna” (Medicine),
“Export”.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

RESULTS OF FOUNDATION’S
ACTIVITY
Starting from 2006, over 200 state contracts were
entered into between the Foundation and small
innovative enterprises of the Oblast for the total
amount of over RUB 400 mln, out of which – over RUB
150 mln – under the “START” program, over RUB 100
mln – under the “UMNIK” program. With the help of
such funds 252 work places were formed. The Oblast
ranks third in Russia on the number of contracts
entered into with the Foundation – over 106. Many
enterprises moved to the second and third years of
project financing.
Together with appearance in the Oblast of competitions
held by the Foundation, one may observe remarkable
enhancement of scientific and innovative activity of young
scientists seeking self-fulfillment via innovative activity. One
of the results of young scientists’ work on their projects is
integration of their results in the economic turnover. Thus,
many winners of “UMNIK” program established their SIEs
for further commercialization of their scientific research and
participation in the “START” program, etc.
The Foundation provided financing for several innovative
enterprises. Among the most striking examples, one can
name “SAiD”, “Best Soft”, “Adeptik Plyus”, etc.
“SAiD” OOO (Limited Liability Company) won a grant
under the “START 2010” program and already after the
first year of financing the results of project implementation
attracted attention of a group of managers of sturgeon fish
farms engaged in fish farming in cages. With Foundation’s
support, the enterprise performs expansion of its facilities
and thus the number of work places grows every year.

0,16
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0,08

0,06

0,04

0,02

0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

Only over the 2006-2008 period, financing of Astrakhan youth innovation projects within the
“UMNIK” program made up about RUB 11 mln.

“Best Soft” provides services in the automation
software
assembly,
installation
and
sphere:
maintenance,
holding
computer
courses
in
accounting. With Foundation’s support, it developed
a mass-production product, which is now being sold
all over Russia. The company actively develops,
enters into agreements for providing services on
integration of its products.
“Adeptik Plyus” Company within the research and
development activities, with Foundation’s assistance,
developed a software environment for designing
software products for automation of mobile personnel’s
activity. The software product is being sold in 79
regions of Russia and in 18 countries; sales growth is
about 20% per quarter. Winners of the “START”
program – “Scientific and Production, Medical and
Pharmaceutical Establishment “AstLek” OOO (Limited
Liability Company) and “Agent Plus” OOO (Limited
Liability Company) – are the “Skolkovo” residents.
“AstLek”’s
project
prepared
with
the
ASU’s
participation was the development of new medicinal
products on the basis of nanoparticles for diabetic foot
treatment. The company is included in the innovative
center’s biomedical technology cluster. “Agent Plus”
presented the development of a software product that
has to become an instrument and basis for creation of

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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mobile business-applications.
Only over the 2006-2008 period, financing of
Astrakhan youth innovative project within the “UMNIK”
program made up about RUB 11 mln. Winners of the
“UMNIK” program take part in various competitions,
undergo training under regional and Russian national
business programs; thus, winners of the “UMNIK”
competition that took place in the Oblast on the
2nd-4th of October 2013, already on the 6th of
October were sent to attend a business course under
the program called “You are an Entrepreneur”.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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Winners of the 2012
“UMNIK NA START”
program:
• RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
“LAMBDA”, OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY),
Director — A.N. Podgorny, project: ““Corporate
Informer” Cross-Platform System”;
• RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
“TECHNOMDE”, OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY),
Director — A.R. Salikhova, project: “Development of
a Device based on the Garnet Ferrite Magnet Films
for Skin and Hair Restoration”;
• RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
“VITAFAG”, OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY),
Director — M.O. Rubalsky, project: “Biotested
Milk
– the Basis ofназначения».
Therapeutic Fermented Milk
филактического
Products”.
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The Foundation performed financing of
several innovative enterprises.

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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Winners of the 2013
“UMNIK NA START” program:
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2013

• RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
“ASTMAGNIT”, OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY),
Director — A.V. Rybakov, project: “Development of the
Technology of Magnetic Powders and Magnetic Fluids
Production on the basis of Strontium Hexaferrite”;
• “ROSEKOSTROY” OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY),
Director – A.M. Puchkova, project:
“Development of a New Intensive Technology
of Highway Slope Turfing under Arid
Conditions of the South of Russia”;
• “NANO” OOO (LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY),
Director — Z.B. Surgaliyeva, project:
“Development of a Technology of Biopellet
Production for Aquaculture out of Lower-VolgaRegion Herbal Raw Materials”.

SUCCESS STORY

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

Yelena Sergeyevna
AKIMENKO,
a student of the Astrakhan State
Technical University, Astrakhan
City.

The project of Yelena Sergeyevna Akimenko called
“Development of Innovative Technology for Food
Packaging Materials” won in the Foundation’s
“UMNIK 2013” competitive program that was
organized within the scope of the International
Scientific Conference “Innovative Technologies in
Management, Education, Industry” (ASTINTEKH
-2013) in the category of “Modern Materials and
Technologies of their Production”.
Polyethylene packaging constitutes the most popular foodproduct packing form due to its low cost and good
performance characteristics. A drawback of such packaging

of plant polysaccharides and palatable base (water).
The palatable base is selected depending on the
package purpose. As a thickener, the composition
contains sodium alginate (E401) – an additive
permitted for use in food products. Shelf life of the
film is determined by the shelf life of a product to be
packaged. Colorants and flavor enhancers (fennel/
garlic essential oils, dry, ground spices, etc.)
contained in the package are represented by natural
components.
When the threshold temperature of 800C is reached and

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

The technology of producing innovative ecological material for food product packaging.

lies in the fact that it is produced out of the most essential
non-recoverable natural resources – gas, coal, oil. Besides,
polyethylene is very durable and decomposes slowly, which
does irreparable harm to the ecology.
Thus, for the purpose of providing the population with highquality and fresh food products, as well as for reducing the
anthropogenic impact on the environment, a product was
created that combines the features of a package and a food
product.

The invention allows preserving the quality of a
food product during its storage just like a regular
polyethylene bag does and, at the same time, has a
simple and logical composition of only natural
components permitted by regulatory documents
for use.

UMNIK PROGRAM

the film is made wet with water, it undergoes biodegradation
in the form of dissolution in a certain amount of liquid.
Within a certain service life, the film does not deteriorate or
degrade under the impact of cold, light or other external
factors.

Such biodegradable edible packaging film allows
substituting polyethylene in convenience-food
packaging, which makes the development
ecologically-friendly
and
helps
reduce
environmental pollution.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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UMNIK

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

Yelizaveta Aleksandrovna BOLDYREVA,
a student of the Astrakhan State University, Manager of the
Common-Use Center for Multimedia Content Creation with
Virtual-Reality Elements, Astrakhan City.
The project of Yelizaveta Aleksandrovna Boldyreva named
“Development of a Complex of Modern Achievements in Sports
Medicine for Assessment of Athletes’ Technical Competence in
Tennis” won at the Russian National Research and Practice
Conference “Research of Young Scientists – Contribution to the
Innovative Development of Russia” accredited under the
Foundation’s “UMNIK” program that took place in the Astrakhan State
University.
The development is used for providing services on the analysis of
movement biomechanics in tennis for optimization of technical
activities mastering, assessment of athletes’ condition and
development of recommendations on the prevention of possible

injuries. Main consumers are athletes, coaches,
healthcare personnel.
The main problem in training tennis players lies in incorrect
understanding by coaches of reasons that prevent tennis
players from maximum usage of their natural talents. Game
efficiency in such a complex-coordinated sport as tennis is
in many aspects defined by the technique of hitting the ball.

equipment and development of own methodology for
holding research in tennis will allow Russian athletes obtain
better technical training and medical support. Modern multicomponent motion capture systems have not been used yet
in our country for development of recommendations on
movement skill restoration and training process optimization
in tennis.

Rapid development of tennis facilities and equipment fell
short of the expectations regarding the breakthrough in the
quality of tennis-players’ technical actions and reduction of
erroneous actions in their game. Besides, at the turn of the
third millennium, the strength and power of shots grew

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Application of a complex of modern sports-medicine achievements for assessment of
athletes’ technical competence in tennis.
dramatically. That was primarily connected with the switch
in tennis-player training to biomechanical principles that
describe human movement from the viewpoint of traditional
mechanics of solids. In its turn, it was caused by numerous
studies of tennis biomechanics abroad with the help of
modern motion capture systems and computer analysis. In
Russia, biomechanical research of tennis technique was
carried out by a small group of scientists with application of
other accessible means of motion parameter registration –
motion-picture and video recording, accelerography, strain
micrography, electromyography. Availability of unique

8

Application of the developed technique will allow
obtaining accurate quantitative data (strength of
joints’ work and force moments therein, dynamics of
support force reaction, motion path of any kinematic
chain element, sequence, duration and character of
activation of muscles participating in the motion)
and basing thereon – developing recommendations and assessing the condition of athletes
with the help of modern medical diagnostic devices.

UMNIK PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

Yevgeniya Mikhailovna DERBASOVA,
a student of the Astrakhan Institute of Civil Engineering, Astrakhan
City.
The project for the development of a technology for steam curing of
reinforced-concrete products by means of infrared (IR) heating
of Yevgeniya Mikhailovna Derbasova won in the Foundation’s “UMNIK
2010” program held within the International Scientific Conference
“Innovative Technologies in Management, Education, Industry
(ASTINTECH-2010)”.
The relevance of this research work is that the design of a test facility for
accelerated curing of concrete products (CP) and reinforced-concrete products
(RCP) allows performing steam curing not only of CP, but also of other
construction materials (wood, plaster moulds, ceramic products, composite
materials, etc.) with the help of various power sources (solar, wind); the facility
provides an opportunity to perform work on the optimization of accelerated CP
curing modes according to the following indicators: power expenditures and
losses, product treatment duration and chamber’s thermal properties.
Results were obtained in respect of test output of
concrete cubes under different levels of chamber load
and for a certain concrete mix composition; comparison
with classic CP curing technology was performed (day
21).

Automated
energy-efficient
chamber for
accelerated concrete and reinforced-concrete
product curing is characterized by mobility of its
design, low-tonnage weight, allows treating
products of different dimensions, can operate both,
in a standalone mode and as a part of a miniplant.
Today, there exist (and are being developed) new facilities
and devices that can be combined into mobile mini-plants

• study

and optimization of heat-technological
modes of IR-facility operation for accelerated
production of concrete blocks that meet the
conditions of maximum energy-efficiency and
strength characteristics of units in case of their
prompt utilization;
• creation of information and control system for planning
the mode of chamber’s operation (within the whole miniplant) with adaptation to housing-erection conditions.

A RF Patent was obtained for development of the
“Chamber for accelerated concrete products
curing with utilization of electromagnetic wave
energy in the visible part of the spectrum of
artificial and natural origin”.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance::

The technology of steam curing of reinforced-concrete products by means of IR
(infrared) heating.
and that practically allow implementing the above
technology. However lack in such unit complexes of heat
treatment reduces the efficiency of mini-plant operation
and prolongs the terms of housing erection.
The studies conducted on the experimental IRfacility of range deployment proved the possibility of
such project implementation with minimization of
power consumption and duration of “moist” wall unit
and RCP curing.
Further, it is planned to create an IR facility – a
mobile chamber (auto-deployment is implied) with
combined and standalone power generation with
maximum use of solar energy, adapted by
productivity to housing-erection conditions and
equipped by information and management system for
its operation planning and for the whole building in
general.
Scientific novelty of the project is as follows:
• creation of a design of an IR-facility’s mobile variant with
combined energy generation sources that meet the
conditions of maximum energy-efficiency and rational
productivity;

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
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SUCCESS STORY

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

UMNIK

Valeriya Valeryevna YELINA,
an academic and guidance specialist of the second category
at the Chemistry Department of the Astrakhan State
University,
Astrakhan City.
The project for creation of a unique test-system for qualitative
and quantitative pyridoxine determination took part in the
Foundation’s “UMNIK” program in 2013 that was held within the
Russian National Research and Practice Conference
“Research of Young Scientists – Contribution to the
Innovative Development of Russia”. The project was developed
by a young innovator of the Astrakhan State University – Valeriya
Valeryevna Yelina.

Creation of new, easy-to-use test-systems for product

qualitative and quantitative composition of a tested sample.

quality control and determination of vitamin level in the
organism helps improve the quality of treatment and
prevention

of

such

diseases

as

allergy,

eczemas,

seborrheic dermatitis and anemia.

For testing the authenticity, good quality and for quantitative
determination of B6 vitamin, creation of a new unique test-

system is proposed. For its creation, sorbtion concentration

The proposed product will have a series of
advantages, and namely – high reaction
sensitivity, low cost, availability of materials
and reagents for product manufacture.

on solid support is used with further determination of

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

A unique test-system for qualitative and quantitative pyridoxine determination.

10
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Dilyara Khaidarovna ZAKARYAYEVA,
a student of the Astrakhan State University, Astrakhan City.
The project for the development of phosphate-free liquid and
gelatinous detergents with stabilized enzymatic agents of Dilyara
Khadarovna Zakaryayeva obtained financial support under the
Foundation’s “UMNIK” program in 2013 held within the Russian
National Research and Practice Conference “Research of
Young Scientists – Contribution to the Innovative
Development of Russia”.

The main idea of the project lies in creation of a formulation
of liquid and gelatinous phosphate-free detergents on the
basis of enzymatic agents for dishwashing and washing
machines. In the work process, phosphate substitutes were
found, and basic formulation was developed that prevents
from enzyme destruction.
Enzymatic-agent-based detergents for dishwashing and
washing machines can be used in everyday life, at public
catering enterprises and at other specialized enterprises.
Phosphate-containing detergents cause water enrichment.
In Russia, according to the Customs Union technical

regulation “On the safety of household products”, starting
from 01.01.2013 the phosphate weight ratio in synthetic
detergents shall not exceed 8%, starting from 01.01.2015 –
it shall not exceed 4%, and starting from 01.01.2020
phosphate use shall be absolutely prohibited, therefore the
development of efficient phosphate-free detergents is
extremely relevant not only from the marketing viewpoint,
but also as a project important for ecology.
Surveys of the market of ecologically-friendly detergents for
dishwashing machines in the Astrakhan region allow making
a conclusion that the developed detergent formulation

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Creation of phosphate-free liquid and gelatinous detergents with stabilized enzymatic
agents.
constitutes a marketable product.

The developed product has a relatively low
cost and high washing capacity, while the
competing ecologically-friendly detergents have a
significantly higher
cost.
It is further planned to
promote the products via
local
and
federal
networks.
Another option involves
sales of a patent license.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Olga Bakhodirovna URUMBAYEVA,

UMNIK

a student of the Astrakhan State University, Astrakhan City.
The project for the development of a skeleton model for
carrying out diagnostic examination of spinal patients with
the help of Motion Capture system of Olga Bakhodirovna
Urumbayeva won in the Foundation’s “UMNIK” program in 2013
held within the Russian National Research and Practice
Conference “Research of Young Scientists – Contribution to
the Innovative Development of Russia”.

The necessity of solving the problem of spinal patient
rehabilitation was caused by great incidence of vertebral and
cerebrospinal injuries, high lethality and disability rate, lack of
common approaches to treatment and rehabilitation of such
patient category.

Peculiarities of motor system pathologies in patients with
traumatic spinal-cord disease require certain rehabilitation
order and specific methodic approach both, in the issues of
assessing the compensation of damaged functions and in the
principles of medical rehabilitation.

Application of the Motion Capture system can essentially
change the approaches to rehabilitation of such patients. It
should be noted that application of similar systems abroad
and in our country is characterized mainly by study of lowerextremity diseases. Nevertheless, scientists and doctors are
also concerned about the possibility of using the motion
capture systems for diagnostics and rehabilitation of patients
with different vertebral injuries and disorders. For such
purposes, scientific and research works are conducted on
the development of a specialized skeleton model meeting the
necessary requirements to examination of patients with
musculoskeletal system disorders.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Specialized skeleton model for carrying out diagnostic examination of spinal patients
with the help of Motion Capture system.

12
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Maksim Yevgenyevich SHLENOV,
a student of the Astrakhan State University, Astrakhan City.
The “RoboShakh” project of Maksim Yevgenyevich Shlenov
obtained a grant under the Foundation’s “UMNIK 2013” program
held within the International Scientific Conference “Innovative
Technologies in Management, Education and Industry
“ASTINTECH – 2013”.

RoboShakh is the creation of fully automated, portable
robotic chess that can be played by either two players or by
one.
“RoboShakh” chess look like regular chess, but inside they
have a mechanism made of three stepper motors and an
electromagnet, a microcontroller responsible for chess piece
movement and a single-board computer that computes the
game several moves ahead.
Such kind of chess will be useful for children, as the game
promotes the development of motor skills, memory, logic
and strategic thinking, as well as has a magic effect
arousing child’s interest.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

“RoboShakh” chess.

Portability of this development allows using the chess on
vacation and in office companies for employees to have a
rest from their routine work.
The mechanism of “RoboShakh” chess can be also
integrated in other similar table games.
Chess have experienced multiple modifications, but all of
them were related to their appearance. Now, chess can be
played both, physically and virtually – in the form of a
computer program. This project combines two of the above
properties. The chess are not only real – one can touch
them, feel that they are real, but they can also move
themselves with the help of modern technologies.

The existing similar chess models are too large,
bulky and have no intelligence of their own. The
“RoboShakh” project is another branch of modern
game development. Currently there exist no
analogues of this development.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“RosEcoStroy” Limited Liability Company (“RosEcoStroy” OOO) was established together with the
Astrakhan State University in 2012 for solution of tasks in the sphere of ecology and natural
resource management.

The main areas of the scientific-research and practical activity of the
company are: biological recultivation of lands polluted with crude
hydrocarbons, slope turfing, highway greening, landscape design,
landscape gardening, sand-stabilization, vegetative stabilization of bridge
cones.

Innovative nature of company’s activity showed in the creation of a unique
technology of highway slope turfing, which is of great demand among
construction and road companies of the south of Russia.
Completion and testing of the technology became possible thanks to
Foundation’s participation in the promotion of such a demanded and
important-for-natural-resource-management project, which received the
Foundation’s financial support.
Due to careful selection of the adapted types and species of permanent
grasses, a complex of agricultural approaches was developed that allowed
achieving concurrent sprouting of plants, their even growth leading to timely
and efficient completion of all the planned works with high-quality results.
The technology allows sowing great areas, reducing financial expenses on
landscape works, and ensuring resistance of the adapted plants to high
summer and low winter temperatures.

RosEcoStroy

Project implemented with the Foundation’s assistance:

A unique technology of highway slope turfing..

For the first time, the victory in the Foundation’s “UMNIK” competition was
obtained by the future Chief Executive Officer of “RosEcoStroy” LLS – A.M.
PUCHKOVA – in 2010, when the project “New Intensive technology of
Lawn Formation” was presented. The victory gave an opportunity to
continue the research activity and develop new techniques of accelerated
lawn and turf growing. Already in 2012, a new innovative company
“RosEcoStroy” won the “UMNIK na START” competition in the category of
modern materials and technologies of their production, that was held in
Ryazan, and obtained the Foundation’s financial support for 2013
enterprise development in the amount of RUB 1 mln.

Thanks to winning in the Foundation’s “UMNIK” and “UMNIK na
START” programs, the company got an opportunity to develop
new innovative projects and make contributions to ecology and
improvement of the region.

14

Though “RosEcoStroy” company is quite young, many customers have been already engaged in
cooperation, and the work for the total amount of about RUB 1 mln has been performed. And
this is only the beginning, as no analogues of the created technology exist in the world!

“UMNIK NA START” PROGRAM
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АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

“NIKA” Limited Liability Company (“NIKA” OOO) was established in 2006 and carries out research and
production activity in the form of cosmetic products development on the basis of therapeutic
mud.
Manager: Yelena Igorevna KONDRATENKO

“NIKA” OOO was supported by the Foundation in
2006 under the “START” program. Foundation’s
financing helped conduct research and development
work on the study of dermato-cosmetic efficacy
of therapeutic mud and develop a series of
cosmetic products based on the sulfide silt mud
of the Astrakhan saline lakes.

Financing of the second-year research and development
work helped develop the first emulsion products with
incorporation into their formulation of the sulfide silt
therapeutic mud (creams, face, hair and body masks),
production of mud soap and other foam-washing products
was arranged. Foundation’s funds and parity co-financing
by a private investor allowed organizing the production of a
full range of products and getting a foothold in the market.

According to the scientific research, the therapeutic mud
normalizes all the basic skin functions: cleans it, absorbs
excessive sebum, removes cellular debris from the skin
surface. The therapeutic mud has an effect on the skin
receptor system, has a reflex impact on neuro- endocrine
and vascular mechanisms, which is expressed in
microcirculation activation and, respectively, enhances skin
metabolic processes.

Two years after the beginning of enterprise’s operation, on
the co-investors’ order, the “NIKA” OOO’s production
engineers developed formulations and adapted technologies
for cosmetic products on the basis of therapeutic mud of the
Great Tambukan Lake (a resort region of the Caucasian
Spas). Thanks to the competitive advantages (wide range,
low procurement prices, good quality), the enterprises
occupies 20% of the market of specialized therapeuticcosmetic products in the Caucasian Spa region.

As a result of the first year of project implementation, a
series
of
physico-chemical,
balneological
and
cosmetological
studies
of
the
Astrakhan-deposit
therapeutic mud was performed, work on the means and
modes of extraction of biologically active agents from the
mud substance was completed, geological surveys were
performed, mud reserves were assessed. Emulsion-based
cosmetic products were developed and the technology of
mud extracts incorporation in their composition was tested.

Thanks to the Foundation’s assistance, “NIKA” OOO
successfully develops, improves its technologies, works on
new product lines. The number of work places grew from 5
people in 2007 to 15 in 2013. The geography of regular
customers that order “NIKA” OOO’s products includes such
cities as Tyumen, Arkhangelsk, Barnaul, Yekaterinburg,
Volgograd, Nizhniy Novgorod, Armavir, Stavropol, Saint
Petersburg, Moscow, Ufa, etc.

NIKA

Project implemented with the Foundation’s assistance:

Production of a line of cosmetic products on the basis of sulfide silt
mud from the Astrakhan saline lakes.

A prospective area of enterprise’s development is fulfillment
of orders in the mode of contractual production. “NIKA”
OOO develops and produces cosmetic products for health
centers of the Stavropol Territory, the Astrakhan and
Volgograd Oblasts, Sochi and other health resorts of the
Black Sea coast of the Caucasus.
Products of “NIKA” OOO pose interest to members of the
Russian-Japanese Friendship Community, employees of
the Iran Embassy in Moscow.

“NIKA” small innovative enterprise several times
took part in competitions and shows of regional,
Russian national and international levels. The
enterprise’s products were awarded a Golden
Medal of the 8th World Saloon of Innovations.
The activity of “NIKA” OOO was awarded at the Third International Forum on Intellectual Property
“EXPOPRIORITY 2011”. New contacts and opportunities for technological improvement were
implemented at the “INTERBYTKHIM-2013” International Exhibition; thanks to participation in
the “ZDRAVOOKHRANENIYE-2013” and “APTEKA-2014” International Forums, new contacts
for products sales were established, and namely with Tyumen, Yekaterinburg and Siberia.

“START” PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“AGENT PLUS” Limited Liability Company (“Agent Plus” OOO) was established in 2004 by G.A.
IZMAYLOV, who is now the company’s Chief Executive Officer. The company carries out research and
development activity in the sphere of information and communication technologies.
The first software product issued by “Agent Plus”
company – “Automated mobile system Agent+” –
allowed automating the sales-agent work. For seven
years, this product was successfully sold and
constantly improved, the program’s functional was
expanded. At the same time, another software
product was issued – “System for mobile personnel
and facilities monitoring Map9” – designed for
efficient control over mobile personnel movement
with application of GPS technology.

The first Foundation-supported project “Development
of a comprehensive solution for keeping record of
enterprise’s fixed assets, including automation of
fixed asset count process with the help of mobile
devices” was designed for fast and accurate data
processing during the count, which allows maximally
eliminating the human error factor and, as a result,
improving reliability of fixed asset accounting.

Using the software solution for automation of
fixed asset accounting and fixed asset count helps

reduce the time of information collection and
processing during fixed asset count, reduce
human-resource expenses on holding fixed
asset count and, respectively, - expenditure of
monetary funds, helps increase the accuracy
of data on the fixed asset availability and
condition, improve control over fixed asset
count procedure and reliability of fixed asset
accounting.
The second company’s work, in cooperation with the
Foundation, was the project “Development of infrastructure
services on the basis of cloud technologies for
administration of mobile business applications”. The
project’s task was as follows: automation of control over the
licenses of mobile business applications within an
enterprise; automation of business application deployment
on employees’ devices; collection and registration of
information on the faults and errors in the operation of
mobile business applications; organization of data
exchange between corporate information systems and
business applications on mobile devices; tracking of
location of mobile personnel and

с
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maintenance of connection therewith.
In 2010, “Agent Plus” company took part in the
competition “Execution of research-and-development,
design-and-experimental works on the development
of software for the purpose of modernization and
technical development” and won with the project
“Development of a comprehensive solution for keeping
record of enterprise’s fixed assets, including
automation of fixed asset count process with the help
of mobile devices”.
Project financing was performed on parity basis. The
Foundation allocated RUB 4 mln for the research and
development works. The amount of financing from own funds
constituted RUB 4,036,150.
Within the Foundation’s competition “Execution of
design-and-experimental
research-and-development,
works on the development of software basing on cloudcomputing technologies”, the second state contract for
research and development works was concluded on the
project “Development of infrastructure services on the
basis of cloud technologies for administration of mobile
business applications”. The financing amount constituted
RUB 9,350 thous. Co-financing was performed on the
parity basis from Company’s own funds.

The software product “Agent Plus: Fixed Asset
Count” is being successfully sold alongside with other
company’s products. In 2012, as compared to 2011,
company’s profit grew by 90%.
As a result of research and development work on the
project “Development of infrastructure services on
the basis of cloud technologies for administration of
mobile business applications”, prototypes of cloud
services were developed that ensure solution of the
task of administering mobile business applications.
Availability of such services helps greatly simplify
and cut the cost of the procedures of mobile business
application implementation, maintenance and control,
as well as of the adjustment of data exchange
between mobile business applications and corporate
information systems.
By the end of 2015, the anticipated profit from the project
will make RUB 26,176,320; project profitability is estimated
to make 86%.
Upon termination of the research and development works
on the two projects, the number of regular employees grew
by 20%, average salary grew by 10%, production facilities
expanded by 10%.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Software system for enterprise’s fixed asset accounting with the option of fixed asset count
automation with the help of mobile devices.
As a result of implementing the project “Development
of a comprehensive solution for keeping record of
enterprise’s fixed assets, including automation of fixed
asset count process with the help of mobile devices”,
a software product was developed consisting of two
parts: server part and mobile application. The server
part was designed for storage and processing of
reference and graphical data used for fixed asset
accounting, as well as for bidirectional exchange of
fixed-asset data with accounting software. The mobile
application was designed for fixed asset count with the
use of data collection terminals or pocket computers
with connected barcode scanners. The comprehensive
solution allows not only storing a list of fixed assets
required for accounting, but also provides tools for
assessing the condition of fixed assets, for controlling
the quality of count procedure, and for forming various
reports required for managerial accounting and
appraisal of enterprise’s tangible assets.

“START” PROGRAM

The main direction of product distribution policy is the
use and improvement of partnership network. The
partnership network of “Agent Plus” OOO includes
over 800 companies that are engaged in distribution
and integration of software products in Russia and
abroad: Azerbaijan, Belorussia, Bulgaria, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan, Moldova, Ukraine, etc.
For introduction of the comprehensive solution into the
Russian and CIS market, the applicants’ team developed
marketing events.

“AGENT PLUS” company, in many aspects thanks
to the Foundation, over the time of its existence
gained a strong foothold in the market and now
constitutes one of the leading suppliers of mobile
business applications for mobile personnel
automation in Russia and the CIS countries.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Scientific and Production, Medical and Pharmaceutical Establishment “AstLek”, Limited
Liability Company (“AstLek” OOO), was established in 2007 by the Resolution of the Doctor of
Medicine, Professor M.A. YEPINETOV, for the purpose of commercialization of prospective and
competitive innovative developments in the sphere of biopharmaceutics.

One of the main areas of company’s activity is
the development of technology of experimental and
industrial production of stabilized oxygen forms in
combination
with
allopathic
medicinal
products.
The Foundation, basing on competitive bidding, supported
the company’s business project “Development of the
technology of experimental production of stabilized targeted
oxygen forms on the basis of liquid oxygen-transport
compounds”. The project is aimed at the organization of

production of sports and health products under
conditions of technogenic, ecologic, physical and
other overloads.
Under the “START” program, the Foundation supported and
financed on parity basis the business project on the
research and development work commercialization in the
amount, taking into account co-financing, of about RUB 5
mln. The result of business project implementation was the
production of innovative products complying with
international quality standards and meeting new demands
of potential consumers. “AstLek” company’s basic structure
and staff project team was formed that included 11 regular
employees and 5 workers periodically engaged at different
stages of business-project implementation.
Product studies and development carried out by Professor
M.A. Yepinetov’s team were connected with introduction
into the market of high-technology and competitive
innovative medicines for precise delivery of antibiotics for
treatment of severe wounds: gunshot, septic or diabeticfoot ones.
As a result of the carried out work, a process line for
experimental production of complex-composition dietary
supplements and medicinal products was constructed for
prevention and treatment of locomotive system diseases,

AstLek
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poorly
coalescing
fractures,
sports
injuries,
myocardial diseases and chronic skin disorders.
A trial batch of products “R1”, “R2”, “R3”, “R4”, “R5”, “R6”
was produced that constitutes a balanced complex of the
amorphous nano-sized calcium phosphate Ca10 (PO4) 6
(OH) 2, magnesium-calcium phosphate Mg2Ca8 (PO4) 6
(OH) 2, zinc-calcium phosphate Zn2Ca8 (PO4) 6 (OH) 2,
selenium-calcium phosphate Se2Ca8 (PO4) 6 (OH) 2 in
physiologically acceptable aqueous solution oxygenated by
medical oxygen.
“AstLek” company developed technological conditions
of experimental production of studied substances
used for prevention and treatment of locomotive
system disorders, poorly coalescing fractures, sports
injuries, myocardial diseases and chronic skin
disorders.
According to main physical and chemical indicators,
bacteriological and radiological safety requirements,
the experimental samples “R1”, “R2”, “R3”, “R4”,
“R5”, “R6” correspond to regulatory documents:
GOST and SanPin requirements, State Pharmacopeia
XI (SPh).
Under the experiment conditions, availability in the stabilized
micelles of selenium-calcium phosphate nanoparticles was
demonstrated with 0.016-0.5% concentrations, as well as
cytotoxicity in respect of cells A549 of human lung cancer,
MCF-7 of human breast cancer, and HeLa of human
cervical cancer.

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

“Method
of
assessment
of
pharmacological
cardioprotection efficacy under hypoxia-ischemia
conditions” under a licensing agreement was
transmitted to the SPMPhE “AstLek” OOO. Right
holders of the “technological line of products on the
Nelumbo nucifera basis” are the SPMPhE “AstLek”
OOO and the Astrakhan State University.
SPMPhE “AstLek” OOO is the right holder of the
“technological line of the formulation of products for
osteoporosis prevention on the basis of nano-sized
hydroxyapatites (Hydroxyapatite calcium Ca10 (PO4) 6 (OH)
2)” and of the “Composite formulation for mastopathy and
prostatic adenoma prevention on the basis of phytosterols
Tribulus terrestris L. (Protodioscine), Glycine max L.
(Genistein, Daidzein)”.

Practical integration of nano-, bio- and engineering
technologies in the sphere of innovative
biopharmaceutics helped a group of Russian
scientists of “AstLek” company, with attraction to
the project of international partners from Israel,
Belgium and Spain, create and produce for the first
time in the world the unique pharmacologically active
biomolecules (NanoHApAM- Antibiotic-PEG) under
a unique author’s technology ZEDIGUS in the
vortex magnetic layer of high energy of 0.24 T,
prove
and
and
their
efficacy
superior
bioequivalence as compared to foreign analogues in
the treatment of severe and complex wounds,
including diabetic foot wounds. Products (drug
ointments, salve dressings) and technologies of

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Technology of production of stabilized targeted oxygen forms on the basis of liquid oxygentransport compounds.

Main project’s advantages lie in the application
of
innovative
nano-pharmaceutical
technologies
of
experimental-industrial
production of efficient and safe biologically
active additives and medicinal products from
the category of import-substitution and
original formulation.

drug ointment and salve dressing production
were
developed.
Preliminary
studies
were
performed and actual results were obtained on the
efficacy of application and optimal techniques
of application in Astrakhan City clinics.

Products’ competitiveness will be based on the ability to
flexibly and timely respond to changes in market demands,
on the use of the latest world and own original
developments and on high quality and relatively low price.
Analogous medicinal products existing in the RF market
never used nano-pharmaceutical technologies for obtaining
a substance with particle size of up to 30 nm. A substance
of zinc-apatite complex was first produced for its use in
treatment of chronic skin diseases.
Intellectual property right to the developed products is
protected by the RF patents.

“START” PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“ADEPTIK PLYUS” Limited Liability Company (“Adeptik Plyus” OOO) established in 2010 in
Astrakhan, the main type of activity whereof is represented by conducting scientific research and
developments in the sphere of natural and technical sciences, specializes in the development of
mobile personnel automation systems with the help of mobile devices.
Manager: Sergey Nikolayevich GUDYRIN

Main efforts of company’s employees are focused on

In 2011, “Adeptik Plyus” company passed to the second year

the creation of a single environment for development

of financing on the project “Development of configuration –

and execution of applications – a tool for creation

control of metering instruments”. For the purpose of project

and

products

implementation, an investor was attracted, who provided

designed for implementation on mobile devices.

financing support to the project on a parity basis together

Such solution provides a rich set of elements, with

with the Foundation in the amount of RUB 2 mln.

the help whereof it is possible to form a software-

Implementation of the project on the development of a

further

product

modification

interface,

create

of

software

software

modules

in

embedded language for data processing in a local
data base; a tool for design of printing forms, as well
as a possibility to design user menus, help-files in

HTML-vocabulary format for creation of multilingual
versions of software products.

activity supported by the Foundation will allow:

• easily creating and modifying software products designed
for implementation on mobile devices, while flexibly
adjusting to specific customer requirements;

• using a rich set of elements, with the help whereof it is

“ADEPTIK PLYUS” company took part in the Foundation’s

“START” program in 2010 and took the first grant for
research

software environment for automation of mobile personnel

and

development

work

on

the

project

“Development of a software environment and software
products for automation of mobile personnel’s activity”.
Financing on the Foundation’s part constituted RUB 1 mln.

possible to form a software product interface;

• creating software modules in the embedded language for
data processing in local data base;

• using tools for printing-form design, as well as a
possibility to design user menus, help-files in HTML

с
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format, vocabularies for creation of multilingual versions
of software products;

• easily adapting to operation conditions of practically any
activity sphere, industry; specificity of its technological
and organizational requirements, its scale;

• handling big information volumes under conditions of
territorial distribution of facilities.

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

The software product is being sold in 79 regions of
Russia and 18 countries. Sales growth constitutes
about 20% per quarter. Export volume as on the
beginning of 2012 made up RUB 54.5 thous., and
in 2013 – RUB 1,885 thous.
Proceeds of “Adeptik Plyus” OOO in 2013, as compared to
2012, grew by 140%; number of regular employees grew
from 2 to 6 people. Expansion of production facilities is
planned.

In 2012, the third state contract was concluded for carrying
out research and development work on the project
“Development of configuration – Vending”. The financing
variant

was

self-development.

The

contract

amount

constituted RUB 2,800 thous.

Priority channel of products distribution – sales via a
partnership network. The partnership network in Russia, the
CIS countries, the Caucasus and Baltic States will allow
selling the developed software products and provide highquality maintenance remotely.

Within the research and development work, a software
Environment was developed for design of software products

As an incentive, partners will be provided with financial

for automation of mobile personnel activity.

support (50% reduction), information and advertising

The result of operation of the Application Development

support.

Environment is represented by configuration – the end
software product started in the implementation environment
installed on a mobile device.
The project involves creation, introduction to the market and

Expansion of the sales market geography is planned in the

development of two configurations:

territory of the RF, the CIS and Baltic States.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Development of a software environment and software products for automation of mobile personnel
activity.

• “metering

configuration

“Adeptik Plyus” company, while having the staff of

designed for mobile collection and accumulation of

qualified programmers, also plans to provide services

information on the figures of the electric energy,

on

water, gas and heat meters, with possibility of its

integration

thereof

further centralized uploading to a head office

customers’

metering

system;

maintenance during work with such systems.

instrument

control”

the

incorporation

of
with

its
the

systems

software

products,

already
and

existing

configuration

• “Vending” configuration designed for automation of
activity

of

vending

equipment

(trade

machine)

operators with application of mobile devices.

Besides, the project involves expansion of the Development
Environment functional, and namely engineering of an
additional functional of the Development Environment
required for creation of “Vending” configuration, expansion
of a toolkit of the Development Environment that will allow
entering the broad market and competing with world
analogues.

“START” PROGRAM

The Foundation’s support helped develop a
software product required for solving the problem
of business-process automation not only for
Russian companies, but also for a series of
foreign ones. Timely financing gave an
opportunity to develop a competitive product
and introduce it to the market in a very short
period, while making such product superior to the
equivalent solutions of Russian and foreign
developers.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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In 2010, with support of the Astrakhan State University, a small innovative enterprise “SAiD” OOO
(Limited Liability Company) was established that carries out its activity in the sphere of fishery.

START

Manager: Sergey Anatolyevich Shcherbatov

The sturgeon-culture enterprise “SAiD” OOO is
located in Ikrianinsky District of the Astrakhan
Oblast. A cage line for sturgeon management
and farming is installed in a picturesque place in a
shallow channel Tarankhol, 2 km from Svetloye
Village. The water reservoir conditions in terms of
the
temperature,
hydrochemical
and
hydrological regimens correspond to the optimal
ones for sturgeon farming. Use of high-quality,
balanced feed-stuffs and application of the latest
biotechnologies developed within the project, as
well as availability of top-ranked specialists,
ensures obtaining good fish-culture indicators,
which promotes high economic indicators of the
production.

The

existing

biotechnologies

of

cage

In 2010, the enterprise won in the Foundation’s
“START” program. Research was conducted with the
Foundation-provided funds in the amount of RUB 1
mln at the rented cage areas in experimental mode.

As a result of the first year of project implementation,
comprehensive

research

was

performed

on

the

development of high-efficient and low-cost biotechnology
of cage sturgeon farming from swim-up larva up to the
weight of 150 g.
The

obtained

results

of

the

first

year

of

project

implementation drew the attention of a group of managers
of sturgeon fisheries engaged in fish farming in cages.

sturgeon

farming involve combined production at initial stages:

basin growing of juvenile fish up to a certain average
weight with further transfer to cages. Not all cage-

based fisheries have basin areas, so they have to

SAiD
purchase fish seed in specialized fish nurseries,

the improvement of biotechnology of commercial growing of

which, first of all, greatly increases the prime cost of

sturgeon two-year-olds. By the research results, within the

marketable products and, respectively, the sales

second year of project implementation, fish-culture and

price. Transportation of started juvenile fish from fish

biological

nursery to fishery sometimes entails increased waste,

sturgeon production with the weight from 150 to 800 g;

which also has negative effect on end results of

scientific-and-technical and fish-culture products obtained

marketable goods production. In Russia, there are

with application of the developed biotechnology were sold

practically

for the amount of RUB 5,715 thous.

no

fish

nurseries

that

specialize

in

sturgeon juvenile production.

standards

were

developed

for

marketable

In May 2013, research and development works of the third
final stage of project implementation commenced. The
enterprise plans included implementation of a new farming

Due to the established situation, availability of the

biotechnology at sturgeon farms of the Astrakhan Oblast.

technology of marketable fish production from own fish

Total volume of project financing by the Foundation

seed in the form of 30 grams of juveniles grown in cages

constituted RUB 6,000 thous.

from swim-up larva, will promote increase of economic
efficiency of sturgeon-farming for cage farms of the
Astrakhan Oblast and of the whole southern region of
Russia.
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Project co-financing starting from the second year of its
implementation was performed by “NIKA-AST” OOO fishculture company. Investor’s monetary funds in the amount
of RUB 5,000 thous. were used for renewal of enterprise’s

“START” PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

current assets.

reduced to the initial step constitutes RUB 365

A special feature of the developed biotechnology
lies in farming sturgeons up to their commodity
weight in cages from the early ontogenesis
stages.
For implementation of such proposition, a new multipurpose cage design was developed. A patent of the
RF was obtained for development of “a cage module

thous. with the time horizon of 4 years and 12%
discounting rate.
Profitability index (PI) on the project constitutes
1.04, which speaks of good return on investments.
Internal rate of return (IRR) constitutes the discount
standard, in which the value of present effect equals
present investments and constitutes 15.1%.

for juvenile fish farming”.
The improved biotechnology helps improve the production
efficiency by means of reducing juvenile losses in the
process of growing.

Tax receipts by 2014 made about RUB 1.2 mln per year in
all budgetary and extra-budgetary funds.
In

the

end

of

the

third

year

of

project

implementation (April 2014) the enterprise obtained
The

conducted

research

demonstrated

that

commercial yield grows by 20-25%. Use of the new
biotechnology helps increase production profitability
by 40% by means of reducing expenses on obtaining
fish seed. And that, in its turn, promotes higher
economic efficiency of cage fisheries, lower expenses
on

fish-seed

purchasing

and

transportation.

The

"

an opportunity of investor’s funds return. Starting
from 2015, net profit can be directed at production
expansion or at dividend distribution among project
participants (partners, workers, founders), as well
as

at

provision

establishments

of

of

charitable

social

and

assistance

cultural

to

purpose,

medical, general-educational establishments, etc.
There will appear an opportunity of reinvestment.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Cage module for juvenile fish farming.

innovative biotechnology allows solving a problem of

Thanks to the Foundation, “SAiD” OOO created a physical

the existing fish-seed deficiency. Lower prime cost of

infrastructure: a cage line with the total area of 750 m2

products will ensure lower sales prices, as a result

was constructed and brought into operation, necessary

whereof consumers will be able to purchase the

fish-culture equipment was purchased.

delicacy at acceptable price.
Notwithstanding the high level of investment costs,
the payback period of the investment funds to be

Number of created work places – 6 people in 2010-2012,
9 people in 2013, with future headcount increase up to 30
people – by 2016.

attracted constitutes 4.2 years (dynamic one – 3.6

Besides, replication of the developed biotechnology at

years). Net present value (NPV) defined as a sum of

other fisheries, both operating and newly-formed ones,

current effects over the total accounting period

will give an opportunity to create new work places.

The developed biotechnology has a great export potential. Cooperation became interesting to such
foreign partners as “BELUGA AD” firm (Vidin, Bulgaria), “Asipenser b. v.” firm (Eindhoven, the
Netherlands), as well as to fisheries from Ukraine, Belorussia and Kazakhstan.

“START” PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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SecurityStronghold international company founded by a group of graduates of the Astrakhan State
Technical University carries out its activity in the sphere of computing equipment and computer
security.

RAZVITIE

Main objectives of the company lie in the creation of antivirus software both, for home and for
corporate users, for protection from malicious software, such as viruses, spyware, adware,
tracking software, keyloggers and other types of interactive threats.

Hi

Company’s competence sphere also includes
integrated provision for information safety,
st
usability of user interfaces, databases and
knowledge,
search
optimization
for
international
search
systems,
electronic
commerce, predominantly on the English-language
Internet.
A special part in the development and promotion of
SecurityStronghold projects belongs to the Foundation,
which, while having a representative establishment in the
Astrakhan Oblast, performs financial support of prospective
projects of young scientists and provides assistance in
env
penetrating the international market.

the

The company issued and successfully develops four
of
its
bestselling
products:
TrueSword,
ActiveShield, SecuritySuite, RegistryCleaner
that successfully cope with spyware and
adware, viruses and Trojans, as well as
attackers of confidential information.
A product called Smart UAC Replacement was developed
to help users of WindowsVista operating system get rid of

SecurityStronghold

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Foundation’s support helped set up one of the first
innovative projects of the company. While working on
the creation of its first antivirus, a team of developers
arrived at a conclusion that the traditional approach to
virus detection and protection therefrom used by all
antivirus
software
(Kaspersky
Antivirus,
NortonSymantec, Dr.Web, etc.) became outdated and
could lead nowhere. Analysis of the situation defined the
task and purpose of work: to create a system that would
be able to detect the vast majority of new viruses even
before antivirus base updating, while at the same time
excluding false response.

the annoying notifications of the user account control
function, and bring the process of computer
protection
to
an
absolutely
new,
qualityunprecedented level. For such project, the company
obtained a Skolkovo mini-grant as well as the status
of “Skolkovo” resident.

As a result, the team of company’s young scientists
developed a unique antivirus program “Cloud Proactive
Antivirus System of the New Generation”.
In 2012, the company applied for participation in the
Foundation’s “SOFT-2012” competition. The developed
software, by the level of its innovation was highly evaluated
by the Foundation’s council, and a decision was made on
providing the project with financial support.
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The software product has currently entered
international market and is being successfully sold.

Cloud proactive antivirus system of the new
generation.

The company’s central office is located in Russia,
Astrakhan City, and international representative offices of
the company are spread all over the world, and namely, the
SecurityStronghold American office is located in
Washington, DC. Over six years of its existence, the
company attracted customers that use SecurityStronghold
services and software products in France, Germany and
Australia.
The company is an official partner of Intel® Company and a
member of Microsoft Partner Network.

Statistically, twelve innovative products –
company’s developments in the sphere of
computer security – are used by over 12
thousand buyers all over the world.

“RAZVITIE” PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

АСТРАХАНСКАЯ

Research and Innovation Enterprise “ASTRAFARM” (RIE “Astrafarm”) was established in 2002 and
carries out its activity in the sphere of veterinary medicine, and namely develops pharmaceutical
drugs for animals.
The main objective of RIE “ASTRAFARM” in the
sphere of scientific and research developments lies
in creation of new and improvement of already
produced medicinal products for animals. Such
objective is fulfilled on the basis of own research
and development laboratory equipped with the
latest equipment stock of European quality in
accordance with GMP requirements. In its activity,
the enterprise uses the most advanced
developments of highly qualified specialists and
scientists. Thanks to it, the company managed to
create and introduce to the market a series of
innovative products.

research and creation of the industrial technology of their
production.

As a result of carrying out of over 60 studies
and trials of animal drug samples, a unique drug
“IN-AP Complex” was created. It destroys ectoand endo-parasites, as well as various larva and
eggs. What sets the drug apart from its
competitors is that it simultaneously affects all
parasites.
In

2011,

company’s

participation

in

“PHARMA”

competition brought victory to the company and allowed
obtaining Foundation’s financing. A state contract was

The main areas of company’s activity are represented by
development and production of insectoacaricide drugs for
animals, antiparasitic, contraceptive and anthelmintic drugs
for animals.

concluded for the development of a technology of
producing

a

recombinant

vaccine

for

biological

castration of animals. Project implementation helped
produce a drug for sexual function control in animals.
The conducted clinical studies proved high efficacy of
the new vaccine; a program for broad clinical trials is

For a long time, drugs for agricultural animals and for

being prepared.

people were offered for treating pets. Therefore the first

страфарм

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Technology of producing a recombinant vaccine for
biological castration of animals.

company’s development made in 2004 – broad-

In 2012, the sales amount of products produced by RIE

spectrum anthelmintic drugs exclusively for pets –

“Astrafarm” exceeded RUB 100 mln.

allowed expanding the product range and coming to a
new round of producing innovative new-generation
pharmaceuticals for pets.

Thanks to cooperation with the Foundation, a set of
operations on the veterinary products creation is performed
at own production facilities located in the territory of
“Technopark Slava” OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company),

Starting

from

2008,

RIE

“Astrafarm”

actively

Moscow.

participates in the Foundations programs. As a result,

The company constantly carries out scientific research in

it won the Foundation’s competition in export-oriented

an effort to develop new effective medicinal products and

production, which allowed forming a research and

improve the existing drugs. RIE “Astrafarm” holds patents

production base. The allocated financing was directed

for invention of pharmaceutical products for animals.

at the development of medicinal drugs, carrying out

Medicinal products of RIE “ASTRAFARM” have won recognition from veterinary physicians and pet
owners not only in Russia, but also abroad. Company’s products are being sold in the territory of
the Russian Federation, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia.

“RAZVITIE” PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Science and Technology

АЯ

THE VOLGOGRAD
OBLAST
Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology – Nonprofit Partnership “Volgograd
Center for Technology Transfer”.

The Oblast started participating in programs of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter –
Foundation) in 2006. However only in 2010, on the initiative of the Management for
Entrepreneurship Development of the Volgograd Oblast Administration, the
Foundation’s representative establishment was organized on the basis of the
Nonprofit Partnership “Volgograd Center for Technology Transfer”. The pivotal part
in successful operation of the representative establishment was played by Professor
Pavel Vladimirovich Poliakov, Doctor of Engineering, who still acts as the
Foundation’s representative in the Volgograd Oblast.

8

THE VOLGOGRAD
OBLAST

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
120
120
and
the kinds of the initiated requests.

100

100

че‑

Today, one can positively assert that the Foundation
constitutes a unique structure for the region of its kind,
where young scientists and small innovative enterprises
can obtain grant support at the stage of pre-seed and
seed investment.

per 1000 students

в регионе
80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

0
0
UMNIK

START

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

Nonprofit Partnership “Volgograd Center
for
Technology
Transfer”
performs
centralized preparation of Oblast’s scientific
projects for participation in Foundation’s
competitions, as well as accompanying of
current projects financed from Foundation’s
funds.

0
RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2010, winners of “UMNIK” program were represented by 30 students and
postgraduate students of the Oblast’s colleges, in 2011 – 42.

RESULTS OF FOUNDATION’S
ACTIVITY
«Волгоградский

UMNIKs that went on
marks with START

8

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1
На территории

Effectiveness of selected projects (data
over the period from 2007 to 2013)

Head of the Representative Establishment:

Pavel Vladimirovich
POLIAKOV

Address of the Representative Establishment:

8 Im. Dymchenko Str.,
Volgograd, 400005

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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THE VOLGOGRAD
OBLAST
и стимулирование

6, «УМНИК» — «УМНИК на СТАРТ» — 7.

Общий объем средств Фонда, привлеченный 

Фонда содействия за период работы представитель‑

Общий объем инвестиций, привлеченных победите‑

Население г. Волгоград 

приказов о Ноу‑Хау и другие).

НП «Волгоградский Центр Трансфера Техноло‑

Total amount of Foundation’s funds attracted to the region’s economy made up RUB
169,717,600. Total amount of own attracted funds and other budgetary and extra-budgetary
investments made up RUB 324,000,000.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Information
Technology 1

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3

10

Future Medicine Í2

THE VOLGOGRAD
OBLAST

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region

Over the period of representative establishment’s
operation, 496 work places were formed and 35
results of scientific and technological activity
were produced.

6

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,

5

thous. RUB per annum
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Aleksandr Aleksandrovich ALIMOV,
a Master’s Degree Student of the Electronics and Computing
Technology Department of the Volgograd State Technical
University, Volgograd.
A project of Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Alimov proposes methods
and tools for solution of tasks in the sphere of gaming
industry, and namely in the area of application development
for mobile platforms. The project won the Foundation’s “UMNIK”
competition. For carrying out research and development work and
for project implementation, the Foundation within its “UMNIK”
program in 2010 and 2012 provided grants that allowed
developing the system’s conception, and formal models that
describe behavior of computer-controlled players.
provided for by the system’s conception can be added
by means of extension libraries. The system organizes
the main application cycle, in which modeling of game
physics and player behavior is performed, as well as
visualization of game scenes. The system carries out
modeling of action performance by agents. Agent
model helps agents perform several actions in parallel,
whereat horizontal and vertical connections between
actions are implemented. Horizontal connections
define the possibility of parallel execution of actions;
vertical ones are responsible for action hierarchy and
feedback.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

A system for control of virtual-world objects with application of multi-agent approach to
the use of game applications in the development systems.
prevents from efficient implementation of agents’
behavior modeling in a game application; and
expenditures on data exchange between application
components written in different languages are very high.

The project of A.A. Alimov is aimed at solving the
above problems and improving the quality of end
products, i.e. games.
Software-system architecture was developed. Basic
functionality of the system was implemented: a model of
behavior of a computer-controlled player (agent), a
model of actions and effects that perform actions, a
model of agent perception and a model of agent
cooperation. The software system was developed for
Windows 7 platform and written in C++ language. The
system was integrated with software libraries responsible
for gaming cycle organization and visualization.

system apart from it analogues - UnrealKismet,
Kynapse,
ORTS,
RadiantAI.
Application
of
a
comprehensive approach to the AI development
(symbolic, multi-agent, fuzzy logic), explicit indication of
horizontal and vertical connections, constitutes a
scientific novelty.
The system is intended to be used in games written in C
++ language that is accessible on most platforms and
constitutes an efficient multi-paradigm language.

The project was awarded at the XV Regional
Conference of Young Researches of the Volgograd
Oblast, at the in-house review competition of
scientific, design and technological works of
students of the Volgograd State Technical
University.
There exists a comment on the possibility of the
developed system integration; works on the
An application for computer program registration was
system adaptation to production requirements are
submitted.
carried out: work on Android and iOS platforms.
The main function of the system lies in the implementation of Results of scientific research were published in
a framework of the gaming artificial intelligence. The system journals from the list of the State Commission
is extensible and scalable. Functionality that wasn’t initially for Academic Degrees and Titles and formed the
basis of A.A. Alimov’s Master’s Thesis.
12
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Ketevan Pavlovna VAKHANIYA,
a postgraduate student of the Department of Clinical
Laboratory Diagnostics of the Volgograd State Medical
University, Volgograd.
Ketevan Pavlovna Vakhaniya with her project “Creation and
integration of the algorithm of laboratory diagnostics of
patients with end stage renal disease that receive program
hemodialysis” took part in the “UMNIK” program. Victory in the
competition gave an opportunity to carry out expended
scientific research and experiments. Foundation’s financial support
allowed conducting examination of hemodialysis patients;
predisposing causes of vascular-access thrombotic complications
were detected.

prognostic algorithm that allows monitoring the risk of
arterio-venous

fistula

thrombotic

complications

in

hemodialysis patients is necessary and potentially indemand.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance

Creation and integration of the algorithm of laboratory diagnostics of patients with end
stage renal disease that receive program hemodialysis.

The project of K.P. Vakhaniya constitutes the
formation of an algorithm of prognostic
assessment of the condition of patients receiving
program hemodialysis, which will help determine
individual predisposition to vascular-access
thrombotic complications, and in case of risk of
fistula thromboses, - develop an individual
therapeutic approach.
Such diagnostic model, which has no analogues in the world, can be recommended for practical
application in all dialysis centers.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“FABRIKA BIOTEKHNOLOGIYA” Limited Liability Company (“Fabrika Biotekhnologiya” OOO) carries
out activity in the sphere of medicine and pharmacology.

Manager: Vladimir Dmitriyevich ARTEMYEV
Address: 2-111 Dvinskaya Str., Volgograd, 400005

The main area of company’s innovative activity is
the development and production of crystalline
inulin under the “Astrolin” trademark for
prevention and treatment of gastrointestinaltract
diseases,
carbohydrate
and
lipid
metabolism disorders, for prevention and
comprehensive therapy of type I and II diabetes
mellitus, for intoxications of various origins.

The development of crystalline inulin was performed thanks
to Foundation’s financial support. Herbal insulin analogue –
inulin – was generated, which was produced from
topinambour by means of complex technological processing
of raw materials

The unique nature of “Astrolin” product lies in
the balanced content of high-molecular, purified
crystalline inulin. The product ensures better
digestion, organism saturation with substances

я

“Astrolin” product has no contraindications for adults
and children above 12 with diabetes mellitus. Its
dosing and prescription shall be made under control
and according to the instructions of a consulting
physician.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Astrolin — crystalline inulin for prevention and treatment of
gastrointestinal-tract diseases, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism
disorders, for prevention and comprehensive therapy of type I and II
diabetes mellitus, for intoxications of various origins.

that reduce and control the blood sugar level,
and promotes weight loss, while effectively
breaking down excessive carbohydrates and
turning them into additional energy.

“Astrolin”, just like other orthomolecular products, is referred
to the category of dietary supplements and can be used in
powdered form with food. Blood sugar-lowing effect of the
product permits recommending it as a preventive agent, as
well as an additional dietary supplement in comprehensive
diabetes mellitus therapy. Clinical trials demonstrate that
inulin, while conducting bile-salt hydrolysis, improves
hepatic fermentation, intestinal and pancreatic functions,
has positive effect on cholesterol balance.
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Comprehensive therapy with “Astrolin” ensures
essential blood sugar lowing, while reducing it by
40.5% as compared to the initial level. Content of
glycated hemoglobin falls by 3%; besides, urinary
sugar excretion falls by 63%. Inulin content in
“Astrolin” ensures stimulation of bifid and lactic
bacteria growth, which is connected with normalization
of intestinal function. Inulin improves calcium
absorption by the walls of large bowel, which ensures
excretion of excessive cholesterol from the organism.
Organism also excretes radioactive substances,
poisons and heavy-metal salts.

“Astrolin” is broadly used not only in the RF, but also
in the near-abroad and far-abroad countries.
Efficacy of the product was confirmed by a great
number of awards and certificates, including: the
Golden Medal of P. Ehrlich awarded by the
European Committee for Assessment of Efficacy of
Dietary Supplements “For Special Achievements in
the Sphere of Preventive and Social Medicine”;
Mechnikov Diploma; Ehrlich Diploma.
The company received patents of the RF:
“Method of Inulin Generation from Topinambour
Tubers”; “Method of Producing Glucose-Fructose
Syrup from Inulin-Containing Raw Materials”;
“Method of Topinambour Drying”; “Method of
Producing
Inulin-Containing
Solution
from
Topinambour”. Voluntary product certification
was performed, and 3 compliance certificates
were obtained.

START PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
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“ENERGOSBEREZHENIYE” Limited Liability Company (“Energosberezheniye” OOO) established in
2008 constitutes a research and production company that produces innovative self-contained
heaters, innovative equipment providing for heat energy generation on the basis of forced
turbulent processes in liquid mediums, equipment for heating up complex washing, galvanic
solutions and various oil products.
Starting from 2009, “Energosberezheniye” OOO has
been engaged in the development and bringing into
operation of energy-saving equipment, various
innovative technologies for urban and rural housing
and public-utility economy, industrial sector and other
kinds of buildings and constructions.
Main types of company’s activity are: development and
sales of various innovative technologies, licenses for
production of energy-saving equipment; apartmentby-apartment pipeless heating systems based on
using electric heaters of steam-and-drip type with
electronic control; individual heating of various
buildings and constructions on the basis of using heatcarrying fluid heaters; technology for reconstruction of
heating systems, the operation life whereof has
expired, with application of anticorrosion and
nonfreezing heat-carriers; combined systems of hotwater supply on the basis of solar-energy collectors
with application of heat-carrying fluid heaters;
application of heat-carrying fluid heaters in industrial
production for steam substitution with super-heated
water up to 150 0 C, in different technological processes
on the heating-up and pumping of various emulsions,
oil, fuel oil, bitumen and other flammable or corrosive
liquids and heat-carriers, as well as for heating and
hot-water supply of buildings and constructions, direct
heating up of complex washing, galvanic solutions, etc.
Main part in the formation and development

A steam-and-drip heater constitutes a self-contained
automated thermo-technical system that performs heating
of dwelling and industrial premises. The company
introduced into production 8 models of made-to-order
steam-and-drip heaters. Over the period from December
2009 till the 1st of September 2013, the company
produced 687 pieces of made-to-order steam-and-drip
heaters.

Electric heaters constitute the basis of pipeless
heating system with electronic control and a
wonderful electric heat accumulator, generate
comfortable heat, operate as convectors, and do not
overdry the air.

Electric heaters of the steam-and-drip type save electric
energy, as compared to other electric heating systems, by
up to 50% and even more, require no permanent operating
personnel, can be installed directly at the places of heatenergy use, and have a failure-free operating life of over
30 years.
Introduction
of
such
innovative
energy-saving
technologies will make the living environment of people
absolutely safe, and will allow omitting heat meters, hotwater meters, and gas meters. The equipment is
ecologically friendly, non-explosive, leak-proof, and will
allow reducing the level of payments for heat and hotwater consumption
Financial funds allocated by the Foundation helped organize
of and start the small-scale industrial production of the following
Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

ENERGOSBEREZHENIYE

Steam-and-drip heater – a self-contained, automated
thermotechnical system that performs heating of dwelling
and industrial premises.

of “Energosberezheniye” OOO belongs to the Foundation.
Participation in the Foundation’s “START 08” program
determined further company’s destiny, the funds allocated by
the Foundation were spent on the creation of a prototype of a
self-contained automated heater, which helped attract
investors and proceed with the establishment of a small-scale
industrial production

innovative equipment:
• innovative self-contained heaters;
• innovative equipment that provides for heat energy
generation on the basis of vortex processes in liquid
mediums;
• innovative equipment for heating up of heavy oil fractions.

For development of the self-contained heaters that
can operate both, in transport vehicles and in
stationary dwelling and industrial premises, the
Foundation allocated financing in the amount of RUB
750 thous. Co-financing of the project was
performed by means of monetary funds of
individuals and by means of company’s internal
economy. Foundation’s support helped perform
scientific research on the development of a new
heat-supply strategy.

It helped create 26 work places in “Energosberezheniye”
OOO, and 7 specialists were attracted under outsourcing
conditions. Patents of the RF were obtained for the
development of a steam-and-drip-type electric heater
and a heat-carrying fluid heater.

Theoretical studies and practical experiments were
performed at the stages of Foundation-financed
research and development work on the selection of an
optimal form and design of the steam-and-drip heater.
Such results allowed developing experimental models
of samples, produce them and carry out experimental
research. Basing on the obtained results, industrial
samples of the steam-and-drip heaters were
developed, as well as a technology of their production.

Т

If, we take the ratio of gross income of the small-scale
production formed by means of budgetary funds to the
value of the used budgetary funds, as efficiency of
budgetary funds application, the efficiency will make:
11,240.00 / 750.00 * 100 %= 1498 %.
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“SINGULARIS LAB” Limited Liability Company (“Singularis Lab” OOO) is a dynamically developing
company that gathers together professionals in the sphere of software development and testing
with a successful experience of implementation of over thirty software projects.
Manager: Dmitriy Ivanovich KRYZHANOVSKY
Address: 86 Lenina Ave., Volgograd, 400005

Main areas of company’s developments cover a
broad sector in the sphere of information
technologies:
Windows-applications;
NETapplications; applications for mobile devices and
portable computers (Symbian, Windows Mobile,
etc.); geoinformation systems and applications for
work with GPS; Web-applications and Internetservices; distributed systems; complex computing
systems; science-intensive projects. The company
works on developments for Linux-systems
(including both, table and desktop platforms), Javadevelopments.
The company’s history begins in 2004, when a group of
students of the Electronics and Computing Equipment
Department of the Volgograd State Technical University
developed algorithmic tasks on production optimization
in the sphere of construction technologies that were later
commercialized.

In the process of further skill improvement in the sphere of
information technologies, the team of innovator students in
Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

аб

TopAlert — a system of emergency alert in extreme
situations designed to provide assistance to people, who
have no opportunity to call aid; it will allow essentially
reducing the time of prompt response.

2006 developed the software for window and door
design engineering – quite a simple graphic editor, and
produced calculation of product cost by means of simple
summation of the cost of its components.

sources, such as weather services, civil defense and
emergency situations services. Whereas the system
possesses information about user’s location, it can
specifically warn such user of an imminent risk.

In 2007, several large projects were set up, internal
rules and requirements to the issued software were
developed, specialization of team members became
more clearly defined, a decision was made to form
their own company.
In 2008, “Singularis Lab” OOO was through to the
semifinal in the team world championship on
programming ACM ICPC, and the international
technologies cup Microsoft Imagine Cup. And it was
the year, when the software for mobile devices was
developed,
as
well
as
Web-systems
for
geonavigation and GPS work.
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Among company’s achievements is its victory
at the Intel Company’s competition on the Gridtechnology and high-productive calculations, as
well as the second place at the Softile Company’s
competition of innovative software projects Dev
Generation 2009. Company’s specialists are the
winners of the Russian National Open Olympiad in
Programming that is held at the facilities of
Taganrog Institute of Technology of the Southern
Federal University. The team of “Singularis Lab”
OOO includes semifinalists of the international
cup of technologies – Microsoft Imagine Cup,
trainees of the Intel Summer School and
Microsoft School, as well as of the Samsung
Summer Internship. Almost all of the team
members are participants of the semi- and
quarter- finals of the world programming
championship ACM ICPC.

START PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY

THE VOLGOGRAD
OBLAST

“SOFTEK” Limited Liability Company (“Softek” OOO) was established in 2011. Company’s activity is
aimed at the development of a unique system for monitoring and diagnostics of glaze ice
formation on high-voltage power transmission lines.

Main task facing the company’s specialists
lies in the development of an efficient
solution for monitoring of glaze ice
formation
on
high-voltage
power
transmission lines (HVPTL) that would allow
controlling the glaze situation in real-time
mode and minimizing damages of HVPTL
towers and wires by means of modern icemelting methods. For solution of the set task,
the Foundation allocated the funds that
allowed
a
team
of
highly-qualified
specialists in the sphere of production of
industrial
electronics
and
software
fulfilling the project. In 2012, the company
took part in the Foundation’s “START” program
and obtained financing in the amount of RUB 1
mln, which allowed continuing the scientific
development.

84 PTL supports (220 and 500 kV) was produced and
introduced in the Volgograd Oblast. Besides, the
system allows collecting data from 18 high-precision
meteorological

stations,

which,

on

the

whole,

constitutes over 100 data-collection points all over
the Volgograd Oblast working in the 24/7/365 mode.
By project execution results, revenue was obtained in
the amount of over RUB 4 mln.
As a result of project fulfillment, three work places were
created, a certificate of registration of EBM program was
obtained that is a system of data collection from towers and
meteorological stations.

The project has a high commercialization level.
Main buyers in the RF territory are: FGC UES
(federal networks of data communication) and
regional power supply companies.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

к

Development of a system for monitoring of glaze ice formation on highvoltage power transmission lines (HVPTL) that would allow controlling the
glaze situation in real-time mode and minimizing damages of HVPTL towers and
wires.

Thanks to the Foundation’s assistance, it was possible to
support the team of “Softek” OOO in the period of
development of the first version of the system for glaze ice
formation monitoring and successfully bring the product to
the stage of small-scale production.
Already in the first year of project implementation, the profit
obtained from sales of innovative equipment was used for
further research and product improvement.
By results of the first year of research, a project of ice-load
monitoring cabinet was developed, as well as a software
system for data collection; the first batch of the unit on

After successful project approbation within three years in the territory of the RF, “Softek” OOO plans to
enter the markets of countries with harsh climatic conditions and frequent glaze ice
formation on wires, such as Norway, Sweden, and Canada

Т
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Today, the Engineering Center produces high-technology laboratory equipment required for
electrotechnical laboratories. The equipment is supplied in the territory of Russia and CIS countries.
The enterprise is also engaged in the development and production of singular copies of products
on customer specifications. All the produced equipment is certified and recorded with the State
Register of Measuring Instruments.

“Engineering Center “MODERN TECHNOLOGIES” OOO
(Limited Liability Company) was established in 2005.

Participation in the Foundation’s “START 09”
competitive program, as a result whereof
assistance was received in the amount of RUB
1 mln., helped conduct research-and-development
and design works. The company was provided with
the Foundation’s financial assistance in the
implementation of the innovative product: “Highvoltage testing installation for testing cables
with
insulation
made
of
cross-linked
polyethylene (SKAT-60M)”.

As a result of such project implementation, a work model
appeared that formed the basis of a new model series of
high-technology testing equipment, which allowed
increasing the sales by over 50%.
The installation is designed for testing of alternating-voltage
electric strength of various materials and devices that
contain no capacitive component of resistance, as well as
for testing of direct-current electric strength of cables, wires
and other electric devices that contain a capacitive
component.

on the high-voltage side, and, in the end, relative
measurement error in respect of the current constitutes 1%,
of the voltage – 1%.

The installation allows in the automatic mode
measuring the resistance in a studied circuit
(megohmmeter mode), then setting the test
voltage with the set speed, holding it within the
set time, and again measuring the resistance in
a studied circuit after the test. All the test
parameters are reflected on the remotecontrol display.
The installation is connected via USB interface to a
PC, and one may observe output on-load voltage on
a PC screen. Such an opportunity helps detect
prebreakdown condition of a dielectric, when pulse
spikes arise in high test voltage, and irreversible
breakdown has not yet occurred.
The installation supports software updating by means
of USB interface, which is convenient in case of
addition/substitution of product’s capacities by
personnel itself.

It is also possible to use the installation for testing samples
of various solid dielectrics, including composite ones,

ENGINEERING CENTER

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

MODERN
TECHNOLOGIES

SKAT-60Ì — High-voltage testing installation for
testing cables with insulation made of cross-linked
polyethylene

various electronic devices with high-voltage galvanic
isolation, lightening-protection systems and schemes, as
well as other devices and their parts, where electric strength
verification is important.

Number of enterprise’s employees grew from 7 to 25
people. Unique testing laboratory equipment that has no
analogues at the Russian market was developed and
introduced into serial production.

The installation is designed for operation with the ambient
air temperature from -20 to +40Ñî and relative humidity of
up to 80% with the temperature of 25Ñî. The installation
constitutes a portable device consisting of a high-voltage
unit and a remote control. The remote control, with the help
whereof installation control is performed, is connected to a
high-voltage unit via a connecting cable with the voltage of
maximum 15V.

Foundation’s financial support allowed the company move
to a new level of development and become a serious
manufacturing enterprise.

The high-voltage unit has a high-voltage output and a
high-voltage bleeder output. Besides, the high-voltage unit
has a built-in grounding rod that is also used for charge
elimination after high-voltage removal from a capacitive
object.

The “EC MODERN TECHNOLOGIES” OOO, with
Foundation’s support, has developed and keeps
on improving a series of instruments for highvoltage measurements (SKAT-70, SKAT-M100,
SKAT-60M,
etc.).
Issue
of
instruments
SKAT-70M, SKAT-SP30, is planned.

Today, customers of the “EC Modern Technologies” OOO
are represented by enterprises from Ukraine, Kazakhstan,
Belorussia, Finland.
The devices produced by the enterprise are being actively
In the process of operation, a large graphic display of the sold in the RF territory. The dealer network covers such
installation’s remote control reflects values of effective and cities as Moscow, Perm, Yaroslavl, Kirov, Velikiy Novgorod,
peak voltage, as well as strengths of current flowing through Irkutsk, Smolensk, Yekaterinburg.
a studied circuit. The installation measures load current
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Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology - Federal State Budget Educational Establishment of Higher
Professional Education “Kalmyk State University”.

Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter – Foundation) in the Republic of
Kalmykia was established in 2010 at the facility of the Kalmyk State University (KalmSU).
The tasks of the representative establishment include:
• abiding by the Foundation’s policy on the development and support of small innovative enterprises;
• engagement of college and school students of the region in the innovative activity;
• formation and development of systems of manpower training in the format of “innovative lift” (schoolchild-studententrepreneur);
•provision of information and other assistance to small innovative enterprises that implement projects on the
development and adoption of new types of science-intensive products and technologies on the basis of their
intellectual property;
• assistance in the formation and development of the republic’s innovative infrastructure;
• promotion of the creation of new work places for efficient utilization of the existing in the region scientific and technical
potential;
• attraction of extra-budgetary investments into the sphere of small innovative entrepreneurship.

14
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
180
180
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

• fulfillment of Foundation’s programs aimed at the
support of small innovative enterprises that implement
scientific and technical projects corresponding to the
priority areas of modernization and technological
development of the Russian Federation;
• increasing the magnitude of seed and pre-seed
financing programs, engagement of region’s youth into
the innovative activity;
• functional priorities for the representative establishment
lie in stable cooperation with development institutes of
regional and federal significance (RVC, Russian
Corporation of Nanotechnologies, VEB, etc.).
Active support to the work of the Foundation’s
representative establishment is provided by the Republic
Government and personally by the Head of the Region –
Aleksey Maratovich ORLOV. Thus, by the Decree of the
Republic Government, there was formed a Coordination
Council for the development of scientific and innovative
activity at the Government of the Republic of Kalmykia,

per 1000 students

Main priorities of the representative
establishment’s activity in the nearest years are:
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UMNIK
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The representative establishment currently implements the
Foundation’s “UMNIK”, “START”, “UMNIK na START”
programs aimed at the creation of new innovative projects
and small innovative enterprises, and at commercialization
of the results of scientific and technical activity. Besides, the
representative establishment has developed its own
program for support of innovator schoolchildren
“UCHENIK” (Participant of the Natural Scientific Innovative
Competition).

0
RAZVITIE
STARTÐÀÇÂÈÒÈÅ
ÑÒÀÐÒ

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The Foundation’s representative establishment has developed its own program for support of
innovator schoolchildren “UCHENIK” (Participant of the Natural Scientific Innovative
Competition).
among the members whereof was a Foundation’s
representative – R.M. Faiziyev. The Council constitutes a
permanent consultative body that includes representatives
of scientific and educational establishments and
representatives of the region’s executive authority.
Within the regional target program “Development of Small
and Medium Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Kalmykia
for 2009-2013”, support of small and medium
entrepreneurship entities that implement innovative projects
is performed by means of providing grants for organization
of entrepreneurship activity for the purpose of scientific
development introduction into production or for subsidizing
of previously incurred expenses on innovative project
implementation.

Manager of the Representative Establishment:

Raim Musayevich
FAIZIYEV

UMNIKs that went on
marks with START

2
Effectiveness of selected projects
(data over the period from 2007 to 2013)

Address of the Representative Establishment::

11 Pushkina Str.,
Elista, 358000

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
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Starting from 2011, on the initiative of the KalmSU Rector –
Badma Katinovich SALAYEV – the “Innovative Kalmykia”
forum is held in Elista, within the scope whereof discussion
platforms, round tables and innovative-product exhibitions
are organized. Permanent partners of the forum are
represented by the Republic Government, the Kalmyk
Department of the North-Caucasian “Sberbank” OAO (Open
Joint-Stock Company) Branch, the Kalmyk Regional Branch
of “Rosselkhozbank” OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company)
and additional office in the Republic of Kalmykia of the
Astrakhan Regional Department of the Volga Branch of
“MegaFon” OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company”. In 2012,
among the forum participants there were over 500 people
from among students, schoolchildren, teachers, business
communities,
representatives
of
ministries
and
administrations, municipalities and districts of the Republic,
foreign participants representing Astrakhan, Volgograd,
Moscow, Rostov-on-Don, Stavropol, Shakhty (the Rostov
Oblast), etc. Among the forum participants, there also were
representatives of such development institutes as RVC and
VEB, which speaks of the possibility of cooperation and
partnership for the purpose of region’s economy
diversification and development of its innovative component.

Main objectives of the “Innovative
Kalmykia” Regional Forum:

• attraction of the attention of scientific, entrepreneurial and
business community to the achievements of the Republic’s
young scientists in the sphere of innovative project
formation;
• discussion of current problems, trends, prospects of
formation of efficient innovative infrastructure in the region

on the basis of scientific approach integration and
practical experience, and presentation of KalmSU as
the main infrastructure element of the Republic’s
innovative system;
• development of scientifically-grounded recommendations
for determination of main areas of the region’s innovative
activity;
• establishment and strengthening of business relations,
investment attraction for support of prospective scientific
developments;
• joining efforts of the business, science and government
representatives for the purpose of promoting the
implementation of investment and innovative projects and
development of relevant for the region economic ideas.
Traditionally, within the scope of the forum and the
Foundation-accredited conference, an innovativeproject competition of the “UMNIK” program is held, by
results whereof winners receive not only Foundation’s
financing, but also valuable prizes, gifts and cofinancing from partners.
Each year, the popularity of the “UMNIK”-program
competition in Kalmykia grows, and together with it, there
grows the interest of our event partners. For instance,
among active participants of the “UMNIK-2013” events
were such new organizations as “Rostelecom” OAO
(Open Joint-Stock Company) and Kalmyk Regional
Division of the “Russian Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs”, who made a statement of the support of
innovative projects of young scientists at the stage of

On the whole, over the time of cooperation, the Foundation for Assistance provided
the Republic’s innovative projects with financing in the amount of RUB
52,409,500.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Biochemical Technology Í5
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establishment as a small enterprise.

RESULTS OF
FOUNDATION’S ACTIVITY
Starting from 2008, we were gathering small teams of young
innovator scientists of the university and took part in regional
competitions of innovative projects of the “UMNIK” program held
in different cities of the Russian Federation. Starting from 2010,
final events of the “UMNIK” program (conferences and
competition of innovative projects) are annually held in the region
at the facility of the KalmSU. Over the previous three years, 7
youth scientific conferences and competitions were held.
In 2011, presentation of the Republic’s “UMNIK” Club took place,
the activity whereof is actively supported by the KalmSU
Management and personally by its Rector – Badma Katinovich
Salayev. There is a Club Chairman and a Council that includes
representatives of KalmSU departments and other scientific
establishments of the Republic. The Club currently includes over
60 members. They are mainly represented by winners of the
competition of innovative projects of young scientists under the
“UMNIK” program – holders of the Foundation’s grants. Among
Club members, besides KalmSU, there are also representatives
of other scientific organizations of the Republic: Kalmyk
Research and Development Institute of Agriculture at the
Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Kalmyk Branch of the
State Scientific Establishment of the Russian National Research
and Development Institute of Hydrotechnology and Amelioration
named after Kostiakov of the Russian Academy of Agriculture,
Federal State Establishment “”Kalmytskaya” Agrochemical
Service Station”, “GASVODOSTROY” OOO (Limited Liability
Company), Kalmyk Institute of Technologies (a Branch) at the
Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher
Professional Education “Volga State University of Technology”,
etc. Within the Club, young scientists created a communication

in the International Youth Innovative Forum XX “Challenge
Cup” (Dalian, China). Within the Forum, exhibition of youth
projects from China, Russia, Japan, Kazakhstan and Korea was
arranged; a round table on the burning issues of economy, youth
and ecology was organized. M. URAKOVA represented the
region with her project “Creation of a single information system
on the tourism and touristic infrastructure facilities in the territory
of the Republic of Kalmykia”. The project won the “UMNIK”
competition in 2010.
Attached to the KalmSU, there operates a youth innovationand-technology Center for Nanotechnologies, Nanomaterials
and Comprehensive Energy-Efficient Systems. Its events are
held for the purpose of attracting the youth to scientific and
innovative activity and for creation of science-intensive
products in the sphere of nanotechnologies and energyefficient systems. Workshops are regularly held on the topic
“Nanotechnologies – Path to the Future” for 9-11-graders.
Center’s operation enhances the work of students in the
scientific and research, innovative and technological sphere.
Within the Center, students proposed two projects for
participation in the Russian Nation Competition of the “UMNIK”
program, who later became the winners. Center’s specialists
completed training and received certificates of the
““Nanoindustry” Concern” ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock Company)
(Moscow).
Training was held and certificates were issued to 137 students
and 19 trainees on the program “Work with nanotechnological
equipment: scanning tunnel microscope “UMKA-02” and
automated installation for probe sharpening CTM”.
Number of students and young scientists, who perform
applied research and development works in the sphere of of
nanotechnologies, nanomaterials and comprehensive
energy-efficient systems – 45; number of students, who

Amount of funds attracted from extra-budgetary sources for implementation of student
projects – RUB 806 thous.

platform, where they exchange their experience with those, who
already achieved success; many of them receive advice, find
partners and investors there. Active work is currently performed
on the creation of the “UMNIK” Club website that will provide
conclusive information on the Club’s current and planned
activities. Among the Club’s tasks are: formation of a social
community of Republic’s innovators in the number of at least 120
people, sharing experience between Club members and
between similar clubs in the RF, participation in the formation of
15 small innovative enterprises, implementation of innovative
projects and issue of science-intensive products in the region.
Within the scope of implementing the Program for Development
of Student Union Activity, members of the “UMNIK” Club take
active part in the development of youth innovation and
technology centers of the KalmSU.
In 2011, on the basis of “Saygachonok” summer camp of the
Tselinny District, the first seminar-school “Innovations and
Entrepreneurship” was organized for young scientists – members
of the “UMNIK” CLUB. It included trainings in the sphere of team
formation and leadership, workshops on business planning and
reclamations, as well as games on logical thinking. By results of
the seminar-school, all the participants received Honour
Certificates signed by the KalmSU Rector, B.K. SALAYEV. The
Club has its symbols: the Club anthem, emblem and T-shirts.
A member of “UMNIK” Club – M. URAKOVA – in 2011 took part

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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received access to a full range of modern installations in the
sphere of nanotechnology – 156. Number of certified
specialists in the sphere of nanotechnology – 16. Projects
developed – 3.
Amount of funds attracted from extra-budgetary sources for
implementation of student projects – RUB 806 thous.
On the basis of the youth innovation-and-technology
Center for 3D-Prototypeing attached to the KalmSU, events
are conducted for the purpose of diversification of the
innovative scientific and educational activity taking into
account the priority areas of science and technology
development and science popularization. Over the period of
Center’s work, cycles of workshops were held on the topic
“Hardware and Software Solutions in the Sphere of 3D
Prototyping” for students and schoolchildren, as well as
displays of show-pieces created by students at
international exhibitions and conferences. Within the
Center, students presented two projects for participation in
the Russian National “UMNIK” Competition, both of which
won. Number of students having completed the program –
361; number of schoolchildren having completed the
program – 19. Number of students and young scientists,
who perform applied research and development works in
the 3D-prototyping sphere – 3. Number of students having
obtained multiple access to a full range of modern
technologies of rapid prototyping and accelerated
production preparation – 380. Number of developed
projects – 6. Amount of funds raised through grants – RUB
506 thous.
An Innovative Exposition Center works at the University for
presentation of scientific and applied developments and
achievements of students and young scientists of the
University. The Exposition Center organizes competitions of
projects prepared by students and young scientists having
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Amount of funds raised through grants
– RUB 506 thous.
presented their models, prototypes and scientific show-pieces.
Events are held for the purpose of attracting young scientists to
applied scientific research and development of scientific showpieces, as well as presentation of achievements at off-site
exhibitions. Work is carried out on the search of investors and
buyers, and on entering into contracts for sales of scienceintensive products of the University in cooperation with respective
developers; marketing surveys of the innovation market are
carried out, as well as study and formation of new markets for the
sales of science-intensive products. Number of students and
young scientists, who presented their models, prototypes, and
scientific show-pieces for exposition, is 65. Number of
development and show-pieces of students is 24. Number of
students attracted to development of scientific show-pieces is
150. Number of trips of the mobile exposition for presentation of
students’ achievements in neighbouring regions is 4. Number of
contracts on cooperation and intent with higher educational
establishments in respect of exhibition activities is 4.

On the whole, over the period of cooperation, the
Foundation for Association provided innovative
projects of the Republic with financing in the
amount of RUB 52,409,500.
An agreement on the long-term cooperation between
the KalmSU and higher education establishments of
the neighbouring regions was signed at the Forum.
And this is just the beginning...

SUCCESS STORY
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ARLTAN BAATROVICH
DZHAMBYSHEV,
a student of the Kalmyk
State University, Elista.

The project of Arltan Baatrovich Dzhambyshev
called “Development of a phytoreclamation
method of sand dunes fixation in deflation
areas with high amplitude of relief oscillation”
was presented at the inter-regional youth
scientific conference “Innovative Kalmykia” in
Elista, within the scope whereof final autumn
selection for the “UMNIK-2013” program took
place. The project became the finalist of the
competition, and the Foundation provided a grant
for carrying out additional research.

and, thus, - solving the issues of food and ecologic
security on a tight schedule. The experience of sand
dunes fixation proves that one of the main woody
plants suitable for such purposes is represented by
Calligonum aphyllum, which can be planted in sand
dunes with high relief oscillation amplitude. It
provides ample sprouts and root shoots, and in case
of sanding-up – forms adventitious roots.Calligonum
plantings performed even on large shifting sands
promptly lead to sand fixation and gradual grassing of
row spacing.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Phytoreclamation method of sand dunes fixation in deflation areas with high amplitude of
relief oscillation.
The project presented the development of a new
technology for hand planting of Calligonum for the
purpose of fixation of uncovered sand dunes that have
great relief oscillation amplitude (with relief drops of over
3 m), with application of the spread-and-row protection
– arranging Scirpus in rows transverse to the air
direction, 25-30 cm wide.
According to the data of satellite image decryption, the
area of sand dunes in Kalmykia constitutes 126.2 thous.
ha. Desertification causes numerous social-economic and
demographic problems not only within the desertification
areas, but also in the adjacent lands. The developed
arrangement of row-based protection made of Scirpus
prevents from sanding-up of seedlings after their planting
in the early vegetation and rooting period and promotes
accumulation and preservation of humidity in the roothabitable layer of sand during the vegetation period. All of
the above finally leads to better survival rate of Calligonum
and to its better development.
The developed method will allow producing competitive
agricultural products on the basis of natural forage lands

UMNIK PROGRAM
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Rustam Mikhailovich SHABANOV,

“D

An employee of the Kalmyk Branch of the State Scientific Establishment of the
Russian National Research and Development Institute of Hydrotechnology and
Amelioration named after A.I.Kostiakov, Elista.

Rustam Mikhailovich Shabanov won the competition of young
scientists’ projects under the Foundation’s “UMNIK” program
with his project “Development of a water-efficient technology
for rice irrigation by periodic surface watering under
conditions of the Sarpinsky Lowland”.
Advantages of such resource-saving technology are:
structural improvement and loosening of heavy bare soils of
rice fields; acceleration of the water removal process
during its discharge and ensuring
complete
check
dewatering with the help of outlet furrows; decrease of rice
seeding rate; decrease of irrigation requirements by

20-30%; possibility to organize irrigation of
companion crop of rice crop rotation by surface
means along furrows; grain harvesting at the
level of 5.0-6.0 t/ha.

than 3.2. Average annual economic benefit in case of
rice cultivation according to the water-resource-saving
method of furrow watering shall be from RUB 28.9 to
34.57 thous./ha.

Increasing water-resource deficiency, costliness of
constructing new rice engineering systems and
maintaining the already used ones in good working
order, as well as the established unfavorable ecological
and reclamation situation of rice fields currently restrict
the process of rice seeding lands expansion. In this
respect, one of the main areas of increasing the
efficiency of rice growing is represented by improvement

It is for the first time that a water-saving rice
irrigation technology was developed for the arid
zone of the Russian Caspian-Sea Region; it involves
periodic surface watering (along furrows), is based
on modern principles of ecologically-adapted safety
and resource conservation, and is aimed at rice
grain productivity increase.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Water-saving technology of rice irrigation.

of agricultural rice cultivation practices on the basis of
water-saving irrigation modes, seeding methods and
rates.
The technology proposed by R.M. Shabanov allows not
only mastering rice irrigation by low-water-consumption
means (periodic and variable flooding) under conditions
of water deficiency, but also ensuring increase in the
efficiency of rice grain production, improvement of the
structure of rice-fodder crop rotation as one of the major
factors of fodder production development in arid
conditions of the RF.
The water-saving technology of rice irrigation with
periodic surface watering can be used by ricegrowing enterprises, and a positive factor of its
introduction is that with the existing water-supply
limits its essential saving is achieved.
Practical application of the research results allowed
harvesting rice at the level of 5.4-6.0 t/ha with the index of
profitability of production-invested expenses of not less
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for livestock camps removed from water reservoirs.

UMNIK nA START

Research and Production Enterprise “EcoEnergy”, Limited Liability Company, (OOO NP “EcoEnergy”) is one of the
youngest and most dynamically developing companies in the Republic of Kalmykia that was formed in 2012
within the 217-FZ, in accordance wherewith Federal State Budget Educational Establishment of Higher
Professional Education “Kalmyk State University” became one of the co-founders.

At this point, in the territory of the Republic of Kalmykia and in a
series of other RF regions, there are no own electricity-generating
facilities. All the electric energy is purchased from neighbouring
regions, which conditions high cost of all products produced in the
region’s territory. For livestock watering sites, stationary water lifts
are used with petrol engines, which leads to consumption of liquid
fuel, the prices whereto have grown, and most of such water lifts
have outlived their usefulness.
The problem can be observed not only in Kalmykia, but also in other regions
of Russia that are located in the territory of arid and drinking-waterdeficiency zones.
астае

The company performs developments
in the sphere of renewable energy.
Main innovative project of the
enterprise
is
represented
by
development of solar water-lifts for
grassland farming, which is relevant

EcoEnergy

Manager of the OOO NP “EcoEnergy” S.V. NASTAYEV, having
successfully performed the work under the “UMNIK” program, in
2012 took part in the Foundation’s “UMNIK na START” competition
and won. So far, the company has obtained Foundation’s financial
aid in the amount of RUB 1 mln, which helped develop an
experimental installation of a solar water-lift. Testing of the
installation within the Kalmykia households gave positive results. At
this point, work on the first project year is coming to an end, and the
organization searches investors for further co-financing.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Development of a solar water-lift installation.

Dummy of a solar water-lift

The solar water-lift is noted for
its simple design, reliability of
all units during transportation,
ability to lift water without
sufficient
sunlight
by
using
electric energy accumulated in
the storage battery.

Thanks to the experimental installation, the
households started having much easier
conditions of water supply and, respectively,
production costs fell. At this point, a scheme
of product distribution through a marketing
network and of customer stimulation has
been developed.

In future, the company also plans implementing other projects focused on reduction of energy- and
labour-input of agricultural-economy workers that are currently under development.

UMNIK PROGRAM NA START
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Research and production enterprise “AGROINNOTECH”, Limited Liability Company (OOO IPP
“Agroinnotech”) was registered on the 6th of May 2010. OOO IPP “Agroinnotech” performs its
activity in the sphere of introduction and seed production of arid fodder crops for restoration
of territories having suffered from degradation and desertification.

Manager: Mergen BOKTAYEV

Lands of the Republic and southern Oblasts of the RF
are exposed to systemic and uncontrolled
degradation and desertification, which greatly
strikes at the foundation of the fodder sources
of livestock farming in the RF and destroys the
living environment of population residing in such
lands. Such an unsatisfactory condition of arid
fodder-production areas strongly necessitates
fundamental reconstruction of pastoral husbandries

on the basis of phytoreclamation methods with the
use of pedigree seeds of arid fodder cultures.
A set of measures aimed at production of unique
seeds of new high-yield varieties of arid cultures
(Vitex and Eurotia) that form live vegetation in nature
and are characterized by drought resistance and good
feeding qualities, will allow partially solving the
problem of fodder deficiency.
Funds provided to “Agroinnotech” company by the
Foundation are aimed at the solution of problem of
appearance of the first and only in Europe man-made
desert with the area of about 1 mln ha that is located
in the South of the RF, and namely at the
development.
With the help of the funds allocated by the Foundation,
“Agroinnotech” company carried out research and
development works, in the process whereof innovative
methods of seed production of arid fodder cultures
were developed, the RF seed market was studied that
is aimed at the performance of degraded pasture
restoration, and agricultural methods of cultivation of
new Vitex and Eurotia varieties for seed-production
purposes were studied.
Introduction into phytoreclamation practice of new
Vitex and Eurotia varieties adapted to new arid
conditions of the Yashkulinsky and Chernozemelsky
Districts of Kalmykia helped twice increase the crop

AGROINNOTECH
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yield of natural pastures and prevent uncontrolled topsoil
destruction and land degradation. Development and
introduction of innovative agricultural methods in cultivation of
new arid varieties allowed fully reveal their feeding value and
seed productivity.
Chief Executive Officer of the enterprise M.V. BOKTAYEV won in
the finals of the second Russian National “UMNIK na START”
Competition that took place in 2011 in Samara. According to the
results of the first year of research and development works, OOO
NPP “Agroinnotech” received Foundation’s financial support in
the amount of RUB 1 mln. Co-financing of the project is
performed from the funds of a private investor.
As a result of the first year of research and development works,
an innovative production technology was developed that allows
under arid conditions of the South of Russia obtaining up to 2.5 dt
from one hectare of innovative pedigree seeds of Vitex and
Eurotia.

The innovative technology of production under
arid conditions of innovative and elite Vitex and
Eurotia seeds involves the following technological
operations developed by the company: soil
tillage method, sowing terms, seeding rates
and organization of foundation nurseries for
Vitex
and
Eurotia
seed
multiplication.
The achieved economic effect from project implementation
was established due to: sales of innovative pedigree seeds
of the most seed-productive new varieties of Vitex and
Eurotia; cost of fodder at the restored lands that were
actually returned to pasture rotation; fodder that was
preserved at the pastures adjacent to desertification areas
as a result of protection from sanding up; additional
livestock-farming products expressed in live weight of

Я

livestock that were obtained by means of increasing the
productivity of fodder-production areas.
Thanks to introduction of the development, seed and
fresh yield of the studied arid fodder cultures grew twice;
works on restoration of degraded pastoral lands and
protection from desertification are now carried out more
successfully with theuse of the innovative pedigree Vitex
and Eurotia seeds; introduction of new Vitex and Eurotia
varieties in the workson land phytoreclamation increased
resistance of naturalpastures to topsoil destruction.
Thanks to Foundation’s financial aid, company’s
scientific potential was actualized, and the problem of
preservation of natural pastures in the Republic of Kalmykia
is being solved. Over the two years of enterprise’s
operation, number of work places increased twice.
Besides, winners of “UMNIK” program worked as
trainees at the enterprise, and they now plan becoming
“Agroinnotech” employees.

The prospective of project implementation lies
inthe possibility of extending the
experience of introducing such innovative
production technology, as well as sales of Vitex
and Eurotia seeds in the following
administrative districts of the south of Russia:the
Republic of Kalmykia, the Republic of Dagestan,
and the Astrakhan Oblast.
In future, the company plans entering the international
market for the purpose of patented technology transfer and
supply offinished seed products to the states of the Central
Asia, whichalso have a great number of degraded pastures.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Introduction and seed production of new varieties of arid fodder cultures for the purposes of restoration
of lands exposed to degradation and desertification.

UMNIK PROGRAM NA START
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Research and Production Enterprise “VODOLEY”, Limited Liability Company (OOO IPP “Vodoley”) was established
in March 2013 within the scope of 217-FZ. The company constitutes a small-innovative enterprise, a cofounder whereof is the Federal State Budget Educational Establishment of Higher Professional Education “Kalmyk
State University”. The sphere of company’s activity includes solution of issues regarding water-supply and
water purification in the Republic of Kalmykia, and namely, with application of catalytic methods.
The Foundation supported the development of model and full-scale
water-purification facilities. The small enterprise OOO NPP “VODOLEY”
won the “START” competition in June 2013. With the help of the grant
provided by the Foundation for 2013-2014 in the amount of RUB 1 mln.,
the company currently carries out research and development of a model
facility. The 1st quarterly report was published, wherein introduction to
the problem history was given, patent search was performed, various
schemes of locating water-supply facilities were recommended. Project
co-financing

is

planned

for

2014-2015

and

2015-2016

with

participation of a private investor.

Manager: Viktor ONKAYEV

The problem of surface and
ground
water
purification is
particularly acute in Kalmykia. Positive
effect in this issue is provided by
application of catalytic methods.

Foundation’s support allowed carrying out research and
development works on the design of water purification
facilities, purchasing materials for production of the facilities,
paying for employees’ work.
Facilities for water purification by catalytic methods have a widespread
application not only in the south of Russia, where the problem is particularly
acute, but also through the whole Russia. The facilities are also of great
demand in the CIS countries (Kazakhstan, Central Asia), Asia, and Africa.

VODOLEY

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Facilities for water purification by catalytic methods.

Pilot installation
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FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Science and Technology

KRASNODAR KRAI

KRASNODAR KRAI
Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology
– Interregional Center for Servicing Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises.

With the support of the Krai Administration and of the Regional Employer Union, an
interregional innovation Center “Yuginforminvest” was formed in Krasnodar in
1993. An innovative technopark operates at the Center, which is a production
unit with a single engineering infrastructure for hosting on attractive terms of
small production enterprises that produce science-intensive products. As production
facilities, buildings and constructions are used that are equipped with all the required
engineering infrastructure and equipment that belongs to “Kubanlizingmash” ZAO
(Closed Joint-Stock Company) and is provided to the Center for management. For
already 20 years, the Center constitutes a representative establishment of the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology (hereinafter – Foundation). The Center’s structures provide entrepreneurs
with over 50 types of services – from innovative support to information, legal,
marketing, servicing and microfinance assistance.
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One of the main areas of the Center’s activity is
represented by accompanying of innovative
projects of small enterprises.
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по программе

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
60
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

Together with entrepreneurial associations, the
Center has developed and holds a program for
the development of interregional and
international innovative cooperation and
advanced technology transfer. The innovative
technopark includes 30 small enterprises that
receive a full range of services of production and
technical orientation, including rent of premises
and equipment on attractive terms. More than
half of the technopark enterprises issue
science-intensive products, develop and
implement innovative processes.

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2013, a decision was made on additional financing from the Oblast’s budget of the “UMNIK”
program winners, who successfully fulfilled their first-year research and development works.

России.

 годы.

UMNIKs that went on
marks with START
Number of
international
contracts

3

4

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

2

Effectiveness of selected projects (data over the
period from 2007 to 2013)

Manager of the Representative Establishment:

Galina Aleksandrovna
POPOVA

Address of the Representative Establishment:

10, Solnechnaya Str.,
Krasnodar, 350072

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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The region has the following programs that are
aimed at supporting the winners of Foundation’s
programs:

• с 2011 г.

• реализуется с 2008 г.;

Currently, the following innovativeinfrastructure facilities operate in the
region:

• реализуется с 1999 г.;

• с инновационным технопарком
• реализуется с 2009 г.;
• университете

• реализуется с 2009 г.;

• ственном технологическом университете
• учебные хозяйства «Кубань» и «Краснодарское», 

• реализация с 2012 г.
• края»

• реализуется с 2010 г.;

• центр развития малого и среднего бизнеса».

Over the time of existence of the Foundation’s programs, 695 work places were created in the
region. Proceeds of the small innovative enterprises made up RUB 1.297 bln. Number of
registered intellectual property object – 742.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects (data for the period
from 2007 till 2013)
Information
Technology 1

Biochemical Technology Í5

Future Medicine Í2

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
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RESULTS OF
FOUNDATION’S ACTIVITY

Performance in terms of
R&D results

ли участие в следующих программах Фонда:
0,14

• ков,
0,12

•  участника,
•  участник,

0,10

•  участник,
•  участника,

0,08

•  участника,
•  участников,

0,06

0,04

•  участников,
0,02

0,00

• в проектах ERA.NET.RUS; EUREK-EUROSTARS; 

Number of R&D results per one employee in SIEs
supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value Foundation-wise

• российско-французском конкурсе по реализации

Data in terms of the whole region for 2011: Number of R&D
results per one employee within innovative activity

2 winners of the “UMNIK” program received the prize of the Krai Administration for innovative projects in
2012. 11 winners received the “IQ of the Year” award.

«Мембранные технологии» с EurodiaIndustrie S. A.),
• «Merk» и кафедра микроробототехники AmiR).

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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по программе «УМНИК на СТАРТ» — 11,7 %.
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PLACE

AVERAGE
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SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures
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НИК 

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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11 победителей награждены премией «IQ года».
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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2 “UMNIKs” received Governor’s scholarship in 2012,
and 1 – received Presidential scholarship in 2012.

10

1 project from Krasnodar joined the number of winners
of TEKES-FASIE program, 2 – of OSEO-FASIE
program, one joint Moscow-Krasnodar project was a
winner of BMBF-FASIE program.
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Financing of Krai’s innovative projects on the part
of the Foundation for Assistance made up RUB
171,613,164; 103 work places for highlyqualified personnel were created under the
Foundation’s projects.

SUCCESS STORY
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Nikolay Nikolayevich
BULDIAYEV,
a student of the Kuban State
Agrarian University, Krasnodar.

The project of Nikolay Nikolayevich Buldyayev “Development of a
general-purpose, multifunctional energy-saving mower”, the
purpose whereof was to develop and produce a general-purpose,
multifunctional energy-saving mower, was supported by the
Foundation.
Thanks to the Foundation’s grant, a new mower type was developed – an
auger mower designed for cutting various plants (grass, grain crops and
spiked cereals). The machine consists of two elements: a moving one – a
rotating auger, and a fixed one – a shear bar. The principle of operation lies
in the retention cutting of stalks.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

A general-purpose, multifunctional energy-saving mower.

Compared to other machines, it has a simple design and is characterized by multi-functionality
– it not only cuts stalks, but also moves them together with cutting. There is also an option of stalk
shredding.
There are no serial analogues of the machine in the RF.

UMNIK PROGRAM
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Dmitriy Sergeyevich YARKIN,

UMNIK

a student of the Kuban State Agrarian University, Krasnodar.
The project of Dmitriy Sergeyevich Yarkin “Development of a
new method of vegetable crop hydroseeding” was supported
by the Foundation under the “UMNIK” program, which allowed
conducting trials, in the process whereof a new method of
vegetable crop seeding was developed and a generalpurpose hydroseed was produced.
One of the deterrents of vegetable-production intensification and
expansion lies in complex and expensive seeders for seeding vegetable
crops. An important condition of getting heavy vegetable crop yield is highquality seeding. The existing distributing mechanisms of seeders fail to
combine technological operations of seeding and watering, which not
always promotes early and even sprouting. A mixture of seeds (including
sprouted ones), water and other components (fertilizers, sawdust, sand,
etc.), allows increasing the quality of seedlings and, finally, obtaining good
crop yield. Such task actually formed the basis of constructive development
of a new vegetable-crop seeding method as well as of a technical solution
for implementation thereof.

Russia and foreign countries have no serial analogues of the
proposed method of vegetable-crop seeding.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Technology of vegetable-crop hydroseeding with application of a new general-purpose
hydroseeder.
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“Spetsialnye Stroitelnye Tekhnologii” Limited Liability Company (OOO “SST”) was established in
2007. Main type of company’s activity: carrying out of construction and repair work; production
of diamond-cutting instrument: diamond grinding wheels, diamond crown bits; production of wire
ropes for a wire-sawing machine; restoration of diamond tools; induction brazing, pressing and
vacuum steam-sintering of materials.
Manager: Yevgeniy Ivanovich LIVADA
Total area of premises rented by the enterprise constitutes
135.5 m2. The enterprise has the required manufacturing
equipment appraised at RUB 147 thous.
OOO “SST” was founded after the 2007 victory of the
research team in a competition under the Foundation’s
“START-07” program. In accordance with the competition
requirements, an agreement was concluded for execution of
research and development works on the subject:
“Development of a test model of a wire-sawing machine and
a diamond-containing wire rope”. All the 2007 contract
conditions were fulfilled by the enterprise in full scope. All
work stages were fully financed in the amount of RUB 750
thous.
The following research and development work results were
achieved:

• STAGE 1: main parameters of the technological process
of diamond-containing segments of wire ropes for wiresawing machines were defined that included the
technology of ion-plasma metallization of diamond
powders, granulation, pressing, vacuum sintering,
mechanical processing.

огии

• STAGE 4: basing on the classification and analysis
of design solutions of the leading world
manufacturers of wire-sawing machines, the most
prospective ones were defined that are aimed at
tractive effort reduction, ensuring high diamondcutting speed and efficiency, reliable and long-term
operation of the very installation and instrument.
Main units of the wire-sawing machine were
developed and produced. Component products
were purchased, assembly of a test sample of the
wire-sawing machine and startup procedures were
performed. A program of preliminary trials was
developed and trials of a test sample of the wiresawing machine were carried out. The conducted
trials demonstrated that application by a producer
of
technical
solutions
connected
with
the
development of a diamond-containing wire rope
and a wire-sawing machine allowed creating a
competitive value-for-money product.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Technology and production of a wire-sawing machine
and improvement of a diamond-containing wire rope.

• STAGE 2: fatigue and static calculation of a carrier rope
was performed; feasibility study of the geometrical
dimensions of the wire-sawing-machine diamondcontaining wire rope was performed. In the process of
implementing the stage, an application was submitted and
registered in respect of the wire-rope design invention:
“Cutting element of a diamond-containing wire rope”. A
technology of producing the diamond-containing wire
rope was developed.

• STAGE 3: basing on the developed technology and
design, a pilot run of diamond-containing wire ropes for
wire-sawing machines was produced. A program was
developed and trials were conducted in respect of the
pilot run of diamond-containing wire ropes. Studies were
conducted in respect of the energy characteristics of the
process of concrete fracture by a diamond cutting
instrument, as well as in respect of the thermal wear of
the forward part of diamond-wire-rope cutting elements,
and impact of diamond cutting modes on its efficiency.

START program

Thus, works under all the project stages were
performed by OOO “SST” in full scope in strict
compliance with the calendar schedule and
technical specifications. Patent for the “Cutting
element of a diamond-containing wire rope”
was obtained.
The enterprise successfully implemented the
project and created a wire-sawing machine and
a diamond-containing wire rope that are used in
underwater metal cutting, in construction
operations for hole perforation.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Research and Development Enterprise “TECHNO-EXCLUSIVE”, Limited Liability Company (OOO NPP
“TechnoExclusive”) was established in 2004, after a research team won the Foundation’s competition
under the “START” program. A contract was concluded with the company for execution of research
and development works on the topic: “Study of design variants of a general-purpose, planetarytype fruit washer”. All the work stages were fully financed in the amount of RUB 750 thous.

As a result of contract fulfillment, the following results of
research and development work were achieved:

• Sketch design documentation and route technology of
machine production were developed.

• The performed patent research demonstrated that the
proposed machine is superior to the known national and
foreign machines by its technical characteristics.

OOO NPP “TECHNOEXCLUSIVE” carries out
research and implements results of the conducted
research and development activities, and currently
specializes in the production and supply of
machines
for
washing
vegetables,
root
vegetables and fruit.
Over the period of its activity, the company has mastered
manufacture of fruit washers; equipment assembly is
performed by the enterprise at the Sedin Factory, Krasnodar,
where office and manufacturing premises are rented.

TechnoExclusive

Duration of fruit treatment can be adjusted stepwise
from 30 to 70 seconds. Such time is enough to
achieve perfect cleanness of the most difficult-towash vegetables of the most bizarre form,
independent of their surface irregularities. Meanwhile,
microbial contamination of raw materials is reduced
100 times and more. Besides, the machine can,
without resetting of its working tools, peel fruit after
their thermal treatment. The general-purpose fruit
washer is compact, water- and electric-energysaving, can operate both, in a standalone mode and
as a part of a complex line, while its operation
requires no qualified servicing. All that helps reduce
prime cost of the products and increase production
profitability.
Main consumers of the general-purpose fruit washer
are represented by enterprises of canned-food and
vegetable-dehydration industries, as well as by
vegetable warehouses, facilities for agricultural
products processing, public catering and trade
enterprises.

The fruit washers are produced and supplied not only
within Krasnodar Krai, but also to Moscow and Saint
Petersburg. The enterprise is ready to produce 10
machines per month and more.
Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Production and sales of an easy-to-manufacture,
general-purpose fruit washer of a planetary type.

of fruit and vegetables. Trials for the purpose of visual
determination of fruit and vegetable washing quality
proved that high-level cleanness of the whole fruit
surface is achieved, independent of irregularities and
all kinds of hollows. Patent research was conducted
within the research and development work, which
demonstrated that the proposed machine is superior
to the known national and foreign machines by its
technical characteristics and has no analogues by its
generality. Besides, non-infringement quality was
established in respect of the machine. In the process
of project implementation, 2 patents were obtained.
High washing effect was achieved thanks to using a new
contact-copying principle of fruit treatment with flexible,
elastic washing elements.
By its efficiency, the machine can substitute 4-5 known-inthe-art fruit washers sequentially installed in a process line.

The enterprise has new developments that successfully
underwent trials and are being introduced into production at
the company’s own expense.
OOO “NPP “TechnoExclusive” has accumulated initial
data for development of a feeder. Test samples of the
feeder were tried at the “Agricultural Complex
“Solnechny” of the Seversky District, Krasnodar Krai.
Development of an absolutely new no-waste,
ecologically-friendly technology for production of
high-quality canned green peas called “Rossiyskiy
Izumrud” that has analogues in the world practice,
helps preserve natural taste properties of green peas,
increase nutritional value of canned and dietary
products by 50-70%, twice increase their production
volume and shelf life, and that only due to reduction of
raw stock losses and its comprehensive utilization.

All inventions are protected by patents and
copyright certificates.

The company is interested in attracting Russian and foreign partners to commercialization of not only the
equipment being produced, but also of new equipment that is planned to be produced by the company.
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Research and production laboratory “CHARM CLEO COSMETIC” carries out its activity at the
national market in the sphere of producing cosmetic products since 1998.

The small innovative enterprise produces over 100 items of
innovative highly effective cosmetic products.

In 2000, the laboratory presented for competitive selection under the
Foundation’s programs a project for execution of research and development
work on the development of new types of cosmetic products on the basis of
natural biostimulants, biolipids and antioxidants.
As a result of the Foundation-conducted scientific expertise of the project,
the degree of novelty of the created products was established, as well as
prospective of implementation of the research and development results.
The enterprise obtained financial support in the amount of RUB 600 thous.
for execution of research and development work, which made up over 30% of
the expenditures on the study of natural raw materials and creation of the
cosmetic-products matrices.

тик

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Development and implementation of new types of cosmetic
products on the basis of natural biostimulants, biolipids and
antioxidants.

As a result of research and development activities performed with
Foundation’s assistance, formulations of cosmetic products were created
that included fractions enriched with bioactive supplements, antioxidants,
and milk-lipid compositions. The formulations are distinguished by high level
of naturalness, and high efficacy of the claimed properties.

Cosmetic products, masks with spirulina and laminaria
extracts, are produced in “Charm Cleo Cosmetic” laboratory with
the use of ecologically-friendly, highly effective ingredients of
regional origin.
Foundation’s assistance helped the enterprise timely startup
the competitive innovative products and enter the world market.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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KRASNODAR KRAI

“ROSKARFARM” Closed Joint-Stock Company (ZAO “Roskarfarm”) was established in 1995 as a
research and production enterprise for development and production of pharmaceutical
products for the needs of health care, food industry and livestock farming.

RAZVITIE

Main area of company’s activity is development and introduction into production of pharmaceutical
products on the basis of beta-carotene.

Technology
of
crystalline
beta-carotene
production allowed organizing research and
development activities on the creation of
formulations of innovative medicinal products
that have no analogues and that were obtained by a
unique method.

based on beta-carotene, for which the Foundation allocated
additional RUB 600 mln in 1998. ZAO “Roskarfarm” bore its
expenses on new equipment, upgrading of existing
equipment and rent of premises.
Application of the drugs in livestock farming allowed,

Foundation’s assistance at the stage of company’s

on the cattle example, practically eliminating the

development helped lay a foundation for development of a

problem of cow infertility, ensuring low mortality rate

unique medicinal nomenclature based on the own scientific

of

developments that has no analogues in the world

additional 600 liters of milk from each cow in the

and

their

rapid

growth,

and

receiving

period of lactation, while all the milk was of top

pharmaceutics.

оскарфарм

calves

quality, was suitable for use in raw condition, and the
products made of such milk had much higher quality
indicators.
The enterprise developed a business plan for construction
of a modern bio-pharmaceutical factory and organization

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Production of pharmaceutical products on
the basis of beta-carotene.

restoration, - the Foundation provided funds in the amount

in Russia of production of crystalline beta-carotene and

of RUB 400 mln. And that allowed introducing the drug into

enriched thereby food products, preventive and medicinal

the pharmacy network of Russia the same year.

products, for the period from 2014 till 2018, with the
productivity of 10 t of crystalline carotene per annum. The

In continuation of scientific research in this area, injection

pharmaceutical factory for production of medicinal products

medicinal products were developed and produced that are

on the basis of crystalline beta-carotene for application in

indicated for treatment and prevention of reproductive-

health care and veterinary medicine, plans to produce about

organ diseases in agricultural animals and that are

30 nomenclature items.

The company has obtained the RF licenses for production and sales of medicinal products and for
production of medicinal products for animals.
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“Innovation Enterprise “MEMBRANNAYA TEKHNOLOGIYA”, Limited Liability Company (OOO “IP
“Membrannaya Tekhnologiya”) was founded in 1991. Main areas of company’s activity are: carrying out
of applied research-and-development and experimental-and-design works in the sphere of
membrane technology, development of new technologies and equipment for water treatment and
environmental protection, start-up and commissioning activities and maintenance of
electromembrane units and water-purification equipment, development of tools for
electromembrane process automation.
Key tasks of the company lie in development of
new
modified
ion-exchange
membranes,
including biopolar, new electromembrane devices
and technologies.
Within the top-priority tasks, one of the activity areas
involved creation of new bipolar membranes with
nanoscale
catalyst
particles
and
new
electromembrane processes with application thereof.
Electrodialysis with bipolar membranes has been
widely used lately for conversion of salts into
aqueous solutions of acids and alkalis. Besides, the
process provides a unique opportunity to perform
acidification or alkalization of process solutions
without application of chemical reagents and without
formation of byproducts or waste.

Basing on the study results, new heterogeneous bipolar
membranes
were
developed
with
characteristics
corresponding to the world level, as well as electrodialyzers
for application of such membranes.
An installation for bipolar membrane production by forgerolling method was designed, produced and brought into
operation. The installation allows producing the bipolar
membranes developed in the process of project fulfillment
in small batches – up to 60 sq.m a day.
As a result of implementing the development, proceeds from
sales of products grew twice from RUB 2,496 thous. to RUB
4,700 thous. Average wage of an employee grew; two
additional work places were formed.
The most receptive market for bipolar membranes and
electrodialysis with bipolar membranes is the market of
water desalination and deionization. In such processes,
bipolar membranes are used at the stage of
decarbonization, precipitation of hardness salts and for
producing deionized water in electric deionizers. There
exists a series of technological tasks that are solved with the
help of electrodialysis with bipolar membranes: adjustment

MEMBRANNAYA
TEKHNOLOGIYA

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Production of pharmaceutical products on the basis of betacarotene. Creation of new bipolar membranes with nanoscale
catalyst particles and new electromembrane devices and
technologies.

degradable plastics and film materials. Another prospective
area lies in using bipolar electrodialysis for pH adjustment
in food products (juice and wine conditioning) and process
solutions in chemical industry.
Within the scope of Foundation’s international strategy,
“MEMBRANNAYA TEKHNOLOGIYA” company takes active
part in joint international projects. Together with the
Foundation, the company took part in the Russian-French
project OSEO-FASIE, together with a European partner –
Eurodia Industries s.a., in 2011-2012. Amount of financing
for the Russian partner made up RUB 4 mln. Project cofinancing was performed by OOO “IP “Membrannaya
Tekhnologiya” from its own funds.
As a result of project implementation, several tasks were
solved on studying the properties of industrial bipolar
membranes and electrodialysis modules based thereon.

of milk whey pH; separation and concentration of
vitamins, medicinal agents, amino acids, proteins,
pectins and other components from different types of
raw materials; HF regeneration from oxidizer-rich
mixtures formed in the process of stainless steel
pickling; HF regeneration from wastes that are formed in
aluminum production by electrodialysis; regeneration of
sodium alkali after cellulose pulp preparation and
bleaching; sulfur dioxide removal from fume gases and
air carbon dioxide elimination; processing of miningindustry solutions with production of lithium, sodium and
potassium alkalis.

Creation of new bipolar membranes and their small-scale
production would be impossible without Foundation’s
financial and consultative assistance.

An important focus of Foundation’s activity – establishment of international cooperation – encouraged
productive cooperation of the “Membrannaya Tekhnologiya” company with the French “Eurodia” firm, as
well as promotion of the scientific and technical products created within the international project at
the Russian and European markets.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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SUCCESS STORY

. KUBANPLASTIK” Limited Liability Company (OOO “Kubanplastik”) established in 1999 was formed
as a small enterprise for production of PET bottles.

RAZVITIE

In 2001, the enterprises leased equipment for oil production and production facilities in the territory
of a plant for feed-stuffs production, and started a new activity – established a shop for oil production,
filling tanks and barrels with sunflower oil.

Main type of enterprise’s activity for today is
production of untreated sunflower and rape oil,
production of refined oils and fats, production of
plastic products for packaging oil, ketchups,
mustard and mayonnaise.

OOO “KUBANPLASTIK” has great experience in the sphere
of oilseed processing with obtaining oil and cake. The
company possesses great production capacities. Total area
under production constitutes 6.5 thous. sq.m Besides, an
office premise of 220 sq.m is rented.

Russian industrial sector produces no process lines for
extrusion of full-fat soy, where grain could be treated with
microwave field, or wet-heat treatment of material with
catholyte could be performed. For project implementation
and assembly of an experimental-industrial line for
production of full-fat extruded soy, a decision was made to
implement the installation in an operating shop of the OOO
“Kubanplastik” oil factory. It is more economically sound to
establish the process line for extruded-soy production by
means of using the existing and operating equipment. In this
case, insufficient expenses are required for certain
transformations and installation of additional devices for
transport elements.
In the process of work the following tasks were solved:

• adjustment of the developed process scheme was
performed;

• assembly and startup operations were organized –

configuration was performed in accordance with
requirements of regulatory documents for design of
enterprises within oil and fat industry.

астик
constructions of manufacturing, storage, administrative
and ancillary nature. The infrastructure includes a
system of electro- and water-supply, a boiler house,
and local railway. There is also a local laboratory for
product quality assessment. OOO “Kubanplastik” has
technological equipment for organization of serial
production of feeds, oils and food retail packaging. The
enterprise currently employs 62 people.

For further production expansion, the enterprise
mastered a new area, and namely soy processing. In
2007, for implementation of the project “Development
of a technology and instrument-based scheme for
production of extruded soy of increased feed and
physiological value”, a state contract was entered
into with the Foundation for execution of researchand-development, experimental-and-design work.

26

For project implementation, OOO “Kubanplastik” used its
own main process and accessory equipment, the balance
value whereof made up RUB 1,440,219. Its own buildings,
constructions and infrastructure were used. Company’s own
expenses on purchase of raw materials for carrying out
research and production trials of the technology and process
scheme, design, assembly and startup works, made up in
total RUB 4.25 mln.

Full-fat extruded soy obtained by the technology of OOO
“Kubanplastik”
constitutes
a
valuable
high-protein
component in feed-stuffs of agricultural animals. Feed value
of such product is determined by high content and native
state of protein, as well as of essential amino acids and fat.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
This project is protected by the patent “Method of
inactivation of soybean antinutrients”. As a result of project
implementation, research was conducted in respect of
impact of physicochemical factors on the change of protein
and lipid complexes and antinutrients of soybeans in the
process of extruded-soy production according to different
process schemes.

KRASNODAR KRAI

Average annual proceeds of the company make up about
RUB 200 mln that are mainly received from the sales of
sunflower oil and soy feedstuffs. Due to introduction of new
production of full-fat extruded soy for poultry farming and
additional profit receipt in the amount of RUB 7 mln, a new
South-Korean process line for large-scale production of
plastic packaging for food products was implemented.

The process line of extruded-soy production
implemented at the OOO “Kubanplastik” oil factory
produces up to 16 t per day. Efficiency of the technology
is defined by guaranteed production of full-fat extruded
soy of increased feed and physiological value due to
preservation of essential amino acids and prevention of
acidification of soybean lipid complex. The project was
successfully implemented in full scope 6 months ahead
of schedule.
One patent for invention was utilized in the production.
In the process of executing the project’s research-anddevelopment, experimental-and-design activities, there
were created elements of separate devices (at the utilitymodel level) of the developed industrial technology for
production of extruded soy of increased feed and
physiological value.

OOO “KUBANPLASTIK” constantly develops and
searches new areas of activity.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Development of technology and instrument-based scheme for production of extruded soy of
increased feed and physiological value.

The Foundation provided support to the company under the
“RAZVITIE” program, which allowed not only mastering
new production, but also surviving the crisis.

The enterprise opens a new area of its activity – a shop for
facing-brick production according to a new innovative,
cost-effective technology of sandstone pressing.

Over the whole reporting period, proceeds of the small
innovative enterprise from implementation of the project’s
research-and-development,
experimental-and-design
activities, including from sales of soy feeds, made up RUB
6.98 mln, which constitutes RUB 1.4 per 1 Foundation’s
RUB, and 1.1% of the total enterprise’s proceeds over the
same period.

Starting new productions allows the enterprise maneuvering
and staying out of dependence on the seasonality of
sunflower- and other agricultural crop- processing
production. The production expansion helped form additional
work places and increase the number of employees by 20
people.

Today, OOO “Kubanplastik” is a producer of sunflower oil of the registered trademarks “Rus”,
“Zolotaya Rus”, “Fermerskoye”. All types of oil are packaged in ecologically-friendly PET bottles
that allow preserving the products’ nutrient value. The enterprise also processes rape and produces
rape oil. Over the whole period of its activity, the enterprise on several occasion received awards for its
products at Krasnodar Krai exhibitions of small and medium-sized business; and the enterprise’s
products were awarded with certificates and medals for excellent quality at All-Russian Exhibition
Center, Moscow.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
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РОСТО

THE ROSTOV
OBLAST
Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology –
Research and Development Institute of Physics of the Rostov State University.

Representative establishment of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter – Foundation) was
organized in 2005 on the basis of the Research and Development Institute of
Physics of the Rostov State University with the support of Oblast Administration.
From the moment of its organization, the representative establishment takes active
part in implementation of Foundation’s programs by means of their promotion in
higher educational establishments, mass media, by conducting consultative work with
applicants, and participation in the work of competition jury at the Southern
Federal University.
14
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active part in all events dedicated to both, increasing the
rate of innovative activity in the region and demonstration
of innovative activity results. For eight years from the
moment of its formation, the Foundation’s representative
establishment

regularly

participates

in

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

“International

Business Forums on Don”, the “Don Venture Fair”,
exhibition of the “XXI-century High Technologies”, “Youth
Innovation Convention in the Rostov Region”, etc.

The

region’s

Foundation’s

Government
proposal

to

currently

considers

organize

a

the

permanent

“innovation network”.

0

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The Foundation’s representative establishment takes

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60the kinds of the initiated requests
60
and

per 1000 students

For provision of support to competition winners
under the “START” program, “Technopark RGU”
OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company) was established in
2006 with the representative establishment’s
assistance; the enterprise assists in enterprise
formation, provides enterprises withproduction
premises and accounting services. Starting from
2008, “Technopark RGU” constitutes the basic
enterprise that accompanies winners of “UMNIK”
program.

0

UMNIK
0

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2013, a decision was made on additional financing from the Oblast budget of the “UMNIK”
program winners, who successfully completed the first-year research and development works.

Foundation’s activity draws close attention not only of creative
teams of developers and innovators, but also of the
management of leading Oblast’s higher educational
establishment. Thus, according to the Director of the Research
and Development Institute of Multiprocessor Computing
Systems, a Corresponding Member of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Doctor of Engineering, Professor I.A. KALIAYEV,

“Thanks to active Foundation’s activity, significant
number of talented youth were able to
implement their ideas and bring them to actual
practical result”.

Manager of the Representative Establishment:

MARINA VIACHESLAVOVNA
LOZOVSKAYA

UMNIKs that went on
marks with START

Number of
international
contracts

16

2
Effectiveness of selected projects (data over the
period from 2007 to 2013)

Address of the Representative Establishment:

20a Tatishcheva Ave.,
Astrakhan, 414056

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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An Academic Adviser of the Research and Development
Institute of Physics of the Southern Federal University,
Doctor of Physics and Mathematics, Professor V.P.
SAKHNENKO thinks that “the Foundation evoke in

young researchers not only passion for
competition, but also a desire to start and
accomplish their business for the common good”.
Academic staff of such higher educational establishments
forms a part of expert committees for various Foundation
events, alongside with representatives of the Oblast
Government.
Highly valued in the region are both, the traditional
Foundation’s programs, such as “START”, “RAZVITIE”,
“UMNIK”, and the newly announced ones, such as, for
instance, “KOOPERATSIYA”.
According to the Governor V.Yu. GOLUBEV, “The
Rostov Oblast actively attracts youth to
entrepreneurial activity. At the same time, the
region’s Government is interested in innovative
business development, in formation of new
modern enterprises. On Don, such niche is
cultivated by small business, and we attempt to
create favorable environment for its development.
For supporting projects at their start-up stage
and encouragement of youth participation in
scientific-and-technical and innovative activity, a

regional competition of innovative projects under
the “UMNIK” program is annually held in the
Rostov
Oblast…
Cooperation
with
the
Foundation helps us discover the best
developments of young scientists and
financially support their beginnings. Besides,
close Foundation’s cooperation with the Don
enterprises allows the Oblast develop its
innovative
potential,
and
allows
such
enterprises perform upgrading of their
production capacities. Foundation’s activity
is successful, because the organization
skillfully combines solution of Russian
national tasks with regions’ interests in the
development of small forms of hightechnology, innovative enterprises”.
In 2013, at the round table with region’s representatives
of the innovation business and science, V.Yu. GOLUBEV
notified of a decision that was taken on additional
financing from the Oblast budget of the “UMNIK” program
winner, who successfully accomplished the first-year
research and development works. The Oblast possesses
significant

scientific-and-educational

and

innovative

capacity. The Government successively executes the
policy aimed at development and support of innovative
activity.

19 winners of the “UMNIK” program will
receive grants for the total amount of RUB
3,800 thous.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects (data for the period
from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology 1

Future Medicine Í2

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4
Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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Strategies of social and economic development
of the Oblast up to 2020 provided for formation
of innovative infrastructure that will create the
required conditions for innovative development
– from fundamental scientific research to
introduction of technologies and sales of finished
science-intensive products.
Legal principles of innovative activity in the region are
regulated by the regional law “On Innovative Activity in

Performance in terms of R&D
results

0,10

0,09

0,08

0,07

the Rostov Oblast” adopted in 2006. Innovation programs
constitute a stimulating factor of region’s innovative
development.

0,06

0,05

0,04

Starting

from

program

for

2012,
Oblast’s

a

long-term
innovative

special-purpose
development

in

2012-2015 is organized that involves a series of events

0,03

0,02

(financial, organizational, information support) aimed at
formation of conditions for ensuring systemic region’s
transition to an innovative development path.

Small business of the region is provided with state
support in financial, property and consultative forms.

0,01

0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

Total amount of investments to the region’s economy attracted by the winners of Foundation’s
programs by means of multichannel financing of their projects over the past 10 years makes up
RUB 325 mln.

RESULTS OF
FOUNDATION’S ACTIVITY

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum

In 2009, under the “START” program, 54 applications
were submitted from the Oblast; 14 projects were
pronounced the winners – from Rostov-on-Don,
Novocherkassk, Shakhty – for the total amount of
financing of RUB 14 mln.

PRODUCTION
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3 500800
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19 winners of the “UMNIK” program will obtain grants

2 500
2 000400

for the total amount of RUB 3,800 thous.

1 500
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In 2011, the “UMNIK” Club was organized in the region.

Two projects from the Oblast – 1 from Novocherkassk

500
0

0
EXPENDITURES
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

and 1 from Shakhty – joined the winners under the
BMBF-FASIE program.

SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
80
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Total amount of Foundation’s funds attracted to
the region’s economy – RUB 230 mln.
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

Total amount of investments attracted to the
region’s economy by the winners of Foundation’s
programs by means of multichannel financing of
their projects over the past 10 years – RUB
325 mln.
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Ratio of the total amount of extra-budgetary
investments
into
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projects
under
the
Foundation’s programs to financing from the
Foundation – 95/230, i.e. 1 : 2.4.
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“START” – “217 FZ” – 110: 4.
Percentage of all “UMNIK” program participants among
students – 1%. Percentage of “UMNIK” program
winners in the total number of students – 0.3%.
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region

Total amount of Foundation’s funds attracted
to the region’s economy – RUB 230 mln.
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START”, “START” programs – 15%.
Number of work places formed – about 1000. Number of
registered

intellectual

property

objects

within

implementation of Foundation’s programs – 250.
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START

Specialized Design Bureau “PULSAR” (SKB “Pulsar”) was established in 2007 for introduction into
production of power-electronics products with improved technical characteristics. The effect of
technical characteristics improvement lies in application of a pulsing transformer produced by a
RF patent-protected method that belongs to “Pulsar” as of intellectual property right. The
Bureau’s team includes the invention’s authors, as well as a number of employees of Electrothermal
Transformations Laboratory of the Research and Development Institute of Physics of the Southern
Federal University.

Manager: Sergey Vasilyevich IVANOV

Transformers produced by the described method have several
dozen times lower scattering inductance, and thus, higher
efficiency. SKB “PULSAR” is guided by the consumer feedback
principle.
In 2007, a state contract was entered into with the Foundation within the
“START” program for carrying out of research-and-development,
experimental-and-design works on the creation of a model series of
professional welding inverters.
SKB “PULSAR” obtained financing from the Foundation in the amount of

RUB 750 thous. Ahead of schedule, the Bureau developed and introduced

into production 2 models of professional welding inverter - “Pulsar-200”

and “Pulsar-160” – that by their main characteristics are superior to the
best world analogues. “Pulsar-320” is being prepared for introduction into
the series.

ульсар

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Creation of a model series of professional welding
inverters.

In a breadboard variant, adjustment of professional welding semi-automatic
device for shipbuilding needs is performed. On the order of the RussianVietnamese joint enterprise “Vietsovpetro”, a complex for underwater repairs
and welding works was developed and produced; a series of research and
development works were performed with production of workable specimens
in the sphere of power electronics for “Donskoy Tabak” association.
Negotiations with “Toledo” Trading Company (Naberezhnye Chelny) are
being held on the joint production of electric arc furnaces.

In 2008, SKB “PULSAR” moved to the second stage of financing under the “START” program with
its project “Development and production of a test sample of professional welding inverter”
that was finished in 2010. Meanwhile, Foundation’s financial support made up RUB 1.5 mln, and
enterprise’s own funds in the amount of RUB 1.5 mln were invested.

START program

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“Informatsionnye i Innovatsionnye Tekhnologii” Limited Liability Company (OOO “I2Tekh”) was established in
accordance with the Federal Law (FZ) No. 217 in 2010. Company’s founders are: Federal State Autonomous
Educational Establishment of Higher Vocational Education “Southern Federal University” (SFU), M.N. MAKSIMOV,
Assistant Professor of the Department for Theoretical Basics of Radioengineering at the Taganrog Institute of
Technology of the SFU, and N.I. MEREZHYN, Assistant Professor of the Department for Theoretical Basics of
Radioengineering at the Taganrog Institute of Technology of the SFU.

For establishment of the enterprise, the founders for 20 years carried out scientific research and economiccontractual works on the railroad-transport flaw detection within the research and development
administration of the Taganrog Institute of Technology of the SFU.

Portable automated flaw-detection unit for magnetic channels of
detector cars

In 2010, OOO “I2Tekh” won the competition under
the “START” program, having obtained financing
from the Foundation in the amount of RUB 1 mln.

Manager: Nikolay Ivanovich MEREZHYN
Over the first year of its activity, the enterprise performed the
following works:
• under a state contract for carrying out of research and
development work “Development of automated recorder of
rail-flaws for magnetic channels of detector cars”;
• under an economic contract “Repairs, setting and
adjustment of split-systems and diesel generator of an
automated flaw-detection unit KADM-1”.
A multi-channel automated rail-flaw recorder for magnetic
channels of detector cars and a mobile ultrasonic flaw
detector are being prepared for production for their
implementation on railroad transport. Recording-software
window is interactive, and with the help of respective context
windows and functional keys one can control the mode of
defectogram recording, the recorder-channels gain and
polarity, and the track-coordinate sensor.
Playbacksoftware window is also interactive, and with the help of
respective context windows and functional

нологии
Automated flaw-detection unit for magnetic channels of detector cars

Recording-software window with a defectogram
fragment containing the image of a flaw
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keys one can control the mode of viewing the recorded
defectograms – horizontal scale, defectogram viewing speed,
etc.
The recorder uses the algorithm of space-time processing of
signals from the multichannel magnetic sensor, which allows
performing automatic processing of recorded defectograms in
real-time mode and detecting flaws. Flaws are marked with a
marker for their presentation to an operator. Distinctive
features of the recorder are: small size, generality and low
cost. Ultrasonic flaw-detector has a wide application range –
metallurgical industry, oil and gas sector, nuclear power
engineering, etc.

The developed products are oriented at the Russian market
and are already used in “RZhD” OAO (Open Joint-Stock
Company). The enterprise obtained a patent for a utility
model “Passive induction sensor”. A patent application was
submitted in respect of a utility model “Automated, magnetic
flaw-detection unit KADM-1”. 2 work places were formed.

Model of a portable general-purpose ultrasonic flaw-detector: main
menu and operation in A-scan mode.

With further Foundation’s assistance, execution
of research and development works is expected for
development of a magnetic flaw-detecting machine
for inspection of a wide range of products of the
metallurgical industry; there are two potential
buyers – “Krasny Kotelshchik” plant (Taganrog) and
Metallurgical Plant (Taganrog), preliminary agreement
was reached.
Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Automated rail-flaw recorder for magnetic channels of detector cars.

Magnetizing system on composite permanent magnets

Model of an 8-channel module for
signal input from induction sensors
from magnetic channels of
detector cars

Model of a 10-channel module for signal
input from acoustic sensors for monitoring of
object state by acoustic-emission method

START program

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Small Innovative Enterprise “VERTEX” OOO (Limited Liability Company) was registered in 2010.

START

Main type of activity is represented by scientific research and developments in the sphere of
natural and engineering sciences. Total proceeds from the sales of goods and services in
2010-2011 made up RUB 1 mln. Average number of employees – 4 people.

Manager: Natalya Aleksandrovna SHVETSOVA

In 2010, OOO “VERTEX” won a competition under
the Foundation’s “START” program with its project
“Ultrasonic device and method of supersonic
imaging and diagnostics with the use of shear
waves” and entered into a state contract with the
Foundation for execution of research and
development works on the topic: “Development of
a breadboard model of an ultrasonic module of
a device for supersonic shear imaging and
diagnostics”. As a result, a new method of
supersonic shear imaging and diagnostics was
developed, and a breadboard model of a device’s
ultrasonic module was produced.

properties, structure and defects of viscoelastic
composite and polymer materials. Imaging of shear
deformations instead of stationary biological tissues with
the help of common ultrasonic methods allows
essentially improving the quality and diagnostic
informative content of an image and virtually increasing
the grade of the used ultrasonic-examination
equipment.

The developed device and method of supersonic imaging
and diagnostics is based on using ultrasonic shear waves
that are remotely excited in a viscoelastic medium
(biological tissues and organs, polymer and composite
materials) with the help of radiation pressure of a focused
ultrasonic beam. It allows obtaining a quantitative elasticity
map of a scanned object by means of measuring

Test results proved fundamental operability of the
breadboard model of the ultrasonic module and imaging
principle with the use of shear waves. The breadboard
model of the developed ultrasonic module of the device for
supersonic shear imaging and diagnostics currently
undergoes preliminary trials in the “Ratex” company, Saint
Petersburg.

кс

As compared to the existing methods (for instance,
SuperSonic Imagine), the proposed method and device
have greater efficacy and generality with comparable
diagnostic informative value, and the prime cost is by times
lower.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Ultrasonic device and method of supersonic imaging and
diagnostics with the use of shear waves.

parameters of a shear wave or shear deformation in
each image point with the help of ultrasonic scanning
system. Special feature of the technology lies in the
possibility of using standard imaging and diagnostics
systems (ultrasonography and low-grade Doppler
examination) for receipt of additional unique
diagnostic information and quantitative elastography
of studied objects.

Using shear waves is more informative as compared to
longitudinal waves and allows obtaining additional
information on the state of biological tissues and internal
organs, on early disease diagnostics, as well as on

At this point, “GalomedTech” OOO (Limited Liability
Company) is getting ready to the development of an
industrial prototype of the ultrasonic module and carries out
additional research. A preliminary contract was entered into
with the French company SuperSonic Imagine on joint
studies of the developed method for supersonic shear
imaging.
OOO “VERTEX” submitted an application for issue of a RF
invention patent.
The enterprise is now at its development stage. Main
attention is paid to creation of new products or services and
occupying a stable market position. Competitive activity
strategy is being defined.

Support on the Foundation’s part is fundamental for the enterprise.
Transition to the second year of project financing is planned.
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Employees of the enterprise developed a system
for automation of control over teaching and
learning
activities,
including
planning,
recording of students and their academic
progress, automatic timetabling of classes.
Main processes automated by
the system:
• development, verification and approval of curriculums at
all levels of education;
• preparation of curriculums for state accreditation
procedure;
• recording and planning of student population;
• formation of study load and a list of study groups;
• staff calculation and academic load distribution among
teachers;
• formation of individual teacher plans, taking into account
teachers’ requests – in respect of work schedule for a
week;
• planning of study process implementation within a
semester;

MMIS
LABORATORY

оратория

START

“MMIS LABORATORY” OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2008 on the basis of the
South-Russian State University of Economics and Service (SRSUES).

• “Plany” (Plans),
• “Elektronnye Vedomosti” (Electronic Data),
• “Internet-rasshyreniye informatsionnoy
sistemy” (Internet-Extension of Information System),
• “Diplom Master” (Diploma Master),
• “Dekanat” (Dean’s Office),
• “Plany SPO” (Secondary-Vocational-Education Plans),
• “Vizualnaya Studiya Testirovaniya” (Visual Testing
Studio),
• “Priyomnaya Komissiya” (Admission Committee),
• “GosInsp”,
• “Fakultet” (Faculty),
• “Plany VPO” (Higher-Vocational-Education Plans).

Quality
management
system
of
OOO
“MMIS
LABORATORY” was certified for compliance with standards.
It is a participant of the Microsoft BizSpark partner program,
in accordance wherewith the whole range of Microsoft
Corporation products and solutions can be legally used for
work and sales organization.
In 2009, 95 license agreements were concluded for
utilization of software systems developed with Foundation’s
assistance. In 2010 – 165 license agreements were signed.
Among higher educational establishments that entered into
such agreements, there were over 70 universities, including
the Southern and Siberian Federal University.

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

A software system for automation of planning of teaching and learning
activities in educational establishments of higher, secondarty and
elementary vocational education in accordance with the federal state
educational standards of the new generation.

• automatic timetable formation on the basis of distributed
academic load and individual teachers’ requests;
• registration
of
undergraduate
applicants
and
management of admission committee’s documentation;
• accounting for and maintenance of students’ and
postgraduate students’ educational records;
• management of student population movement.
The software system was implemented in over 200
educational establishments of higher and secondary
vocational education of Russia and obtained positive
recommendations of the Federal Education and Science
Supervision Service (Rosobrnadzor) for its application in
educational organizations of all levels.

Agreements were entered into with the SoftKey
international online store and a partner that is engaged in
products promotion in the territory of Kazakhstan.
During the first year of company’s participation in the
“START” program, a system for recording students and their
academic progress was developed. During the second year
of project implementation – a system for automated design
of study plans in accordance with requirements of the
federal state educational standards of the new generation,
which was awarded the top assessment by many
educational establishments. Utilization of such system
allows essentially reducing expenses on planning the study
process and ensuring compliance with education standards.

Assistance and financial support of the Foundation helped create an independent enterprise
out of an SRSUES team that was engaged in software development, and such enterprise now occupies
one of the leading positions in Russia in the development of systems for automation of control
over teaching and learning activities. Thanks to participation in the “START” program, the major risk
of IT-enterprises – lack of financing in the period of research and development work on the software
system development – was eliminated.

START program

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE TO
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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“KORDON” ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock Company) established in 1997 is one of the largest specialized
design-and-assembly organizations in the South of Russia.
Manager: Yevgeniy Mikhailovich PANCHENKO

Main area of company’s activity is represented by
turnkey construction of complexes of engineering
and technical security systems and corporate
information
systems
of
high-security
establishments and enterprises; technical and
cryptographic protection of information. While
possessing high scientific and technological potential,
a developed infrastructure and sufficient financial
resources, the company can perform design,
assembly, startup operations and prompt
servicing of the above systems of any complexity on
a tight schedule and with high quality.

the second one – RUB 12.6; project co-financing was
performed from enterprise’s own funds in the amount of
RUB 59.4 mln. “KORDON” ZAO plans to continue
permanent cooperation with the Foundation.
As a result of state contracts fulfillment, hardware and
methodological tools of industrial application were
developed for Moessbauer spectroscopy, elemental Xray-fluorescent
analysis,
and
vibration-based
diagnostics, as tools of non-destructive in-process
control that are needed in a series of industrial
branches. A fundamentally new spectrometric tract was
developed for X-ray and Moessbauer spectroscopy.

The most important facilities, where the company carried
out activities in respect of design, delivery, assembly and
servicing of security and information-protection systems
“Olimpstroy”
Government-Owned
Corporation;
are:
Residency of the Russian Presidential Envoy in the
Southern Federal District; Administration of the President of
the Republic of Adygeya; Government Communication
Headquarters of the Chechen Republic; FS Interregional
Directorate for Financial Monitoring in the Southern

Executors of the research and development works in
2005-2008 presented 5 reports at international conferences
and symposiums on the research subject. Trial models of
the developed complexes were displayed at a specialized
exhibition and at the V-VIII International Salons of
Innovations and Investments (All-Russian Exhibition
Center, Moscow), where they were awarded one golden,
one silver and 3 bronze medals. The results obtained during

KORDON

Project implemented with Foundation’s assistance:

Federal District; Federal Security Service Directorate in the
Republics of: Dagestan, Kalmykia, North Ossetia-Alania;
“Novocherkasskaya GRES” OAO (Open Joint-Stock
Company); “Nevinnomysskaya GRES” OAO (Open JointStock Company); Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Rostov
Specialized Combine “Radon”; RO Administration;
Southern Federal University.

project implementation are reflected in the monograph
“Bioinorganic diagnostics of microelementosis in terms of
reproduction pathology”.

In 2005, the Foundation and “KORDON” ZAO entered into
2 contracts under the “TEMP” program in the area of
“Electronics, instrument-making, machine-engineering”.
Project subject: “Analytical complexes and data-processing
complexes
“ACCORD””.
The
first
contract
was
accomplished in 2005, the second one – in 2008. Under the
first contract, the Foundation allocated RUB 3 mln, under

Analytical complexes and data-processing
complexes “ACCORD”.

Within the scope of research and development work,
improvement of MC-1104Em spectrometer design was
performed that is designed for examination and analysis of
materials composition and structure by means of
Moessbauer spectroscopy in research laboratories and in
the industrial sector. A portable unit for data collection and
processing – PKSOD-M – was developed that is designed
for non-destructive diagnostics of electric isolating valves
by a combination of their electric and mechanical
characteristics, and that simultaneously allows detecting the
necessity of technical maintenance of controlled units.

тролируемых узлов.

According to the data of patent research, the products developed within the research and
development activities has non-infringement quality in respect of Russia, the USA, Japan,
China, South Korea and Taiwan.
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Agency of Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
Dagestan Agency for Assistance in Development of Innovative Enterprise

Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in
Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) was established in
2009 with Dagestan Agency for Assistance in Development of Innovative
Enterprises (DAADIE) [www.darip.ru]. Its main objective

is to unite all elements of

innovative infrastructure for expending geography and segmenting areas of services
rendered on innovation support, distribution of technologies and knowledge in the region.
The Foundation’s activity in the Republic is aimed at activity growth in the sphere of
innovations, science and technologies of the region in cooperation with the Republic’s
government by developing small and medium business in science and technology and
coordinating

efforts

for

achievement

of

maximum

according to innovative enterprise – investor scheme.
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per 1,000 employees engaged in innovation-based economy

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60 the kinds of the initiated requests.
60
and

per 1,000 students

OBJECTIVES of the Agency include assistance in
introduction of innovations into business and
economic activity, investigation and coordination
of cooperation between investment funds, private
investors, scientific organizations and businessmen
as pertaining to innovations and technologies. An
agreement was entered into between the
Government of the Republic of Dagestan and
Foundation for Joint Activity, which promotes
development of small and medium business in
science and technologies. Programs of the
Foundation for Assistance have been initiated and put
into effect.
Regional
Innovation
and
Investment
Technological Center operates on the basis
of DAADIE. For the purpose of carrying out
innovation support activity, sharing technologies
and knowledge, the following entities have been
united into the single innovation infrastructure composed of: Innovation Union of
the
Russian
Federation,
Russian
National
Association of Rationalizers and Inventors,
Project Management Association “SOVNET”,
Institute for Regional Innovative Systems, top
higher educational establishments of the Republic (Dagestan State University, Dagestan
State Agricultural Academy, Dagestan State
Technical University),
industrial enterprises –
OAO
Joint-Stock
Company)
Russian

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

So far, Companies’ expenses on technological innovations
are minor– 0.05% of the gross regional product.

Radioelectronics (Makhachkala), OAO DagZeto
(Izberbash), Republican Agency for Innovations and
Investments
(Grozny,
Chechen
Republic),
Telemekhanika Technopark (Nalchik, KabardinoBalkar Republic), FOK Consulting Company
(Moscow), Rostov Regional Center for Innovative
Development.
The
center
is
intended
to
develop
innovative infrastructure of the region. It
provides inventors with a
wide range of
services on foundation of innovative companies,

Head of the Agency:

Musrutdin Aminovich
MEDZHIDOV

financial, information, marketing and other support, contributes to introduction of innovations and promotion of innovative projects.
Consequently, innovative activity in the Republic achieved
extremely high level of inventive activity, according to
Rospatent, in 2013 with inventive activity ratio 4.11, the
Republic takes the 5th place among the RF regions, and the
1st place in the North Caucasian Federal District (NCFD).
1,188 of 1,666 applications for inventions submitted in 2013
in NCFD fall at Dagestan.
Innovative policy of the Republic is based upon high priority

Agency address:

120, Gagarina Str.,
Makhachkala, 367000

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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of S&T development, wherefore economic, legal, organizational conditions are created. They include R&D, carrying
out applied research and technological developments,
stimulating industrial and agricultural production of
competitive innovative products, performing marketing
research and organization of marketing channels for
innovative products, creating and developing innovative
infrastructure for personnel training and retraining in the
sphere of innovations and technologies.
In terms of technologies, the Republic is at the initial stage
of introduction of progressive manufacturing means. So far,
companies’ expenses on technological innovations are
minor – 0.05% of the gross regional product. The entire
volume of innovative goods and services is concentrated in
mining and processing industries, generation and
distribution of electricity, gas and water.
Law “On Innovative Activity and Scientific Innovative
Support of Economy Development in the Republic of
Dagestan” was put into effect in 2006.
At the first Southern Venture Fair in Rostov-on-Don, in
2008, Dagestan was represented by two expositions of
innovative projects. One of them – Sothern Technological
Company – received financing from state and private

investors for the project “Development and Release for
Batch Production of Broad-Band Wireless Access
Equipment of WiMAX Standard”. Presentation of the
innovative company from Dagestan won one of the
nominations of Business of Don award. Employees of
Bevolex company offered for development altogether five IT
projects in 2008. One of them gained financing from the
Foundation under START program.
The Republic adopted high-priority development project
“Establishment of Growing Points” in 2013. Its purpose is
to provide the Republic with dynamic “growing points” of
economy and induce economic breakthrough.
The region has a certain innovative potential. Dagestan
Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences
operates in the Republic including 11 academic institutes
and 5 state higher educational establishments with a
corresponding pool in development of high technologies.

According to results of 2006, relative share of
organizations
that
introduce
technological
innovations in the Republic made up 10.1 % and in
this term it exceeded RF and the Southern Federal
District (SFD) by 8.6 % and 7.0 %, respectively.
Dagestan State University won the Federal Contest in
Development Programs of Top Higher Educational
Establishments of the Russian Federation held by the

Dagestan State Technical University was awarded a gold medal “One Hundred Top Higher
Educational Establishments of Russia” and a title of “The Best Innovative and
Technological Higher Educational Establishment” (Top Innovator) in 2011
Sectoral profile of regional projects
period from 2007 till 2013))

(data for the

Biochemical Technologies Í5

Информационные
технологии Н1

Information
Technology H1

Медицина будущего Н2

New Devices and Hardware
Systems H4

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced Materials and
Technology of Their Generation H3
Future Medicine H2
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Ministry of Education and Science in November, 2011.
University Strategic Development Program was elaborated.
The key issue was prospective of innovative infrastructure
development. One of the development tools is cooperation
with the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology. The Foundation
holds contests in programs UMNIK and START designated
for financing tradable projects. So, 7 projects won UMNIK
contest in 2011, 4 projects – in 2012, and 4 projects – in
2013.

Effectiveness in view of
R&D results
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Number of R&D results per employee in SIE (Small Innovative
Enterprise) supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value for the Foundation
Data for the entire region for 2011: Number of R&D results
per employee in innovation area

Winners of UMNIK program received financing in the amount of RUB
200K, financing was extended for the second year for 16 winners

These projects: “Synthesis and Derivation of Biologically
Active Substances from Natural Raw Materials” by I.D.
DZHABRAILOVA, “Technique for Waste Water Purification
from Cadmium” by S.M. RASULOV, “Highly Efficient
Technological Solution for Zink Carbonate Production” by
M.N. MEDZHIDOV, “Development of Group Concentration
and Spectroscopic Determination of Heavy Metals” by Z.M.
MURTAZALIYEVA, “Electronic Passport of Equipment” by
M.K. ABDUSAMADOV, etc.

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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among higher educational establishments in Webometrics
world rating.
Dagestan

State

University

welcomed

the

нда

FIRST

REPUBLICAN YOUTH INNOVATION CONVENTION in Over 70 young specialists of the Republic participated in
2010. This event was carried out by the Republican Board of UMNIK program. ПWinners of this contest in general
Young Scholars and Specialists in association with
Committee for Youth Policy of the Republic of Dagestan. The
Convention is intended to demonstrate achievements of
young innovators to representatives of business, scientific
establishments and authorities, select most prospective
innovation projects for participation in the District Youth
Innovation Convention within Russian National Contest of
Innovation Projects “Zworykin Award”. One of the winning
projects – “Intensification of Heat Transfer Processes in
Intermediate Heat Medium Systems” by S. AGAYEVA,
student of Dagestan State Technical University (DSTU) –
won in the final of the 3rd Russian National Convention held
within the Innovation Forum “Go, Russia!” in Skolkovo.
Agayeva won Gran Prix for the best innovation projects in the
contest “Innovative Youth Potential” held within Salon of
Inventions and Innovative Technologies Archimedes-2011.

received financing in the amount of RUB 200 K, financing
was extended for the second year for 16 winners. Taking
into account large-scale involvement of young people, the
program is of extreme importance in political and social life
of the Republic and becomes more and more popular from
year to year.

20 winners of UMNIK program

presented

projects in the following areas important for reorganization
of the Republican economy: IT, advanced materials and
techniques of creation thereof, new devices and hardware
systems, biotechnologies.

START, DEVELOPMENT programs where over
40 small enterprises of innovation area, 22 of
which
won
START
program,
6
won
DEVELOPMENT program, are becoming more
and more popular. 12
applications
for
DSTU was awarded gold medal “One Hundred Top Higher participation in START contest, 4 of which became
Educational Establishments of Russia” and title “The Best winners, were submitted only in the previous
Innovation and Technical Higher Educational Estab2013.

lishment” (Top Innovator) in 2011.

22 won START program.
6 won DEVELOPMENT program.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
9

Developments

of

SOLEN

(development

of

technical

documentation by manufacturing pilot samples of high-

8

vacuum two-zone thermodiffusion oven designated for
7

production of thin films of multicomponent semidconductors) “RESURS-M” (project “Development and Manu-

6

facture of a Polymer Solar Collector”) companies were
5

recognized the best.

Financial support, rendered by the Foundation
gave a short opportunity to initiate a number of
innovative projects and bring some enterprises to
batch production.
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post-graduate
student,
senior
lecturer of Theoretical and General
Electrical Engineering Department,
Dagestan
State
Technical
University, Makhachkala.

Rasul Magomedovich Kishov’s project “Algorithm of Signal Search in Unidentified
Environment” won the competition program of
the Foundation UMNIK, which enabled to continue
research and make several model devices during
the project activities.

Scope of project results: medical devices for measuring
blood pressure and pulse using oscillometric method.
The project took the

7th place

in nomination

“Biomedical Technologies” in semifinal of the federal
contest “Zworykin Award”.
R.M. Kishov also won the contest for scholarship of the

UMNIK

Rasul Magomedovich
KISHOV,

RF President for young scholars and post-graduate
students.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Algorithm of Signal Search in Unidentified Environment.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Arsen Mutalimovich Magomedov is a young scholar
of Dagestan State Technical University, works out
developments in information and communications technologies. His project
“ThreeDimensional Graphic Display with Interactive
Options” participated in and won a contest
program of the Foundation UMNIK, which
enabled to finalize the prototype and carry out
trials.

The project provides for creation of interactive display, that
can be used in commercial industry, interior design, and as
a laboratory stand for teaching students.

STORY OF SUCCESS
Arsen Mutalimovich
MAGOMEDOV,
post-graduate student of Theoretical and General Electric Engineering
Department, Dagestan State Technical University, Makhachkala
Arsen Mutalimovich Magomedov -

A team of developers presented a prototype
which undergoes finalization stage in a number of
regional and international exhibitions, such as
Caspian
Expo
2013,
GadgetFair-2013,
Archimedes-2013, at every exhibition it generated true interest with commercial industry
representatives.
At the exhibition-salon Archimedes, the project
received a special prize “For Original Technical
Solution”.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Three-Dimensional Graphic Display with Interactive Options.

Display is controlled by a keyboard without using a PC.
Freescale MQX real-time operating system (RTOS) may be
used to create complex and scalable programs.
Display constitutes a three-dimensional matrix 24õ16õ6
composed of 16 layers every of which has six lines of 24
LEDs.
As a laboratory stand, this display will enable students of
dedicated disciplines to master the following areas: to learn
principles of digital device operation (registers, LED drivers,
microcontrollers), to study real-time operating systems
(RTOS MQX); digital signal processing; explore principles of
TCP/IP stack; program Freescale microcontrollers.

8
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CENTER OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES LLC was established in 2013. Principal areas of the company’s
activity are scientific, research and applied developments in radio electronics and agriculture.

The company participates in competitive programs of the
Foundation UMNIK in 2011 and 2012. Projects-winn

of the

contests gained support of the Foundation, the company
ers
signed a contract with the Foundation in April, 2013, for
implementation of winner-projects.
Due to the company’s victory in the Foundation’s contests
UMNIK 13-2 and UMNIK 2-13-3, two state contracts for an
amount of RUB 10,080K were concluded.
During the company’s existence, number of employees
increased from 5 to 40 people. Six employees have utility
model patents

Center of High Technologies LLC entered into
partnership agreements with top scientific and
industrial companies and institutions, with higher
educational establishments in the Republic of
Dagestan on cooperation in implementation of
various youth innovation projects..

CENTER OF HIGH
TECHNOLOGIES

Financial support of the Foundation enabled UMNIK
winners to hire premises for testing pilot models and to
continue experimental laboratory studies.

Currently, the company’s innovations are being
implemented, and its principal objective is
selection of test sites for development and

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

CENTER OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES
Scientific and research activity in radio electronics
and agriculture.

production of pilot models, equipped premises for trials, and problems concerning intellectual property
registration and utility model patenting are being addressed. The company is interested in attracting
additional investments from private investors.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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OOO (Limited Liability Company) RESURS-M Research and Production Enterprise (RPE) was
established in 2010 for the purpose of scientific research and development of equipment in the
field of renewable energy.
OOO RESURS-M RPE is a winner of START
contest in 2011. Financing gained from the
Foundation allowed successful completion of the
1st stage and moving to the 2nd
stage of
development in 2012. The company moved to the
3rd stage of financing in 2013. Total amount of
the project financing made up RUB 5 350K.
The Foundation’s investments gave opportunity to carry out
long-term field trials of solar polymer collectors within an
industrial solar water heating plant and to produce
dedicated equipment for manufacture of solar collectors.

Scientific and technical composition of RESURS-M RPE staff

Fulfillment of R&D resulted in organization and start up of
batch production of the innovative products «“Solar
Collector”, designated for liquid heating (water, antifreeze
substance, etc.) by means of solar energy transformation.

A solar collector is used for hot water supply
of detached stately houses,
and heating
agricultural and construction facilities, etc.

. Di

RESURS-M

10
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Technical and economic calculations of solar water heating
assembly efficiency were performed as exemplified by heat
supply of an asphalt plant, and for seasonal hot water supply
as pertaining to utilities. These calculations show high
economic efficiency of solar plants of solar plants .

Payoff

period of such solar powered heating units

in climatic conditions of southern regions of Russia
does not exceed 3 years.
Service life of the collector is 10 years at least.
Resurs-M prepared recommendations to a large-scale
implementation and maintenance of solar water heating
plants.
Demand for these products is quite high, the products have
already been sold for over RUB 10 million. For the period of
the company’s operation, average number of employees
has increased from 3 to 11 people.

It should be underlined, that equipment produced by
OOO Resurs-M using solar polycarbonate, found
wide use among businessmen of the Republic of
Dagestan which contributed to increase in a number
of small enterprises manufacturing products by
means of this equipment.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Development of solar polymer collectors within industrial solar water heating plant.

Detached house with solar heat supply system in the suburbs of Makhachkala

PROGRAM

START

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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START

OOO

SOLEN

Company

Research

(RPC)

was

and

Production

incorporated

in

October, 2011, and carries out research,
development

and

engineering

in

activity

the field of nanomaterials. The company
develops

techniques for producing thin

multicomponent

semiconducting

com-

pounds in order to create devices based
thereupon

and

used

as

sensors

and

converters of optical radiation.
The company won the Foundation’s contest START
in 2012 at the first stage of two-zone thermodiffusion oven design development. Scope of the
project financing amounted to RUB 1 million.
Due to financial support of the Foundation, development,
production and assembly of the high-vacuum node, electrics
of two-zone thermodiffusion oven control and indication
system were completed, it allowed launching the production
and creating 4 work places.

лэн

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

2013, the company’s developments excited interest among

batteries, higher educational establishments and academic

investors, a cooperation agreement was concluded with one

institutions, metal-working factories, where there is a

of them, and an application for contest START-2013 was

requirement for treatment of product surfaces and thermal

submitted.

annealing in high vacuum and clean gas environments with

Development of technique for production of thin
multicomponent semiconducting compounds.

controlled working gas pressure.

Plans of OOO Solen RPC include industrial cooperation with companies manufacturing components of
vacuum systems (OAO VAKMA, Kazan), with firms specializing in supply of control devices (AKTAN
Company, Moscow).

12
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CORPORATION DSA was founded in 2013 and carries out activity in the sphere of wood
treatment and manufactures woodworks and corkware.

Participation of CORPORATION

DSA in

the

Foundation’s contest EXPORT allowed launching
high-quality production of wood-frame houses
using innovative technologies and

dispatching

the first batch of house sets to Europe.
Wood-frame houses are already

shipped to

Switzerland.

CORPORATION DSA

roject implemented in association with the Foundation:

Development and production of wood-frame houses
using innovative technologies.

Implementation of wood-processing companies’ projects
advances execution of the RF government’s program on
transfer from raw materials export to manufacture of highvalue-added products.

The

company’s

plans

include

further expansion of

production and increase in share of export to the CIS and
foreign countries.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM
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to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Science and Technology
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KABARDINO-BALKAR
REPUBLIC
Agency of Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
Kh.M. Berbekov Kabardino-Balkar State University State Educational Institution of Higher
Professional Training.

The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprise in Science and
Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) began its operation in 2010. The next
year, the Foundation’s Agency was established on the basis of

Kh.M. Berbekov

Kabardino-Balkar State University (KBSU). Its activity is aimed at implementation
of the Foundation’s strategy and tactics in the region, including formation of
favorable environment for emergence and development of small knowledge-intensive
enterprises, development of science and formation of an innovative system, youth
involvement in innovative activity and creation of new work places, and active youth
involvement in participation in the Foundation’s programs..

2

КА

Decision Boards of UMNIK program included scholars
from KBSU, Kabardino-Balkar State Agricultural
Academy (KBSAA), Institute for Computer Science and
Problems of Regional Management for Kabardino-Balkar
Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and winners of prior years. Competitive semifinal
selections preceded by selection at the level of academic
departments are held prior to the final tour.
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per 1,000 employees engaged in innovation-based economy

Participation in the Foundation’s programs gives
opportunity to come out at other project fairs as well. So,
the winner of START 2008 program, OOO POLIGLIN won
Russian Venture Fair in management nomination.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60 the kinds of the initiated requests
60
and

per 1,000 students

Recipe of future success is a potential
possessed by the university which gained a
grant from the Ministry of Education and
Science
of
the
Russian
Federation
for
establishment of a business incubator, grant
for formation of infrastructure in higher
educational establishments and a number of
other RF Government’s grants, a victory in the
competition according to Decree of the RF
Government dated April 9, 2010, No. 218 “On
Measures of State Support for Development
of Cooperation between Russian Higher
Educational Establishments and Organizations
Implementing Comprehensive Projects on
High-Quality Production Creation” with 1storder financing in the amount of RUB 420
million and the 3rd-order financing in the
amount of RUB 498 million.

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Kabardino-Balkaria is the first Republic where students are provided with funds for implementation
of their business ideas.
Any person under 30 has an opportunity to gain the grant.
UMNIK winners who
moved to START

The Foundation’s activity is supported by the Ministry for
Economic Development of the Republic.
In middle 2006, the Republic’s government decided to
work out a long-term, by 2030, Development Strategy.
Legal and regulatory framework for development of small
and medium business was formulated in the region.

Kabardino-Balkaria is the first Republic where
are
with
funds
students
provided
for
implementation of their business ideas.

Head of the Agency:

Yusuf Akhmatovich
MALKANDUYEV

3
Efficiency

of selected projects (data for the
period since 2007 till 2013).

Agency address:

175a, Tolstogo Str.,
Nalchik, 360004

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Any person under 30 has an opportunity to gain
the grant. Interest rates for credits and leasing
agreements are reimbursed for operating small and
medium business entities. This mechanism made it
possible to attract over RUB 1.5 billion of credit
resources to the small business. Support is provided to
innovation projects of small and medium business

A system of business incubators is expanding
under property support program for start-up
businessmen.The country’s largest business
incubators were opened in Nalchik, over 100
start-up small business entities were deployed on their basis.

entities. In particular, start-up

innovative companies are pro-vided with a grant for RUB 300
K on a nonrepayable basis for registration of small
and medium business entities, and financing of
expenditures related to business and R&D launching.
Guarantee Fund of Kabardino-Balkar Republic is
successfully functioning, its main objective is to provide
guarantees to small and medium business entities for
receipt of bank loans in case of lack of sufficient
collateral.
Municipal programs for the first time gained co-financing
in 2011. A contest was held for granting subsidies to
local budgets for implementation of municipal program
measures aimed at development and support of small
and medium business.

There was created a modern exhibition hall and training
innovative and industrial center where a number of hightech machines enabling to create three-dimensional
samples of details and nodes were installed. Two business
incubators were opened in 2010 in Prokhladny District and
Baksansky Municipal District. Measures pertaining to staff
training for small and medium business are undertaken.
Kabardino-Balkaria is the first and the only entity in Russia
where managerial HR training program is implemented, this
program includes training under programs of anti-crisis
management, education in the best business-schools of the
European Union according to MBA programs, advanced
English courses are organized for further education in
European business-schools.

Total number of winners in UMNIK program amounts to 71, in START —
program - 8, in UMNIK na START program — 3.

Sectoral profile of regional projects (data for the period
from 2007 till 2013)

с

Information
Technologys H1
Информационные
технологии Н1

New Devices and Hardware
Systems H4

Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced Materials and
Technologies of Their Generation H3

4
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Effectiveness in view of
R&D results

онда
UMNIK,

START,

UMNIK

na

START

programs are

0,16

being developed in the region.

Number of participants in the Foundation’s programs amounts to over 300 people for two years

0,14

0,12

UMNIK winners of the Republic gained grants
in the five areas:
• Biochemical Technology;

0,10

0,08

• Information Technologies;
0,06

• Medicine and Pharmacology;
• Chemistry, Advanced Materials, Chemical Technologies

0,04

• Engineering, Electronics, Instrument Making
0,02

0,00

First winners
of UMNIK program:

Number of R&D results per employee in SIEs (Small Innovative
Enterprise) supported by the Foundation in the region
Average value for the Foundation

• A. RAZUMNAYA – project “Particular Qualities of
Structures and Physical Properties of Mn-Containing

Data for the entire region for 2011: Number of R&D results
per employee in innovation area

Solid Solutions”. She participated in Russian national and

50 persons gained grants under UMNIK, program during the entire existence of the agency, 1 person
won a grant under UMNIK na START program, 5 persons won a grant under START program.

international conferences for several times (18th

at Russian National Exhibition of Young People’s

Russian National Conference on Ferrielectrics Physics,

Scientific and Technical Work in Moscow, a certificate

6th International Seminar on Ferroelastics Physics, 12th

of the Republican Exhibition of Young Scholars’

International Workshop “Ordering in Minerals and

Innovative Projects.

Alloys”, 7th International Scientific and Technical
Conference

INTERMATIC-2009,

13th

International

Workshop “Order, Disorder and Properties of Oxides”,
4th International Conference on Physics of Crystals
“CRYSTALLOPHYSICS OF THE 21ST Century”). She
participated as a contractor in the grant of the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR) “Compre-

• A. SLONOV – project “Designing Techniques for
Producing

Mineral

Composite

Materials

Powder
Based

Fillers
on

of

Various

Hydrometallurgy

Wastes”.
• F.

GASHAYEVA

–

project

“Designing

Polymers

Containing Pyrrole Fragments in the Main Chain”.

hensive Study of Formation Pattern for Structures of
Advanced Active Materials (Piezoelectric, Magnetic

UMNIK winners are trained and prepared at departments

Materials, etc.) on the Basis of Oxide Systems”.

of KBSU School of Economics. Training is also provided

• Z. TLUPOVA – project “Designing Polyelectrolytes with

on business and commercialization problems at classes
conducted by Administration for Scientific Research and

Practically Useful Properties”. This work was awarded a

Innovative Activity (ASRIA) of KBSU within the program for

medal “For Achievements in Research and Development”

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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enhancement of educational establishment innovative

Currently, the club includes 47 people: 32 winners of

infrastructure and “Infrastructure Development” program

young scholars’ innovative projects contest within UMNIK

and

online

program and 15 participants of the semifinals. Members

(conducted by US specialists). 10 UMNIK winners

of the club include representative of KSBU, V.M. Kokov

underwent the training.

Kabardino-Balkar

classes

conducted

by

the

Foundation

50 persons gained grants under UMNIK
program during the entire existence of the
agency. 1 person under UMNIK na START
program (2012 – F.A. Gashayeva, winner of
UMNIK program in 2010). 5 persons won the
grant in START program (A.Kh. Shaov, S.Yu.
Khashirova, O.A. Saladovnikova, F.A. Gashayeva,
A.M. Karmokov).

State

Agricultural

Academy,

Kabardino-Balkar Scientific Center of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.

For three years of the Foundation’s agency
existence, over 300 students, post-graduate
students and young scholars of the region were
involved into the innovative activity. Three
Republican Conferences “Innovative Projects of
Young KBR Scholars – a Step to the Future”
A work by the UMNIK participant A. Sizhazhev was and two Republican Scientific Conferences
supported by the Foundation for Assistance to Nalchik “Prospective Innovative Projects of Young KBR
Business (a grant for RUB 300 K).
Scholars” were held, they resulted in support
for 50 (71) young scholars with the
KSBU-based club of UMNIK participants “Elbrus” has
Foundation’s grants.
been operating since 2011. The club was founded to

determine and stimulate young scholars striving for self- The Fund’s activity is promoted at annual exhibitions of
realization through innovative activity, and to assist achievements of young KBR innovators dedicated to
UMNIK participants and young scholars in establishing Science Day, at conferences of students, post-graduate
contacts with potential partners or investors. The club’s students and young scholars of KBR “Prospective
activity is carried out in START business-incubator of Innovative Projects of Young KBR Scholars”. Over 300
KBSU.

Total amount of financing from the Foundation within UMNIK, STAR,
UMNIK na START programs makes up RUB 41 695 000.

young scholars of the region have already taken the floor

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

at the conferences, collections of the conference
materials have been issued, their speeches delivered on

mln. RUB.

TV, publications about their achievements in KabardinoBalkar Pravda, Universitetskaya Zhizn (University Life)

12

newspapers are available.
10

UMNIK winners amount to 71, START winners
– 8, UMNIK na START winners – 3.

8

Activity within UMNIK program resulted in
establishment of 7 new innovative enterprises
supported by the Foundation.

6

4

Total amount of financing from the Foundation
within UMNIK, START, UMNIK na START programs
makes up RUB 41 695 000.
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Marina Malilevna MURZAKANOVA,
a specialist of Department for Organic Chemistry and HighMolecular Compounds of Kabardino-Balkar State
University, Nalchik.

Marina Malilevna Murzakova presented for the Foundation’s
UMNIK contest her development project concerning effective
antioxidants for polymer materials.

Due to the Foundation’s financial assistance, new azomethine
phynyl melamine antioxidants on the basis of melamine and
aldehyde for inhibiting thermo- and photo-oxidative degradation of high-density polyethylene were designed.
These new antioxidants are applied for enhancing stability of polymer
materials to various types of aging induced by such harmful factors as
atmospheric oxygen, temperature, light, etc. Polymers as affected by the
above aging factors are known to undergo various changes which damage

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:
New effective antioxidant for polymer materials.

polymers and put them out of their scope of application. Therefore, new
stabilizing antioxidants promoting elimination of the above faults and
extension of the polymer material service life are required to be developed.

These antioxidants in terms of their performance parameters
match stabilizers employed in the industry, which fact is
proven by results. And economic parameters comparing to
widely used stabilizers are far lower.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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UMNIK

Islam Khamidbiyevich TLOSTANOV,
Master’s Degree Student, V.M. Kokov Kabardino-Balkar State
Agrarian University, the Federal State-Funded Educational
Establishment of Higher Professional Training, Nalchik.
Within Islam Khamidbiyevich Tlostanov’s project “Efficiency
Study of Polymer Growth Stimulator Application for Soya
Growing

at

Piedmont

in

Kabardino-Balkar

Republic”,

agronomical evaluation of “PMAG” polymer plant growth
regulator application for soya crops was for the first time
performed at piedmont in Kabardino-Balkar Republic.

Due to the Foundation’s financial support within UMNIK
program, there were performed studies which enabled to
prove that application of the polymer growth regulator
ensured significant growth of the grain harvest. Peculiar
characteristics of “PMAG” polymer plant growth regulator
effects on growth, development and crop yield, quality level
of soya seeds within piedmont in KBR were determined.

up 1.251 ton per hectare,

• In case of 0.2% PMAG, yield gain made up 1.477 ton per
hectare
Oil ratio was 359.27 kg per hectare higher comparing to the
control variant when PMAG polymer plant growth regulator
in 0.2% concentration was used, and 281.21 kr per hectare
higher when PMAG in 0.5% concentration was applied,
yield of protein was 579.40 kg per hectare higher comparing

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Efficiency study of polymer growth stimulator application for soya growing at piedmont in
Kabardino-Balkar Republic.

When polymer plant growth regulator was used, yield gain

to the control variant in the test version where seeds were

was managed to be obtained comparing to the control:

treated with PMAG in 0.5% concentration, and 659.94 kg

• When seeds were treated with KPIS (risotorphine +
molybdenum + adhesive) before planting, yield gain made
up 0.383 ton per hectare,

per hectare higher when treated with PMAG in 0.2%
concentration.

Outcomes of the study enable to recommend using
PMAG polymer plant growth regulator in 0.2%

• When seeds were treated with 0.5% PMAG polymer

concentration combined with microelements and

plant growth regulator before planting, yield gain made

risotorphine (KPIS) for routine treatment of soya
seeds.

Based on the findings of the study a patent for invention “Method for Soya Plant Growth
Stimulation and Development” was obtained.

8
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KVALITET Limited Liability Company (OOO KVALITET) was incorporated according to Federal Law No.
217 in 2011 on the basis of a Business Incubator of Kh.M. Berbekov Kabardino-Balkar State
University.
OOO
KVALITET
develops,
designs
and
manufactures the following equipment for small and
medium business in food processing industry: food
molding equipment; packaging equipment, including
vacuum packaging; food thermoprocess equipment.
The company carries out thermal, energy calculations, calculation of illumination and ventilation.

OOO KVALITET participated in the Foundation’s contest UMNIK-2011 in February, 2011, with a project on a topic:
“Development and Manufacture of Multi-Purpose Molding Equipment for Stuffed Food”. The project’s victory resulted in the
company’s getting RUB 400 K grant from the Foundation, which enabled to develop and test a pilot model of the molding
equipment for stuffed food. The Foundation’s support facilitated implementation of the project which existed only on the
paper.

KVALITET

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Manufacture of multi-purpose molding equipment for stuffed food.

KVALITET participated in Moscow International Innovation Development
Forum “Open Innovations” in 2012 and presented its development within the
Foundation’s youth program of 100 Innovators group.
The company’s innovative developments caught interest of food industry
enterprises which are currently negotiated concerning equipment supplies..

For the purpose of further project development, OOO
KVALITET participates in the Foundation’s program UMNIK na
START.

UMNIK NA START PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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MONOMERS AND NANOCOMPOSITES Limited Liability Company (OOO MiNk) incorporated in
2012 carries out scientific research and developments in one of the current high-priority areas
related to chemistry of polymer materials and their recycling into competitive products and
brings out new scientific and technical products to the market.

The Foundation made a decision to allocate funds
for development of new polymer materials for
modern high-quality production. OOO MiNk took
part in UMNIK na START contest in 2012, a R&D
agreement was entered into in January, 2013.
Currently, financing amounts to RUB 750 K, the
third stage of the first year under START
program was completed. The project is under
development, the company is accomplishing the
first year of START program.

(1 nm) for production of high-voltage cables doped in such
a way that a semiconducting part is a central one, and the
external part will be an isolator, in various devices of
electrical and electronic equipment and electric instrument
engineering. Additives as modifiers 0.5-1 % to industrial
poly alkylene terephthalates, polymers developed by MiNk,
enhance their thermal stability and temperature interval of
operation of products based thereon, facilitate product
reprocessing.

The company developed a brand new method for deriving
polyarylene pyrroles. A promising aspect of such electrically
conducting polymers easily moldable and treatable is
miniaturization in microelectronics using components of
required configuration and molecular-level dimensions in
electronic solid circuits. They are promising for creation of
interelement connections of molecular-sublevel dimensions

The
Foundation’s
assistance
played
an
important role in establishment and development
of small innovative enterprise OOO MiNk. Due to the
Foundation’s support in the project implementation,
6 work places were created in the company.
R&D carried out by the company enabled to remove
a significant part of investment risks and
attract potential investors.

MONOMERS AND
NANOCOMPOSITES

10

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Method for deriving polyarylene pyrroles for highquality production and electronic engineering.
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Information and Communication Technologies Limited Liability Company (OOO InfTechno) was
incorporated in 2011 according to Federal Law No. 217. Main activities of the enterprise are scientific
research and development in natural and technical sciences, and expansion of entrepreneurial
activity based on practical application (introduction) of intellectual property. The company’s
developments provide systemic solution to a problem of rational nature management and
significant reduction of power consumption for mineral resources processing.

The company’s innovative project is related to development of brand
new technologies of ore grade formation and stabilization at
the mining stage.
InfTechno participated in the Foundation’s contest Start-2012 in IT category and
won it. Funds allocated by the Foundation in the amount of RUB 700 K were
spent on R&D of the first stage of the project “Study of Ore Quality Formation and
Stabilization at Mining Stage and Development of Laboratory Test Stand for
Technological Types of Ores” carried out since July, 2012, till June, 2013. The
Foundation’s funds were spent on purchase of required electronics, payment for
researchers’, engineers’, programmers’ work. The company’s in-house resources
were used for manufacture of structural points of elements.

Based on R&D results, the company obtained 2 patents: Method of
Ore Quality Stabilization and Method of Ore Separation. A pilot model
of LBU test laboratory stand for technological types of ores was
designed and manufactured, and an application for a patent

InfTechno

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Method of ore quality stabilization and method of ore separation
in the course of mining and ore works.

“Research Method of Mineral Resources Samples for Effectiveness of
Lump Luminescent Separation and a Device for Implementation
Thereof” was submitted based on results of this work.
Creation of the laboratory stand at the first project stage was intended to give an
opportunity to obtain a commercial result by means of rendering services on ore
evaluation for effectiveness of lump luminescent separation for the purpose of
adequate reprocessing technology determination, and further in case of orders
and finishing up the pilot model to the industrial design – an opportunity to sell
them.
During the entire period of implementation of this project and due to the
Foundation’s support, 4 new work places were created, positive changes took
place in the area of development of an important economic problem related to
depletion of high-grade ores and an opportunity to maximum derivation of useful
components from lower-grade and rebellious ores. Prospects for further
development of OOO InfTechno are directly related to an opportunity of further
project financing

START PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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KARACHAY-CHERKESS
REPUBLIC
Agency of Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
Innovative and Technological Center of North Caucasian State Academy of Humanities and
Technology.
2004 may be considered as a start of activity of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as
Foundation) in the region, when a contract was concluded between the Foundation
and OOO Volna as pertaining to START program.
The Foundation’s Agency was established in 2010 on the basis of the Innovative and
Technological Center (ITC) of North Caucasian State Academy of Humanities and
Technology (NCSAHT), due to a trilateral agreement between the government of the
Republic, the Foundation’s management and the Academy’s administration. The mission
of the Agency lies in comprehensive assistance to provision of favorable
conditions to small business in the Republic on its way of development and
commercialization of scientific findings. ITC is also a basis for National Association of
Innovations and IT Development”.
ITC’s areas of business:
• support of inventive and patent activity;
• evaluation of intellectual property and its consolidation in the Academy;
• business plan drafting for prospective innovative projects;
• start-up launching and infrastructure development for servicing them; establishment of small
innovative enterprises;
2

КА

rendering assistance to start-ups in association
with the government of the Republic;
• holding exhibitions, assistance in implementation of pilot projects in association with the
government of the Republic.
• organizing and holding contests of advanced
training concerning innovations.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
60
Общий
and the kinds of the initiated requests
.

The Foundation primarily develops UMNIK, START, START

рамках
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The

government

informs

the

public

regarding

the

Foundation’s activity via addressed mailing to e-mails of the
regional higher educational establishments, via mass
media, direct communication with post-graduate and
regular students. Local TV is invited to final events

per 1,000 students

2 and START 3 programs.

concerning selection of winners within UMNIK program..
One Decision Board within UMNIK program is functioning in

per 1,000 employees engaged in innovation-based economy

• establishment of common use centers for

the region, the core is composed of NCSAHT teachers.
UMNIK participants pass preliminary qualification before
final selection, where basics of project presentation before
the Board, public speech delivery are taught.
The most interesting start-up example may be OOO
VOLNA project supported by the Foundation in 2004.

0

0
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Region-wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Total amount of financing of the Republican special-purpose program
“Support for and Development of Small and Medium Business in Karachay-Cherkess Republic for
2012-2015” – RUB 432.75 million.
. RUB 339.6 million.
Of which expected federal budget funds amount to
The project was called “Designing a Method of Cost-

Science NCSAHT-2012” was held in 2012 in NCSAHT

Efficient Marketable Sturgeon Breeding Introduction in

regarding the problem “Social, Economic and Legal Aspects

Karachay-Cherkess Republic”. VOLNA passed all three

of Economy Development at the Current Stage”.

stages of START program. Another example is a small

The law “On Development of Small and Medium Business

enterprise OOO ROSINVEST with a project “Development

in Karachay-Cherkess Republic” has been in effect since

of Hydroponic Greenhouse Complex” which passed two

2008. For the purpose of favorable conditions provision for

stages of START program.

development of small and medium business, the Republic’s
administration adopts special-purpose programs for small

Interuniversity Academic and Research Conference “Yong

Head of the Agency:

Ali Ramazanovich
KAPOV

and medium business support.

Agency address:

Apt. 1, house 36, Stavropolskaya
Str., Cherkessk, 369000

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
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In order to draw federal budget funds for implementation of

Funds in total amount of RUB 264 million, including those

measures under the program, the Republic’s government

from the federal budget RUB 211 million, were allocated for

has been participating in competitive qualification since

these measures in 2009-2011.

2005 held by the Ministry for Economic Development of the

By the decree of the Republic’s government, Republican

Russian Federation concerning provision of subsidies for

Special-Purpose Program “Support for and Development of

state support of small and medium business.

Small

Within the program “Development of Small and
Medium Business Entities in Karachay-Cherkess
Republic for 2009-2011” approved in 2009, a
number of measures were undertaken:

Medium

Business

in

Karachay-Cherkess

amount of RUB 432.75 million, of which expected federal
budget funds amount to RUB 339.6 million.

а

• establishment of business support guarantee fund;
• establishment of microfinance fund;

and

Republic for 2012-2015” was approved for total financing

• support via grants provision to start-ups;

Within the scope of its activity, the Foundation’s Agency
organizes and carries out the following programs for small
innovative enterprises: UMNIK – 11 contracts; START – 12
contracts; Anticrisis – 2 contracts.

• support for equipment leasing programs;

Since the Foundation appeared in the region, interest to

• remuneration of expenses in terms of interest rate for

innovative

• assistance to small and medium enterprises in industry,
science, technology and innovations;

business

has

increased.

Small

innovative

credits obtained for implementation of investment

enterprises now have an opportunity to obtain direct financial

projects.

aid for development and exploration of new types of scienceintensive products and technologies, which is a powerful driver
for

activation

of

innovative

business

in

the

region.

Investments drawn by winners of the Foundation’s programs for the last 10 years including finances
derived from the Foundation, investment of their own money and other budgetary and extra-budgetary
investments on the whole make up RUB 57.6 million.
Sectoral profile of regional projects (data for the period from
2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Advanced Materials and Technology of Their Generation H3
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Students display genuine interest to UMNIK program which

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,

gives self-confidence to young people and provides for
prospects in further development of business based on their

mln. RUB.

own scientific developments.
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Total amount of investments drawn by winners of the
Foundation’s programs by means of multi-channel financing of
their projects into the regional economy for the last 10 years
including finances derived from the Foundation, investment of
their own money and other budgetary and extra-budgetary
2010
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

investments makes up RUB 57.6 millions.
Ratio of the total of extra-budgetary investments into the
projects – winners of the Foundation’s programs to financing
derived from the Foundation amounts to 0.3%.
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Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the budgetary
funds invested by the Foundation in the region

Percentage of UMNIK participants among
students – 2.3%. Percentage of UMNIK winners
among students – 0.6%.
Total amount of investments under implementation of
the Foundation’s programs makes up RUB 13 millions.
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implementation of the Foundation’s programs
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UMNIK

ЕРКЕССКАЯ

История Успеха

Ruslan Nurbiyevich KYATOV,
a post-graduate student of North Caucasian State Academy of Humanities and Technology,
Cherkessk

Ruslan Nurbiyevich Kyatov won the regional contest
under UMNIK program in 2011 with his project
“Development of New Structure of ThreeLayered Building Blocks and Techniques for
Wall Construction from Such Blocks”. He
successfully proceeded to the second year of work
under UMNIK program in 2013.
Outcomes of the author’s work carried out during the first

year are the following: there was designed a method for

enhanced prefabrication enabling to wall up using adhesive
and mastic compounds and do without plastering external
and internal wall surfaces. Utilization of the designed threelayered walling block will give an opportunity to improve
thermal properties of a wall by controlling placement of
masonry mortar within the carrier and enhance mechanical
resistance of the walls being raised by means of presetting
the thickness of the masonry mortar by a structural concept
of the block.

production of three-layered walling blocks with facing

Based on results of the work completed, Federal Institute

decorative layer enabling to reduce initial cost of blocks by

for Industrial Property adopted positive decision as to

utilizing re-usable plastic lined forms instead of metal

provision of utility model patent “Three-Layered Walling

bottoms with shaped elements; this designed three-layered

Block”.

walling block displays high heat retention properties, low
energy consumption and simple production technique, and

R.N. Kyatov is a winner of MASHUK 2013 forum
and a beneficiary of a state scholarship from the
Head of Karachay-Cherkess Republic.

Projects implemented in association with the Foundation:

R.N. Kyatov — Method for Production of New Three-Layered Building Blocks.
N.V. Morozova— Software System for Evaluating and Forecasting Trends in Various
Economy Branches
Nadezhda Vitalyevna MOROZOVA,
a professor of Department for Computer Sciences and Information Technologies of North
Caucasian State Academy of Humanities and Technology, Cherkessk.
Nadezhda Vitalyevna Morozova won a regional
contest under UMNIK program in 2011. The
project subject is “Development and Implementation of Software System for Evaluating
and Forecasting Trends in Various Economy
Branches”.
During the first year of scientific and development works
under UMNIK program, the author accomplished the
following deliverables: there were designed operating
principles of the software system; values from the economic
time series underwent preliminary processing, appropriate
method for trend determination was selected, adequateness
of the trend model was evaluated, and evolution of
economic processes was predicted based on the trend
model; a software system enabling to assess possibility for

6

carrying out proper business information analysis and
searching for ways of profitability increase which is a
prerequisite for the company’s activity planning was
developed. This software system makes it possible: to
employ various econometric and mathematical economic
models to the set number of economic data, to undertake
data pre-processing, to detect a trend and make a forecast.

N.V. Morozova presented her thesis for obtaining
Ph.D. Degree in Economy in 2013 on the subject:
“Modeling Investment into Innovative Developments in the Context of Oligopolistic
Competition”, and by decision of the Competition
Committee was transferred to the second year of
works under UMNIK program.

UMNIK PROGRAM

STORY OF SUCCESS

КА

RosInvest Limited Liability Company (OOO RosInvest) carries out its activity since 2011. The company
delivers developments in natural and technical sciences and agriculture. Main activities of the
company included growing high-grade grain cultures, breeding cattle, reproduction of fish and
aquatic bioresources.

In 2011, the company presented its project “Designing Hydroponic
Greenhouse Complex” in and won the Foundation’s START Program.
On the resolution of the Competition Committee, the Foundation
concluded government R&D agreement with OOO RosInvest.

Since 2011 till 2012, OOO RosInvest successfully accomplished R&D on the
subject: “Designing Laboratory and Experimental Hydroponic Greenhouse
Complex”.
In the course of R&D fulfillment, OOO RosInvest submitted an application to the
Federal Service for Intellectual Property (Rospatent) for the RF patent for
invention “Method of Hydroponic Plant Nutrition”.
In 2012, the Foundation executed a government R&D agreement with the
company on the subject: “Designing Experimental Industrial Hydroponic
Greenhouse Complex”. The project is implemented by virtue of financial support
from the Foundation and a private investor.

RosInvest

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Laboratory and Experimental Hydroponic Greenhouse Complex.

Innovative activity of the company advanced increase of work places in OOO
RosInvest by 20%. In case of successful implementation of the project “Designing
Hydroponic Greenhouse Complex”, it is planned to enhance product sales
volume, and increase a number of work places by 120% and the employees’
salary.

It should be mentioned that establishment of the hydroponic
greenhouse complex allows growing agricultural plants safe and
valuable for human health.

START PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
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OOO KVEST-A was incorporated in 1999 as a wholesaler of textile fibers. Result of successful
activity during many years is that OOO Kvest-A has become one of the largest companies in
wholesale of textile fibers in Southern Federal District.

RAZVITIE

The company also carries out scientific, research and production operations in textile industry.

In 2009, the company participated in the
Foundation’s contest under ANTICRISIS program
for R&D execution on the subject “Designing
High-Efficiency and Low-Waste Method of
Wool Preparation Using Local Hot Ground
Thermal Waters”. Pursuant to resolution of the
Competition Committee, a government agreement
between the Foundation and OOO “Kvest-A”
was concluded pertaining to execution of main
stages of R&D.
Amount of R&D finance allocated by the Foundation made
up RUB 10 mln.

R&D was designed to develop high-quality and low-waste
method of wool preparation with water saving and based on
sewage treatment products (sand, wastes from wool and
biogas) in production, with drastic reduction of negative
environmental load.

KVEST-A

Currently, the project implementation is at the completion
stage. Two buildings of the first production cycle – initial
wool preparation and yarn band production – were
commenced. This production cycle at the facility in
Cherkessk has been in operation since January, 2012. The
factory’s products are successfully sold at the Russian and
foreign markets.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

High-efficient and low-waste method of wool preparation using local
hot ground thermal waters.

• Introduction of new technologies into the
manufacturing process facilitated: reduction in
power consumption by using thermal waters,
and, consequently, decrease of heat release
(harmful gases) to the atmosphere; reduction in
fresh water consumption; production of highquality,
import-substituting
products
and
development of regional integration economic
model providing an opportunity for manufacture
products on a from-raw-materials-to-finishedproduct basis
• A closed cycle of the manufacturing process
allowed obtaining additional products such as
wool grease and associated gas – methane.
• 120 permanent work places and about 10
thousand extra work places in adjacent
branches were created;

8

R&D results were delivered by Kvest-A at the presentation
of the investment project on construction of wool processing
and yarn manufacturing factory at the Interregional
Conference of the Russian National Party United Russia in
2012. The project was approved by Political Board of the
party and provided to the Chairman of the Government of
the Russian Federation V.V. Putin who instructed OAO
Sberbank to support OOO Kvest-A. OAO Sberbank
provided OOO Kvest-A with investment loan for RUB 770
mln. that enabled to start construction of the wool
processing factory.

It is planned to finish construction of the third line during the
period since 2014 till 2016: knitting factory of dyeing
workshop, industrial building for heat power node of the
wool processing factory. Number of planned workplaces
amounts to 450.

The Foundation made a huge contribution to
economic and technological development of OOO
Kvest-A and to economic development of
Karachay-Cherkessia. Due to cooperation between
the Foundation and OOO Kvest-A, the enterprise
moved to a new level of wool processing and
yarn production corresponding to the international
standards.

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

STORY OF S UCCESS
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Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology –
Innovative and Technological Business Center of Stavropol Krai Non-Profit Partnership.
Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science
and Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) established on the basis of
Innovative and Technological Business Center of Stavropol Krai (ITC SK) Non-Profit
Organization was founded in 2004 as a consortium of top universities, commissioning
enterprises, public associations of enterprises, including the regional Union of Industrialists
and Employers and Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Krai.
Main objectives of ITC SK include rendering
marketing and consulting services on support of
innovative projects at all stages of intellectual
property commercialization; organizing cooperation
of innovation-oriented companies with authorities,
the region’s innovative and financial infrastructure,
including venture funds; organizing training events,
holding
regional
and
international
forums,
conferences, seminars, competitive programs of the
Foundation.

The Foundation’s Agency effectively interacts with founders
and partners including public authorities, Russian
development institutes, ITC Union, and leading innovative
centers of Russia, conducts joint international disciplinerelated events with involvement of specialists from the
World Bank, European Union, Russian Venture Company.
ITC SK acted in capacity of an operator during the
International Investment Forum in Southern Russia, “Weeks
of Investments and Innovations in Stavropol Krai”,
exhibitions “Innovations of the Year”, etc.
The Foundation’s Agency carries out dedicated work on
promotion of innovative projects to the international market

2

СТАВРОПОЛЬС

With ITC SK’s support, small innovative enterprises of the
Krai participate in the Foundation’s programs: UMNIK,
UMNIK na START, START, TEMP, PUSK, Razvitie,
Natsproekt 2008 Soft-10-80, NOTs-1, ENERGO, FARMA,
STAVKA, Prioritet on annual basis.
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per 1,000 employees engaged in innovation-based economy

Among seven pilot Russian centers selected for
establishment of cooperation with foreign partners in the
framework of European Technology Transfer Networks, ITC
SK has become a participant of the international project
“Science and Commercialization of Projects” of the
European Commission and Academy of Sciences of the
Russian Federation.
ITC SK also took part in the international project
“Commercialization of Russian Intellectual Assets and
Technologies” of New Eurasia Foundation and in
implementation of the project by the Federal Agency for
Science and Innovations “Establishment of Regional
Technology Transfer Center in Stavropol Krai”.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
160
160
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1,000 students

and intellectual property protection. ITC SK specialists
completed training on the basis of the best technologies
commercialization centers of Germany and Great Britain,
and a director of the center G.R. Kalmykova undertook
internship within a group of Russian and CIS
representatives selected by the US Department of
Commerce under Special American Business Internship
program (SABIT) “Intellectual Property Rights: Technologies
Commercialization”.

0

UMNI

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Количество победителей по региону
Region-wide number of winners

In 2013, federal budgetary funds in amount of RUB 360.5 mlin. were drawn to support small
business entities on terms of co-financing from the Krai’s budget in the amount of RUB 90.13 mln.
Competitions are closed with conferences of young scholars
that are conventionally held in the Krai’s Duma with
involvement of the Union of Employers, Cabinet Officers
and deputies. Participants of the previous Foundation’s
competitive programs organize exhibitions of their
developments as a project performance report.

UMNIK participants
who moved to START

9

Presentations of projects by scholars of North Caucasian
Federal District under START program evaluated by jury
experts are held annually on the basis of ITC SK. When

projects are selected, their knowledge content,
patentability of inventions are assessed,
interindustry approach is used with further formation of the unified database and a permanent

Head of the Agency:

Lyudmila Mikhaylovna
KUZYAKOVA

Number of
“Innovation Lifts”

1
Efficiency of the selected projects
(data for the period since 2007 till 2013)

Agency address:

384, Lenina Str.,
Stavropol, 355003

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
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exhibition.

them with premises, access to information databases at
reduced rates, and to render consulting and advisory
services concerning legal assistance, credit facilities,
business planning;

The Foundation’s Agency coordinates operation of UMNIK
club and a department of the Russian National Public
Organization Young Innovative Russia at the Krai’s territory,
and manages activity on determination of interesting
creative ideas and projects and provides assistance to
young authors in commercialization of their projects with
active support from the Educational and Scientific Board of
the Krai’s Duma, the Regional Youth Committee, Ministry of
Economic Development and Ministry of Education, Council
of Rectors, Council of Young Scholars and Specialists.

• guaranty fund for provision of governmental collateral
business entities with insufficient pledge fund, and first
of all for innovative enterprises;

There was Innovative Business Support System created in
the Krai at the regional level. The Governor’s Order
provides financing events aimed at development of
innovative activity from the Krai’s budgetary funds at the
rate of 20% of all special-purpose programs.

• a venture capital fund to reveal commercial potential
and develop innovative enterprises and
nanotechnologies at the Krai’s territory;

Since 2005, a special-purpose program “Support for Small
and Medium Business Entities in Stavropol Krai” has been
in effect, for this purpose the Krai’s Government has
established a procedure of subsidies and grants provision
to small innovative companies. Subsidies and grants are
provided to innovative companies on terms of shared
financing of 80% of operating expenses.

There was created at the
territory of Stavropol Krai
• a business incubator to support small innovative
enterprises at the early development stage, provide

• microfinancing fund for providing small and medium
enterprises and organizations from small and medium
business support infrastructure with access to financial
resources;

• a center of common high-technology equipment use
for small innovative companies;
• youth innovative work center FABLAB for
enhancement of scientific and technical work of the
youth.
Industrial parks are organized in the Krai’s industrial
centers, their residents are innovative companies,
including Start winners.

In 2013, federal budgetary funds in the
amount of RUB 360.5 mln. were drawn to support
small business entities on terms of co-financing
from the Krai’s budget in

There were established 150 small innovative enterprises carrying out activity on the basis of
over 170 patents.
40% of the total of start-up enterprises’ employees have a scientific degree, their average
age makes up 32.
Sectoral profile of regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Information
Technology H1
Biochemical Technologies Í5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

Future Medicine Í2
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Í4
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Advanced Materials and
Technology of their Generation H3

СТАВРОПОЛЬС

the amount of RUB 90.13 mln.

Д

RESULTS
а
Since 2007, young innovators of the Krai participate in the
Foundation’s competitions UMNIK and START. The region
stands out for its sustainable effectiveness under START
program in North Caucasian and Southern Federal Districts, in
the framework of that program there were organized 150 small
innovative enterprises carrying out activity based on over 170
patents. 40% of the total of start-up enterprises’ employees
have a scientific degree, their average age makes up 32

Over 220 young and talented students and postgraduates of Stavropol Krai gained the Foundation’s
grants under UMNIK program. Participation in
UMNIK na START program became a new stage for
them.
During the Foundation’s performance in the region,
number of UMNIK winners equals to 222 persons,
148 (66.67%) of them proceeded to the second
stage of the competition. 9 small innovative
enterprises won UMNIK na START program. Currently,
all of them successfully work at R&D meanwhile
carrying out marketing research of the market for its
products.
Following the results of the international competition of the
Foundation for Assistance and the American Foundation of
CRDF Global held under the 8th Russian Venture Fair in
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2011 data for the entire region: Number of R&D results per
employee in innovative sphere

During the Foundation’s performance in the region, number of UMNIK winners made
up 222 persons, 148 (66.67 %) of them proceeded to the second stage of the
competition.
Kazan, victory belongs to inventors – graduates of the North
Caucasian Federal University (NCFU), UMNIK and START
participants. The winners were: D.Yu. KORNILOV with a
project of lithium-ion battery design with a record-high energy
stacking density, and M. CHARKASHIN, a designer of mobile
diagnostic device intended for a long-term monitoring cardiac
work indexes. The innovators were awarded an opportunity of
internship in the USA.

Efficiency per one employee involved with
innovation-based economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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Companies that won the Foundation’s programs incorporated
according to Federal Law 217-FZ and carry out developments
in medicine and IT are OOO SGU IT-SERVIS, Stavropol, with
a project “Designing Technological and Functional
Mechanisms of Cloud Deployment of Educational Center
Activity Management System”; OOO NEFTEKHNOLOGIYA
Research Enterprise, Pyatigorsk – “Study of Adequate Foam
Production Parameters of Foam Liquorice Bath Release
Device”; OOO CLOUD INFORMATION SYSTEMS R&D
COMPANY – “Designing Region Management Module Based
on Open Source Products Allowing Achieving Cross-Platform
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and Cross-Browser Effect”; OOO SGU-INFOKOM –
“Designing Source Environment of Adaptive Information
System Building for Higher Educational Establishment
Management”; OOO CENTER for Strategic Territorial
Designing of SGU – “Designing Information System for
Intellectual Property Management”.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation
mln. RUB
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Two small innovative enterprises – winners of the Foundation’s
programs – were supported by the innovation development
institutes. In particular, KlinPET Research and Development
Company, Nevinnomysk, received financing from the Seed
Fund of the Russian Venture Company in the amount of RUB
2.25 mln. OOO Kaskad, Nevinnomysk, gained financing from
Skolkovo Fund in the amount of RUB 3 mln.
Percentage of success stories among UMNIK participants
(both foundation of their own innovative business, and
proceeding with research) makes up 57%. Share of UMNIK
participants among the total of the Krai’s students amounts to
2.3%. Share of UMNIK winners among the total of students
makes up 0.2%.
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Total amount of the Foundation’s
funds drawn to the Krai’s economy for
2004-2013 makes up RUB 238.88 mln
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2013

During the Foundation’s performance in the region,
684 new work places were created. In the course of
the Foundation’s programs implementation, 184
intellectual property items were registered.
Total amount of the Foundation’s funds drawn to
the Krai’s economy for 2004-2013 makes up RUB
238.88 million.
Total amount of investments drawn by the
Foundation’s program winners via multi-channel
financing of their projects to the region’s economy for
the previous 10 years makes up RUB 460.03
million, of which extra-budgetary funds amount to
RUB 54.35 million from the Krai’s and the
Russian Federation’s budgets amount to RUB
347.30 million, small innovative enterprises
invested RUB 58.38 million of their own assets.
Ratio of the total amount of extra-budgetary
investments into the projects – winners of the
Foundation’s programs to the Foundation’s financing
makes up 1.1:1.08.

STORY OF SUCCESS

СТАВРОПОЛЬС

'HQLV<XU\HYLFK.251,/29,
D 3+' LQ 7HFKQLFDO 6FLHQFH 'HSXW\ 'LUHFWRU LQ FKDUJH RI
,QQRYDWLRQV 6FLHQWLILF DQG 7HFKQLFDO 'HYHORSPHQW RI 2$2
91,,$/0$=6WDYURSRO
In 2009, Denis Yuryevich Kornilov is an author of several start-up
projects, won UMNIK program with his project “Designing
Polymer

Composite

Sensitive

Elements

Materials
of

Metal

Ion-Selective

Polysterene

as

Electrodes

for

Determination of Heavy Metals in Solutions.”

,Q'<X.RUQLORYZRQWKH)RXQGDWLRQoV67$57FRPSHWLWLRQVWKDW
DOORZHGFRQWLQXLQJZRUNLQJDWWKHSURMHFW
7KH VFKRODU UDQ WKH LQQRYDWLYH SURMHFW UHSUHVHQWHG DW WKH 5XVVLDQ 1DWLRQDO
,QQRYDWLYH&RQWHVW=ZRU\NLQ3URMHFWZKHUHIROORZLQJWKHUHVXOWVRIWKHIHGHUDO
DVVHVVPHQW DW WKH IRUXP 6HOLJHU WKLV SURMHFW EHFDPH RQH RI WKH WRS
KXQGUHG
'<X.RUQLORYDOVRZRQWKHFRPSHWLWLRQV&RPPHUFLDOL]DWLRQSDWKILQGHU7KH
*ROGHQ$JHRI,QQRYDWLRQV,QQRYDWLRQVWRWKH<RXWKsIXWXUHRI5XVVLDq

3URMHFWLPSOHPHQWHGLQDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKWKH)RXQGDWLRQ:

'HVLJQLQJ SRO\PHU FRPSRVLWH PDWHULDOV PHWDO SRO\VWHUQH DV VHQVLWLYH HOHPHQWV RI LRQ
VHOHFWLYHHOHFWURGHVIRUGHWHUPLQDWLRQRIKHDY\PHWDOVLQDTXHRXVVROXWLRQV.

'<X.RUQLORYLVFXUUHQWO\DFWLQJLQFDSDFLW\RI'HSXW\'LUHFWRULQFKDUJHRI
,QQRYDWLRQV6FLHQWLILFDQG7HFKQLFDO'HYHORSPHQWRI2$291,,$/0$=

Innovative designs were presented by the author at
international and Russian scientific conferences: NanoIsrael
2014 (Israel); Advanced Automotive Battery Conference 2013
(France); GLOBAL 1000: STARTUPS SHOWCASE + CONFERENCE
2013 (California, USA); Physical and Chemical Problems of
Renewable Power Generation 2013 (Russia); Printed Electronics
Europe 2013 (Germany); Graphene 2012 International
Conference (Belgium).

UMNIK PROGRAM
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Andrey Ashotovich NAGDALYAN,

UMNIK

a post-graduate student of Department for Meat and
Preservation Processes at Institute for Living Systems of
the North Caucasian Federal University, Stavropol.
Andrey Ashotovich Nagdalyan won UMNIK contest in 2013 held
under scientific and practical conference of young scholars and
specialists Innovative Ideas of North Caucasian Young People –
Development of Russian Economy”.

The Foundation allocated a grant for execution of scientific and
research works under A.A. Nagdalyan’s project Use of Electric
Discharge as a Method for Meat Curing Intensification.
The scholar incorporated three diverse scientific and research works during
his internship in Max Rubner Institute, Kulmbach, Germany

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Electric Discharge as a Method for Meat Curing Intensification.

In May, 2013, A.A. Nagdalyan presented his project Utilization of Electric
Discharge in Meat Industry at the start-up conference Startap Village in
Skolkovo that was highly appreciated by Skolkovo’s specialists.
In June 2013, A.A. Nagdalyan within a group of scholars was awarded a
gold medal and a 1st Grade Diploma for designing a technology of
“Ogurechnaya” cooked sausage. The project was presented at the national
stage

of

the

European

competition

of

innovative

food

products

ECOTROFELIA EUROPE — 2013, Volgograd.

According to orders of the Ministry of Education and Science of
Russia in 2013, A.A. Nagdalyan was conferred with the RF
President’s Scholarship.
In 2014, A.A. Nagdalyan was elected to a guild of specialists of
the national certification center for social and professional
accreditation, Yoshkar-Ola.
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ALPIKA Scientific and Production Association (ALPIKA SPA) for manufacture of cosmeceuticals uses
its own scientific developments in biosimulation at molecular level of liposomal transport of
drugs and bioactive agents to target organs originality whereof is certified by RF patents

The products are based on biologically active vegetable agents introduced
into special alposome-carrying systems constructed of natural raw
materials according to own unique technology. Alposomes constitute a
tiniest vesicle drop containing herbal extracts, vitamins, essential oils,
cold-pressed oils enclosed into a multilayer lipid envelope with a structure
affined to surface skin cellullar membranes. Thus, a cell doesn’t recognize
biologically active agents found in alposomes as foreign. Alposomes
transport biologically active agents and brakish spring water of the North
Caucasus into deep skin layers recovering, moisturizing and stimulating
metabolic processes, removing inflammation, burning fats, improving
cellular activity and enhancing effect of drugs.
A unique special phytocomplex of herbs, oils and vitamins is selected for
every product via a biological model which is the main valid foundation of
the professional medical and prophylactic line of Alpika series.

In 2004, ALPIKA won START program held by the Foundation.
State financing gave an opportunity to bring R&D
performed by the company’s employees to the new innovative
level.
Introduction of R&D results into production allowed OOO ALPIKA SPA
establishing a production of a next-generation domestic raw materials for
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries and organizing batch production of

льпика

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Production of liposomal cosmetics with specified
pharmacotherapeutical properties.
knowledge-intensive products – liposomal cosmetics with specified
pharmacotherapeutical properties.
Currently, the personnel numbers 21 persons, 7 of them have a scientific
degree. Comparing to 2006, revenue from the products sale increased by
7 times and eventually made up RUS 24.767 thous. in 2010. The
enterprise certified over 120 articles of its products. It received 6 patents
for invention. A trademark was registered. OOO Alpika SPA has affiliates
and representative offices in a number of Russian cities – Moscow,
Krasnodar and Kislovodsk.
OOO Alpika SPA gained victory in the international contest of innovations
and investments in Saint Petersburg. In 2005, OOO Alpika SPA gained
victory in the contest Zolotoy Merkury as the best small innovative
enterprise held by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Stavropol
Krai. In 2008-2009, Alpika was awarded with a winner diploma for the
contest “The Best Enterprise of the Year” held by Stavropol’s
administration.

“Lavr” anti-inflammatory phytogel and anti-cellulite gel
with phyitoliposomes joined the program “100 Best
Products of Russia”.

START PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Advanced Extrusion Technologies Limited Liability Company (OOO AET) was incorporated in 2005.
OOO AET is a startup, dynamically growing company. Main types of its activity include production
of PET monofilament thread, production and sales of PET waste processing equipment,
production of secondary PET granulate, and manufacture of household brooms of PET fiber.
Head: German Gadzhiakhmedovich RAMALDANOV

Activity of OOO AET is aimed not only at production of those types of
products it specializes in, but at development and production of
innovative social-oriented products of polyethylenterephtalate.
The crucial tasks that had to be fulfilled during manufacture of
new products included: correct selection of technology; utilization of
effective technologies; sufficiently low initial cost, quality and
competitive ability.
Despite that OOO AET is a small enterprise, its structure is oriented at
fulfillment of three crucial functions specific for any production enterprise:
principal, auxiliary and service. Principal function lies in provision of processes
directly related to transformation of the initial material into finished products. It
occupies a central spot in the entire production activity of the enterprise.
Auxiliary function resides in material and technical support for provision of
smooth and trouble-free work of the primary production. Service processes
include operations on transportation and storage of raw products and materials
and finished products.
For the purpose of carrying out its production operations, OOO AET has own
equipment and hires production sites.
OOO AET is provided with raw products and materials in traditional ways on
the basis of contracts executed with suppliers on terms most favorable

ии
therefore: ex-factory prices, payment procedure, transportation services, quality of
supplied raw products and materials. Despite small production capacities and
limited financial resources, OOO AET may use both small and large enterprises
situated within the territory not only of Stavoropol Krai, but other Russian regions
as suppliers of raw products and materials
OOO AET’s activity as pertaining to production and sales of products is directly
related to fulfillment of the following tasks:

• studying market environment and ability to adapt the production development
to varying market environment;

• providing prompt regulation of a volume and a stock list of products
manufactured which allows adjusting to fluctuations of demand for products;

• assuring the product quality according to claimed regulatory and technical
documents;

• ncreasing production capacity of the enterprise and enhancing effectiveness
from equipment usage

• introducing non-waste technologies, product preparing to certification.
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8 persons are employed with OOO AET. Many types of works are performed by
external employees engaged on a contractual basis. In future, as overall production
will grow, number of employees will increase. Average wage level amounts to RUB
10.7 thous.
Scientific and practical developments enabled the enterprise to establish the first
domestic line of PET waste granulation GVS1. Implementation of this product
became a response to growing needs in PET waste processing in the country.
Outcome of many years of the initiative group’s work embodied unique technical
solution. We manufacture simple, reliable and operationally cheap equipment
meeting all peculiarities of the domestic market.
By supplying turn-key equipment, we train the personnel, provide warranty and
post-warranty maintenance. Relatively low cost favorably marks off our equipment
from foreign analogues.
One of prospective areas of OOO AET’s activity is manufacture of high-quality
synthetic monofilament thread (PET monofilament thread, PET fiber, PET bristle,
PET srtand, etc.) and PET granulate. The company produces PET fiber of various
diameters – from 0.8 mm to 3 mm – with cutting upon customer’s request in a
diverse color palette. Method for production of such fiber has been completed which
fact is confirmed by assessments of technical and qualitative characteristics and
foreign manufacturers.
Staying strong in the pursuit of its goals, the company improves technologies,
updates equipment and works at creation of the new one.

Output of OOO AET’s team was appreciated with commendations,
diplomas and certificates. Company’s scientific activity is confirmed
by designed and gained patents.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Improved productivity equipment for secondary polyethylenterephtalate waste
processing.

START PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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ZDOROVOYE PITANIYE STAVROPOLYA Research and Production Company
Limited Liability Company (OOO Zdorovoye Pitaniye RPC) was incorporated in
2006. The company’s activity is aimed not only at manufacture of common meat
products but at development and manufacture of innovative socially-oriented
products – sausage products and semi-processed goods containing bifidogenic
milk protein- and carbohydrate-based concentrates. OOO Zdorovoye
Pitaniye RPC implements a simplified taxation system and is classified as a small
business entity.

The crucial tasks the company sets for itself when
manufacturing new products include correct
selection of recipes, utilization of efficient
technologies, sufficiently low initial cost, quality
and competitive ability. And the primary
requirement of the RF legislation – safety of food
products to consumers – shall be met.

Currently, specialists of OOO Zdorovoye Pitaniye RPC in
cooperation with scholars of the North Caucasian State
Technical University (NCSTU) designed production methods
for next-generation milk protein- and carbohydrate-based
concentrates on the basis of milk whey and fat-free milk.
Presence of lactulose prebiotic and a whole number of
biologically valuable substances contained in the initial raw
materials, high functional and technological properties, and
low initial cost allow recommending these products for use in
manufacture of functional food products.
In the course of R&D performance on the project subject, the
following technical documentation for manufacture of
concentrates made of milk protein- and carbohydratebased raw materials was developed: “Lactobel ED
Bifidogenic Concentrate of Milk Protein- and CarbohydrateBased Raw Materials”, “LactOn Bifidogenic Concentrate of
Milk Protein- and Carbohydrate-Based Raw Materials”.
A patent for invention “Method of Dry Milk Product
Manufacture” was obtained. It was decided to provide a
patent under the application for invention “Method of Cooked
Sausage Manufacture” (patent holder is OOO Zdorovoye
Pitaniye RPC).

ZDOROVOYE PITANIYE
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The following scientific and practical results were obtained:

• chemical composition and principal functional and
technological properties of Lact-ON concentrate made of
milk protein- and carbohydrate-based raw materials was
studied. A way of Lac-ON concentrate usage in a
technology of emulsified sausage products as an
emulsifier was scientifically substantiated;

• structural and mechanical properties of gels in the
animal-based product Vitegra Neutral were studied;

• effect of protein-based products Lact-ON and Vitegra
Neutral on variation of functional and technological
properties of model meat systems was studied;

• functional and technological properties of sausage-type
model stuffing systems were studied using protein-based
products Lact-ON and Vitegra Neutral depending on the
fate product chopping rate

• optimal levels of animal product introduction into the
recipes of cooked sausage products were determined,
recipes were designed for the 1st-grade cooked
sausage Lakomka and 1st-grade wieners Lakomka;

• optimal levels of product introduction into the recipes of
frozen semi-cooked products, cased pates, semi-smoked
sausages were determined, recipes of the 1st-grade
cased pates Slivochny, Appetishka were optimized and
designed;

• production

technology of Dachnyie semi-smoked
sausages was improved, and a recipe for a new type of
Udaletskiye 1st-grade semi-smoked sausages was
designed

cooked sausages: Bon Appetit, top-grade, Burenushka, 2nd
grade; Lactobel-ED bifidogenic concentrate made of milk
protein- and carbohydrate-based raw materials.

Implementation of this project, OOO Zdorovoye
Pitanyie RPC designed a production method and
arranged manufacturing process of smokedcooked, uncooked smoked and raw cured sausage
products using Lael lactose- and lactulosecontaining product in the course of ageing – drying.
This designed technology helps reduce drying time
and improve qualitative parameters of the
products. Revenue from the products sale during
2012 made up about RUB 11 mln.
OO Zdorovoye Pitaniye RPC participates in various contests
and salons on annual basis. Thus, the company’s

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Method of meat product manufacture using next-generation milk protein- and carbohydratebased products.

• Parameters of biological value of new types of sausage developments
products were studied and usage of milk protein- and
carbohydrate-based concentrates in the recipes of meat
products was discovered to improve amino acid balance,
enhance level of digestibility and availability. Introduction of
Lactobel-ED, Lact-ON concentrates containing lactulose,
and Vitegra Neutral product containing calcium alginate
allows positioning these goods as functional food products.
OOO Zdorovoye Pitaniye RPC possesses laboratory
equipment required for R&D supplied by NCSTU.
Over three years, OOO Zdorovoye Pitaniye RPC has
become a known manufacturer of Lactobel-ED product. The
Company plans to further increase output of its production
which will allow expand the range and extent a production
output of new types of meat products
Currently, the following items are put into batch production
carried out by the firm under the lease agreement pertaining
to OOO Vepr (Stavropol): Molochnyie s Lactulozoy wieners;

RAZVITIE PROGRAM

repeatedly
received
high
appraisal
of international juries and were awarded medals at the
Moscow International Salon of Innovations and Investments.
The company won the contest One Hundred Top Goods
of Russia (2010) in Mircobusiness of the Year category.
OOO Zdorovoye
Pitaniye
RPC
was
awarded
diplomas of Innovations of the Year contest (2009, 2010).
The company won the contest The Best Businessperson/
Company of the Year by results of 2009 in Novation of the
Year category, it became a prize winner of Zolotoy Merkury
as the best smallinnovative enterprise by results of 2010.
In order to expand the sales market and find foreign partners,
the
company’s
representatives
took
part
in
CISMEF-2011 exhibition at the Chinese International
Fair of Small and Medium Enterprises CISMEF-2011
(Guangzhou, China), and in the event held by Taiwan
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Taipei, Taiwan, 2012
In 2012, the company director – N.P. OBOTUROVA –
was awarded a title of the Best Businessperson of the
Year in Small and Medium Business of Stavropol Krai.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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CHECHEN
REPUBLIC
Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology —
Republican Agency for Investment and Innovations Policy.
Establishment of an Agency of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) became
an important event for formation and development of innovative infrastructure in
the region. According to Ismail SHAYKHAYEV, the Foundation’s Head, this solution results
directly from the local authorities’ concern about stimulation and support of
innovative activity in the Republic. R.A. Kadyrov, Head of the Republic, endeavors
to develop innovative movement in the region in every possible way and
encourages “…to understand that we live in the 21st century and even routine
work cannot be imagined without advanced technologies. Innovations are the
powerful development tool in all economy branches”. In order to fulfill this task
successfully, the Republic’s Government issued a decree in 2010 to incorporate
Republican Agency in Investment and Innovations Policy State Public Institution
(RAIIP SPI). Its head – I.B. SHAYKHAYEV – became a regional representative of the
Foundation in 2012.
According to the Articles of Association, RAIIP SPI is intended to form conditions required to create
favorable climate for investment and innovative activity in the Republic.
For this purpose, RAIIP SPA fulfills the following tasks:
• development and implementation of Investment and Innovative Development Program in the Chechen Republic;
• ensuring favorable climate for investment and innovative activity of state and private enterprises of the Republic

2

А

• development of a system of measures stimulating
investment and innovative activity in the Republic;

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
60
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

• joint implementation of investment measures under the
program with concerned ministers and departments;

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

• establishing a Decision Board for qualified assessment
and delivery of opinions regarding innovative projects;

The Foundation’s Agency was among organizers of a
seminar for young scholars and university students under
START and UMNIK programs in Grozny State Oil Technical
University. Along with GSOTU, Chechen State University
and a Council of Young Scholars of the Republic at Grozny
TV channel, a “round table” under START and UMNIK
programs was organized. A seminar with involvement of the
Foundation’s representatives under UMNIK and START
programs was held in the Republic’s Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade for students and professors of the
Region’s universities. In order to organize efficient
cooperation under the Foundation’s grant programs,
persons in charge from the Foundation’s Agency were
assigned in higher and specialized secondary schools and
scientific and research institutions of the Republic.

per 1,000 students

• participation
in
interregional
and
international
conferences,
exhibitions
and
presentations
of
investment and innovative projects

0

per 1,000 employees involved into the innovation-based economy

and participation of domestic and foreign investors
therein:

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2012, the Republic’s Government formed a portfolio of high-priority projects and
proposals providing construction of modern high-technology and knowledge-intensive production
facilities with a total amount of investments RUB 140 billion.
A unified republican register of innovative projects was
formed to register and provide support to projects in science
and technology, including through UMNIK, START
programs, etc. Public Scientific and Technical Decision
Board was established for the Foundation’s Agency to
select projects at events under the program held by the
Foundation

UMNIK participants
who moved to START

45

The Foundation’s Agency is provided with support from the
Department for Branch Policy of Administration of the Head
and Government of the Chechen Republic and Committee
for UNESCO in the Republic concerning arrangement of
events under the Foundation’s programs.
At the opening of the final contest under UMNIK program,
the Rector of Grozny State Oil Technical University,

Head of the Agency:

Ismail Bagayevich
SHAYKHAYEV

Number of
“Innovation Lifts”

27
Efficiency of the selected projects

(data for the period from 2007 to 2013)

Agency address:

67A, Trudovaya Str.,
Grozny, 364021

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Khasan Taymaskhanov said: “This event is held in the
Chechen Republic for the first time, and that is why it is
especially important for us. This is a real motivation for
fellows who work in the innovative area”. Similar is the
attitude of the Head of a Regional Department for
Association of Young Businessmen of Russia in the
Republic, member of the Decision Board of UMNIK contest,
V. Vorobyev, who underlined that “This contest allows
young people who see their personal prospect in science
and technology receiving resources to implement their idea,
develop it, finalize with a view to the Decision Board’s
opinion and establish business based thereon”.

In association with their business partners, with the
aid from branch ministers and the Committee for
UNESCO in the Chechen Republic, RAIIP SPI
annually
organizes
dedicated
forums
–
GrozMedForum, ChechenAgroExpo. Exhibitions
and presentations of advanced medical, agricultural
technologies and equipment, as well as “round
tables” on topical problems and development
prospects in corresponding industries are held in
the framework of these forums.
The Republic carries out the dedicated program Provision of
Favorable Conditions for Attracting Investments into the
Chechen Republic’s Economy for 2012-2014.
In 2012, RAIIP SPI in association with Grozny City Hall and
Republic’s Ministry for National Policy, Press and
Information organized a presentation of economic and

investment potential of the region. The presentation was
visited by the mayor of Grozny, M. Khuchiyev,
representatives of ministers, departments and business
areas of the Republic, and by guests from the North
Caucasian Regions.

According to 2012 data, the Republic’s
Government formed a portfolio of high-priority
investment projects and proposals providing
construction of modern high-technology and
knowledge-intensive production facilities with a
total amount of investments RUB 140 billion.
In its practical activity, the Foundation feels deep concern of
authorities. In result of this, having gained good
understanding from the Department of the Branch Policy of
Administration of the Head and the Government of the
Chechen Republic (Kh.M. Ayubov) it established broad
constructive contacts with all scientific and educational
establishments and departments of the Republic, more or
less related to generation, support and introduction of
innovative ideas and technologies into the production. They
include Academy of Science of the Chechen Republic
(Sh.A. Gapurov), Kh. Ibragimov Integrated Scientific and
Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (D.
K-S. Batayev), GSOTU named after Ac. Millionshchikov
(Kh.A. Taymaskhanov), Committee for UNESCO in the
Chechen Republic (D.B. Abdurakhmanov), the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of the Chechen Republic (N.
Adayev), the Foundation for Assistance to Small Business
and Entrepreneurship (M. Shovkhalov), Association of
Scientists, Inventors and Top Specialists of the Southern
Federal District and the North Caucasian Federal District
(S.K. Ayskhanov), Association of Small Business (M.
Bugayev) and others who care about the people’s destiny
and their future!

10 young innovators became winners of UMNIK program and 2 small innovative enterprises won
START program in 2012.

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Future
Medicine Í2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

Advanced Materials and Technologies of Their Generation Í3

4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

А

RESULTS OF
FOUNDATION’S ACTIVITY

Д

UMNIK and START programs have been implemented in the
Republic since 2012. Winners in this contest in 2012 were 10
young innovators under UMNIK program and 2 small
innovative enterprises under Start program – OOO
Yugkhimprom of GSOTU and OOO DARBA of Chechen State
University.

0,16

In 2013, 20 young innovators won UMNIK
program. Through the Foundation’s activity in the
region, over 40 work places in knowledgeintensive industry were formed

0,12

Winners of 2012 UMNIK
contest were:
• асухад
(“Software Development of an Automated System for Power
Source Commercial Accounting with an Option of
Consumer Disconnection by Preset Conditions”);
• M.-Z. KHASAYEV
(“Construction of Training Software Complex: Business
Simulator for Economists Sim-Biz 3000”);
• L. MUSADOVA
(“Laser Vaporization in Treatment of Benign Prostatic
Hyperplasia”);
• M. DADASHEV
(“Rehabilitation of Patients with Indicated Urinary Bladder
Replacement);
• A. USPANOVA
(“Building Mortars for Plastering Based on Man-Made Raw

0,14

0,10

0,08

0,06

0,04

0,02

0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee in SIEs supported
by the Foundation in the region
Average Foundation-wide figures
Data for the entire region for 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in innovationsи

Through the Foundation’s activity in the region, over 40 work places were
formed in knowledge-intensive production.

Materials and Fine Sands”);
• M. ELMURZAYEV
(“Development of Modification Method for Portland
Cement Mortars and Concretes with Bentonite Clay
Originated from the Chechen Republic”);
• I. SALAMOV
(“Goggles with Image Protection Technology by Means
of Active Shutter AS-PPT Goggles”);
• M. USMANOV
(“Processor for Fuzzy Information Handling);
• I. YAKUBOV
(“Natural Nutritional Bar LAM”);
• A. UMAROV
(“Methods of Urinary Bladder Replacement Using
Autogenic and Xenogenic Biomaterials”).
The twenty of UMNIK winners in 2013 included M. YUSUPOV
(biochemical technologies, bioadditive of sunroot, method of
active substance preservation), O. ZUBAYRAYEV (modified
draining trocar – innovation in medicine, this technology allows
draining fluids from damaged tissues and a gall bladder), and
K. DADAYEVA (biochemical technologies based on honey and
bee breeding products for application in cosmetology).

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB.
1,4

1,2

1,0

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0,0

2010

2011

2012

2013
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Mayrbek Shirvanovich USMANOV,
a student of Grozny State Oil Technical University named after
Academician M. D. Millionshchikov, Grozny.

Mayrbek Shirvanovich Usmanov’s project “Algorithmic and
Structural Organization of a Processor for Fuzzy
Information Handling” won the Foundation’s UMNIK program.
The allocated grant allowed conducting additional scientific
research and designing efficient high-speed processor.
Relevance of this idea resides in the fact that automation processes
happened to involve objects with so complex nature that conventional
methods of management theory turned out either low-efficient or simply unfit
for them.
Novelty and the main objective of the project lie in creating a brand new
processor on the basis of a programmable gate array (PGA) that would
exceed all existing implementations in all terms, have a three-dimensional
memory unit with overlap data storage and processing operations, with an
option of simultaneous parallel processing of fuzzy information in all memory
cells.
For this purpose, a certain scope of works was fulfilled, namely:
At the first stage of the project implementation, existing fuzzy control systems
were analyzed and their major flaws were determined.

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Algorithmic and structural organization of a processor for fuzzy information handling.

At the second stage: fuzzy control algorithm for mobile objects was designed;
basic operations were selected, fuzzy control algorithms were implemented;
processor cell for basic operations was designed; structural diagram of
processor-based fuzzy control system was developed.
At the third stage: functional diagram of the processor cell for fuzzy
information handling was designed; a circuit diagram of a processor control
unit for fuzzy information handling was designed.
At the fourth stage: a three-dimensional memory unit for fuzzy information
processing and storage was designed; element base for fuzzy information
handling processor building was selected and substantiated; main principles
of three-dimensional processor units of fuzzy parallel control processor were
designed. A following conclusion may be made on the basis of the work
performed: the unit under design will have a significant advantage in terms of
speed comparing to other implementations, and will be more effective in terms
of material and technical expenses. M.Sh. Usmanov’s project is a winner of
Young Businessman contest annually held in GSOTU.
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Aset Supyanovna
USPANOVA
a Ph.D in Technical Sciences, Associate
Professor of Department for Construction
Engineering, Grozny State Oil Technical
University named after Academician M. D.
Millionshchikov, Grozny

Aset
Supyanovna
Uspanova’s
project
“Development
of
Building
Mortars
for
Plastering
Based
on
Man-Made
Raw
Materials and Fine Sands” won the Foundation’s
UMNIK program. The main objective of the work
was designing compositions of building plastering
compounds
with
improved
technological,
physical and mechanical properties. Through the
Foundation’s support, new building plastering
mortars allowing achieving stability and duration of
finishing works in the course of building and
construction were developed

Plastering operations in the Chechen Republic as in majority
of the RF regions are performed using dry construction
compounds or a building mortar produced directly at the
construction site. The principal flaw of dry compounds is
rigid storage requirements, relatively high price and
impossibility of adding various additives for different
operating conditions. A plaster mortar produced in mortarmixing assemblies has a wide range of application, but its
production requires mortar sand that fully meets regulatory
requirements

Project implemented in association with the Foundation

Building mortars for plastering based on man-made raw materials and fine sands.

Sands produced in the Chechen Republic
are classified as fine and very fine sands
utilized in construction material industry

This research and development work
suggests using local fine sands
combined
with
man-made
materials. It is suggested using
screenings from concrete debris
grinding and bottom ash wastes
from heat and power stations for
benefication of local fine sands.
Their integrated use will enable to
produce a plastering mortar with
enhanced technological, physical
and mechanical properties.

UMNIK PROGRAM

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Murat Bulatovich
ELMURZAYEV,
a post-graduate student of Grozny
State Oil Technical University
named after Academician M. D.
Millionshchikov, Grozny.

The project “Development of Modification
Method for Portland Cement Mortars and
Concretes with Bentonite Clay Originated from
the Chechen Republic” by Murat Bulatovich
Elmurzayev
addresses
development
of
a
modification method for Portland cement
mortars and concretes with bentonite clay
originated from the Chechen Republic. The
project won UMNIK program in 2012.

The project is aimed at generation of a nanodispersed
Portland cement modifier based on bentonite clay
originated from the Chechen Republic.

One of the known bentonite modification method is its acid
treatment. Acid modification of bentonite constitutes
removal of admixtures and release of active sites of
alumino-silicate containing minerals. Meanwhile, silicone
dioxide concentration grows and 15-20 % of it is converted
into the active hydrated form.
At the third stage, a test assembly for acid modification of
bentonite was produced consisting of a glass reaction
vessel with possibility of thermostat control. Content of the
vessel is stirred with an overhead stirrer with controlled
rotation speed In order to prevent evaporation of the
reaction vessel content, a backflow condenser is used.

Studies carried out at the first stage of the project
implementation showed that addition of a natural
Проект, реализованный при содействии Фонда:

Технология модификации портландцементных растворов и бетонов бентонитовой глиной месторождения Чеченской республики.
nanostructural bentonite increased stability of the cement
stone. Stability increased by 12 %. This result may be
improved by using bentonite suspensions with high
concentration of nanodimensional particles.
Effect of various types and concentrations of bentonites
added to the cement as material composition components
by intergrinding on cement properties was of great interest.
Bentonites both natural and activated were determined to
be used as components of the cement material
composition. Employing them as mineral additives will allow
saving most energy-intensive component of the cement –
clincker and reducing consumption of fuel resources thus
decreasing amount of CO2 releases to the atmosphere
Bentonite may be classified as dispersed filling powders
acting in capacity of microfilling dilutants in the cement.
Amorphous silica (AC) contained in the bentonite will give it
pozzolan activity. And as AC concentration and dispersion
increase, this activity shall grow.
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Recover of acid-modified bentonite from the reaction vessel
is performed through the bottom drain. Determination of
physical and chemical properties of bentonite derived under
various conditions of acid modification is intended for the
fourth (final) stage.
The best result is forecasted to be obtained when acidtreated bentonite is used as a Portland cement modifier. It is
the most dispersed and shall contain the most AC in its
composition

The second year of the Foundation’s UMNIK
program implementation is intended to address
optimization
of
acid
treatment
process
(temperature, type and concentration of acid,
treatment duration) and studying effect of
bentonite
treated
with
acid
in
various
concentrations on physical and mechanical
properties of the cement stone.

UMNIK PROGRAM

STORY OF SUCCESS

А

OOO DARBAN Small Innovative Enterprise (OOO DARBAN SIE) has been operating at the dairy
market since 2012. The company emerged on the basis of Chechen State University as a result of
thirty years of studies in kumiss preparation and production carried out by the CEO of the
company and a mastermind of the project – A.L. KHOZHAYEV associate professor of Zootechnics
Department. The project is based on kumiss drink Darban designed for tuberculosis prophylaxis
and treatment.

Despite its young age, the company achieved substantial
results. So, one of the first contracts concluded was an
agreement for drink supply to the Republican Tuberculosis
Center.
In 2012, the company applied for participation in the
Foundation’s START contest in the category of Future
Medicine and was successfully qualified by the Foundation,
finance in the amount of RUB 1 mln. was allocated for further
research, due to which the company’s specialists managed
to substantially improve the drink formulation.

Дарбан

Through the Foundation’s assistance, the company gained
an opportunity to produce a product capable of exercising

Project implemented in association with the Foundation:

Preparation and production of kumiss drink Darban for
tuberculosis prophylaxis and treatment.

The data on increase of the drink effect on tuberculous
patients obtained during the research financed by the
Foundation allow claiming that healing drink Darban has a
future. New combinations of the components were found
that a great deal exceed composition of the initial formula in
terms of their characteristics. Furthermore, this work
enabled to remove allergens from Darban composition.

START PROGRAM

The company’s success is proven by continuous
applications from the citizens to the company requesting to
extend the company habitat and increase drink supplies to
outlets. Popularization of the product among the population
is advanced by promotional and PR activities of the
company, in particular, Grozny local TV channel made a
feature on healing properties of the product and activity of
DARBAN company

healing effect on tuberculous patients.
Currently, efforts are taken to
manufacturing department.

establish

in-house

The company plans to enter commercial markets
beyond the Chechen Republic to the CIS and foreign
states. Research is performed as pertaining
improvement of quality and concentration
increase of the drink for the purpose of dispatching
to Germany.

FOUNDATION FOR ASSISTANCE
to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology —
OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark.

OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company) Kurgan Regional Technopark established in
2008 is a commercial organization. It was founded by Kurgan Oblast as a territorial
entity of the Russian Federation, and OAO Kurganpribor. Interests of Kurgan Oblast in
the Technopark are represented by the Economic Development Department of Kurgan
Oblast and the Department of Industry. Since 2011 OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark
has been functioning as a Regional Representative Office of the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter
referred to as the Foundation).

2
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

• arrangement and management of clusters in various
fields of activity;
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• establishment of representative offices of the other regions’
technoparks of on the basis of the Tehcnopark for promotion
of their products in the region on the commercial basis;
and design institutes of the other regions for implementation
of their elaborations, provision of constructive, technical,
and technologic support;
• creation of a Customer Application Center that will be used
both for personnel training and development for operation
with modern numerically controlled machine tools, and for
solving tasks on elaboration of new innovative trends;

per 1000 students

• conclusion of contracts with higher education institutions

• implementation of project on development of complex of
innovative energy-saving technologies;
• rendering assistance to businessmen in drawing up of
documents for obtaining government grants and other
forms of support of innovations, and documents concerning
patent works;
• organization of business using equipment available in the
Technopark;

0

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The operation of OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark
is organized in a number of activity areas
including:

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Малыми
инновационными
предприятиями
Томскаof
в contributions
рамках реализации
The
number
of work places is
36, the total amount
within
программ
Фонда создано
более 1500
рабочих
the implementation
of program
of the Foundation
makes
up 0.2мест.
mln. RUB. Within
Число
зарегистрированных
объектов
интеллектуальной
собственност
the
implementation
of the programs
of the
Foundation there were
registered
12 intellectual property objects.
• holding of presentations, seminars, and conferences.

of Kurgan Oblast. The Foundationrepresentative

OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark is a co-founder of 12

member of the council for science and engineering of OAO

small innovative companies that in 2010 were assigned

Kurgantechnopark and a member of the council of experts.

a resident status. Together with residents and partners the

He takes part in the consideration of applications filed to

Technopark is rendering to the emergent and acting

the “UMNIK” contest and to the regional competitions held

entrepreneurs a complex of services concerning the

by the government of the region.

creation and development of business.

Competitioners of the Foundation are rendered consulting and

The “UMNIK” contest is organized by the Foundation and

informational assistance on the part of the representatives

OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark together with the Regional

of the Foundation and the Center for Creativity of Youth

Economic Development, Trade, and Labor Department and

responsible for the organization and for the drawing up of

Non-commercial Partnership Center of Cluster Development

results of the “UMNIK” contest.

Manager of the Representative Office:

ERMOSHIN
Aleksandr Nikolaevich

is a

Address of the Representative Office:

41a, Yastrzhembskiy Street,
Kurgan city, 640007
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There were purpose-oriented programs held in the region:
“On the Development and Support of Small and Medium

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
OF THE FOUNDATION

Entrepreneurship in Kurgan Oblast as of 2009-2011”, “The
Development of Scientific, Research and Technology, and
Innovative Activities in Kurgan Oblast as of 2011-2013”.

The Representative Office of the Foundation implements

“The Strategy of Social and Economic Development of

the programs “UMNIK” and “START” in the region.

Kurgan Oblast by 2020” was developed.

Within
the
period
of
the
programs
implementation 87 people have taken part in
the “UMNIK” program (there were 15 winners),
11 projects have been submitted to the
“START” program. There are 11 enterprises
established under the Federal law 217 — the
Russian Federation Government decree 218.

The system of government
support of small and medium
entrepreneurship:
• State Unitary Enterprise Business Incubator of Kurgan
Oblast;
• noncommercial organization Guarantee Foundation of

At the “UMNIK 2012” contest winners awarding ceremony
(held in the region for the first time ever) the Governor of

Small Business of Kurgan Oblast;
• noncommercial organization Foundation of Microfinancing
of Kurgan Oblast”;

the Oblast

.

. BOGOMOLOV noted: “Today we face

a challenge to find such “UMNIKs”, rather “brainiacs”,
to adapt them to the real-world effects. Because we

• Technopark of KSU (Kurgan State University);

know better that the development of all branches of
economy as well as social sphere is impossible

• OAO Kurgan Regional Technopark

without meeting this challenge”.

“Today we face a challenge to find such “UMNIKs”, to adapt them to the realworld effects. Because we know better that the development of all branches of
economy as well as social sphere is impossible without meeting this challenge”.
(губернатор области О. а. БОгОМОлОВ).

Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Information
Technology 1

Biochemical Technology Í5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2
Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые
приборы
и
Future
Medicine
Í2
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Í4
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Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

The winners of the
“UMNIK-2012” contest:
• N. . POPKOVA, a post-graduate student of Kostroma
State Agricultural Academy.

0,30

“Use of Immunomodulatory Drugs during the Adaptation of
Imported Cattle under the Conditions of Trans-Urals”;
• . I. GAIDYSHEV, a leading specialist of an information

0,25

processing technology laboratory of traumatic surgery
and orthopaedicsof Russian Ilizarov Scientific Center

0,20

for Restorative Traumatology and Orthopaedics.
“Design of Robotic Device for Preventive Treatment
and Curing Disorders Related to Contracture of Major

0,15

Movable Joints of Upper and Lower Limbs in the Context
of Transosseous Osteosynthesis by means of External

0,10

Fixators (Ilizarov apparatus)”;
• V.

. OVSYANNIKOV, Assistant Professor of Kurgan

0,05

State University.
“Elaboration of Innovative Technology for Diffusion
Surface Alloying of Ferrito-perlitic Gray Cast Iron”;

0,00

• R. . BELLENDIR.
“Software Product for Modeling and Optimization of
Manufacturing Processes”;
•

. V. KAPUSTIN.

“Elaboration of 360° All-round Looking Device”.

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

There were concluded 6 contracts in the amount of 7880 thous. RUB,
including 5 onesbelonging to the “START” program in the amount of
6000 thous. RUB.
The winners of the
“UMNIK-2013” contest:

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum

• V. P. TARABAEV.
“Elaboration of Phosphogypsum Technology as a Cheap
Fertilizer to Solve a Problem of Optimization of Cereal

PRODUCTION

Crops Nutrition”;
• .

500

. ZARGARYAN

400

“Software System Devoted to Design and Control of Cropping

300

System”;

200

• . V. PETROV.

100

“Device for Scanning Three-dimensional Objects”;

0

• D. V. FADUSHYN.
“Technology of Creation of Predeterminated Properties

EXPENDITURES
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

Surface Coating of Machine Components”.
• N. V. SAKKULIN.
“Bone Tissue Reparative Potential Depending on Somatotype

SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures

of a Patient”.
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• А. V. TERESHIN, an engineer of the Machine Science
Institute at Ural Division of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Department of Transport Vehicles Mechanics
(Kurgan city).
“Elaboration of Vibration Rectifier Design with the Inner
Kinematical Connection for Mechanical Stepless Torque
Transformer and Study of Boundary Conditions of its
Functioning”.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
4
4
3
3
2

•

2
1
1
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region
1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,50
0,40
0,30
0,20
0,10
0,00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7

. V. ANDRIUK, an employee of the Federal State
Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Professional
Education Kurgan State Agricultural Academy named
after T.S. Maltsev.
“Trans-Urals Culture of Insurance”,

• S. V. KATAEV, a specialist of ATS (automatic telephone
station) maintenance department of OAO Mobile
TeleSystems.
“Elaboration of Subcontracting Support WEB-service”.
• . S. ALLAKHVERDIEV, a Medical Doctor-post graduate
student, Traumatologist - Orthopedist at the Federal
State-Financed Institution Russian Ilizarov Scientific
Center for Restorative Traumatology and Orthopaedics
of the RF Ministry of Healthcare.
“Monolateral Pin/Rod Device for Osteosynthesis of
Fractures and Sequelae of Proximal Femoral Fractures”.
• D. S. LUNDIN, a post-graduate student of the Federal
State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher
Professional Education Kurgan State Agricultural
Academy named after T.S. Maltsev.
“Improvement of Heavy Weight Concrete Composition
by Means of Acoustic Emission Method”.

87 people took part in the “UMNIK”
program (among them there were
15 winners), 11 projects were
submitted to the “START” program.

The regional “UMNIKs’” club was established at the end of

6
5

2013 after summarizing the autumn stage of the “UMNIK”

4

contest.

3
2

The percentage of the participants of the “UMNIK” contest

1

among the studentship makes up 0.003, the percentage of

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Expenses of the Foundation per Job
in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

2010

2011
Regional figures

6

2012

2013

the winners of the “UMNIK” contest in the total number of
student makes up 0.0005.

The number of created work places is 36, the
total amount of investments within the framework of
implementation of the Foundation’s programs made
up 0.2 mln. RUB. There were registered 12
intellectual property objects within the framework
of implementation of the Foundation’s programs.
There were concluded 6 contracts in the amount
of 7880 thous. RUB between the Foundation and
enterprises of the region. 5 of them were concluded
under the “START” program in the amount of
6000 thous. RUB.

SUCCESS STORY
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GAIDYSHEV
Albert Igorevich,
a leading specialist of an information
processing technology laboratory of
traumatic surgery and orthopaedics of
the Federal State-Financed Institution
Russian Ilizarov Scientific Center for
Restorative Traumatology and
Orthopaedics of the RF Ministry of
Healthcare.
Kurgan city.

Gaidyshev Albert Igorevich proposed elaboration
of a compact device by means of which a patient
can improve his/her healing process making
minimum efforts in this regard. Application of hightechnology electronic devices facilitating both work
of personnel and treatment and recovery of patients
diagnosed with traumas and orthopaedicproblems is
the most relevant and effective method.
In 2012 Gaidyshev . I. became a winner of the “UMNIK”
competitive program of the Foundation. The Grant of the
Foundation provided possibility to carry out the works
concerning creation of a compact device for curing
disorders related to contractions of major movable
joints suitable for its application both for delivering care to

engine control module, monitor execution of the program,
and perform emergency stop of the engine in case of
emergency situation. The engine control module can use
commands of the program control block, measure intensity
of electric current passing through the engine controlling its
leaps (which are indicative of a non-nominal situation). The
device controls operation of the engine mounted on a
frame, the base of which is a rotary joint of special design.
Commonality of anchoring allows to use the device both as
in the variant of work together with orthoses and together
with external fixation devices. The ideology of the project
was simplicity and commonality of the device design in its
different variants suitable for all types of limbs as well as an
opportunity of the design dimensional scaling.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Устройство для разработки контрактур крупных суставов человека.

patients undergoing rehabilitation of the third stage and
for providing medical treatment to postoperative patients
diagnosed with traumas and orthopaedic problems whose
limbs’ excursion is of low intensity. (while treating with external
fixation devices is applied). To elaborate a prototype of the
device Gaidyshev A.I. proposed to use Arduino MEGA 2560
platform. This platform allows to create within a short time a
device prototype suitable for practicing various operating modes
of the device without changing the circuitry. This platform
was chosen due to high operating speed and low power
consumption. Larger inner memory size allows the platform
not only to manage engines’ drivers, but also to support a
touch-sensitive screen.
The designed equipment represents two systems combined
in one body frame: a program control block and an engine
control module. The program control block allows to adjust
operation modes of the program, generate commands to the

PROGRAM

UMNIK

There are no available analogues in the market of medical
devices of the Russian Federation.

Simple design allows to multiply decrease the cost
of manufacturing, and the efficiency of its operation
is comparable to the leading foreign products, even
surpassing them in certain characteristics.
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KAPUSTIN
Mikhail Vladimirovich,
a post-graduate student of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Machine Tools and Instruments of Kurgan
State University,
Kurgan city.

On graduation from the Kurgan State University, Kapustin Mikhail
Vladimirovich alongside with doing postgraduate studies at the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Machine Tools and
Instruments, and the following working in one of the
telecommunication companies of Kurgan city, was engaged in
scientific activities and development of instruments and
devices.
M.V. Kapustin’s project “Elaboration of 360° All-round Looking Device” in
2012 became a winner of the Foundation’s “UMNIK” contest “New Devices
and Hardware Systems”. The project is focused on creation of a device
allowing to obtain panoramic images with 360 ° viewing angle.

The project realized with the assistance of the Foundation:

360° All-round Looking Device.

Such a device can be applied in different life spheres: beginning with toys
for kids and ending with video surveillance systems.
In order to protect intellectual property an application for a utility model
was prepared and submitted. During the first year of the project realization
the hardware design was designed and a portion of elements was
manufactured. By the beginning of the second year of the project realization
it is planned to assemble a device prototype to perform adjusting and
design improvement.
Since 2012 Kapustin M.V. heads Kurgan Center for Creativity of Youth.
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OOO NII (SCIENTIFIC-RESEARCH INSTITUTE) MEHMASH was established in 2009. The company
carries out scientific investigations and elaborations in the sphere of natural and engineering
sciences.

START
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One of the priority directions of the company’s activity is carrying

out research and development works for creation of designs of
matching redactors for transport vehicle hydromechanical

transmission with innovative dynamic dampers. Also, the
company conducts scientifically-based determination of elastic and
dissipative properties of dynamic systems with the further
design engineering and bringing the product the

condition

of an ultimate one, ready for sale to consumers (torque
vibration dampers, dynamic, free-wheeling and the other types of
clutches providing absence of resonant modes and reducing
loading under steady processes and transient modes).

The design provides meeting of the functional requirements (including
an opportunity of run-up of engine in wintertime by means of transmission

shutdown) along with essential increase of the life time and reliability of

the transmission elements within, at least, 100 thous. km of running

which is a high result for a machine of this class. This is the essence of the
project.

MEHMASH

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Designs of Matching Redactors of Transport Vehicle
Hydromechanical Transmission with Innovative Dynamic Dampers.
The project got support of the Foundation according to the results of the
“START-2012” open contest towards

4 — “New Devices and Hardware

Systems”.
The project is at the second stage of the Foundation’s program “START”.
The first sets of dampers have been already sold.

PROGRAM

START
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OOO SPECIALIZED CENTER FOR ILIZAROV TECHNOLOGIES was found in 2011 by the Federal
State-Financed Institution Russian Ilizarov Scientific Center for Restorative Traumatology and
Orthopaedics of the Ministry of Healthcare and Social Development of the Russian Federation, State
Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education Saint-Petersburg State University of
Aerospace Instrumentation, and OOO STEK. The basics goals of the company are development and
implementation of automation electronic systems for treatment of patients diagnosed with
traumas and orthopedic problems, integration of rehabilitation devices on the basis of the
submerged reality, and development of interactive educational programs.

The work objective is achievement of optimal
clinical benefits and economic outcome while
treating patients diagnosed with traumas and
orthopedic problems by means of external fixation
devices through the practical implementation of
robot-based external fixation devices. The
achievement of this result will be determined due
to effects of the introduction of the proposed
technology: reduction of the total treatment
term; reduction of the hospital treatment
stage; reduction of the necessity of the
competent medical personnel to take part in
direct care.

The Foundation has financed the development of the external
fixation devices for transosseous osteosynthesis.
This tendency is of higher-priority within the context oftreating
patients diagnosed with traumas and orthopedic problems.
The relative disadvantage of the methods applied nowadays
is length of remaining of a patient in hospital environment
that is determined by the necessity the device servicing by
specially trained medical personnel. The duration of the
hospital treatment results in high cost of medical services
being rendered which in the context of modern social and
economical relations is an essential factor both for government
budget and patient.

SPECIALIZED CENTER

FOR ILIZAROV TECHNOLOGIES
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The proposed technology of automatic elongation and
orthosis of long bones is aimed at the improvement of
delivering specialized medical care to a socially important group
of patients. This group includes children and adults which are
patients diagnosed with traumas and orthopaedic problems
with congenital and acquired deformity or shortening of
long bones of upper and lower limbs’ segments.
In 2013 the company got assistance of the Foundation in
implementation of the project “Ilizarov Robot Instrument for
Compression Distraction Osteosynthesis” in the amount
of 800 thous. RUB.
The project got support of the Foundation according to the
results of the “START -2013” open contest in the

2

activity area, namely “Future Medicine”.
At the current stage of the project implementation automatic
distracters’ control system of the external fixation device
(Ilizarov apparatus) has been developed. The schematic
circuit diagram of programming unit and electronic control
package was elaborated. One chose equipment and carried
out 3D-modeling of anchoring electronic control package to
ring bearings of a external fixation device. One purchased
components in order to start limited production of automatic
distracters’ electronic components.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Ilizarov Robot Instrument for Compression and Distraction Osteosynthesis.

As the result of work performance with the use of modern
hardware and software components, an experimental model
will be created, tested, and exposed for clinical testing for the
purpose of further certification; also, there will be developed
technical documentation to the compact automatic control
units of the robot-based external fixation devices suitable
for serial industrial production.

PROGRAM

START

The important factor is promotion of other advanced
developments, import-substituting devices, and
apparatuses in this regard. On the basis of the
technology being developed by the company one can
create other medical apparatuses: for curing
disorders related to ankylosis of large and small
joints; for remedial gymnastics and rehabilitation
of patients; for long-term drugs administration and
pre-dosed medicinal treatment.
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OOO NPP (RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE) PROGRAMMNYI INZHINIRING carries
out innovation project “Device for 3D Printing of Models” that got support of the Foundation
according to the results of the “START 2012” open contest in 4 activity area — “New Devices and
Hardware Systems”.

The project goal is to create an innovative product —
a range of devices for 3D printing of models. In
the devices for three-dimensional printing it is planned
to use polymer substances (acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene) as expendable materials for creation of
models as well as such materials as paraffin and wax.
This sulution will allow to reduce significantly the cost
of the obtained models’ prototypes while retaining
physical and mechanical properties of the obtained
models at the level of industrial-class foreign-made
3D-printers.

PROGRAMMNYI
INZHINIRING
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A task is assigned to develop and organize production of
prototyping devices of a new generation in the price range
up to 200 thous. RUB, in other words, having acceptable
value for money in comparison with the existing analogues
and designated, first of all, for equipping educational
institutions, project groups for scientific-technical creativity
of youth, “Iunyi Tehnik” (“Young Technician”) Stations.
The project “Device for Three-dimensional Printing of
Models” is a part of a big project named “Arrangement
of Youth Center of Innovative Prototyping in Kurgan
Oblast”.
The project is currently under development.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Device for Three-dimensional Printing of Models.

START PROGRAM
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OOO BI-TRANS was established in 2011. The enterprise activity is aimed at manufacturing application
of the results of research and experimental development activities of the corporate team on creation
of multiple-power mechanical variable torque transformer.
The enterprise is tackling a problem of variable
transformation of mechanical energy without its
intermediate conversion on retention of high reliability
and coefficient of efficiency.

The solution of this problem is achieved by means of a transformer

that has inner forcing function. The availability of the inner forcing
V-shaped Axis-Type Mechanical Rectifier

function provides inner automaticity of the transformer, i.e. output

shaft torque reduction with the increase of reduction ratio, however,
the inner forcing function (potential energy of springing elements’
twisting) tends to zero. The control over the springing elements’

twisting (torque pins) ensures controllable automaticity of the torque
transformer. There are no analogues of this torque transformer,

and no analogues across the globe as well. Torque transformer is

designed for the work with internal-combustion engines as well as
with electric motors.

Since 2011 the company has been carrying out Research and

Advanced Development for creation of mechanical continuously

variable transmissions for urban vehicles — minibus taxis, buses
Design of V-shaped Axis-Type Mechanical Rectifier

with energy recovery while braking.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

BI-TRANS

Experimental Research of Loading of Major Elements of Mechanical
Variable Torque Transformer, Rationale for Choosing Variation Range
of Inner Forcing Function.

In 2013 the Foundation supported the project: “Experimental Research

of Loading of the Major Elements of Mechanical Variable Torque
Mechanical Impulse Continuously Variable Transmission of
KMZ-012 Tractor

Transformer, Rationale for Choosing Variation Range of Inner Forcing
Function”. The company got financing of the project’s Research and
Advanced Development in the amount of 600 thous. RUB.

Due to the Foundation at the present time the project is in progress
and additional studies are carried out. The Russian machine builders
are interested in installation of the mechanical torque transformer
into transmission.

If the Research and Advanced Development is carried out
successfully, it is expected that the foreign manufactures
will be interested in this elaboration. It is proved by the use
of scientific papers of the project’s authors by the foreign
scientific publications. The fact that foreign scientific publications
use scientific papers

PROGRAM

RAZVITIE
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology — Non-Commercial Partnership
“Soyuz malogo i srednego biznesa of Sverdlovsk Oblast”
(Union of Small and Medium Business of Sverdlovsk Oblast).
Non-Commercial Partnership “Soyuz malogo i srednego biznesa” (Union of Small and
Medium Business of Sverdlovsk region) has been a Representative Office of the Foundation
for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
(hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) since 2003. The primary goal of “Soyuz
malogo i srednego biznesa” is development and support of a high innovative capacity
of the region and conduct of the Foundation’s policy as well as organization and
holding of the Foundation’s competitive programs.
From 1994 till 2003 Grigorii Iemelianovich Vedernikov, a
Candidate of Chemical Sciences, Director of ROSNA
Enterprise, has been a representative of the Foundation of
Sverdlovsk Oblast. In 2003 the Foundation launched the
“START” federal program. Sverdlovsk Oblast became the
first region of the Russian Federation where this pilot project
took place. The “START” contest organization and work
management of the Foundation’s Representative Office in
Sverdlovsk Oblast were delegated to Sergei Grigorievich
MAIZEL, Doctor of Engineering, Professor, academician of
RAES, vice-President of a Non-Commercial Partnership
“Soyuz malogo i srednego biznesa”.
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The higher-priority activity directions of the
Representative Office are rendering assistance
and support to Small Innovative Enterprises
developing
new
technologies;
involving
elaborations of Russian scientists and inventors
into economic turnover; distribution
of
information on the Foundation’s programs;
attraction of investments into small innovative
business; organization of exhibitions, seminars,
panel discussions and conferences devoted to
the issues of commercialization of Research and
Advanced Development results.
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The Representative Office of the Foundation works with
administration of the region and Yekaterinburg city, Regional
Ministry of Industry and Science, Ural branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (URAN), higher education institutions
and universities of the region. Winners of the competitive
programs of the Foundation get financing as provided by
regional special purpose programs. The programs include
providing assistance to small and medium-sized business
entities in the field of innovations and industrial production,
including both startup and continuing companies, providing
grants to startup small business entities and subsidy
assistance for covering portion of expenditures in the
amount of from 500 thous. RUB to 15 mln., the services in
prototyping and patenting are rendered according to the
Program “Development of Small and Medium Enterprises
in Sverdlovsk Region for 2011- 2015”.
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per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The Foundation programs promote involvement
of youth into science-intensive business; help
to assess prospectivity of development of each
innovation project, provide possibility to support
a project at all the stages of its development..

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

per 1000 students

The Representative Office of the Foundation searches for
science-intensive innovation projects, lends informational
support to Small Innovative Enterprises in the field of
business operation, financial accounting, legal aspects,
attracts young specialists, scientists, students to the ideas of
innovation business development, monitors the performance
of companies getting funds according to the Foundation’s
programs “UMNIK”, “START”, and “Razvitie”, searches for
innovative solutions. Highly knowledgeable specialists from
different branches of science and production are involved in
execution of the projects’ expertise, improving objectiveness
of assessment.

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Startup and continuing small innovative enterprises are granted subsidies: in
2011, 1 113 241 thous. RUB was allocated, in 2012 this amount made up
1 277 110 thous. RUB, in 2013 this amount made up 1 369 728 thous. RUB.
In 2011 there was 1 113 241 thous. RUB
allocated for this purpose, in 2012 this amount
made up 1 277 110 thous. RUB, and in 2013 it
made up 1 369 728 thous. RUB.
Under the regional special purpose program (RSPP) in
2012 23 small innovative enterprises-winners of the
Foundation’s contests “UMNIK”, “START”, “Razvitie”
obtained support from the regional budget in the amount of
over 37 mln. RUB. Total amount allocated form the regional
budget under the RSPP “Development of Nanoindustry
Infrastructure and Innovations in Sverdlovsk Oblast for
2011-2015” made up 448 mln RUB.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

18

Number of
“Innovation lifts”

9

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Manager of the Representative Office:

Address of the Representative Office:

MAIZEL
Sergey Grigorievich

build. 5, Korolenko Street,
Yekaterinburg city, 620027
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The Regional Ministry of Industry and Science granted a
subsidy from the regional budget to the winner of the
Foundation’s program “Export-11-1”, namely the company
ZAO NPH VMP (Closed Joint-Stock Company Scientific
and Production Holding Company VMP) in the amount of
1 955,830 thous. RUB to the work on the project
“Organization of Industrial Production of Water-reducible
Fireproof Intumescent Nanodispersion-Based Paint ”.
A part of funds of RSPP steered into support of the
Foundation’s project is about 3%.
Main subdivisions of the regional innovation infrastructure,
more specifically, “Small Enterprise Assistance
Foundation of Sverdlovsk Oblast”, “Center of Innovation
Business”, Engineering and Technical Center (ITC)
“Akademicheskii”, “The Ural Regional Center for
Technology Transfer”, “Regional Foundation for
Development Assistance to Venture Capital Investments
into Small Innovative Enterprises of Sverdlovsk Oblast”,
“Council of Young Scientists of Sverdlovsk Oblast”
are fully engaged in operation of the Foundation’s
Representative Office.
Thus, projects of young innovators having developed their
scientific and technical ideas under the “UMNIK” program
on a competitive basis obtain subsidies from the
Sverdlovsk Oblast. Partnership with innovation infrastructure
of universities of Sverdlovsk Oblast allows to ensure
complete package of services for leading competitive
products developing on the basis of the results of scientific
researches and high-technology developments.
In Ural Federal University (UrFU) all subdivisions involved
into commercialization of results of intellectual activity, are
united into the UrFU Innovation Infrastructure. The Centre
for Technology Transfer and Entrepreneurship was

established, scope of functions of which includes search and
selection of ideas and results of the Research and Advanced
Development, formation and implementation of innovation
projects, assessment of commercialization potential of
projects as well as establishment and development of small
innovative enterprises wherein UrFU is a member. In 2013
the number of such small innovative enterprises made
up 70. More than a half of them obtained financial support
of the Foundation under the “START” program.
Total volume of government financing of small innovative
enterprises with the participation of UrFU from the federal
budget under the “START” program and the regional
budget from the Foundation for Assistance of Sverdlovsk
Oblast over the period of 3.5 years made up about 51
mln. RUB. Meanwhile, the investment funds attracted into
the projects made up nearly 12.6 mln. RUB, the volume
of innovative products sold by companies exceeded 47.5
mln. RUB.
Ural Mining Research and Technology Park IntelNedra of
the Ural State Mining University with the assistance of the
Foundation provides conditions for development of innovative
business for 39 small innovative enterprises which are
residents of the technological park, including: OOO
INGORTEH — a developer of innovative equipment for coal
mines safety improving;
SMK — a designer of radial
vortex fans;
KB-29 — a developer of a monolithictype process valve for reciprocating compressors;
ORA-METALL UGGU — a developer of pilot production of
wearproof cast grinding media for drum-type mills;
VEB — a developer of standard series of energy-efficient
block-modular type turbo-machines;
GEOVID — a
developer of computer software for obtaining a digital
image of geological environment according to engineering

The investment funds attracted into the projects made up nearly
12.6 mln. RUB, and the volume of innovative products sold by companies
exceeded 47.5 mln. RUB.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

Information
Technology 1

Future Medicine Í2

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

4

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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seismology;
SPECLABSERVIS — a creator of a riffle
for obtaining sub-samples;
GEOFIZIK — a developer
of an integrated logging tool for geo-physical well logging
at ore fields.
Over the period of operation of the technological park
since 2010, more than 80 innovation projects have been
prepared. 670 members of the Ural State Mining University
took part in various programs of the Small and Mediumsized Enterprises Assistance Foundation, 111 of them
obtained financial support of the Foundation for the total
amount of 25 mln. RUB.
The innovation infrastructure of the Ural State Medical
University is fully functional. Since 2007 over 50 students
of the Ural State Medical University take part in the
“UMNIK”, “START” programs annually. A number of
small innovative enterprises was established, among them
there are
IC (Innovation Center) RUBIKON,
NPK (Scientific and Production Company) URAPBIOFARM,
NPK INBIOTEH,
GENTEH,
EKOBP,
BIOTEHURAL,
INURAL-M, implementing projects

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
0,25
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0,05

0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

PERFORMANCE
OF THE FOUNDATION
in the sphere of medicine, biochemical technologies, and
chemistry.
The Small Innovative Enterprises of the region over the
last 10 years took part in 21 programs of the Foundation
— “SOTSINVUR”, “START”, “RAZVITIE”, “UMNIK”, “PUSK”,
“START-INVEST 2008”, “Natsproekt 2008”, “MICROSOFT
BUSINESS START-2009”, “Antikrizis 1-09”, “Energo
pribory-138”, “Eksport-10-2”, “Eksport-11-1”, “UMNIK na
START ”, “SOFT-12”, “Umnyi dom 2012-1”, “Prioritet-2012”,

.
The Representative Office of the Foundation cooperates
with the Russian Institutes for Innovations Development:

There were over 1700 work places created during the Foundation’s operation, the total
volume of financing of small innovative enterprises exceeded 1 bln. RUB, 670 employees of the
Ural State Mining University took part in the various programs of the Foundation, 111 of them
obtained financial support of the Foundation for the total amount of 25 mln. RUB.

.
Kvinta Enterprise established within the “START” program
develops manufacturing supervisory systems based on
technologies of computer vision, and it has already
implemented a number of projects for mining and metal
industry enterprises. Small Innovative Enterprise Institute of
Business Analytics developing software products concluded
a contract with the Foundation under the “START-2”
development program. Sfera Company under the “START”
program creates a portable device for determination of
explosive substances containing nitro. Small Innovative
Enterprise Humant with the participation of the UrFU designs
antennae for basic and customer equipment of LTE, Wi-Fi,
WiMAX standards telecommunication systems with MIMOenabled. UIS-metallurgiia Company within the “START”
program for enterprises of non-ferrous metallurgy develops

Russian Venture Company and Skolkovo Foundation.
Under the programs of the Foundation 7 winning companies
were established according to the Federal Law 217.
2 winning projects of the Foundation’s programs obtained the
support of
RVC. In 2011 OAO RVC invested 10 125 thous.
RUB into the project “Line of Portable Devices and Techniques
for Non-invasive Diagnostics of Diseases Including Male Infertility”
developed by
ANTIOKSIDANT (Urals State University of
Economics - Sverdlovsk Institute of National Economy). The
amount of investments into the projects from the other sources
made up 3 375 thous. RUB. In 2012 RVC signed an investment
agreement in the amount of 17 250 thous. RUB regarding the
project “Creation of facilities’ network and rendering of services for
cleaning of railroad cistern cars from gases” of
MIP ESTET
(Yekaterinburg). The project is implemented in association with
UrFU and
TK URAL.
The project “Energy-efficient Electrical Machines for Direct-drive
Electromechanical Systems” developed by OOO ELTEKHNO
obtained support of the Skolkovo Foundation. In 2012
Liuminestsentnaya Dozimetriya Company developing materials
on the basis of monocrystals and nanostructured luminescent
ceramic composites for high-dose radiation measuring obtained
a pattern of participation of Skolkovo in cluster of nuclear technology.
Geomera Company, a resident of Skolkovo, develops software
system for measuring of items’ control parameters by means of
optical laser gage with automatic selection of optimal algorithm
of signal processing on the basis of neural networks.
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Work is performed to complete agreements with the regional
government concerning establishment of a special category
of the “START” — “START-Ural” program, winners of
which will be financed on the principles of parity from the
Foundation and the regional budget.
Due to the work of the Foundation the interaction of
elements of the regional innovation infrastructure is
developing and the innovative capacity of the region is
growing. For the period of the Foundation functioning over
1700 work places have been created, the total volume of
financing of small innovative enterprises exceeded 1 bln.
RUB.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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Since 1994 the Foundation’s financial support in
the amount of 978 mln. RUB has come into
region. From 2007 till 2012 the contracts in
the amount of 672 460 250 RUB have been
concluded.
The total volume of investments attracted by the winners
of the Foundation’s programs by means of multichannel
financing of their projects into the economy of the region
for 10 years made up 2086 mln. RUB whereof 978 mln.
RUB were the Foundation’s financing; private funds
attracted by small innovative enterprises made up 494 mln.
RUB; financing from the special purpose programs made up
614 mln. RUB. Ratio of the total volume of extrabudgetary
investments into the winning projects of the Foundation’s
programs over financing from the Foundation made up
1,133.
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KARIMOVA Alisa Alekseevna,
a student of Pharmacy Faculty of the Ural State Medical
University,
Yekaterinburg city.
Karimova Alisa Alekseevna was the winner of the Foundation’s
program “UMNIK” in 2013 with the project “Development of
Biotechnological Method of Lantibiotics and Preparation
of Innovative Pharmaceutical Form on its Basis”.
Principle direction of the scientific work of Karimova . . is
biotechnological development of new pharmaceuticals,
probiotic therapy, separation of individual biologically
active substances of plants and their modification. She
studies problems of complex drug treatment.

Based on the results of the contest of research scientific

Convention-2013 in two categories: “The Best Innovation

work among the students of the Ural State Medial University

Project” and “Acknowledgement of Innovators”. She is a

Karimova

took the winning places. So far more than

Scholarship Holder of the Governor of Sverdlovsk Oblast-2013

thirty scientific works were published. She delivers reports

.

and “Student of the Year” Prize Winner in the category

at students’ scientific conferences of different level (Penza,

“Scientific-Technical Creativity and Research Activity”.

Novosibirsk, Saint-Petersburg, Moscow). She regularly

Karimova A.A. is deeply involved in scientific and social

takes part in organization and holding of congresses and

activity, she is a representative of the Faculty in the Council

conferences, participates in interuniversity innovative business-

of Students in Education Quality, acting as a monitor.

simulators and is the winner of the 5th Regional Innovation

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Karimova . . — “Biotechnological Method of Lantibiotics and Preparation of Innovative
Pharmaceutical Form on its Basis”.
Ustyuzhanin . V. — “Molecular-genetic Identification of the Generalized Infection Germs in Patient
with Hematological malignancies”.
 микробиологии, 

Ustyuzhanin Aleksandr Vladimirovich graduated
from the Public Health faculty of the Ural State
Medical Academy (USMU). Since his first days in
the university he got into public and scientific work.
For good achievements in education, public and
scientific activity in 2006-2008 he was awarded
the scholarships of the USMU rector, the
Academic Council, the Federal Service on
Customers’ Rights Protection and Human
Well-being Surveillance, the President of the
Russian Federation, and the Governor of
Sverdlovsk. In 2008 the scientist was awarded
В настоящее время он активно занимается  научно-ис
следовательской работой на кафедре
PROGRAM
микробиологии, 

UMNIK

At the present time he is deeply involved into research
scientific work at the Department of Microbiology, Virology
and Immunology, has knowledge on modern methods of
molecular genetic analysis of microorganisms and 10
scientific publications. Based on the results of the contest
of research scientific work among the students and young
scientists of the USMU at the section “Microbiology, Infectious
Diseases, Epidemiology, Immunology” he had taken first
places.
In 2007 Ustyuzhanin . V. for the first time became the
winner of the “UMNIK” program, and in 2011 he won the
“START” program with the project “Algorithm of
Determination of Microorganisms’ Mutation Influencing
the Health of People of Reproductive Age”. The scientist
is the winner of the 1st Regional Innovation Convention;
currently he finishes his Candidate’s dissertation.
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ZVONAREV Sergei Vladimirovich,
Director of Small Innovative Enterprise Lyuminestsentnaya Dozimetriya,
Yekaterinburg city.
ООО LYUMINESTSENTNAYA DOZIMETRIYA was established
as a small innovative enterprise of the Ural Federal University in
2012 by the science team under the direction of the Professor
Kortov V.S. for the purpose of implementation of project on
development of ionizing-radiation detectors and multipurpose
dosimetry systems.
The Company’s operations are based on the research and
development works performed by Zvonarev S. V. under the
grant provided by the Foundation under the “UMNIK” program.

The latest studies of the science team are related to
solution of the urgent problem concerning the creation of
high-efficiency tools of ionization radiation high doses
dosimetry control in industry, ecology, medicine, and
research activities.
At the present time one finishes the creation of a prototype
of “Grey” multipurpose automated dosimetry system with a set
of dosimeters for low and high doses measuring. The project
includes development of efficient manufacturing technologies
of high doses detectors and dosimeters on the basis of
nanostructured luminescent ceramic composites and
application of new method of photo-thermoluminescence
for registration of high doses. There were obtained five
patents of the Russian Federation to the developments.

The project was highly praised by the experts of Skolkovo
Foundation, and in 2012
Lyuminestsentnaya Dozimetriya
obtained the status of participant in the Cluster of nuclear
technology. In the same year the Company was nominated
in the section “Small Innovative Business in Industry” of the
“Dostizhenie” Annual Regional Contest of Industry and
Innovations.

Research scientific works upon this project were
supported under the grants as follows: CRDF
Foundation, Infrastructural HAB of Sverdlovsk Oblast,
Ural Federal University, and the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, and the Foundation’s programs
“UMNIK” and “START”.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Zvonarev S.V. — “Development of Ionizing-radiation Detectors and Multipurpose Dosimetry
Systems”.
Falkovich . S. — “Device Reducing Errors of Wet-pulp Sampling in Various Ores Beneficiation”.
Falkovich Egor Semenovich,
a post-graduate student of the Department of Mineral
Processing of the Ural State Mining University,
Yekaterinburg city.
The project of Falkovich Egor Semenovich corresponds
to the particularity of industry of the Ural Federal
District that is why the innovator from the Ural
State Mining University justly won the contest of
the Foundation for Assistance of Sverdlovsk
Oblast in grants to small business entities and the
regional stage of the Youth Innovation Convention.
Furthermore, the project was submitted to the
competition of innovation projects “Technostar
2013” and got honorary diploma.
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Also, Falkovich . S. has experience in teamwork upon the
project “Development of Device Reducing Errors of
Wet-pulp Sampling in Various Ores Beneficiation” that
won the Foundation’s program “START”. In the future the
young scientist is going to participate in the program with
his own project since the experimental models created by
him turned out to be actual — OAO (Open Joint-Stock
Company)Sviatogor, SP ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock
Company) Omsukchanskaya gorno-geologicheskaya
kompaniya(Omsukchan Mining-and-Geological Company),
OOO Koralaina Engineering (Limited Liability Company)
expressed interest.
Developments of Falkovich E.S. allow reducing errors of
sampling by 10 times, and this positively influences the
quality of finished product.

UMNIK PROGRAM
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology —
State-Financed Institution of Tyumen Oblast West Siberian Innovation Center.
Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation)
was established on the basis of State-Financed Institution of Tyumen Oblast West
Siberian Innovation Center (Tyumen Technopark). Technopark started up in 2009.
The implementation of the project of Technopark creation is carried out under the government
program “Establishment of Technology and Science Parks in the Sphere of High Technologies
in the Territory of Russian Federation” approved by the Decree of the Russian Federation
government in 2006 and I is implemented in association with the Ministry of Communications
and Mass Media of the Russian Federation. The Representative Office of the Foundation
has been operating on the basis of the Technopark since 2010.
The main objective of the Technopark operation is to
create and develop small innovative enterprises, to
support innovation projects at all stages of business
development. This objective is achieved through the
solving problems as follows: leasing office premises
and equipment to residents of business incubator;
promoting search of potential investors for projects
being implemented in business incubator; consulting

2

support. Consulting services rendered by incubator
allows avoiding increase of employees’ number and
attraction of the permanent assets that reduces
expenditures to the operation of small innovative
enterprises and makes it more reasonable. Moreover,
consulting services, information base, and
training events help an entrepreneur to withstand
and develop in the modern world.

TYUMEN
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economy one is forming projects’ data bases suitable for

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

implementation..

The government of the region gives support to
innovators who won the Foundation’s programs as
well as promotes the development of new
innovation projects and knowledge-intensive
production.
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Oblast implements long-term special program “Principal
Directions of Development of Scientific and Innovation
Sector of Tyumen Oblast”. Since December 2012 the
Committee on Innovation of Tyumen Oblast for the purpose
to increase development rate of the regional innovative

per 1000 students

At the present time the Committee on Innovation of Tyumen

companies and pioneering industry in general has started to
give a new kind of governmental support — Subsidies to
implementation of innovation projects that got support
of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology.
Under this kind of governmental support one finances winners
of “UMNIK” and “START” programs at the expense of the budget

0

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

To activate innovative activity in the region and to provide
transfer of ideas and technologies into the real sector of

0

UMNIK

START

RAZVITIE

of Tyumen Oblast with the Foundation on pari passu basis. For

Region-wide wide number of requests

2013 under this program the small enterprises of the region

Average country-wide number of requests

got grant funds in the amount of 43.8 mln. RUB.

Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Altogether for the period over 2012–2013 winners of the Foundation’s
programs got financing in form of subsidies and grants under the programs for
assistance of small innovative business in the amount of 68.3 mln. RUB.

UMNIKs proceeded
to START

Altogether for the period over 2012–2013 winners
of the Foundation’s programs got financing in form
of subsidies and grants under the programs for
assistance of small innovative business in the
amount of 68.3 mln. RUB.
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Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Manager of the Representative Office::

Address of the Representative Office::

SAKEVICH
Aleksandr Valerievich

build. 142, Respubliki Street,
Tyumen city, 625026
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THE FOUNDATION’S
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
During the operation of the Representative Office in the

From 2007 till 2013 the enterprises of the region

territory of the region 7 competitive selections under the

took part in 36 contests: “START-07

“UMNIK” program were organized within which 153

2”, “START-07

3”, “START-07

1”, “START-07

4”, “START-08

“START-08

Under the “START” program the Foundation supported 19

START-08”, “START-09 1”, “START-09 2”, “START-09

Small Innovative Enterprises. On the basis of the

3”, “START-08

3”, “START-09

4”, “Microsoft Business

4”, “START-09

Representative Office there was established public

Business START-09”, “START-10

organization “UMNIKs’ Club of Tyumen Oblast” that unites

“START-10–2

3”, “START-2011

for 2011 the regional club of “UMNIKs” joined the top three

1”, “START-12

The employees of the Representative Office regularly carry
out presentation of the Foundation’s programs in higher
education institutions and research institutes of the region;

“START-12

5”, “Microsoft

2”, “START-10

2”, “START-2011

the program’s winners. According to the operating results
of the best clubs of “UMNIKs” of the Russian Federation.

4”, “START-2011

2”, “START-12

5”, “START-12

3”, “START-12

5”, “START-2-12-2”, “START-13

“UMNIK na START -13”, “START-13
3”, “START-13

4”, “START-13

5”,

1”, “START-2011
4”,
1”,

2”, “START-13

5”, “Eksport -2013”,

“START-2-13-2”, “START-2-12-3”.

they organize open consultations for those who would like

The winners of the “UMNIK” contest independently create

to take part in the programs.

small innovative enterprises or they are formed into teams

From 2006 till 2013 over 90 requests were submitted
from the region under the “START”, “UMNIK na START”,
“Eksport”, and “Microsoft Business START” programs.
Annually over 200 students, post-graduate students, and
young scientists of the region take part in the «UMNIK»
program.

in the areas. In the State-Financed Institution of Tyumen
Oblast West Siberian Innovation Center they can obtain the
resident status, and therewith all backgrounds for successful
project implementation. The winners of the “UMNIK” contest
continue their scientific work as postgraduate students; work
at the innovative enterprises of the institutes where they are
doing research and further development of their projects.

In 2013 9 innovative enterprises of Tyumen Oblast became the winners of
the “START” program and obtained financing in the amount of 1 mln. RUB
for the first year of the project implementation.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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young innovators for the first time became grant holders.
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Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
Under the “UMNIK na START” program young scientists
established enterprise OOO TIMT (Limited Liability
Company) and OOO Gradient (Limited Liability Company)

0,09

and in 2013 concluded contracts. OOO NII Information
Systems of Psychiatry (Limited Liability Company) headed

0,08

by the President of “UMNIKs” club A. Svalkovsky with the
project “Development of Decision Making Support System
“Syndromological psychiatric diagnosis” and OOO Tyumen

0,07

0,06

resources Company (Limited Liability Company) represented
by E. Shapovalova introduced project for iodine production

0,05

through geothermal waters of Tyumen Oblast, passed
prequalification, and in 2014concluded contracts.

In 2013 9 innovative enterprises of Tyumen Oblast

0,04

0,03

became the winners of the “START” program and obtained
financing in the amount of 1 mln. RUB for the first year of the
project implementation.

NPIP TIMIN (Limited Liability

Company) implementing the project “Researches in Formation
of Complex Preventive System of Socially Dangerous Acts

0,02

0,01

0,00

of Mental Patients: Innovative Organizational and Informational
Technologies” proceeded to the 3rd stage of the “START”
program. It is telling that the citizens of Tyumen make up
the third of the total number of winners in the Ural
Federal District in 2013.

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

682 participants from the total number of young students took part in the
“UMNIK” program, 153 won.
The percent of bright histories of success among the winners of the “UMNIK”
contest is 72 %.
 программе работы ведут два предприятия, 

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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There are 19 winners under the “START” program
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among them the winners of the “UMNIKs” take part in 10
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team projects. Thus, the percentage of the winners of the
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2012

2013

financing from the Foundation made up 2.67.

In 2013 there were created 226 work positions
within the implementation of the Foundation’s
programs and there were registered 11 intellectual
property objects including certificates to registration
of software products.

SUCCESS STORY

TYUMEN
OBLAST

AKSENOV Yaroslav Olegovich,
a post-graduate student of Tyumen State University,
Tyumen city.

ООО Eko-Logika (Limited Liability Company) is a finalist of the regional stage
of the “Young Entrepreneur – 2012” contest — the best innovation enterprise
The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Software of Electronic Environmental Reporting for Organizations-users of
Natural Resources and Regional Offices of the Federal Supervisory Natural Resources
Management Service.
according to Tyumen magazine, a prize winner “Fortuna” public recognition
in the category “Start Up of the Year”. The enterprise has an intellectual
property registered in the Federal Service for Intellectual Property (certificate
of registration of data base).

PROGRAM
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TYUMEN
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UMNIK

SHAPOVALOVA Elena Anatolevna,
General Director of
Liability Company),
Tyumen city.

Tyumen Resources Company (Limited

Shapovalova Elena Anatolevna was the winner of the Foundation’s
program “UMNIK” in 2010 in the area of “Chemistry and New
Materials” with the project “Development of Iodide Recovery
Method out of Geothermal Waters of the Western Siberia”.
In 2011

Tyumen Resources Company was established

at the Tyumen State Oil and Gas University for the purpose of
implementation of this project. Shapovalova E.A. became a
General Director. The Company is the resident of the Tyumen
Tehcnopark.
In 2013 with financial support from the Foundation and the Government of
Tyumen Oblast there was manufactured a pilot plant for iodide production
that is successfully undergoing tests at Yalutorovsk District well of
Tyumen Oblast. As of today a pilot batch of iodine concentrate with 24 g/l
concentration is obtained.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Iodide Recovery Method out of Geothermal Waters of the Western Siberia.

To prepare iodine out of the underground iodinated waters scientists use
own unique reagentless electrosorption technology that allows
extracting iodine without preliminary brine acidification with sulphuric
acid and its oxidation with chlorine. The advantages of this method
are preservation of properties of source water, the opportunity to extract
iodine at low-powered wells with a low content of iodine and the absence
of negative influence of chemical agents on the environment. In the
future the Company is planning to commercialize small-sized operation at
the wells with geothermal pressure waters with iodine content from 10 mg/l.
In 2013 Shapovalova E.A. successfully passed Ph.D. defense with a
specialization in “Environmental Geology” upon the topic “Development of
Reagentless Way of Extraction and Safe Utilization of Iodine out of
Underground Waters of Oil-Gas Fields” and became the winner of the
“UMNIK na START” program.
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UNI-KONKORD (Limited Liability Company) was established under the Federal law Nr. 217 in
2010. The business priorities of the Company are development of technologies taking into account the
latest world’s achievements in the area of underground hydrodynamics, petrophysics, mathematics,
and computer programming that promote to make efficient decisions while developing oil-gas fields:
enhanced oil recovery method
dispatch (advanced recovery
method), maintenance of reservoir pressure, well spacing and
function etc. Highly skilled
programmers, experienced designand-planning engineers work in the
staff of the Company.
The Foundation supported the
Company’s projects as follows:
development of problem-solving
procedure of modeling and
analysis of development of oil
fields based on analytical
solution of filtration equation;
development of decision support
system based on the mentioned
method and theory of fuzzy sets.

UNI-KONKORD

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Problem-Solving Procedure of Modeling and Analysis of
Development of Oil Fields Based on Analytical Solution
of Filtration Equation.

выми программными приложениями, которые имеются 

available in the market. The number of work positions
was increased from 9 to 12 for the period of the project
implementation.
The target market for sale of the system being developed
includes design institutes and scientific center of oil
companies engaged in monitoring, creation of geological
hydrodynamic models, oil and oil-gas fields development
program scheduling.
Potential consumers of the Company’s products are FGUP
ZapSIbNIIGiG, SibNAC, design institutes of the oil companies
LUKOIL, TNK-VR, SurgutNeftegaz, Gazpromneft, Rosneft,
Tatneft etc.
The expected volume of the financially reliable is about
20-30 product units per year at the price of approximately
150 thous. RUB per unit and 18 % of product support, total
for 3.5-5.3 mln. RUB per year.

Due to the assistance of the Foundation UNI-KONKORD succeeded to carry out important research
activities, to develop and test algorithm according to new method of upgrading of geological hydrodynamic
models.

PROGRAM
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Avtonom Neftegaz Inzhiniring (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2011. The principal
directions of the Company’s activity are development of innovative technologies and equipment as well as
their implementation and promotion aimed at the research efficiency upgrading, field development and
exploitation of crude hydrocarbons, preservation of resource base of Russia due to the implementation
of state-of-art methods of development and rational subsurface resources management..

AVTONOM NEFTEGAZ
INZHINIRING

One of the innovative projects that are in progress is
“Technological Immersible Complex for Replacement of
Downhole Equipment without Well Killing Operation”.
This technology is aimed at preservation of the layer
collecting properties and prevention of well-killing fluid hit
into producing layer during the replacement of downhole
pumping equipment in exploitation well. Complex of
downhole equipment allows carrying out reliable, longlasting, and pressure-tight isolation of production casing
hole, to protect producing layer against the influence of
well-killing fluid during various processing procedures in
well related to the replacement of downhole equipment as
well as to exclude casualty-producing capacity because
of showings of oil-gas and water. In 2012 this project
became one of the winners of the Foundation’s program
“START-2012” in the area of “Rational Nature Management”
according to the technologies of environmentally safe well
development and extraction of commercial minerals. The
total amount of the project financing by the Foundation
for 2012–2013 made up 1 mln. RUB. Thus, during the
year the project passed from the elaborated idea to
prototypes of experimental models. During this year a
large amount of work has been performed related to the
designing, development of the detailed engineering drawings,
prototyping, and manufacturing of experimental models.
The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technological Immersible Complex for Replacement of
Downhole Equipment without Well Killing Operation.

The project implementation is rated for 3 years. Leading oil-and-gas production
enterprises of Tyumen Oblast showed interest in this technology.
The project financing by the Foundation allowed to involve high-skilled specialists into
the work and to speed the works on the projects.
The competitive information of the project is new functional capabilities of equipment
without complication of well operation conditions as well as economical component that in
the future will find the customers not only in the Russian market, but also it will excite
interest of the international markets.

Experimental Model.

The assistance obtained from the Foundation in addition to the direct
financial support allowed to draw attention to the project of the
regional government of Tyumen Oblast whose one of the priorities is
creation and development of innovation infrastructure in the region. That
also has found its reflection in the financing and administrative support.
Thus, the enterprise has obtained integrated comprehensive support.
Upon completion of the first year of the “START” program the company is
planning to continue cooperation with the Foundation in the implementation
of this project.
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грамму дополнительные функции, увеличивающие возможности системы, 

TYUMEN INSTITUTE OF
MEDICAL INFORMATICS

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Comprehensive Informational Support of Forensic
Psychiatric Expert Examination Service.

into the program. This makes the product more attractive for potential consumer
and more competitive. The elaborations were initially implemented in four
Russian Federation subjects. In 2012 the enterprise’s income made up over 20
mln. RUB.
The positive effect of the elaboration implementation is increase of a number
of work positions from 4 in 2010 to 17 in 2013. Ancillary modern including
special-purpose equipment and software for specialists were purchased for
the raised funds. For customers the economical effect is expressed in reduction
of terms for preparation of report of the forensic psychiatric expert examination
service over by 50 %. Due to such economy a number of commercial forensic
psychiatric expert examination is increased that positively influences the
general welfare of medical institution and salary of doctors-forensic psychiatric
experts. The social importance of the project for society consists in that due to
the analytic component of the system there is target initial prevention of socially
dangerous acts of mental patients that influences some indicators of life quality
of the region’s population in general.

In the coming years there is a plan for centralized company’s entrance to the All-Russian market
through the relevant lead agency.
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KHANTY–MANSI
AUTONOMOUS OKRUG —
YUGRA
Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology — Autonomous Establishment of the
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug — Yugra High Technology Park.

Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the
Foundation) was opened in 2012 on the basis of AU High Technology Park after
the signing the collaboration agreement between the Foundation and the government of
the Okrug. The agreement signing was preceded by fundamental preparatory work. The
founder of the Foundation, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Foundation Bortnik
I.M. in 2011 visited Khanty-Mansiysk and highly praised the innovative potential of the
Okrug and possibilities to open a representative office of the Foundation.

2

KHANTY–MANSI
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through the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug — Yugra

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

registered Non-commercial Organization Association of
Technoparks of Urals Federal District that includes
innovative companies of Ekaterinburg, Kurgan, Chelyabinsk,
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The main objective of High Technology Park is
development of innovative technologies and
creation of innovative environment in the region
by means of assistance to small and mediumsized innovative companies in establishment and
development, manufacture of products, and
attracting investments; promotion to the
governmental authorities of the Okrug in policy
forming and relevant decision making for innovation
economy development of the region.
To achieve this objective the Representative Office
of the Foundation accomplishes the activities
as follows:

per 1000 students

Tyumen, and Novy Urengoy.

0

0

UMNIK

• organization and development of small and medium-

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

In the territory of AU High Technology Park in 2012 the
Division of the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation

START

RAZVITIE

sized enterprises conducting innovative activities in

Region-wide wide number of requests

the area of oil and gas, construction, energy power,

Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners

agro-industrial, informational, nanotechnological,

Average country-wide number of winners

and others including technologies of living systems;

80 innovative companies implementing projects in fuel-and-power sector,
IT-technologies, construction, and housing and public utilities, medicine and
biochemical technology, in the area of ecology are residents of the Technology Park.
• organization and conduction of expert evaluation, industrial
and production, laboratory and field tests of innovative
technologies, newest samples of machineries, and their
introduction;

and holding for specialists in the area of innovative
activities;
•  creation of conditions for organizations cooperation
conducting innovative activities with the governmental

•  organization and conduction of applied scientific

authorities of the Okrug, local government bodies of the

researches and developments in the area of innovations;

Okrug municipal formations, scientific and educational

•  certification of products and patenting the results of
innovative activities;
• seminars, trainings, and internship programs organization

establishments;
•  organization and holding of conferences, seminars,
exhibitions, fairs, and presentations.

Manager of the Representative Office:

Address of the Representative Office::

REUTOV
Yuriy Illich

build. 27, Studencheskaya Street,
Khanty-Mansiysk city, 628011
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80 innovative companies implementing projects in fuel-

enterprises-residents of the Technology Park are invited to

and-power sector, IT-technologies, construction, and housing

participate in seminars, conferences, and roundtable

and public utilities, medicine and biochemical technology, in

discussions held on the basis of the Technology Park in the

the area of ecology are the residents of the Technology

area of innovation activity. Information on contests under the

Park. The residents of the Technology Park are using in full

“UMNIK” and “START” is spread among higher education

financial support given by the government of the Okrug to

institutions. On the WEB site of the High Technology Park

start up innovative business in form of grants, subsidies, and

there is a chapter devoted to the “UMNIK” program.

rewards of the “Zolotaya Innovatsiya” annual contest.

The Representative Office of the Foundation developed

With the appearance of the Representative Office of the

Regulations for qualifying procedures of the “UMNIK” program.

Foundation in the region innovation activity of small and

Prior to the final qualifications participants of the program

medium-sized entrepreneurship and youth became active.

traditionally take part in the regional scientific and technical

It was reflected in the growth of number of request to the

conferences held by the regional higher education institutions;

contests under the Foundation’s programs.

they are given recommendations and methodological materials

The Representative Office of the Foundation successfully
works with innovatively active youth from higher education
institutions, research institutes, and enterprises engaged in
their involving into innovation activity. Students receive work
experience at the Technology Park as in an object of
innovation infrastructure. Students, post-graduate students,
and young scientists including employees of small innovative

for preparation request for participation in the program.
Projects are evaluated by councils of experts consisting of
leading scientists of the regional higher education institutions,
employees of AU High Technology Park in number of 33
people. The Representative Office of the Foundation has a
plan to create “UMNIKs” club, works with and exchanges
experience with “UMNIKs” club of Tyumen Oblast.

In 2012 19 requests were submitted to the participation in the “UMNIK”
program whereof 5 projects got financial support of the Foundation to the
Research and Advanced Development.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Future Medicine Í2

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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Winners of the Foundation’s programs, students,
post-graduate students are invited to all events held
by AU High Technology Park such as regular training
workshops, research and practice conferences
with the participation of the Russian and
foreign specialists like Skolkovo Foundation,
Patent Attorney bei Winter, Brandl & Partner
(Germany); independent experts in development of
innovation environment from Germany and France.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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The “Strategy of Social and Economic Development of
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug — Yugra by 2020 and
for the period until 2030” specifies the further development
of innovative activities infrastructure by means of formation

0,04

0,02

0,00

of innovative center Technopolis Yugry that supposes
creation of industrial parks and process areas in a row
of cities of the region.

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

Thus, in 2012 the turnover of the Technological Park’s residents
reached 1 billion RUB; 430 work positions were
created.
.

THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE FOUNDATION

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum
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19 requests were submitted to the participation in
the “UMNIK” program whereof 5 projects got financial
support of the Foundation to the Research and Advanced
Development. In the same year the government of the Okrug
allocated funds under the co-financing the projects-winners
of the “UMNIK” program. Permyakov P.Yu. the post-graduate
student of the Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution
of Higher Professional Education Yugra State University won
in the area of “Biochemical Technologies” with the project
“Research and Development of Cedar Nuts Convertibles
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Production Technology by means of Cavitation”. He has
successfully created and headed OOO Yugra Food Company
(Limited Liability Company) for implementation of innovative
technologies of wild-growing herbs processing. The Medical
Doctor of the Khanty-Mansi Okrug Clinical Hospital Zakharov
I.V. won in the area of “Medicine of the Future” with the
project “Study of Moire Pattern Method of Projections onto Soles
to Create Surface Topographical Map”. He has successfully
introduced his product “Definer of Deformation of Object
Surface” patented by the Russian Federation into the clinical
practice of the hospital.
Small innovative enterprises of the region including those
established at higher education institutions under the Federal
Law 217 take part in the Research and Advanced Development
contests under the “START” program. In 2012– 2013 two small
innovative enterprises — residents of the Technological
Park — got Research and Advanced Development financing
under the “START” program.
There are registered individual requests to the participation
in the “MOST” contest under the “Razvitie” program.
In 2013 there were video conferences on the basis of the
Technological Park where innovative companies of the Okrug
presented to the councils of experts their projects under the
“START” program.
In 2011—2013 the Foundation supported projects of three
start-ups conducting innovative activity in the territory of the
Okrug. Two of them are residents of the Technological Park:
Innotrans (Limited Liability Company),
Clinic
Svoy Doctor (Limited Liability Company) and one company
established by the Yugra State University under the Federal Law
217 —
HimTehnologii (Limited Liability Company).
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In 2011–2013 the Foundation
supported projects of 3 startups.
Innotrans is engaged in developments concerning the creation
of hydraulic drive transmissions for vessels and amphibious
hovercrafts that correspond to all requirements of environmental
safety. Clinic Svoy Doctor develops new technologies of
intramedullary fixation of pipe bones’ fractures using titanium
spindle of original design as well as creation of new samples
of medical equipment. Small innovative enterprises
HimTechnologii established at the Federal State Budgetary
Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education Yugra
State University carries out research and development works
in the area of obtaining new humic growth stimulants and
organic fertilizers for agricultural industry, obtaining artificial
different purpose humic substances.

The main performance of the Technology Park
is successful innovative companies, created
work positions in the high-tech sector of economy,
paid taxes, sales volumes of innovative products and
services. Thus, in 2012 the turnover of the
Technological Park’s residents reached 1 billion
RUB; 430 work positions were created.

SUCCESS STORY
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ZAKHAROV
Ivan Viktorovich,
an orthopedist of the District Clinical Hospital of the
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug – Yugra,
Khanty-Mansiysk city.

Zakharov Ivan Viktorovich became the winner of the Foundation’s
program “UMNIK” in KHMAO-Yugra in 2012 in the area of
“Medicine of the Future”. In 2014 the 4th stage of the project
implementation was completed.
During the first year of the project he has developed and manufactured a
prototype of a device on the basis of moire phenomenon able to construct
a topographical map of human foot plantar surface for early detection
of flat foot. In September 2013 he took out a patent on the useful model
“Definer of Deformation of Object Surface”.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Zakharov I. V. — “Definer of Deformation of Object Surface”.
Bebiya A.G. — “Increase of Selective Sorption Capacity of Zeolites at the Sarnapaulsky Field
through Mechanical Activation”
BEBIYA
Anastasiya Georgievna,
a student of Yugra State University,
Khanty-Mansiysk city.

Bebiya Anastasiya Georgievna is the winner of the “UMNIK” contest in
KHMAO – Yugra in 2012 in the area of “Advanced Materials and
Technology of Their Generation”. During the first year of the program she
has her research concerning the increase of selective sorption capacity of
zeolites at the Sarnapaulsky field through mechanical activation. In 2013
she obtained IInd degree diploma at the contest within the IInd International
Virtual Scientific Conference for Young Scientists and Students
“Nanomaterials and Nanotechnologies: Problems and Perspectives” in
Saratov city. On the subject of research the author has published 2 articles
in the scientific conferences sourcebook and one article in the Polzunovsky
Almanac magazine that is on the list of the publications reviewed by the
State Commission for Academic Degrees and Titles.

PROGRAM
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ERMAKOV
Kirill Andreevich,
a post-graduate student of the Yugra
State University,
Khanty-Mansiysk city..
Ermakov Kirill Andreevich, a graduate of the
Yugra State University in 2013 with a
specialization in “Physicochemistry of
Processes and Materials”, the winner of
the “UMNIK” program in KHMAO – Yugra
in 2012 in the area of “New Devices and
Hardware Systems”.
Ermakov K.A. offered temperature measuring method of the condensed
phase particles in technology of plasma spraying, developed stands
for apparatus function correction and temperature calibration of
diagnostic systems’ video recorders. The author conducted diagnostic
system approbation in the laboratory of “Plasmodynamics of Disperse
Systems” of the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics SB RAS in
Novosibirsk city showed the adequateness of measuring distributed
constants (speed and temperature) of spraying particles.
Since 2013 Ermakov K.A. is studying scientific specialty “Physical Chemistry”
for his Ph.D. at the Yugra State University.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Ermakov K. . — “Temperature Measuring Method of the Condensed Phase Particles in Technology
of Plasma Spraying”
Permyakov P. Yu. — “Producing Beverages of Wild-growing Berries and Nuts Using Laboratory
Cavitator”
PERMYAKOV
Pavel Yurevich,
Director of
Yugra Food Company,
Khanty-Mansiysk city.

Permyakov Pavel Yurevich, an entrepreneur, the winner of the “UMNIK” program
in KHMAO – Yugra in 2012 in the area of “Biochemical Technologies”.
In 2012 for the purpose of commercialization of innovative products he
established the enterprise OOO Yugra Food Company, performed
laboratory tests in producing beverages of wild-growing berries and nuts
using laboratory cavitator.

There were obtained certifications of suitability of berry beverages
and industrial cavitation equipment for manufacturing products
was purchased.
Looking forward Permyakov P.Yu. is going to continue development of
manufacturing technology of cedar nut beverages as well as to install berry
beverages filling line and start production.
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Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology —
NP Innovatsyonnye Organizatsii.
Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) was
established in 2011 on the basis of Non-commercial Partnership Innovatsyonnye
Organizatsii for the purpose of formation of the regional innovative system and organization
of platform for implementation of innovation, research and technology projects of the
region’s young scientists.

The priority orientations in the operation of the
Representative Office are creation of enabling
environment for establishment and development of
small innovative enterprises of the region, development
of innovation projects, and manufacture of
science-intensive products, attracting investments
into innovation projects and companies. The objects
of the Representative Office include attraction of
projects’ co-financing from the governmental and

2

private sources by means of participation in the regional
and federal innovative programs; coordination of young
scientists’ participation in the Foundation’s programs,
assistance in preparation to contests, monitoring
and qualification of projects; cooperation with the
Russian institutes for development and international
funds; rendering services to small innovative
enterprises in protection of intellectual property,
holding conferencing, exhibition, and training.

CHELYABINSK
OBLAST

local government officials, takes part in the meetings of
expert groups and boards, in preparation of program

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
and the kinds of the initiated requests

documents, and thematic events’ execution promoting
growth of the region’s potential.
There is Interagency Coordinating Council on Innovative
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Activity Issues in the region headed by the Ministry of the
Regional Economic Development Mazurina E.V. that plays key
The Representative Office of the Foundation is a member of
the Council and takes an active part in its work.

Within the framework of the operation in this
authority the Representative Office of the
Foundation conducts:
•  analysis of regulatory and legal framework in the area of

per 1000 students

role in decision making regarding innovative policy of the region.

innovative activity, mechanisms for collaboration between
the participants of market for innovations;
•  analysis of situation in the area of innovative ventures,
practice of government support and development of
innovative activity in the territory of the region;
•  preparation of proposals to improve legal framework in

0

per 1000 employees involved in the innovation-based economy

The Representative Office of the Foundation cooperates with

0

UMNIK
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Region-wide wide number of requests

the area of innovations.

Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

46 organizations are engaged in research activities and developments in the
region whereof almost the third part makes up higher education institutions on
the basis of which over 40 small enterprises were established.
• preparation of proposals of the programs’ projects, plans
of measures to support and develop innovative activity;
•  development of collaborative mechanism between
governmental authorities, industrial enterprises, investment
institutes, and scientific organizations, patenting and
licensing authorities as well as promotion of their
implementation;
•  study

and

evaluation

of

proposals

concerning

UMNIKS proceeded to
START

5

Number of
“Innovation lifts”

2

implementation of programs and plans for development
of innovative ventures in the region;

Efficiency of the chosen projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Manager of the Representative Office:

Address of the Representative Office:

SHERDAKOV
Nikolay Nikolaevich

build. 29, Komsomolsky Pr-t,
Chelyabinsk city, 454138
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•  development of mechanism of government support

In particular, here are the topics of the trainings: “Introduction

provision during the innovative projects’ implementation

into Innovative Business and its Opportunities”, “Self-

of state significance aimed at development of science-

management”, “Innovations Marketing”, “Assistance for

intensive competitive products;

Innovative Projects by the Ministry of Housing and Building

With the assistance of the regional Ministry for Economic

of Chelyabinsk Oblast”, “Management of Innovative Projects

Development there was organized training for representatives

Implementation”, “Innovative Projects Evaluation Procedure”,

of innovative companies regarding commercialization of

“Innovative Group Management in Small Business”,

development projects. Winners and participants of the

“Intellectual Property as an Object of Commercialization”,

Foundation’s programs take part in the educational program.

“Methodology for Theory of Inventive Problem Solving and

Also the Ministry for Economic Development created a

Value

base of innovative projects of the companies-participants

Mechanisms for Partners Searching to Enter into Scientific

of the Foundation’s contests with complete information on

and Technological Cooperation”.

companies and projects published on website.

The Representative Office cooperates with Institutes for

The Representative Office gives support to the

development regarding the assistance for the winners

participants of the Foundation’s competitive programs.

of the Foundation’s programs. Thus, the company-

There are educational events and trainings on preparation

winner of the Foundation’s programs ZAO RPK Sistemy

to contests, individual consultations for innovation enterprises

Upravleniya (Close Joint-Stock Company) got support of

as well as intellectual property issues and legal issues

the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation on

counseling; there are services rendered for development

the topic “Development of Automation System of Individual

of the innovative business growth strategy. On the basis of

Heating Plant Operation Modes (IHP)”. The enterprise is

the Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of

a developer of an engineering order to design and estimate

Higher Professional Education South Ural State University

documentation for construction and modernization of “ideal

(National Research University) the Representative Office

building of the future” for school under the “Umnyy Dom”

of the Foundation organizes annually seminars on training

concept to the order of the Russian Venture Company.

Engineering”,

“Use

of

Gate2RuBIN

Project

of theoretical and applied aspects of innovative business
dealing for the winners of the Foundation’s programs.

In 2012 according to the results of the contest among research scientific works
15 students got money prize in the amount of 10 thous. RUB, 25 post-graduate
students got 20 thous. RUB, every of 10 young scientists was awarded 30 thous. RUB.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Í5

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Í4

Information
Technology 1

Future Medicine Í2

Advanced materials and
technology of their
generation H3
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OOO ISK Inzhynernye Sistemy (Limited Liability Company) got

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

the support from the “Regional Venture Fund of Investments
into Small Enterprises in the Research and Technology
Area of Chelyabinsk Oblast”. This allowed implementing the
adoption of innovative energy saving technologies at OOO

0,09

YuAIZ-PFI (Yuzhnouralsk) (Limited Liability Company).
SKN (Limited Liability Company) the collective of which
has been engaged in the nanodiamond production since
1994 obtained three CRDF grants and one CNCP grant. The
government of the Oblast gives weight to the importance of the

0,08

0,07

0,06

Foundation’s representation in the region. Thus, the Minister
of Economic Development of the Oblast Murzina E.V. in the
report “Development Trends of Chelyabinsk Oblast” noted:
“In 2011 there was opened the Representative Office of the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in

0,05

0,04

0,03

Science and Technology since the Oblast is taking the lead
in a number of the projects implemented in cooperation with
the Foundation”.
Strategic priority of the regional social and economic
development is use of new sources for economic growth.

0,02

0,01

0,00

The top priorities of the Oblast development are attracting
investments and increase of investment potential of the Oblast,
agroindustrial complex, small and medium-sized business,

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation

and personnel resource.

Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results per
one employee in the field of innovation

promotion of innovative activities as well as development of

About 1600 work positions were created within the Foundation’s program
implementation in Chelyabinsk Oblast, the total amount of investments made
up 407,519.366 RUB.

There was created innovation infrastructure in
the region: Regional Innovative Business Incubator and

“Thermally Expandable Sleeve” became the residents of

Regional Venture Capital Fund, 3 business incubators

the sphere of IT-technologies and renewable energy sources

(in Magnitogorsk, Snezhinsk, Ozerskiy). 2 technoparks are

are the participants of Skolkovo.

functioning on the basis of industrial enterprises (Miass

Ministry of Education and Science of the Oblast holds a special

Machine-Building Plant, Chelyabinsk Zavod Tehnologicheskoi

contest, more specifically, students, post-graduate students,

osnastki (Collet Plant)). There was established Technopark

and young scientists present to the jury their scientific works,

Novator in the territory of the Federal State Unitary Enterprise

and higher education institutions submit innovative projects.

Pribor to support small enterprises in information technologies.

“Due to it we support institutional science and young scientists,

There was organized cooperation with RUSNANO (State

- mentioned the Deputy Minister of Education Kazakova G.,

Corporation ‘Russian Corporation of Nanotechnologies’).

— Participants of the contest among fundamental and applied

46 organizations are engaged in research and
development activities in the Oblast, almost one third
of them makes up higher education institutions on
the basis of which over 40 small enterprises were
established.

sciences took part in four categories: “Micro-nanotechnology”,

Scientific potential of MIC and forbidden cities is involved,

RUB, 25 post-graduate students got 20 thous. RUB, every

as well. For example, inventors of Ozerskiy with the project

of 10 young scientists was awarded 30 thous. RUB.

Skolkovo. Also companies from Chelyabinsk and Miass in

“Resources and Energy Saving”, “Public Health Services”,
“Chemistry and Advanced Materials””. According to the
results of the contest among the research scientific works in
2012 15 students got money prize in the amount of 10 thous.
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THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE FOUNDATION

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

The Foundation’s cooperation with the Oblast began long

160
140

before the opening the regional Representative Office. In

120

2006 according to the results of the contest under the

100
80

“START” program 15 innovative projects of the Oblast

60

were pronounced the winners. The winners became

40

innovators from Chelyabinsk, Snezhinsk, Troitsk with such

20
0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

innovative projects as “KAP-RK-01-“Miokr” Complex of
Hardware-Software

High

Resolution

Computer

Rhythmocardiography to Analyze Heart Rate Variability”;
“Development of Unit for Wood Preservation Treatment
with Fire-retarding and Bioshield Compositions Using

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Nanosecond

Electromagnetic-Frequency

Impulse”;

“Validation Through Elaboration of Technology of
Manufacturing and Use of Bulk Material to Protect against
Neutron Radiation”; “Development of Supplementary
Feeds for Farm Animals and Birds on the Basis of Natural
2010

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

Sorbent (Glauconite) and Prebiotics”; “Unit for HighQuality Asphaltic Roads Processing” etc. In 2006 the total
amount of projects’ financing Yuzhnouralsk inventors

3,50

by the Foundation under the “START” program made up

3,00

11 mln. RUB.

2,50
2,00
1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
7
6
5

Since the establishment of the Foundation’s
Representative Office the following results
have been achieved:
• there was organized system of qualification and

4
3

further support of implementation and commercialization

2

of perspective research scientific and development

1

works, global comprehensive innovative projects in target

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Expenses of the Foundation per Job
in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB

areas focused on organization of industrial production
of competitive domestic products;
• participants of innovative process are united
(higher education institutions, industrial enterprises,

2 500

regional authorities) to improve quality of the

2 000

consultancy, financial, regulatory, and technical (test

1 500

basis) support;

1 000

• there were reached agreements with govern-

500

ment authorities on financial, informational, and
methodological assistance for the companies won

0

2010

2011
Regional figures

6

47 contracts were concluded. The
amount of financing in 2011 made up
80,140.650 RUB.

2012

2013

the Foundation’s contests;
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•  the quality of consulting, information services, general

energy

sources

(solar

heat,

wind

energy,

biogas,

awareness of innovative companies on the Foundation’s

low-temperature heat) and exhaustible energy sources.

programs was improved;

At the present time one considers an opportunity to test

• with the assistance of the Foundation within the “Razvitie”

technologies for organization of industrial production.

program there were developed and commercialized

In 2013 Petrova N. joined the finalists of the Russian

breakthrough energy-saving technologies with their

Youth Award in the area of nanoindustry (OAO RUSNANO

further introduction into the objects of Chelyabinsk.

(Open Joint-Stock Company) was established in association
with the Foundation infrastructural and educational

Due to the operation of the Representative Office a growing

programs). Petrova is the winner of the “UMNIK” program,

number of young scientists are involved into innovative

at the present time she works at SKN Company having

activity and take part in the Foundation’s programs that

successfully completed the third stage of the “START”

became a reason to create “UMNIKs” club that united the

program. The small innovative enterprise has developed

winners of the “UMNIK” contest and everybody who is

carbon nanomaterials technology and equipment for their

interested in science and innovations. The “UMNIKs” club

production.

has been functioning since 2013 on the basis of the South
Ural State University and plays the role of discussion
platform. Participation in the “UMNIKs” club allows
students and post-graduate students of the regional
higher education institutions, the winners and those who
are only planning to take part in the Foundation’s contest
sharing knowledge and experience. Within the club there
are trainings and consultations on issues of the “UMNIK”
club’s participation and other programs of the Foundation.
In 2013 the student of the South Ural State University A.

According to the number of the contracts
concluded and volume of financing in 2011 the Oblast
took the tenth place among the other regions
of the Russian Federation (47 contracts in the
amount of 80,140.650 RUB.).
Under the Foundation’s program implementation in
Chelyabinsk Oblast about 1600 work positions
were created, the total amount of contributions
made up 407,519.366 RUB.

Berdinskaya-Ankudinova under the “UMNIK” program
proposed a unique project that handed her a victory in

In 2006 the total amount of the Foundation’s financing the projects
of the South Ural inventors under the “START” program made up over
11 mln. RUB.
 энергоэффективной систе-

Efficiency and expenditures per one
employee involved into the innovationbased economy,
thous. RUB per annum

PRODUCTION
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

EXPENDITURES
FOR ONE WORK
PLACE

AVERAGE
WAGE

SIE of the region supported by the Foundation
Regional figures
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UMNIK

SHULDYAKOV
Kirill Vladimirovich,
a student of the Architecture and Civil
Engineering Faculty of the South Ural
State University,
Chelyabinsk city.

Shuldyakov Kirill Vladimirovich won the “UMNIK” contest program
of the Foundation with the project “Study of High-Efficiency
Pavement Concrete Production Process”. The Foundation
gave a grant to the project implementation.
The project consists in the concrete content improvement with complex
additive and conduction of its study regarding the ensuring resistance to
repeated exposures and substances-deicers aggression.

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Study of Production Process of High-Efficiency Pavement Concrete.

This will allow reducing materials’ cost price, increasing their efficiency,
facilitating production, reducing energy consumption, increasing reuse of
forms as well as extending the field of use of the concrete being developed
that is quite urgent issue for roadways, junctions, overhead roads, and road
pavements. This project took the premier place at the International
Conference devoted to the researches in the area of modern construction
materials, Moscow city.
Under the subject of the project three scientific papers were published;
and preparations to execution of patent of invention are under way.
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ASTAPENKO
Aleksey Mikhaylovich,
a student of the Motor and Tractor
Faculty of the South Ural State
University,
Chelyabinsk city.

The project of Astapenko Aleksey Mikhaylovich “Elaboration of
Ozonator-neutralizer for Exit Gases of Internal Combustion
Engine” became the prize winner of the “UMNIK” program.
Astapenko A. M. received the Foundation’s grant to the research
scientific works under the projects.
A device mentioned in the project is designed for improvement of automobile
environmental characteristics by means of increase of engine exhaust
control system by using electron-ion technology. Automobile engines
are one of the main atmospheric air pollutants, substances and compounds
exhausting by them have negative impact on both biological and tangible
objects.
The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Construction of Ozonator-neutralizer for Exit Gases of Internal Combustion
Engine.

The device being developed will allow significantly reducing the level of
CO/CH emission by automobile engines into the atmosphere, thereby
having increased ecological class of vehicle where it is installed.
This project took the first place at “The Best Innovative Project of
2013” contest of the Oblast. Also the research results were submitted to
the international and Russian scientific conferences. In 2013 the project’s
author under the international scientific traineeship visited the Czech
Technical University (Prague city, Czech Republic) and Institute of Technology
Karlsruhe (Karlsruhe city, Germany) where he presented the paper on the
topic: “Application of Electron-ion Technology for Improvement of Automobile
Environmental Characteristics”.
According to this project Astapenko A. M. wrote 5 papers including 2
scientific papers in the publications that are on the list of the publications
reviewed by the State Commission for Academic Degrees and Titles.
At the present time there is preparation to execution of a patent along with
active scientific cooperation with the foreign higher educational institutions.

PROGRAM
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Russian Instrument-making Corporation Sistemy Upravleniya was established in 2003. The
primary activity of the Corporation is provision of engineering services related to computeraided manufacturing and increase of industrial enterprises energy efficiency and objects
of housing and public utilities.

The Company performs complex
approach in solving problem of energy
efficiency increase of not only individual
enterprises, social facilities, or residence
buildings, but also group of objects in
the territory of municipal units. Wellestablished operation system of the
Company
allows
efficiently
and
consistently solving whole complex of
implementation tasks including fast and
reliable equipment delivery.
Staff of qualified specialists works
at the Corporation having work
experience in industrial and design
institutes, installation and commissioning
companies as well as instrument-making
enterprises. Professional knowledge and
skills of employees of the Company allow
solving problems of object embedding
without involving subcontractors.

SISTEMY UPRAVLENIYA
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of promotion of its developments in the applied sphere,

public utilities consumes about 20 % of all energy resources

conducting pilot testing at the socially significant facilities of

and potential of energy saving is quite high, problems of

Chelyabinsk Oblast.

START

Since the branch of the Russian Federation housing and

mass adoption of enabling technology of energy supply

For two years of operation heating supply at over than 120

to social and municipal sphere prevail. This allows not only

social facilities has been automated, more specifically,

releasing supplement energy capacities for industrial sector

kindergartens, schools that allowed considerably executing

of economy, but also significantly not expanding them in new

regulation of the Federal Law 261 “On Energy Saving and

construction.

Increase of Energy Efficiency”.

One of such important and breakthrough technologies is quickly

The Company profit under the project made up 47.070

assembling automated individual heating unit developed

thous. RUB in 2011 and 53.784 thous. RUB in 2012. The

by RPK Sistemy Upravleniya.

marginal profit for two years made up 14.121 and 16.135

Within the terms of government contracts with the Foundation

thous. RUB, correspondingly.

RPK Sistemy Upravleniya conducted approval of technological,
assembling, and design solutions as well as technology of
mounting works and commissioning performance upon mass
adoption, quickly assembling modular construction of
automated individual heating units with function of
monitoring the technological process parameters in
municipal situation room.
RPK Sistemy Upravleniya took part in two of the Foundation
competitive programs. According to the results of these
programs there were concluded government contracts to the
research into the topics as follows:
• “Development of Unified Automated Technological
Complex to Control Building Thermal Conditions” in

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Unified Automated Technological Complex to Control Building Thermal
Conditions.

the amount of 8 mln. RUB. The project was co-financed
using the undistributed enterprise profits.
• “Preparing

Detailed

Engineering

Drawings

and

Manufacturing Experimental Models of Intelligent
Control System for Residence Building Heating Supply
on the Basis of Automated Individual Heating Units of
Modular Construction”. The government contract amount
made up 14 mln. RUB. The project was co-financed using
the undistributed enterprise profits.
The Foundation’s assistance promoted creation of innovative
modular construction of automated individual heating units
with multifunctioned system of microprocessor control
that allows several times raising productivity of labor. This
enabled the Company to build business towards the intensive
development with increase of work positions and productivity
of labor. Financial support of the Foundation in the area

At the present time the Company’s Engineering
Center is working at modernization of control
system software of individual heating units by
entering into functional control algorithm of
hybrid units on the basis of alternative
heating energy sources. Moreover, the Company
successfully cooperates with the engineering
company
INTEKS-Komplekt (Limited Liability
Company) in the area of integration into individual
heating units of modular construction of automatic
trim system of building heating system on
the basis of intelligent electrified valves. The
Companies’ joint work was conducted also with
the assistance of the Foundation.
This event will allow increasing energy efficiency
of building heat supply system by 10–15 %.

of Research and Advanced Development conduction in large
part allowed releasing resources of the Company in the field

PROGRAM

START
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Innovative Building Company Inzhenernye Sistemy has been carrying out its activities since 2004.
The business priorities of the Company are research scientific and development works in development
of resource saving technologies and development of automated resources consumption
control system.

The Company offers variety of engineering services
in the sphere of construction of engineering
systems at the objects of housing and public
utilities: pre-plan study; target specification drafting;
development of technical and commercial offer and
design and estimate documentation; processing
equipment installation of engineering systems and
communications; commissioning and start-up of
heat and power and electrical equipment; performing
functions of general contractor.

The object of the Company was to create a pilot project
regarding the implementation of system of individual
record-keeping and energy consumption regulation in
multicompartment building.

ISK Inzhenernye Sistemy entered into the government
contract in the amount 14 mln. RUB to the development of
an experimental model of energy resources individual
record-keeping system in residence buildings on the
basis of innovative solutions in the area of wireless sensor
networks. The project was co-financed using the undistributed
enterprise profits.
As a result of the project implementation there was
drawn up engineering and design documentation to energy
resources individual record-keeping system. On the basis
of engineering documentation an experimental model was
manufactured. New equipment was purchased to implement
system components mass manufacturing.

During the project implementation the following scientific
and technological problems have been solved: one
worked out method of mounting works and commissioning
upon large-scale implementation of door-to-door record-

INZHENERNYE
SISTEMY

At the second stage of the project the Foundation and OOO

As opposed to the existing analogues the technology
elaborated is based on the accurate measuring individual
consumption of energy resources by means of heat energy

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Module of Heating Riser Automated Control.

keeping system on the basis of wireless sensor networks at

measuring method. Implementation of individual record-

the objects of housing and public utilities of Chelyabinsk

keeping devices at the level of every apartment triggers the

city; engineering, technological, and design solutions were

energy-saving systematic mechanism in the entire network

tested; energy efficiency of multicompartment buildings was

due to the creation of real market relations for the subjects

analyzed after the system implementation.

of housing and public utilities.

The project took part in the Foundation’s contest program

Annually the Company implements the system of individual

focused on the support of small innovative enterprises, and

record-keeping at 2-3 objects. Annual total revenue makes

according to the results of competitive selection the

up 3–4 mln. RUB. 14 work positions were created during

Foundation’s experts made decision to conclude government

the project implementation.

research contract regarding “Development of Module of
Heating Riser Automated Control”. The amount of the
contract made up 7.6 mln. RUB. The project was cofinanced using the undistributed enterprise profits.

Due to the complex approach Innovative Building Company Inzhenernye Sistemy to the problem
solving using all opportunities of “smart home” there was implemented a unique system of individual
record-keeping system and mass manufacturing competitive energy-efficient equipment for
housing and public utilities of Russia.
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ZAO South Ural Innovation and Technologies Center (Close Joint-Stock Company) was
established in order to activate and promote innovative activity in Ural region in the area of new
breakthrough technologies for engineering systems and supply networks (generation, vehicle, distribution,
and consumption) of energy resources at the objects and enterprises of housing and public utilities and
industry.
The major objective of South Ural ITC is to
create conditions for implementation of the regional
coordinated innovative solutions development and
promotion in priority areas. This problem is solved by
means of development of the regional cluster of
innovative enterprise in the area of high
technologies functioning on the basis of specialized
South Ural ITC in Chelyabinsk city.
One of the key goals of South Ural ITC is to create regional
innovative infrastructure combining modern centers of
equipment shared use, general marketing and consulting
services available to enterprises-members of the cluster on
special terms.
Development of technologies, algorithms of analysis and
management of energy saving for hardware and software
platform of automated regional energy efficiency
situational center at all levels of technological hierarchy of
energy saving for the objects of the housing and public
utilities sphere for the purpose of development of energy
management modern technologies in the region.
The Foundation’s financial support given to the project
made it possible to carry out development and implementation

SUrITC
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the foreign Statistical analytical system (SAS) and CBOSS
Business Intelligence decision support systems according to
its technical characteristics and maximally ready for use as
a main program product in the social sphere and housing
and public utilities.
Within the framework of the project there were
developed method and algorithms of recording and
analysis of the data received by energy resources metering
device taking into account the requirements of existing
normative and technical documentation and applicable
legislation of the Russian Federation. Having introduced
the Situational Center in Chelyabinsk city and Zlatoust
city there was achieved reduction of labor costs for
taking and processing data regarding energy resources
consumption in the sphere of social and housing and public
utilities. The Situational Center became an instrument by
means of which it is possible to perform analytics of the
data received to guarantee energy saving and energy
efficiency of buildings and facilities as well as to promote
meeting the requirements of the Legislation Concerning
Energy Conservation.
Substantial advantage of the Situational Center over the foreign

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Development of Software and Hardware Platform of Automated
Regional Energy Efficiency Situational Center

of energy saving control technology in 2 cities of the Oblast.
The Foundation and ZAO SUrITC entered into government
research and development contracts regarding “Research
and Development Works on Unified Modular System to
Control and Monitor Building Thermal Conditions and
Water Supply System”. The amount of the contract made
up 19 mln. RUB. The project was co-financed using the
undistributed enterprise profits.
“Development of Prototype of Hardware and Software
Complex for City Situational Center of Energy Efficiency
Monitoring in Chelyabinsk”. The amount of the contract
made up 14 mln. RUB. The project was also co-financed
using the undistributed enterprise profits.
As a result of the research work there was developed a
prototype of software and hardware platform of automated
regional energy efficiency situational center similar to

analogues is an opportunity to use it not only in industry, but
also in the social sphere and housing and public utilities.
The second important advantage consists in that the cost of
the Situational Center is lower by 15–20 % of the foreign
analogues.
The project was implemented in the cities of Chelyabinsk
Oblast as follows: Chelyabinsk, Zlatoust, Satka, Verkhniy
Ufaley. The project of the Situational Center implementation
turned to be the most efficient in Zlatoust city. The quarterly
revenue from the project implementation makes up about 3
mln. RUB.
After the successful implementation of the projects due to
the Foundation’s assistance 20 work positions were created
at the enterprise and also modernization of equipment was
performed. The project is supported by the Government of
Chelyabinsk Oblast.

The prospects for further development of ZAO SUrITC are situational centers capacity development
in the sphere of cloud-based technologies and creation of actual informational base for participants of
heat energy market.

PROGRAM
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Small Innovative Enterprise Solar was established 2010. The primary activities of the Company are
research and development works in the area of natural and technical sciences.

SOLAR

14

The Company is specialized in development of energy efficient
technologies using renewable energy sources.
OOO Solar and the Foundation through the programs of assistance for
small innovative enterprises in 2010 entered into government research
contract regarding “Preparing Detailed Engineering Drawings and
Manufacturing Experimental Models of High Efficiency Solar Thermal
Collector”.
In 2011 due to the assistance of the Foundation there was signed
international scientific and technological cooperation agreement with the
Czech Enbra Company regarding the research and development works
in the area of manufacturing energy efficient building environmental
support systems using renewable energy sources. The agreement was
signed in accordance with the standards of the EEN international network
of entrepreneurship support (Enterprise Europe Network).

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Preparing Detailed Engineering Drawings and Manufacturing
Experimental Models of High Efficiency Solar Thermal Collector.

As a result of the financial support of the Foundation as well as
cooperation with the foreign partner the project of creation of energy efficient
building environmental support systems was implemented, a system
with combined use of renewable (solar heat, wind energy, biogas, lowtemperature heat) and exhaustible energy sources.

At the present moment the possibility to test technologies to
launch manufacturing is considered

RAZVITIE PROGRAM
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As a result of the project implementation “Automated Control System of Commercial Medical
Establishments’ Network” of
Infiniti (Limited Liability Company) one implemented a
prototype of hospital medical system having basic functional modules.

On the basis of pilot testing one received preliminary opinions of
the system allowing judging optimistically on the further perspective
of the project development and implementation. The prototype
developed is aimed at use in centers of high-technology
medical care. Among these are centers being established in
the cities as follows: Penza, Astrakhan, Krasnoyarsk, Khabarovsk,
Chelyabinsk, Perm, Kaliningrad, cardiovascular surgery
centers, neurosurgery enters in Tyumen city and Novosibirsk
city, traumatic surgery, orthopaedics, and endoprosthesis
replacement centers Cheboksary city and Smolensk city. All
these projects are implementing within the framework of the
national project Zdorovie.
Since the system initially is aimed at use in establishment at most diverse

levels — from one medical treatment facility to network of relative medical

centers, and it provides high level of flexibility of medical content modeling
— this allows relying on successful project promotion. Furthermore, serious
advantage is represented by the possibility to spread the system out in

SaaS mode since this will reduce expenditures to its implementation that is
significantly for carrying out government program.

INFINITI

The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Automated Control System of Commercial Medical
Establishments’ Network.

Implementation in the system of openEHR international standard allows
making possible combination with other medical systems. The extensive

functional in integration allows sharing information with systems holding data
in other popular formats. It should also be noted that the system contains
mechanisms of expansion and connection of complementary modules

allowing integration of new functionality into the existing configuration. The

configuration mechanism allows also varying the functional required by
establishments including permitting more accurate evaluating expenditures
to the implementation and expansion of the system in the customer.

The profit of
Infiniti in 2011 made up 16.200 thous. RUB, in 2012 it was 20.410 thous. RUB.
The staff on the payroll of the Company makes up 27 people. The Company registered patent rights
to 2 programs for computing machines.

PROGRAM
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology — The Altai Regional Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology.
The Altai Regional Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises
in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) — Innovation
and Technology Center was established in 2002 as a part of “Altai Technopark” at
the Federal State-Funded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “I.I.
Polzunov Altai State Technical University”. Being the Representative Office of the Foundation, the Altai Regional Foundation has become the center for the formation of the
small knowledge-intensive enterprises in the region, development of the enterprises
with the innovative potential, creation of new jobs and human resources for the innovative sphere.

2
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

•• Formation of the staff training system for the innovative
activities of the small knowledge-intensive business.
The students, post-graduates and young scientists
of Altai universities, Altai State Technical University
gain experience for the comprehensive solution of the
knowledge-intensive project commercialization tasks
with the allocation of functions and liability among
the business team members while participating in the
federal programs “UMNIK”, “START” and “Polzunov
Grants”;
•• Establishment of the small innovative enterprises. The
several enterprises are annually established based on
these programs, the support for the authors’ projects
developed by the Krai scientists and specialists has
been organized;
•• Formation of technological market, intellectual property market, including the organization of the regulatory protection of innovative activities results in the
form of intangible assets, entering into the license
contracts, organization of consultations with the specialists for the entrepreneurs, approval and analysis of innovative ideas and proposals, preparation of
proposals for their possible implementation in the regional projects and programs.

for 1,000 students

•• Activity of the regional innovators’ requests filed with
the Foundation for Assistance and quality of submitted applications.
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

With the assistance of the Krai senior
executives the following continuous
work is in progress in such areas:
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

The total volume of investment from the Foundation into the region
economy amounted to 264,3 million rubles.
Due to the Foundation activities 241 new jobs were created and
112 intellectual property items were registered.
The winners of the competitions
under the Foundation programs gain
support by the next programs:
•• competitive regional program “Grants to the Start-Up
Small Innovative Enterprises” (up to 500 thousand rubles) is valid since 2011;
•• competitive regional program “Subsidies to the Existing Innovative Enterprises”
•• (up to 1 million rubles in 2011, up to 2 million rubles
in 2012, up to 5 million rubles in 2013) is valid since
2011;

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

5
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Office:

Representative Office address:

MAKSIMENKO
Andrei Alekseevich

46 Lenina prosp.,
Barnaul, 656038
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•• grant of the Head of Barnaul City Administration for

These programs are external stimulus and at the same

the elaboration and implementation of innovations

time the methodological basis allowing to model and de-

into the municipal services (up to 1 million rubles) is

velop the process of the specialists training for the inno-

valid since 2011;

vative sphere. The result of the work of students, postgraduates and young scientists at the Small Innovative

•• support to the Altai Microloans Foundation.

Enterprise is an approval of the innovative project ideas
aimed at the introduction of a new product produced in
the form of the goods to the market. Cooperation with

The effectiveness of the skilled professionals training
for the innovative activities becomes apparent more

the Foundation ensures the creation of a system for the
stimulation of the Small Innovative Enterprise sector and
knowledge-intensive business in the region.

significantly during their work under conditions of the
system of federal programs “POLZUNOV Grants”—

The young specialists, students, post-graduates and

“UMNIK”—“Start” organized by the Foundation Rep-

scientists, who gained support under the Foundation

resentative Office. The feature of these programs is that

programs, take an active part in the competitions, ex-

they allow students, post-graduates, young scientists

hibitions, fairs, etc., where they are awarded with diplo-

and entrepreneurs involved in the innovative activities to

mas, prizes, rewards, and incentives for their author’s

realize approval of the technical and technological pat-

developments.

terns of the new products elaborated by the authors, as a

The Foundation programs form a knowledge-intensive

rule, in the form of innovative projects and ideas for their

business sector in the region integrated with the innova-

implementation.

tive sphere of other regions.

I.I. Polzunov Altai State Technical University has launched 31 Small Innovative
Enterprises with the different areas of activities — from the processing of food
items to the production of devices, machines and mechanisms.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Future Medicine Н2

Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3
New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4
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RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
The scientific and innovative activities are developed by the
Altai State Technical University as a priority based on the
federal programs. The program “STUDENTS AND POSTGRADUATES TO THE SMALL KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE BUSINESS”— “POLZUNOV GRANTS” is intended
to train the staff that has a talent for the scientific, innovative
and organizational activities. It was established by the Krai
Administration, Altai State Technical University and the
Foundation in 1996.

The main task of the competition is to create incentives to the commercialization of developments
as well as to enable the students and post-graduates to conduct researches aimed at the development of innovations.
The approval of the developments manufacturing application at the small innovative enterprises. 440 young specialists of the innovative sphere from the different regions
of the country have become the laureates of the program
“Polzunov Grants” up to the year 2012, many of whom were
at a later stage the successful participators of the programs
“UMNIK” and “START”. 10 participators from the Altai Krai
have become the laureates of the accredited events carried
out in 2007 at the Altai State Technical University under the
program “UMNIK”. In 2008-2011 the contracts in respect to
14 projects were entered into annually. The major part of the
work results under this program has potential for the development within the framework of other program – “START”,

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

По итогам 2011 г. малыми компаниями произведено продукции более чем на 30 млн руб.
Более 100 преподавателей, аспирантов и студентов работают в этих компаниях.
what became the basis for the development and launch of
the program “UMNIK na START” in 2010.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

In order to develop innovative activities according to the
program “science and education-manufacturing-market”,
Выработка
PRODUCTION

the programs “Polzunov Grants”, “UMNIK”, “Start” ensure
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property items. Thus, from 2006 to 2011 the number of in-
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tellectual property items at the Altai State Technical Univer-
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sity increased by more than twice as compared to the previous five-year plan. With the assistance of the Foundation
the rendering of support to the small innovative enterprises-winners of the federal program “START” became a tradition in the region. Such support was rendered to more
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than 50 small innovative enterprises.
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

One of the main tasks of an inter-university Research and Development Center activities is to
lend support to the companies participating in
the federal program “START”.
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Often, when moving to the next year of the program
funding, the enterprises face the challenge of searching the co-investor or raising a loan to continue works
on the introduction of research and development to the
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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market. The Research and Development Center established contacts with the Krai Microloans Foundation and
the Guarantee Fund of the Altai Krai Administration. With
the assistance of the Center four Small Innovative Enterprises won funding at the Altai Microloans Foundation for the continuation of works on the introduction of
developments to the market. Thus, Format LLC raised
a soft loan and moved to the third year of funding; the
Altai State Technical University Agricultural Engineering Small Innovative Enterprise LLC considers a funding
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2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

0,80

scheme of the Altai Microloans Foundation in order to
move to the second year of work.
The experience of an inter-university Research and Development Center of the Altai State Technical University
allows to further improve services rendered to the inno-
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vative business entities in conjunction with the created
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research and innovative infrastructure. The University
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region

With the assistance of the Center four Small
Innovative Enterprises won funding for
the continuation of works on the introduction
of developments to the market.
has launched 31 small innovative enterprises with the

8

different areas of activities — from the processing of

6

food items to the production of devices, machines and

4

mechanisms. Based on the results of 2011, the small in-
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novative enterprises produced goods for more than 30
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million rubles. More than 100 teachers, post-graduates
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Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
2 500

and students are employed at these enterprises.
The small innovative enterprises of the region have
taken and take an active part in the following programs
of the Foundation: “DEVELOPMENT”, “START”, “UMNIK”, “TEMP”, “UMNIK na START”, “REC”, “BRIDGE”

2 000

and “Export”. The total funding of the Foundation in-
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volved into the region economy amounted to 264,3
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million rubles. 241 new jobs were created in the
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Altai Krai due to the Foundation activities. Totally,
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based on the outcomes of the newly established en-
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terprises and those participated in the programs of
the Foundation, 112 intellectual property items were
registered.
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AQUATECH Scientific and Production Association Limited Liability Company (Aquatech Scientific and Production Association LLC) was established at the Federal State-Funded Educational
Institution of Higher Vocational Education “I.I. Polzunov Altai State Technical University” and carries
out research and development activities in the sphere of natural and waste water treatment.
The company developed the method of obtaining a filtering and sorption material for the integrated treatment of natural and waste water as well as develops
water filters.
The project “Production of the New High-Efficient Sorbents and
Water Filters” is implemented within the framework of the Foundation program “START”.
The method of obtaining a filtering and sorption material that includes application of an aluminosilicate mineral to the substrate and
differs by the fact that the basalt fibers are used as the substrate,
and the bentonite clay with not less than 80% montmorillonite
content is used as an aluminosilicate mineral; besides, the basalt
fibers are treated with 5–7% alkaline water, the bentonite clay, that
preliminary underwent the soda activation, is added; then it is mixed
mechanically with addition of a binding agent in the form of one of the
aluminum salts with the bentonite clay/binding agent ratio amounting
to 1:3; then it is heated at a temperature of 50–100 °С during 2 hours
and the end product is cooled, washed with water and then it undergoes thermal activation at a temperature of 110–120 °С.
The product consumers are enterprises using water as a raw material for the end product manufacturing as well as for the technological

AQUATECH

START

ALTAI
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The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Production of the New High-Efficient
Sorbents and Water Filters.
purposes (Combined Heat and Power Plant, food, pharmaceutical
and chemical industry enterprises), individual consumers.

The main competitive advantages of the material are
its universal filtering and sorption properties allowing
to treat water with integrated contamination (ions of
iron, manganese, heavy metals, hydrogen sulphide, highly
dispersed suspensions and other contaminants). When
using the product, the cost of filtering plants operation is
decreased by 50% due to the high indices of treatment
and low prime cost. The product use does not require
any additional expenses and replacement of equipment. The resources necessary for the production of material are widely-spread on the territory of Russia and CIS
-countries.
The invention “Method of Obtaining a Filtering and Sorption
Material” is covered by the Russian Federation patent.
In the short term the company is planning to come into the
Russian market; particularly, into the Siberian Federal District.

ÒÀ Ò
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SIBERIAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC was established in 2008 at the Federal StateFunded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “I.I. Polzunov Altai State Technical
University” and carries out research and development activities in the sphere of construction.

The company’s chief executive: Fedorov Vladislav Anatolevich

In January 2010 SIBERIAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
LLC has won a victory in the program “START”, within the
framework of which the project “Elaboration of Technology
and Equipment for the Production of Universal Support
Modules for the Quick-Erect Stairs” was implemented.
In December 2010 the company’s employee, Mozgovaia Ia.G., has
become the winner of the competition “Innovative Implementation –
the Youth School of Success” held by the Russian Union of Innovation and Technology Centers, what allowed to engage in the development of the project “Elaboration of the Universal System Form for the
Erection of Cast-in-Place Stairs Based on the Modular Metalwork”.
The new structure of the stair step support module being produced based
on the original technology will allow to manufacture the light-weight stairs
of the heightened load-carrying capacity both with an optimal angle
of elevation amounting to 25–35 degrees and with the maximum angle amounting to 35–60 degrees. It affords a real possibility to produce
stairs for almost any purpose in the lower and middle price range for the
installation inside and outside dwelling, production and public facilities.
The competitive advantages of the product of Siberian Industrial
Technologies LLC are:
•• in terms of meeting the end user requirements: installation time is 1,2-1,5 times less; possibility to model and build
the stairs in any ready-to-use or future buildings due to the high
level of adjusting the stair step for height, width and rotation angle;
heightened load-carrying capacity; operating ability in any climatic
conditions; increased resistance to the cyclic loads; lower product
weight; possibility of delivery to any region of the country due to the
dealer network development.

Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
SIBERIAN INDUSTRIAL The
Technology and Production of Equipment for the Manufacturing
TECHNOLOGIES
of Universal Support Modules for the Quick-Erect Stairs.
•• in terms of the production prime cost reduction: absence of composite elements in the structure; simplified production technology;
reduced aggregate electrical capacity of the used equipment; possibility to use the widely-distributed rolled-product range made of domestic
raw materials; lower production space; original materials for the production of support modules and stairs are easily available at the local and
regional markets; reduction of the time of production and delivery to the
consumer, reduction of transportation costs due to the dealer network
development; the cost of one module is 2000–2500 rubles.
The utility model “Support Module for the Stair Steps” is covered by the
Russian Federation patent.
The Company takes an active part in the international and Russian competitions, exhibitions and conferences: it became the laureate of the Krai competition of innovative projects “New Altai-2010”, where it took the third place
in the nomination “The Best Innovative Idea”; it also participated in the Fair of
Innovations “Altai Krai 2011”; “5th Siberian Venture Fair”, Novosibirsk City, etc.

The amount of necessary investment is 2 million rubles. Project implementation period is 1 year.
In the short term it is planned to distribute the product on
the territory of Russia and the near-abroad, where the potential
market volume amounts to 1,25 billion rubles per year. The volume of the planned demand of the Siberian Federal District is not
less than 100 million rubles per year.
8
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STROYNOVATOR LLC was established according to the Federal Law No. 217 at the Federal StateFunded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “I.I. Polzunov Altai State Technical
University” and carries out research and development as well as design activities in the sphere
of construction.
The Company elaborated the new system of the low-rise
buildings façade covering using the original fair-faced
concrete slabs.
The original slab mount system allows to abandon the shaped
subsystems. The new façade slab uniqueness is that due to the
special structure the slab mounting to the façade wall is carried out without application of any mortar using the self-drilling
screws through the holes specifically designed in the slab. Besides,
if the walls are smooth enough, one may not use the special leveling
metal shape subsystems and mount the slabs directly to the wall
with an adjusting clearance of 0,5–2,5 cm.
The competitive advantages of the development are simplicity
and security of mounting the slabs to any walls; possibility to
mount the slabs without application of any mortar, facing the building
structural assembly, carrying out the year-round facing works due
to the absence of wet processes during installation; adjusting clearance between the wall and the slab back side that ensures good
ventilation of walls; solid façade coating without gaps that ensures
the reliable protection against wind and fire; durability; ample colour
scheme opportunities; favourable price.
The amount of necessary investment into the project is 5 million rubles. Project implementation period is 3 years.
The utility model “Façade Concrete Slab” is covered by the
patent.
In the short term the Company is planning to come into the
market of the West Siberian District, Gorny Altai.

STROYNOVATOR
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The Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

New System of the Façade Covering of the Low-Rise
Buildings Using the Original Fair-Faced Concrete Slabs.
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Format LLC was established according to the Federal Law No. 217 at the Federal State-Funded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “I.I. Polzunov Altai State Technical University” and
carries out activities in the sphere of pasta production.
The Company produces spinnerets for the pasta industry that are second to none in Russia as well as spinnerets
of a new design for the baker’s flour pasta production
that know no equals throughout the world, using the specially
designed equipment able to ensure the needs of the Altai food
industry manufacturers.
The pasta production spinnerets contain the prefabricated brass or
bronze fittings inside which there are polymeric bearings near the spinneret outlet. The bearings are changeable and made of the thermoplastic
high-pressure polyethylene composition and fluoroplastic powder as a
filling agent.
The proposed invention allows to reduce the labour intensity and increase economy of the manufacturing of spinnerets for the pasta production without use of the highly-qualified staff and expensive equipment, whereas the end product remains to be of the high quality; to
reduce operating expenses; to increase the spinneret operational life; to
simplify the design of a number of spinnerets what, in turn, simplifies the
design of tubular formats; to organize the state-of-the-art import-substituting production of spinnerets (absence of the Russian analogues).
Format LLC also repairs the spinnerets (replacement of polymeric
bearing) that are one of the expensive parts in the state-of-the-art pasta
industry and classified among the fast wearing consumables, what allows to increase the spinneret operational life by 4-5 times as well
as to reduce material and financial expenses.

FORMAT

The Project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Production of the Pasta Spinnerets of a New Design.
The amount of necessary investment into the project
is 1,5 million rubles.
The invention “Spinneret for the Pasta Production” is covered by the Russian Federation patent.
In the short term the Company is planning to meet the
needs of the Siberian District for the spinnerets and to
come into the markets of Ural District and Kazakhstan.
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology —
the Non-profit Partnership “Irkutsk State Technical University Technopark”.
The Non-profit Partnership “Irkutsk State Technical University Technopark”
(ISTU Technopark) established in 2006 is the Representative Office of the Foundation
for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology
(hereinafter referred to as the Foundation). It includes 23 knowledge-intensive enterprises, 3 innovative structures, small business incubator, 4 IT structures, 38 fundamental research, development and testing laboratories, 20 academic research and
development centers, 2 project offices, business incubator, 2 common use centers
and other subdivisions established for the qualitative improvement of the research and
development efficiency based on their commercialization. ISTU Technopark cooperates with the largest companies of the region, such as Irkutskenergo OJSC, IRKUT
Scientific and Production Corporation, Angarsk Petrochemical Company OJSC,
Irkutsk Aluminum Smelter-SUAL OJSC, etc.
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In 2013 the Agreement on Cooperation was entered
into by and between the ISTU Technopark and Buryat
Republican Business Incubator. The documents provide
for the interaction of the parties in respect to holding joint
arrangements in the sphere of development and introduction of the high-tech projects into the markets.

One understands the importance of innovations for
the region economy development. Irkutsk Oblast
cooperates actively with the Russian Institutes for Development of Innovations, namely
Rosnanotech State Corporation, RVC OJSC,
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

“It is the ISTU Technopark that showed me how the “out-offashion” researches with very interesting results are carried
out. The Irkutsk Technical University is successfully
engaged in the high-tech researches and there are
chances to create products that seem to be attractive
for the market and investors” – accented O. FOMICHEV,
the Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, who visited it in 2012.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

ISTU Technopark is the state-of-the-art atriumtype architectural building. Its project was developed by the creative team of teachers and students
of the ISTU Institute of Architecture and Construction. The ISTU Technopark interior project captured
gold at the competition “Interior Design 2008” for
the Siberian Federal District. The Technopark exhibition hall features the display of the world-class
scientific findings, innovative solutions to investment projects implemented by the University.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

More than 30 million rubles were allocated from the federal and local
budgets for the support to small and medium innovative business.

Russian Venture Capital Association under the
terms of joint agreements and work plans. The juridical base was created in the region in order to
support the small business infrastructure development. Until recently the tool for the implementation of set tasks was the program “Support
and Development of Small Business in Irkutsk
Oblast for 2006-2010”.
The concept for the long-tem social and economic development until 2020 was approved later and the regional
law on the government support for innovative activities is
still in force. The necessary conceptual and stimulating

legal framework for the development of innovations, by
means of the preferential taxation as well, was formed in
the region.

The Regulations on Granting Subsidies from
the Regional Budget for the Financial Coverage
(Reimbursement) of Expenses Associated with
the Implementation of Measures Aimed at
Support and Development of Small and Medium Business are valid since 2012. More than
30 million rubles were allocated from the federal
and local budgets for the support to the small and
medium innovative business.

Head of the Representative Office:

Representative Office address:

RUPOSOV
Vitalii Leonidovich

1a Igoshina Str.,
Irkutsk, 664074
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16 elements of regional significance.
The network of the territorial agencies for the
small business support is established in 17 main
municipalities as well as the support infrastructure
base unit in the administrative center, which includes
the Microcredit Foundation, Irkutsk Agency for
the Business Development, Baikal-link Training
Centers, Angarsk School of Entrepreneurs, Accounting Services Center and Center for the Entrepreneurs’ Rights Protection.
The Foundation for Assistance to Small Business of the
region elaborated a new tendency in granting loans for
the business development. Since 2010 the Foundation
granted loans on the following terms:
•• up to 300 thousand rubles for the small business entities
in the sphere of trade and services.
•• up to 500 thousand rubles for the small business entities
in the sphere of production and in respect to the socially
important types of activities.
Irkutsk City Administration is also engaged in the problems of innovations in the sphere of small and medium
business. The municipal program “Development of Innovative Activities in Irkutsk City for 2009-2012” functioned in the city. In 2012 it elaborated and approved the
package of documents, such as “City Socioeconomic
Integrated Development Strategy until 2025” and 19
special-purpose programs. The city has the Department for the Strategic Development and Innovative Policy
of the Administration, which, in particular, is involved in the

municipal support to the small and medium business innovative activities.
In 2013 the Ministry of Economic Development of Irkutsk
Oblast responsible for the issues of lending support to small
and medium business held competitions for granting subsidies from the regional budget within the framework of the
long-term special-purpose program “Support and Development of Small and Medium Business in Irkutsk Oblast” for
2012-2013. The funds within the program were allocated in
order to lend support to innovative enterprises. 50 million rubles were stipulated for these purposes in 2013. The funds
may also be allocated for the reimbursement of a loan interest rate portion, expenses for the lease payments and a
portion of costs for the technological connection to the power
grid facilities. 10 million rubles were budgeted for these purposes and 10 million rubles more were stipulated for the assistance to the production energy efficiency improvement.
The program of sharing information on the future events
among the youth is elaborated within the framework of the
Foundation Representative Office for the youth to be engaged
more actively in the scientific and technological as well as innovative activities in cooperation with the Ministry of Physical
Education, Sports and Youth Policy of Irkutsk Oblast.
The small innovative enterprises participate in the competitions organized by the Irkutsk Oblast Administration. Thus,
ISTU Consulting Center of Technology Transfer LLC, the
winner of the program “START-2011”, has won the city
competition for the reimbursement of expenses associated
with the business plan preparation. Two small innovative
enterprises - Termostat LLC (“START-2010”) and Laser
Technologies LLC (“Priority-2012”) have won the innovative projects competition of Irkutsk Oblast Government.

Over the last two years the proceeds from the projects amounted to 26 million rubles.
The funding provided by the Foundation at the beginning of 2013 amounted to 11 181 250 rubles.
23 293 750 rubles were invested by the Foundation into the regional enterprises since 2005.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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The partner of the winner of “START-2013” program (AeroEnergoTech LLC) – AeroGreen LLC -was granted the
Skolkovo residency status. Many projects that won by the
program “START” were filed with the RVC Seed Foundation
in order to get funding for the further development.
The Foundation program winners gain consultancy support
of the ISTU Technopark specialists. They are also included
into the lists of participants of the different programs, such
as “Innovative Convention”, Forum “Bailkal-2020”,
Forum “Engineers of the Future”, “Days of Science”
and Conference “Open Innovations”.
The permanent representative participates in the seminars,
conferences and courses on a regular basis, where he/she
delivers reports and lectures on the Foundation Representative Office activities and tells about the current competitions and programs. In December 2013 the lectures were
delivered within the framework of the Investment Session
for the Young Scientists of the Republic of Buryatia. This
event was held according to the Republican Special-purpose Program “The Youth of Buryatia” for 2011-2015.

RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
The small innovative enterprises successfully participated in
programs “UMNIK”, “START”, “ANTICRISIS”, “SOFT”.
In September 2012 the conference “Young. Innovative. Creative”, where the projects of “UMNIK” program participants
were presented, was held in Irkutsk “SibExpoCenter”. This
event was included into the program of XIII Russian Venture
Fair. Five young scientists were pronounced the winners; four
of them were the Scientific and Research ISTU representatives.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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The total number of students in the region as of 2011 amounted to 120 thousand people.
The participants of “UMNIK” program amounted to 69 (20 — in 2012 and 49 — in 2013).
The winners of “UMNIK” program amounted to 13 (5 — in 2012 and 8 — in 2013).
Three Scientific and Research ISTU projects won a victory
in the “START” competitions from 2010 to 2012: development of the planar nanopatterned planar heaters (Termostat
LLC), launch of the production of bread with addition of the Iceland moss (Dobryi Khleb CJSC) and a new technology of obtaining the polymeric emulsified bitumen for the road-building
works (New Construction Technologies LLC).

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

Выработка
PRODUCTION

In 2012 the Foundation Representative Office organized
four Internet-presentations by three aspects of the “START”
program.
Five sessions of video presentations dedicated to the project
protection, where seven small enterprises from Buryatia took
part remotely for the first time, was organized in 2013. The
competition “START”, where the following enterprises became the winners: Institute for Information Technology LLC
(government contract in the amount of 740 thousand rubles),
Quartz Materials CJSC (government contract in the amount
of 999 thousand rubles), AeroEnergoTech CJSC (government contract in the amount of 1 million rubles), Helios LLC
(government contract in the amount of 1 million rubles), Perspective Small Innovative Enterprise LLC of the Republic of
Buryatia (government contract in the amount of 1 million rubles),
was held. The inter-regional scientific and research conference “Young Innovators of Baikal Region”, which is the final
event of the program “UMNIK-2013”, was held the same year.
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49 applications from seven institutions of Irkutsk Oblast and
four institutions of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences were lodged. 25 projects were selected after the pre-qualification carried out by the expert commission.
The experts from Irkutsk Oblast institutions, institutions of the
Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences as well
as business representatives were involved in the conference
work. The experts made special mention of the high level of
projects and 8 projects were selected according to evaluation
results. The young investigators from two institutions of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (the Siberian Institute of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry as well as
Institute for System Dynamics and Control Theory) and three
Irkutsk Oblast institutions (Federal State-Funded Educational
Institution of Higher Vocational Education “Irkutsk State Medical University”, Federal State-Funded Educational Institution
of Higher Vocational Education “Bratsk State University” and
Federal State-Funded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “Irkutsk State Technical University”) became
the winners. The Inter-regional Youth Conference “Baikal – the Territory of Innovations” was held in October 2013.
43 applications were lodged and 8 young investigators from
Irkutsk State Technical University, Bratsk State University as
well as the Siberian Institute of Plant Physiology and Biochemistry became the winners.
For two years in succession the Foundation representative has
been taken part in the regional stage of the All-Russian Youth
Innovative Convention, where the master classes for the participation in the Foundation programs were given.
As explained by S.V. Pushkarev, the General Director of Irkutsk
Technological Service Company OJSC, “the Foundation Representative Office shortens the distance between Irkutsk and
Moscow and allows to build a bridge between the innovators
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1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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Over the last two years of the Foundation Representative Office activities the proceeds from the projects amounted to 26
million rubles. 5 projects in 2012 and 16 projects in 2013 were
funded.
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At the beginning of 2013 the funding provided by the
Foundation amounted to 11 181 250 rubles.
23 293 750 rubles were invested by the Foundation into
the regional enterprises since 2005.
The co-funding from the different sources is about 15 million
rubles. The total investment from other sources/the Foundation
funding ratio is 0,64.
The total number of students in the region in 2011amounted to
120 thousand people.
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and the Foundation, what is very important for such remote
region as Irkutsk Oblast”.
The work on “UMNIK” club organization is also in progress in
the region.

10
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More than 20 new jobs were created .7 utility
patents and 3 know-how were registered.

2012

2013

The total number of “UMNIK” program participants amounted
to 69 (20 — in 2012 and 49 — in 2013). The ratio is 0,0006.
Total number of “UMNIK” program winners amounted to 13(5—
in 2012 and 8 — in 2013).

More than 20 new jobs were created. 7 utility patents and 3 know-how were registered.
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MIKHAILOV Nikita Igorevich,
the student of Bratsk State University,
Bratsk City
Mikhailov N.I. has won in the Foundation competitive
program “UMNIK” held within the framework of inter-regional youth conference “Baikal - the Territory of
Innovations” in 2013.
The project “KANAL Program System” gained financial support of the Foundation that allowed to continue the development
of KANAL program system designed to perform mass quantitative calculation of trajectory and Doppler characteristics of decameter signal for the estimation of information
radio channel state under the various conditions, including in
the context of full-scale experiments.
The mathematical model for the propagation of signal in the
ionospheric channel with random and deterministic disturbances based on the approximate analytical solutions of
stochastic boundary-value problems of Cauchy and Dirichlet
for the ray differential equation system with the independent
variable in the form of the group-delay time element was developed. The numerous experiments for the evaluation of
dispersion of angular and Doppler characteristics of the
decameter signal in the natural and artificially perturbed ionospheric channels in the wide working frequency range, including the radio path maximum usable frequencies are being
implemented.
The projects implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Mikhailov N.I. — “KANAL Program System for the Estimation of
Information Radio Channel State Under the Various Conditions”
Efimov I.А.— “Hardware-Software-Methodological System for the Secondary Schools”
Efimov Ilia Alekseevich,
The student of Irkutsk State Technical University,
Irkutsk City.
Efimov I.A. has won in the Foundation competitive program “UMNIK” held within the framework of inter-regional youth conference “Baikal - the Territory of Innovations” in 2013.
The development of the hardware-software-methodological system for the secondary schools became possible due
to the financial support provided by the Foundation.
Improvement of the mechanical part of the system is in
progress at this stage of the project. The most efficient stepper motor drivers are selected; the most suitable software is
being studied; the research and development of the optimal
guides structure is being carried out.
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TERMOSTAT Limited Liability Company (Termostat LLC) was established in 2010 and now is a part
of the innovative zone of the ISTU Technopark. The main objectives of the company are development and introduction of the new high-efficient, energy-saving devices and appliances for
the life support system into industrial production. TERMOSTAT LLC has industrial and engineering facilities for the production of devices and appliances of the different degree of complexity.

The company’s chief executive: SHELEKHOV Igor Iurevich, Cand.Sc. (Engineering)

The company’s innovative developments are used
in the production of heat-insulated floors, wall panels, mobile refrigerating units, seat heaters and car
casing, in medical devices as the means of an autonomous heating of working clothes and uniform.
The innovative project-winner under the Foundation program
“START-2010” “Energy-Saving Technologies for the Life
Support System” was developed in two stages. In the first
year the research and development works were carried out
on the subject: “Development of the Experimental Technology for the Production of Low-Temperature Semiconductor Heating Elements, Study of Their Parameters
Under the Various Operating Conditions”. The Company
got funding in the amount of 2 million rubles, what allowed
to continue the second-stage development carried out on the
subject: “Development of a New Constructive and Engineering Approach to Design of the Electroheat Equipment Related to the Heating Systems. Development of the
Methodology for the Control of Electrophysical Properties of Semiconductor Heating Elements”. The secondyear project handed a victory to the company in the Foundation
program “START2-13-2”. The second year of design works
was funded by the company using its own resources.

TERMOSTAT

At the present day a line of the low-temperature heating elements for the different life support systems is developed and
the joint venture between Russia and Korea was established.
The next stage is going to be the setup of production of the
high-temperature heating elements for cooking appliances. The Korean party will deliver cases and the assembly plant with the heating element installation produced by
TERMOSTAT LLC will be established in Irkutsk City.
A strong interest in the development is expressed by other
countries of the Asia-Pacific Region. In 2010 the Protocol
of Intent for the use of the ISTU Research University’s developments while reconstructing Ulan Bator City was entered into with the mayor of Ulan Bator City (Mongolia). The
Ulan Bator Administration intends to take up a license for the
ISTU’s KNOW-HOW “Low-Temperature Nanopatterned
Heating Element”.
The developed heating elements were used for the elaboration
of the prototype energy-efficient yurt heating system installed
in 155 yurts in Ulan Bator City (Mongolia). In the short term it is
planned to equip 157 thousand yurts with such system.
The expected sales volume for the coming 3 years may
amount to 24 million US dollars. The following state-owned
companies are interested in the company’s developments:
Rostekhnologii State-owned Corporation, Alrosa JSC, Russian Railways OJSC, United Shipbuilding Corporation OJSC,
Almaz-Antey Concern OJSC and Irkutskenergo OJSC.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Energy-Saving Technologies for
the Life Support Systems.

At the present day the commercial prototypes of the
new-generation heating elements that excel the world
analogues in a number of indices have been developed.
The developed heating elements allow to reduce the
power consumption by up to 35%, have high fire- and
electrical safety, possess properties of the soft exit and
self-regulation of the necessary amount of released
power for the temperature maintenance and do not require any external adjusting devices as well as are
highly tolerant to the aggressive media.

Production of a Heater for Mongolian Yurts

The company was actually launched using the
funds allocated by the Foundation. 8 new jobs were
created and investment from the Foundation in
the amount of 200 thousand US dollars were
obtained as well. The company turnover amounts
to more than 15 million rubles per year.
The company got an opportunity to introduce products
into the international market due to the assistance of the
Foundation. The developed heating elements are widely
used at the Russian enterprises and abroad.
In 2010 the investment contract was entered into with the
Pusan National University (South Korea) for the expected
volume of investment amounting up to 1,2 million US dollars.
8
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ASTROTEKHNIKA-PLUS Limited Liability Company (Astrotekhnika-PLUS LLC) was established in
2010. It develops and produces the different electronic automation devices in the sphere of
astronomical studies. The company is engaged in production of such devices as the telescope
automatic guidance systems, automatic focusing systems, etc.
The Foundation lend assistance to Astrotekhnika-PLUS
LLC under the project on development of the improved stepper motor-operated telescope automatic guidance system and development of the prototype servo-operated
telescope automatic guidance system.
ASTROTEKHNIKA-PLUS participated in the competition No. 2009-Н119 “Conduct of research and development as well as experimental design
works by the priority areas of the development of science and engineering within the framework of the Foundation program “START-10” implementation. The funding in the amount of 1 million rubles that allowed
to conduct the main research and developments as well as experimental
design works and to move to the manufacturing of the end product was
allocated by the Foundation based on the competitive selection results.
As a result of the project implementation two motor- and servo-operated telescope automatic guidance systems “A&I GOTO SYSTEM”
were developed, produced and tested. Both devices went into serial production. These devices excel the existing analogues by the technical characteristics in many respects and are much more cheaper.
Both amateur astronomers and professional scientists are among
the buyers of these systems.
The initiators of the project “PulCOO” (Pulkovo Cooperation of Optical Observers) were interested in the development. It is this system that
was decided to be used for the improvement of old-fashioned observatories participated in the project.

ASTROTEKHNIKAPLUS

START
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The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Improved Telescope Automatic Guidance System.
The co-production with the Ukrainian enterprise engaged in manufacturing
of the German equatorial mounts (telescope rotary support) was launched.
The telescope automatic guidance systems were installed at the
observatories of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Bolivia within the
framework of “PulCOO” project.

ÒÀ Ò
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Small Innovative Enterprise TEKHNOLOG LLC was established by the employees and students of
Irkutsk State Technical University (ISTU) and carries out innovative developments in the sphere of
creation and study of binding agents with high adhesive properties on the basis of black oil.

The company’s chief executive: GOROKHOV Aleksandr Pavlovich

The researches of the Students’ Innovative Bureau (SIB) “TEKHNOLOG”, which is functioning at
the ISTU Chair of Chemical Technology, form the
company scientific basis. The General Director
of Tekhnolog LLC, GOROKHOV Aleksandr Pavlovich, is the student of the Chemical and Metallurgical Faculty of Irkutsk Technical University.

Investment allocated to the company
amounted to 850 thousand rubles. The funds
were spent for the creation of the pilot lot of a
new product for aluminum industry, i.e. petroleum pitch and study of its physicochemical
characteristics.

The use of petroleum pitch as an alternative binding

The company is pronounced the winner of the program
“START-2013” in the field “State-of-the-art Materials and Technology of Their Creation”. The program is
implemented by the Foundation, the Official Representative of which in Priangarye is ISTU Technopark Non
-profit Partnership.

agent for the anode paste when producing the primary aluminum will allow to increase the end product quality and improve environmental situation at
the enterprises. Mixing the black oils with the crushed
pet coke results in a binding agent, which contains no
carcinogenic polyaromatic hydrocarbons. Besides,
the petroleum pitch has the constant physicochemical

Being a part of SIB, the company’s projects have be-

composition. It contains the minimum ash amount and

come the participants of the final event of the program

no water. The cost of this component is 30–50 % less

“UMNIK” twice (in 2011 and 2012), where they got

than the cost of its foreign analogues.

TEKHNOLOG

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology of Obtaining the Alternative
Binding Agent for the New-Generation
Anodes – Petroleum Pitch.

recommendations from the Foundation representatives

The petroleum pitch may be highly sought in the East

to take part in the competition by the program “START”.

Siberian region, where the country’s largest aluminum

The technology of obtaining the alternative binding
agent for the new-generation anodes-petroleum

plants are concentrated. The consumers of the product produced by Tekhnolog LLC are coal factories,
electrode plants and Combined Heat and Power Sta-

pitch was presented by the young Irkutsk innovators to

tions. Now the company holds negotiations on the pe-

the expert council. The product may be applied both in

troleum pitch supplies for the purpose of its use as a

the aluminum industry and in the road building.

bitumen mastic component for the road building.

The successful presentation of the young innovators’ project at VIII Kazan Venture Fair 2013,
where Tekhnolog LLC managed to join the ranks of the 12 best companies, also shows the
Tekhnolog work potential.
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HELIOS Limited Liability Company (Helios LLC) was established by the employees of the Scientific

and Research Irkutsk State Technical University in 2012 for the conduct of research and develop-

ments in the sphere of designing the new instrument and software systems for the geological exploration.
The company’s chief executive: DAVYDENKO Iurii Aleksandrovich

HELIOS LLC was pronounced the winner of the program
“START-2013” in the field “New Devices and Software
Systems”.

The project on the development and testing of “Mars” hardware and software system, which will increase the efficiency of the search and exploration of ore minerals, oil
and gas in the shelf area, is designed for the archaeology application and engineering surveys in construction.
The feature of the electromagnetic sounding technology and induced
polarization of the search and detection of hard-to-reach minerals is
that when skipping the electromagnetic current impulse through the
geological environment, the scientists trace its propagation. Depending
on how and where the signal was distorted, one can determine what
exactly is below the ground. When analyzing the acquired data, the scientists determine what rock is bedded on the certain depth and evaluate
its mineral composition. The insufficient primary data is registered in
the customary-used methods and important information on the electromagnetic wave propagation is not involved in analysis. It often leads
to the false forecast because the noise objects are taken as the exploration objects.

HELIOS

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Creation and Testing of “Mars” Hardware
and Software System for the Efficient
Exploration of Minerals, Oil and Gas.
As compared to the traditional technology, the development of the ISTU
scientists may increase the measurement accuracy from 50 % to 80–
90 % and cut the cost of researches by three times.

The Foundation allocated investment in the amount of 1 million rubles for the improvement and testing of “Mars” hardware and software system.
In 2013 the experimental and methodological trials of the hardware
and software system were carried out on two objects: “Kurminskoe
Lake-2” archaeological monument and “Listvennichnyi” sample plot
owned by Alrosa JSC, where it showed itself good in practice.
The ISTU scientists age going to improve the measurement module
structure of “Mars” hardware and software system and increase
its resolving capacity under the various geological conditions.

ÒÀ Ò
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LASER TECHNOLOGIES Limited Liability Company (Laser Technologies LLC) was established in
2011 with the participation of Irkutsk State Technical University for the conduct of research and development as well as experimental design works on the creation of medical lasers
and laser stations, commercialization of ISTU’s research and developments in the sphere
of laser technologies.
The company’s chief executive: IVANOV Nikolai Arkadevich

The main areas of activities of LASER TECH-

The laser developed by Laser Technologies has

NOLOGIES LLC are development and produc-

more pulse energy and a wavelength suitable

tion of medical laser devices; laser cutting

for the most photosensitizers, what ensures

and material labeling; consulting services in

the high therapy efficiency and low consumption

the sphere of lasers and laser technologies.

of photosensitizers.
The comparison of a laser produced by Laser Technologies with the existing world analogues shows a number

The consumers of the products are cancer centers,

of advantages: lower price of the laser and its mainte-

hospitals, polyclinics and skin care centers.

nance, possibility to use it both for therapy and diagnostics, simplicity of operation and servicing.

The cancerous diseases photodynamic therapy lasers
The therapeutic laser developed by the company can

and wavelength which is non-optimal for the most pho-

generate two wavelength radiation brought into one

tosensitizers, what leads to low efficiency and high con-

light conductor.

sumption of photosensitizers.

neously ensures the procedure time reduction.

à

introduced to the marker have the small pulse energy

LASER
TECHNOLOGIES

The use of two wavelengths simulta-

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Medical Laser for the Photodynamic Therapy

When applying the therapeutic lasers, the necessity to

.Laser Technologies LLC is a winner of the Foundation

use two wavelengths occurs. The lasers introduced to

program “Priority-12”. The allocated project funding

the market are not able to radiate two different wave-

was used for the therapeutic laser prototype creation as

lengths simultaneously, what leads to the procedure

well as for the new case design development.

time increase.

The photodynamic therapy laser prototype was created; the clinical trials were conducted and now the company is in process of obtaining certificates. The laser head optical scheme is covered by the patent. The
company is going to occupy not less than 30-35% market share by 2015.
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology —Krasnoyarsk
Regional Innovation and Technology Business Incubator.
Participation in the programs of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation)
has begun in 2005. At that time applications were lodged with the assistance of the
regional educational institutions. In 2010 the Foundation Representative Office started
its active work at the Krai Ministry of Economy and Regional Development. In
2011 the Ministry of Investment and Innovations was established and the entire
work with the Foundation was transferred to the Krai State Autonomous Institution
“Krasnoyarsk Regional Innovation and Technology Business Incubator” (hereinafter referred to as the KSAI “KRITBI”) established in 2011. It is subordinated to the
ministry and collects the most interesting and advanced developments on the territory
of the region. The work with applicants is now in progress at the KSAI “KRITBI”.

2
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The KRITBI key feature is the unique Prototyping Center, which contains the state-of-the-art
equipment allowing to fulfill orders both for the KRITBI’s residents and external enterprises. The business
incubator uses the latest company promotion technologies, renders information support and provides the
unique infrastructure.
The work with applicants in respect to all programs of
the Foundation is now in progress at the KSAI “KRITBI”.
The winners of the programs “START”, “Priority” and
“DEVELOPMENT” may acquire the KRITSBI residency
status without undergoing any expert review for the
innovativeness. Such status affords an opportunity to receive certain services on a preferential or non-repayable
basis, to get assistance in the search of investor as well as
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ensures interaction between the local authorities and the
large manufacturing enterprises. In 2012 the number of
business incubator residents among the winners of
“START” program amounted to 75%.
The Foundation cooperation with the region is very
effective: the number of applications for the Foundation
competitions and the volume of funds raised by the small
innovative enterprises increases. The programs “UMNIK” and “START” are the most actively developed at
the moment. The enterprises also participate in the program “DEVELOPMENT”, but in view of the competition
peculiarities there are less participants in it. We have
got the winners of the programs “Export”, “Soft” and
“Energo”.

RAZVITIE

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The fields, the KRITBI’s residents are working in, meet
the most topical tendencies in the society development,
i.e. medicine, biotechnologies, energy-saving technologies, IT, mechanical engineering, nanotechnologies and many others.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

The business incubator implements tasks associated with the creation of conditions to
ensure the efficient operation of the small and
medium business in the innovative sphere at
early stages of their development. Its main
objective is to lend assistance to the promising project teams in the finalization of idea and
product, obtaining investment, search of strategic partners and clients, their consultancy
and service support.

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

5
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Office:

Representative Office address:

KOLPAKOV
Nikolai Gennadevich

75 Svobodnyi prosp.,
Karnoyarsk
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Many participants of the Foundation programs also took
part in the programs of “Krasnoyarsk Krai Foundation for Assistance to Scientific and Research Activities” (the Science Foundation), where they had an
opportunity to get additional funding. The KSAI “KRITBI”
is constantly working with the potential applicants for
the “UMNIK” and “START” competitions, including students and post-graduates. In order to involve them in
participation, information on the competitions is regularly placed on the educational institutions’ websites,
chairs’ notice boards as well as advertising videos are
presented on the displays on the territory of educational
institutions and information on the roll-ups is placed in
the most attended places of the university. The on-site
presentations by the business incubator employees are
being practiced, where the basic principles of programs
and possible prospects of development in coordination
with the Foundation are explained.
The regional expert councils by the Foundation
programs consist of the krai scientific elite representatives, directors of the Scientific and Research Institutes, representatives of the educational
institutions.
The business incubator carries out the “long-term”
activities, i.e. involvement of active schoolchildren
interested in the innovative creativity. The Youth Innovative Creativity Center (YICC) is established at the
KSAI “KRITBI” and allows the innovative youth representatives (mainly the high-school children) to gain access
to technologies and equipment of the state-of-the-art

digital production for quick and inexpensive development of the functional prototypes of the new products
and testing of the boldest ideas. The business incubator employees help the youth to implement ideas and to
create prototypes. It is hoped that they are those schoolchildren who will devote themselves to innovative activities in future and participate in the Foundation programs.
With the assistance of the KSAI “KRITBI” and the Krai
Ministry of Investment and Innovations 5 similar Youth
Innovative Creativity Centers more were opened in
the Krasnoyarsk schools in 2013.
The Krai Ministry of Investment and Innovations
plays significant role. Its objectives are the creation
of conditions for the development of investment
activities and ensuring the government support to
innovative activities in the region. Within the framework of the long-tem special-purpose program “Development of Innovative Activities on the Territory
of Krasnoyarsk Krai” for 2012-2014 the innovative
enterprises, including the Foundation program participants, may apply for the subsidies to reimburse a part
of expenses associated with the acquisition (creation) of
production equipment, special machinery, devices and
systems, acquisition (construction and/or overhaul) of
industrial real property items as well as subsidies to reimburse a part of expenses associated with the implementation of innovative projects, including those aimed
at commercialization of innovative developments.

About 40 participants of “UMNIK” competition were named in 2010
from the Krai 12 of them were pronounced the winners.
Near 90 projects were named in 2011. 41 of them were pronounced the winners.
179 participants were named in 2012. 45 of them were pronounced the winners.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

Future Medicine Н2
New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials
and technology of
their generation H3
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The Strategy for Innovative Development of Krasnoyark Krai for the period until 2020 “Innovative Krai-2020”
approved by the Governor’s decree has been implemented
in the region since 2011. The strategy is aimed at the building of potential in the sphere of science, education, technology and innovations, formation of favourable innovative
climate, development and improvement of innovative infrastructure efficiency.

RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
0,09

0,09

0,09

0,09

An active work that lead to the weighty results has been carried out by the Foundation Representative Office from the
very beginning. For example, 16 companies from the region were supported in 2012 by the program “START”,
whereas only 10 were supported in 2011.
The enterprises supported by the Foundation and which
managed to introduce the developed products into the
market within the shortest time are the pride of the Representative Office. We are also proud of our projects recognized and supported by other development institutes as
well. Thus, e.g., 5 enterprises from among the winners
by the “START” program are the Skolkovo residents,
namely: GuardNet OOO (Limited Liability Company),
Resonance OOO (Limited Liability Company), AkTerm
ООО (Limited Liability Company), UniMet OOO (Limited Liability Company) and Dioton ООО (Limited Liability Company).
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

More than 1300 applicants took part in the elimination round
of the competition “UMNIK-2013”. With the assistance of

337 new jobs were created. The total volume of investment by the Foundation
into the regional economy since 2007 amounted to 146 362 865 rubles.
The total volume of investment raised by the winners of the Foundation programs by means of
multichannel funding of their projects into the regional economy amounted to 276 030 053 rubles.
the KSAI “KRITBI” the winners were awarded with the commemorative prizes.
Dioton, the winner of the program “Export-11-1”, is
one such multichannel funding example. In addition to the
Foundation funds the enterprise raised funding from the
“Krasnoyarsk Krai Foundation for Assistance to Scientific
and Research Activities”, gained support of the Krai Ministry of Investment and Innovations in the form of subsidies as
well as funding from the private investor. Such support allowed to successfully come into the market. The developed
unit was introduced at Krasnoyarsk Metallurgical Plant OAO
(Open Joint-Stock Company), where it proved its efficiency.
In 2012 with the assistance of the KSAI “KRITBI” the enterprise visited Düsseldorf ALUMINIUM exhibition, where
the distribution agreements were entered into with the engineering companies from Australia, Austria, Holland, Germany and India.

About 310 students, post-graduates and young
scientists participated in “UMNIK” competition for
3 years. Among them 98 applications were supported by five fields.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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About 40 participants of “UMNIK” competition were
named in 2010 from the Krai. 12 of them were pronounced the winners. Increase of the number of applications was observed in 2011. About 90 projects
were totally named. 41 of them were announced the
winners. 179 participants were named in 2012. 45 of
them were pronounced the winners.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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•• 2010 — 0,03;

2012

2013

•• 2011 — 0,04;
•• 2012 — 0,05.
37 participants of “UMNIK” program completed the
second year of funding in 2013. Over half of them will
continue their scientific activities and about five people
are going to develop project into the business as well as
to participate in “UMNIK na START” competition.

16 intellectual property items were registered.

337 new jobs were created for the period of the Foundation activities. The total volume of investment into the
region economy within the framework of the Foundation program implementation since 2007 amounted to
146362865 rubles. The total volume of investment raised
by the winners of the Foundation programs by means of
multichannel funding of their projects into the regional
economy amounted to 276 030 053 rubles.
16 intellectual property items (invention patents, utility
model patents, computer software program certificates)
were registered. The intellectual property registration by
many companies is in progress at the stage of lodged
application, including by the Patent Cooperation Treaty
system.

SUCCESS STORY
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AVDULOVA Iuliia Sergeevna,
the student of the Polytechnic Institute of the Siberian Federal
University,
Krasnoyarsk City.
The project of Avdulova Iuliia Sergeevna “Non-Ferrous
Metal Refining Plant Development” won the Foundation
grant for the conduct of research of development activities in
2011. The second year of funding by the “UMNIK” program
was completed in 2013. The successful project implementation allowed to win the “UMNIK na START” Foundation
competition in 2013.

Pulsar OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established
by Avdulova Iu.S. for the development commercialization.

The analysis of patent bases and publicly available sources
confirmed an absence of similar systems. In 2013 an application for the “Holding Furnace” invention (the
smelting furnace EMF is covered) was sent to Rospatent
(Federal Service for Intellectual Property) for carrying
out an expert examination.

The Research and Production Centre of Magnetic Hydrodynamics OOO (Limited Liability Company) renders support to the scientific activities implementation within the
framework of the project.

Following the project implementation it is planned to protect the intellectual property item on the special-purpose
international markets, i.e. the EU, USA and South-East
Asia.

The research and development activities resulted
in a mathematical model of the non-ferrous
metal refining plant.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Non-Ferrous Metal Refining Plant Development.
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ZALOGA Aleksandr Nikolaevich,
the student of the Siberian Federal University,
Krasnoyarsk City.

The project of Zaloga Aleksandr Nikolaevich “Continuous Coal Gasifier Structure Improvement” won the Foundation competition “UMNIK”. The second year of the project
implementation by the “UMNIK” program is completed at the moment. The scientific and
research activities under the project are carried out with the assistance of AkTerm OOO
(Limited Liability Company) which is a resident of the KSAI “KRITBI” and Special Design and
Engineering Bureau “Nauka”.

The mathematical model of the energy technology
complex operation was created within the framework
of the project. The computer model was created based
on this model. It allows to determine the result of the coal
gasification by the initial process parameters as well
as to calculate the necessary equipment parameters
in order to ensure the desired result.
An experimental example of the energy technology
complex was produced and installed at the experimental
plot of AkTerm OOO.

The test results confirmed the performance capability
of this energy technology complex structure for the autonomous energy supply to the industrial and dwelling
facilities with the simultaneous production of the brown
coal blacksmith’s coke as well as perspectives of its use
in the housing and public utilities sphere.
The high technical-and-economic efficiency of the
implementation of proposed structure energy technology complexes is conditioned by their unique operating characteristics as well as absence of competitors both on the Russian and foreign markets.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
Continuous Coal Gasifier.
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METALLURGICAL TECHNOLOGIES OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2011
and is engaged in the developments in the sphere of mechanical engineering and electronics for the mining and smelting industry.
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The main area of activities is the development of detecting and monitoring equipment designed
on the different physical effects: magnetic scanning, roentgenofluorescence.
The company produces and implements electronic devices and
machinery as well as technologies
developed based on these products.
The increasingly stringent requirements to the equipment for the sorting of mineral raw materials as to the
capacity, sensitivity and selectivity
conditioned the creation of unique
mineral raw material assessment technology by Metallurgical
Technologies.
The new generation of sorters shall
be equipped with the intellectual
sensor ensuring the several-fold increase of the unit capacity, accuracy
of separation and high automation
level.
In 2012 the company participated
in the “START” competition with
the project “Development of the
Intellectual Sensor for the Rapid

METALLURGICAL
TECHNOLOGIES

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Intellectual Sensor for the Rapid Assessment
of the Mineral Raw Material Quality

Assessment of the Mineral Raw Material Quality”. It got the Foundation funding
in the amount of 950 thousand rubles.
The first-year project implementation resulted in the full completion of research
and development activities on the subject: “Researches, Development, Production and Testing of the Brassboard of the Intellectual Sensor for the Rapid
Assessment of the Mineral Raw Material Quality”. The patent for the utility
model “Sensor for the Rapid Assessment of the Mineral Raw Material
Quality” was obtained. This development is the first stage. The company is
going to participate in all three stages of the “START” competition and to enter
into the serial production of innovative device based on the developments of the
third-stage projects.
The sorting equipment for the next-generation mineral raw materials is created
based on this device with possible international market entry. The sorter technical characteristics increase will allow to implement equipment and technology
at the large mining and smelting enterprises.

The Foundation financial support allowed the company to launch
innovative subject matter development and the positive results of
the first stage of development allowed to raise the co-investor
funding in order to participate in the second stage of the “START”
competition as well as to draw potential development consumers, i.e. the mining and smelting enterprises.

ÒÀ Ò
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SIBERAIN INTEGRATION SYSTEMS OOO (Limited Liability Company) was registered in 2008. The main
area of the company’s activities is the software development and provision of consultancy services in
the sphere of information technologies.
The company’s chief executive: SPIRIDONOVA Viktoriia
Alekseevna

programs and training the end users of how to work
with them. The activities on the development of the
applied software are carried out by Siberian Integration Systems using the software programs of Inter Systems International Corporation (USA).
The creation of expert systems for the government-owned
institutions and enterprises of the different forms of ownership is conditioned by the modern development of the state
administration and requirements of the society to the quality
of services rendered by the state.

SIS OOO Team

The company is specialized in the development of the
algorithmically complicated software programs
and creation of the software systems for the
organization and operational management of geographically-distributed structure activities as well as
renders a full range of services on development,
implementation and further support to software

The company is engaged in the development of expert
systems that would allow to carry out an analysis of events,
situations based on the system of indices, to forecast the developments based on the historical data stored in the knowledge database and scenarios set up by the experts, to plan
the set of measures aimed at the avoidance of negative
consequences or achievement of targets suitable for
the assessment of the efficiency of the actions taken, forming by that the knowledge database of the most efficient
and successful solutions, which can be later distributed
among other territories and agencies. The knowledge database of successful solutions may be supplemented by the
knowledge of experts who are professionals in the defined
area. Taking into account the tendency to the decrease of the
number of professional senior executives, the Expert system
with such database may partially compensate the existing
deficit and to help in the achievement of the best results.

SIBERIAN
INTEGRATION SYSTEMS
SIS OOO Office
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Siberian Integration Systems OOO took part in the open
competition of the Foundation “Carrying Out the Research and Design Activities for the Elaboration of
Software Meant for the Conduct of Works on the Upgrading and Technological Development” in 2010. The
government contract for the research and development
works on the subject “Creation of the Basic Software
System “Expert System of the Operative Management
for the Government Authorities” was entered into with
the company based on the competition results. Siberian Integration Systems OOO got the Foundation funding in the
amount of 4 541 thousand rubles. The project co-funding
was carried out from the company’s own resources in
the amount of 6 811 500 rubles in 2010–2011 and 1 215
500 rubles in 2012.
The research and development works of Siberian Integration Systems resulted in the development of the “Expert
System of the Operative Management for the Government
Authorities” which was named “ETALON Expert System
of the Operative Management for the Government Authorities”. The system consists of the next modules; each
of them may be implemented separately:
а) Information Collection Center module allowing to
carry out an automated collection and storage of information on the status of an object under observation
from the different sources;
б) Situation Center module allowing to carry out monitoring and analysis of the status of an object under
observation in the suitable graphic form with the possibility of the information output by way of cartograms,
diagrams and which supports the mechanism of the
risk area identification. The mobile application for the

START
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Android, iOS system-operated devices is implemented
for the operative monitoring.

в) Analysis and Forecasting module allowing to assess the current situation, to forecast the development
of situation using the forecasting scenario method, to
plan the set of measures which allows to move from
the current status of an object under observation to the
desired status. The analysis and forecasting module is
integrated with the activity arrangement subsystem that
allows to give commissions within the framework of the
package of measures which are necessary to be performed in order to achieve the target status as well as to
monitor their performance;

г) Strategic Planning Module allowing to make the strategic plans in the expert system with the possibility of
storage in the expert knowledge database for their further use on other territories.
Being a part of various modules, the expert system successfully passed the test trials and is implemented in the
following institutions:

•• The Pension Fund of the Russian Federation as well as
all other Branches of the Pension Fund of the Russian
Federation (82 regions);
•• Federal State Healthcare Institution “Siberian Clinical
Center of the Federal Medical and Biological Agency”;
•• Krai State Budgetary Institution “State Archives of Krasnoyarsk Krai”;

•• Municipal Public Institution “Municipal Archives of Zheleznogorsk Closed Administrative and Territorial Entity”;
•• Krasnoyarsk Krai Archive Agency.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Software System “Expert Assessment of the Operative
Management for the Government Authorities”.
Meeting on the project “Expert System”

ÒÀ Ò
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The effective economic indices were obtained by Siberian Integration Systems OOO based on the project implementation results.
The proceeds from the implementation of the certain
expert system modules:
•• in 2010 amounted to 1 479 400 rubles at the total volume of the company’s proceeds by all software systems
of 23 902 038,75 rubles;

•• in 2011 amounted to 6709150 rubles at the total volume
of the company’s proceeds by all software systems of 40
984 660 rubles;

•• in 2012 amounted to 89171800 rubles at the total volume of the company’s proceeds by all software systems
of 112 940 845,19 rubles.
Thus, the share in proceeds from the implementation of research and development activities results in 2011 as compared to 2010 increased by 10,81 %, and in 2012 as compared to 2011 – by 62,58 %.

The implementation of the expert system and its
certain modules favours the company’s performance indicators increase. Such conclusion may
be drawn from the feedbacks of the companies,
where the certain expert system modules have
been already implemented.
In 2010 the company began the process of implementation of one of the future expert system modules – “Situation Center” into the regional Branches of the Pension
Fund of the Russian Federation. Implementation has begun
from the pilot project at the Volga Federal District with the

SUCCESS STORY
•• Man-hours at the executive staff level decreased
significantly.
•• Due to the use of the Situation Center tablet version the
users are always in touch with the state of business by
the supervised area of activities and can promptly answer an urgent question on the state of one or another
subordinate territory.
•• Quality of the execution of tasks set by the Board of
the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation increased
significantly.
•• Premiums collection indices were improved in many
regions.
Due to the Foundation assistance the number of Siberian
Integration Systems OOO employees increased from
21 to 33. The increase of the number of employees (more
than 30 people) resulted in the state accreditation of the
company in 2012 as such engaged in the activities in
the sphere of information technologies. As a result, the
company has the benefits on the payment of premiums to
the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation.

The Foundation assistance gave an additional
impulse to the development of the project on
the expert system creation to the Siberian Integration Systems as a whole. Due to the rendered assistance the company managed to significantly decrease the project implementation
period, to strengthen the team with talented
people as well as to find new customers.

SIBERIAN
INTEGRATION SYSTEMS
Expert System

further distribution of successful experience throughout the
Russian Federation. The following positive effects were
noted by the users of the System due to the implementation
of the “Situation Center” expert system module into all
regional Branches of the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation (82 regional branches and the Executive Directorate
of the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation):
•• Number of reports reduced.
•• Necessity to hold weekly teleconferences on insurance
premiums with the subordinate subdivisions stands no
longer due to the fact that the System shows the current situation based on data acquired from the record
keeping systems used at all territorial subdivisions of the
Pension Fund of the Russian Federation.
•• Time of waiting for the data upload from the record
keeping systems decreased. Moreover, the necessity to
request the record keeping system in order to acquire
data stands no longer. The data import is carried out automatically each morning based on the set patterns.
•• Number of mistakes in the reporting documents amounts
to nothing as there is no human factor when importing
data and generating reports.
12

The developed technology has already proved its efficiency in various industries, companies and government
institutions.

The company is going to expand the horizons of
the product implementation and specialization for
the specific sectors, creation of the knowledge
database of successful managerial solutions efficient in these sectors.

ÒÀ Ò
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RAINVEST OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2010. It is engaged in the developments
in the sphere of housing and public utilities (HPU) and now implements the project “Development and
Creation of the Apartment Block Heat Supply Control Automated System Based on the Heat
Energy Optimization”.

The company’s chief executive: ORLOV Vitalii Valerevich

• improvement of the quality of heat supply
to buildings and apartments, heat supply

The product being developed is applied for the

system adjustment, economy of heat and

qualitative consideration of the heat supply

end users’ funds were achieved;

objectives, balancing of the heat flow control

• furnishing of objective data on the heat supply

layer of the building and minimization of heat

parameters on a real time basis allowing

consumption.

the heat supply enterprises, managing

The company participated in the Foundation competition

companies and municipality to organize the

“ENERGO”. Within the framework of this competition in

efficient work on the qualitative heat supply.

2011 it got funding for the conduct of additional research
and development activities in the amount of 11,6 million

The Rainvest strategic partner – AVT Center OOO (Lim-

rubles. The project co-funding was carried out using

ited Liability Company), which from the time of launching

the company’s own resources on a parity basis and im-

the project has already marketed more than 100 auto-

plemented step-by-step as the works advance.

mated systems developed by Rainvest OOO, is engaged

The main company’s objective was the development of

in the commercialization of the project.

the hardware-software system of control over an in-

There are huge prospects in the cooperation with the

dividual heating plant, exercise of the apartment block

energy-saving companies, for which it is essential to

RAINVEST

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Apartment Block Heat Supply Control Automated
System Based on the Heat Energy Optimization.

heat supply hydraulic control modes under various load

obtain data and to control the heat supply of the objects

conditions of the heat supply system, system testing for

online.

the possible breakdowns and extreme operation modes.

15 “IZUMRUD” systems under the energy service

The developed system was tested on various hydraulic

contracts are being operated at the moment.

systems in the cities of the Russian Federation, such as

The Foundation assistance furthered the con-

Krasnoyarsk, Zelenogorsk, Kodinsk and Novosibirsk. It

duct of works by Rainvest OOO on the end product

was implemented in the residential, industrial buildings

obtaining in double-quick time as compared to

and social facilities.

the scheduled time and to the “Izumrud” system

The following

results were obtained in the

course of system operation:

operation quality improvement.
The main direction of the further project development by Rainvest OOO is to approach the housing

• reduction of costs for the heat consumption
amounted on average to 15–20 %;

ÒÀ Ò

and public utilities markets of all regions of Russia
and the near abroad.
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology —
the Fund “Technopark of Akademgorodok».
The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and
Technology (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) has been carrying out its activities in Novosibirsk Oblast since 1995.
In 2012 the Fund “Technopark of Akademgorodok”, which selects projects by the
UMNIK and START programs, organizes an examination of the works done by the
START and DEVELOPMENT programs, awareness-raising workshops as well as
individual consultations with innovators for the preparation of applications for the
participation in the Foundation competitions has become the Foundation Representative Office in the region. Moreover, the assistance is provided not only to the Akadempark resident companies, but to all hi-tech enterprises of the region.

2
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“Novosibirsk”, the first hi-tech park in the region,
appeared as early as 15 years ago. The establish-
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The extensive infrastructure of support and development of innovations is created in the region in order to put
scientific and technical ideas into business and bring them
to real production. These are technoparks and business
incubators (including those at the educational institutions),
technopark sites at the industrial enterprises and research
institutes, centers for the development of innovative competences, creativity according to the “school-educational
institution” scheme and youth creative workshops.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

The main competitive advantage of Novosibirsk
Oblast is its unique research and educational
potential: 52 academic institutions, State Research Center of Virology and Biotechnology
“Vector” as well as more than 60 sectoral scientific-research, design-engineering and project institutes, more than 40 higher educational institutions. The aggregate number of
students in 2013 amounted to 134,9 thousand
people. The portion of staff involved in research and
developments is half as much as the average level in
Russia. The volume of expenses for the research
and development activities in 2012 amounted to
more than 12 billion rubles. More than 21 thousand people are engaged in the scientific and research activities.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Today the Akadempark includes 280 resident companies, 3 specialized business incubators,
where more than 70 small knowledge-intensive businesses are “growing up”.

ment of the Technopark of Novosibirsk Akademgorodok (Akadempark) to be the system integrator of innovative activities of the entire region was
more large-scale project. Today the Akadempark
includes 280 resident companies, 3 specialized
business incubators, where more than 70 small
knowledge-intensive businesses are “growing up”.
In 2012 the resident companies produced
goods amounting to 11,8 billion rubles.:

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

7

10

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

11

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Office

Representative Office address:

LOGVINSKII

11 Nikolaeva Str.,
Novosibirsk, 630090

Aleksei Leonidovich
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A wide range of events, which further generation of new projects and startups, namely Winter and Summer Schools for the First-time Entrepreneurs, Festival of Innovations “Fakel”,
programming marathons and expert consultations are held at the Akadempark.

state-of-the-art laboratory and research equipment. 16
resident companies shall be located here by 2016
and the proceeds from the sale of their products
shall amount to not less than 1,85 billion rubles.
The NOVOSIBIRSK INNOVATIVE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER (Medical Technopark) has been
working since the beginning of 2012. It is the fourth large

Thus, the technological, organizational as well as com-

technopark and the first full-service medical technopark

munication environment, which supplements the poten-

in the country. The Innovative Medical Technology Cen-

tial of Novosibirsk Akademgorodok, is being created.

ter has a few tens of projects to its credit. In five years
the center expects to raise the scope of medical services

The State Research Center of Virology and Biotech-

and products to 8 billion rubles per year.

nology “Vector” and Kolcovo Science City have undoubtedly become one more concentrators of scientific

The Government of Novosibirsk Oblast imple-

and innovative powers. A number of innovative compa-

ments various mechanisms to promote inno-

nies was established around “Vector” based on ideas

vative activities in the region:

and technologies born within the walls of the State Research Center of Virology and Biotechnology “Vector”
in the same manner as a pool of knowledge-intensive
enterprises commercializing the scientific developments

•• Microloans to the small and medium business entities
are granted (more than 160 microloans were granted
by the Regional Microfinance Foundation in 2012).

was formed around the Akademgorodok institutes. The

•• Guarantees for the banks in order to raise credit re-

construction of the first biotechnopark complex – an

sources for the implementation of development proj-

enterprise engaged in Trombovazim production is

ects and business expansion are issued (In 2012

almost completed here at the moment. In the short term

the Foundation for the Small and Medium Business

the biotechnopark is going to construct the public ac-

Development in the region issued guarantees in the

cess center 6000 sq.m. in area and to equip it with the

amount of more than 700 million rubles).

More than 1500 young scientists have taken part in the events accredited by
the “UMNIK” program since 2007, among them more than 400 people gained
support from the Foundation in the amount of about 100 million rubles.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5

Информационные

технологии Н1Technologies Н1
Information
Медицина будущего Н2

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3

4

Future Medicine Н2
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•• Support for the young scientists in the form of grants,
scholarships and rewards is stipulated.
•• Preparation of the projects of innovative enterprises
meant for the consideration by the potential investors
is carried out (State Autonomous Educational Institution “Novosibirsk Regional Foundation for Assistance
to Science and Innovative Activities”).
•• Grants to the start-up small innovative enterprises
are paid.
•• Subsidies for the reimbursement of expenses are
granted:
— in respect to lease payments, exporters’ interest
payments for credits, rental payments, for the upgrade of fixed assets, for the participation in exhibitions and fairs, for the patenting.
— for the preparation, transfer and commercialization of technologies, including the release of a
pilot lot of products, their certification, production
modernization;

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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— for the training of specialists in the sphere of innovative activities for the educational institutions;
— for the reimbursement of a part of expenses associated with the provision of services to the innovative
companies, business incubators and technopark
managing companies.

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

The total volume of the Foundation funds raised into the regional
economy amounted to more than 500 million rubles.
The total volume of extra-budgetary investment into the projects of the
Foundation program winners/Foundation funding ratio amounted to 53 %.
RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
The regional enterprises took an active part in all
programs of the Foundation, including “UMNIK”,
“START” (“UMNIK na START”, “START”, “STARTSoran”, “START-INVEST”, “MICROSOFT-BUSINESS-START” and “Priority” competitions), “DEVELOPMENT” (Russian-Germany, Russian-France
competitions, “Anticrisis”, “Export”, “Soft”, “Nanocenters”, “Medicine” and “BRIDGE”).
The Novosibirsk Oblast ranks first in the Siberian Federal
District in respect to the number of students amounting to more than 134 thousand people. The number of
students in the state educational institutions per 10 000
citizens amounts to 590 people which is 36% more than
an average value in the Russian Federation. That is why
more than 1500 young scientists have taken part in the
events accredited by the “UMNIK” program since the
beginning of 2007, among them more than 400 people
gained support from the Foundation amounting to about
100 million rubles.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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The young scientists managed to carry out scientific and
research activities due to the participation in the “UMNIK”
program. Their result was presented at various exhibitions
and competitions based on the results of which the innovative projects were awarded with medals and valuable
prizes. The patents for inventions and certificates of registration for the computer programs were obtained, the Ph.D.
theses were defended.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
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The “START” program plays significant role in the innovative business development in Novosibirsk Oblast. The
Foundation has supported more than 100 innovative projects from Novosibirsk Oblast since 2004. The developments in such topical fields as X-ray equipment, production of artificial crystalline lenses, fiber sensors and lasers,
new technologies in diagnosis of diseases, technology of
herbal substances processing, instrument engineering, IT
technologies, etc. were funded.
Innovative enterprises which have their own scientific technical and financial history and which are able to invest their
own or raised funds into the project implementation take
an active part in the “DEVELOPMENT” program. 41 contracts valued at a sum of more than 170 million rubles have
been entered into with the enterprises of Novosibirsk Oblast
since 2007.
The participants of the Foundation programs actively interact with the key Russian Institutes for Development.
Eight innovative enterprises of the region, which gained
the Foundation support, joined the ranks of 25 Skolkovo
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residents and two enterprises – Tekhnosplav OOO (Limited Liability Company) and NEVZ-N OOO (Limited Liability
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GOLITSYN
Aleksandr Andreevich,
an engineer of Novosibirsk
Branch of the Institute of Semiconductor Physics of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy
of Sciences “Design and Technology Institute of Applied Microelectronics”,
Novosibirsk City.

The project of an electronic engineer, Golitsyn
Aleksandr Andreevich, “digital sight” provides
for the development and launch of the serial production of small arms digital sights. This device
is meant for the observation of locality and
ensuring the sight shooting under the different lighting conditions both in the daytime
and at night. The project won the grants in the
competitive programs of the Foundation “UMNIK” and “UMNIK na START” which allowed
to buy additional equipment and devices for the
research and development activities.

This device may be useful to hunters and shooting
sportsmen. The supply of devices to the subdivisions of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and state-owned security
firms is possible in the short term (after obtaining the
necessary certificates).
The commercial devices available for sale in the Russian
Federation do not have the sufficient resistance to the
shock loads in order to be used in the medium and heavy
guns as well as sufficient operating temperature range
and may not be operated under the low light conditions
without illumination.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
Highly-Functional Digital Sight.
The possibility to operate both in the daytime and at
night is a competitive advantage of the device being
developed as compared to the classical day and night
sights.

The existing experience of applicants and specialists in
development and implementation of the double-purpose
devices and sighting systems involved for the project
problems solving will allow to create a sight that meets
the necessary requirements.

Besides the ability to operate both in the daytime and at night, the digital sights have other
advantages as compared to the classical night
sights: possibility to use an electronic magnification; possibility of an automatic allowance
for corrections provided that there is a builtin ballistic calculator; possibility to use several
types of sight marks and scales.
Transition from the classical sights to the digital ones may be similar to the recent transition
to the digital equipment in photo- and video industry.
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DVOINISHNIKOV
Sergei Vladimirovich,
a research worker of S.S. Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics of the Siberian Branch of
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk City.

The project of Dvoinishnikov Sergei Vladimirovich
developed at S.S. Kutateladze Institute of Thermophysics of the Siberian Branch of Russian
Academy of Sciences “Electro-Optical System
for the Measurement of Hot and Cold Rolled
Steel Geometrical Parameters” is a winner
of the III All-Russian Competition “UMNIK na
START”.

laser computer-operated measuring devices and
systems.
The creation of such methods is extremely complicated
by the fact that devices implementing the methods being developed shall operate under heavy environment
conditions: temperature differences up to 100 °С,
strongest infra-red radiation, high air humidity, constant water splash availability on the measuring area
due to the hot rolled steel production process.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Electro-Optical System for the Measurement of Hot and
Cold Rolled Steel Geometrical Parameters.
The increase of the accuracy of measurement of the
products and materials being produced is carried out
based on the improvement of measuring equipment and
its automation. One of the reliable information suppliers in industry and production is the state-of-the-art

Electro-optical measuring systems being created for
the measurement of the hot flat rolled steel thickness have the up-to-date world-class characteristics
at the significantly lower cost, simplicity and safety
in use.

The research and development activities carried out by Dvoinishnikov S.V.
resulted in the electro-optical system for the measurement of hot
flat rolled steel geometrical parameters; up to 10 units per year
are produced; 9 new jobs were created.
The project raised investment in the
amount of 5 million rubles.
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SELISHCHEV
Dmitrii Sergeevich,
a senior research worker of the Federal State Budgetary Science Institution
“Boreskov G.K. Institute of Catalysis” of
the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy
of Sciences,
Novosibirsk City.

The project of Selishchev Dmitrii Sergeevich

Its main competitive advantage is that such fabric,

“Photocatalytic Sorbing Materials for the

when being under the UV irradiation, can carry out

Water and Air Purification Plants as well

self-purification or environment purification from

as Production of Chemical Protection Prod-

contaminants for the short time. The main application

ucts” is aimed at finding a solution to the im-

area is its usage as a rollup filter and for the pro-

purity of water and air due to the creation of
new efficient materials for the photocatalytic

duction of the means of individual protection against
biological and chemical agents.

technologies of purification and disinfection.
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Photocatalytic Sorbing Materials for the Water and Air Purification
Plants as well as Production of Chemical Protection Products.
The Foundation made special mention of the project

The distinguishing feature of materials being

within the framework of the competitive program “UM-

developed is a combination of high sorption

NIK”. The Foundation financial support allowed to develop the photocatalytic sorbing fabric materials

capacity and high photocatalytic activity.

based on the organic and nonorganic clothes with
the embedded photocatalyst and sorbent.
It is planed to implement two commercial products in
the project:
•• photocatalytic sorbing material based on the glass
fiber fabric. The main application area is its usage for
the creation of photocatalytic water and air filters. The
product has a number of competitive advantages as
compared to the existing analogues and is able to substitute them;
•• photocatalytic sorbing material based on the cotton
fabrics.
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SIBERIAN TECHNOLOGIES Scientific and Production Association OOO was established in
2008 in Novosibirsk City in order to carry out research and development activities in the sphere
of production of devices for control and regulation of production processes and their
further commercialization.

SIBERIAN TECHNOLOGIES has begun to cooperate with the Foundation by the “START” program since the beginning of 2008. The project
“Integrated Treatment of Heat-Exchange Apparatus, Heating Systems, Water Supply and Disposal Systems” is developed for the determination of the most efficient operation modes of the integrated
treatment plant and optimal design solution from the view of technical
and economic indices and ergonomics.

The funding in the amount of 750 thousand rubles was allocated by
the Foundation in the first year of works. The Foundation funding for
the second and third years of the project amounted to 1,8 million and
2 million rubles, respectively. The co-funding was carried out according to the “Self-development” variant.
The job lot production was launched in 2013 after completion of the
development of an ergonomic integrated treatment plant (ITP) for
the heat-exchange apparatus, heating systems for the preventive measures against clogging appearance and its removal.
The number of the company’s employees has increased fivefold
since 2008, the proceeds from the product sales in 2008 amounted
to 169 thousand rubles, in 2013 – 8204 thousand rubles; tax liabilities

SIBERIAN
TECHNOLOGIES

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Integrated Treatment of Heat-Exchange
Apparatus, Heating Systems, Water
Supply and Disposal Systems.

have increased from 34 thousand rubles in 2008 to 533 thousand rubles
in 2013 due to the interaction with the Foundation and implementation
of the project.

The success of SIBERIAN TECHNOLOGIES SPA OOO became possible due to the professional support and funding granted by the Foundation.
SIBERIAN TECHNOLOGIES actively enters the Russian and
foreign markets with a new interesting product and intends
to strengthen its position among treatment equipment manufacturers. The company takes an active part in the Russian and foreign exhibitions. The keen interest to this equipment shown by the specialists of various industries proves the
demand for it and favours further innovative activities of the
company.
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UNICOM AERO OOO (Limited Liability Company) registered in 2012 is specialized in the scientific research, creation and implementation of airport and airline IT-infrastructure in
the cloud platform. The modern UNICOM AERO research and innovation company has
highly-qualified staff, state-of-the-art technologies and significant potential able to solve the
most difficult issues.

The successful participation in the “Start” program in

The company’s chief executive:
VIKHMAN Oleg Aleksandrovich

2012 and the Foundation funding in the amount of 1 million rubles favoured further development of the project.

The low efficiency of the means of passenger traffic
processing gives rise to the problem of queues in the
airport, high cost of rendering services to one passenger by the airline as well as low acceptance rate for
the airports.

At the moment the Foundation allocated funding for
the research and development activities in the amount of

500 thousand rubles and the co-funding is carried out
in the amount of 1 million rubles.

In 2013 UNICOM AERO was granted a residency status

UNICOM AERO offered solution to the issue of

of Novosibirsk Akadempark IT business incubator and

participated in the XIV Russian Venture Fair as well as

the passenger traffic processing efficiency

in Startup Village. It is also going to participate in the

increase by means of using the local and host

Skolkovo innovation center projects.

automated systems and technologies (by air-

UNICOM AERO OOO develops the methodology and

ports and/or airlines) in the course of rendering

implementation of the airport operational databases

services to the civil aviation passenger traffic.

(AODB) and the flight information display system

The full use of cloud technologies for the cre-

(FIDS) in the cloud platform.

ation of airport and airline IT-infrastructure

Several services have been already put under the pilot

in the cloud platform is offered.

operation within the terms of the contracts entered into

UNICOM AERO

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Use of the Cloud Technologies for the
Creation of Airport and Airline ITInfrastructure in the Cloud Platform.

The development competitive advantages are application of international industry standards of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and industry technologies; introduction of technologies ensuring
the required level of information security into the local
market at prices affordable to the Russian companies;
rather low barrier to entry as to the level of the company
automation and time for the beginning to use products;
application of the most advanced cloud technologies in
the world; ease of the use of IT-products due to the adaptation of services and systems for the specific user
and his equipment.

with Transaero AK (Joint-Stock Company), Gorno-Altaysk Airport and Yakutsk Airport. The work aimed at
entry into the contracts with the next line of airports and
airlines is in progress at the moment.
The Foundation assistance allowed to treat issues of
planning and development of innovative business professionally, to carry out a number of scientific researches
resulted into the pilot operation of services being developed as well as to receive operative feedbacks from the
clients.

In the short term it is planned to complete the research and development activities by the
“START” Foundation program in 2015.
In 2016 it is planned to bring the sales of goods and services to the level of 1 million US dollars
per year and in 2017 - to open the Representative Offices in Kazakhstan, Belorussia and to
bring the sales to the level of more than 3 million US dollars per year.

ÒÀ Ò
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ALEKTA OOO (Limited Liability Company) established in 1992 is specialized in the development,
implementation and support of the corporate information systems (CIS, ERP, HCM, BW, MES)
for the large and medium industrial enterprises. Since 2013 the company has been engaged
in the development, implementation and support of the innovative IT-systems for training and
assessment of knowledge in the sphere of education.
The company’s chief executive: ZHIZHIN Aleksandr Evgenevich

Many IT-systems for training and assessment of the
pupils’ knowledge are desktop PC-oriented, that is why
it is necessary to adapt IT-solutions to the sphere of
education for the up-to-date IT-platforms as well
as innovative mechanism of testing and presentation of teaching materials resulting in active understanding and mastering the teaching materials.

In 2012 “ALEKTA” participated in the Foundation competition for the research and development activities on the subject “Modernization of Education Using State-of-the-art
Technologies” with its development of the comprehensive
innovative solution “Modern School” (stage I). Having joined
the ranks of the competition winners (2nd place in the scale of
the priority of the development being offered), ALEKTA OOO
entered into the government contract with the Foundation in
the amount of 10 million rubles. The total cost estimate for
the project implementation amounted to 22 million rubles; 12
million rubles of which were invested by ALEKTA.

The project implementation resulted in the software product “KhiSHnik” (“Chemistry for Pupils”, if
translated into English), i.e. a cross-platform interactive Chemistry textbook questions for the
schools with the possibility to develop answers freely
based on the use of a dialogue graph traversal
technology.
The product is meant for the individual and team learning as
well as for the control over the gained knowledge according to
the Chemistry curriculum. The product is destined for pupils
who are engaged in advanced study of Chemistry, students of vocational schools, colleagues, higher educational institutions and employees of chemical enterprises.

ALEKTA
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This product consists of a server end which ensures the
user access to the task banks, carries out processing and
analysis of answers, statistics collection, generation of reports for teachers and a client end meant for the installation into Windows and Android-operated devices and
which includes the graphic editor of structural formulae,
module for organization of group sessions and task editor.
The scientific novelty of solutions being offered in the
product lies in the use and development of a dialogue
graph idea, i.e. the means for the presentation of system
reactions to the trainee’s actions in a clear and intuitively
understandable graphical form.
The product main distinctive features are interactive
system-pupil coordination due to the implementation
of a dialogue graph traversal algorithm, possibility for the
pupil to develop an answer freely, client application
for mobile devices with the tactile control technology.
The system allows to manage the course of solving
the set problem in a dialogue mode. Using such approach, it is possible to implement various ways of finding the correct answer: if a pupil gives correct answer at
once, the program moves to the next problem. If there
is a mistake, the system begins to analyze the degree of such mistake and at this stage a dialogue
mode is launched, which puts a pupil on the way to find
the correct answer through the sequence of additional
questions. At the final stage an algorithm being offered
allows to assess the general solution and to give
recommendations. The system allows pupils to give

ALEKTA OOO expects to increase the annual proceeds by not less than 30% due to the elaboration and
implementation of “KhiSHnik” product into the educational institutions of Russia and development of a new
business area. The development of a new field allowed
to top up the staff qualifications and to expand the company’s competence portfolio in the sphere of development of IT-solutions for mobile devices.
The huge social significance of “KhiSHnik” product
is that innovative ideas and solutions implemented in it
will further active understanding and mastering the
teaching materials. It shall lead to more profound and
all-round development of the younger generation of
Russia.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
Modernization of Education Using State-of-the-art Technologies.

answers to the problems in various formats: in figures
(calculation tasks), in words (terms, definitions, events,
surnames of scientists, etc.), in the form of chemical,
structural formula or chemical equation. Such approach
aims a pupil not at the mechanical memorizing of
teaching materials, but at active understanding and
having a good command of it.
The possibility of holding group sessions in the classroom with the online control over the performance of
tasks by pupils is implemented in the system as well as
the possibility for the teachers to make up the set of
problems from the existing banks and to enter their
own tasks is given.

ALEKTA OOO possible growth prospects lie
in the use of “KhiSHnik” project not only in the
sphere of Chemistry study, but also in other
spheres of education. The project implementation, its active use with the assistance of the
Foundation will allow to bring closer the solution to actual issues, interests and needs in the
sphere of education and development of modern
youth of the Russian Federation.

The “KhiSHnik” system is under the final stage of development. The preliminary evaluation of potential market and commercial effect from the product implementation shows that at total investment into the project in the
amount of about 22 million rubles, the first year of commercial use will allow to ensure almost three-time return
of invested funds. Each subsequent year of the product
implementation will allow to ensure the four-time return
of invested funds.
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BIOLINK OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2006 by the employees of the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biophysics of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences,
State Research Center of Virology and Biotechnology “Vector” and Novosibirsk State University.
The company is engaged in the development, production and application of tests and reagents for the molecular diagnostics in oncology and pharmogenetics.
The company implements the following projects: “Development of DNA
Standards and Fluorescent Allele-Specific Real-Time PCR for the K-Ras
Mutations”; “Development of DNA Standards and Reagent Kits for the
Detection of EGFR Gene Mutations for the Modern Targeted Therapy of
the Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer”. The Foundation granted funding to BIOLINK OOO for these developments within the framework of the joint Russian-German projects in 2009-2010 in the amount of 2 million rubles and
in 2011-2012 in the amount of 2,8 million rubles. The co-funding was
carried out using the proceeds of BioLink OOO.

KOVALENKO Sergei Petrovich, Cand.
Sc. (Biology), Scientific Director.

à

The company’s key products are
reagent kits for the determination
of BRCA1, CHEK2, EGFR, KRAS
gene mutations. The company includes medical center and laboratory engaged in provision of the clinical laboratory diagnostics services.

BIOLINK
BioLink OOO Laboratory
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As a result, the reagent kits for the detection of KRAS and EGFR gene
mutations in the intestine tumors and lung cancer were developed. The
full production of kits is carried out by BioLink OOO; in 2012 the kits were
registered for the clinical diagnostics in the Russian Federation. Now the
kits are used for the clinical diagnostics in the cancer centers of Russia
and Kazakhstan. The KRAS and EGFR gene mutation tests are applied
for the selection of personalized chemical therapy of colorectal cancer and lung cancer using up-to-date targeted drugs. The consumers of
kits are clinical diagnostic laboratories, cancer center laboratories. 5 statefunded cancer centers and 11 private companies in Alma-Ata, Barnaul, Veliky Novgorod, Izhevsk, Irkutsk, Krasnodar, Rostov-on-Don, Samara, St.
Petersburg and Tomsk are among the product buyers.
These developments, i.e. reagent kits for the clinical diagnostic tests are
socially significant as they are necessary for the selection of modern
personalized targeted therapy in lung cancer (Erbitux, Vectibix drugs).
There are no Russian analogues and the foreign analogues are almost
ou -of-reach due to their high cost.

SUCCESS STORY
In the short term it is planned to develop the noninvasive test of the EGFR gene mutations in the
patients’ blood plasma in lung cancer. The German partner of the projects, BIORON GmbH (Ludwigshafen), is engaged in the CE-certification and
marketing of products in the EU and Southeast Asia.
The Foundation assistance played significant role in the
company growth. The developments made with the assistance of the Foundation allowed the company to launch
production of test kits for the molecular genetic diagnostics
in oncology. The Foundation assistance allowed the company to lay the significant groundwork in the sphere of personalized diagnostics, to present a project for the creation
of the full range of test kits in “Skolkovo” and to become
its resident since 2011.

“KRAS-7M” reagent kit produced by BioLink

The number of jobs in the company from 2009 to 2013
has increased from 9 to 23 people and the company annual turnover has increased from 6 million to 19 million
rubles.

The Company cooperates both with the Russian
and foreign partners, among them are the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biophysics of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences; the
Russian Cancer Research Center; Cancer Institute
of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences; Novosibirsk State University; Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology; Vector-Best ZAO
(Closed Joint-Stock Company); Bioron GmbH and
University of Erlangen (Germany).

PAUL Galina Aleksandrovna, Cand. Sc. (Medicine),
Geneticist, Head of Clinical Diagnostic Laboratory

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
Production of Test Kits for the Molecular Genetic Diagnostics in
Oncology Based on the In-House Developments of DNA Standards
and Reagent Kits for the EGFR Gene Mutation Detection.
a leading research worker of BioLink, Cand. Sc.
(Biology), Shamanin V.A. (in the middle) is awarded with
the prize of the Knowledge Vanguard 2011 competition.
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BioLink team congratulates the
Foundation on the 20 th Anniversary
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for
Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises –
the Union of Omsk Oblast Innovators.
The permanent Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) has
been functioning in the region since 2009, when the cooperation agreement was
entered into by and between the Regional Government and the Foundation for
Development of Small Innovative Business in the region.

The Representative Office main objectives are:
•• financial support to the start-up enterprises at early stages of innovative activities (“UMNIK” and “START” programs);
•• support to implementation of projects in the key hi-tech industries (atomic energy, space, aircraft industry, radioelectronics, information and communication technologies, composite materials);
•• more profound synergies of innovators in order to unite efforts for the joint implementation of innovative projects;
•• development of cooperation with venture and other structures participating in the project funding throughout the innovative cycle;
•• assistance to establishment and development of the civilized market of intellectual property items in Russia.
The innovative industrial potential of Omsk Oblast has increased over the last years not only due to the launch of the new
types of products in the existing industries and to the initiated technical re-equipment of enterprises, but also due to construction and commissioning of new enterprises using state-of-the-art technologies. This oblast is a leader in the Siberian Federal District in respect to the number of enterprises applying innovative technologies.
2
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11 state-funded higher educational institutions (6 universities, 3 academies and 2 institutes),
8 branches of the state-funded of higher vocational education institutions, 15 non-state educational institutions implementing the higher vocational education programs form the basis of the
regional higher vocational education system. Training of specialists with the higher vocational education is carried out by 250 specialties and fields.
The students’ business incubators network is being expanded; the technoparks, resource centers of education
informatization are being functioned, the corporate educational institutions intended to perform innovative cycle from
an idea to its implementation are being established.
The innovative infrastructure entities representing a
complex of interrelated structures, which provide services and ensure implementation of innovative activities in
the region, are established on the territory of Omsk Oblast.
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

In 2014 Viktor Ivanovich NAZAROV, the Governor of Omsk
Oblast and the Chairman of the Government of Omsk
Oblast addressed the Legislative Assembly with the commission on the elaboration of proposals in respect to
commercialization of innovative developments of the
higher educational institutions and implementation of
measures aimed at the government support for these
organizations.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
60
and
the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

The Government of Omsk Oblast approved the long-term
purpose-oriented program “Small and Medium Business Development” in Omsk Oblast for 2009-2013 by
the Decree dd. April 1, 2009.
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Omsk scientists got through to the final round of the V. Zvorykin
National Award in the Sphere of Innovations
and the Annual Award “Start-up of the Year 2011”.
Omsk Regional Business Incubator:
The state-financed institution of Omsk Oblast “Omsk Regional Business Incubator” was established in November
2006 with the assistance of the federal budget. The main objective of its activities is to create favourable conditions for
the appearance and efficient operation of small innovative
enterprises implementing bright scientific and research ideas
as well as to solve problems of the small business entities
occurring in their infancy, such as search and equipment of
premises, purchase of computing and office machines, getting
qualified information and consultative support.
Omsk Regional Business Incubator is a state-of-the-art
office center located in the heart of the city with a total
area of 3000 sq. m. and equipped with all necessary communication systems, up-to-date fire alarm and intrusion

detection systems as well as required modes of communication (phone, Internet).
The unique business development territory combining the
main areas of activities aimed at its support, i.e. “Center for
Development and Innovations”, “Center for Expert and Consultancy Support”, “Omsk Regional Resource Center”, “Startup
Business Center”, “Printing Service Center” and “Finance and
Economic Center” was created at the business incubator.
The state-of-the-art technologies in the sphere of video
conferencing allow to hold on-line consultations and exchange of information with the entrepreneurs of the regional
municipal entities. The business incubator closely cooperates with the business consultation centers opened
in all 32 oblast districts. The specialists also hold off-site
workshops and consultations for the entrepreneurs.

Head of the Representative Office:

Representative Office address:

FEDOSOV
Dmitrii Vitalevich

32 Akademika Koroleva
prosp., Omsk
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Inter-university Innovative Business
Incubator for students, postgraduates and research workers
The Inter-university Innovative Business Incubator
was opened in 2007 at the Federal State-Funded Educational Institution of Higher Vocational Education “Omsk
F.M. Dostoevsky State University” within the framework of
the Russian Federal Education Agency program for the
establishment of innovative business incubators for students, post-graduates and research workers in order to
improve the scientific and research as well as innovative
activities.

The main objective of the Inter-university Business
Incubator is to create conditions for the organization of
efficient operation of science and innovation teams and
small enterprises which include students, post-graduates
and research workers of Omsk higher educational
institutions for the implementation of innovative scientific
and technical ideas, social and business projects.
The Inter-university Innovative Business Incubator
tasks are:
•• Organization of the process of interaction between
science and business at early stage; promotion of innovative business in the sphere of education.

•• Provision of students, post-graduates and research workers
with additional possibilities for the commercialization of
scientific and technical as well as innovative business ideas by
means of allocation of office premises and rendering a wide
range of consultation services.
•• Formation of entrepreneurial business competencies
in students, post-graduates and research workers as

well as abilities to define scientific and research, design,
technological and organizational problems correctly.
•• Activation of participation of students, post-graduates and research workers in scientific, research and
development activities, improvement of scientific
and creativity potential of academic youth.
The Inter-university Innovative Business Incubator favours
raising extra funding for the innovative knowledge-intensive projects through participation in the federal,
regional and other programs, events of the Russian and
foreign foundations which support the development of small
knowledge-intensive business and applied researches.

Omsk Regional Foundation for Assistance
and Development of Small Business
In August 2007 the Government of Omsk Oblast established
the non-profit organization “Omsk Regional Foundation
for Assistance and Development of Small Business”.
The Foundation mission is to assist in development and
promotion of business in Omsk Oblast.
The Foundation objective is to ensure equal access of the
small business entities to credit and other financial resources, development of the small business crediting system,
development of the small business funding infrastructure.
The grant support to the start-up entrepreneurs and innovative companies is especially notable among the main
areas of the Foundation activities, such as issuing guarantees for the small and medium business entities to obtain credit, microfinance loans as well as information
and consultancy support.

166 people have already won in “UMNIK” program.
31 projects of Omsk Oblast became the winners of the competitions
within the framework of “UMNIK” program in 2013.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5
Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Future Medicine Н2
Биотехнологии Н5

Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3
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Omsk Regional Foundation for Assistance and Development of Small Business creates conditions for the implementation of bright scientific and technical ideas
as well as business projects favouring the efficient development of Omsk Oblast, reveals and supports advanced developments and projects, including innovative
ones, furthers the business activity increase, forms
favourable public opinion on the business potential of
Omsk Oblast. The Foundation also raises investment
into development of small business entities’ projects, in
the sphere of innovations as well.

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)
UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1

Agency for Advertising and
Exhibition Activities
The Autonomous Institution of Omsk Oblast “Agency
for Advertising and Exhibition Activities” (AAEA)
was established in spring of 2008. The institution
objectives and tasks were the formation of positive image of Omsk Oblast, oblast marketing strategy implementation, assistance in the promotion
of Omsk products manufacturers as well as support
and development of interregional and international
relations of Priirtyshye.
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Number of
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Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,
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The multifunctional Exhibition Center, up-to-date
exhibition hall fitted with equipment that meets the recent
trends of the exhibition industry of the total area amounting to 8 000 sq.m. opened the same year in autumn. Both
large enterprises and small business, state-funded and
municipal institutions, sole proprietors, educational insti- Средняя ЗарПлата
tutions, associations and non-governmental associaAVERAGE
tions took part in exhibitions.
WAGE
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9 projects of Omsk Oblast became the winners of the competitions within the framework
of “UMNIK” program in 2013. More than 30 companies in total have already won.
The Foundation allocated about 60 mln. RUB by the “START” program.
AAEA OAO (Open Joint-Stock Company) has become the
permanent ground for holding forums, congresses and
round tables. The Exhibition Center also hosted the finals
and ceremonies for awarding the winners of the federal
innovative competitions for young scientists, such as
“UMNIK” and “START” at various times within the framework of the regional business forums.
A new Congress Hall of the total area of 6 000 sq.m. was
constructed behind the regional Exhibition Center in July
2011. The Congress Hall is a center of business life,
a place, where the conditions for holding business
events at the highest international level are created.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
0,18
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,10
0,08
0,06
0,04

Today AAEA carries out active exhibition and congress activities. More than 50 large exhibition events have been already
held for three years of work. In July 2011 AAEA has successfully organized and held a large-scale brand event of the year the IX International Exhibition of Hi-Tech Equipment and
Weapons, where Omsk innovative companies took place. Omsk
Oblast is one of the several constituent units of the Russian Federation which has its own display spaces for holding regional, interregional and international exhibition events.

0,02
0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation
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The Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises
Representative Office in Omsk Oblast.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

The permanent Representative Office in Omsk
Oblast was opened in 2009 within the framework
of implementation of the Agreement dd. September 21, 2009 entered into by and between the
Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises and the Government of Omsk Oblast.
2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
12
10

The Representative Office main tasks are:
•• financial support to the start-up enterprises at early
stages of innovative activities (“UMNIK” and “START”
programs);
•• support to implementation of projects in the key hitech industries (atomic energy, space, aircraft industry,
radioelectronics, information and communication technologies, composite materials);

8
6
4
2
0

2010

0,80

Head of Representative Office: FEDOSOV Dmitrii Vitalevich.

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

0,70
0,60
0,50

•• more profound synergies of innovators in order to unite
efforts for the joint implementation of innovative projects;
•• development of cooperation with venture and other
structures participating in the project funding throughout
the innovative cycle;
•• assistance to establishment and development of the
civilized market of intellectual property items in Russia.
Omsk Oblast is one of the most active regions of Russia participating in the Foundation programs. The number of lodged
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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applications for participation in the Foundation programs
from the region has increased threefold for the last two years.
The highest number of projects, which gained a victory in
“UMNIK” and “START” competitions, are implemented in
the sphere of innovative technologies, electronics, instrument engineering, mechanical engineering and medicine.
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2 500

1 project from Omsk joined the ranks of
the winners by ERANET program.

2012

2013

The Ministry of Economic Affairs of Omsk Oblast renders organizational and technical support, gives premises and video channels, ensures the organization of the
ceremonies of awarding the winners and assistance in
holding necessary conferences in order to support the
competitions of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises.
The “START” program objective is a state support to the
small innovative enterprises aiming to develop and master
the production of a new product, goods, technology or service using the results of their own research and technological studies being at early stage of development and having a
huge potential for commercialization. The early stage of development means that a small enterprise exists not more than
2 years and has not already launched the sale of its product.
The program is expected to last for three years. The maximum amount of funding for three years of the project implementation may reach 6 mln. RUB. 9 projects of Omsk
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Oblast became the winners within the framework of the
“START” program competitions in 2013.
The first contract by the “START” program was entered into
in 2007 with “KASIB” company. In 2013 “KASIB” launched
full production. The company is engaged in a software.
Since 2010 the “START” competition has been held in the
region by the Foundation Representative Office. 60 applications were lodged for the participation in the “START”
competition in 2011. On an average 10-13 participants from
the region win in the competition annually.

166 people in total have already won by the “UMNIK” program. 31 projects of Omsk Oblast became
the winners within the framework of “UMNIK” competitions in 2013.
More than 30 companies have already won in the
“START” competition. The Foundation allocated
about 60 mln. RUB in total by the “START” program.
1 project from Omsk joined the ranks of the winners by
ERANET program.

Association for Small and Medium
Business Development
The Regional Non-governmental Organization “Association for Small and Medium Business Development” of
Omsk Oblast was established in March 2010.
The purpose for the establishment of RNGO “ASMBD” is
promotion of an economic development of the small and
medium business entities, all-round representation of their
interests and increase of an efficiency of their activities.

Being not indifferent to the future of Omsk Priirtyshye, the
Regional Non-governmental Organization “Association
for Small and Medium Business Development” suggests
a special project for the development of innovative
and youth business under the auspices of successful
Omsk businessmen and consultants.
The problems of modernization in respect to business
management, formation of a new technological and intellectual business potential according to the state approaches
in the sphere of the national economy improvement are
solved within the framework of this project as well as existing state support programs and those being developed.

PLANS
Implementation of additional events on commercialization of innovations is planned to be carried out by the
Government of Omsk Oblast in 2014.
Establishment of a regional venture foundation for investment into the small innovative enterprises, the
funds of which may be used solely for the funding of small
and medium innovative enterprises, including those established by the higher educational institutions.
Establishment of a regional innovation center on the territory of Omsk Oblast with the assistance of “Skolkovo”
Foundation. This center is a proposed new project for the
integrated support to the processes of development and introduction of innovative products into the market which may
further be scaled in other regions of Russia as well.
Establishment of an experimental area for testing innovative
technologies in the sphere of energy saving as well as housing and public utilities. Establishment of an experimental

The practice for the establishment of small enterprises at the
higher educational institutions will be continued.
The talented youth support system will go further.
The Association main tasks are improvement of conditions for raising financial resources in order to carry
out activities by the small and medium business, increase
of their activity, assistance in the development of cooperation ties with the large enterprises of Omsk Oblast,
business favourable image making and involvement of
more citizens in the sphere of business.
Measures being adopted at the moment at the federal and
regional levels represent a clear proof of an existence of “political will” for the change of situation in the sphere of business in order to correct its industrial orientation, increase
of a small and medium business innovativeness as well as
formation of a considerable “middle class” based on it.
The ASMBD actively cooperates with the higher educational institutions and interested organizations for assistance to youth and innovative business.
The RNGO “ASMBD” develops and implements practice-oriented educational programs, workshops, round
tables, trainings and master classes aimed at the company owners and managers being at various life cycle
stages: from the startups (basics of business, efficient
management, basic scope of knowledge of the business
support programs and requirements to the applicants for
the participation in them) to the companies moving from
the regional to the federal level of development.

area will allow to implement energy-saving technologies
which are one of five clusters of the “Skolkovo” Foundation.
Establishment of the New Chemical Technology Center
(technopark) at the Federal State Budgetary Institution of Science “Institute of Hydrocarbon Processing Problems of the
Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences”, Gazpromneft-Omsk Oil Refinery ОАО (Open Joint-Stock Company)
and Omsktekhuglerod ООО (Limited Liability Company).
Further implementation of the large-scale technological innovations into refinery and tire industry, polypropylene and bioethanol as well as construction material manufacturing plants, organization of the short flax fiber medicine
cotton production and implementation of other projects are
being planned. Thus, the essential regional government
activities area is implementation of the most large-scale
regional project for the creation of a new industrial platform
uniting the petrochemical, agricultural, wood industry and
silicon clusters (“PARK” project). One of the most basic is
the “Biocomplex” project implemented within the framework
of the long-term regional special-purpose program.

The practice of establishing small enterprises at
the higher educational institutions will be proposed. The talented youth support system will go
further.
7
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SUCCESS STORY
KISLENKO
Dmitrii Vladimirovich,
a graduate student of Omsk F.M.
Dostoevsky State University,
Deputy Director of Industrial Geodetic Systems Scientific and Production Company OOO (Limited
Liability Company),
Omsk City.

Kislenko Dmitrii Vladimirovich participates in the
“UMNIK” Young Scientists’ Club of Omsk
Oblast and is engaged in the research work in
the field of Information Technology. His project
“GNSS Relative Positioning Software Development” won the Foundation competitive program
“UMNIK” and got financial support.
The project idea lies in the development and
introduction of a professional satellite

The project is being implemented at the innovative
enterprise Kislenko D.V. is working with and is a part
of a more large-scale project “Ground Infrastructure for the High Accuracy GNSS Positioning”.
Notwithstanding that the main idea is at the stage of
a research work, devices being developed within
the framework of the project, are successfully
sold on the territory of the Russian Federation.
The GR110 receiver-based stations and sensors for

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

GNSS Relative Positioning Software.

receiver-sensor which will be several times
cheaper than the similar proposals of competitors, what is of particular importance to an agricultural sector. In order to achieve it he proposed to
supplement the budgetary geodetic class OEM-receiver, which already exists on the market, with the
co-processor having the built-in current position
calculation algorithms.
The high accuracy positioning technologies become more requested on the markets of the CIS
-countries. Not only efficient use of equipment, but
also an increase of agricultural crop capacity are
achieved due to the application of an accurate positioning during agricultural works, i.e. grain crops
sowing, soil fertilization, harvesting and insecticide
dispersing.
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the geodynamic and geotechnical monitoring are installed on the Kamchatka peninsula, in Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug, Omsk Oblast, St. Petersburg and the Republic of Tatarstan.
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MOLKOEDOV
Denis Nikolaevich,
a post-graduate of Omsk P.A.
Stolypin State Agrarian University,
Omsk City.

Molkoedov Denis Nikolaevich, General Director
of Intellectual Bee OOO (Limited Liability Company), beekeeper, laureate of the Foundation
program “UMNIK” in 2011. An author presented the following project for the participation in the competition “Use of Productive
Honey Plants for the Creation of Industrial
Autonomous Farms for Raising and Keeping
the Carpathian Honey-Bee Colonies Under
the West Siberia Conditions”.

The common globe thistle is used as a nectar-bearing plant.
The first tones of the globe thistle honey were obtained. The product trademark is being developed at
the moment.
Innovation “Method of Control Over the Autonomous Plant and Beekeeping Complex Operation” is covered by the patent of the Russian Federation.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Use of Productive Honey Plants for the Creation of Industrial
Autonomous Farms for Raising and Keeping the Carpathian HoneyBee Colonies Under the West Siberia Conditions”
Having studied at Omsk P.A. Stolypin State Agrarian University, a post-graduate Molkoedov D.N. was
engaged in research work in the field of the agricultural crop and beekeeping mineral nutrition
diagnostics.
The activities of Intellectual Bee OOO are aimed at
research work, production of the quality beekeeping
products in industrial-scale volumes under conditions
of Omsk Oblast.
Closer attention is paid to its own nectar-bearing
base for the permanent product manufacturing. A
honey plant able to provide the industrial apiary with nectar and pollen on the small area was
cultivated. The technologies of raising, keeping
honey bees and production of high quality honey
were developed.
The first autonomous bee farm with its own
nectar-bearing base in Omsk Oblast was created.
9
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER OF CARBON MATERIALS ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock Company) was established in 2012 at the initiative of Omsktekhuglerod OOO (Limited Liability Company) and the
Federal State Budgetary Institution “Institute of Hydrocarbon Processing Problems of the Siberian Branch
of Russian Academy of Sciences” (IHPP SB RAS). The main types of the company’s activities are research studies and developments in the sphere of natural and technical sciences, production of
chemical products, organization and conduct of research works, implementation of intellectual
as well as scientific and technological activities results into industrial production, provision of
scientific and technical services and innovative activities in science and production.
In 2013 the Research and Technology Center of
Carbon Materials ZAO participated in the competition of the Foundation program “START” with a
project: “Development of Carbon Materials for
Application Medicine and Organization of Their
Production”
Due to the Foundation assistance the Research
and Technology Center of Carbon Materials ZAO
carries out developments of the application
sorbents based on the VNIITU-1 carbon hemosorbent as well as advanced developments
of the carbon sorbents for vulnerosorption.
These studies are topical and highly sought due
to the ecologic ill-being of environment and
growth of the number of infectious diseases all
over the world. In Russia the number of purulent-septic infections in obstetrics, gynaecology

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER

OF CARBON MATERIALS
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One of the ways to decrease the number of such infectious diseases is applying the vulnerosorption
method (application sorption) which is one of actively developed method of sorption therapy used in
treating wound infections. Application sorption allows
to improve the outcome of treating traumatic, purulent,
burn wounds, trophic ulcers, etc. Intracavity sorption
is widely used in purulent processes: peritonitis, lung
and liver abscesses, etc. The carbon sorbents are
advanced materials for the treatment of purulent-septic diseases in obstetrics, gynaecology
and surgery.

Upon completion of a project the medical products are expected to be registered in the Ministry of
Healthcare of Russia with their subsequent implementation into the medical institutions of Russia.

START

and surgery is increasing annually. About 90 % of
all hospital-acquired, wound and purulent-septic
infections are bacterial; 67 % of wound infection
agents are gram-positive bacteria, many of them
are staphylococcus aureus and streptococcus.

6 work places were created in the course of scientific and research works. There are prospects for
this development to enter into the international
market.

The development of application materials aimed
at the inhibition of the broad spectrum pathogenic microorganisms growth and extraction
of toxic compounds produced by them became
a topic task for the Research and Technology Center of Carbon Materials ZAO in order to increase
efficiency of the antibacterial action of sorbents in
sorption therapy.
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Establishment and Organization of Application Medicine Materials Production.
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KV-Svyaz Scientific and Production Company OOO (Limited Liability) was established in 2006 by D. Fedosov, Omsk scientist, Cand. Sc. (Engineering).

In 2007 he managed to build a work team
which proceeded with the development of a radio
station intended specially for the Siberian
conditions. A goal was to create a compact
and reliable radio with the greatest possible
communication range in order to be used by the
geologists, hunters and fishers.

The company’s chief executive: FEDOSOV Dmitrii

In 2008 the project of KV-Svyaz won the Foundation program “START”. With the assistance of
the Foundation Omsk scientists began to develop
a medium-wave radio communication mobile
system implemented into the up-to-date FERRA
radios.
The trials of the first radio samples showed that it
allows to communicate using a voice at several
tens of kilometers, to transmit urgent messages
which are sometimes sufficient to call for help under conditions of any emergency situation. Later it
turned out that the created radio operates perfectly underground in coal mines and caves.
In 2011 with the assistance of the Government of
Omsk Oblast KV-SVYAZ established its own laboratory, where researches were carried out. Later
the pilot production appeared, where the scientists
practices all technological cycles.
Five years of hard work lead to the creation of the
world’s first FERRA over-the-horizon communication mobile system.
FERRA is a hand-held medium-wave radio for
the underground and over-the-horizon communication. It uses the next-generation tiny antennas

KV-SVYAZ
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(ferromagnetic point-source radiators) and allows to
communicate within up to 100 km without raising and
installation of stationary antennas, but the most important feature of FERRA is its ability to transmit
radio signal through rock.
Radio trial in cooperation with the Ministry of
Emergency Situations of Kazakhstan
By now the radio underwent trials and showed a
high efficiency for communication in coal mines, caves
and pits of Russia, Kazakhstan, Germany and Poland.
At the 16th International Congress of Speleology in Brno
(Czech Republic) KV-SVYAZ was awarded with a
special diploma “21 Century Discovery” of the International Union of Speleology (UIS) for the efficient
research and development of the Russian scientists.

START
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KV-SVYAZ Scientific and Production Company
OOO is a team of the high-class professionals

offering innovative solutions to the long-dis-

tance wireless communication based on the hitech technologies.

Brno. Diploma “21 Century Discovery” at the 16th
International Congress of Speleology

Thus, FERRA has become the world’s first mobile
communication system for the underground
works. Its range exceeds all existing analogues by
many times.
In 2013 KV-SVYAZ Scientific and Production Company
OOO created a special radio model for the Ministry
of Emergency Situations of Russia, which is put in
pilot operation by the mine rescuers at the moment. This
model is able to transmit signal up to 6 km along
mine workings and up to 1200 km through rock.
In November 2013 the company launched full
production of FERRA radios.
The first radios were received by the mine rescuers, speleologists and Yakutia inhabitants.
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Medium-Wave Radio Communication Mobile System.
Ministry of Emergency Situations of Yakutia checks FERRA communication along Lena river

ÒÀ Ò
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UniverTM OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2011 at Omsk F.M. Dostoevsky State University within the framework of implementation of the Federal Law No. 217. The company is engaged in
research and development activities in the sphere of natural and technical sciences.
UniverTM OOO is a resident company of the Inter-university Innovative Business Incubator of Omsk F.M. Dostoevsky State University (IUIBI). The cooperation of the company with the university favours formation of an academic
scientific and production-integrated university structures aimed at production of goods in partnership with the
small knowledge-intensive enterprises.
UniverTM OOO is engaged in production of special-purpose
machinery and equipment, ceramic products, plastic
articles, metalworking and coating of metals.
The company is specialized in creation of computer models CAD, mathematical modeling and computer experiments - CAE,
NC machine programs - CAM); production of manufacturing fixtures (press molds, molding equipment, dies, including potting polymeric); production of prototypes (plastic, metals); piece, small- and
medium-scale full production of parts (nanoceramics, metals, plastic).
The average number of employees since the company establishment
has increased by 3 people and now amounts to 10 people. The
product output has increased by more than 11 times.
The company participated in the Foundation program “START-2011”.
In 2011 the company completed the first stage of works on the subject “Development of the Mathematical Model of Knee Joint
Shape Element. Shape Element Prototype Production. Development of the Mathematical Model of Fixtures (Molds) for the Knee
Joint Shape Element”. The Foundation allocated funding in the
amount of 1 mln. RUB.

UniverTM
In 2013 the company carried out the second stage – “Development
of Fixtures for the Articulating Implant (Spacer) Shape Model
Production”. The Foundation funding at the second stage amounted
to 1 mln. 750 thous. RUB. The co-funding was carried out from the
funds of founders on a parity basis.
According to the schedule of works the full production shall be
launched on the second year of project implementation. The research and development work was carried out on the first two
stages as well as fixtures (molds) for the full production of articulating
spacers were developed and manufactured.

The project end products are shape elements for obtaining
therapeutic implants (articulating spacers) primarily for the
knee joint with further expansion of a range of implants for
other types of joints.
Especially in recent times, the articulating spacers are more widely
used in orthopaedics due to the new types of revision surgeries mastered by medics. They are necessary for the replacement of metal
implants in inflammations with the temporary therapeutic ones made
of the bone cement steeped in antibiotic solutions. According to the
data of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation for 20082009) from 5% to 7,5% of performed surgeries require additional
treatment of occurred complications (in absolute figures it amounts to
4 thousand surgeries per annum).
14
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The number of these surgeries does not depend on the physician professionalism and is more or less constant medical value. Application of temporary
therapeutic implants allows the patient to be active, even though to a limited
extent, and is now only one alternative to immobility or disability.
More than 50 thousand hip replacement surgeries are carried out in Russia annually. Almost all surgeries (except 3-4% of the total number for metal implants)
are performed using foreign components (implants) and 100 % of all surgeries
carried out using ceramic components are performed applying foreign implants.
Moreover, all surgeries being specified are carried out using traditional implant
structures (metal and ceramics) and preformed articulating spacers.
All works on design, production prototypes, pilot lot and clinical trials are
completed by UniverTM OOO at the moment.
Only foreign analogues of articulating spacers and shape elements for them
are presented on the healthcare product market. No similar products in the
Russian Federation are revealed.
The products of UniverTM OOO are cheaper than the foreign analogues by
30–50 %. The shape elements being developed have new patented design
features allowing to use various types of materials, including those of independent producers, in order to make the surgery cheaper.
When organizing full production, the developed and manufactured fixtures
will allow to launch production of health care products of social importance,
because the main “consumers” are people of old and pension age as it is
these people who belong to the main joint replacement risk group. Besides
meeting an actual demand, the domestic production will allow to cut the cost
of this medical equipment and, therefore, to increase affordability of this
type of surgery. This project is aimed at production of import-substituting
products. The pay-back and profitability are ensured by the needs of national
medical science.
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The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Creation of Shape Elements for Obtaining the Therapeutic
Implants (Articulating Spacers) for Joints.
The product “Hip Implant”, which may be used both for carrying out
a primary implant replacement and revision (repeated) implant replacement, is being developed at the moment.
The main disadvantage of the existing samples of foreign products as well as
those being developed now is inability to create a fixing element for the developed devices, which would be similar in its properties to the natural material,
i.e. a cartilage. Different polyethylene modifications used for these purposes
do not finally ensure the long-term operation and are subject to an abrasive
wear, what leads to the hip implant breakdown. UniverTM OOO develops a
modular fastening system without use of polyethylene latches. The developed structural component ensures a thoroughly reliable fixation of an
implant head in a joint mating part without any additional inserts and
elements. The use of this type of material, i.e. a non-metal, allows to get rid of
galvanic couples and to exclude harmful electrochemical corrosive processes.
One more advantage of the structure being offered is a possibility to use it
with the series-produced hip implant heads (balls), including those produced
by the foreign companies.

The Foundation funding at the first stage and the joint funding at
the next stages allowed the company to carry out all development
works for the elaboration of a project structure, design and
production of the necessary accessories for the release of import-substituting products.

ÒÀ Ò
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FLEXIBLE TRANSPORT SYSTEMS OOO (Limited Liability Company) was established in 2010 at Omsk
State Transport University. The company develops new rolling stock samples. One of the most significant projects of the company is a project “Flexible Wheel”. The project “Flexible Wheel” is the first stage
of a modular system project “High-Speed Flexible Transport System”.

The problems of increasing the rail transport efficiency are
especially acute for such large country as Russia. Timely,
safety and energy-efficient delivery of freight and
passengers is one of the economy growth drivers.

The company’s chief executive: SHILER Valerii Viktorovich

The project objective is to develop an efficient
wheel pair structure for the rail transport which
will significantly increase the rail transport carrying and traffic capacity at the considerable
increase of the railroad transportation technical-and-economic efficiency.

FLEXIBLE TRANSPORT
SYSTEMS

Flexible Transport Systems got the Foundation support by
the “START” program. Due to the grant funds and private
co-funding the entire set of R&D has been carried out
for the last two years, namely: simulation tests of a new
rolling stock movement were conducted, functional truck
models with three variants of wheel pair structures and railway superstructure are produced, design and technical
documentation for production and testing of a new structure wheel pair full-scale specimen is developed. Several
patents for inventions, which have no analogues in the
world, are obtained within the framework of a project.

While demonstrating the project results at the
exhibition events and grounds of the Foundation,
Flexible Transport Systems managed to appear in
the list of innovative projects of Rostechnologii
State Corporation, Russian Venture Company
as well as to enter into the cooperation agreements with the leaders of industry.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

High-Speed Flexible Transport System.
The computer models of a new rolling stock structure simulation tests

Implementation of the project results will allow to propel the rail transport operation to a new quality level and to organize the high-speed freight traffic as well as to save money significantly due to the energy-efficiency of proposed solutions.
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The Representative Office of the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises – Board of Economic Development and
Management of Tomsk Administration Municipal Property.
The cooperation of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises with the organizations of research and education complex of Tomsk City and
Tomsk Oblast has been steadily developing from year to year.
It all started in 1998 after entering into the trilateral agreement between the Foundation, Tomsk City Administration
and Oblast Administration. The Foundation Representative
Office was established the same year at the Finance and
Investment Center – Tomsk Regional Non-profit Fund “Innovation and Technology Center” (TRNPF “ITC”) ensuring
the cooperation of Tomsk Oblast with the Foundation on the
submission of projects for funding and repayment of funds
to the Foundation.
Tomsk City Administration has began its active cooperation
with the Foundation since 2004, when the latter initiated and
implemented its program “START”. This years was an anniversary year for Tomsk and a record on the core role of the
Scientific and Education Complex was entered into the City
CHARTER in the form of the article 1. Tomsk inhabitants
came forward with an initiative to organize joint competition
in light of the 400th anniversary. Ivan Mikhailovich Bortnik
endorsed initiative and a separate nomination of the program “START”-“Start-Tomsk 400” was created. Its winners
2

were funded by the Foundation on a parity basis both from
oblast and city budgets subject to the agreement entered
in to by and between the Oblast Administration, City Administration and the Foundation. The Representative Office
was established at Tomsk City Administration headed by
Kazmin G.P., Cand. Sc. (Engineering), a Chairman of the
Committee for the Development of Innovations and Cooperation with the Scientific and Education Complex.
It was at that time when the Foundation looked closely to the
innovative activities of the regions. The work on the search
of territories, where the Foundation could further the knowledge-intensive business development more constructively,
was in progress. Later, when the results of held competitions have been studied, the number of projects submitted
by Tomsk under the “START” program in the summary table of cities and regions was comparable to Moscow and
St. Petersburg. Tomsk joined the group of leaders by the
number of submitted projects and winners, i.e. 90 and 15,
respectively.
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Totally, the Tomsk inhabitants participated in 30 Foundation
programs:
“UMNIK”, “UMNIK na START”, “UMNIK-SKOLKOVETS”,
“START”, “START 2”, “START-TOMSK-400”, “START-SELIGER-2010”, “PRIORITET”, “START-INVEST”, “MICROSOFT-BUSINESS-START”, “STAVKA”, “RAZVITIE”,
“Joint Competition of the Foundation and SB RAS”, “INTER”, “TEMP”, “ANTICRISIS PROGRAM”, “NOTS” (“Scientific and Education Centers”), “NANOCENTERS-2012”,
“ENERGO (PILOT—136)”, “ENERGO (DEVICES—138)”,
“PHARMA”, “ENERGO”, “EXPORT”, “FUTURE MEDICINE”, “SMART HOUSE”, “SOFT”, “MOST”, “RUSSIANGERMANY”, “RUSSIAN-FRANCE” and “MEDICINE AND
BIOCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY”.
The special-purpose innovative programs for rendering support to the participants of the Foundation programs implementing the projects by the “START” program (“Successful
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The “UMNIK” participants’ club for the youth potential consolidation, formation of the cross-disciplinary teams and
non-governmental organization “YIR” (“Young Innovative
Russia”) was established at the initiative of the Foundation
and Tomsk State University in 2008.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

Following the establishment of Technology Innovative Special Economic Zone “Tomsk” (hereinafter referred to as the
TISEZ “Tomsk”) in 2006, the Organizing and Executive
Committee for the Cooperation and Support of the Foundation Projects in the TISEZ “Tomsk” was set up. The Committee work lied in the coordination of activities of Administration, Foundation and territorial chief executives of a zone,
assistance in mutual exchange of information and lending
support to the winners’ projects by the Foundation programs.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Effectiveness of the selected projects (data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
More than 1500 work places were created by the small innovative
enterprises of Tomsk within the framework of the project.
The number of registered intellectual property items amounts to more than 115.
Start” project competition), making its own credit history
(“Tomsk-Center of Innovations” project competition) as well
as involving the youth into the innovative business (“Involving
Young Specialists into Innovative and Production Spheres”
project competition) have been implementing on the territory
of municipal unit “Tomsk City” since 2001. Support to successful knowledge-intensive enterprises established based
on the projects of the Foundation program participants
amounts more than 80% of the volume of budget funding of
Tomsk special-purpose innovative program.
The winners of the Foundation program competitions take
an active part in the competitions and events within the
framework of the following regional programs and have repeatedly become the winners:

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Number of
international
contracts

45

7

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

27

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative Office:

Representative Office address:

KAZMIN
Grigorii Pavlovich

64 Plekhanova per.,
Tomsk, 34050
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Tomsk special-purpose innovative program:
•• project competition “Use of Scientific and Innovative
Potential for Solving Tomsk Topical Issues” (2005);
•• “START to Tomsk” competition (2006);
•• competition of youth innovative projects (2006);
•• competition “Development of Tomsk Innovative Infrastructure” (2007-2008);
•• project competition “Tomsk – Center of Innovations”
(2007, 2010–2011, 2013);
•• project competition “Successful Start” (2008-2013);

•• project competition “Involving Young Specialists into
Innovative and Production Spheres” (2009);
•• project competition “Favouring the Development of
Tomsk Technology Innovative Special Economic
Zone” (2009);
•• project competition “Use of Scientific and Education
Complex for Tomsk Economy Purposes” (2009);
•• project competition “Support to Business Ideas, Scientific Technical Developments and Research Projects of Students, Post-Graduates, Young Scientists
and Managers, Including “UMNIK” Federal Program
Winners” (2010-2013).

Special-purpose program “Development of Small and Medium
Business on the Territory of Omsk Oblast”:
•• subsidies to small and medium business entities implementing innovative projects (2010-2011);

•• subsidies for the reimbursement of a part of expenses

•• competitive selection of the start-up small innovative
enterprises claiming subsidies (2010-2012);

novative enterprises implementing innovative projects

to small and medium business entities, existing in(2011-2012).

About 600 mln. RUB were allocated from the Foundation budget to Tomsk enterprises
for the R&D implementation by the programs “START”, “UMNIK”, “Razvitie”, etc.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Biochemical Technology Н5
Information Technologies Н1

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Future Medicine Н2

Advanced materials and technology of
their generation H3
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Special-purpose program “Development of Innovative Activities in Tomsk Oblast”:
•• competition of research and developments of Tomsk
Oblast (2002-2007);

•• competition of successfully developing project win-

•• competition of research and developments of young
scientists (2002-2007), competition of innovative
projects (2003-2009);

developments as well as innovative projects (2001–

•• funding of the project winners of the joint competition
of Tomsk Oblast Administration, Tomsk City Administration and the Foundation for Assistance to Small
Innovative Enterprises within the framework of the
“START” program (2005);

•• competition of innovative projects of small business

The TRNPF “ITC” engaged in assistance to small enterprises in development of innovative and production activities has been also functioning in Tomsk Oblast since
1998. 11 new enterprises and 170 work places were created
during this period. Integrated proceeds of the companies
leasing the premises amount to 0,6 bln. RUB per annum.
Recently, the TRNPF “ITC” paid attention to rendering assistance to the rural settlement administrations in order to
create conditions for seeking the knowledge-intensive industries. Thus, a land plot for the establishment of “District
Technological Test Site” uniting not less than 20 small innovative enterprises, including construction-oriented ones,
as well as a group of residential buildings of the total area
amounting to 204,8 sq.m. and social facilities was formed in
Tomsk suburb.

ners of the regional competitions of research and
2004, 2005);

entities of Tomsk Oblast (2007-2008);
•• project competition “Involving Young Specialists into
Innovative and Production Spheres”(2009).

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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As of today, the total number of “UMNIK” program participantswinners from Tomsk exceeds 470 people.
More than hundred of them have become the employees of the small innovative enterprises,
set up their own small innovative enterprises and got support by the Foundation programs.
RESULTS OF THE
FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

The Foundation programs, being a federal development institution, serve an initial platform of the all-Russian Knowledge-Intensive Project Support System and the Foundation
itself to be a supplier of the startups for the programs of other
PRODUCTION
development institutions (RUSNANO ОАО (Open Joint-Stock
Выработка
1200
Company), Skolkovo Foundation, Vnesheconombank, Ros1200
nanotekh State Corporation, Russian Venture Company ОАО
(Open Joint-Stock Company), etc.)). 20 small innovative en800
800
terprises among Tomsk winners of the Foundation programs
became the Skolkovo residents; five more enterprises gained
400
400
support of the RVC Seed Fund and two of them were supported by RUSNANO.
0
Many enterprises, which commenced their activities from the
0
Foundation programs, have already entered the international
scene and became the TRNPF “ITC” residents. Among them
Затраты на одно
ЗарПлата
EXPENDITURES
are Strela ООО (Limited Liability Company), Elecard Devices Средняя
рабочее
место
Затраты
на
одно
AVERAGE
FOR
ONE WORK
Средняя ЗарПлата
ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock Company), MedLine ООО (LimWAGE
PLACE
рабочее место
ited Liability Company), Aldo-Pharm ООО (Limited Liability
Company), MOJE Keramik-Implantate OOO (Limited LiabilSIE
the region
supported by the
Foundation
ИПofрегиона,
поддержанные
Фондом
ity Company), BioEco ZАО (Closed Joint-Stock Company),
Regional
figures
егиональный показатель
МИП региона,
поддержанные Фондом
Triaxes Vision ООО (Limited Liability Company), etc.
4 oblast projects won the BMBF-FASIE competition; one of
them got the OSEO FASIE funding.

Региональный показатель
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Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region
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Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region
0,80
0,60

More than 1500 work places were created by the small innovative enterprises of Tomsk within the framework of the Foundation program implementation. The number of registered intellectual property items amounts to more than 115. 25 TRNPF
“ITC” residents of 61 were “hardened” due to participation in
the Foundation programs. The Foundation has supported the
hundreds of innovative enterprises for the whole period of its
existance on the Tomsk land. Such programs of the Foundation as “START”, “UMNIK”, “Razvitie”, etc. have been implemented and continue to be successfully implemented in the
region. About 600 mln. RUB were allocated from the Foundation budget to Tomsk enterprises for the R&D under these
programs. The annual amount of financial support to winners
exceeds 100 mln. RUB. The total volume of investments raised
by the winners of the Foundation programs through the multichannel funding exceeds 1,5 bln. RUB.
Tomsk has been playing a role of one of the pilot areas for the
implementation of a number of Foundation programs for more
than ten years. Thus, for example, a new technology, i.e. a jury
e-voting software developed by the Tomsk inhabitants specially for the “START Tomsk-400”, was tested. In 2006 Tomsk
became one of the most active participants of “UMNIK” and
“Stavka” programs; in 2008 – of “Inter” and “START-Invest”
programs. The agreement on the foundation of additional
nomination “UMNIK-Tomsk-Future” was signed the same year
during the “Innovus” innovative forum. S.G. Poliakov, the General Director of the Foundation and I.M. Bortnikov, the Foundation Supervisory Board Chairman, awarded the participants
of “UMNIK 2007-2008” with the certificates in the presence of
the Ministers of the Ministry of Education and Science, Ministry
of Economic Development and 2500 students.
As of today, the total number of “UMNIK” program participants-winners from Tomsk exceeds 470 people.
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
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by the Foundation in the region
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More than hundred of them have become the employees of the
small innovative enterprises founded according to the Federal
Law 217-FZ or set up their own small innovative enterprises
as well as got support by the Foundation programs “START”,
“UMNIK na START”, etc. There are more than 70% of the bright
histories of success among the participants of “UMNIK” program, namely the set up of their own innovative business or
obtaining results used in industry, at innovative enterprises and
carrying out further R&D.
The trilateral cooperation agreement was entered into by
and between the Foundation, Tomsk City Administration and
Oblast Administration in May 2013 within the framework of INNOVUS-2013 XV Anniversary Innovative Forum. This agreement is a sound continuation of an efficient interaction between
the parties and creates a new foundation for the cooperation in
the present context.
The anniversary conference “UMNIK-20 Years of the Foundation” accredited as the all-Russian conference for the selection
of “UMNIK” participants will be held within the framework of the

2010

2011
Regional figures
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11 new enterprises have been established
and 170 work places have been created
since 1998 in Tomsk Oblast.

2012

2013

Foundation 20th anniversary celebration planned to be hosted
by Tomsk in April 2014 and the selection of “UMNIK” participants with the subsequent awarding is planned to be held
within the framework of U-NOVUS Youth Forum.
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ARTISHCHEV Sergei Aleksandrovich,
a student of Tomsk State University of Control Systems
and Radioelectronics,
Tomsk City.

Artishchev Sergei Aleksandrovich, a winner of “UMNIK-2012”
program is engaged in the development of a fault detector allowing to check the data transmission cable lines.
The device operating principle is based on the cable electrical impulse
sounding. The cable state, including all its contact connections, is assessed according to the measurement results. Location of the damageable
line sections can be revealed using it.
The project of Artishchev S.A. was supported by the Foundation and the
works dedicated to the nonlinear reflectometry method modification with
due regard to the thermoelectrcial effects and its technical implementation
were carried out using funding allocated within the framework of “UMNIK”
program.
Devices introduced to the market today allow to reveal the location of faults
that have already lead to the cable line breakdown, e.g., cable rupture or
cable short circuit, etc. The peculiarity of this development lies in the reveal
of faults, which ensure the line operation now, but have already decreased
it reliability, e.g., badly pressed connector terminals or heating up wire twist.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Fault Detector for the Data Transmission Cable Line State Assessment.
It became possible due to the nonlinear reflectometry method modification
with due regard to the thermoelectrcial effects allowing to identify defective
electrical connections.
Two scientific articles of an author were published in the magazines reviewed by the Higher Attestation Commission for the period of project
implementation. He also presented a project at five research-to-practice conferences. An application for granting a patent for an invention
“Method of Revealing the Defective Connection” was lodged. The fault
detector based on the measuring devices in the PXI format was also
developed. Such equipment is mainly used by industrial laboratories.
The developed measuring system was repeatedly presented at the exhibitions, where it generated interest, as its application may increase the
quality of space industry products, where special reliability requirements
are imposed in respect to the data lines.
Implementation of this project allowed to obtain scientific results which created the necessary prerequisites for the development of a new application
of the elaborated diagnostic technique. The contact properties of films obtained by printing with the specific electrically-conductive ink may be assessed now. The work under the project of Artishchev S.A was supported
by the grant of the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Studies.
7
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KALENTEV Aleksei Anatolevich,
a student of Tomsk State University
of Control Systems and Radioelectronics,
Tomsk City.

Kalentev Aleksei Anatolevich, a winner of “UMNIK-2010”
program in Tomsk City proposed an idea of “CAD/GIS integrator” software module for the data exchange between geoinformation system (GIS) and computer-aided-design
system (CAD) based on the idea of universal XML for the
similar exchangeable data format.
The CAD and GIS adds-in developed within the “UMNIK” program
allowed to significantly simplify and speed up the data exchange
between similar systems by 10 times. The elaborated universal exchange format allowed to significantly reduce the duration of routine
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Software Module for the Data Exchange Between Geoinformation
System and Computer-Aided-Design System.
operations on the data conversion from one format into another and
to do this on the unified processing platform, what increases the total
flexibility of a software system and offers opportunities for the quick
functionality buildup.
The Intellectual Property Registration Certificate for the software
product development is obtained.
The developed program is completely functional and used at Tomsk Oil
and Gas Research and Design Institute, Tomsk Oblast. The program
being used allows to significantly save the enterprise’s resources,
what has a positive impact on the enterprise total economic efficiency.
The rights for the subsequent software product development and support are transferred to Rubius OOO (Limited Liability Company).
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KREIKER Aleksei Aleksandrovich,
a specialist of the laboratory for catalytic studies of
Tomsk State University,
Tomsk City.

Kreiker Aleksei Aleksandrovich is engaged in the developments in the field of technology for obtaining the “dry”
glyoxal, a winner of the Foundation program “UMNIK”.
The previous participants of “UMNIK” and “START” programs created
all prerequisites for the project implementation: high-efficient glyoxal
synthesis catalyst was obtained and technology for obtaining the
liquid glyoxal was developed.
The next step was the creation of technology for obtaining the crystalline glyoxal. The crystalline glyoxal is a white powder easily dissolved in
a warm water, transported and stored.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology for Obtaining the Crystalline Glyoxal.
The crystalline glyoxal is widely used in the synthesis of high-explosive agents and as a substrate for the pharmaceutical products
(imidazols, glikoluril, etc.), a vanish component, etc. The pharmaceutical-grade crystalline glyoxal costs more than 5 thous. RUB/kg. By
estimates, the demand of pharmaceutical and defense domestic enterprises for the crystalline glyoxal amounts to more than 3 thous. tones
per annum. This demand is met solely due to the import of expensive
foreign product. Altai Federal Research and Production Center OAO
(Open Joint-Stock Company) entered into the contract on the development of technology for obtaining the crystalline glyoxal from the Russian technical product based on the project successfully implemented
in cooperation with Tomsk State University.
This work resulted in the creation of a crystalline glyoxal synthesis pilot production unit in Biysk City in 2012. As of today, Altai Federal Research and Production Center OAO produces 500 tones of “dry”
glyoxal per annum, thereby meeting the demand of the entire Russia.

9
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AQVELIT ООО (Limited Liability Company) success history is inseparably associated with
the Foundation activities, as at all stages of its development this company, using itself as
an example, shows how efficiently the mechanisms of grant support rendered to innovative
enterprises work.
The starting point is 2005, when Aqvelit was founded
within the framework of “START” program. The applied
development of the Institute of Strength Physics and
Materials Science of SIB RAS was transferred under the
competition terms to the company which proceeded to it
commercialization. The project was aimed at the creation of safe and high-efficient water purification filter. The chosen focus area allows to solve a topical issue,
i.e. to provide population (first of all, children and adolescents) with epidemiologically safe drinking water. The filtering material called “AquaVallis” implemented a brand
new water purification approach. Microbiological contamination and colloidal particles are removed from water due
to electrostatic sorption, however, the purification effi-

KIRILOVA Natalia Vitalevna,
Director of AQVELIT OOO

ciency amounts to 99,999999–100 %.

АQVELIT
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The company successfully carried out tasks set by the
Foundation to the start-up enterprises. The project
proved its efficiency and market demand: disposable filters, domestic and industrial systems (water purification
modules of various capacity) were developed.
The new stage in the enterprise formation has begun in
2007, when the project gained support of the Ministry
of Education and Science within the framework of the
Federal Special-purpose Program “Research and Studies under the Priority Areas of the Russian Science and
Technology Sector Development for 2007-2012”. The
Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science of
SIB RAS entered into the government contract for the
development of industrial technology and launching
the full production of filters. The filter production plant
was constructed and commissioned using the private
investor’s funds (Sibstroy OOO (Limited Liability Company). Aqvelit became an industrial partner. The company products entered both Russian and foreign markets
the same year. The filters are supplied to the EU countries through the partners from Slovenia.
In 2008 AQVELIT OOO became the TRNPF “ITC” resident. “AquaVallis” microbiological cartridges have been
supplied to Vietnam since March 2008. Sunny-Econ

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
High-Efficient and Safe Water Purification Filter.
Environmental Technologies became the company’s
partner in the Southeast region.
Nowadays, the cooperation with Vietnam goes to a new
level. The Vietnamese partners developed and launched
onto the market the up-to-date water purification plants
using “AquaVallis” filters. The pilot lots were supplied
to Tunis, India, Korea and Kazakhstan. The trials of filters for the purification of seawater from microbiological
contamination in the Japanese oyster farms are in progress under the cooperation agreement entered into by
and between Kinki Geo-Center AO (Joint-Stock Company) and Aqvelit OOO. Throughout the project development history – from the prototype to industrial pro-

In 2009 AQVELIT OOO commenced its work on a new

duction – all works were carried out in close cooperation

subject in cooperation with the Institute of Strength

of a scientific institution with the innovative enterprise.

Physics and Materials Science of SIB RAS, Siberian

The designer’s supervision of compliance with the pro-

State Medical University and Scientific and Research

cess regulations is constantly carried out by the Institute

Institute of Pharmacology of SIB RAMS. This refers to

of Strength Physics and Materials Science of SIB RAS.

the creation of the new class of high-efficient antiseptic

ÒÀ Ò
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medicines based on the advanced developments of the

The trial delivery of the products are carried out to India,

Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science of

Vietnam, Japan, Korea, Great Britain, Indonesia and

SIB RAS. The development of wound healing materials,

Yemen.

which do not cerate resistant

microor-

AQVELIT OOO closely cooperates with the Institute

ganism strains and do not exercise toxic effects on the

of Strength Physics and Materials Science of SIB RAS

organism, is a worldwide problem.

which provides constant and continuous scientific sup-

And this global issue was solved in Tomsk. AQVELIT with

port to all development. It is this that allows to improve

a huge experience in production of filtering and sorption

the already existing areas and to develop the brand new

materials was chosen to be the industrial partner. Later

ones. An active search of the new product application

the development got financial support within the frame-

forms is in progress at the moment. Internal use in the

work of the Foundation special-purpose program.

form of capsules and external use in the form of gel for

pathogenic

The company’s innovative product, i.e. “VitaValls”
wound healing dressings, allows to treat infected
wounds efficiently without any antibiotics and other
pharmaceuticals. The use of the antimicrobial-based
dressings right from the first days showed its significant
advantages as compared to the foreign or Russian analogues. The studies proved the high efficiency of wound
surface cleansing, decrease of the infected wound healing period and minimization of scarring. Medical workers
also noted additional material properties not specified
by the developers, i.e. haemostatic and pain relieving
effect. The clinical trials showed that these materials
solve the important humanitarian mission. They alleviate

AQVELIT
sufferings of incurable patients, including bedridden pa-

the wound healing are among the possible variants. One

tients with bedsores, weeping and non-healing wounds.

of the young workers of AQVELIT OOO prepared an ap-

In 2011 the products underwent all necessary trials for
toxicity, safety, pre-clinical and clinical trials by the ex-

plication for the participation in “UMNIK” program with
the development of a wound healing gel.

amination system of the Federal Service for the Super-

Having worked out the mechanisms of cooperation with

vision of Public Health and Social Development of the

the Foundation, AQVELIT OOO launches a new focus

Russian Federation (Roszdravnadzor). All products of

area in the same manner. VITALIT OOO (Limited Liability

the company are covered by the patents both in Russian

Company) was founded in 2012 and supported by the

and abroad. The products manufactured by AQVELIT

Foundation. It will be engaged in production of a special

OOO favourably compete with the best world analogues.

base necessary to prevent the formation of harmful mi-

The official distributor of AQVELIT OOO products on

croorganisms while storing and transporting chilled

the territory of the Russia is Evalar. It allowed to signifi-

products. The development of this area has prospects

cantly expand the markets for the products and now the

both for the domestic and foreign food industry. The

dressings with “Tomsk registration” may be seen in any

project is now at the start-up stage: R&D investments

Russian pharmacy.

are necessary; the technology itself will suffer changes.

AQVELIT OOO is a hi-tech production of the total area amounting to 1 thous. sq.m.
It is furnished with the state-of-the-art equipment and engaged in manufacturing of products according
to the patented technology.
12
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Small Innovative Enterprise of the Siberian State Medical University
and the Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science of SIB
RAS, “Bioconstructor-S” was established in 2011 and is engaged in
activities in the sphere of tissue bioengineering and regenerative
medicine.
The company’s chief executive: KHLUSOV Igor Albertovich, M.D. , Prof.

The main task set by the enterprise is to improve medical implants,
i.e. tissue bioconstructors. Tissue bioconstructor is a new concept
of interaction of artificial materials with living objects. The products for various medical areas are planned to be produced based on it.

The “tissue bioconstructors” concept implementation was solved within the
framework of elaboration of a project “Concept Development and Implementation of the “Issue Bioconstructor” Technologies into Regenerative
Medicine”.
Formation of new properties of the already existing bio-compatible materials due
to modification of their surface is a basis of this project.
At the stage of implant production the necessary “niche” parameters, i.e. a
special-purpose microenvironment responsible for the stem cell activity and
stimulation of the bone tissue regeneration, may be set. For the first time ever the
team of scientists managed to find an optimal combination of physical-chemical, mechanical, technological as well as biomedical parameters of implants.
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

BIOCONSTRUCTOR-S

Concept Development and Implementation
of the “Issue Bioconstructor” Technologies
into Regenerative Medicine.

Cooperation of BIOCONSTRUCTOR-S with the Foundation has begun since
2011, when it was decided to participate in the “START-2012” Foundation
program.
Due to the win in the competition and funding granted by the Foundation it became possible to create the new class of implants, to increase the efficiency
of tissue bioengineering and regenerative medicine a lot as well as to diversify
medical services.
The developed implants are widely used in the sphere of orthopaedics, dentistry and surgery.
The up-to-date technologies and implants are not perfect. The rejection of implanted materials and relevant side effects are their week point. The company’s
specialists managed to create innovative calcium phosphate-coated metal
implants that are the most bone tissue-like.
BIOCONSTRUCTOR-S is an official Skolkovo Innovative Center resident.

The project foreign partners are Riga Technical University (Latvia) and Duisburg-Essen University (Germany).

ÒÀ Ò
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INCOM Group is a developer of hardware and software systems for the batch data transmission
and now is engaged in the creation of digital integrated systems of monitoring, warning and
control used by the bodies of the Ministry of Emergency Situations, Ministry of Defence,
Hydrometeorological services and forest products enterprises.
The main areas of activities are development, production and implementation of integrated information
and telecommunication systems as well as microprocessor-based terminals for ensuring the data
exchange with hard-to-get and mobile objects.
The innovativeness of developments is ensured by the new architectural solutions and principles of software organization,
optimization of communication protocols. The technological
uniqueness lies in that the developments provide for the complex bringing of a warning signal from the crisis management
center to the inhabitants: data exchange with the local groups
and unified control centers via digital data networks, including
wireless ones (radio, cellular as well as satellite communication
channels). The software interacts with the GLONASS-based vehicle tracking systems and may use targeted digital warning on
the TV channel.
The Foundation participation in the fate of innovative project for
the creation of INCOM УМ-100 amplifier determined the unique
equipment future.

SONKIN Mikhail Arkadevich,
Director of INCOM OOO

INCOM

When developing the short-wave radio signal batch message
transmission system, a microprocessor-based terminal, i.e.
a small device with the embedded radio modem and LCD, was
elaborated.
The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Innovative Information and Telecommunication
System of Control, Monitoring and Warning.

But, it was necessary to connect to the existing shortwave radio network. 80% of its equipment were outdated. The need for a new equipment was obvious and
the task to develop and produce a new amplifier, which
would correspond to the renewed batch message transmission system within a short time, was set to the company’s specialists. So, the УМ-100 amplifier appeared.

УМ-100 amplifiers into the small-scale production. The
chief executives of the military airbases, namely Tomsk,
Krasnoyarsk, Altai, Syktyvkar were immediately interested in them, what gave rise to the increase in production of innovative products.

One of the Foundation areas of activities on the territory of Omsk Oblast is assistance to small innovative
knowledge-intensive enterprises, the brand new technological developments of which produce significant
economic effect.

The integrated automation of the processes for data collection, processing and transmission became possible
due to the launch of amplifiers in production, what gives
an opportunity to carry out monitoring, warning and accordingly to ensure the life safety of the people of the
Russian Federation.

Having assessed the development innovativeness, importance and prospects of the projects, the Foundation
decided to provide a loan for the improvement of documentation and preparation of an amplifier for the full production. The Foundation assistance allowed to launch

The company does not stop on the implemented projects and develops new systems and telecommunication
warning systems, emergency public notification systems, hardware-software systems as well as satellite
technologies.

In order to support the young talented scientists, who succeeded in the sphere of space technology development, O.D. Alimov Prize, who highly appreciated innovativeness of the company’s
development, is initiated by INCOM.
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TRIAXES VISION was established in 2008 at the confluence of two areas, i.e. stereoscopy (3D)
and video coding, each of which were presented in this new project by “Triaxes” and “Elecard” engaged in the development of digital video software.

The company’s main area of activities are the devel-

opment of technology, hardware and software for stereoscopic visualization of photo and video images.

Due to the development of 3D-video industry market the set
tasks, i.e. creation of content and preparation aids, 3D-video
content streaming, are completed by Triaxes Vision using its
own software products.

The company establishment is in many respects associated with
the activities of the Foundation Representative Office in Tomsk
Oblast. TRIAXES VISION was founded when the projects for the
development of digital stereoscopic television systems won
the “START” program in 2008 and got the Foundation financial
support in the amount of 5,6 mln. RUB.

POLIAKOV Aleksei Iurevich,
Director of TRIAXES VISION

TRIAXES
VISION

The project first stage implementation resulted in the development of 3D video broadcasting system architecture. The system allows to transform the usual (2D) video into the stereoscopic
format (SpiceBox). In 2011 the company completed the second
stage and developed software and hardware components of
the digital stereoscopic television systems, due to which they
managed to create the entire system for the high-resolution 3D
video image presentation.

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Digital Stereoscopic Television System.

Implementation of the system allowed the company to
collect proceeds in the amount of 7 mln. RUB.
The project third stage was completed at the beginning of 2013. Interfaces of components for the transmission of 3D video data via IR networks were developed; software system for the video data broadcasting
in 2D+Z format (for watching without glasses) was created. DepthGate и NetJet software shall be installed into
the broadcasting server carrying our live transmission
of video data from the stereoscopic camera to 3D TV
set. It allows to use stereo streams containing in the
separate files or in side-by-side format as input data.
The user has a possibility to set conversion parameters
flexibly for each separate scene. DepthGate performs
the majority of operations automatically, estimates data
on the depth for left and right source channels. These
data is designed to generate the series of shots (N-view)
for all types of 3D screens without glasses. DepthGate

corrects colours automatically and smoothes the source
video streams. The program supports the up-to-date
compression standards and file formats, namely WMV,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and AVC.
The development and implementation of these program solutions allowed the company to achieve significant economic results. The company proceeds in 2012
amounted to about 20 mln. RUB.
Triaxes, the leading 3D visualization expert, expands the
sphere of developments by offering disruptive solutions
for the creation of the next-generation 3D video to watch
it without glasses.
Cooperation with the Italian company Sisvel Technology,
which elaborated 3D Tile format, allowed to develop a
new format of the universal 3D TV broadcasting enabling to watch 3D image on the standard TV sets.

The company’s developments are widely recognized in Russia and abroad due to DMasterKit and
StereoTracer software for 3D photo printing.

ÒÀ Ò
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MICRAN Research and Production Company ZAO (Closed Joint-Stock Company) was established in 1991 as a company engaged in the development of component base for radioelectronics.

V.V. DOTSENKO,
General Director of MICRAN Research
and Production Company

MICRAN Research and Production Company implements complex projects in the hi-tech sphere based on
the complete research and production cycle: “Scientific
and Marketing Researches – Development – Introduction into the Market – Product Support” in the field of
super-high frequency (SHF) radioelectronics.
The company formed and constantly develops the following areas of scientific and technological as well as production activities:
telecommunications, solutions to communication in armed forces,
radar equipment, safety-related equipment, electronic SHF component base and SHF instrumentation.
The technology for the production of ohmic and barrier contacts
with improved set of parameters for the SHF high-electronmobility transistors, developed at MICRAN Research and Production Company, was successfully implemented into industrial
production.
The technology innovativeness lies in that it allows to improve
technical characteristics of the SHF monolithic integrated
circuits and to decrease the primary cost of production as well
as it favours the expansion of a range and a line of products made
based on them.

MICRAN
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This project participated in the Foundation program “UMNIK” in
2009. The win in the competition and financial support granted by the
Foundation allowed EROFEEV Evgenii Viktorovich, an author of the
developed technology, to continue studies in the sphere of radioelectronics component base. The Foundation support also favoured the
formation of the company’s staff of top-ranked specialists, continuation of R&D in the field of SHF electronics, mastering and implementation of the state-of-the-art technologies of design and project
management.
Within the framework of a project for the strategic innovative development of Tomsk Oblast till 2025, where it takes an active part,
MICRAN proposed to study innovative development strategy at the
higher educational institutions and secondary schools.
At the moment, MICRAN Research and Production Company works
out the technologies of a large-scale production of airborne radar
systems (ARS) with active phased antenna arrays (APAA) in cooperation with Phazotron - Scientific and Research Institute of Radio
Corporation. Special attention is paid to the increase of reliability and
decrease of the prime cost of a new antenna major components, i.e.
transmit-receive modules (TRM). The models with improved parameters are proposed to be used as a part of 4++ generation MiG35 jet fighter aircraft, what will allow to increase the target detection
distance, to operate in the “air-to-air” and “air-to-surface” modes
simultaneously, to reveal and classify group and single objects, to
attack several targets at the same time by the high-precision weapons and to ensure communications and electronic countermeasures.

The systematic development of the company in the specified areas as a vertically-integrated complex with its own
developments and production of electronic SHF component
base (ESHFCB) provides a possibility for MICRAN Research
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The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Technology For the Production of Ohmic and Barrier Contacts with Improved
Set of Parameters for the SHF High-Electron-Mobility Transistors.
and Production Company to worthily compete with the leaders of industry on the international market.

ÒÀ Ò
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Small Innovative Enterprise KOMPAKHIM ООО (Limited Liability Company), a winner of the
Foundation programs NOTS-2010 (Scientific and Education Centers), was established in
2009. The National Research Tomsk State University is one of its founders.
The enterprise is engaged in R&D in the sphere of natural
and technical sciences as well as chemical industry.

The enterprise’s main area of activities are the development of technologies for obtaining new materials, including dispersive nanomaterials for the subsequent iron and
steel industry application; living systems and ecosystems; environmental management.

KOMPAKHIM produces the cast iron and steel smelting compacted
modifiers which are more efficient and cheaper as compared to the
foreign analogues. They allow to decrease the number of defects in
the process of smelting and to increase reliability of end products. The modifiers are produced in the form of tablets and granules what makes them easy-to-use. They are compacted by means
of unique composition which does not disrupt the substance chemical
structure.

KOMPAKHIM

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:
Development of Complete Technological Production
Cycle and Industrial Application of Modifiers and
Master Alloys of Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Casting
Based on the Nanopatterned Powder Materials.
The enterprise has been taking an active part in the Foundation programs and activities since 2010. KOMPAKHIM got financial support
and a possibility to promote its products abroad within the framework
of the competition “Conduct of R&D for the Practical Application of Developments in the Scientific and Education Centers (SEC)”. It allows the
enterprise to become a participant of a cluster of the energy-efficient technologies of Skolkovo Innovative Center.

KOMPAKHIM ООО implements a project “Development of Complete
Technological Production Cycle and Industrial Application of
Modifiers and Master Alloys of Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Casting
Based on the Nanopatterned Powder Materials. Its objective is to
create the aluminum alloy treatment modifiers. The innovativeness is
lies in the use of the nanopatterned powder materials showing high
activity while treating aluminum and aluminum-based alloys.

The enterprise closely cooperates with the foreign companies at the moment and is engaged in
promotion of products for export.
18
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The main business of GLYOXAL OOO (Limited Liability Company) established in 2011 is aimed
at the development and manufacturing of catalytic systems for the production of glyoxal
and other processes as well as R&D for the creation of glyoxal-based materials and
their derivatives.
The company considers the production

of

glyoxal and its derivatives as one of advanced
projects. There are about 2,5 thous. products
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Now, only 5 kg of catalyst is required for the production
of a few tens of tones of glyoxal.

The Foundation, which renders support to the inno-

that can be created based on it.

vation-oriented enterprises of Tomsk Oblast, plays an

The work of the company’s specialists is aimed at the

important role in the development of a project and

creation of a basis, i.e. glyoxal, in order to develop sub-

scientific and research laboratory for study and devel-

stances and materials applied in pharmaceutics, civil

opment of glyoxal. The point of no return in the fate of a

engineering, oil refining, textile, leather, paint-and-var-

laboratory of the future glyoxal manufacturing compa-

nish, glue, iron and steel industries as well as used while

nies was in 2007, when the project gained the Foun-

producing explosives and a new-generation propellant.

dation support.

The R&D conducted by the company determined the

The chemists managed to improve the catalyst synthesis

company’s tasks: launching the glyoxal pilot produc-

and to open the testing ground in 2009 on the territory

tion using the next-generation catalysts; development
of technology for obtaining catalysts for the production of

of one of Tomsk plants due to assistance and funding
granted by the Foundation.

glyoxal by ethylene glycol vapor-phase oxidation; development of technology for obtaining low-toxic carbam-

Since 2009 the small innovative enterprises producing

ide-formaldehyde resins for the chipboard production;

catalyst for the glyoxal synthesis and its derivatives for

GLYOXAL

The project implemented with the assistance of the Foundation:

Catalytic System for the Glyoxal Production.

development of technology for obtaining glikoluril; de-

various industries have begun to appear at the Tomsk

velopment of high-efficient catalysts for the processed

State University.

of deep oxidation of highly volatile, combustible and toxic
components of the fault gases of chemical production of
the economy regional sector enterprise.

Eight companies, engaged in production of glyoxal-based compounds, have united in Novokhim
Group. The glyoxal derivatives for removal of scale, rust

For a long time the Russian scientists could not synthe-

and mineral deposits from tanks, boilers and heat ex-

size the high-quality glyoxal without contamination and

changers became the unchallengeable leaders by de-

impurities. The glyoxal obtaining technology has been

mand and disinfectants was scored high by the large

developed by the scientists of Tomsk State Univer-

agricultural enterprises for the efficiency and low cost.

sity since 1990.

The development authors, i.e. Aleksei KNIAZEV and

In 2003 the Tomsk chemists managed not only to obtain

Aleksei SAZONOV, created a technology which they are

the unique chemical compound, but to bring their know-

going to capture 10-15% Russian glyoxal market share

how up to the industrial production in the course of time.

with.

The glyoxal production in Russia lead to reduction of its cost on the Russian market and
made its use economically sound. Russia has become the eight country in the world to master
this chemical compound synthesis technology.
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The Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises
in Science and Technology (FASIE) is represented by
Kamchatka State Technical University.
The activities of the Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises in Science and Technology
(Foundation) began in the region in 2007 from cooperation with Kamchatka State Technical
University (KamchatkaSTU) with V.V. Kuybyshev Far Eastern State Technical University.
Currently this higher educational institution is called Far Eastern Federal University. At
that time a small innovative company, Limited Liability Company Reolog (Reolog LLC),
was established to participate in the Foundation contests under the START and UMNIK
programmes supported by KamchatkaSTU. After the qualification selection this company was put on the list of the Foundation partner companies, carrying out organizational and financial support of the contracts with the UMNIK contest winners. Innovative project performers, funded by the Foundation though Reolog LLC, work at the
departments of the University. In 2013 the Foundation opened a representative office at
KamchatkaSTU to set up and develop innovative environment.
The essential tasks of KamchatkaSTU as a Foundation representative are:
• Concentration and redistribution of resources and funds on the core promising research
activities;
• staff, inventory, information support of scientific research and developments;
• organization and performance of work under International cooperation in science, technology
and innovations;
• organization and holding scientific and scientific and practical symposia, congresses,
conferences and seminars.
2
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•

•

•

per 1000 students

The tasks of the Science and Innovation
Department include but are not limited to:
securing interaction of the university with the Federal
Agency for Fishery, leading research centres, scientific research institutes, educational establishments, companies
and organizations in scientific and innovative activities;
securing efficient interaction and coordination of the
university subdivisions in order to improve and develop
technologies and innovations;
organization of research-and-development and design
and pilot projects at the departments as well as control
of their implementation;

•

supervision of preparing reports on routine scientific research topics;

•

supervision of innovation, patent and licensing activities;

•

organization of communicating domestic and global developments in science and technology to the University
research and teaching staff, engineers and technicians,
post-doctorate fellows, graduates and undergraduates,
which will encourage research work and improve the
quality of education;

50
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per 1000 employees in innovative industry

The application activity
of regional innovators to the Foundation
60
and the quality of applications. 60

KamchatkaSTU has a subdivision called Science and Innovation Department. It coordinates and supervises the University policy in science, technology and innovations. The
Science and Innovation Department includes a research
and development section and an innovative Technology
park. In 2013 the Regional Centre of Technology and Innovation Support (CTIS) was set up with the support of the
Federal Institute of Industrial Property and included into the
Science and Innovation Department.

0

Umnik 		start development
Number of applications from the region
Average number of applications across the country
Number of winners in the region
Average number of across in the country

Since 2007 the region has received nearly
5,5 m. roubles funding from the Foundation

•

organization of the University scientific developments
promotion (scientific symposia, conferences; research
paper publications; exhibitions; fairs etc.);

•

organization of research work by graduate and undergraduate students as well as by course attendees.

The Science and Innovation Department:
•

concentrates resources and funds on the key and promising research activities;

•

provides human resources, inventory, regulatory and
information support of research and development;

•

organizes and carries out activities under the international cooperation in science, technology and
innovations;

Head of the Representative office:
KLOCHKOVA
Nina Grigorievna

•

organizes state registration of the ongoing research,
design and pilot work;

•

organization and coordination of the activities of public research methodology bodies: the scientific-technical board,
the young scientists council, coordination boards etc.

The Government of Kamchatka region encourages the development of innovative activities in the region. Under the implementation of the long-term programme the “Development
of small and medium business in Kamchatka region in
2013-2015” Kamchatka State Business Support Fund provides financial support to small and medium businesses, engaged in innovative activities.

Representative office address:
683003, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky

35 Klyuchevskaya St.
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Support may be provided
in the following forms:
•

•

grants to small businesses (entrepreneurs), whose activities are in the practical application (implementation) of
their intellectual findings (PC programmes, databases, inventions, utility models, industrial samples, selection developments, integrated circuits topologies, trade secrets
(know-how));
subsidies to innovation companies (small and medium
enterprises) to partially reimburse production costs
(product sales costs), the costs associated with provided work or services.

FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE
The Foundation funds have played an important role in
the activation of innovative activities in the region. Since
2007 the region has received nearly 5.5 million roubles
funding from the Foundation.
In order to engage enterprising, talented young people in
innovative activities, create new high technologies, commercialize the findings of R&R, KamchatkaSTU organized
the contests under START and UMNIK Foundation programmes. 6 out of 18 participants of the very first UMNIK
contest in Kamchatka region were within the winners. Over
the period of 2010-2013 sixteen Kamchatka young scientists became the winners of the UMNIK contest. In 20102011 the total funding volume under 9 projects was 2 million
274 thousand roubles.

Over the period of the Foundation operations in Kamchatka region steady interest in the field of innovations
has been formed in the student community. The success of young scientists was to a large extent determined by the funds allocated by the Foundation for research work.
The contest winners include scientists and students of
KamchatkaSTU: associate professor N.S. SALTANOVA
and graduate student E.N. VERBA, who won UMNIK
programme in 2012, a participant of the research and
development activities of the first START programme
Candidate of Sciences К.М. OLEINIKOVA, a chairperson
of the Postgraduate Studies Department of KamchatkaSTU, I. S. SOLOVYOV, S.О. OCHERETYANA, presenting their findings on the project, that won under the
Foundation programme, at international conferences in
South Korea.
In 2012-2013 the Foundation contests included participants – undergraduates, trained by the graduate students who had already been voted the winners of UMNIK А. А. MARCHENKO and S. Yu. TRUDNEV, scientific
advisors – professors of the Radio-electronic Systems
Department, V.А. SHVETSOVA, Doctor of Sciences in
Chemistry, N.N. PORTNIAGINA, Doctor of Sciences in
Engineering.
One of the co-authors of four utility model patents,
D.V. SHUNKIN, was awarded a grant of the Foundation.
The grant of the RF President was awarded to
О. V. MANDRIKOVA, Doctor of Sciences in Engineering,
who headed the young scientists section of the Scientific
Board at the Governor of Kamchatka region and has been

In 2010-2013 the winners of UMNIK contests included
16 young Kamchatka scientists
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
Information
Technologies Н1
Biochemical
Technology Н5

Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Advanced materials and
Современные
материалы
и
technology
of their
generation
H3
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5

New Devices and
Hardware Systems Н4
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a leader of the innovation movement in Kamchatka. Three
graduate students, trained by О.V. Mandrikova, won the
UMNIK contest, two of them have already received their
Candidate’s degrees.
Reolog LLC of KamchatkaSTU supports the contracts with
the Foundation on the implementation of 10 innovation
projects by the University young scientists. The volume of
their funding is over 2 million roubles.

The fo llowing results have been
achieved since the establishment of the
Foundation representative office:
• OCHERETYANA Svetlana Olegovna
Green algae of the Kamchatka shelf as the objects of marine culture and material for manufacturing food and medical products. (Biotechnology).

7 more winners of the Foundation
UMNIK programme are waiting for
signing contracts with the Foundation.
VERBA Ekaterina Nikolaevna
The Development of the Preserves Technology with Adjustable Biochemical Maturing. (Biotechnology).
SHUNKIN Dmitry Vladimirovich
The Development of Energy Saving Technology and Tools,
Applied in Drying Different Products and Materials. (Advanced devices and hardware).
NOSHCHENKO Dmitry Sergeevich
The Study of Earth Surface Shifts According to the Data
of Radar Interferometer Measurements and Mathematical
Simulation. (Information Technology).
PETRENKO Oleg Yevgenievich

• GORYAKA Yevgeniy Nikolayevich

The Development of Efficient Techniques of Water Deposits
Operations. (Advanced devices and hardware).

Energy saving in brown algae processing. (Biotechnology).

KOROSTYLYOV Dmitry Viktorovich

• POKHODINA Maria Aleksandrovna

The Development of new devices and hardware to improve
contemporary school education. (Advanced devices and
hardware).

The development of the chlorophyll food dye technological process from Kamchatka thermophylic cyanobacteriae.
(Biotechnology).

• MARCHENKO Aleksey Aleksandrovich
The Development of Technical Diagnostic Techniques for
an Asynchronous Motor. (Advanced devices and hardware).

• POLOZOV Yuri Aleksandrovich

KLIMOVA Anna Valerievna
The Development of Biotechnology of Laminarian Transplants
(Saccharina bongardiana) for the Sanitary Marine Culture of the
Coastal Waters of Eastern Kamchatka. (Biotechnology).
ARCHIBISOVA Alevtina Sergeevna
The Development of Frozen Minced Fish Production Technology with Prolonged Shelf Life. (Biotechnology).

Reolog LLC of KamchatkaSTU supports the contracts with the Foundation
on the implementation of 10 innovation projects by the University young
scientists. The volume of their funding is over 2 million roubles.
The Development of Models and Analysis Techniques of
Complex Natural Signals in Anomaly Detection Problems in
Ionospheric parameters. (Information Technology).

• GLUSHKOVA Nadezhda Vladimirovna
Systems of Simulating and Forecasting Ionospheric Data.
(Information Technology).

In 2011 the University had a share interest in founding a
small innovation company — Limited Liability Company
EcoBioTech (EcoBioTech LLC). In accordance with the license agreement between it and KamchatSTU EcoBioTech
LLC was delegated the power to use four patents owned
by the University to commercialize patented innovative
developments.

• TRUDNEV Sergey Yurievich
The Development and Study of Board Power Systems
Models Using Additional Power Sources. (Advanced devices and hardware).

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

• SOLOVYOV Igor Sergeevich
The Development of Natural Signals Processing Systems.
(Information Technology).

2,5

• GOREVA Tatyana Sergeevna

1,5

The Development of a Microprocessor System to Detect
and Compensate Supply Voltage Interferences. (Advanced
devices and hardware).

• ZOLYAEV Timur Lenarovich

2,0

1,0
0,5
0,0

2010

2011

2012

2013

The Development of the Intellectual Analysis System of
Cosmic Rays Variations. (Information Technology).
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OCHERETYANA
Svetlana Olegovna,
A researcher of the Science and Innovation Department of
Kamchatka State Technical University, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky.
Project «Green algae of the Kamchatka shelf as the objects
of marine culture and material for manufacturing food and
medical products» by Ocheretyana Svetlana Olegovna was
awarded the first prize in UMNIK contest in 2010 and received
funding support from the Foundation.

Studying green algae, having pleasant taste and valuable chemical composition, it was found out that they may be used to produce foods, food supplements, being rich in minerals, vitamins and biologically active substances.
Despite their small size, owing to fast and frequent generation change they
show quite high productivity and may serve a source of obtaining food supplements and valuable compounds. The research was carried out owing to the
grant from the Foundation and they demonstrated that in warmed up eutrophic
water bodies these species have high reproduction level, grow quickly and provide high yield. This is a good precondition for their cultivation under controlled conditions. Commercial demand for the raw material of green algae
is based on the needs of cosmetics and food industries as well as the need
to saturate the market with functional foods.
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Green algae of the Kamchatka shelf as the objects of marine culture
and material for manufacturing food and medical products.
Estimates show that the revenue from selling marketable products significantly exceeds all costs for the cultivation of green algae. The project implementation requires simultaneous activities in three fields: in-depth studying the biology of species development and reproduction and selection of the
most promising items for cultivation, the development of their cultivation biotechnology, elaborating the green algae processing technology and technical
documents for the food products from them; search for the finished product markets and sales channelling.
So far the studies of filamentous and platy green algae reproduction have
been completed, optimal temperatures for maximizing their growth and reproduction have been identified, reproduction products formation and all their variety have been considered, general chemical and quantitative formula of biologically active substances have been identified.
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TRUDNEV
Sergey Yurievich,
A senior instructor of Kamchatka State Technical University,
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky.

UMNIK

SUCCESS STORY

Project «The Development and Study of Board Power Systems Models Using Additional Power Sources» by Trudnev
Sergey Yurievich was the winner of the Foundation UMNIK contest in 2010.

The project is aimed at upgrading the board power systems by completing its design with advanced high capacity power accumulators. One of
the most serious problems of Kamchatka fishery industry is rapid fleet ageing. This entails navigation safety worsening, long vessel down time periods
caused by emergency stops of the board power systems. Therefore, there are
idle periods, reducing the yield of bio-resources, decreasing fishery fleet performance indicators.
Suggested upgrading will ensure fault-free power supply to the vessel when
at sea, improve navigation safety conditions, and, which is also very important, will cut energy costs.
The author has already developed and examined a simulation model of the
device in MATLAB, developed and collected the device test bench, carried out numerous comprehensive experiments. Based on the findings the
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

The Development and Study of Board Power Systems
Models Using Additional Power Sources.
virtual model of the project suggested device has been tested in MATLAB
for adequacy. The study results were taken as the basis for receiving an RF
patent for the device to identify and eliminate near failure conditions of a
synchronous machine.
The topicality and value of the development is in increasing navigation
resource and significant fuel economy. The offered product is expected to
be commodified and sampled, thus enabling it wide application not only on
fishery, transport and military vessels, but also in other power systems. They
may also be used as uninterruptible power sources in data processing centres,
lift facilities and other industries.
Currently the project is being commercialized and it is planned to obtain the
report on the application of the proof of concept prototype on board power
stations.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Limited Liability Company Research and Production company «NANOSILICA» (RPC NANOSILICA
LLC), founded in 2007, has been operating in the production of different forms of nanosilica
(sols, gels, nanopowders) under the developed process flow based on hydrothermal solutions.
The company products can be applied in construction industry (concrete additives), in rubber and
polymer products as fillings, in agriculture as feed supplements and fertilizer additives.

Director: prof. POTAPOV V. V., Doctor of Sciences in Engineering

Since its establishment RPC NANOSILICA LLC has been participating in the Foundation contests. In 2007 the START contest in «Chemical technology, new material» resulted in signing a state contract between the Foundation and RPC
NANOSILICA LLC. The grant extended by the Foundation
in the amount of 750 thousand roubles was used to study:
«Silica Physical and Chemical Properties in hydrothermal
solutions».
The study findings, obtained under the state grant, served the basis for the development of the technology of water-based silica
sols with hydrothermal solutions. Water based silica sols form a major
innovative product by RPC NANOSILICA LLC.
The outcome of the project, implemented under the Foundation support, was in developing the basics of the technology of stable water
silica sols. Silica sols have been applied as an additive to various

NANOSILICA

The project, implemented under
the Foundation support:

Silica Physical and Chemical Properties
in hydrothermal solutions.
kinds of concrete. The sol additive strengthens concrete under compression (up to 70 %), improves crack resistance, frost resistance
and a number of other concrete characteristics, which allows for cement
saving while producing concrete products (up to 30 %).
As a result of the project implementation production volumes increased
from 10-50 kg nanosilica per year to 1-1.1 thousand kg per year. The
number of jobs increased from 3 to 8. The company purchased new
equipment: enlarged baromembrane machine and a sublimation vacuum
unit to produce powders, thus improving the company efficiency.

The task of RPC NANOSILICA LLC for the near future is to increase the number of customers of concrete nanoadditives in Kamchatka region and the Far-Eastern Federation District by
raising investments and production volumes. In the long view it is planned to enter foreign markets: China, South Korea, Japan, USA and Canada.
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In 2011 the Kamchatka State Technical University (KamchatSTU) had a share interest in founding a
small innovation company EcoBioTech LLC. In accordance with the license agreement, EcoBioTech
LLC was delegated the power to use four patents owned by the University to commercialize patented innovative developments. The company is in sciences and engineering research and development.
Director: BLEKLOVA Olga Mikhailovna

START

SUCCESS STORY

Fishery industry development is one of the priority activities for the Kamchatka region economic development.

The largest Kamchatka research team of EcoBioTech works on the
common task — to encourage and upgrade fishery industry and its servicing infrastructure, natural resources management and conservation
as well as social-economic development of the region.

The Company innovative activities are related with processing and

tinning fish and sea products, converting the research and develop-

ment findings into new or advanced technological products and their
introduction on the RF and foreign markets. In these activities EcoBioTech LLC bases mainly on cooperation with the Foundation and
Kamchatka Regional Government.

To carry out applied research and design for manufacturing high-technology food products, engineering products, new software products and
other scientific products important for the fishery industry development
KamchatSTU set up 6 research laboratories two years ago.

EcoBioTech

PROGRAM

SТАRТ

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Processing and tinning fish and sea products.
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Limited Liability Company REOLOG (REOLOG LLC) was founded in 2006 to develop new highend technologies in seafood processing and make new kinds of fish products with enhanced properties.

At the time of registration the company was carrying out the study devoted to the topical issue for
the Kamchatka region fishery industry: «Study
of Kamchatka Salmon Waste Protein-Lipid
Emulsion Properties». Being a small innovative
company, REOLOG LLC also operated to commercialize the R&D findings and set up a highly-qualified market team.
Since its establishment the company has been taking an
active part in the state Foundation contests under START

and UMNIK programmes. Within START-2007 programme the company was awarded a grant to study the
properties of salmon waste protein-lipid emulsions.
This grant allowed to examine rheological characteristics of milt, liver and heart of Kamchatka salmon
fish recording the experiment findings in an electronic
database and receive a certificate issued by Rospatent,
make pilot product batches. During the project implementation period a package of specifications and
guidelines for Kamchatka salmon waste processing was
developed and its certification was completed, applications for invention «The method of producing protein-lipid emulsions» and utility model of «The Device for Analysis of Protein-Lipid Emulsion Mixes»
were submitted. The funds, allocated by the Foundation, allowed activating the work on improving rheological properties of fish processing food products.
Following the results of the START contest a state
contract was signed. Project funding was by signing
state-funding contracts between the Foundation
and REOLOG LLC for R&D under each project stage.
Foundation finance support of the first R&D stage was
750 thousand roubles, the second R&D stage — 500
thousand roubles, to implement the third stage of
R&D off-budget funds were raised in the amount of
750 thousand roubles.

REOLOG
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Foundation contests at the discretion of small innovative
companies to sign a state contract with the Foundation
for the studies and support of the winners of the UMNIK
contest.
The volume of pilot batches of food high technology
products made by REOLOG LLC reached 1 thousand kg
in 2008, financially — 250 thousand roubles. The number of TU (specifications) and TI (guidelines), sold to
third parties, reached 20 sets, or financially – 1 million
roubles, a license to the industrial model was sold to
an entity in Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky to launch mass
production of the developed technology, which financially equalled 500 thousand roubles.

START

From 2010 to 2012 REOLOG LLC took part in the

KAMCHATKA
REGION
thermophylic cyanobacteriae in the thermal water of
Paratunka deposit for further dye stuff production.
REOLOG LLC is working on new R&D fields. The priority is the performance of contractual work ordered by
the governmental authorities, local authorities and entities from Kamchatka region. Company staff advise undergraduates, graduates and young scientists of Kamchatka region while preparing to the participation in the
Foundation contests under UMNIK programme, as well
as work on further project commercialization: document
preparation, project information support, search of innovation sites and potential investors.

The state support of small innovation companies is
the priority of the Foundation innovation activities in

After the qualification selection the company was put on
the list of the Foundation partners, funding and supporting the contracts of the UMNIK contest winners from
Kamchatka State Technical University (KamchatSTU).
The project funding volume was over 2 million roubles.
The Company supports valid contracts with the Foundation for the implementation of 9 innovative projects
by young researchers of KamchatSTU. Innovation
projects, funded by the Foundation via REOLOG LLC,
are performed at the University departments according
to the contract between KamchatSTU and small innovative company REOLOG LLC.
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Study of Kamchatka Salmon Waste Protein-Lipid Emulsion Properties.
The Method of Producing Protein-Lipid Emulsions.
In particular, the Biotechnology projects include:
«Green algae of the Kamchatka shelf as the objects
of marine culture and material for manufacturing
food and medical products» developed by Ocheretyana S.O., the project is aimed at studying the biology of
development and growth rate, yield of green algae, the
development of cultivation biotechnology, as well as the
ways of making products; «Energy-saving in brown
algae processing» developed by GORYAKA Ye.N.,
the invention may be used in food, chemical, pharmaceutical and medical industries and refers to processing
brown algae, namely, laminaria and sea ware (Fucus
vesiculosus), to produce lipid concentrates from these
seaweeds and water-soluble, iodine-rich concentrates;
«The development of the chlorophyll food dye technological process from Kamchatka thermophylic
cyanobacteriae», developed by Pokhodina М. А. The
Project implementation suggests the establishment of
a company processing ecologically friendly food dye
stuffs, it is expected to design equipment for cultivating

PROGRAM

SТАRТ

Kamchatka region. Owing to the Foundation financial
support REOLOG LLC has managed to develop and obtain approvals of the standards and technical documentation for the developments. In addition, the Foundation
assistance allowed: to set up an electronic database of
rheological characteristics of Kamchatka salmon milt,
liver and heart as well as to prepare technical documents
on this issue; form significant volume of intangible assets: patents, certificates, which may further be used as
a contribution in the authorised capital of new regional
small innovative companies; create required infrastructure for the development of innovations in the region.

Two RF patents have been received in reference to
the R&D work, a utility model patent and a database certificate, a monograph was published based
on the experiment records of findings of the rheological characteristics of protein-lipid emulsions. Three
employees of REOLOG LLC received their degrees of
the Candidate of Sciences in Engineering. The results
of R&D enabled to train process engineers, working in
fish processing companies of Kamchatka region.
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The Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises in Science
and Technology (FASIE) is represented by Innovation Policy
Department of Magadan Regional Administration.
The representative office of the Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter the Foundation) was set up in
accordance with the cooperation agreement between Magadan Oblast Administration and the Foundation for 2012—2015, signed 12 April 2012 in order to
organize joint activities on the development of small science and technology
business in the region and implement research and innovative projects to increase the efficiency of the regional social and economic development.
The mission of the representative office is to implement the Foundation policy in:
• singling out promising science and technology developments, as well as innovative projects at the
initial stage;
• providing financial assistance to young scientists and small innovative enterprises, introducing the
findings of research and development into production;
• assisting partnership of higher educational establishments, research institutes and businesses in
innovation processes;
• information and educational activities on innovations in science and technology.

2

MAGADAN
OBLAST

since 2009, providing for successful introduction of innovations in the industries of the region. In the regional de-

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

velopment strategy till 2025 the innovation plan suggests
introducing innovations in industries and community by
using the results of intellectual activities to upgrade pro-
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duction facilities and increase the efficiency of the regional

In 2009 the regional dedicated programme «Innovative
development of Magadan region for 2009-2013» was approved. Its goal is to establish and develop the regional
innovative system, encouraging active development of
Magadan region based on its own innovative poten-

for 1,000 students

economy.

tial. In 2010 the law on Innovative Activity in Magadan
oblast was passed. The resolution on the procedure of
keeping the register of innovative enterprises for their further financial support in the Magadan regional Foundation
for the Entrepreneurship Promotion.
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The Regional innovation policy has been implemented

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Since 2009, 13 innovative enterprises have been supported
for the total amount of 7 million roubles

The analysis of the results for 2009-2012 showed

There has been a positive trend in the introduction of ad-

that the region has quite high innovative potential:

vanced and innovative solutions in the regional economy

in eight educational and research centres 540 re-

industries. So far the region takes the second place in

searchers carry out studies, including 51 —
Doctors of Sciences (13 — in Engineering) and
231 — Candidates of Sciences. In 2009 the
research centres spent 703 million roubles on
R&D.

the Far Eastern Federal District by the number of innovative enterprises. The share of innovative products, work
and services is 3.7 % of the total volume of shipped goods,
work and services ad is the maximum in the Far East. Innovative developments have successfully been used in mining, power engineering and telecommunications, information technologies, and agriculture.

Head of Representative office:
GOLOBKOVA
Galina Mikhailovna

Representative office:
6, Gorkogo St.,
685000, Magadan
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The regional register of innovative enterprises currently
contains 42 small businesses. Since 2009, 13 innovative
enterprises have been supported for the total amount of 7
million roubles.

The results of the innovation policy encouraged investment attractiveness of the region. The region is in
the top ten regions by the consolidated index of business
environment, banking-financial and social fields.

Regional innovative infrastructure
includes the following modules:

To develop innovation processes in the region, it
was decided to extend the period of dedicated
programme
“Innovative
development
of
Magadan region” till 2020, and thus carry out
the following activities:

•

Coordination council on innovative activities at Magadan
region Governor’s office;

•

Innovative and Technological Centre SVKNII DVO RAN
(North–Eastern Complex Research Institute of the
Far-Eastern Department of the Russian Academy of
Sciences);

•

Set up an innovation business incubator,

•

Set up a high technology park,

•

Set up a cluster in the gold mining industry,

•

Research company «North–Eastern Centre of Intellectual Property»,

•

Set up an agricultural innovative high technology centre,

•

Design company Innovative Developments LLC,

•

Convert the customs special economic zone into the
technology implementation special economic zone,

•

Magadan Agency of Innovations Promotion LLC,

•

•

Laboratory of strategic and innovative research at
North–Eastern State University,

Develop a register of intellectual properties to capitalize
them in the regional economy,

•

Join the biotechnological cluster of the Far-Eastern
Federal District.

•

Magadan regional Foundation of Entrepreneurship
Promotion.

In 8 educational and research centres 540 researchers carry out studies, including 51 —
Doctors of Sciences (13 — in Engineering) and 231 — Candidates of Sciences.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4
Биотехнологии Н5
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One of the largest projects involving young scientists and
researchers from the region is “ZVORYKINSKY PROJECT”. In this contest the region is represented with a
number of interesting and promising projects in various
knowledge fields and areas — mathematics, physics, geology, geophysics, biotechnology, software and economics. Many of the projects participating in the contest are
valuable for the development of the regional economy.
It is hard to overestimate the prospects of such developments as the projects with new approaches to solving
problems with vessel ice accretion, computer simulation
of geological structures applying satellite images and air
photos, soil, clay and silt sampler, and a new method of
mussel cultivation.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
1,0
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It is planned to find venture support for innovation
projects, increase the number of projects under the
Foundation programmes START and UMNIK, hold scientific and practical conferences and organize the Innovation School founded by research institutions and educational establishments.
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In 2009 research centres spent 703 million roubles on R&D.

FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE
Cooperation Agreement between the Magadan Regional Administration and the Foundation for 2012-2015.
Owing to the innovative infrastructure development, the
region activated work on inventions.
6 advanced technologies have been developed. Three
of them are second to none.
In 2012 the increase in the number of applications for
intellectual property rights registration was 23.5 % compared to the respective index of the previous year.

The number of innovative projects, presented at the regional research contests “Innovation” for undergraduates,
graduates and young scientists has been rising steadily
(in 2012 — 20 projects).
Since 2012 the region took part in Foundation programmes UMNIK and START.

The Foundation accredited I Innovation Youth Forum, which served the floor for presenting 15 projects submitted to UMNIK.
The Foundation has allocated 5 research grants
to Magadan region.

There were 5 applications for inventions, 5 — for a utility
model, 8 — for trademarks; 3 patents for inventions were
granted.
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KADYRMANOVA Anna Aleksandrovna and
TITAYEVA Yevgeniya Dmitrievna,
undergraduates of the Industrial and Civil Construction Department of North-Eastern State University,
Magadan.

Kadyrmanova Anna Aleksandrovna and Titayeva Yevgeniya
Dmitrievna have been developing the concrete process flow
that involves adding bottom ash waste of Magadan Thermal
Power Plant. The project was supported by the Foundation, which
enabled to make unique concrete mix samples.

The suggested concrete mixes are made with no additives; no recycled
material is used in manufacturing construction products, which determines
their cost effectiveness.

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Concrete process flow that involves adding bottom
ash waste of Thermal Power Plants.
The main features of the developed product are strength, frost-resistance, water absorption, humidity, and density. Based on these characteristics the best concrete mix formulation is selected under the project. Quality assessments and estimates of the new material show its high
competitiveness.

The authors have made and studied standard samples of concrete
and the samples of concrete with 15% sand replacement with
bottom ash waste. The conducted comparative analysis demonstrated that the strength of concrete with bottom ash waste
increased 9%, water absorption reduced 1%, whereas frost
resistance experienced little changes.
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VOLKOVA
Lyubov Aleksandrovna,

engineer of the Geology Department of of North-Eastern State
University,
Magadan.

Volkova Lyubov

UMNIK
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Aleksandrovna has designed

The developed design is for magnetic separation in the

a universal magnetic separator to be used at

alluvial gold mine concentrating process, sample treat-

gold-concentrating sites of alluvial gold mines

ment in alluvial gold mining exploration.

and the laboratories of geological exploration or-

The scientific and technological novelty of the proj-

ganizations. The project was awarded by the

ect is in combining two devices with weak and strong

Foundation and a grant was extended to continue research and development for the design enhancement.

magnetic fields in a single magnetic separator. High in-

tensity permanent magnets are used in both stages of the
process, and the estimated capacity is up to 50 kg per hour.

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Universal Magnetic Separator to Be Used at Gold-Concentrating Sites of Alluvial Gold Mines.

The cost of the device production does not exceed 200
thousand roubles. The project design is relatively simple
to produce. It has no analogues on the Russian market.
It is planned to make a pilot
device, which will allow further lot production. After
making, testing and adjusting the pilot device it is expected to apply for a utility
model patent.

PROGRAM
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ZHARNIKOV Vyacheslav
Sergeevich,
engineer of Novosibirsk branch of
Rzhanov Institute of Semiconductor
Physics, Siberian Branch of Russian
Academy of Sciences “Design and
Engineering Institute of Applied Microelectronics”,
Magadan.

Zharnikov Vyacheslav Sergeevich does project research into the “Cultivation of «littoral»
mussels on mobile offshore units” to develop
biotechnology of short-term mussels cultivation in northern conditions of Taui Bay in the
Sea of Okhotsk. The Foundation awarded a
grant under the UMNIK programme for the
design development, which enabled to accomplish the project and perform tests.

The developed design that provides for the use of nurseries instead of collectors (rope with inserts) allows
adjustments to find the optimal density of mussels in
the nurseries for high growth rate. The littoral mussels,
moved to mobile offshore units, have high growth rate
compared to mussel larvae cultivation due to the compensatory growth effect.
Using the method of late spawning, the author managed to cultivate mussels with 20-30 % higher weight.
In addition, the proposed method allows for halving
the breeding period of commercial mussels. Owing to

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Biotechnology of cultivating «littoral» mussels on mobile offshore units.

low net cost of the products and
large reserves of littoral mussels
in Taui Bay it is possible to annually produce dozens of tons of the
shell-fish that are of high demand
on the market (live, pre-cooked
frozen, tinned, preserved, food
supplements, shell grits).

The RF patent has been
granted for the development of “Cultivation of «littoral» mussels on mobile
offshore units”
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Small Innovative Enterprise ECOSFERA LLC was established to commercialize the results of research and development in biotechnologies and agriculture.
Director: MINAICHEV Sergey Valentinovich

UMNIK

SUCCESS STORY

In 2013 the Foundation representative office provided guidelines to

prepare an application and execute a contract under START Н5 programme on project «The Development of Formulation and Application of
Biohumus (Vermicompost) and its By-Products in Arctic Conditions».

The products of the project R&D commercialization include biohumus with improved properties, made of local raw materials,
and by-products — fluid medium and biosoil, made by mixing the
biohumus, biomass, peat, mineral and organic resources produced
in Magadan region.

The project scientific novelty is in developing engineering solutions as to
the use of organic fertilizers for year-round vegetables cultivation in

northeastern conditions. No competition in this niche, the use of potential
and experience of the scientists of the Institute of Biological Problems of

the North, 15-year experience of the project developers in organic farming with biosoils, high efficiency compared to established technologies and

ЭКОСФЕРА

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

The Formulation and Application of Biohumus (Vermicompost)
and its By-Products in Arctic Conditions.
the project economics provide an opportunity to characterize this project as
highly efficient and socially significant.
The project implementation will promote year-round provision of ecologically friendly vegetables and greens, grown with biohumus, to the population of the northern region.
The Foundation financial support for the implementation of the ECOSFERA LLC project enabled to carry out preparatory work on creating the
process of vermicultivation, and produce a batch of test biuhumus for the
eco-products pilot growing. These products were sold in Magadan region
and received positive feedback from consumers.

The project is of high social and economic value since it encourages diversification of the economy in Magadan region.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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The Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises in Science and Technology
(FASIE) содействия is represented by Far-Eastern Federal University.
Since 2004 regional representatives of the Foundation for the Promotion of Small
Enterprises in Science and Technology (hereinafter the Foundation) have been
members of the Coordination Council for Industry, Science and Innovative Technologies of the Interregional Economic Cooperation Association of the RF districts “The Far East and Trans-Baikal”. They initiated consideration of several
vital issues related to the innovation ecosystem development, namely, “The issues of setting up the innovative infrastructure in the Far-Eastern and Trans-Baikal
regions based on the experience of establishing the East Siberian Scientific and Educational Innovation Centre and innovative infrastructure of Far Eastern Federal University”, “Project on establishing an innovation regional cluster of aircraft and shipbuilding in the Far East of Russia”, “Setup and development of innovative infrastructure
in the Far Eastern regions. Suggestions for supporting innovative enterprises”.

2
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the Foundation expert
the Foundation reprein the development of
Activity Strategy proj-

The Foundation representatives are members of the leading regional professional association — Russian Engineering Union. It is
this association that accelerates all innovative initiatives in the Far Eastern industry.
Regional administrations participated in all events, held
jointly with Foundation representatives, as co-organizers, major event speakers, and round table moderators. The Far Eastern representative office keeps
contact with regional administrations and legislative assemblies for its most efficient positioning in the regional
economy.
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for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

In 2005 jointly with
team “New Eurasia”,
sentative took part
the Oblast Innovative
ect.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
120
and120
the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

Since 2005 regional representatives of the Foundation
have been members of the executive Expert Council of the regional Legislative Assembly. The council discusses the most important problems of the region
innovation development. They also participated in the
expert team, developing the draft bill on “Innovative
Activity in Primorsky Krai” (2008) and suggesting its
amendments in December 2012.

0

Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

In 2007 the Foundation representatives were among initiators of establishing the
regional Far Eastern Business Angel Association “Investment Laboratory”.

Since 2011 the Foundation representative office is based at the TERRA CREATIVA business
incubator of the Far Eastern Federal University,
which provides non-financial assistance to innovation projects by the participants of START,
UMNIK and INNOVATION REACTOR programmes.

UMNIK winners
who switched to START

1
Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of the Representative office:
KORSHENKO
Igor Feliksovich

Representative office:
12 Aksakovsky lane,
690014, Vladivostok
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The business incubator serves the ground to join innovative projects (development teams) and regional
business (in fact, a tutorship model). This is supported
with training sessions by invited and in-house experts, which provides an opportunity to improve the
quality of innovative projects and teaches business
skills to the project teams.
Since its inception, the Foundation has aimed at enhancing the competencies of START and UMNIK programme participants with different trainings, contests, and varied non-financial support. Holding these
events is the strategic line of the representative office
in the region. The participants of START and UMNIK
programmes are advised on developing their project
presentations to the experts at the UMNIK regional
qualifying rounds and START board meetings as well
as at other events organized to raise funds for innovative projects, including the START programme.

Since 2006, TECHNORATES Centre, Far Eastern State Technical University and the Foundation representative office initiated and launched
the system of regional events for the winners and participants of the Foundation
contests and the regional innovation association, including:

•

a series of trainings of the Russian Business Angels
Association, 2007;

•

lectures by А. G. Fonotov, Director of the Russian Technology Development Foundation, 2007;

•

lectures by I.I. Rodionov (Fund of Funds) 2006-2007;

•

trainings by V.P. Spivak, E.I. Evdokimov — at that time
representatives of Saint-Petersburg Innovation Fund,
2007;

•

lectures and trainings by the best European business
angel (according to EABA) Nelson Gray (Scotland),
2008;

•

training by Vаn I Fаnya, Director of ATES Innovation
Centre in Suzhou (PRC), 2008;

•

training by A.A. Kireev, deputy director of the National
Association of Innovations and Developments of Information Technologies (NAIDIT), 2008;

•

training by I.V. Gladkikh, Deputy Director General of
Russian Association of Wind Power Industry, 2009;

•

a series of trainings and lectures of the CRDF (USA),
2009;

•

a series of trainings by E.А. Fiyaksel, 2007, 2009, and
2010.

The Foundation representative office was a catalyst for the innovative activities
throughout the region and in other Federal districts.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)
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Large-scale innovation events involving START
programme projects presentations have been
held in the region, in particular:
•

The First (2007) and Second (2008) Pacific Ocean
venture venue in partnership with the Russian Association of Wind Power Industry;

•

The First International Pacific Ocean Innovation Forum, 2009;

•

Primorsky Venture Week (Russian Venture Company, Russian Association of Wind Power Industry,
CRDF, UNOVA), 2010;

•

Regional segments of the INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS contest, 2007, 2008, and 2010;

•

Regional Innovation Convent in 2009.

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

Since 2007 the Foundation total funding volume has been
76 310 500 roubles and 332 new jobs.
FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

The Far Eastern region is characterized by weak investment
potential, which prevented the mass transition of the START
programme projects from the first to the second year, and
further on to the third. In 2007 the Foundation representatives were among the initiators of establishing the regional Far
Eastern Business Angel Association “Investment Laboratory”. Since then the Foundation representative office has
become a data exchange channel for small innovative enterprises and businesses. The participants of the Foundation
programmes are provided with training sessions and workshops in cooperation with regional business representatives.
These events encourage the development of the following acСредняя З арПлата
AVERAGE
tivities: business analytics, business process modelling, busiWAGE
ness planning basics, project management, public speech,
preparing and providing business advice. In December 2013,
the course on the “Basics of Technological Entrepreneurship”
was introduced jointly with the intellectual property centre of
the Skolkovo Foundation, contests “Entrepreneurship Technologies” and “Project Management” were held.
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During practical consulting sessions, programme participants presented their projects to the RVC experts.
The first management and entrepreneurship academic
tournament involved taking UMNIKs’ projects for further development by the students of Far Eastern Federal
University.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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In 2013 Project Management School and a seminar
on entrepreneurship were held by prof. G. V. Shirokova,
Saint-Petersburg Graduate School of Management.
In 2011 jointly with the masters of the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (Moscow) training sessions were
held to consider participants’ presentations before the
spring programme qualifying round.
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Some UMNIKs presented their projects at the
Russian Startup Tour and were among the
winners in 2011 and 2013. One of the winners of the UMNIK programme regional round is
a participant of the first Russian national
START up conference “Startup Village”. They
took part in educational projects of Zvorykinsky
prize, presented their projects at the first Far
Eastern forum “Ostrova”.
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2007 was the first year when START
programme project presentations
were made as a conference call.
The Foundation representative office accelerated innovative activities throughout the region as well as in
other federal districts. For example, in 2007-2012 representatives of the Republic of Sakha, Khabarovsk and
Kamchatka krai, Magadan, Sakhalin, Amursk and Irkutsk
regions participated in the events, held in cooperation
with Far Eastern Foundation representative, which led
to establishing new locations of the Foundation regional
network.
Foundation representatives regularly travelled to
Yakutsk, Magadan, Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-na-Amure, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, where they worked with the
Foundation programme participants to improve their
project quality.

1 500

The Far East was the first region in the Russian Federation to set up an UMNIK club that actively operated for
several years. This UMNIK club included 36 members.
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Pre-UMNIKs were also selected (i. e. representatives
of different organizations, pre-selecting candidates
on behalf of the club at their conferences, seminars,
schools etc.). These events were included into the application to the Foundation regional representative office
for the annual spring and autumn final qualifying rounds.
This system of UMNIKs’ training, starting with their first
address to the programme, became a pilot project.

From 2011 to 2013 the club activities were in the
standby mode. This was due to large structural transformations in the region innovation system, following
the merger of four largest Primorye universities (these
higher educational establishments «supplied» over 90 %
activities under the youth innovative programmes) due
to establishing the Far Eastern Federal University and
further (2013) university removal to the new campus on
Russky Island.
Currently UMNIK club activities are being renewed.

Since 2008 the region has been publishing the only
Far-Eastern bilingual dedicated journal «Asian-Pacific almanac “Innovative Development”. Besides
Russia, it is distributed in 17 countries of Asian-Pacific
region participating in the ATES FORUM. The project was implemented under information support of the

The total Foundation funding volume since
2007 has been 176 310 500 roubles, creating
332 new jobs.

The Far East was the first region in the Russian Federation to set up
an UMNIK club that actively operated for several years.
This UMNIK club included 36 members. Pre-UMNIKs were also selected.
Foundation, Russian Venture Company, Russian Association of direct and venture investments, the Association of business angels of Russia and a number of
other organizations. Each issue of the journal includes
the material related to the Foundationа activity in the Far
East.

In 2007-2011, upon the initiative of the Far East Federal
District Foundation representative two critical projects
were implemented in Russia for the first time. Their results were further applied to other federal; districts. For
example, 2007 was the first year when START programme project presentations were made as conference calls. Thus, it was possible to establish communication between remote settlements of the region
and the representative office as well as make decisions
with no need for the applicants to visit Vladivostok. It
was a highly efficient solution for the region, which attracted new projects to the programme.
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KHOMENKO Dmitry Borisovich,
Graduate student of the Federal budget educational establishment of higher vocational education
Admiral Nevelskoy Maritime State University, Vladivostok.
The project developed by Khomenko Dmitry Borisovich was titled
“The Emergency Prevention System in Severe Navigation
Conditions” was voted the winner of the Foundation UMNIK
programme for two years in a row.
Research and development on assessing the sea surface condition
based on processing the data, coming from the on-board radiodetector
has been carried out by Khomenko D. B. since 2009.
Successful work under this project allowed him to become the winner of the
UMNIK to START programme. While working on this issue the author published 19 research papers, including 3 in the periodical Higher Attestation
Commission reviewed journals.
The main discussion and findings of the research were presented at
the following conferences: youth IT project contest “Dalinfocom” in 2009;
international transport forum “Transport in Russia: genesis, evolution,
prospects”, contest for the best research paper among engineering graduate students and young scientists etc.

The work was voted the winner of the V International Forum
“Transport in Russia”, Moscow.
A device for identifying sea surface condition was developed.
The Rospatent decided to issue the patent for the invention on 5 September 2013: Khomenko D.B., Akmaikin D.A. “A Device for Identifying Sea
Surface Condition”.

The projects, implemented under the Foundation support:

Khomenko D.B. — “The Emergency Prevention System in Severe Navigation Conditions”.
Leshunov Ye.V. — «CryoGEN. Innovative Cryopreservation Pharmaceutical
Product for Reproduction Technologies Applications”.
LESHUNOV Yevgeny Viktorovich,
Graduate student of the State budget educational establishment
of higher vocational education The Pacific State Medical University of the RF Ministry of Health, Vladivostok.
Leshunov Yevgeny Viktorovich is the winner of the
UMNIK first year spring regional qualifying round
in 2013.
The technology is a pharmaceutical product for cryopreservation of sperm, egg cells and embryos. Every
fifth couple in the world is treating infertility. Over 1 million IVFs are carried out every year, and 70 % of them fail.
The IVF efficiency by 40 % depends on the quality of the
cryopreserving material. This product improves the cryopreserving material quality, which raises IVF efficiency.
The use of this product enables to keep quantitative and
improve functional indicators of the cryopreserving material and extends cryopreservation period.

8

The project essential advantages are as follows:
•• it enables doctors and breeders keep quantitative and improve functional indicators of cryopreserving materials;
•• it suits for cryopreservation of human and animal cells;
•• it is user-friendly;
•• it is highly efficient;
•• it has been tested for safety.

UMNIK PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY
MARGASOV
Artur Vladimirovich,

UMNIK

PRIMORSKY
Krai

The Pacific Institute of Bioorganic
Chemistry of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, Vladivostok.

The project research by Margasov Artur Vladimirovich “The Development of Implant Nanoneuroprosthetics” has been carried out under the
Foundationа UMNIK programme for two years.
Studies were performed in Saint-Petersburg in cooperation with a number of organizations, actively
supporting this project development: the Institute of
High-Molecular Compounds of the Russian Academy of Sciences; the Faculty of Medical Physics and
Bioengineering of St. Petersburg State Polytechnic
University, the laboratory of neuron functional morphology and physiology of Pavlov Institute of Physiology of the Russian Academy of Sciences etc.

Currently all research work is organized in Primorsky
krai. The development, production, and study of the
materials are performed at Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vladivostok.

Over the research period all essential materials for implant nanoneuroprosthetics have been developed. Test
neuroprosthetic models have been made. The studies
were carried out, including a number of surgeries on laboratory animals (rabbits) with follow-up over 2 months
after each surgery, and histological micro-slides
have been examined. The findings show that the use

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Implant nanoneuroprosthetics for damaged nerves restoration.

of a nanoneuroimplant will enable
to restore damaged nerves in case
of long defects. However, in order
to raise the method efficiency,
collagen-based sea animal materials are required, as well as
specific neurotrophic factors
and other materials. Therefore,
it is necessary to carry on the development of the core product, a
nanoneuroimplant, auxiliary materials and accessories.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Limited Liability Company Harmony 09 (Harmony 09 LLC) was incorporated in 2010. The company
does research and development in sciences, engineering and healthcare. The company developments are applied for treating and preventing diseases in medical rehabilitation centres, spa
centres, health and recreation resorts, and in restorative medicine departments.

The company innovative project objective is to develop
the method of correcting blood formed elements
morphology and renewing their functional activity,
as well as to remove excessive cholesterol and other
metabolism products in the patients with endocrine
diseases using antioxidants combined with physiotherapy. In Russia, similarly to most developed countries worldwide, endocrine diseases, in particular, diabetes mellitus, are one of the main causes of mortality
and disability. Diabetes mellitus is a serious medical
and social problem due to its spread. Cardio-vascular diseases (ischaemic heart disease, acute myocardial infarction, micro- and macroangiopathy) are the
main cause of mortality in 65 % diabetes mellitus
patients. Even intensive antidiabetic therapy does not
lower the risk of developing cardiovascular complications for the patients with diabetes mellitus. Findings
demonstrate insufficient efficiency of the conventional
antidiabetic therapy, which predetermines the need of
searching new treatment techniques. Improving the efficiency and safety under the multifactor pathogenesis
of diabetes mellitus may be ensured by the drugs, which
have the effect on the major pathogenic elements of the
disease. Recently the role of oxidation was identified
in the diabetes mellitus pathogenesis. Therefore, the

prospect class of medicines includes the drugs, showing antioxidant, antihypoxic, lipid-lowering, antiaggregatory, and nootropic action in different pathological conditions. Combined action of these drugs
and physiotherapeutic devices, electrophoresis, infrared
emission of the specific range, activates restorative processes of the red blood cell functional activity and removal of metabolic products from blood.
The staff of HARMONY 09 LLC took part in the Foundation contest for the right to sign a research and development contract in the priority science and technology
fields under the START programme. By the results of the
contest a contract was signed with the Foundation for
research and development in the “Studies of Antioxidant Impact on Blood Formed Elements Morphology
and Coagulation in Patients with a Cardiovascular
Pathology”.
The Foundation provided 1 million roubles for the development of this problem. A one-year period was devoted to examining the method of video hemoscanning
and selecting patients for the study, statistical processing of findings, consumer and other market research. In
addition, production facilities were rented; equipment
and raw materials were purchased.

HARMONY 09
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The package of documents was submitted for the intellectual property registration and a patent was granted for the
utility model “Diagnostic support”.
In 2012 after participating in the START contest, at the
second stage of the project implementation a contract
was signed for research and development on the “Development of the Method of Correcting Blood Aggregation Properties and Formed Elements Morphology
while Using Antioxidants Combined with Physiotherapy under an Endocrine Pathology”. The Foundation
provided 1.2 million roubles for the project implementation. Another investor was also found for the amount of
1.2 million roubles. At the second stage the method of
blood correction using dry herbal substance concentrates with antioxidant properties combined with
physiotherapy was developed and introduced into pilot
production. The in-house retail chain was set up, including, e-commerce; premises were rented for the medical
centre and the respective equipment was purchased.
Diagnostic and preparation production activities were
organized in the branches. A marketing and advertising
campaign was carried out. The product sales revenue
was 750 thousand roubles. The application is being prepared for the submission to Federal Institute for Industrial
Property for the Method, Formulation and the Company
Trademark, specification and process certification on the
whole.
During the first year of the project implementation the enterprise created 3 jobs, whereas in 2011-2012 — 9 jobs.
The company qualified team analyzed the target market
for its products, and also analyzed potential consumers in
Primorsky krai and the Far Eastern Federal District. The
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Studies of Antioxidant Impact on Blood Formed Elements Morphology
and Coagulation in Patients with a Cardiovascular Pathology.
company studied its products competitiveness, examined
its key competitors on the market. The enterprise took part
in the international Startup Village conference, organized
by Skolkovo Foundation in 2013. Negotiations were completed regarding joint activities with the innovative technologies laboratory of the Far-Eastern Division of the Russian
Academy of Science, oblast polyclinics, medical and rehabilitation institutions, medical centres, Oblast State budget educational establishment Vladivostok Basic Medical
College.
The research and development plan was made for the
third stage of the project implementation. The business
plan was developed, an investor was found, the investment
contract was signed for the third year of the project implementation. It is expected to create 4 more jobs, find an
investor for investing up to 3 million roubles, and receive
another patent as the LLC property for licensing the right
to use the patent.

This project is being developed by HARMONY 09
LLC jointly with CENTRE-REGION LLC innovative
technology laboratory of the Far-Eastern Division of
the Russian Academy of Science. The main partner
in introducing the method is medical centre CORAL.

PROGRAM

SТАRТ

Currently the developed method is being used in
Ukrainian medical centres, negotiations are being held as to the application of the method in the
medical centres of China and Thailand, which will
enable to scale the development and make it international. This project implementation also includes
the production of food concentrates with Primorsky oblast wild herbs.
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Joint activities of the Hydraulic Engineering Department of Far Eastern Federal University,
Far Eastern Research, Design and Engineering Construction Institute DalNIIS, Research
and Production HYDROTEKS LLC and a number of production companies in the Education and
Innovation Complex (UNIK) “HYDROTECHNIKA” enables to create integrated innovative infrastructure to solve topical issues in construction in coastal areas.

Head: BEKKER Aleksandr Tevyevich

The company research is focused on the reliability of sea engineering works and their safety
(early receipt of the data on the possible time and
place of technogenic emergencies, their nature and
hazard degree, the procedure of evaluating their social-and-economic effects). Since 1994 UNIK “HYDROTECHNIKA” has been participating in design
and exploratory work, research work and research
and development under the orders of Sakhalin Energy
Investment Ltd., ExxonMobil, ChevronTexaco, Aker
Kvaerner, Quattrogemini etc. using unique research
equipment that has been granted over ten patents.
The most important completed research and development
projects are studies in sea ice technologies, the development of quality control systems and engineering support
of the activities on exploring resources of the Far East seas,
research of materials behavior in aggressive media etc.
UNIK personnel take an active part in international exhibitions and conferences. In 2004 and 2012 A.T. Bekker
chaired Asian-Pacific symposia on the shelf mechanics
under the aegis of the International Society of Offshore and
Polar Engineers (ISOPE).

Foundation, Federal Science and Education Agencies grants were used for research and development of
the following scienfitic and engineering problems: the
development of safety assessment procedures of concrete
gravity foundations (GF) of oil and gas platforms under the
impact of drifting ice formations (fields, hammocks, floebergs, hummock aground); the development of formulations high strength wear-resistant hydro-engineering concretes; the development of the quality system based on the
techniques and quality control tools for manufacturing and
controlling concrete mix for the monolith GF construction in
the Vostochny port dry dock.
UNIK “Hydrotechnika” of the Far Eastern Federal University is being converted into the international technology
exchange and commercialization centre for the research
findings while implementing Sakhalin oil and gas projects,
which has been agreed with a number of foreign companies. UNIK provides a real opportunity to introduce high
technologies, advance controls, and to enter the global
market. This is a success story of integrating the efforts of
university departments, research institutes and innovative
companies to achieve their synergic effect, programme and
target based R&D planning, raising budget (grants, contests), and off-budget funding, further professional development and creating jobs for the university graduates.

HYDROTEKS
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The annual volume of the work completed by the company
is around 300 million roubles. The company workforce is
160 people and up to 50 more contractors are engaged.
Research and Production HYDROTEKS LLC has long experience of cooperating with foreign companies, including the
operators of Sakhalin 1 and 2 projects. Over the past 10 years
the company completed a range of large projects, including design and development of the largest Russian dry dock
in Vostochny port, Primorsky krai. In 2003-2005 two gravity
foundations (GFs) were built there for the oil and gas platforms
of Lunskoye and Piltun-Astokhskoye deposits (Sakhalin 2,
Sakhalinskaya Energia). In 2010-2012 a GF was built for Arkutun-Daginskoye deposit (Sakhalin 1, Exxon Neftegas Limited).
Having won the tender, HYDROTEKS LLC performed
a large scope of design work on the reconstruction of
Kholmsk fishing port in 2002-2003, including: mooring
berths reconstruction design, bottom dredging design, office and administrative building reconstruction design etc.
Project “Temporary Shore Protection of Chaivo drillsite
“(Sakhalin-1) was completed in 2003-2005. In 2002-2003
the company completed the construction project on “The
Gauge Line and Deviation Test Site in Aniva Bay” for the
purposes of the Pacific fleet hydrographic office. The project included the construction of 8 leading beacons, height
12 — 25 m, and the full work cycle: exploration, design, design approvals, organization of the tender for the beacons
manufacture and construction, and facilities commissioning. Over the past 5 years exploratory work was carried out
on 85 sites, including those for the ATES-2012 summit and
Far Eastern Federal University, 200 mooring berths and
water supply facilities were inspected. About 20 mooring
berths were constructed and reconstructed. Hydroteks LLC
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

PRIMORSKY
Krai
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mathematical simulation of mechanical interaction of fields
and facilities.

In addition, the department performs R&D in automated
systems for coastal explorations, engineering control systems of sea hydro-engineering facilities, including oil and
gas facilities of the continental shelf. Research and Production HYDROTEKS LLC inspects buildings and structures not only in Primorsky krai, but also throughout the Far
East Federal district from the Amur region to the Kurils and
Kamchatka.
In 2009 Research and Production Hydroteks LLC performed the contract with Norwegian corporation Aker Engineering and Technology AS on identifying the maximum
annual abrasion to a four-support platform foundation for
Arkutun-Daginskoye deposit in the northeast of Sakhalin
(customer –ExxonMobil).

Innovative comprehensive procedures of safe sea hydro-engineering facilities construction
using a new formulation of high strength wear-resistant hydro-engineering concrete.
also actively participated in designing and constructing the
bridge crossings to Russky island and across the Golden
Horn bay (Vladivostok), “Oceanarium” facilities etc.
The company innovation department is engaged in its research and development activities. For example, test road
construction laboratory of HYDROTEKS and DalNIIS controlled concrete properties in GF construction under the order of Norwegian Aker Kvaerner corporation in 2004-2005
and in 2010-2012.
In 2006 under the state contract with Russian Science
Agency (Rosnauka) research and development work was
performed to select formulations of wear-resistant and high
strength concrete for the hydro-engineering facilities in
freezing seas under programme “Applied developments on
the priority activities of the programme based on partnership between universities and small innovative companies
for high technology commercialization” based on the mobile
laboratory, presented to the Far Eastern Federal University by the Sakhalin Energy company. The Hydraulic Engineering Department of the Far Eastern Federal University
carried out pure studies and tests, including the analysis
of the specifics of ice cover impact on port and continental shelf facilities, identification of the facilities preloading
procedures, ice cover wear mechanisms; it also performed

PROGRAM

RAZVITIE

The research work was comprehensive and included theoretical, estimation and test activities. The research findings
were used in the GF construction carried out by Kvaerner
in 2012.
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The Foundation for the Promotion of Small Enterprises in Science and Technology (FASIE)
is represented by Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator Foundation.
The republican Foundation representative office was set up in 2005 based on
non-profit organization Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator Foundation
in compliance with the cooperation agreement by and between the Foundation
and the republic government on the development of small innovative entrepreneurship. The agreement was executed at the initiative of the Technological Park
of Yakutsk State University. One of the founders of the representative office is
the Entrepreneurship Support Foundation of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).
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encourage the development of invention activities and introduction of new technologies in the
region;

•

encourage the establishment of technological
parks to promote innovative culture, support
small innovative enterprises;

•

encourage the raise of investments and develop
innovative entrepreneurship.

The representative office operations ensure
competent selection of innovative projects raising
actual financial support, efficient and practical
events on business training to scientists and inventors, promote introduction of high technologies in the production process.
The representative office personnel are members of innovative business expert teams, councils, and boards. They
have also taken part in establishing various innovative
programmes of the North Eastern Federal University. For
example, the head of the representative office А.N. MIaRIN has been a member of the “innovative activity development” section of the Presidential Council for Science
and Technology Policy of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
and a member of the Presidential Coordination council for
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Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
60
and60the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

The aims of the Foundation representative office
are to:
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Region-wide wide number of requests
Average country-wide number of requests
Region-wide wide number of winners
Average country-wide number of winners

Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator was awarded an international grant of
the “Eurasia” Foundation for project “Information and consultancy centre of innovation
and technological entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”
Entrepreneurship of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) since
2009. He is also one of the main developers of the “high
technology services development” section of the “System
of complex development of the production forces, transport
and power engineering of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
till 2020”.

Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator
Foundation cooperates with innovative development institutes —Russian Corporation
of Nanotechnologies (ROSNANO), Russian
Venture Company (RBC), Skolkovo Founda-

Head of Representative office:
OKHLOPKOV
Vasily Yegorovich

tion, state autonomous agency “Technopark
Yakutia” and OJSC Yakutia Venture Company. Pursuant to the organization concept
of North Eastern Federal University (NEFU)
the Foundation representative office has established partnership with higher educational institutions of Magadan, Kamchatka,
and Chukotka.

Address of representative office:
48 Kulakovskogo St.,
677013, Yakutsk
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The prospects of the representative office activities are
related to the significant activation of the republican and
federal state and public organizations for the development
of innovative entrepreneurship, firstly, the Ministry of Entrepreneurship, Employment and Tourism Development of
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and recently set-up “innovative activity development” section of the Presidential
Council for Science and Technology Policy of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia).
The winners of the Foundation programme contests are
provided with additional preferences for participating in
republican contests for innovative entrepreneurship support, and selecting residents of business incubators, technological parks of the University and state autonomous
agency “Technopark Yakutia”.
The Ministry of Science and Higher Vocational Education,
the State Committee for Innovation Policy and Science
provided the Foundation contest participants not only with
trainings, education, advice and legal support at the university and republican levels, but also with project selection
contests for grants, engaging experienced experts to
prepare applications of the most successful projects
for Foundation programmes:
•

the best innovative ideas being the priority to participate in the Foundation programmes, — grants of 30
thousand roubles.

•

UMNIK of Yakutia, held by the state autonomous
agency “Technopark Yakutia” under SakhaSeliger forum in 2012 and 2013.

The UMNIK programme enabled to reimburse a part of the
bank loan interest rate for research and development under
the project of Pokrovsky Basalt Works.
The UMNIK club was set up under the aegis of the student business incubator of the Arctic Innovation Centre
of North Eastern Federal University. It is being actively
supported by state autonomous agency “Technopark
Yakutia”.

Other innovative infrastructure elements also
successfully operate in the region:
•

Technopark of Yakutsk State University, TECHNO
RATES

•

Far Eastern Innovation Support Agency.

Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator
was awarded an international grant of the
“Eurasia” Foundation for project “Information
and consultancy centre of innovation and technological entrepreneurship development in the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”

37 jobs for researchers and innovators greatly contributed to the
growing innovative segment of the republican economy.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5
Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1
Медицина будущего Н2

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3
Новые приборы и

Future
Medicine
Н2
аппаратные
комплексы
Н4

Advanced materials
and technology of their
generation H3

4

Биотехнологии Н5
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FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE
Owing to the fact that the republic has a very complicated and the longest transport infrastructure in the
country, in 2006 at the initiative of the Foundation representative office (for the first time in the Far East Federal
District) projects telepresentation was held under
the START programme with no need for the applicants
to go to Vladivostok. Since then it has been practiced
and assessed as one of the most important factors of the
active development of cooperation between the Foundation and the region.
A significant result of the Foundation representative office operations may be the fact that over the past years
the republic has been keeping the second place in the
Far East Federal District in terms of performance in the
innovative project START programme contests, under
which 29 small innovative enterprises have been
established. This “leadership”, as well as support encouraged the victory of Yakutsk State University in the
contests of innovative higher educational programmes
in 2007.
The most successful participants of the START programme under the aegis of the state autonomous
agency “Technopark Yakutia” and OJSC Yakutia
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Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results
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Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

The total Foundation funding volume has been 40 044 250 roubles.

Venture Company promoted founding the republican
association of business angels.
In the very first START-2004 contest there was 1 winner only, in START-2005 — 5, in START-2006 — 6.

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

By the results of completed research engineering and
design work in the priority development lines under the
START programme implementation, individual entrepreneur L. L. POPOVA (in Н-5, 2011) and Small Innovative
Enterprise North Eastern Federal University “GENODIAGNOSTICS” (in Н-2, 2012) were among the best applications in the RF in their nominations.
Participation of project “The development and introduction of winter concrete pouring and construction of energy-saving wall building units based on the modified foam Средняя З арПлата
AVERAGE
concrete” of the “innovation technology centre” company
WAGE
in START-2007 programme encouraged the establishment of the most successful small innovative enterprises
of Far East Federal University in construction industry.
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The Head of Yakutia Ye.А. Borisov appreciated the experience in structural design and manufacturing construction materials at small innovative enterprises of the
North Eastern Federal University and suggested developing on their base a construction cluster project and
submit it for the consideration by the republic government, taking into account the fact that the objective to be
achieved by 2015 is to commission and put into operation at least 450 thousand m 2 housing annually.

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB
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The winner of the START-2009 programme — Banotech LLC with N. MATUS, the project manager of “The
Development of New Arctic Composite Materials Based
on Basalt Continuous Filament”, is the CTO of the largest innovative enterprise manufacturing construction
materials in the republic and the Far East Federal District — Pokrovsky Basalt Works. The project team of
“The Development of a Biocomplex Based on Natural
Ingredients of Yakutia to Reduce Toxic and Narcotic Effect of Alcohol Products”, in particular, Biotech company
(a participant of the START-2006 programme and other
wining projects of the START programme in 2007-2008)
served the basis to set up correspondent innovative
clusters at the state autonomous agency “Technopark
Yakutia” and the Arctic Innovation Centre of the North
Eastern Federal University.
The project manager of “The Development and Production of Polymer Sealing devices and Materials for
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1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region
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Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
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2 000

29 small innovative enterprises
have been established under
the START programme.
Extreme Operation Conditions” R. BikLIBAEVA (Nordelast company) – the winner of the START-2004
programme — was the laureate of the first republican
contest of entrepreneurs “Leader of Changes”. The
company has been a leader in manufacturing frost-resistant materials for transport and mining machines.
The participants of the “Regional Search Engine” project, including Sinet Soft company (a participant of the
START-2007 programme and other IT projects, taking
part in the START programme in 2008-2010) and Sakha
Internet company, make up a considerable part of the
partners and residents of the state autonomous agency
“Technopark Yakutia”.
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40 044 250 рублей, invested by the support
Foundation, and 37 jobs for researchers and
innovators greatly contributed to the growing
innovative segment of the republican economy.

Regional figures
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MORDOVSKY Pyotr Grigorievich,
a graduate of Bauman Moscow State Technical University,
specialist of the Larionov Institute of the Physical-Technical
Problems of the North of the Siberian Branch of the RAS,
Yakutsk.

UMNIK

SUCCESS STORY

Mordovsky Pyotr Grigorievich was a participant of the UMNIK
Foundation programme in 2012. His project “The Development of Nanostructured Metal Parts and Assembly Units”
is devoted to generating and studying new nanostructured materials (NSM). These materials have unique properties, many of
which are of high practical value and innovation potential.

One of the NSM technologies is megaplastic deformation by Equal
Channel Angular Extrusion (ECAE). ECAE treatment leads to refinement, fragmentation of the material structure, which enables to
double metal strength property values or more; processing plastic
materials superplasticity is observed. Thermal treatment of materials
after ECAE within the moderate temperatures range of up to 500°С is favourable for the structure; grains grow moderately, the number of grain
high angle boundaries increases, which is also beneficial for the complex
of the material physical and mechanical properties. Titanium, nickel,
tungsten and other metal based spray coating on ECAE and thermally

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

The Development of Nanostructured Metal Parts and Assembly Units.
treated materials will enable to replace expensive rare-earth alloys
with cheaper innovative ECAE treated materials, and use them in machine building, automobile, aircraft and medical industries.
Working as a senior engineer of the Larionov Institute of the Physical-Technical Problems of the North, P.G. Mordovsky was admitted to
the full-time graduate studies, which he completed in 2011.
Since 2012 he has been working at the Road Faculty of the Ammosov
North Eastern Federal University as an assistant instructor. He has taken
part in 14 international and Russian national conferences, is the coauthor of 5 papers, published in the journals reviewed by the Higher
Attestation Commission.
In 2013 P.G. Mordovsky was the winner of the contest for the State Scholarship of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

PROGRAM
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YAKOVLEVA Marina Nikolayevna,
a graduate of the Engineering and Technology Faculty of
Ammosov North Eastern Federal University and the branch
of the Financial University under the Government of the
Russian Federation,
Yakutsk.
The idea of the project by Yakovleva Marina Nikolayevna “The Development of Micro-Reinforced Foam Concrete Based on Composite Gypsum Binder” was the topic of her graduation paper. In
2012 M.N. Yakovleva became the winner of the UMNIK programme.
After graduating from Ammosov North Eastern Federal University,
having received the degree in civil engineering, she continues doing research, participates in Russian national conferences.

Complex environmental and new economic conditions in

gypsum binders. Their process technology is based on the

the country predetermine a new approach to generation,

achievements in mechanical and chemical material acti-

production and application of construction materials for

vation, enabling to receive a new level of material properties.

various purposes. Therewith, a special focus should be

Foam concrete units may be strengthened by micro-rein-

made on saving resources, maximum use of local raw materials and industrial waste, increase of competitiveness of
construction products, use of high-performance advance
technologies and materials, as well as social and environmental-economic re-orientation of manufacturers to mar-

forcement — adding reinforcing filaments — fiber – into
the concrete mix. The microfibers from a three-dimensional structure, which enables to stand versatile extension
strains and prevents opening the micro-cracks, caused by

ket needs. One of the ways of solving these complicated

the impact of various loads and humidity, and restrains the

issues is wide application of gypsum materials in con-

expansion of surface cracks, which emerged during plastic

struction. The use of composite gypsum binders (CGB)

shrinkage. Another way to enhance strength indicators is

is a breakthrough in improving the efficiency of waterproof

the use of a superplasticizer in foam concrete.

The projects, implemented under the Foundation support:

Yakovleva M.N. — “Micro-Reinforced Foam Concrete Based on Composite Gypsum Binder”.
Fyodorov V.I.— “The Technology of Improving Water Proof Properties of Gypsum Materials”.
FYODOROV Valery Igorevich,
a post-graduate student of Ammosov North Eastern Federal
University,
Yakutsk.
In 2012 Fyodorov Valery Igorevich graduated from

available and inexpensive, thus making it possible to use

the university and received an engineering degree

them as the basis for industrial use, e.g. paper waste.

majoring in “The Production of Construction Ma-

The project by V.I. Fyodorov, supported by the Foundation

terials, Products and Units”. He is currently finaliz-

under the UMNIK programme, on improving water proof

ing his post-graduate studies. V.I. Fyodorov is doing
research into the new technologies of improving
water proof properties of gypsum materials.

8

properties of gypsum materials suggests using an active
mineral additive of zeolite rock and PVA glue in base
mixes. The obtained wastepaper based material must be
comparable in terms of its price to mineral wool board

Manufacturing insulation-finishing gypsum and waste

with the density of 40-60 kg/m3, which is widely used in

paper plates may involve the use of different kinds of fiber

partitions and flooring, and considerably exceeds it in terms

materials. They mainly refer to those materials, which are

of sound absorption.
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The Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (FASIE)
is represented by Far Eastern Innovation Support Agency.
Before 2007 regional activities under the programmes of the Foundation
for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (hereinafter the Foundation)
were carried out by the Krai Ministry of Economic Development and Foreign
Relations. The setup of the Foundation representative office was related
with the establishment in 2007 of the Autonomous non-profit organization
“Far Eastern Innovation Support Agency” (NPO “FEISA”) and signing trilateral agreement between the krai government, NPO “FEISA” and the Foundation. The Representative office began active operations in 2008.
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In addition to the Foundation, since 2008 NPO “FEISA” has
been a representative of a few other institutes for development in the region — the Russian technology transfer
network, Federal Institute of Industrial Property (Rospatent)
and the Russian Venture Company (RBC).
NPO “FEISA” experts arrange and hold youth events (seminars, schools, exhibitions, fairs, business forums), where

0

Umnik 		start

RAZVITIE

they provide the details on the Foundation programmes,

Region-wide wide number of requests

conditions, principles and forms of participation in them.

Average country-wide number of requests

They also provide personal advice to the applicants who

Region-wide wide number of winners

seek funding for their projects.

Average country-wide number of winners

for 1,000 employees engaged in the innovation-based economy

The key task of NPO “FEISA” is to ensure complex support to the krai innovators and assist
them in entering the market of high technology
ideas, projects, products and processes.

Activity of appealing of the region
innovators to the Foundation for Assistance
70
and70the kinds of the initiated requests

for 1,000 students

NPO “FEISA” provides support and assistance
to small and medium-sized enterprises, large
companies, higher educational institutions and research organizations, as well as individuals. The
agency also cooperates with other organizations
and entities in the Russian Federation and in the
Asian-Pacific countries. Its main objective is to
assist in the development of innovative activities and infrastructure in the krai.

0

Yakutia Business and Technology Incubator was awarded an international grant of
the “Eurasia” Foundation for project “Information and consultancy centre of innovation
and technological entrepreneurship development in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”.
UMNIK winners
who switched to START

Printed materials on the Foundation programmes are being
prepared (booklets, brochures, journal papers and newspaper articles).
The regional expert councils include representatives of:
krai research and teaching staff, entrepreneurs, engineering and process experts holding management positions, executives of krai industry ministries.

Number of
international
contracts

2

1

Number of
“Innovative Lifts”

1

Efficiency of selected projects
(data from 2007 till 2013)

Head of Representative office:
KHVOSTIKOV
Dmitry Aleksandrovich

Representative office:
26а Turgeneva St.,
680000, Khabarovsk
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KHABAROVSK
Krai
NPO “FEISA” personnel provide comprehensive train-

The participants of the youth innovation club acquire knowl-

ing to the participants for the final of the UMNIK pro-

edge in practice while developing projects, jointly with NPO

gramme, engaging scientific advisors. After qualifying

“FEISA” personnel, for krai business sessions and venture

rounds and identifying potential participants of the final

fairs, cooperate with regional mass media on the issues of

qualification individual work is done by projects, with the

popularization of innovations in the region.

analysis of their strengths and weaknesses, outlining presentation and viva forms. The contestants are advised on
the issues for consideration and further development. It is
also identified whether the project may be commodified and
what risks it involves.

The region has a considerable innovation potential, which
is evident from the local concentration of industrial facilities
in such sectors as machine building (ship building, aircraft
building etc.), pharmaceuticals, power engineering and others. The region has a leading position by innovative activ-

Each UMNIK programme winner is provided with ad-

ities among the regions of the Far Eastern Federal District.

visory support of NPO “FEISA” personnel on intellec-

The share of innovative entities as of the beginning 2011 was 11.1 %, which exceeded the average value in the Russian Federation.

tual property protection (NPO “FEISA” has employed a
patent attorney) and project commercialization. There are
meetings with experts to teach business planning, project
promotion, project presentation art etc.

In 2012 the state dedicated programme “Innovative Development and Modernization of Khabarovskого Krai Econ-

In 2011 a youth innovation club was established in the

omy” was adopted. The programme goal is to create the

krai. Information and advisory support to the club is pro-

conditions and move the krai economy to the innovative

vided by the NPO “FEISA” personnel. There are regular

way of development, encouraging the formation of the ef-

seminars, meetings with successful entrepreneurs and

ficient regional innovation system, the development of in-

representatives of scientific and educational organizations.

novation infrastructure, ensuring modernization of the krai

There are training events in the following fields: intellectual

traditional industries, improving production competitiveness

property protection; innovative project commercialization.

due to the introduction of new technologies and innovations.

From 2007 to 2013 the winners of the START programme included 29 companies.
Over 70 people were voted the winners of the UMNIK programme.
Sectoral profile of the regional projects
(data for the period from 2007 till 2013)

Biochemical Technology Н5

Information Technologies Н1
Информационные
технологии Н1

Future Medicine Н2
Медицина будущего Н2

Современные материалы и
технологии их создания Н3

New Devices and Hardware
Systems Н4

4

Новые приборы и
аппаратные комплексы Н4

Advanced materials
Биотехнологии
Н5 of their
and
technology
generation H3

KHABAROVSK
Krai
The Law on the state support of innovative activities

Work Efficiency from the point
of view of R&D results

in Khabarovsk krai was passed; it comes into force in
2014. The law considers the main needs of innovative
activity entities for state support. The availability of the
support mechanisms and their use by enterprises must

0,25

lead to the innovative projects risk reduction. To achieve
the highest efficiency the law suggests financial and organizational state support. The enterprises and organi-

0,20

zations implementing cluster projects are to be granted
special conditions. The document stipulates the main
objectives, tasks and principles of the state support of

0,15

innovative activities in the region, powers of local governmental bodies and the forms of krai state support of
innovative activities.

In addition, dedicated programme “The Development of Small and Medium Enterprises
in Khabarovsk Krai” has been developed.

0,10

0,05

0,00

Number of R&D results per one employee of the SIE supported by the Foundation in the region
Average figure for the Foundation
Data of the whole region in 2011: Number of R&D results
per one employee in the field of innovation

The total Foundation funding volume has been 38 061000 RUB, 56 work places were created.

FOUNDATION
PERFORMANCE

Efficiency and expenditures per one employee
involved into the innovation-based economy,

Over the whole period of cooperation with
the Foundation the region has held the following programme events: UMNIK, UMNIK na

Выработк а
PRODUCTION

START, START, Development, Foundation international
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programmes, EXPO, MOST.
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From 2007 to 2013 the winners under the
START programme included 29 companies. Over
70 people were voted the winners of the UMNIK programme.
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The youth activity level has risen in science and technology,

З атраты на одно

З арПлата
the number of participants of the START programme has Средняя
AVERAGE

increased, large companies have begun cooperating with
small innovative businesses.
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In 2009 the winner of the UMNIK programme P.А. SA-

Total amount of financing
through the Foundation,
mln. RUB

BLIN successfully completed R&D of the 1st year for
project “The Technology of strengthening machine parts
subject to shock and abrasion wear”, started his own

14

business, KOMPOZIT-DV LLC, and won the START

12
10

programme contest in 2011. Sablin is a laureate of

8

Zvorykinsky project contest and the winner of the pres-

6
4

idential grant of the contest for state support of young

2

Russian Candidates of Sciences. Kompozit-DV is cur-

0

2010

2011

2012

2013

Revenue per 1 RUB of the budgetary funds
invested by the Foundation in the region

12

rently a resident of the Komsomolsky-na-Amure State
Technical University Technopark and is growing rapidly.
The company provides services to large krai industrial
enterprises.
In 2009 R&D ACRYLIC TECHNOLOGIES LLC was the

10
8

winner of the START programme with the project “Pro-

6

duction Engineering of Acrylic Painting Materials Based

4

on the New Composite Pigment Technology”. Positive

2

R&D results of the 1st year enabled the company to find

0

2010

1,60

2011

2012

2013

Tax liabilities per 1 RUB of the
budgetary funds invested by the
Foundation in the region

an investor and transit to the 2 nd and then to the 3 rd year
of funding under the START programme. Generally, the
project was funded in the amount of 11 million RUB, including, 5.8 million RUB for R&D from the Foundation.
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Raised extrabudgetary resources per
1 RUB of the budgetary funds invested
by the Foundation in the region

The share of innovative entities as of
the beginning 2011 was 11.1 %.
In 2012 III Russian National contest of the UMNIK to START

7

programme was won by D.S. Chemeris, a post-graduate

6

student of the Pacific National University with the project

5
4

“The System of Robot Vision for Orientation and Search

3

Tasks”. Small innovative company POGARIS LLC was

2

established.

1
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2013

Expenses of the Foundation per
Job in the Supported Small Innovative
Businesses of the Region, thous. RUB
2 500

Joint programmes are being carried out by the Foundation
and similar Foundations in Asian-Pacific Region countries.
1 project (Khabarovsk) was among the winners under the
BMBF-FASIE programme.

2 000
1 500

Total amount of financing through the Foundation has been 38061000 RUB, 56 work places
have been created.
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SHTARYOVA
Anna Vladimirovna,

an instructor of the Department of Chemistry and Environmental Studies of the Far Eastern Transport Routes State
University, Khabarovsk.

UMNIK

KHABAROVSK
Krai

In 2013 Shtaryova Anna Vladimirovna was the winner of
the UMNIK programme in “Advanced materials and technology of their generation”. The project was designed for
the development and introduction of new catalysts for
contaminated water treatment from organic substances
(e.g. oil products and phenols) with solar light.

The project implementation will enable to establish

phenols degradation. Negotiations were held with the

the basis for enterprises to introduce new inexpensive,

representatives of different companies for piloting

efficient and eco-friendly technologies of wastewater

new catalysts.

treatment from various pollutants, which is an important
task while introducing the concept of Russia sus-

New visible light catalysts were tested on

tainable development.

the wastewater of Dalnefteprovod LLC — a

So far the project includes the completed technol-

subdivision of JSC Transneft. Pilot testing

ogy of generating new visible light catalysts, obtained

enabled to achieve lowering the oil products

different catalytic formulations. Their efficiency was

concentration to 6 % from the initial con-

tested in the laboratory by the rate of oil products and

centration within 4-hour exposure.

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

A Visible Light Catalyst for Industrial Wastewater Treatment.

PROGRAM
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YAKUBA
Dmitry Dmitrievich,
an instructor of the Pacific State
University,
Khabarovsk.
Yakuba Dmitry Dmitrievich was a laureate of the UMNIK programme in 2012
with the project of developing a process
system for improving the quality performance of intensive-wear parts.

The grant funds, provided by the Foundation, were used research and
development, which showed the factors affecting the electrospark
doping (ESD) protective coating process and abrasion-free ultrasound
finish (AFUF) and the ways of their elimination. The technology of
improving the quality of coating with abrasion-free ultrasound finish
was developed as well as the technology of producing coatings using AFUF and ESD combined. It was proven that this technology increases such parts quality characteristics as heat resistance, abrasion
wear, and resistance to aggressive media.

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

A Process System for Improving the Quality Performance of Intensive-Wear Parts.
The system of adaptive process control was developed to be used at
the machines with numerical program control. Design and process documentation was developed for the coating production process.

Further research is being done into producing coatings with
various properties. Process stability improvement methods
are being developed as well as the ways to reduce the factors,
affecting the quality of produced coatings.
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KOMPOZIT-DV LLC was founded in 2011 by the Komsomolsky-na-Amure State Technical
University and carries out research and development in new technologies of spraying protective coatings, units of arc-spraying and flame plating.

The project, supported by the Foundation, is designed for
the development and implementation of innovative technologies of spraying protective strengthening and anti-corrosion coatings on machine parts and metalwork.
The developed technologies enable to solve the following R&D tasks:

•• service life extension of bodies, buckets, blades of heavy pit
machines;
•• reduction of importing expensive parts for pit machines;

•• service life extension of wear vanes of shot-blasters, used in
foundry engineering;
•• reduced costs of restoration services for the shafts of heavyduty construction and mining machines to the Far Eastern region
enterprises;
•• reduction of galvanized pipe production cycle;

•• service life extension of metal pipes due to formation of intermetallic layer, ensuring resistance to corrosion and additional mechanical strength;
•• reduced costs of steel-making equipment repairs (worn steel

melting pots, ceramic gate valves and rolls for steel rolling) through
its restoration by ceramic coating.

In 2011 the company won in the START programme contest and received

financial support of the Foundation. In 2012 co-funding was from the own
The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

KOMPOZIT DV

Innovative Technologies of Spraying Protective
Strengthening and Anti-corrosion Coatings
on Machine Parts and Metalwork.
capital. In 2012 and 2013 subsidies were also received under the programme of supporting small innovative companies of Khabarovsk krai.
The technology tests were carried out in the branch of OAO
(Open-Joint-Stock Company) Sukhoi Aviation Holding Company
Y.A. Gagarin KnAAZ branch office on the protective housing for a
gray cast-iron (grade СЧ 15) thermocouple for galvanized alloys and a
stainless steel housing for alumina hot melts. The durability of a case
with no coating was from 1 to 3 days, whereas the durability of the case
with protective coating and a casting defect was 30 days. Currently the
service contract with OAO KnAAZ is being negotiated. The readiness
for cooperation has been confirmed by: Irkutsk aviation plant — a
branch of OAO (JSC) Corporation Irkut, Progress Arsenyev Aviation
Company (OAO Russian Helicopters).

The prototype of the automated protective coating process line is under development for further production.
KOMPOZIT DV LLC has created 4 work places. 3 kinds of
arc spray coating units have been made; the products are
being under certification.

PROGRAM

UMNIK
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Continent-TAU LLC was founded in 2001. Its core activities are design, installation,
startup, and service of automated process control systems, programming, manufacturing
radioelectronic products, and radio-electronic goods sales.

Continent-TAU LLC is the owner of intellectual
property in the control and data transmission
systems — three patents for utility models
and the TAU trademark. Based on the patents
the mass production of remote control and
automated process control systems. There
are permits of a self-regulatory organization
(SRO) to the work, affecting the safety of construction facilities; an International Certificate of Conformity with the quality management system has been received.

The company was granted financial support of the
Foundation in the amount of 4 million RUB, having won
the 2010-Н-161 contest. It was a joint German-Russian project in production-oriented applied research.
The funds were provided for the implementation of
the project on creating Intellectual Integration Platform EasySync, designed for the fast integration of the
non-destructive testing system into the process flow.
CONTINENT-TAU LLC co-funding was 7 945 480 RUB,
which was used for payroll and tax payment needs.
R&D resulted in the development of prototypes of microprocessor units TAU, performing the function of interfacing and automated control within Intellectual

CONTINENT-TAU

of the system operation. Application of the TAU-developed
generator, hardware and software interfaces enabled to accelerate integration of the non-destructive testing system
into the production line at ZF facilities. The integration work
was done within three weeks, whereas earlier it had required
from 3 to 4months. Integration period shortening was due
to the high quality and stability of the EASYSYNC hardware
and software components. Owing to the developed data exchange protocol between the automatic control unit and instruments the time for searching hardware incompatibilities,
programme bugs and emergencies was minimized.
High requirements from Fraunhofer Institute (Germany)
to the development of TAU devices, made it possible to use
them as separate products. CONTINENT-TAU tested modules PN-Device that operate analogue, discrete and digital signals (RS-232, RS-485/422) and are designed for the
needs of industrial automation and housing and public utilities, and began using them in its projects. A contract with
PKP Rostechnologies DV LLC has been signed for upgrading Teplur1-М control devices, applied to control the heating medium flow in the heating network, which include TAU
uncased boards (PN-Device prototype). Under this contract
it is planned to upgrade over 100 devices by March 2014 for

The project, implemented under the Foundation support:

Intellectual Integration Platform EasySync.

Integration Platform EasySync — three modules of PNDevice for operating analogue, discrete and digital signals
(RS-232, RS-485/422) and one module PN-Controller
for integrating encoders with EasySync digital bus. Joining
two advance technologies — the Sampling Phased Array
and a hardware-software system based on Profinet protocol — led to the synergetic effect, enabling EASYSINC
unit to take up world leading positions among non-destructive testing units. 3 new work places were created
over the R&D period.

The results of the EASYSYNC project were first used to
develop a non-destructive testing system for ZF in Germany and the USA. Full integration of the two systems
has been accomplished. The production of controlled parts
is performed with a 15-second clock period. Up to 2500
parts undergo 100% non-destructive testing over a days

the amount of about 1 million RUB. The project implementation involving TAU devices will save up to 30 % thermal
power.
Fraunhofer Institute will supply 7 systems for 100% non
-destructive tests of the gear shifting mechanism in automatic transmission. The total project value is 500 thousand
euros. For each of the 7 production lines it is expected to
supply one non-destructive testing system.
CONTINENT-TAU and German I-Dial, an exclusive IZFP
representative, have signed a dealer contract for supplying
non-destructive testing systems to Russia and, supplying
TAU devices to Germany. The price of TAU device package
per line is 1.5 thousand euros.

Timely assistance of the Foundation in the implementation of international project “The Development
of Intellectual Integration Platform EasySync” enabled to complete the project and brought employees valuable experience of international project implemention.
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